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PREFACE

Thirty-two years have elapsed since the appearance of

Professor Sylvain Levi s admirable treatise, Le thi&tre indien,

the first adequate sketch of the origin and development of the

Indian drama and of Indian dramatic theory. Since then

the discovery of important fragments of the dramas of the great

Buddhist poet Afvaghosa, and of the plays of the famous Bhasa,

has thrown unexpected light on the early history of the drama

in India; the question of the origin of the drama has been the

subject of elaborate investigation by Professors von Schroeder,

Pischcl, Hertel, Sir W. Ridgeway, Liiders, Konow, and myself;

and the real significance and value of the Indian theory of

the dramatic art have been brought out by the labours of

Professor Jacobi. The time is therefore ripe for a fresh in-

vestigation of the origin and development of the drama in the

light of the new materials available.

To bring the subject matter within moderate compass, I have

confined it to the drama in Sanskrit or Prakrit, omitting any

reference to vernacular dramas. I have also omitted from

the account of the theory of drama all minor detail which

appeared to have no more than the interest of ingenuity in

subdivision and classification; I have had the less hesitation

in doing so, because I have no doubt that the value and depth

of the Indian theory of poetics ha^^e failed to receive recognition,

simply because in the original so^es^hat is important and

what is valueless are presenteefc® almost inextricable confusion.

In tracing the developmenW‘of j<the drama, I have laid stress

only on the great writers and dramatists who wrote before

the end of the first millennium ;
of later works I have selected

a few typical specimens for description ;
it seemed needless to

dwell on plays which in the main show an excessive dependence

2717



6 Preface

on older models and on the text-books of dramatic theory, and

whose chief merit, when they have any, lies in skill and taste

in versification. Valuable bibliographies of the dramas are

contained in Mr. Montgomery Schuyler’s Bibliography of the

Sanskrit Drama (1906), and in Professor Konow’s treatise, and

it has seemed needless to do more than refer to the most

important and accessible editions of the plays mentioned and

to treatises which have appeared since the publication of these

works.

Though the limits of space available have precluded any full

investigation of the style of the dramatists, I have not followed

Professor Levi in leaving this aspect out of consideration. The

translations given of the passages cited are intended merely to

convey the main sense
;

I have therefore left without discussion

difficulties of interpretation and allusion, and have resorted

to prose. Verse translations from Sanskrit sometimes attain

very real merit, but normally only in a way which has little

affinity with Sanskrit poetry. H. H. Wilson’s versions of

Sanskrit dramas in his Theatre of the Hmdus for this reason,

and also because the prose of the dramas is turned into verse,

thus fail, despite their many intrinsic merits, to convey any

precise idea of the effect of a Sanskrit drama.

I am indebted to my wife for much assistance and criticism.

Edinburgh University,

April, 1923 .

A. BERRIEDALE KEITH.
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PART I

THE ORIGIN OF THE SANSKRIT
DRAMA



I

DRAMATIC ELEMENTS IN VEDIC

LITERATURE

I. The Indian Tradition of the Origin of the Drama

Indian tradition, preserved in the Ndtyai^dstra} the oldest of

the texts of the theory of the drama, claims for the drama divine

origin, and a close connexion with the sacred Vedas themselv^
The golden age had no need for such amusements : ignorant of

all pain, the sorrow, which is as essential to the art as joy itself,

was inconceivable, ^he creation of the new form of literature

was reserved to the silver age, when the gods approached the

all-father and bade him produce something to give pleasure

to the ears and eyes alike, a fifth Veda which, unlike the other

four, would not be the jealous preserve of the three twice-born

castes, but might be shared by the Qudras also. Brahma gave

ear to the pleading, and designed to fashion a Veda in which

tradition [itihdsa) should be combined with instruction in all

the ends of men. To accomplish his task he took from the

Rgveda the element of recitation, from the Sdmaveda song,

from the Yajurveda the mimetic art, and from the Atharvaveda

sentiment. Then he bade Vi^vakarman, the divine architect,

build a playhouse in which the sage Bharata was instructed

to carry into practice the art thus created. The gods accepted

with joy the new creation
;
(^iva contributed to it the Tandava

dance, expressing violent emotion, Parvati, his spouse, the tender

and voluptuous Lasya, while Visnu was responsible for the

invention of the four dramatic styles, essential to the effect of

any play. To Bharata fell the duty of transferring to earth

this celestial Veda in the inferior and truncated form of the

Ndtyagdstrai)

The legend is interesting for its determination to secure the

» i. 2 ff.



The Indian Tradition

participation of every member of the Hindu Trinity in the

creation of the new art, and for its effort to claim that the fifth

Veda of tradition was the Veda of the dramatic arf^The older

tradition, recorded and exploited by the epic,^ recognizes as the

fifth Veda the mass of traditions, and the Ndtya^dstra tacitly

concedes this by representing the Ndtyaveda as including these

traditions. The legend, therefore, is not of great antiquity, nor

need we place it long before the compilation of the Ndtyagdstra

itself. The date of that text is uncertain, but we cannot with

any assurance place it before the third century A.D. With

the Indian tendency to find divine origins, it may well be that

the tradition existed much earlier, but in the absence of any

corroboration that must remain a mere hypothesis, for which no

conclusive ground can be adduced. What is important is that

none of the theorists on the drama appeal to any Vedic texts

as representing dramas, whence it is natural to draw the con-

clusion that there was no Indian tradition extant in their time

which pointed to the preservation among the sacred texts of

dramas. Indeed, if it were worth while, the conclusion might

legitimately be drawn that the absence of any drama in the

Vedic literature was recognized, since it was necessary for

the gods to ask Brahma to create a completely new type of

literature, suitable for an age posterior to that in which the

Vedas already existed.

2. The Dialogues of the Veda

The silence of Indian tradition is all the more remarkable

because there do exist in the Rgveda itself a number of hymns
which are obviously dialogues, and which are expressly recog-

nized as such by early Indian tradition.^ The number of such

hymns is uncertain, for it is possible to add to those which

clearly bear that character others whose interpretation might

be improved by assuming a division of persons. There are,

however, at least fifteen whose character as dialogues is quite

undeniable, and most of these hymns are of marked interest.

Thus in x. lo Yama and Yami, the primeval twins, whence

in the legend are derived the races of men, engage in debate

;

* Hopkins, Great Epic ofIndia

^

pp. 7, 10, 53.

2 Keith, JRAS. 1911, pp. 981 ff-



Dramatic ElementsH
the poet, with a more refined sentiment than the legend, is

uneasy regarding this primitive incest, and represents Yami as

intent on an effort, fruitless so far as the hymn goes, to induce

Yama to accept and make fruitful her proffered love. A
tantalizing, but certainly interesting, hymn in the same book

95) gives a dialogue between Pururavas, and the nymph
Urva^i

;
he rebukes her inconstancy, but does not succeed in

making her refrain from withdrawing from his gaze. In viii. lOo

Nema Bhargava utters an appeal to India, to which the god

is please? to give a reply. Sometimes there are three inter-

locutors; thus Agastya, the sage, has a conversation (i. 179) of an

enigmatic type with his wife, Lopamudra, and their son
;
not

less obscure is the dialogue between Indra and Vasukra, in

which the wife of the latter plays a small part, in x. 28
;
and

in iv. 18 we have a most confused dialogue between Indra.

Aditi, and Vamadeva. Even less intelligible is the famous

debate between Indra, his wife, IndranI, and Vrsakapi (x. 86),

each interpreter of which is able to show the absurdity of the

versions of his predecessors but seems incapable of recognizing

the defects of his own. Or one of the interlocutors may be

a troop, not an individual. Thus Sarama, the messenger of

Indra, seeking the kine which have been taken away, goes to

the demons, the Fanis
,
and holds with them lively debate

(x. 108). The gods '^so have a hard business (x. 51-3) to

persuade Agni, the living fire, to persevere in the tedious oc-

cupation of bearing to them the oblations of mortals, and the

dialogue in which they engage is vivid in the extreme, extending

even to the breaking of a stanza into portions for two inter-

locutors. vTwo dialogues are of interest for their historical

allusions, the converse of Vi9vamitra and the rivers (iii. 33) which

he seeks to cross, and that of Vasistha with his sons (vii. 33),

if indeed that is the correct interpretation of the speakers of the

hymn. Indra again disputes with the Maruts (i. 165 and 170),

who had disgraced themselves in his eyes by deserting him in

the thick of his contest with the demon Vitra, but who suc-

ceed at last in placating his anger
;

in the former hymn Agastya

seems also to intervene, by summing up the result at the close,

and invoking the favour of the gods for himself. Similarly the

account of Vi^vamitra's dialogue ends with the assertion that
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the Bharatas successfully crossed the rivers in search of booty,

having won a passage by the intercession of their priest. The
interesting, but obscure, hymn (iv. 42), in which Indra and

Varuna seem to engage in a dispute as to their relative pre-

eminence, is clearly commented on by the poet himself, and

his intervention may be suspected even where it is not essential.

Now it is clear that the tradition of the ritual literature didj

not know what to make of the dialogues of the Rgveda. The
genre of composition was one which died out in the later Vedic

age
;

it is significant that the Atharvaveda knows but one hymn
of that type (y. i ij in which the priest, Atharvan, begs the god
for the payment due, a cow; the god is little inclined to accord

his prayer^But Thai iy is induced to relent and to add to the

guerdon due the promise of eternal friendship. It is not in

the least surprising, therefore, if we find that Yaska and Qaunaka

in the fifth century B.c. were at variance as to whether the hymn
X. 95 was a dialogue, as the former held, or a mere legend, as

the latter believed.^ In the commentary of Sayana wc find

that the tradition was unable to ascribe any ritual use for nearly

all the hymns
;

the case of x. 86 is an exception, but it is

significant that that hymn has little of a true dialogue, the three

speakers rather uttering enigmas than conversing, and it was

therefore easier to fit it into the inconspicuous part it occupies

in the later ritual. We must, therefore, admit that we have in

these dialogues the remnant of a style of poetry which died

out in the later Vedic period.

Its original purpose is obscure, but a very interesting sug-

gestion was made in 1869 by Max Muller in connexion with his

version of Rgveda i. 165.^ He conjectured that the ‘dialogue

was^ repeated at sacrifices in honour of the Maruts or that

possibly it was acted by two parties, one representing Indra,

the other the Maruts and their followers'. In 1890 the sug-

gestion was repeated with approval by Professor L6vi,^^ho

added to it the argument that the Samaveda shows that the

art of music had been fully developed by the Vedic age! More-

over the Rgveda ^ already knows maidens who, decked in splendid

raiment, dance and attract lovers, and the Atharvaveda^ tells

^ Sieg, Die Sagenstoffe des Rgveda

^

p. 27. ^ SHE. x^xii. 182 f.

* TI. i. 307 f. ^ i. 92. 4. ® xii. I. 41.



1 6 Dramatic Elements

how men dance and sing to music*. There is, therefore, a priori

no fatal objection to assuming that the period of the Rgveda
knew dramatic spectacles, religious in character, in which the

priests assumed the idles of gods and sages in order to imitate

on earth the events of the heavens.

The logical consequence of this doctrine is seen in Professor

von Schroeder’s elaborate theory ^ that the dialogue hymns, and

also certain monologues, for instance x. 119, in which Indra

appears as glorifying himself in the intoxication of his favourite

Soma drink, are relics of Vedic mysteries, an inheritance in germ
from Indo-European times. Ethnology shows us the close

relation of music, dance, and drama among many peoples, and

the curious phenomenon that Vedic religion knows of gods as

dancers cannot be explained satisfactorily save on the assump-

tion that the priests were used to see performed ritual dances,

in themselves imitations of the cosmic dance in which the world

was, on one view, created. Such dances partake of the nature

of sympathetic magic, and they have an obvious parallel in the

great sacrificial rites, which in the Brahmana period are under-

taken in order to represent on earth the cosmic creation. It

is true that we do not find in the Rgveda the phallic dances

which in Greece and Mexico alike are held to be closely con-

nected with the origin of drama, but that was because the priests

of the Rgveda were in many respects austere, and disapproved

of phallic deities of any kind. The dramas of the ritual,

therefore, are in a sense somewhat out of the main line of the

development of the drama
;

the popular side has survived

through the ages in a rough way in the Yatras well known in

the literature of Bengal, while the refined and sacerdotalized

Vedic drama passed away without a direct descendant.

Independent support for the view of the dialogues as mystery

plays in nuce is given by Dr. Hertel,* whose argument is largely

based on the doctrine that the Vedic hymns were always sung,

and that in singing it would have been impossible for a single

singer to make the necessary distinction between the different

speakers, which would have been possible if the hymns had not

^ Mysterium und Mimus im Rigveda (1908); VOJ. xxii. 223 ff.
;

xxiii. i ff., 270 f.

• VOJ. xviii. 59 ff., 137 ff.
;

xxiii. 273 ff.
;

xxiv. 117 ff. Cf. Charpentier, VOJ.
xxiii. 33 ff.

;
Die Supartiasage (1922) is somewhat confused and uncritical.
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been sung. The hymns, therefore, represent the beginnings of

a dramatic art, which may be compared with the form of the

Gitagovinda} But, what is more important, he seeks to find

an actual drama on an extended scale in the Stiparnadhyaya?

a cunbus and comparatively late Vedic text. In his view,

accordingly, the Vedic drama does not stand isolated
;

it is

seen in the Rgvedd onTy Ifi its beginnings; the Suparnddhydya

'dtspfays it en route to further development, and in the Yatras

we can see a continuation of the old type, which aids us in

following the growth from the Vedic drama of the classical

drama of India. In this regard there is a distinct divergence

of view between the two supporters of the dramatic theory, for

Professor von Schroeder regards the Yatras as genuinely con-

nected with the later drama, being developed in close connexion

with the cult of Visnu-Krsna and Rudra-Qiva, but as repre-

senting a different development from the same root as the Vedic

dialogues. Of this other side of the drama he finds hints in

the traditional connexion of the Gandharvas and Apsarases with

the drama, for these in his view are essentially phallic deities.

There is, of course, no doubt of the possibility of the dialogues

really representing portions of the old ritual in which the priests

assumed the character of gods or demons, for there are abundant

parallels for such a supposition. But there is no sufficient

ground to compel us to seek for such an explanation of these

hymns; that the Rgveda contains nothing save what is con-

nected with ritual is a postulate which is not made by the

Indians themselves, and has no justification save in the desire

for symmetry. On the contrary, it is perfectly legitimate and

much more natural to regard the Rgveda as a collection of

hymns, in the vast majority of cases of ritual origin, but in-

cluding some more secular poetry , to which genus alone can

we reasonably attribute the battle hymns of Vi9vamitra and

Vasi§Jtka. The fact that such hymns disappear in the later

Vedic literature is then natural, for that literature represents

unquestionably hymns collected definitely for ritual uses, and

therefore nothing was admitted which could not be employed

therein. To assume, therefore, that a ritual explanation must

^ See ch. xi., 5 9 ;
WinterniU, GIL. iii. 130 f.

2 See also Jarl Charpentier, Die Supartmsage (Uppsala, i9aj).

*717 B



1 8 Dramatic Elements

be found, and to find it in ritual drama is illegitimate, and the

only justification for accepting the view in any case must lie

in the fact that it affords a better explanation of the hymn than

any which can be given otherwise.

It is impossible to feel any certainty that the necessary proof

has been brought in any case. The hymn ix. 112, which describes

in four stanzas in a rather humorous style the various ends of

men, ending with the refrain in each case, ‘ O Soma, flow for

Indra’, is transformed into the marching song of a popular

festival at which mummers represent vegetation deities and

symbols of fertility are carried. The tradition knows nothing

of these happenings, and the hymn certainly suggests none to

the average intelligence. On the contrary, it seems a very

natural piece of witty sarcasm, to which point is lent by the

use of the refrain, and to deny the possibility of sarcasm to

the thinkers who produce the advanced and sceptical views

expressed in the Rgveda is certainly unwise.^ To explain the

Vrsakapi hymn (x. 86) as a piece of fertility magic in dramatic

form is ingenious, but unluckily it in no way contributes towards

the explanation of the hymn, and, therefore, is as valueless as

the other possible explanations which have been offered. The
same condemnation must be passed on the effort to find a mimic

race at a festival described in the strange Mudgala hymn (x. 10a)

which if it is intelligible at all, seems to have a mythological

reference, and not to refer either to actual or mimic races.

An ingenious effort is that made to adduce ethnological

parallels to prove that the hymn x. 119, which is a straight-

forward monologue, placed in the mouth of India, celebrating

the effect of drinking the Soma, must be regarded as part of

a ritual in whicli at the close of the drinking of the Soma in the

rite, a priest comes forward, assuming the r61e of Indra, and

celebrates in monologue the strength of the juice of the holy

plant Among the Cora Indians, after a wine festival, a god

is introduced showing the effects of the drink, while a singer

celebrates its potent merits. There is, however, a fatal hiatus

in the proof
;
the poem by itself is perfectly clear, and to seek

^ This quite consistent with the ritual use in a Soma * wish ’ offering suggested

by Oldenberg, GGA. 1909, pp. 79 ff. Cf. his remarks on vii. 103 in Rgveda-NoteUy

ii. 67,
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for an explanation so far-fetched is idle expenditure of energy.

The same condemnation must be expressed of the effort to find

in the frog hymn (vii. 103) a song sung by men masked as frogs,

dancing as a spell to secure rain. If we grant that the hymn
is really intended as a rain spell, which is moderately probable

though not proved, it needs no further explanation whatever,

and, if we do not accept this suggestion but adopt the older view

that it satyrizes in an amusing way the antics of certain per-

formers of the ritual, the character of the hymn as a fertility

spell vanishes at once. The errors of method are seen excellently

in the fantastic conclusion that the gambler’s hymn (x. 34),

in which a gambler deplores the fatal love for the dice which

has led to his reducing even his beloved wife to ruin, is a

dramatic monologue in which dancers represent the leaping

and falling dice. The dialogue of Yama and Yam! reduces

itself to a fertility drama, from which the prudishness of the

Vedic age has omitted the vital part of the union of the pair.

The curious hymn, iv. 18, which tells of Indra’s unnatural birth

becomes a drama by the assumption that of thirteen verses seven

are ascribed to the poet himself. We are in fact in every case

presented with a bare possibility, which sometimes involves

absurdities, and in all cases does nothing whatever to help us

in interpreting the hymns. There is nothing, it is true, in-

conceivable in the view that the hymn of Sarama and the Panis

was actually recited by two different parties, and thus was a

ritual drama in 7i7ice
;
what is certain is that the later Vedic period

knew nothing whatever of such a practice
;

the only hymn in

dialogue form for which it finds a use (x. 86) is assigned an

employment in which there is nothing dramatic whatever. The
absurdity of the whole process reaches perhaps its fullest

exhibition in the dissertation on the hymn regarding Agastya

and Lopamudra (i. 179), for it becomes a fertility rite performed

after the corn has been cut
;
Lopamudra becomes * that which

has the seal of disappearance upon it ’, a feat which is impossible

in the Vedic language
;

the hymn itself suits far better the

obvious alternative ^ of ‘ one who enjoys love at the cost of

breaking her marital vows’. To explain the hymns of Indra

and the Maruts (i. 170, i7i,and 165) we are to hold that we
* Oldenberg, GGA. 1909, p, 77, n. 4.
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have three scenes of a dramatic performance, which takes place

at a Soma sacrifice to celebrate the victory of Indra over the

serpent Vrtra, ending with a dance of the Maruts, represented

by youths fully armed. This weapon dance is a relic of old

vegetation ritual, the driving out of the old year, winter, or

death, which is the foundation of the dances of the Roman Salii,

the Greek Kouretes, the Phrygian Korybantes, and the German
sword^ dancers. How can it be justifiable to spin theories thus

in order to explain hymns which are taken by themselves

without serious difficulty save in detail ?

It is equally impossible to find any cogency in Dr. Hertel’s

arguments from the necessity of assuming two sets of per-

formers, since the hymns were sung and a single voice in singing

could not distinguish the interlocutors. Doubtless, if we accepted

this necessity, we would be inclined to admit a priori that the

song would tend to be accompanied by action and by the dance,

so that drama would be on the way to development. But we

do not know that the hymns of the Rgveda were always sung

;

on the contrary wc do know with absolute certainty that, while

the verses of the Sdmaveda were sung {gai)^ the verses of the

Rgveda were recited {gans). True, we do not have precise

information of the exact character of the recitation, but there

is not the slightest ground to suppose that a reciter could not

have conveyed by differences in his mode of recitation the dis-

tinction between two different interlocutors, and the fact that

this point is ignored in the argument is fatal to it. Moreover,

wc must admit that we are wholly ignorant as to the degree

in which it was desired by the authors or reciters of these hymns

to convey these differences of person. We do not know, and

the ritual text-books did not know, exactly in what way

these hymns were used. We find in the Rgveda a number of

philosophic hymns ;
why should we not admit that a philosophic

dialogue such as that of Yama and Yarn! is possible without

demanding that it should be a fragment of ritual? Wc have

historical hymns in Mandala vii
;
why should we turn the

dialogue of Vi^vamitra and the rivers into a drama ? Why should

we insist that all hymns were composed for ritual use, when

we know that ancient tales were among the things used to pass

the period immediately following the disposal of the dead, and
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that during the pauses in the great horse sacrifice, performed

to assert the wide sovereignty of the king, both Brahmins and

warriors sang songs to fill up the time ? We may legitimately

assume that in the Rgvcda we have hymns of other than directly

ritual or magic purpose
;

the gambler’s hymn cannot by any

reasonable stretch of the imagination be taken as ritual.^

It is also impossible to accept the view that the Vedic drama

died out under the chilling effect of the disapproval of the

priests of fertility ritual. We find, on the contrary, that fertility

ritual is fully recognized later in the Mahavrata ceremonial, and

also in the horse sacrifice, which are both known to the other

Vedic Samhitas, though this feature of the rite is not referred to,

directly at least, in the Rgveda. Moreover, even if the dis-

approval of fertility rites had been real, why should it* have

brought to a close the drama ? The dialogues of Agni and the

gods, of Sarama and the Fanis, of Varuna and Indra, of Indra

and the singer—and perhaps Vayu also (viii. loo), have no

connexion with fertility, and this aspect of drama need not have

perished. Dr. Hertel is certainly right in demanding traces of

development, not of decadence, but his great effort to find a full

drama in the Steparnddhydya must definitely be pronounced

a failure. It involves an elaborate invention of stage directions,

the preparation of a list of dramatis persofiae largely on the

basis of imagination, and a translation of the piece based on this

theory, which can be shown in detail to be open to the certainty

of error. Add to this the fact .that there is no hint in Indian

tradition that the Suparnadhydya, on the face of it a late

imitation of Vedic work proper, had ever any dramatic intention

or use.

A very different theory of the purpose of these hymns is that

which we owe to Professors Windisch,^ Oldenberg,^ and Pischel.^

They represent an old type, Indo-European in antiquity, of

composition of epic character, in which the verses, representing

the points of highest emotion, were preserved, and the connecting

links were in prose which was not stereotyped, and therefore

' Keith, JRAS. 1911, p. 1006. * Cf. Sansk. PhiL pp. 404 ff.

® ZDMG. xxxvii. 54 flf.
; xxxix. 52 ff. ; GGA. 1909, pp. 66 ff.

; GN. 191 1, pp. 441 ff.
;

Zur GesckichU der cUtindischen Prosa (19^ 7), pp. 53 ff-; Das Mahabharata^ pp. 21 ff.

^ VS. ii. 42 ff. GGA. 1891, pp. 351 ff.
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has not come down to us. The theory is capable of combination

with the suggestion that these hymns in dialogue were dramatic

;

thus Prof. Pischel explained the combination of prose and verse

in the Sanskrit drama as a relic of this early form of literature,

which thus might serve both epic and dramatic ends.^ Despite

the considerable vogue which the theory has at one time or

other attained, and the energetic defence of it by Professor

Oldenberg, who has based upon it an elaborate theory of the

development of Indian prose, it is doubtful whether we can

accept the view.-^ It is a very real difficulty here also that the

tradition shows no trace of knowledge of this characteristic of

the hymns, and we do not find any work actually in this form in

the whole of the Vedic literature. The alleged instances of this

type, such as those of the tale of ^unah^epa in the Aitareya

Brdhnmna^ or the working up in the faiapatha Brdhmana of

the legend of Pururavas and Urva^i cannot possibly be made

to fit the theory. In the latter case we have a tale, which

manifestly does not agree with the verses of the Rgvcda, and

which is openly and obviously an attempt to work that hymn
into the explanation of the ritual

;
in the former wc have the

use of gnomic verses to illustrate a theme, a form of literature

which is preserved through the history of Sanskrit prose, and

portions of a verse narrative. The true type, verses used at the

point of emotion, especially, therefore, to give the vital speeches

and replies, is thus not represented by any text of the Vedic

literature. Whether it ever existed at all in the sense postulated

by the theory, whether there are traces of it in the Pali Jatakas,

or whether its existence even there is a misunderstanding, are

questions which are not in vital connexion with the origin of

Sanskrit drama, and may, therefore, here be left undiscussed.

One consideration, however, is germane
;

if it were necessary to

explain the Vedic dialogues by this theory, it would certainly

be possible to do so far more effectively and simply than by

the theory of their being the remains of ritual dramas. The

most serious objection to both theories is that they are not

really necessary. Professor Geldner^ who formerly patronized

* Compare Oldenberg, Die Literatur des alien Indien, p. 241.

® See Keith, JRAS. 1911, pp. 981 ff. ; 1912, pp. 429 ff.
;

Rigveda Brdhmanas,

pp. 68 ff.

® Die indiseke Baliadendickittngi^i 91 3). Cf. G. M. Miller, The PopularBallad (1905')
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the theory of Oldenberg has sought to explain the hymns in

question as ballads.^

Nor of course is it necessary to make any use of this theory

in order to explain the mixture of prose and verse in the Sanskrit

drama. The use of prose needs no defence or explanation
;
that

of verse is what was essentially to be expected, in view of the

importance of song as a form of amusement as well as in worship

both in Vedic times and later, and of the fact that our extant

dramas draw so largely on epic tradition, preserved in versified

texts. Nothing indeed is more noteworthy in Sanskrit literature

than the determination to turn everything, law, astronomy,

architecture, rhetoric, even philosophy into a metrical form.

The theorists on the drama give no suggestion that the prose

was regarded as any less fixed in character than the verses, or

that it was not the duty of the author of the drama to be as

careful in preparing the one as the other, and the manuscript

tradition of the drama does not hint at any distinction of the

two elements as regards source.

3. Dramatic Elements in Vedic Ritnal

When we leave out of account the enigmatic dialogues of the

Rgveda we can see that the Vedic ritual contained within itself

the germs of drama, as is the case with practically every primi-

tive form of worship. The ritual did not consist merely of the

singing of songs or recitations in honour of the gods ; it involved

a complex round of ceremonies in some of which there was

undoubtedly present the clement of dramatic representation ;

that is the performers of the rites assumed for the time being

personalities other than their own. There is an interesting

instance of this in the ritual of the Soma purchase for the

Soma sacrifice. The seller is in some versions at the close of

the ceremony deprived of his price, and beaten or pelted with

clods. Now there can be no doubt that we have here, not a

reflex of a disapproval of trafficking in Soma, but a mimic

account of the obtaining of Soma from its guardians the Gan-

dharvas, and there is some truth in the comparison drawn

^ The existence of this type in the Epic .is certainly most improbable, and in the

Jatakas it is not frequent
;
cf. Charpentier, Die Suparnasage, and Wintcmitz*3 admis-

sions, GIL. ii. 368 with Oldenberg, GN. 1918, pp. 429 ff.
;

I 9 I 9 > PP*
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between the (JJ^udra who plays the role of the mishandled seller

and the much misused Devil of the mediaeval mystery plays.^

But we must not exaggerate the amount of representation; it

falls very far short of an approach to drama, a point which

is overlooked by Professor von Schroeder throughout his dis-

cussions. A drama proper can only be said to come into being

when the actors perform parts deliberately for the sake of the

performance, to give pleasure to themselves and others, if not

profit also; if a ritual includes elements of representation, the

aim is not the representation, but the actors are seeking a direct

religious or magic result. It would be absurd, for instance, to

treat the identification mlhe marriage ritual of the husband and

wife with the sky and the earth as in any sense dramatic or

to see any drama in the performance of the royal consecration,

which is based carefully on the divine consecration of Indra,

doubtless in the view that thus the king was for the time being

identified with the great god, and so acquired some measure

of his prowess.

In the Mahavrata -^ we find elements which are of importance

as indicating the materials from which the drama might develop.

The Mahavrata is plainly a rite intended to strengthen at thc*^

winter solstice the sun, so that it may resume its vigour and

make fruitful the earth. Now an essential part of the rite is

a struggle between a Vai9ya, whose colour is to be white, and

a <i^udra, black in colour, over a round white skin, which ulti-

mately falls to the victorious Vaifya. It is impossible, without

ignoring the obvious nature of this rite, not to see in it a mimic

contest to gain the sun, the power of light, the Aryan, striving

against that of darkness, the ^udra. In the face of the ethno-

logical parallels it is impossible also to sever this episode from

the numerous forms of the contest of summer and winter, the

first represented by the white Aryan, the second by the dark

^udra. We have in fact a primitive dramatic ritual, and one

which it may be added was popular throughout the Vedic age.

The same ceremony is also marked by a curious episode
;

a

Brahmin student and a hetaera are introduced as engaged in

coarse abuse of each other, and in the older form of the ritual

* Hillebrandt, Myth., i. 69 fT.

2 Keith, Sdiikhdyana Aranyaka, pp. 72 ff.
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we actually find that sexual union as a fertility rite is permitted,

though later taste dismissed the practice as undesirable. The
ritual purpose of this abuse is undeniable ; it is aimed at pro-

ducing fertility, and has a precise parallel in the untranslatable

language employed in the horse sacrifice during the period when

the unlucky chief queen is compelled to lie beside the slaughtered

horse, in order to secure, we may assume, the certainty of

obtaining a son for the monarch whose conquests are thus

celebrated.^

There are, however, nothing but elements here, and we have

reasonable certainty that no drama was known.i In the Yajurveda

we have long lists of persons of every kiiid covering every

possible sort of occupation, and the term Nata, which is normally

the designation of the actor in the later literature is unknown.

We find but one terni^ which later ever has that sense, ^ailusa,

and there is nothing whatever to show that an actor here is

meant
;

a musician or a dancer may be denoted, for both

dancing and singing are mentioned in close proximity.

Professor Hillebrandt,^ on the other hand, is satisfied that

we have actual ritual drama before us, and Professor Konow^
insists that these are [indeed ritual dramas, but that they are

borrowed by the ritual from the popular mime of the time,

which accordingly must have known dialogue, abusive con-

versation and blows, but of which the chief parts were dance,

song, and music which arc reckoned in the Kausltaki Brdh-

inana ^ as the arts, but of which the Pdraskara Grhya Sutra ^

disapproves for the use of men of the three higher castes. The
evidence for this assumption is entirely lacking, and it is

extremely significant that the Vedic texts ignore the Nata,'^

whose activity belongs according to all the evidence to a later

period. ' It is, of course, always possible to deprecate any

argument from silence, though the value of this contention is

diminished by the very remarkable enumerations of the different

forms of occupation given in the Purusamedha sections of the

^ Keith, IIOS. XVIII. cxxxv. * VS. xxx. 4 ;
TB. iii. 4. 2.

8 AID. pp. 22 f. * ID. pp. 42 ff. ® xxix. 5. ® ii. 7. 3.

’ The Prakritic form of the term as opposed to Vedic ur/u and urUa is legitimate

evidence for the development of pantomimic dancing in circles more popular than

priestly. But it docs nothing to show that such dancing was originally secular, or

that it rather than religious dancing gave a factor to drama.
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Yajurveda^ where in the imaginary sacrifice of men the imagina-

tion of the Brahmins appears to have laboured to enumerate

every form of human activity. But in the absence of any proof

that secular pantomime is older than religious throughout the

world, and in the absence of anything to indicate that it was

so in the case of India, it seems quite impossible to accept

Professor Konow^s suggested origin of drama.

Of other elements which enter into drama we find the songs

ofthe Sdmaveda, and the use of ceremonial dances. Thus at

the Mahavrata maidens dance round the fire as a spell to bring

down rain for the crops, and to secure the prosperity of the

herds. Before the marriage ceremony is completed ^ there is

a dance of matrons whose husbands are still alive, obviously to

secure that the marriage shall endure and be fruitful. When
a death takes place, and the ashes of the deceased are collected,

to be laid away, the mourners move round the vase which con-

tains the last relics of the dead, and dancers are present who
dance to the sound of the lute and the flute

;
dance, music, and

song fill the whole day of mourning.'^ Dancing is closely

associated throughout the history of the Indian theatre with the

drama, and in the ritual of ?iva and Visnu-Krsna it has an

important part. Hence the doctrine which has the approval of

Professor Oldehberg ^ and which finds the origin of drama in the

sacred dance, a dance, of course, accompanied by gesture of

pantomic character
;
combined with song, and later enriched

by dialogue, this would give rise to the drama. If we further

accept the view that the dialogue in prose was added from the

ritual element seen in the abuse at the horse sacrifice and the

Mahavrata, then within the Vedic ritual we may discern all

the„ elements for the growth of drama present.

In this sense we may speak of the drama as having its origin

in the Vedic period, but it may be doubted whether anything

is gained by such a proposition. Unless the hymns of the

Rgveda present us with real drama, which is most implausible,

we have not the slightest evidence that the essential synthesis

of elements and development of plot, which constitute a true

* (^imkkdyana Grhya Sutra, i. ii. 5.

2 Caland, Die altindischen Todten- ttnd Bestattungsgehrduche

,

pp. 138 ff.

3 Die Literaturdes alien Indien^ p. 237 ;
Macdonell, Sanskrit Literature^ p. 347.
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drama, were made in the Vedic age. On the contrary, there

is every reason to believe that it was through the use of epid

recitations that the latent possibilities of drama were evoked,

and the literary form create“i3^ One very inij)ortant point in this

regard has certainly often bmi neglected, (^he Sanskrit drama

does not consist, as the theory suggests, of song and prose as

its vital elements ; the vast majority of the stanzas, which are

one of its chief features, were recited, not sung, and it was

doubtless from the epic that the practice of recitation was in

the main derived. Professor Oldenberg^ admits in fact the

great importance of the epic on the development of drama, but

it may be more accurate to say that jyithout ep ic recitation

there would and cpuld have been no drama at allTj Assuredly

we have no clear proof of such a thing as dramaTxisting until

later than we have assurance of the recitation of epic passages by

Granthikas, as will be seen below.

* Die Liieraiur des alien Indien^ p. 241. In Mexico we have the material of a

ritual drama (K. Th. Preuss, Archiv fiir Anthropologiey 1904, pp. 158(1.), but not

the epic element.



II

POST-VEDIC LITERATURE AND THE
ORIGIN OF THE DRAMA

I. The Epics

f\The great epic of India, the Mahdbhdrata, in the whole

extent of its older portions, does not recognize in any explicit

manner the existence of the drama.^ The term Nata indeed

occurs, and, if it meant actor, the existence of the drama would

be proved, but it may equally well merely denote pantomim^
This conclusion, moreover, is strongly supported by the strange

fact that, if the epic knew the drama, it should never mention

any of its characteristics or such a standing character as the

Vidusaka. There is, what is still more significant, even in the

later parts of the epic, such as the (Janti and Anufasana Parvans,

no clear allusion to the art, for the passage in the Qanti“ in

which Professor Hillebrandt has found an allusion to dramatic

artists can perfectly well apply to pantomimes, and in the latter

text "^ the passage in which the commentator Nilakantha finds

comedians and dancers {nata-nartakdh) yields perfectly good

senses as pantomimists and dancers, both occupations there

repudiated by Brahmins. CXo find the drama we are compelled

to have recourse to the Harivaiiga,^ which is a deliberate

continuation of the Mahdbhdrata, and there wc have explicit

evidence, for we learn of players who made a drama out of the

Rdmdyana legen^ ^t)this is of no importance for the purpose

of determining the date of the drama
; Cihe Harivahga is ot

uncertain date, but in all probability, as we have it, it cannot be

placed earlier than the second or third century A.D., long after the

’ Hopkins, The Great Epic of India^ pp. 55 ff. Nataka in ii. ii. 36 is very late;

JRAS. 1903, pp. 571 f.

® xii. 140, a I. 3 xiii. 33. 12. ^ ii. 88 Ii See § 3 below.
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time when there is no doubt of the existence of a Sanskrit

dram^
(The Rdmayana lends no aid to the attempt to establish an

early existence of drama we hear of festivals and concourses

(samdja) where Natas and Nartakas delight themselves/ and

even of the speaking of Natakas
;
^ in another passage the term

Vyami9raka® denotes, if we believe the commentator, plays in

mingled languages. But, accepting all these references as

genuine, which we are not obliged to do, the passages have

manifestly no claim to early date, for other reasons than the

allusions, and leave us again without any early evidence.

I But, while the epics cannot be said to know the drama, there

is abundant evidence of the strong influence on the development

of the drama exercised by the recitation of the epics!) The long

continued popularity of these recitations is attested throughout

the literature; (at the beginning of the seventh century

a Brahmin, Soma9arman, akin to the royal house of Cambodia,

presented to a templejin that far-off outpost of Indian civilization

^ complete copy of the Bhdraia^ in order that regular recitations

might take place, and almost contemporaneously Bana in the

Kddambarl depicts the queen as hastening to the temple of

Qiva to hear the recitation of the cpj^ Four centuries later

Ksemendra reproaches his contemporaries with their equal

eagerness to hear such recitations, and their reluctance to carry

out in practice the excellent advice contained in them. We
have vivid accounts from recent time of such recitations not only

in temples but in villages, when the generosity of some rich

man has secured the presence, if need be, for three months or

longer of the reciters, Kathakas, to go over the hugh poem,

which claims to be an encyclopaedia of all useful knowledge

as well as the best of poems, ^fiie reciters divide themselves

into two classes, the Pathakas, who repeat the poem, and the

Dharakas, who expound it in the vernacular for the edification

of the people, whose deep interest in the recitations is attested

if the Ramdyana is the epic chosen for recitation, the departure

> ii. 67. 15.
^ * ii. 69. 3.

^ ii. I. 27 ; Hillebrandt ZDMG. Ixxii. 229, n. i
;
contra, SBAW. 1916, p. 730.

^ Barth, Inscr. Sansc, du Cambodge, p. 30. At the close of the Mahdbharata the

existence of such recitationsjs clearly recognized ;
Oldenberg, Das Mahabharata, p. 20.
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of the hero into exile excites their tears and sobs, even to the

interruption of the recital
;
when he returns and ascends the

throne the village is illuminated and garlanded.^ Fortunately

we have in a bas-relief *^ from Sanchi, which may safely be

placed before the Christian era, a representation of a group of

these Kathakas, We see in it that they accompanied with

music in some degree their recitations, danced, and indicated by

gestures the sentiments of the characters they presented. We
have thus something which in its nature is far from iindramatic

;

given the use of dialogue, the drama would be present in

embryo. This step is foreshadowed but not actually taken

in the account given in the later additions to the Rdmdyana
of the first recitation of that poem. , Valmiki, the author of the

narrative of Rama's deeds, teaches the poem to Kufa and Lava,

the children whom Sita in exile bears to Rama
;

they enter

Ayodhya at the moment when the king performs the horse

sacrifice, and excite the curiosity of the king himself, who hcai s

the recitation of his own deeds by the two rhapsodes, and

recognizes them for his own soiis^

The term Bharata,^ which is an appellation of the comedian

in the later texts, attests doubtless the connexion of the rhapsodes

with the growth of the drama. It has survived in the modern

form of Bhat denoting a class of reciters, who are the inheritors

of a tradition of recitation of the epics, and who are expert in

genealogy, enjoy general consideration, and by their mere

presence with a caravan assure its passage in safety. The
Bharatas must be the rhapsodes of the Bharata tribe,"^ whose

fame is great in the early history of India, whose special fire

is known to the Rgveda^ and who have a special offering (Iiotrd)

of their own. <Jhe Mahdbhdrata is the great epic of the family,

preserved by their care. With the passage of time the rhapsodes

doubtless took upon them the newer art of drama. Bhavabhuti

in the Uttarardmacariia shows himself conscious of the debts

owed by the drama to the epic, and the clearest proof is now
available in the dramas of Bhasa, with their wide indebtedness

to the great epic itself^

^ Max Muller, India, p. 81. Cf. Winternitz, GIL. iii. 162, n. i.

2 E. Schlagintweit, India in IVort tmd Bild, i. 176.

^ vii. 93. * L^vi, TI. i. 31 1 f.

® Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index, ii. 94 ff.
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(The term Ku^Ilava, which occasionally denotes actor, is

apparently derived from the Ku(;a and Lava of the Rdmdya^^
the mode of formation of the compound is indeed strange, for it

is not obvious why it should have been formed on the mode

of compounds in which the first member represents a woman’s

name, but it is equally, if not more difficult, to imagine how

it could be derived from the prefix ku and 0la manners,

denoting ‘ of bad morals Weber’s attempt to compare this

name with (Jailusa of the Vedic texts and (^^ilfilin, who is

connected with a Sutra for Natas, is obviously impossible, and

it may be that the name, derived originally from Ku^a and

Lava, was later by a witticism altered to Ku9llava as a hit

against the morals of the actors, which were recognized on every

hand to be bad.^

2. The Grammarians

\ln Panini we find mention of Natasutras, text-books for

Natas, ascribed to (Jilalin and Kr9a9va the fact is recorded

because of the formation of the names assumed by their followers,

(^ailalins and Kr9a9vins. The names arc curious
;

it has been

suggested by Professor Ldvi to see in them ironical appellations

;

the Kr9a9vins are those whose horses are meagre, with an ironic

reference to the great Indo-Iranian hero Kr9a9va, while the

(^ailalins have nothing but stones for their beds in pitiful con-

trast with the fame of the Vedic school of that name, whose

Qaildli Brdhmana is known to us. (But we unfortunately are

here as ever in no position to establish the meaning of Nata,

which may mean no more than a pantomime. The conclusion

is important, for Panini’s date is most probably the fourth

century B.C., and the fact that he has no term certainly denoting

drama is of significance^

(Tn Patanjali,^ the author of the Mahdbhdsya, whose date is

certainly to be placed with reasonable assurance about 140 B.C.,

we find much more effective evidence bearing on the existence

of dram^ learn from his criticism on a rule laid down by
his predecessor Katyayana, as to the use of the imperfect tense

of things which a person has himself seen, that it was normal

* Konow, ID. p. 9; L^vi, TI. ii. 51. On these rhapsodes, cf. Jacobi, Bas
Rdmayana^ pp. 62 flf.

; GGA. 1899, pp. 877 f.
;
Hopkins, The Great Epic of India

^

pp. 364 ff. * iv. 3. no f. s
iii. a. iii.
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to use in his time phrases describing a past event as if it had

occurred before the eyes of the speaker; we can understand

this only of a character in a dramatic performance of some kind,

and it is significant that the phrase cited in illustration of the

usage is ‘Vasudeva has slain Kansa^ The reference is to the

famous legend of Krsna, son of Vasudeva, and his wicked uncle

Kansa, who first sought to destroy him in his childhood, and

afterward paid the penalty .of his evil deeds by death at the

hands of Krsna. This notice receives further elucidation by

a famous passage, first adduced by Weber, in which Patanjali

explains the justification of the use of phrases such as ‘ Me
causes the death of Kansa’, and ‘He causes the binding of

Bali’.^ Both these deeds, the actual killing, the actual binding,

are deeds of the remote past
; how then can the present be in

place ? The answer, we learn, is that the events are described

irf the present because the sense is, not that they are being

actually done, but that they are being described. Of the modes
of description no less than three arc then set out. In the first

place we have the case of the Qaubhikas or Qobhanikas, who
before the eyes of the spectators actually carry out—naturally

in appearance only in the first case—the killing of Kansa and

the binding of Bali
;
they represent in fact by action, without

words, so far as this passage formally tells us, the slaying of

the wicked Kaiisa, the binding of the evil Bali. Secondly,

we have the painters
;
they describe by their paintings, for on the

canvases themselves we see the blows rained on Kaiisa and

the dragging of him about
;
a painter, that is to say, kills Kansa

and has Bali bound by painting a scene describing these

incidents. Thirdly, we have those who use words, and not action

of the ^aubhika type, the Granthikas
;
they also, while relating

the fortunes of their subjects from their birth to their death,

make them real to the minds of their audience, for they divide

* ye tSvad ete ^obhanikd ndtnaite praiyaksath k'ahsam ghdiayanii pratyaksam

Balim bandhayaniiti. dtresu katham ? citresv apy tuigurnd nipaiildf ca prahdrd

drfyanie Kahsakarsanyaf ca. granihikesu katham yatra fabdaga4umdtram laksyate

te pi hi tesdm utpattiprabhrty d vind^dd rddhtr vydeak^dnah sato buddhivisaydn

prakd^ayanti. dta^ ca sato vydmi^rd hi drfyante ; kecit Kahsabhakid bhavanti^ kecid

Vdsuckvabhaktdli, varmnyatvam khalv api pusyanti : kecit kdlamukhd bhavanti^

kecid raktamukhdb. See iii. i. 26. The text, uncertain in detail, must be corrected

by replacing buddhlr for the absurd fddhtr of some manuscripts only, defended by

Liiders. See Weber, IS. xiii. 487 flf. (^aubhika is a variant.
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themselves into two parties, one set adhering to Krsna, and one

to Kahsa, and they adopt different colours, the adherents of

Kahsa black, and those of Krsna red, though, by what is

probably an erroneous correction, the colours are ascribed in

the inverse order by many of the manuscripts.

This is clear and intelligible, and it is unfortunate that it has

recently been misunderstood by Professor Liiders,^ with dis-

astrous results for the comprehension of the notice. The
Qaubhikas are made to be persons who explain to the audience

shadow pictures, a view which has not even the merit of Indian

tradition, and, as will be seen below, contradicts entirely the facts

known as to the shadow play in India, where it is recorded only

in late mediaeval times. The traditional rendering in India of

the statement is recorded by Kaiyata, more than a thousand

years later
;

it is frankly obscure
;

Professor L^vi ^ renders it

as meaning that the (Jaubhikas are those who teach actors,

representing Kahsa, and so on, the mode of recitation, a version

which is doubtless very difficult. The sense accorded to it by

Professor Liiders is that the Qaubhikas explain to the audience

dumb actors, a form of drama which is recorded as performed by
the Jharhkis of Bombay and Mathura in modern India, but

of which in ancient times we have no certainty, since this is

the only passage which even remotely can be supposed to allude

to it. The obvious view, that of Weber, that we have a

reference to a pantomimic killing and binding, seems irresistible;

the use of the causative is explained by this fact
;

if Bali and

Kahsa were persons 6f to-day the simple verb would express

their binding and slaying
;
because it is mere actors, the causative

is used, and its use denotes that the act is not now real but

an exposition of a past act. ‘ He causes the binding of Bali
*

1 SBAW. 1916, pp. 698 ff. Cf. Ilillebrandt, ZDMG. Ixxii. 227 f.
;
Keith, Btilletin

of School of Onental Studies^ I. iv. 27 ff. Winternitz (ZDMG. Ixxiv. 118 ff.)

ineffectively supports Liiders, though he recognizes the extraordinary difficulties of this

view. The error is due to the idea that one can only describe {cicaste) in words,

ignoring art and action.

* Tl. i. 315. The words are : Kahsddyanuk&rindnt naidndm vyakhydnopddhydydh,

® Weber might be interpreted as believing in an actual killing, but, if so, he was

clearly in error, and in point of fact he merely gives this as possible (IS. xiii. 490).

That (Jaubhikas did manual acts and were not talkers primarily, if at all, is suggested

by the use elsewhere of the term
;
thus in the Kdvyamtmdnsd

^

p. 55, they are classed

with rope-dancers and wrestlers.

2717 C
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means ‘ he describes the binding of Bali The only legitimate

doubt on the passage is that regarding the exact mode of

performance of the (Jaubhikas; the word pratyaksam in the

text insists that it is done before the eyes of the audience, and

we may justly assume that the Qaubhikas performed manual

acts. Did they also use dialogue? There is nothing in the

passage either to show that they did or that they did not

;

the contrast which follows later with Granthikas, whose medium

was words, is sufficiently pointed if they used action as well

as words. The most that can be said is that Qaubhika or

Qobhanika does not obtain currency later as denoting an actor,

which may tell against the view that Patanjali is here actually

alluding to drama proper. Further we cannot go
;

to argue

that, if he had known drama proper, he must have clearly

mentioned it, is to ignore entirely the manner of Patanjali,

whose silence as to what he must have known is as common

as his incidental mention of current topics.

The error of Professor Liiders in insisting on a literal in-

terpretation of the passage as referring to different sorts of

narrators by words comes out with special clearness as regards

the second class of persons alluded to by Patanjali. That they

are painters whose canvases are living speeches was clearly

recognized by the commentators in India. Haradatta tells us

in the simplest and plainest language that when men look at

a picture on which is shown the death of Kahsa at the hands

of Vasudeva they interpret the picture as the slaying of the

wicked Kahsa by the blessed Vasudeva, and thus by the pictured

Vasudeva cause to be slain the pictured Kahsa, for this is the

conception which they form as they gaze, and he adds, very

naturally, that this explains the practice of saying of artists that

they cause the slaying of Kahsa, the binding of Bali.^ It would

be difficult to see how the idea could have been more forcibly

expressed, but Professor Liiders interprets it in the sense that

artists occasionally explain their own pictures to others, an idea

which is not merely wholly impossible, but renders Haradatta*s

* pi cifram vydeaksate pam Maihurdprdsado pam Kahso 'yam bhagavdn

Vdsudevah pravista etdh Kamakarsinyo rajjava eta ttdgurml mpdtitd^ ca frahdrd

ayam hatah Kahso 'yam dkrsta iti te pi citragatam Kahsam tddrfenaiva Vdsudevena

ghdtayantu dire pi hi tadbuddhir eva payyatdm, etena citrahkhakd vydkhydtnh.

On Liiders* view the second sentence is useless.
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language nonsense. On this basis he finds that the Qaubhikas

added to their business of explaining shadow pictures that of

showing and explaining other pictures, in this respect again

without any support from tradition.

Finally Professor Luders denies any division of parties among

the Granthikas, whose name he derives, like the scholiasts, from

the use of manuscript books in recitation, rejecting the idea of

cyclic rhapsodes suggested by Dr. Dahlmann.^ The derivation

is too speculative in sense to be relied upon, but there is no

doubt that the Granthikas were reciters. Their exact means

of expressing the sense is not quite clear owing to the unlucky

divergence of reading in the text, and the fact that the precise

meaning of the second word in the most probable reading

{^abda-gadn-mdtram) ^ is wholly unknown. It is^ accordingly,

wholly illegitimate to assert that they used words alone, and on

the score of that to deny that they could be said to divide

themselves into two parties, one of followers of Kaiisa, one of

adherents of Krsna, bearing appropriate colours. This view

reduces us to the impossible theory that the division of parties

refers to the audience. Apart from all questions of regard for

the Sanskrit language, which Patanjali should be assumed capable

of writing, the ludicrous result is achieved that among a pious

audience of Krsna adorers we are to suppose that there were

many who favoured Kansa, the cruel uncle whose vices are

redeemed by not a single virtue, and for whose fate Sanskiit

literature, pious and devout, shows not a sign of regret. The
change of colour, which is asserted to be the only possible sense

of the term varndnyatvain, wholly without ground, is referred

to the spectators, who turn red with anger if supporters of

Kansa, black with fear if they support Vasudeva. Professor

Hillebrandt, who has unfortunately accepted the new theory to

the extent that he believes that there were persons who carried

round pictures and explained them for a living, justly declines

to believe in the possibility of a Hindu audience containing

persons who wished the success of Kansa, and he accepts the

plain fact that the Granthikas took parts. The colours he
' Gentsis des Mahdbhdrata^ pp. 163 ff. Granthika occurs in MBh. xiv. 70* 7 »

cf. granthiny Mann, xii. 103.

** SBAW. 1916, p. 726. Hillebrandt (ZDMG. Ixxii. 328) criticizes effectively

Liiders’s interpretation. Qi. granthaga4idva in’R. i. 243.
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explains, however, as indicating the sentiments which the two

parties feel, a view for which there is the authority of the

Natyagdstra which ascribes to each sentiment an appropriate

colour, and, accepting the reading of Kielhorn, he is compelled

to assume that the supporters of Kahsa on the stage showed

as the dominant sentiment fury, while those of Krsna arc reduced

to manifest fear as the sentiment of their side. But it is frankly

incredible that the followers of Krsna, the invincible, who calmly

and coolly proceeds from victory to victory culminating in the

overthrow of his wicked uncle, accomplished with ease and

celerity, should show fear as the dominant sentiment, and it is

clear that on this view we should accept the reading which

inverts the descriptions,^ thus allotting to the supporters of Kahsa

the fear, to those of Krsna the fury of slaughter and revenge.

But in this trait it is more probable, as will be seen below, that

we have a trace of the religious origin of the drama.*^

3. Religion and the Drama

We seem in fact to have in the Mahdbhdsya evidence ot a

stage in which all the elements of drama were present
;
we have

acting in dumb show, if not with words also
;
we have recitations

divided between two parties. Moreover, we hear of Natas who
not only recite but also sing; we find that in the days of the

Mahdbhdsya the Nata's hunger is as proverbial as the dancing of

the peacock, that it was no rare thing for him to receive blows,

and that a special term, Bhrukunsa, existed to name him who
played women’s parts, appropriately made up.‘^ The Mahdbhdsya
does not seem to recognize women as other than dancers or

singers,^ so that it may well be that in the infancy of the

^ It is a confirmation of the incorrectness of Liiclers’s view that he is driven to render

vrddhlr^ which he reads for huddhir, as ^ Schicksale Now vrddhi cannot possibly be

used in this sense; it means ‘prosperity^, and, applied to Kahsa or Bali, it is

ludicrous. What is meant is that, by forming parties, the Granthikas make real to

the audience the feelings of the characters, a doctrine entirely in keeping with the duly

of an actor according to N. Hillebrandt’s view of the (^aubhikas as explaining the

subject of the play to the audience, like the Slhapaka later (N. v. 154 ff.
; DR. iii. 3;

SD. 283), contradicts the word pratyaksaj?i,

* Winternitz (ZDMG. Ixxiv. 12 2) desires inversion, even on Liiders’s theory, although

Liiders attaches importance to the text.

^ i. 4. 29 {natasya frmti, granthikasya frnoti); ii. 4. 77 {agasui riaiah)
;

ii. 3. 67
{fiatysya bhuktatn); iii, 2. 1 27 {natam aghjtdndh)) iv. i. 3.

* VI. 3. 43.
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dramatic art the roles of women were reserved for men, though

m the classical drama this was by no means necessarily the case.

GVe cannot absolutely prove that in Patanjali’s time the drama

in its full form of action allied to speech was present, but we
know that all its elements existed, and we may legitimately

and properly accept its existence in a primitive

I^at form, from the express mention of the subjects of the

dramatic exhibitions, we may deduce to have been of the nature

of a religious dram^ It is difficult not to see in the Kahsavadha,

the death of Kahsa at the hands of Krsna, the refined version

of an older vegetation ritual in which the representative of the

outworn spirit of vegetation is destroyed. Colour is given to

this theory by the remarkable fact that in one reading the

partisans of the young Krsna are red in hue, those of Kansa

are black. Now as Krsna’s name indicates black, it would be

almost inevitable that the original attribution of red to his

followers should be corrected by well-meaning scribes to black,

and this explains effectively the transposition found in the bulk

of the manuscripts. In the red hue of Krsna’s supporters as

against the black of those of Kansa we probably have a distinct

reminiscence of another side of the slaying of the vegetation

spirit.^ The contest is often presented as one between summer
and winter, and we have seen in the Mahavrata what is probably

a primitive form of this contest
;
the white Vai9ya fights with

the black Qudra for the sun, and attains possession of its

symbolical form. The red of Kfsna’s following then proclaims

him as the genius of summer who overcomes the darkness of

tha winter.

^ith this view accords most interestingly the theory of the

origin of the Greek drama from a mimic conflict of summer and

wintei^as developed by Dr. Farnell.* In the legend of the

conflict between the Boiotian Xanthos and the Neleid Melanthos

we hear that at the moment of conflict Melanthos descried a

form beside his foe, whom he taunted with bringing a friend

to aid him. Xanthos turned round, and Melanthos slew him.

^ Keith, ZDMG. Ixiv. 534 f.
;
JRAS..191 1, pp. 979 ^9^2, pp. 411 ff.

» Tke Cults of the Greek States, v. 233 flf. The variant theory of Miss Harrison,

Prof. Gilbert Murray, and Dr. Cornford in Themis, and of Dieterich, Archiv f.

Keligionswissensehaft, xi. 163(1., is much less plausible.
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The form was that of Dionysos Melanaigis, and for his inter-

vention the Athenians rewarded him by admission to the

Apatouria, the festival of deceit. Thus the black Melanthos

with the aid of Dionysos of the black goatskin slays the fair

;

the dark winter destroys the light of summer. Even in modern

times in Northern Thrace^ is celebrated a popular festival in

which a man clad in a goatskin is hailed as king, scatters seed

over the crowd—obviously to secure fertility—and ultimately

is cast into the river, the usual fate for the outworn spirit of

vegetation. In a similar mummery performed near the ancient

Thracian capital there is a band of mummers, clad in goatskins,

of whom one is killed and lamented by his wife. (|t is natural to

deduce hence that tragedy had its origin in a primitive passion-

play performed by men in goatskins, in which an incarnation

of a divine spirit was slain and lamented, whence the dirge-like

nature of the Greek dram^
(The primitive Indian play differs in one essential from this

suggested origin of tragedy
;
the victory lies, as we have seen,

with Krsna, with the Vai9ya, not with the dark Kahsa, the black

(^Lidra. We have, therefore, not sorrow, though there is death^

and the fact that the Sanskrit drama insists on a happy ending

is unquestionably most effectively explained if it be brought into

connexion with the fact of the origin of the drama in a passion

play whose end was happiness through death, not grief. This

view has received a remarkable measure of confirmation from

the discovery of the plays of Bhasa
;

that dramatist does not

conform to the rule of the later theory that there must be no

slaying on the stage, but he most assuredly conforms to the

principle of the Kahsavadha that the slaying is to be of an

enemy of the god
;

the Urubhahga, which has erroneously ^

been treated as a tragedy is, on the contrary, the depicting of

the deplorable fate of an enemy of Krsna, and we have from

Bhasa himself the Balacarita which describes the death of

several monsters at Krsna’s hands, and finally of Kansa himse^
In the recitation of the Granthikas divided into two partfes

* Dawkins, Journ. JJelL 1906, pp. 191 ff.

* Luders(SBAW. 1916, p. 718, n, 3) is responsible for the view that Duryodhana
is the hero. Lindenau (BS. p. 30) accepts this, but gives the true facts (pp. 32, 33),
without apparently realizing that the views are contradictory. Tlie (irubhaTigds
conclusion is happy, not tragic, for the worshipper of Ki^'ua.
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we have an interesting parallel to the place played according

to Aristotle ^ by the dithyramb in the development of the Greek

drama. Action was required neither of the singers of the

dithyramb nor of the Granthikas, but it was only necessary

in one case and the other to introduce action, and the form

of the drama would be complete.

Both in the Greek and the Sanskrit drama the essential fact

in the contest, from which their origin may thus be traced,

is the existence of a conflict, (in the Greek drama in its develop-

ment this conflict came to dominate the play, and in the Indian

drama this characteristic is far less prominent^ But it is dis-

tinctly present in all the higher forms of the art, and we can

hardly doubt that it was from this conflict that these higher

forms were evolved from the simplicity of the early material

out of which the drama rose.

^For the religious origin of drama a further fact can be adduced,

the character of the Vidusaka, the constant and trusted com-

panion of the king, who is the normal hero of an Indian pl^
The name denotes him as given to abuse,^ and not rarely in

the dramas he and one of the attendants on the queen engage

in contests of acrid repartee, in which he certainly does not fare

the better. It would be absurd to ignore in this regard the

dialogue between the Brahmin and the hetaera in the Mahavrata,

where the exchange of coarse abuse is intended as a fertility

charm.

Another religious element may, it has been suggested, be

conjectured as present in the Vidusaka, the reminiscence of the

figure of the ^udra who is beaten in the ceremony of the

purchase of the Soma
;

possibly it is to this that the hideous

appearance attributed to the Vidusaka is due. Professor Hille-

brandt^ compares the history of the Harlequin who was originally

a representative of the Devil and not a figure of mirth. It may
be that these factors concurred in shaping the character of the

Vidusaka, but the fact that he is treated as a Brahmin is con-

clusive that the abusive side of his character is the more

* 1449 a I off.

* Cf, the connexion of Greek Comedy wiih ritual cathartic cursing
;
Keith, JRAS.

1912, p. 425, n. For less plausible theories see F. M. Cornford, Tke Origin of Attic

Comedy (1914); Ridgeway, Dramas and Drantalic Dances, pp. 401 ff.

* AID. p. 27. Cf. below, p. 51, n. i.
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important. It is to this doubtless that his use of Prakrit is

due
;

it cannot be conceived that a dialogue of abuse was carried

on by the Brahmin in the sacred language, which the hetaera

of the primitive social conditions of the Mahavrata could not

possibly be expected to appreciate. Professor Hillebrandt

suggests indeed that there is change in the character of the

Vidusaka in the literature as compared with the account given

in the Natyagastra^ but there is clearly no adequate ground

for this view.

There is further abundant evidence of the close connexion

of the drama with religion ; it is attested in the legend of Krsna

whose feat of slaying Kahsa is carried out in the amphitheatre

in the presence of the public, where he defeats the wrestlers

of his uncle s court, and finally slays the tyrant. The festival

of his nativity is essentially a popular spectacle
;
as developed

later, in detail which has often evoked comparison with the

Nativity/ the young mother, Devakl, is shown on a couch in a

stable,with her infant clinging to her; Ya^odais also there with the

little girl, who in the legend meets the fate intended for Krsna

by Kansa
;
gods and spirits surround them

;
Vasudeva stands

sword in hand to guard them ; the Apsarases sing, the Gan-

dharvas dance, the shepherdesses celebrate the birth, and all

night is spent by the audience in gazing at the gay scene.

Krsna, again, is the lover of the shepherdesses and the inventor

of the ardent dance of love, the Rasamandala. Of great im-

portance in this regard is the persistence in popularity of the

Yatras, which have survived the decadence of the regular

Sanskrit drama. They tell of the loves of Krsna and Radha,

his favourite among the Gopis, for cowherdesses replace in the

pastoral the shepherdesses of European idyllic poetry. Krsna

is by no means a faithful lover, but the end is always the

fruition of Radha’s love for him. And in Jayadeva's Gitagovinda

we have in literary form^ the expression of the substance of

the Yatra, lyric songs, to which must be added the charms

of music and the dance. A further consideration of the highest

importance attests the influence of the Krsna cult : the normal

' tVeber, Veber die Krsuajanmd^Jami
® The influence of the Krsna legend is suggested on the I’ikmmoyv^i

\

Gawroiiski,

Les iourccide qnelqites drauics induns^ pp. 33 ff. Cf. below, p. 1 30.
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prose language of the drama is ^auraseni Prakrit, and we can

only suppose that it is so because it was the ordinary speech

of the people among whom the drama first developed into

definite shape. Once this was established, we may feel assured,

the usage would be continued wherever the drama spread
;
we

have modern evidence of the persistence of the Brajbhasha, the

language of the revival of the Krsna cult after the Mahomedan
invasions in the ancient home of Qaurasenl, as the language of

Krsna devotion beyond the limits of its natural home.^ Mathura,

the great centre of Krsna worship, still celebrates the Holi

festival with rites which resemble the May-day merriment of

older lingland, and still more the phallic orgies of pagan Rome
as described by Juvenal. It is an interesting coincidence with

the comparison made by Growse of the Holi and the May-day

rites that Haraprasad Sastrin should have found an explanation

of the origin of the Indian drama in the fact that at the pre-

liminaries of the play there is special attention devoted to the

salutation of Indra’s banner, which is a flagstaff decorated with

colours and bunting.^ The Indian legend of the origin of drama

tells that, when Bharata was bidden teach on earth the divine

art invented by Brahma, the occasion decided upon was the

banner festival {dhvajamaha) of Indra. The Asuras rose in

wrath, but Indra seized the staff of his banner and beat them

off, whence the staff of the banner [jarjara) is used as a pro-

tection at the beginning of the drama. The drama was, therefore,

once connected with the ceremonies of bringing in the Maypole
from the woods at the close of the winter, but in India this rite

fell at the close of the rainy season, and the ceremony was

converted into a festival of thanksgiving for Indra’s victory over

the clouds, the Asuras. The theory in itself is inadequate, but

the preliminaries of the drama are sufficient to show the extra-

ordinary importance attached to propitiation of the gods, a relic

of the old religious service, which would be quite out of place

if the origin of the drama had been secular.

The importance of Krsna must not cause us to ignore the

prominent place occupied by <Jiva in the history of the drama.

* Ixvi, TJ. i. 331 f. Cf. lUudi, Langtu MaraiJu^ j)}) ix. I2 f.

2 J/ai/iurd, pp. 91 1., loi f. * JPASii. v. 351 fif.
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To him and his spouse are ascribed the invention of the Tandava^
and the Lasya, the violent and the tender and seductive dances,

which are so important an element in the representation oi

a play. Nor is it surprising that a god who in the Vedic period

itself is hailed as the patron of men of every profession and

occupation should be regarded as the special patron of the

artists. But it is probable that this importance in the drama
is later than that of Krsna, and it is not without significance

that Bhasa, who is older than any of the other classical

dramatists, unlike them, celebrates in full Krsna, and is a Vais-

nava, while (^udraka, Kalidasa, Harsa, and Bhavabhuti alike are

adorers of ^iva in their prefaces. The Mdlavikdgnimitra of

Kalidasa introduces a dancing-master who speaks of the creation

of the dance by the god and its close connexion with the drama.

The sect of the Pafupatas, adorers of ^iva as lord of creatures,

include in their ritual the song and the dance, the latter con-

sisting in expressing the sentiments of the devotees by means

of corporeal movement in accord with the rules of the Ndtya-

fds^ra. In the decadent ceremonial of the Tantras the ritual

includes the representation of ^iva by men, and of his spouse

as Qakti, female energy, by women.

The part of Rama in the growth of drama was certainly not

less important than that of Krsna himself, for the recitation of

the Rdmdyana was popular throughout the country, and has

persisted in vogue. The popularity of the story is proved to

the full by the effect of the Ram-Lila or Da9arha festival, at

which the story is presented in dumb show, children taking the

places of Rama, Sita, and Laksmana before a vast concourse

of pilgrims and others. No effort is made to speak the parts,

but a series of tableaux recalls to the minds of the devotees,

to whom the whole tale is familiar, the course of the history

of the hero, his banishment, his search for Sita, and his final

triumph. In Rama's case the influence of the epic on the drama

appears in its full development.^

The religious importance of the drama is seen distinctly in

^ Megastheiies ascribed the Kordax to the Indian Dionysos (Civa); Arrian,

Ind. 7. Bloch (ZDMG. Ixii. 655) exaggerates his importance.

* Cf. Ridgeway, Dramas and Dramatic Dances, p. 190, and pp. 192 (T. on modern
Indian drama in general.
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the attitude of the Buddhists towards it4 The extreme dubiety

of the date of the Buddhist Suttas renders it impossible to come
to any satisfactory decision regarding the existence of drama
at any early date, while the terms employed, such as Visuka-

dassana, Nacca, and Pekkha, and the reference to Samajjas

leave us wholly without any ground for belief in an actual

drama. We see, however, that the objection of the sacred

Canon to monks engaging in the amusement of watching these

shows, whatever their nature, was gradually overcome, and it

is an important fact that the earliest dramas known to us by

fragments are the Buddhist dramas of A9vaghosa. With the

acceptance of the drama, the Lalitavistara does not hesitate

to speak of the Buddha as including knowledge of the drama

as among his accomplishments ; the Buddha is even called one

who has entered to gaze on the drama of the Great Law. The

legend is willing to admit that even in Buddha's time there

were dramas, for Bimbisara had one performed in honour of a

pair of Naga kings,^ and the Avaddnagataka^ a collection of

pious tales, places the drama in remote antiquity. It was per-

formed by the bidding of Krakucchanda, a far distant Buddha

in the city ^obhavatl by a troupe of actors
;
the director under-

took the role of the Buddha himself, while the other members

of the troupe took the role of monks
;
the same troupe in a later

age, under Gautama the Buddha himself, performed at Rajagrha,

the actress Kuvalaya gaining enormous fame, and seducing the

monks, until the Buddha terminated her career by turning her

into a hideous old woman. She then repented and attained the

rank of a saint. The same idea of a play bearing on the life

of the Buddha himself is preserved in another tale in Tibet

where an actor from the south sets up in rivalry with the monks

in giving representations of the life of the Buddha. These

Buddhist dramas have left their imprint on the form of the

Saddharmapumiarlka^ the Lotus of the Good Law, itself, which

has none of the epic character of the Lalitavistara, but is pre-

1 Levi, TI. i. 319 ff. That any of the early Buddhist texts (e.g. Padhanasiitta,

Padbajjasttita
;
AJdrasamyutia, BhikkhunTsamyutta\ Chaddania-, Ummadanll-, Maha-

janaka-, or Candakinnara-jdtaka
\
Theragdthd, 866 ff.

;
Therlgdthd, 91a ff.) is really

dramatic is out of the question
;

cf. Winternitz, VOJ. xxvii. 38 f.

2 xii. p. 178. Drama is alluded to in DivyavaddnUf pp. 357 ,

* Schiefncr, IS. iii. 4S3, Indian Paics, pp. 236 ff. ii. 24 (75).
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seated as a series of dialogues in which the Buddha himself,

now supernatural, is the chief, but not the only interlocutor.

The same love of the Buddhists for artistic effects is seen in the

use of music, song, dance, and some scenic effects in the cere-

monial attaching to the foundation of Thupas in Ceylon by a

prince of the royal house
;
the Mahavdhsa assumes that dramas

were displayed on such occasions, though this may be an

anachronism. The frescoes of Ajanta show the keen appreciation

felt for music, song, and the dance, though they date from a

time when there is certain evidence of the full existence of the

drama. We find also in Tibet ^ the relics of ancient popular

religious plays in the contests between the spirits of good and

those of evil for mankind, which are part of the spring and

autumn festivals. The actors wear strange garments and masks

;

monks represent the good spirits, laymen the evil spirits of men.

The whole company first sings prayers and benedictions
;
then

an evil spirit seeks to seduce into evil a man
;
he would yield

but for the intervention of his friends
;
the evil spirits then arrive

in force, a struggle ensues, in which the men would be defeated

but for the intervention of the good spirits, and the whole ends

with the chasing away with blows of the representatives of the

spirits of evil.

With Jainism it is as with Buddhism
;
wc find censure of such

ideal enjoyments as the arts akin to the drama, but also

recognition of song, music, dance, and scenic presentations in

the Canon.^ But it is hopeless, in view of the utter uncertainty

of the date of that collection, to draw any conclusion from it

as to the age of the drama. As in the case of Buddhism,

Jainism in its development was glad to have recourse to the

drama as a means of propagating its beliefs.^

The evidence is conclusive on the close connexion of religion

and the drama, and it strongly suggests that it was from religion

* E. Schlagintweit, Buddhism in Tibet

^

p. 233; JASB. 1865, p. Ridgeway’s

DramaSt ignores Tibet. For similar Chinese performances, see Annates Guimety
xii. 416 f.

* Aydratii^a Sutta^ ii. il. 14; Kdjapraptiya^ IS. xvi. 3S5. The love of the Indians
for song and dance is recorded by Greek tradition

; Arrian, Anatmis, vi. 2.

^ Unfortunately the date of this change of view is uncertain. No early Jain drama
IS certainly recorded. A number of mediaeval works have recently been printed : sec
E. Multzsch, ZOMG. Ixxv. 3^ (T.
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that the decisive impulse to dramatic creation was given. The
importance of the epic is doubtless enormous, but the mere
recitation of the epics, however closely it might approach to

the drama, does not overstep the bounds. The element which
fails to be added is that of the dramatic contest, the Agon of

the Greek drama. That this was supplied by the development

of such primitive vegetation rituals as that of the Mahavrata,

until they assumed the concrete and human form of the Krsna

and Kahsa legend would be a conjecture worth consideration,

but without possibility of proof if we had not the notice of

the Mahdbhdsya which expressly shows that the story of Krsna

and Kahsa could both be represented by Granthikas, who
coloured their faces and expressed vividly the emotions of those

whom they represented, but also, in dumb show seemingly, by

Qaubhikas. If there did not exist an Indian drama proper, in

which these sides were combined when Patahjali wrote, it is fair

to say that it would be surprising if it did not develop shortly

afterwards, and we have perfectly certain proof that the Natas

of Patahjali were much more than dancers or acrobats
; they

sang and recited. The balance of probability, therefore, is that

the Sanskrit drama came into being shortly after, if not before,

the middle of the second century B.C., and that it was evoked

by the combination of epic recitations with the dramatic moment
of the Krsna legend, in which a young god strives against and

overcomes enemies.

The drama which was nascent in Patahjali’s time must be

taken to have been, like the classical drama, one in which

Sanskrit was mingled with Prakrit in the speeches of the

characters. The epic recitations of the slaying of Kahsa which

he records must have been in Sanskrit, but, if the drama was

to be popular—and the Ndtyagdstra in its tale of the origin

of the art recognizes both its epic and popular characteristics,

the humble people who figured in it must have been allowed

to speak in their own vernacular
;

this accords brilliantly with

the presence of QaurasenI as the normal prose of the drama of

the classical stage. A different view is taken by Professor L4vi,^

^ JA. s^r. 9, xix, 95 ff. If this had been the case, one would have found references

freely to the literature in Hala, where only v. 344 alludes to the Purvaranga of the

Nataka {raina4aapuwaramgas5a)

.
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who conceives that the drama sprang first into being in Prakrit,

while Sanskrit was only later applied at the time when Sanskrit,

long reserved as a sacred language, re-entered into use as the

language of literature
;

India, he contends, was never anxious

for contact with reality, and it is absurd to suppose that the

mixture of languages was adopted as a representation of the

actual speech-usage of the time and circles in which drama came

into being. This contention is supported by the observation

that a number of the technical terms of the Natyagasira are

of strange appearance, and the frequency of cerebral letters in

them suggests Prakrit origin. The contention can hardly be

treated as satisfactory, nor is it clear how it can possibly be

reconciled with the evidence of Patanjali. The early drama,

it seems clear, was not secular in origin, and Professor Le^vi

emphasizes its dependence on the cult of Krsna
;
to refuse to

use Sanskrit in it, therefore, would be extremely strange, unless

we are to assume that the existence of true drama goes back

to a period considerably earlier than Patanjali, and that it came

into being among a milieu which was not Brahminical. There

are very serious difficulties in such a theory
;
we may legiti-

mately hold that such a literary form as the true drama was

not created until the Brahmin genius fused the ethic and religious

agonistic motives into a new creation of the highest importance

for the literary history of India. The presence of a number of

Prakrit terms in the Ndtyagdsti'a is probable, but it does not

mean that a theory of drama was first excogitated in Prakrit

;

the main theory in all its essentials is expressed in Sanskrit,

and all that is borrowed from Prakrit is some technical terms

of subsidiary importance, borrowed, doubtless, from the minor

arts, which go to aid but do not constitute the drama, song,

music, dancing, and the mimetic art.

The religious origin of the Sanskrit drama in Krsna worship

is also admitted as part, however, of a wider thesis by Dr.

Ridgeway,^ who contends that Greek drama, and drama all over

the world, are the outcome of the reverence paid to the spirits

' The Origin of Tragedy (1910); Dramas ami Dramatic Dances oj non-European
Races (1915); JRAS. 1916, pp. 821 ff.

;
Keith, JRAS. 1916, pp. 335 ff. ; 1917,

pp. 140 ff. G. Norwood {Greek Tragedy, pp. 2 f.) rejects Ridgewny’s view for Greece,
and see Keith, JRAS. 1912, pp. 41 1 ff.
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of the dead, which again is the source of all religion, a revival in

fact of the doctrine of animism in one of its connotations. The

contention as applied to the Indian drama involves the view

that the actors in the primitive drama were representatives of

the spirits of the dead, and that the performance was meant

to gratify the dead. It is supported by the doctrine that not

only Rama and Krsna were believed once to be men, but that

Qiva himself had this origin;^ all gods indeed are derived from

the memory of noble men. The evidence adduced for this

thesis is simply non-existent. A valuable collection of material

due to Sir J. H. Marshall proves the prevalence throughout

India of popular dramatic performances celebrating the deeds

of Rama and Krsna, and the modern Indian drama deals also

with the lives of distinguished historical characters such as A^oka

or Candragupta. But there is nothing to show that the idea

of gratifying the dead by the performances of dramatic scenes

based on their history was ever present to any mind in India,

either early or late. Rama and Krsna to their worshippers were

long before the rise of so late an art as drama, just like Qiva,

great gods, of whom it would be absurd to think as dead men
requiring funeral rites to give them pleasure. Nor is it necessary

further to criticize his reconstruction of Vedic religion on the

basis of his animistic theory, for these issues of origins have

no possible relevance to the specific question of the origin of

the Indian drama. Whether elsewhere the worship of the dead

resulted in drama is a matter open to grave doubt
;

certainly

in the case of the Greek drama, which offers the most interesting

parallel to that of India, the evidence of derivation from funeral

games is wholly defective.

Definite support for this view of the origin of drama may be

found in the accounts of dramatic performances which are given

in the Harivanga^ the supplement of the Mahabkarata. That

work cannot, as has been mentioned, be dated with any certainty

or probability earlier than the dramas of A5vaghosa, and, there-

fore, it cannot be appealed to as the earliest mention now extant

of the dramatic art. But it is of value as showing how closely

' Drama^ p. 129 asserts this as the view of ‘ the best authorities^
; very wisely

he does not refer to these amazing authorities. Cf. E. Arbman, Rttdra (Uppsala,

1922); Keith, Indian Mythology^ pp. 81 ff.
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connected the drama was in early times with the Krsna cult,

thus supplementing the conclusions to be derived from the

Mahdbhdsya, and falling into line with the evidence of Bhasa.

At the festival performed by the Yadavas after the death of

Andhaka, we find that the women of the place danced and sang

to music, while Krsna induced celestial nymphs to aid the merri-

ment by similar exhibitions, including a representation by the

Apsarases, apparently by dancing, of the death of Kansa and

Pralamba, the fall of Canura in the amphitheatre, and various

other exploits of Krsna. After they had performed, the sage

Narada amused the audience by a series of what may fairly be

called comic turns
;
he imitated the gestures, the movements,

and even the laughter of such distinguished personages as Satya-

bhama, Ke9ava, Arjuna, Baladeva, and the young princess, the

daughter of Revata, causing infinite amusement to the audience,

and reminding us of the part played by the Vidusaka in the

drama. The Yadavas then supped, and this enjoyment was

followed by further songs and dances by the Apsarases, whose

performance thus resembled a modern ballet with songs inter-

spersed.^

In a later passage ^ in connexion with the story of the demon

Vajranabha, whom Indra asked Krsna to dispose of, we learn

of an actor Bhadra who delighted all by his excellent power of

representation
;
Vajranabha is induced to demand his presence in

his abode, and Krsna’s son Pradyumna and his friends disguise

themselves to penetrate there
;
Pradyumna is to be the hero,

Samba the Vidusaka, and Gada the assistant of the stage

director, while maidens, skilled in song, dance, and music, are

the actresses
;
they delight the demons by presenting the story

of Visnu’s descent on earth to slay the chief of the Raksasas, a

dramatised version of the Rdmdyana^ presenting the figures of

Rama, his brother, and in special the episode of Rsya9rhga and

^anta, that curious old legend based on a fertility- and rain-

ritual.'^ After the play the actors showed their skill in depicting

^ ii. 88.

* ii. 91. 26 ff.
; 93. I ff. Cf. Hertel, VOJ. xxiv. 117 ff. ; Ravivarman, Pradyumna^

hhyudaya^ Act III, p. 23.

® Cf. von Schroeder, Mysierium and Mhnm^ pp. 292 ff. That this was originally

a ritual drama is most improbable.
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situations suggested by their hosts, and Vajranabha himself

induces them to perform an episode from the legend of Kubera,

the rendezvous of Rambha
;
after music from the orchestra the

actresses sing, Pradyumna enters and recites the benediction, and

then a verse on the descent of the Ganges, which is connected

with the subject-matter of the piece
; he then assumes the role of

Nalakubara, Samba is his Vidnsaka, ^ura plays Ravana, Mano-

vati Rambha. Nalakubara curses Ravana, and consoles Rambha,
and the audience was delighted by the skilled acting of the

Yadavas, who by a magic illusion had presented mount Kailasa

on the stage.

4. Theories of the Secular Origin of the Drama

Professors Hillebrandt ' and Konow ^ agree in the main in

maintaining the view that it is an error to look to religious cere-

monies as explaining the origin of the drama. True, these cere-

monies have a share in the development of the drama, but they

themselves are merely the introduction into the ritual of elements

which have a popular origin. We are to believe that a popular

mime existed, which, with the epic, lies at the bottom of the

Sanskrit drama.

It must be admitted at once that we have extremely little

authentic information regarding the performers of these mimes,

believed to have existed before the origin of drama. The state-

ments made by Professor Konow, who finds in them experts in

song, dance, music, but also in matters such as jugglery, panto-

mime, and the allied arts, all rest on evidence which is either

contemporary with the Mahdbhasya or later than it
;

the fact

that Natas sang is recorded for us in the Mahdbhasya^ which

of course may refer to genuine actors, and not to professors of

the mime, and their connexion with sweet words is attested in

the Jataka prose only, which dates several centuries after the

existence of the true drama. We need not, of course, doubt that

music, song, and dance, popular in the Vedic age, preserved that

character throughout the later period, and we have evidence from

A9oka's time onwards of the existence of Samajas which he con-

demned, doubtless because of the fights of animals which took

8717

' AID. pp. 22 ff.
2 ID. pp. 42 ff.

D
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place at them.^ That Natas and Nartakas were present at such

festivals we learn from the Ramnyana
;

but we cannot say

whether pantomimes and dancers or actors and dancers are

referred to. Our knowledge, in fact, of the primitive mime is

hypothetical, and it rests in effect on certain considerations which

Professor Hillebrandt adduces to show a popular as opposed to

a religious origin for drama. His view is supported by the

general argument that the drama as comedy is a natural

expression of man’s primitive life of pleasure and appreciation of

humour and wit. It is, however, unnecessary to enter into any

examination of this general principle, which he defends against

the theory accepted by Dr. Gray that it is highly problematical

whether any view of pleasure to the actors or audience is asso-

ciated with primitive drama. These ultimate origins are a matter

of indifference to the concrete question of the origin of so late a

production as the classical drama of India. That the mimetic

character is natural to man may be granted
;
the essential point

in question is whether the Sanskrit drama in its characteristics

shows signs of religious or secular origin.

Of the points adduced by Professor Hillebrandt most have

clearly no relevance in the argument. The use of Sanskrit and

dialects in the classical drama is claimed as a proof of popular

origin
;
as has been explained above, the Prakrit element is due

to the fact that the drama contains an essential popular, but also

religious, element, the Krsna worship. The mixture of prose and

song, and the union of both with music and the dance, are as

natural on the theory of religious origin as on that of secular

derivation. The simplicity of the Indian stage, which knows no

arrangements for providing changes of scenery, is certainly no

proof of secular origin
;
the Vedic religion is singularly sparing

in any external apparatus, and there is the strongest similarity

between its practice to mark out altars for its great sacrifices at

pleasure, and to have no regular sacrificial buildings, and the

tradition throughout the Sanskrit dramas which neither requires

nor needs fixed theatres.

The popular origin of the Vidusaka is obvious, but the point

is whether this origin is religious or secular, and we have seen

* Hardy, Album Kem^ pp. 6i f.
;
Thomas, JRAS. 1914, pp. 392 f.

* ERE. iv. 868,
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that the Vedic literature offers us in the Brahmin of the Maha-

vrata the prototype, possibly with reminiscences of the Qudra in

the Soma sale, of this figure, a fact admitted by the supporters of

the theory of secular origin. It is manifestly unnecessary and

illegitimate, when the descent of this figure from the Vedic litera-

ture is clear, to insist that it was borrowed directly from popular

usage, for which there is no proof, but only conjecture.

There remains the argument derived from the fact that the

classical drama usually begins with a dialogue between the

Sutradhara and the Nati, who is usually represented as his wife

;

in this we have, it is said, a reflex of the old popular mime. But

an examination of the practice and theory, as found in Bhasa and

the Ndtyagastra, shows that we have no simple or naive arrange-

ment, but a very elaborate literary device by which the actors

bridge over the transition from the preliminaries of the drama

to the drama itself. The preliminaries are essentially popular

religion, and the detail was left largely in the hands of the Sutra-

dhara and his assistants, aided by a chorus of dancers and by
musicians

;
they are doubtless older than the drama, and it was

an ingenious and happy device which was invented to carry on

the preliminaries, so that the transition to the drama was effective

and satisfactory. It is, however, a perversion of all probability

to find in this item the trace of a primitive popular secular

performance.

The evidence, therefore, for a secular origin disappears
;

it is

curious, indeed, that Professor Hillebrandt^ himself adduces

proof that the western parallel of the VidOsaka is connected with

religious ceremonies rather than a secular creation. But what is

niost remarkable of all is that Professor Konow adduces as

evidence of the secular origin of the drama the Yatras, which are

essentially bound up with the religion of Krsna, and the rough

dramatic sketches performed at Almora at the Holi festival, also

^ AID. p. 25. Lindenau (BS. p. 45) sees in Vrsakapi of Rgveduy x. 86, the

prototype of the Vidusaka, as a maker of mischief and as the god’s companion, bu

this is far-fetched. Hertel {Literarisches Zentralbl. 1917, pp. 1198 ff.) lays stress on

the fact that at the royal courts the king had normally a jester to amuse him. This

may easily have served to affect the figure of this character, if of religious origin.

For older views, cf. J. Huizinga, De Vidiisaka m het indisch tooneel (Groningen^

1897); F. Cimmini, Atti della reale Accademia di Archeologia^ Letterc et Belle Arti

(Naples. 1893), XV. 97 ff
. ; M. Schuyler, JAOS. xx. 338 ff.

;
P. E. Pavolini, Studi

italiani di filologia Utdo-iranicay ii. 88 f.
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essentially religious.^ It is indeed to ignore how essentially

religion enters into the life of the Hindu to imagine that it is

possible to trace the beginnings of drama to a detached love of

amusement. It is apparently difficult for the modern mind to

appreciate that religion may cover matters which to us appear

scarcely connected with it or even repugnant
;
but this is a delu-

sion largely due to the narrower and more exalted conception of

religion of the northern and western lands of Europe.

Less plausible still is the attempt of Pischel ^ to find evidence

that the puppet-play is the source of the Sanskrit drama, and

that moreover it has its home in India, whence it has spread over

the world. The curious and odd art may indeed have an Indian

origin, but it would be wholly unwise to suppose that the drama

is due to it, nor is the theory apparently accepted on any side at

the present time. The existence of such a play is attested by

the Mahdbhdrata;' though the antiquity of the device is not thus

made clear
;

in the Kathdsaritsdgara^ following perhaps the

Brhatkathd of Gunadhya, possibly of the third century A.D., we

hear of a damsel, daughter of the wonderful craftsman Asura

Maya, whoamused her companion with puppets which could speak,

dance, fly, fetch water, or pluck and bring a garland. In the

Bdlardmdyana of Raja9ekhara Ravana is represented as deceived

by a puppet made to resemble Sita, in whose mouth a parrot

was placed to give his entreaties suitable replies. Shankar Pan-

durang Pandit^ records of his time that in the Maratha and

Kanarese country there are travelling marionette theatres, the

only form of drama known in the villages
;
the puppets made

of wood or paper are managed by the director, whose style

is Sutradbara
;
they can stand or lie, dance or fight. From this

puppet-play, it was suggested, the names of the Sutradhara, as

the puller of the strings, and of the Sthapaka, arranger, his

assistant, passed over to the legitimate drama. The Vidusaka^

in PischeFs view, owed also his origin to the puppet-play.

Professor Hillebrandt ^ has argued against this theory on the

ground that the puppet-play assumes the pre-existence of the

' TD, pp. 43 f. Cf. NisikS-hta Chattopftdhy^ya, The Vatnts (1882),

* Die Heimat des Puppenspiels (1902). Obvious objections are given by Ridgeway,

Dramas^ (/r., pp. 164 ff.

3
iii. 30. 23; V. 39. I.

5 AlD.p. 8; ZDMG. Ixxii. 231.

^ Vikramorva^lya^ pp. 4 f.
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drama, on which it must essentially be based, and he then uses

the early date of the puppet-play as a proof of the still earlier

existence of the drama. The latter argument, however, is un-

satisfactory on various grounds. Apart from the fact that we
cannot date the epic references or prove them earlier than the

Mahabhdsyay we have the doubt whether such a contention can

possibly be justified. The use of puppets is primarily, of

course, derived from the make-belief of children in playing with

dolls
;

the terms for puppets which denote ‘ little daughter
’

(piiirikd, puttali, puttalikd^ dukitrkd), show this clearly enough,

and the popularity of puppets is indicated by the erotic game
known as the imitation of puppets, where the word for puppet

ipdncdlt) suggests that the home of the puppet-play in India

was the Pancala country. The growth of the drama doubtless

brought with it the use of puppets to imitate it in brief, and from

the drama came the Vidusaka, and not vice versa.

Though Pischel’s theory ^ of the puppet-play as the origin ot

drama has failed to find supporters, the shadow play, on whose

importance in India he was the first to lay stress, has emerged in

lieu in the hands of Professor Liiders^ as an essential element in

the development of the Sanskrit drama, a position accepted by
Professor Konow. The place found for the drama is in con-

nexion with the displays of the ^aubhikas of the Makdbhdsya.

Owing to the misinterpretation of that passage it is held that the

^aubhikas were persons who explained matters to the audience

to supplement either dumb actors'^ or shadow figures. It is

admitted by Professor Liiders that there is no proof which ot

these two eventualities is correct, but he endeavours both to

prove the existence of the shadow-play in early India and to

show that the (Jaubhikas had the function of showing them.

Based on this misinterpretation of the Mahdbhdsya and on the

hypotheses—wholly in the air—which it necessitates, is his view

that the influence of the epic on the drama was conveyed through

SBAW. 1906, pp. 481 ft.

* SBAW. 1916, pp. 698 ff. Contra, Hillebrandt, ZDMG. Ixxii. 230 f. Winternilz

(ZDMG. Ixxiv. 120) reduces the Qaubhikas to people who tell tales of what is

depicted on pictures, a clearly impossible version, but valid against Liiders.

* Based on Kaiyata’s version of ^aubhika : Kamsdiiyanukdrtndm natdndm vyd^

khymiopddhydyah

.

This is clearly incompatible with Lftders’s view, as he admits

(pp. 720 f.). Kaiyaja is far too late or useful evidence.
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the use of shadow-figures to illustrate the epic recitation
;
this,

united with the art of the old Natas, gave birth to drama, though

he is not certain whether such a real drama existed or not at the

time of Patanjali, and Konow sets its appearance much later.

The early evidence adduced for the existence of the shadow-

drama is wholly unreliable. Professor Konow suggests that the

term Rupa used in the fourth Rock Edict of A^oka, where he

speaks of exhibiting spectacles of the dwellings of the gods, of

elephants and bonfires, refers to a shadow device, in apparent

ignorance of the true sense abundantly illustrated by the attested

facts as to the mode of such representations in Buddhist litera-

ture p he accepts the wholly absurd view that Rupaka as a name
of the drama is derived from such shadow projections, while in

fact it obviously denotes the visible presentation, the normal and

early sense of Rupa. Equally unfortunate is the effort to discover

that the Sitabenga cave -^ shows signs of grooves in front, which

might have served in connexion with the curtain necessary for

a shadow play, and much more so is the effort to explain

Nepathya, the name of the tiring-room behind the curtain in the

Sanskrit drama, from a misunderstood Prakrit nevaccha^ which in

its turn might represent a Sanskrit naipdthya—never found

—

denoting the place for the reader
;
apparently the shadows are

in this view explained by some person behind the curtain. The
philological combination is quite impossible.

Pischel’s evidence for the early existence of the shadow-drama

is all of it without value. The term riipparupakam occurs in

V. 394 of the comparatively old Therigdthd of the Buddhist

Canon, but it may indicate a puppet-play, and this is rendered

very probable by the mention of a puppet only just before in the

text
;

if not, it doubtless means, as taken by the commentator, a

piece of jugglery, an art always loved in India; unfortunately

the age of the text is uncertain, so that even for the puppet-play

it gives no precise date. It is certain that rupadakkha^ a term

used in the Milindapahha^—a work of dubious date—has no

such reference, nor lupadahha in a cave at Jogimara. To find

rupopajtvana in the Mahdbhdrata used in the sense of shadow-

' See Vincent Smith, Asoka^ (ed. 3), pp. 166 f.

* Hioch, Arch, Survey of India Report^ i 9^3
"
4 i PP- ^23 ff.

^ P- 344-
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play is impossible
; the explanation is given by Nilakantha/ and

proves the existence in his time, the seventeenth century A.D., of

the custom, but the term is used in close proximity with appear-

ing on the stage {rangdvatarand), and there is conclusive evi-

dence that the word refers to the deplorable immorality of the

players, who actually have as a synonym in the lexicons the style

of * living by (the dishonour of) their yN\vzs{jdydjlva) \ The same
fact explains the term rupopajivin used by Varahamihira in the

sixth century A.D. in proximity to painters, writers, and singers:

the actor is essentially mercenary.'^ It is impossible to accept

the suggestion that the Aindrajalikas, who appear working

magic results in the Ratndvally the Prabodhacandrodaya^ and

the Purvapithika of the Dagakumdracarita^ were really shadow-

dramatists
;
Indian magicians are well known even at present,

and the illusions which to some extent they produce have nothing

whatever to do with shadow-plays. The scenes which the magi-

cian describes to the king in the Ratndvali were doubtless left to

the imagination of the audience, just as was the apparent fire

which burned the inner apartments and enveloped the princess.

To believe in realism in these cases runs contrary to the stage

directions of the play itself. From the name Qaubhika, with its

Prakrit equivalent Sobhiya, nothing whatever can be made out

;

the word has no relation to shadows and is never explained by

any authority in that sense.

We are left, therefore, with the evidence to be derived from

the term Chayanataka, which is interpreted by Pischel as a

‘shadow-drama*, and is applied to several dramas, among which

the oldest which can be dated with sufficient certainty is the

Diitdhgada of Subhata in the thirteenth century A.D. The exact

meaning of the term is uncertain, as it might denote a ‘ drama

in the state of a shadow*, and this would accord perfectly with

the Dutdhgada itself. That such a drama was a shadow-drama

is best supported by the Dharmdbhyudaya of Meghaprabha-

carya,® which is styled a Chayanatyaprabandha, and in which

a definite stage direction is found directing that, when the king

expresses his intention to become an ascetic, a puppet is to

be placed inside the curtain in the attire of an ascetic. But the

’ xii. 295. 5. ^ BrhatsaMitd^ v. 74; see Hillebrandt, ZDMG. Ixxii. 227.

» ZDMG. Ixxv. 69 f.
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date of this play is uncertain, and it is extremely difficult to

argue with any certainty from it to the Dutdhgada
;
why, it is

inevitable to ask, should the latter play contain no stage direction

of this kind ? We know that the shadow-drama arose in some

part of India, for Nilakantha recognizes it, but we have no

evidence that it existed at the time of the Dutdhgada,

Whatever judgement be passed on this view,^ and the matter

must be left undecided in the absence of any effective evidence,

it is wholly impossible to accept the argument of Professor

Luders which would take the Dutdhgada as the type of

Chay^nataka, and thence deduce that the Mahdndtaka and

the Hariduta are shadow-dramas. The one Chayanatya which

we know to have been a shadow-drama in fact is an ordinary

play without kinship to the Dutdhgada^ and the same remark

applies to the other dramas known to us which are styled

Chayanatakas. There are, however, points of similarity between

the Dutdhgada and the Mahdndtaka
\
the prevalence of verse,

often epic in character, over prose, the absence of Prakrit, the

large number of characters, and the omission of the Vidusaka,

which explain themselves easily in the latter case by the assump-

tion that we have literary drama before us, a play never intended

to be acted. The conviction is strengthened by the shameless

plagiarisms of the plays from earlier Rama dramas. In any

case, however, we are dealing with the late developments of the

Sanskrit drama, and it is clear that nothing can be gained from

any assumption of a part played by the shadow-play in the

evolution of the Sanskrit drama. Even on Professor LOders’s

own interpretation of the Mahdbhdsya,, all that is requisite is

dumb players, and this form of drama is attested for India in

modern times.

That the Sutradhara and Sthapaka derive their names from

manipulating the puppets for either the puppet- or the shadow-

drama is a suggestion which, though recently repeated by
Dr. Hultzsch, cannot be regarded as plausible.-^ The term

Sthapaka is colourless, and may merely denote ‘ performer *

;

if it comes from the puppet-play, it is difficult to see why such

a person was needed beside the Sutradhara, who moved the

strings. Moreover, the theory recognizes the Sutradhara clearly

* See cti. xi, § 8 below. ^ See ch. xiv, § 2 below.
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as the man who lays out the temporary playhouse needed for

the exhibition, and this sense passes easily over into that of

director ;
this derivation is preferable on the whole to the other,

accepted by Professor Hillebrandt,^ which would make him the

man who knows the rules of his art

The shadow-play, we have seen, cannot have influenced the

progress of the early drama, and we may, therefore, leave aside

the question whether it does not essentially presuppose the

drama, as Professor Hillebrandt contends; the parallel from

Java adduced to refute this opinion is clearly wholly inadequate,

unless and until it can be proved that the shadow play sprang up

in Java without any previous knowledge of real drama.

5. Greek InfliLcyice on the Sanskrit Drama

It is undoubtedly a matter far from easy for any people to

create from materials such as existed in India a true drama, and

it was a perfectly legitimate suggestion of Weber's^ that the

necessary impetus to creation may have been given by the

contact of Greece with India, through the representation of Greek

plays at the courts of the kings in Baktria, the Punjab, and

Gujarat, who brought with them Greek culture as well as Greek

forces. This view suffered modification in view of further con-

sideration of the evidence of an Indian drama in the Mahdbhdsya,

and the final opinion of Weber was content with the view that

a certain influence might have been exerted by the Greek on

the Sanskrit drama. The vehement repudiation of this opinion

by PischeD was followed by the elaborate effort of Windisch^

to trace the extent of the influence which he believed he could

establish. Windisch’s attitude is of special importance because

he recognizes fully the elements which made for the development

of an independent Indian drama, the epic recitations and the

mimetic art of the Nata, whose name indicated, as a Pra-

kritism of the root nrt, dance, that he was at first a dancer,

in the Indian sense of the term, that is one who represents by

^ AID. p. 8, n. 2. On Javan drama, cf. Ridgeway, Dramas^ pp. 216 fT.

* IS. ii. 148; Ifui. Lit?- n. 210; SBAW. 1890, p, 920; cf. IS. xiii. 492.
" Die Recensiomn der Qikuntald (1875), P* *9 >

SBAW. 1906, p. 5c 2.

^ Der grieckiseke Einfluss im indischen Drama ;
Sansk. PhiL pp. 398 ff. Cf.

E. Braudes, Lervogmn (1870, , pp. iii ff.
;
Vincent Smith, JASB. Iviii. i. 1841!.
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his postures and gestures emotions of varied kinds, or, in the

terminology of the Greek and Roman stage, a pantomime. But

he insists on the distinction between the dramatization of the

epic material suggested by the Mahdbhd§ya^ and the features

of the classical form of the drama. The subject-matter differs,

heroic and mythic figures are presented in the relations of every-

day life, the chief theme is a comedy of love, the plot is

artistically developed and the action divided into scenes,

character types are developed, the epic element recedes before

the development of dialogue, verse is mingled with prose, Sanskrit

with Prakrit. The change is remarkable ;
was it aided by the

influence of the Greek drama? Admittedly on any theory we

must allow for powerful causes to produce so splendid a develop-

ment, and it would be idle to ignore the possibility of such

influence.

Since Windisch wrote, the extent of Greek influence on India

before and after the Christian era has been the subject of much

investigation, which has yielded its richest fruits in the sphere of

art. That India borrowed the incitement to the art of Gandhara

from Greece as its ultimate source is undeniable, and it is equally

clear that the Buddhist adoption of the practice of depicting

the human form of the Buddha, in lieu of merely indicating his

presence by some symbol such as his seat, was due to Greek

artistic influences. The extent to which the rise of the Mahayana

school of Buddhism was furthered by the influx of religious and

philosophical ideas from the west is still uncertain ;
but it is

noteworthy that Professor Levi,^ who most strongly opposed the

theory of Windisch, has himself attributed to western influences

the development of the new spirit in Buddhism which he traces

in A^vaghosa, whom he places in the entourage of Kaniska,

dating the former in the first century B.c. If this were the case,

there would be decided difficulties in maintaining any chrono-

logical objections such as Professor L^vi'^ originally urged to

the theory of Windisch ;
when he attacked that theory he could

place the earliest Sanskrit dramas preserved, those of Kalidasa

in his view, five or six centuries A.D. But now we have dramas

of about A.D. 100 which are certainly not the earliest of their

’ Mahaydnasutralamkara, ii. i 6 f. Cf. Keith, Buddhist Philosophy, p. 217.

' Tl.i. J45 .
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type, and it is impossible to deny that the Sanskrit drama came
into being during the period when Greek influence was present

in India. The highest point of that influence politically was
doubtless attained under Menander; in the middle of the first

century B.C., roughly a century after Menander’s conquests,

the Greek princes were on the verge of being absorbed
by new influences culminating in the establishment of the

Kusana’ domination, but there is nothing chronologically

difficult in assuming the influence of Greek drama on the

drama in India.

The question, however, arises how far there was actual pre-

sentation at the courts of Greek princes in India of dramatic
entertainments. On this topic the evidence is no doubt scanty.^

We know indeed that Alexander was fond of theatrical spectacles

with which he amused himself in the intervals allowed by his

victories, and we hear that at Ekbatana there were no fewer than
three thousand Greek artists who had come from Greece. We
are told also that the children of the Persians, the Gedrosians

and the people of Susa, sang the dramas of E^uripides and
Sophokles

;
if we are to believe Philostratos’s Life of Apollonios

of Tyana,''^ a Brahmin boasted that he had read the Herakleidai
of I.uripides, and Plutarch has described in inimitable fashion

the strange scene at the court of Orodes of Parthia when the

messenger arrived, bearing the head of Crassus, and the actor

lason substituted the ghastly relic for the head of Pentheus
in the Bakchai, which he was then performing. We need not

doubt from these and other passages the existence of per-

formances of Greek dramas throughout the provinces which

formed the Empire of Alexander
;
the scepticism of Professor

Levi ^ in this regard is clearly inadmissible. It is perfectly true

that of dramatic performances in India we have no express

mention, but in view of the miserably scanty information we
possess regarding these principalities of the Greeks in India

there is nothing surprising in the fact. Nor is it likely that

princes who could employ artists of sufficient ability to produce

^ OrKusana; CHI. i. 580 ff.

" rinlarch, Alex. 72; Fort. Alex. 128 I); Crassus, 33. Marshall (JRAS. 1909,

l^p. 1060 f.) suggests a reproduction of a motif of the Antigone in a vase at Peshawar,

Imt dubiously.
"

ii. 32.
* TI. ii. 60.
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beautiful coins would be indifferent to what is after all the

greatest literary creation of Greece.

Nor can we lay much stress on the difficulty of India borrowing

anything from the Greek drama, owing to the great difference

between the two civilizations, Indian exclusiveness, Indian

ignorance of foreign languages, or similar general considerations,

because we have really no evidence of value of the feelings and

actions of the Indians during the period when the Greek invasion

was only the forerunner of invasions by Parthians, ^akas, and

Kusanas, followed by other less famous but not unimportant

immigrants, whose advent vitally affected the population and

civilization of the north-west of India. It is plain that in the

Gupta dynasty of the fourth century A.D. we find a great Hindu

revival, but a revival which evidently drew strength primarily

from the east, and we do not know anything definite to enable

us to reason a priori on what was, or was not, possible as regards

assimilation of the drama. The only decisive evidence possible

is that of the actual plays, and unfortunately the results to be

attained by examination of them are not at all satisfactory.

It is held by Windisch that the New Attic Comedy, which

flourished from 340-260 B.c, must be deemed the source of

influence on Indian drama ;
the fact that no mention of this

comedy is specifically made in the few notices we have of drama

in the east is doubtless not of importance. On the other hand,

we know that Alexandria under the Lagidai became a great

centre of Greek learning, and that between Alexandria and

Ujjayini through the port of Barygaza ^ there was a brisk

exchange of trade which may have aided in intellectual contact,^

perhaps especially in the period when Menander’s conquests

gave Greek products of every sort a special vogue. The new

comedy by its making its subject of the everyday life of man was

far more suited than any other form of drama to attract imitation.

The actual points of contact between the New Comedy and the

Sanskrit drama are, however, scanty. The division of both the

Roman drama ^ and the Sanskrit into acts, distinguished by

* Peripliis^ 48.

* Cf. Ilultzsch, JRAS. 1904, pp. 399 ff. on the Kanarebe words found in a fragment

of a Greek comedy preserved in a papyrus of the second century A. d.

® This does not appear in the dramas of Menander so far as recovered, and is

oi uncertain date. Cf, Donatus on Terence, Afuiria, Frol.
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the departure of all the actors from the stage and the number

of five as normal, though often exceeded in India, are facts

which need not be more than casual coincidences : the divisions

in the Sanskrit drama rest on an analysis of the action which

is not recorded in Greece or Rome. There is similarity in the

scenic conventions, in the asides, in the entry and exit of

characters, more notably in the practice that the advent of a

new character is usually expressly notified to the audience by

a remark from one of the actors already on the stage. But

these are all matters which must almost inevitably coincide in

theatrical performances produced under approximately similar

conditions. Even in the modern theatre with its programmes

the necessity of indicating at once the identity of the new comers

to the stage is keenly felt.

More value attaches to the argument from the use of Yavanika,'

or its Prakrit form Javanika, for the name of the curtain which

covered the tiring room and formed the background of the stage.

The word primarily is an adjective meaning Ionian, the Greeks

with whom India first came into contact. But it was not con-

fined to what was Greek in the strict sense of the word
;

it

applies to anything connected with the Hellenized Persian

Itmpire, Egypt, Syria, Bactria, and it therefore cannot be rigidly

limited to what is Greek. As applied to the curtain it is an

adjective, and describes doubtless the material of the curtain

{patl, opatl) as foreign, possibly as Ldvi suggests, Persian

tapestry brought to India by Greek ships and merchants. The
word Yavanika has no special application to the curtain of the

theatre, as would be the case, if it were borrowed as a detail

of stage arrangement from Greece. Nor in fact was there any

curtain in the case of Greek drama, so far as is known, from

which it could be borrowed
;
Windisch’s contention merely was

that the curtain was called Greek because it took the place

of the painted scenery at the back of the Greek stage.

As little can any conclusion of Greek borrowing be drawn

from the Yavanis, Greek maidens, who are represented as among
the body-guard of the king

;
for this the Greek drama offers no

* Konow, ID. p. 5, n. 5 ;
Livi, TI. i. 348 ;

for the generic sense, cf. Amara,
ii. 6. 3. 22 ; Haliyudha, ii. 154.

* Already in Bhasa: cf. Lindenan, BS. p. 41. n, 2; L6vi, Quid de Graecis^ &c.
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parallel
;

it represents the fondness of the princes of India ^ for

the fascinating hetaerae of Greece, and the readiness of Greek

traders to make the high profits to be derived from shipping

these youthful cargoes.

The points of resemblance in regard to the plot are of interest.

There is some similarity between the stock theme of the Natika,

the love of a king for a maiden, hindered by various obstacles,

and finally successful through events which reveal her as a prin-

cess, destined for him in marriage but concealed in this aspect by

some accident, and the New Comedy picture of the youth whose

affection for a fair lady, apparently of status which forbids mar-

riage by Attic law, but in reality of equal birth, is finally

rewarded by the discovery of the mark which leads to her identi-

fication. The use of a mark of recognition is undoubtedly

common in both dramas. We have in the Qahmtald the ring-

which gives part of the title of the play Abhtjudna-faknntald, and

in the Vikramorvagl the stone of reunion {sanigmnainani) which

enables Pururavas to recognise his beloved despite her change

into a creeper. In the Ratndvall we have the necklace which

permitsthe identification of the heroine
;

in the Nagananda, the

jewel which, falling from the sky, denotes the fate of the prince

;

in the Mdlatimddhava the garland plucked by Madhava, worn

by Malati, which Saudamini produces at the denouement as a sign

of recognition
;
and in the Mrcchakatikd the clay cart in which

are placed the jewels used as evidence against the hero. In the

same general category fall the ring of the queen in the Mdlavikd-

gnimitra, which the Vidusaka obtains from her in order to cure

a snake-bite, and employs to bring about the release of Mala-

vika ;
the arrow of Ayus, in the Vikramorvagl, which reveals to

Pururavas his son
;
and the seal of Raksasa in the Mtidrdrdksasa

of which Canakya makes use to confound his schemes. In

(1890), pp. 41 f. ; on Greek influence, cf. Kennedy, JRAS. 1912, pp. 993 ff., 1012 ff.

;

1913, pp. 121 ff.
;
W. E. Clark, Classical Philology, xiv. 311 ff.

;
xv. 10 f., 18 f

.

;

Weber, SBAW. 1890, pp. 900 ff.

1 Kautihya Arlkafdslra, i. 21 ;
Megasthenes, frag. 26; Strabo, xv. i. 55.

For this motif cf. Gawroflski, Los Sources de quelques drames indiens, pp. 39 ff.

On recognition in the Greek tragic drama see Aristotle, Poetics, 145a « 29 ff.

;

Verrall, Ckoephorae, pp. xxxiii-lxx. Its alleged essential character as an element of

primitive tragedy, the recognition of the god, is disposed of by Ridgeway, Dramas, tyc.,

pp. 40 f.
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some cases the similarity of use of these emblems is close

;

Malavika, taken away by brigands, and Ratnavali, rescued from

the sea, are real parallels to the heroine of the Rudens^ stolen

from her father by a brigand, sold to a lefio and wrecked on the

Sicilian coast, whose recognition is brought about by the dis-

covery of her childish ornaments.

These are striking facts, and the only way to meet them is to

show that the motifs in Sanskrit drama have an earlier history

in the literature, and can, therefore, be regarded as natural

developments. The difficulty presented here is that the literature

available consists either of tales, which in any form available to

us are later than the period of the supposed Greek influence, or

the epic which is of uncertain date, so that no strict proof is

available that any of its minor issues antedates the Christian era.

But we do find in the epic indications that it was not necessary

for Greece to give to India the ideas presented in the drama.

The story of the love of Kicaka for DraupadI, when disguised as

handmaiden she served Sudesna, wife of the king Virata, has

a tragic outcome, for his love is repulsed, but it has undoubted

affinities with the plot of the Natika. In the case of the old tale

of Nala and Damayanti, the heroine is more happy, for, when
separated from her husband who has abandoned her in the dis-

traction of losing his kingdom at dice, she lives in peace, guarded

securely from interference
;
at last she is recognized by a birth-

mark. In the Rdmdyana the use of signs of this sort is extended

to artificial modes : Sita, stolen away from Rama, drops her

jewels to the ground
;
the monkeys bear them to their king, who

hands them to Rama, and the hero thus knows beyond a perad-

venture the identity of the ravisher. To console her in her

detention pending his efforts at rescue he sends Hanumant to

her, bearing his messages, and gives him his ring to serve to

identify him
;
Sita sees it and takes heart. We may admit that

such incidents are almost inevitable in a primitive society, in

which the means of identification were necessarily material, or

personal. Nor in the Sanskrit drama is there any preponderant

use of this factor; the letter and the portrait^ are other means,

the use of which is recognized in the theory.

The evidence of borrowing based on the Mrcchakatikd by

* Cf. Svafnavasavadatia, vi. pp. 51 ff.
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Windisch requires reconsideration in the light of the facts now

known regarding the authority of that drarria for the early San-

skrit drama. To Windisch it seemed to present every appear-

ance of an early age, and to show close relations to a Greek

model. The title he compared with the Cistellaria, * little chest *,

or the Aulularia^ ‘ little pot *
;
the mixture of a political intrigue

and a love drama with the mention—only incidental however

—

of political events contemporaneous with the action in Plautus's

Epidicus and Captivi\ the court scene he held to be of Greek

inspiration ; the meeting of C«irudatta and Vasantasena he com-

pared with that of the hero and heroine of the Cisiellaria ;
the

theft of ^arvilaka, in order to buy the freedom of the slave girl

he loves, to the dishonest means adopted by the hero in the new

comedy to procure means to purchase his inamorata
;
the setting

free of the slave by Vasantasena with the attaining of the posi-

tion of a freedwoman in the Greek drama
;

finally the elevation

of Vasantasena to the rank of a woman of good character to

permit of her legal marriage to Carudatta is compared with the

discovery in the Greek drama of the existence of a free status as

the birthright of the maiden whom the hero loves. The Mrccha-

katikd, however, is not an early representative of the Indian

drama in the sense held by Windisch
;

it is based on the Cam-
datta of Bhasa, in which there is no mingling of the political and

love intrigue, at any rate as we have that play
;
the title Mrccha-

katikd^ which departs from the usual model, was probably

deliberately chosen to distinguish the new drama from the old.

The plays cited have no real combination of political and love

intrigues, and the other parallels are far too vague to be taken

seriously. The raising of Vasantasena to a new status is an

extraordinary event, which is dependent on an action of the new

king Aryaka, who, as an overthrower of the former monarch,

exercises the supreme right of sovereignty in favour of the lady,

in defiance of the rules of caste. The political intrigue thus

becomes a vital element in the play.

Nor can any special value be ascribed to the rule, which is laid

down in the theory, and observed in practice, and which confines

the events in an act to the limits of a single day, as compared

with the rule of Aristotle ^ that the events of a drama should not

^ Poetic 1449 /> 12 ff.
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exceed, 01* only by a little, the duration of a day. If the rule

was borrowed, it was greatly changed in sense by permitting long

periods, up to a year, to elapse between the acts in the San^rit

drama, and the mere moral needs of the approximation to reality

requisite for illusion would produce the state of the Sanskrit

drama without external influence.

The characters of the drama present problems which are not

solved by the theory of borrowing. The figure of the queen,

loving her husband, noble and dignified, is compared by Windisch

with that of the matrona of the Roman comedy, while her

attempts to prevent the union of her husband and the new love

are compared to the efforts of the seiiex to dissuade his son from

a rash marriage or intrigue. But it is clear that the comparisons

arc idle
;
the rivalry of the old love and the new is an incident

of the life of the harem inevitable in polygamy, while it affords an

admirable opportunity for the poet to depict the contrast of types

and the different aspects of love, his chief theme. Windisch,

however, lays most stress on his comparison of the three figures

of the Vita, Vidusaka, and ^akara, with the parasite, the servus

enrrens, and the miles gloriostis of the Greek drama, and his

arguments have a certain weight. It is true that these three,

with the Sutradhara and his assistant, are given by the Natya-

fdsfra in a list of actors, and that the five correspond fairly

closely with the male personnel of a Greek drama ;
it is also true

that, while Kalidasa and the Mrcchakatikd with the Cdrudatta

know the Qakara, he vanishes from the later drama, and the Vita

shows comparatively little life, suggesting that the Greek borrow-

ings were gradually felt unsuited to India and died a natural

death. But the argument is inadequate to prove borrowing.

The Vita is, indeed, more closely akin to the parasite than to any

other character of the Greek or Roman comedy, but the parasite

is lacking in the refinement and culture of his Indian counter-

part, who is clearly drawn from life, the witty and accomplished

companion who is paid to amuse his patron, but whose depen-

dence does not make him the object of insolence and bad jokes.

The Vidusaka has, in all likelihood, as has been seen, his origin

in the religious drama
;
his Brahmin caste, and his use of Prakrit

can best thus be explained. The alternative views all present far

more difficulties
;
the transformance of the slave into a Brahmin

E2717
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is far too violent a change to be credible, while L^viV view

which makes him a borrowing from the Prakrit drama, which

depicted with truth the type of Brahmin who serves as go-between

in love affairs, masking his degraded trade under the cloak of

religion, renders it unintelligible why the Brahmins should have

consented to maintain him in the Sanskrit drama. Equally

unconvincing is Professor Konows^ effort to explain him as

a figure of the popular drama, which loved to make fun of the

higher classes, especially the Brahmins. There was no conceiv-

able reason why the Brahmins should have kept such a figure in

a drama which never appealed to the lower classes, and it is

significant that there is no trace of a comic figure of the Ksatriya

class, although the populace doubtless was as willing to make fun

of the rulers as of the priests. The similarity between the ^akara

and the miles gloriosns is by no means small, but the argument

from borrowing is refuted by the reflexion that such a figure can

be explained perfectly easily from the actual life of India in the

period of Bhasa and the Mrcchakatikd, when mercenary .soldiers

must have been painfully familiar to Indians.

The number of actors is certainly not in accord with the Greek

practice; not only has Bhasa large numbers, but the ^akuntald

has thirty, the Mrcchakatikd twenty-nine, the Vikramorvagi

eighteen, the Mudrdrdksasa twenty-four, and it is only in the

later and less inventive Bhavabhuti that we find but thirteen in the

Mdlatimddhava and eleven in the Uttarardmacarita.

The prologue in both dramas serves the purpose of announcing

the author’s name, the title of the play, and the desire of the

dramatist for a sympathetic reception, but the Indian prologue is

closely attached to the preliminaries, and has a definite and inde-

pendent character of its own in the conversation between the

Sutradhara and his wife, the chief actress, so that borrowing is

out of the question. Nor does any importance attach to the fact

that ?iva, who is in a special sense the patron of drama, is the

nearest Indian representative of Dionysos, or that the time of

the festival at which plays were often shown was spring, as in the

case of the Great Dionysia at Athens when new plays were usually

presented. There is similarity between the Protagonist and the

Sutradhara, for both undertake the leading parts in the drama,

‘ Tl. i. 358. » ID. p. 15.
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but this and other minor points such as can be adduced are of no

value as proofs of historical connexion.

Windisch admitted that in regard to the theatrical buildings

there was no possibility of comparison, as the Indian theatre was

not permanent, but Bloch ^ has endeavoured to show that the

Sitabenga cave theatre has marked affinities to the Greek. The

attempt, however, is clearly a failure
;

the construction of the

whole is merely that of a small amphitheatre cut out in the rock

for a small audience without any special similarity to the Greek

theatre of any period.

More recently the tendency ot those who seek to find Greek

influence in the making of the Sanskrit drama has turned to the

mime as the form of art which exercised influence on India, and

the older arguments of Windisch have been given a new shape

and in part strengthened in this regard.^ The mime was per-

formed without masks and buskins, as was the Indian drama.

Moreover the mime, at any rate in Roman hands, had a curtain

(stparmm)^ which may be compared with the curtain of India.

There was also no scene painting in the mime
;
different dialects

were used, and the number of actors was considerable. Further,

some of the standing types of the mime may be paralleled in the

Indian drama
;
the zelotypos has some similarity to the ^akara,

the mdkos to the Vidusaka.

Some of the arguments adduced against this theory of Reich's

are admittedly untenable. It is impossible to argue as does

Professor Konow that the use of the Mrcchakatikd as a work of

early date is a mistake, since the oldest dramas preserved are of

quite another type and have no similarity with Greek works.

True, the Mrcchakatikd is not as old as it was thought, but the

Cdrudatta can be substituted in lieu, and there are no dramas

older than it, save thqse of the same author and some fragments

of Buddhist drama. Nor have we any very satisfactory evidence

of a mime in India at an early date, for a mime means a great

deal more than the mere work of a Nata. But there are

adequate grounds for disregarding the theory. The similarity of

types is not at all convincing
;
the borrowing of the idea of using

^ Arch. Sui-vey of India Report^ 1903-4, pp. 123 ff., rashly followed by Liiders,

ZDMG. Iviii. 868. See Hillebrandt, AID. pp. 23 f.
;
GIL. iii. i 75 »

i-

* Der Mimus^ i. 694 ff. ; DLZ. 1915, pp. 5891!. ; E. Miiller-Hess, Die Entstehnng

des indiscken Dramas (1916), pp. 17 ff.
;
Lindenan, Festschrift Windisch. p. 41.
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different dialects from the mime is really absurd, and the large

number of actors is equally natural in either case. The argument

from the curtain is wholly without probative power
;
as we have

seen, the term Yavanika refers to material only
;

it would be very

remarkable that the term Greek should be confined to the curtain

alone, if the stage were really a Greek borrowing, and, last not

least, we have no proof that the Greek mime had the curtain.

The new form of the theory must, therefore, claim no more

credence than the old. We cannot assuredly deny ^ the possi-

bility of Greek influence, in the sense that Weber admitted

the probability
;
the drama, or the mime, may, as played at

Greek courts, have aided in the development of a true drama,

but the evidence leaves only a negative answer to the search for

positive signs of influence.

There are, undoubtedly, certain considerations which a priori

tell against borrowing
;
to judge from the Roman borrowings

from Greece and those of France from the classics, the trace of

imitation if it were real would be clear and emphatic. But we

can hardly place very great faith in arguments from analogy
;

India has a strange genius for converting what it borrows

and assimilating it, as it did in the case of the image of

the Buddha which it fabricated from Greek models. More
important is the possibility of tracing the sources of the dramas

in the epic and the tales, though here the difficulty of dates

prevents the demonstration being complete. The epic and

undramatic character of the Sanskrit drama is true enough, but

not universally applicable, and the argument is liable to be turned

by adopting the view that only Greek influence is contended for,

not the exclusion of Indian native influences. The typical nature

of the characters, adduced by Professor Konow as a point of

difference, seems to indicate a forgetfulness that the Greek drama,

and especially the New Comedy, is rich in types, and that the

mime depicts types. Nor in that comedy do we find any par-

ticularly effective heightening of interest or development of the

situation from the characters of the persons, or solutions produced

without recourse to cutting the knot by artificial means. In all

these matters indeed the Indian drama rather is akin to the

Greek than otherwise.

' Cf. Okknberg, Die Literattir des alien Indien, pp. 241 ff.
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6. TJie Qakas and the Sanskrit Drama

Professor Levi,^ whose opposition to Windisch regarding the

possibility of Greek influence on the Indian drama has been

noted, is himself responsible for the suggestion that the rise of the

Sanskrit drama, as opposed to the more popular religious drama
in Prakrit, is to be attributed to the (Jakas, whose advent to

India was one of the causes of the rapid decadence of the Greek

principalities in the north west. The theory is based on a general

view of the elevation of Sanskrit to the rank of the language of

literature, as opposed to its restriction to use as the learned and

sacred language of the Brahmins. The inscriptions, on the

whole, show that Sanskrit as an epigraphic language was intro-

duced by Rudradaman whose Girnar inscription of A.D. 150 is

wholly in Sanskrit, though Sanskrit appears in part in Usava-

data’s inscription of A. i). 124. The Western Ksatrapas, of Qaka
origin, were, he holds, the first to bring Sanskrit down to earth,

while not vulgarizing it, as contrasted with the Hindu and ortho-

dox C^atakarnis of the Deccan who retained Prakrit in their

inscriptions clown to the third century A. D. The character of the

^akara may be regarded in this light
;
in its hostility to the

^akas it reveals a period when either a prince was opposed to

the ^aka rule, or the ^aka dominion had just fallen and was

fresh in the minds of the people. The Mrcchakatikd may retain

a confused version of the events of the second century A. D. A
specific connexion between the (^^akas and the creation of drama

may be seen in the terminology of the Ndtyagdstra^ and that of

their inscriptions. Rudradaman refers to his grandfather Castana

as Svamin and Sugrhitanaman, and Svamin is freely used in the

epigraphic records of the kings of the line from Nahapana

(A.D. 78) onwards. Further Rudrasena in a.d. 205, in referring

to his royal ancestors, Castana, Jayadaman, Rudradaman, and

Rudrasena, gives them the epithet of Bhadramukha, ‘ of gracious

countenance*. These terms, Levi argues, correspond with the

use laid down in the Ndtya^dstra^ which must have borrowed

from contemporary official usage. Further, Rudradaman uses

the term Rastriya as applying to Pusyagupta, who under

‘ JA. s^r. 9, xix. 95 ff.
;
IA. xxxiii. 163 k Cf. Bloch, Af^/an^es L4vi, pp. 15 f.

;

Franke, Pali und Sanskrit, pp. 87 ff.
;
Keith, Sansk. Lit, ch. i.
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Candragupta, the Maurya, some four and a half centuries earlier

established the reservoir which he had repaired, and this term

occurs in the Qakuntald and the Mrcchakatikd in the sense of

brother-in-law of the king, the sense given to it in the Amara-

kosay the earliest Sanskrit lexicon of established authority. To

these considerations may be added that Ujjayini, the capital of

the Western Ksatrapas of Malava, is a centre, round which as a

fan radiate the three great literary Prakrits of the drama, Qaura-

seni, Magadhi, and Maharastri, thus accounting for their use,

which else would be difficult to explain.

Levi’s suggestion, which was accompanied by an admission

that the Mrcchakatikd or its source was older than he had

formerly argued, and that the possibility of Greek influence was

thus increased, has been accepted by Professor Konow ^ with the

important modification that in face of the fact that the oldest

dramas known to us, the fragments of A (jvaghosa and those of

Bhasa, ignore Maharastri and that ^aurasenl is the normal prose

tongue, he accepts Mathura as the home of the drama, and

ascribes it to about the middle of the first century a.d. This

view he supports by the fact that the rulers of Mathura were

also ^aka Ksatrapas, or Satraps, whose control extends back at

least to the beginning of the first century A.D.

It may be feared that neither theory will stand critical investi-

gation, however tempting it may be to obtain an exact date for

the Sanskrit drama. The discovery of A9vaghosa s fragments

shows that the drama has already attained a very definite and

complete form, and we really cannot with any probability assume

that the creation of drama preceded this by no more than a

century. Even a century, however, brings us further back than

the middle of the first century A. D., for Konow’s date of Kaniska,

about A.D. 150,2 is probably considerably too late, and should be

placed fifty years earlier at least. We are thus separated from

Rudradaman by a period of 150 years, probably more, and the

theory that the Western Ksatrapas introduced Sanskrit into the

drama falls hopelessly to the ground on chronological considera-

tions alone.

The argument from the use of technical terms is clearly unten-

able. That Rastriya in Rudradaman’s inscription has the sense

^ ID. p. 49.
” ID. p. 50. Contrast CHI. L 583.
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of * brother-in-law * is not supported by the slightest evidence,

and is most improbable
;
the term doubtless denotes governor,

and the restricted use is a later development. The use of Svamin

as the mode of addressing the king is not recorded in the Ndtya-

gdsira, and to argue that it, being given in the Dagarupa and the

Sdhityadarpana, must be borrowed from Bharata, as Konow
does, is quite impossible. On the contrary, Bharata^ gives the

style to the Yuvaraja, or Crown Prince, presumably as distinct

from the king. In the extant dramas after Bhasa it is not used

of the king or Crown Prince. Sugrhitanaman, denoting perhaps
‘ whose name is uttered with respect \ has no parallel in Bharata

;

only in the later theory do we find Sugrhitabhidha, which, how-

ever, is prescribed merely for the address of a pupil, child, or

younger brother to a teacher, father, or elder brother, and there-

fore stands in no conceivable relation to the term used by

Rudradaman. Bhadramukha is the address to a royal prince in

Bharata
;

it is used of kings by Rudrasena, and the literature

ignores the specific cr royal use. The lack of accord is com-

plete and convincing
;

if the drama had originated under the

Western Ksatrapas of Ujjayini, it would not have been so

flagrantly out of harmony with the official language.

The whole error of these arguments rests in the belief that the

drama developed as a Prakrit drama before it was turned into

Sanskrit. The same theory has been applied to every depart-

ment of secular Sanskrit literature without either plausibility or

success
;

the Mahdbhdsya knows Sanskrit Kavya before any

Prakrit Kavya is recorded.-^ But, apart from this, it is essential

to remember that the drama was religious in origin and essen-

tially connected with epic recitations, and that for both reasons

Sanskrit claimed in it a rightful place from the inception. It is

certain that the recitations known by Patanjali were in Sanskrit,

and it is difficult in the extreme to understand how in the view

of Levi and Konow a Prakrit drama proper ever came into being.

Before the coalescence of the epic recitation and the primitive

mime believed in by Konow, there cannot have been any drama

on his own theory
;
when they coalesced, Sanskrit must have

from the first been present.

* xvii, 75; cf. Sahityadarpana^ 431 ;
K. iii. 314.

^ Ci. IS. xiii. 483 ff.
;
Kielhorn, lA. xiv. ^26 f.
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The discovery of Afvaghosas fragments undoubtedly helps

greatly to bring the creation of the drama very close up to the

time of Patahjali, if not to that date. The first century B.C.

can with fair certainty be assumed to be the very latest period at

which the appearance of a genuine Sanskrit drama can be placed.

If indeed Professor Liiders’s former date for Kaniska were correct

and he were the founder of the Vikrama era of 57 B.c./ then the

Sanskrit drama must be dated a century at least earlier, and we

would have the paradoxical position that on Professor Liiders’s

date of A^vaghosa he must place the drama at not later than

Patanjali, while when dealing with the Mahdbhdsya evidence he

doubts the existence of the drama. Professor Liiders has over-

looked this dilemma, which, however, we may evade on his

behalf by recognising that he erred in assigning to Kaniska

a date which the evidence available in 1911 already showed to be

quite untenable.

7. The Evidence of the Prakrits

The discovery of A9vaghosa’s fragments not only disposes

effectively of Professor Levi s dating of the rise of Sanskrit

drama, since he probably preceded Rudradaman by at least half

a century, but it casts a vivid light on the question of the

Prakrits and Sanskrit. It must be remembered that A^vaghosa

was the exponent of a faith which had originally insisted on the

use of the vernacular as opposed to Sanskrit, and that it is

absurd to imagine that it would have occurred to him to use

Sanskrit in dramas of Buddhist inspiration and aim, had not the

use of that language been established in the drama of the day.

This leads us back once more to the conclusion that the drama
from the outset was written in part at least in Sanskrit, and that,

therefore, it stands in genetic relation with the dramatic recita-

tions described by Patahjali which were in Sanskrit.

That the drama was also in part in Prakrit from the outset

seems extremely probable. The mere recitation of the epic

^ Brucksiikke buddhistischer Dramen^ pp. ii, 64. Contrast his views in SBAW.
19U, pp. 808 fF., when he accepts the much later date, advocated by Oldenberg, GN.
1911, pp. 427 ff.
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indeed did not demand any intervention of Prakrit, but that

such recitations by themselves would produce a true drama is

most improbable, and we may legitimately hold that it was only

the union of these recitations with action from the religious

contest that produced the drama. In that contest we may
assume that the lower classes were represented and spoke their

own language
;
in the Vedic Mahavrata we cannot suppose that

the (Judra who contested the right of the Vai^ya to the symbol of

the sun spoke in Sanskrit, nor that the Brahmin and the hetaera

exchanged their ritual abuse in the classical tongue, or its Vedic

antecedent. The religious festival in which Krsna appeared as

slaying Kahsa must similarly have demanded the use of the

vernacular by the humbler members of those who took part in it.

The fact that Prakrit appears mainly in the dialogue, Sanskrit

pre-eminently in verses, strengthens the view that the new drama
derived its verse in the main from the epic recitation, its prose

dialogue from the religious contest. The two elements never

entirely merged
;
the Vidusaka who comes from one side of the

religious ceremonial, that which in Greece lies at the basis of

comedy as opposed to tragedy, is not a figure normal in the

dramas of mainly epic inspiration
;
but this is not enough to

prove that the drama ever in its early days was merely in

Sanskrit. It may indeed have been the case
;
Bhasa’s Dutavdkya

has no Prakrit, and so far the probability is rather for than

against it, as an alternative form.

The question how many Prakrits were used in the primitive

Sanskrit drama presents difficulties. The obvious conclusion is

that the vernacular employed would be that of the region where

the drama came into being, and that this was the Qurdseiia

country is not to be denied, (jauraseni in fact appears through-

out as the normal prose of the drama
;

it is the language of the

Vidusaka and the hetaera and normally of all the characters of

a play who are born in Aryavarta, and no other dialect even

in theory vies with it in importance. The theory and the

practice after Bhasa ascribe to MaharasUi the honour of the

language of verses sung by maidens who would in prose speak

<i^auraseni. There can be no doubt that this is not primitive, but

is a reflex of the growth and development of the fame of the

artificial lyric poetry of which we have an anthology under the
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name of Hala, perhaps to be ascribed to the third or fifth

century A.

To what extent any other Prakrit was used in the earliest

drama we cannot effectively determine. Bhasa has only, besides

^auraseiii, Magadhi of two kinds, and a few hints of what may

be styled Ardha-Magadhi, while Afvaghosa has three dialects

which suggest much older forms of Qaurasenl, Magadhi, and

Ardha-Magadhi. The use of these dialects for characters by

Afvaghosa explains itself naturally from his familiarity with the

Buddhist scriptures whose original was very probably in some-

thing approximating to the Ardha-Magadhi ^ he knew, and the

fact that the speaker of Old Magadhl is the Dusta, or bad man,

reminds us of the bad character enjoyed^ by the Magadha.

Levi's^ suggestion that the Magadhl of the drama comes from its

epic element, and that the Magadhas were the reciters of Prakrit

epic compositions, is clearly untenable, and indeed seems to have

been later abandoned by its author in favour of the suggestion

that the Prakrits of the drama were evolved, because the drama

was produced at Ujjayini, which was a meeting place of different

dialectical forms. This theory might be revised to adapt it to

making Mathura the headquarters of the drama and Magadhl

and Ardha-Magadhi the other dialects, but the restricted use of

anything but ^aurasenl by Bhasa suggests that the introduction

of other Prakrits was a gradual process. In point of fact it never

attained great vitality, and in the developed drama Qauraseni and

Maharastri alone play any real part. The ground for the more

extended use of dialects when found may be attributed to literary

purposes rather than to any attempt to imitate the speech of the

day, as Sir George Grierson® has suggested. The ground for

this conclusion, apart from the improbability of so great an effort

at realism, is that the dialects used for instance even in XhtMrccha-

katika are clearly literary and not attempts to reproduce true

vernaculars,

^ Jacobi, Ausgezv. Erzdhlungen in Mdhdrdshtri, pp. xiv ff., suggests the fifth

century a.d. for Satavahana. V. Smith’s date (first cent, a.d.) is certainly wrong.

The poetry may probably be as early as the third century; Vi^eber’s ed., p. xxiii;

L^vi, TL i. 326 ;
GIL. iii. 102 f.

2 Liiders, Bruchstuckc buddhisHscher Dramen^ pp. 40!. ;
SBAW. 1913, pp. 1003 ff.

3 See Keith in CHI. i. 123 f.

^ TL i. 331. ° lA. XXX. 556.
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The stage reached by the Prakrits of A^vaghosa shows clearly

how late are the Prakrits of the orthodox classical drama,^ and

reminds us how much more closely akin to Sanskrit must have

been the Prakrit of the drama of the time of, or shortly after,

Patanjali. The classical drama with its broken-down forms of

Prakrit gives a false impression of the original dramatic form

in which either perhaps Sanskrit alone, if the matter were epic,

or both Sanskrit and a closely akin ^auraseni appeared.

8. The Literary Antecedents of the Drama

The drama owes in part its origin to the epics of India
;
from

them throughout its history it derives largely its inspiration,

far more truly so indeed than Greek tragedy as compared with the

Greek epic.-^ From the epics also developed theKavya,theiefined

and polished epic, which appears at its best in the Kumar
sambhava and Raghuvahga of Kalidasa. The parallelism between

the developed form of both is close and striking. The Sahitya'-

darpana'^ lays down that it is a composition in several cantos,

the hero a god or Ksatriya of high race, of the type noble and

superior; if there are several heroes, they are persons of royal

rank of one family. The sentiment which predominates is the

erotic, the heroic, or occasionally that of calm
;
the others serve

in a subsidiary role. The subject-matter is either taken from

tradition or not, but the heroes must be virtuous. The work

begins with a prayer, a benediction, or an indication of the

subject-matter. The development of the story employs the

same five junctures as the theory prescribes for the drama. One
or other of the four aims of man, wealth, love, performance of

duty, or release, is to be attained by the action. The number

of cantos is not to be less than eight
;

each should end in a

different metre, and should announce the subject of the following

act. Descriptions of every kind are essential
;
objects of these

are the different times of day, the sun, the moon, night, the

^ A transitional stage ot Prakrit may, perhaps, be seen in the Ndtya^dstra^ but the

text is very corrupt
; cf. Jacobi, Bhavisattakaha, pp. 84 ff.

® Cf. Aischylos in Athen., p. 347.

* 559. See Dandin, Kdvyddarfa^ i. 14 ff., and cf. the analyses eft Mankha’s

(^rikanthacarita (twelfth cent.) and Haricandra^s Dharniafarmdbhytidaya^Jjj^gfjg^^

337 I
Keith, Bansk. Lit.^ pp. 38 ff.
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dawn, twilight, darkness, morning, midday, the hunt, mountains,

the seasons, forests, the ocean, the sky, a town, the pleasures

of love, the misery of separation from one*s beloved, a sacrifice,

a battle, the march of an army, a marriage, the birth of a son,

all of which should be developed in appropriate detail.

The essential feature of these little epics is the enormous

development of the art of description, and the feature occurs

in the other forms of narrative literature, the Katha, tale, and

the Akhyayika, romance, types which blend with each other.

Whether the subject be an imaginary theme, as is the Vasa-

vadattd of Subandhu, or a historical one, as in the Harsacarita

of Bana, we find nothing treated as really important save the

descriptions as contrasted with the narrative. The Sanskrit

lyric also, in Kalidasa’s masterpiece, the Meghaduta^ is essentially

descriptive, as is the Prakrit lyric preserved in the collection

of Hala, which is based on the model of an older lyric in Sanskrit,

whose existence is revealed to us by the Mahdbhdsya.

The love of description, however, is not new ;
it is a character-

istic of the epic itself, and the Rdmdyana in special shows us

how the way for the court poetry was being prepared.^ Hence

the fact that the verses of the drama are overwhelmingly

descriptive, when not gnomic in character, is no matter for

surprise. The peculiarity is a direct inheritance from the epic.

This fact has one important bearing on the history of the

drama. The suggestion of Pischel ^ that the verses alone were

once preserved, and the prose left to be improvised would have

been plausible only if the verses had been essentially the im-

portant elements in the dialogue, as in the supposed Vedic

Akhyana hymns. But this is assuredly not the case ; the verses

do little to help on the action
;

as in the epic, they express

descriptions of situations and emotions
;
when movement of the

play is requisite recourse is had to prose. Or the verses serve to

set out maxims, as is natural in view of the great fondness of

India for gnomic poetry, seen already in the verses introduced

* Sec Jacobi, Das Rdmayanay pp. 119 ff.
;
Walter, Indicay 111.

* Such a drama as the Haragaurtvivdha of Jagajjyotirmalla of Nepal (a.d. 1617-33),

which is really a sort of opera with the verses, written in dialect, as the only fixed

element (L6vi, Ztf Nepal

^

i. 242) is of no cogency for the early drama. The MaithilT

beginnings of drama, based on the classical, give song in dialect, dialogue in Sanskrit

and Prakrit (L4vi, TI. i. 393).
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into the legend of ^unah^epa in the Aitareya Brdhmana, In

this again there is a close parallel with the epic, nor is it sur-

prising that the epic poet, like A^vaghosa and Kalidasa, was

often devoted to the drama.

A further source of literary inspiration must undoubtedly be

seen in the work of the lyric poets, of whose work clear evidence,

as well as some scattered fragments, is preserved to us in the

Mahdbhdsya of Patahjali.^ Moreover, to these lyric writers it

is probable that the drama owed some of its metrical variety

;

in the development of the metres with a fixed number of

syllables, each of determined length, from the older and freer

Vedic and epic forms, it may be taken as certain that the erotic

poets, who had a narrow theme to handle, and had every motive

to aim at variety of form and effect, must have contributed

largely, a conclusion which is also strongly suggested, if not

proved, by the very names of the metres with their erotic

suggestion.*^

^ Kielhorn, lA. xiv. 326 f.
;
Liidcrs, Bruchstiicke buddhistischer Dramen^ p. 63.

* Cf. Weber, IS. viii. 181 fit.; Jacobi, ZDMG. xxxviii. 615 f.
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Ill

AgVAGHOSA AND THE BUDDHIST DRAMA

I. The (^ariputraprakarana

The discovery of fragments of manuscripts on palm-leaf, of

great antiquity, at Turfan,^has through the energy of Professor

Liiders(revealed to us the existence of at least three Buddhist

dramas^ Of one of these the authorship is happily certain,

for the colophon of the last act has been preserved, andQt

records that the drama was the Qariputrapi^akaraJta of A9vaghosa,

son of Suvarnaksi
;

it gives also the fuller title (^ciradvatiputra^

prakaranay and the number of acts as nine.y

'-^9vaghosa is an author whose fame, thanks to his error in

being a Buddhist long lost in India, has recently attained

renewal by the discovery and publication of his Buddhacarita^

a court epic in excellent style and spirit on the life of the

Buddha. His Sutrdlamkdra is also known through the medium

of a Tibetan translation, and illustrates his ability in turn-

ing the tale into an insHiument for propaganda in support

of the Buddhist faith, (if the tradition which ascribes to

him the Mahdydnagraddkotpdda is correct, he was also the

founder or expounder of a subtle system of metaphysics akin

to the Vijnanavada of the Mahayana schoqpand the Vajrasucl

seems to preserve in some measure the record of his onslaught

on the caste system, which exalted the Brahmins at the expense

of the Ksatriyas, and condemned Buddhism on the score that

it was unfitting that a Ksatriya like the Buddha should give

instructions to Brahmins. (Certainly genuine is the Saundm^a-

nanda, in the epic manner, which like all his works is devoted to

the effective exposition of Buddhism in the language of polite

literature, and also of the Brahmin schools.) We recognize in

him one who appreciated that it would rfever do to allow

Buddhism to remain buried in a form inferior to the best that
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Brahminism could produce, and it is curious that fate should

have preserved the work of the rival of the Brahmins, while it

has permitted his models to disappear. That he had abundant

precedent to guide him is clear from the classical form already

assumed by his drama^ the argument of Professor Konow^
to the contrary, on fne ground that many of the standing

formulae and characters are derived from the popular drama,

and show that the artistic drama had not developed yet full

independence, is unintelligible, since these features persist through-

out the history of the Sanskrit drama. Nor does any weight

attach to the argument that the Ndtyagdstra, assumed to be

of about the same period as Afvaghosa, shows knowledge of

only a limited variety of dramas. On the contrary it is amazing

how much literature must have preceded to permit of the setting

up of the main types of drama, some of which were evidently

represented by many specimens, though others doubtless rested

on^ small basis of practice.

(_The brief fragments preserved of the drama of A^vaghosa

give us the certainty of his authorship if any doubt could exist

after the colophon, for one verse is taken bodily from the

Buddhacarita, just as he twice refers in the Sutrdlamkdra to

that important work. The story of the play is clear
;

it deals

with the events which led up to the conversion of the young

Maudgalyayana and ^ariputra by the Buddha, and some of the

incidents are certai^ ^ariputra had an interview with A9vajit

;

then he discussed the question of the claims of the Buddha to

be a teacher with his friend, the Vidusaka, who raised the

objection that a Brahmin like his master should not accept

the teaching of a Ksatriya
;
(Jariputra repels the objection by

reminding his friend that medicine aids the sick though given

by one of inferior caste, as does water one aheat. Maudgalya-

yana greets (Jlariputra, inquiring of him the cause of his glad

appearance, and learns his reasons. The two go to the Buddha,

who receives them, and who foretells to them that they will be

the highest in knowledge and magic power of his disciples.

‘ ID. p. 50. For the fragments see Liiders, BruchstUcke buddhistischer Dianun

(1911) ; SBAW. 191 1, pp. 388 ff. For his philosophy, cf. Keith, Buddhist Philosophy^

Part III, ch. iii. The Saundarattanda is. earlier than the Buddkacarita and it

than the Sntrdladikdra.

2717 F
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In this point there is a deliberate and certainly artistic deviation

from the ordinary version of the incident, followed in the Buddha-

carita^ in which the prophecy of the Buddha is addressed, not

to the disciples themselves, but to others of the Buddha’s fol-

lowers. The end of the play is marked by a philosophic

dialogue between Qariputra and the Buddha, which includes

a polemic against the belief in the existence of a permanent

self
;

it terminates in a praise of his two new disciples by the

Buddha, and a formal benediction.

(The most remarkable thing regarding this drama is its close

correspondence to the classical type as laid down in the Ndtya-

gdstra. The piece is a Prakarana, and it has nine acts, which

accords perfectly with the rule of the Qastra
;
the Mrcchakatikd

and Mdlatimadhava have ten apiece ; the Acts bear no titles,

but this is in accord with the normal usage, though the Mrccha-

katikd gives names. The hero is Qariputra, who corresponds to

the Brahmin hero of the ^astra, and who is emphatically of the

noble and calm type enjoined by that authority. Whether the

heroine was a lady or a hetaera we do not know, nor does it

appear how far the poet altered the subject-matter by invention,

which is normally the case with later Prakaranas. The Buddha

and his disciples, including, beside the two heroes, Kaundinya

and a Qramana speak Sanskrit, and use both prose and verse

;

the Vidusaka speaks Prakrit. The presence of this figure is

a remarkable proof of the fixed character attained by the drama,

for in itself there is nothing more absurd than that a youthful

ascetic seeking after truth should be encumbered by one who
is a meet attendant on a wealthy merchant, Brahmin, or minister.

It can, therefore, only be supposed that Afvaghosa was writing

a type of drama in which the rdle was far too firmly embedded

to permit its omission, and presumably in the story of the drama

now lost to us the Vidusaka served to introduce comic relief.

With natural good taste, he disappears from the last Act, where

^ariputra has no need as a member of the Buddha’s fraternity

for encumbrances like a jeste^

In one point only has it been claimed to find a clear dis-

crepancy between Afvaghosa’s practice and that of the later

drama. At the close the theory ^ requires that the question, ‘ Is

* N. xix. 103 .
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there anything further that you desire {atah param api priyam

asti) ?
’ be addressed to the hero by himself or another, to which

he replies by uttering a benediction styled the Bharatavakya.

In the drama of A9vaghosa the phrase is omitted, and the

benediction proceeds, without prelude^ with the words, ‘ From
now on shall these two ever increase their knowledge, restraining

their senses, to gain release ’, spoken by the Buddha, not by the

hero, Liiders concludes hence that the regular form of close

was not yet established by Acvaghosa^s time. The conclusion

is clearly fallacious, and rests on a failure to recognize in this

the readiness of A^vaghosa to givA effect to a traditional usage,

while not slavishly following it. Ijit would obviously have been

absurd to place the last words in the drama in the form of a

benediction in the mouth of any one save the Buddha, and there-

fore he speaks the benediction^ To preface it with the usual

formula was needless in his case, but the opening words of the

verse are atah param^ which is obviously not an incredible

coincidence, but a deliberate reference to the ordinary phrase.

A^vaghosa shows thus his knowledge of the rule and his power

to vary it in case of need) \ Similarly Bhatta Narayana in the

^mlsamhdra puts the Bharatavakya in the mouth of Yudhi-

sthira, but he makes Krsna end the play by according the favour

prayed for by Yudhisthira. He too felt that it would be absurd

to leave the omnipotent one in the position of listening without

response to the utterance of a benediction by one who cannot be

more than an inferior, though nominally the hero.j/

2. The Allegorical and the Hetaera Dramas

The same manuscript which contains portions of the ^ari-

putraprakarana has also fragments of two other dramas. There

is no evidence of their authorship, other than the fact that they

appear in the same manuscript as the work of Agvaghosa, and

that they display the same general appearance as the work of

that writ^ That they are A9vaghosa's is much more probable

than that they are the work of some unknown contemporary.*

^ Similarly in the Pdrthaparakrama of Prahladanadeva (twelfth cent.) Vasava

pronounces the benediction.

2 A9vagho^^s dramatic powers are also exhibited in the Mara legend of the
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(rhe first of these is specially interesting as it represents a type

of which we have otherwise no earlier specimen than the Prabo-

dhacandrodaya of Krsnamifra. We find the allegorical figures of

Buddhi, wisdom, Kirti, fame, and Dhrti, firmness, appearing and

conversing. This is followed by the advent of the Buddha him-

self, adorned with the halo which he borrowed from Greek

We do not know whether he appeared later in actual conversa-

tion with the allegorical figures, but for this mixture of the real

and the ideal we have to go beyond Krsnami9ra, who represents

all his characters as abstract, Visnu for instance by Faith in

Visnu, to Kavikarnapura’s glorification of Caitanya in the six-

teenth century, in which allegorical figures are mingled with

Caitanya and his followers, though they do not actually converse

together.* 10t must remain uncertain whether there was a train

of tradition leading from A9vaghosa to Krsnami9ra, or whether

the latter created the type of drama afresh
;
the former theory

is the more likely.} The characters all speak Sanskrit, but the

fragments are toST short to give us any real information on the

general trend of the play.

i^he other drama gives us more interesting matter. It is one

in^ which figures a hetaera named Magadhavatl, a Vidu§|ii||li

named Komudhagandha, a hero styled only Nayaka, but pro-

bably named Somadatta, a Dusta, rogue, without further name,

a certain Dhanamjaya, who may possibly be a prince if the term

‘ king’s son ’ (bkattiddlaka),which is recognized in the Ndtyagasira

as the style of the younger princes of the blood, applip to him,

a maid-servant, and ^ariputra and Maudgalyayat^ <^he drama

was doubtless intended for purposes of religious edification, but

what we have is too fragmentary to do more than show that the

author was possessed of humour and that the Vidusaka was

already a hungry souk} The drama alludes to an old garden as

the place where part of the action passed, as in the Mfcchakatikd,

and also as in that drama the house of the hetaera served as the

scene of another part of the action. The characters are often

introduced as entering in vehicles {pravahand), a further point of

Sutrilamidra, which is preserved in the DivyOvadana (pp. 356 ff.; Windisch, M&ra

und Buddha, pp. 161 ff.); cf. Huber, BEFEO. iv. 414 f.

‘ In the Jain MoharajaparSjaya (below, ch. xi, $ 3) the real and the ideal characters

converse.
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similarity to that drama, while an allusion to a Samaja or festival

on a hill-top accords with the frequent reference to such amuse-

ments in Buddhist literature. An obscure character is a person,

obyiously of lower rank, who is styled Gobam°.

(^The drama shows close agreement with the classical model

;

the name of the Vidusaka is evidence of thi^for not only is it

connected with a real Brahmin family, but it obeys the rule that

the name of that character should indicate a flower, the spring,

&c., for it means literally ‘the offspring of the lotus-smelling*,

(fhe name of the hetaera does not observe the rule exemplified

in the Cdrudatta that the hetaera s name should end in send^

siddkdy or dattdy but, apart from the fact that the authority for

the rule is very late, the name was very probably given to the

poet by the literary traditioj!) The fact that the Dusta and the

Nayaka appear by these titles only has a parallel in the Cdrudatta

and the Buddhist drama of Harsa, the Ndgdnanda.hwX it is difficult

to say whether or not this is a sign of antiquity.

(Die material available in the case of any of the three dramas

is too scanty to give us any assurance as to what the practice

was regarding the introduction, especially the use of the Nandi,

or verse of benediction> What is certain is that the Paripar9vika>

or assistant of the Sutradhara in the later literature, is found

apparently as taking part in the opening of the drama, perhaps

the (^driputraprakarana,

3. The Language of the Dramas
C
\Jn accordance with the later rules we find the Buddha, bis

disciples, the hero of the hetaera play and Dhanamjaya speaking

Sanskrit
;
the same is true of the allegorical characters, and this

is also in accord with later practic^for in both Krsnami9ra and

Kavikarnapura s works some of tne allegorical characters speak

Sanskrit, ||liough others, of more feminine appeal and character,

speak Prakr^ One ^ramana speaks Sanskrit, another—con-

ceiy^ably an Ajivika—a Prakrit.

\The Sanskrit contains some errors, which are obvious Prakrit-

ism^nd v^ch it would be unjust to attribute to the author, or

authors, genuine departures from the norm are scanty; the

use of drttha for artha has a precise parallel in the nearly

contemporaneous dialect of Mathura ; Uimim is frequent in
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Buddhist Sanskrit as well as etymologically correct
;

is found

also in the Buddhacarita where the reading krmi would spoil the

metre
;
pratlgrhlta has many Sanskrit parallels^ In pradvesam

where the metre requires pradosam Buddhist influence is doubt-

less present, but yeva and tava are probably merely errors of the

scribe, to whom may be assigned such a monstrosity as pagyemas

and Somadattassa. But bhagavdm has the support of the prac-

tice of the Mahdvastu where stems in mat and vat end thus, and

it explains the Sandhi grnvam piispd, /T^ese are minimal

variants
;
in the main the Sanskrit is excelfeht and the fragments

shpws traces of the able versification and style of Afvaghos^
^he other characters speak Prakrit, and, by a curious variation

from the normal practice, the stage directions, which are freely

given as in the classical drama, are normally expressed in the

language which the character concerned uses, though there are

cases of mixture and apparent confusion which may be due to

the scribe. Three different forms of Prakrit may be distin-

guished, the first spoken by the Dusta, the second by the,

mysterious Gobam®, and the third by the hetaera and Vidusaka/

^he Dusta ’s speech in three important points is similar to the

Magadhi of the Prakrit grammarians
;

it substitutes I iox r\

reduces all three sibilants to g ;
and has e in the nominative

singular of masculine nouns in^ But it ignores the rules of the

grammarians in certain matters ;
hard letters are not softened

(e.g. bhoti)y nor soft consonants elided (e. g. komudagandha)^ when

intervocalic. There is no tendency to cerebralize //, and in kdlatid

the dental replaces the cerebral. Fuller forms of consonants

remain in hahgho (hanho) and bambhana {pamhana)^ The later

forms of development of consonantal combinations are unknown

;

thus for rj we have jy’, not yy\ as in ajja
;
cch remains in lieu ot

becoming gc
;

becomes khh, not sk or hk
;
st and sth give tth,

not sL In kigga we have an older form than klga^ in ahakam
than ahake^ hake^ hage. In practically all these details we must

see an earlier stage of what becomes Magadhi in the gram-

marians. With it may be compared the metrical inscription of

the Joglmara cave on the Ramgarh hill which belongs to the

period of A9oka.

The Prakrit of the Gobam® agrees with this Old Magadhi in

having / for r and e in the nominative singular, but it reduces all
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sibilants to s. It thus shows a certain similarity to the Ardha-

Magadhi of the grammarians, but that dialect often keeps r

though it frequently alters it to / ; for instance it has r for the

kakiti of this Prakrit and the Old Magadhi. Other points of

similarity are the retention of the dental for cerebral in vanna
;

the lengthening of the vowel before the suffix ka {vannikdhi)

;

the accusative plural neuter in pupphd
;
and the infinitive bhum-

jitaye {bkuhjittae). There are points of difference, but they are

probably all cases of earlier forms. Thus, as in Old Magadhi,

we have no softening or loss of intervocalic consonants
;
n is not

cerebralised, but even introduced in palinata
;

/ appears in lieu

of / ; the instrumental in dhi has no nasal
;
the nominative of vat

stems appears as in vd, as against vam or vanie
;
in the infinitive

we find no doubling of the consonant in taye. The fact, how-

ever, of the regular change of r to / and the use of the form yeva

after a long vowel as in Magadhi and Pali show that the Old

Ardha-Magadhi was more akin to Magadhi than the later

Ardha-Magadhi, which came steadily under the influence of the

western dialects as shown by the tendency to change e of the

nominative to 0,

There are strong points of similarity between this Old Ardha-

Magadhi and the language of A9oka s pillar inscriptions. They
agree as regards the use of /, s, and e, the dentals in palinata and

vannikdhi^ yeva after long vowels, and the long vowel before the

suffix ka. They disagree in the nominative and accusative plural

neuter of a stems, which have dni in the inscriptions as against d,

but that is of no great importance, as these are doublets. The

infinitive, however, is in tave^ which cannot be equated with taye
;

Ardha-Magadhi ttae may be from either.

The A9okan dialect is doubtless the court speech of his king-

dom, and a descendant of the Ardha-Magadhi of Mahavira, the

founder of the Jain religion, and probably also of the Buddha,

whose speech was clearly not akin to the Magadhi of the gram-

marians, though it is called Magadhi in the sacred texts.^

The theory of the Ndtyagdstra assigns Ardha-Magadhi as the

language of savants, sons of kings or Rajputs, and ^resthins,

rich merchants, but, with the exception of Bhasa's Karnabhdra^

it does not appear in the extant dramas. Magadhi, on the con-

» Cf. Liiders, SBAW. 1913, pp. 999 ff.
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trary, is required in the case of men who live in the women’s

apartments, diggers of underground passages, keepers of drink

shops, watchers, the hero himself in time of danger, and the

^akara. Into which category the Dusta falls is not certain ; the

Dafarupa ascribes this Prakrit to low people in general

^auraseni is ascribed to the hetaera by the ^astra which gives

Pracya or eastern dialect to the Vidusaka, but it is clear that the

Pracya is a mere variety of (^aurasenl, from which it differs only

in the use of certain expressions. This is borne out by the

dramas, in which there is no real distinction between the speech

of these two characters. With the ^auraseni of the grammarians

it shows remarkable parallels. It has r in lieu of changing it to

/ ;
it reduces the sibilants to s

;
and for the nominative masculine

it has 0. Further, it changes ks into kkh, not cch ; for chard it

has chadd^ for mard^ madd
;

for sagrlkam irregularly sassirikam

with the double s despite the epenthetic vowel
;
and in the third

singular future issiti. The gerund kariya is parallel to karia in

Hemacandra's grammar
;
bhattd is the vocative of bhartr

;
iyam

is feminine as later iam in (Jauraseni alone
;
bhavdm as nomina-

tive is comparable with bhavaih ; bhan is conjugated in the ninth

class
;
viya is parallel to via for iva

;
and ddni with loss of i as a

particle is similar to ddnim.

In other cases the forms of this Prakrit are clearly older than

those of the grammarians’ ^aurascnl. As in the other Prakrits

of the drama, there is no softening or omission of intervocalic

consonants, and no cerebralization of Further, initial / is kept,

not reduced to j ;
the interjection ai in lieu of ai is supported

by the language of the Girnar and Udayagiri inscriptions; in

nirussdsatn we have an older form than usasida of Qauraseni

;

in and ny give «;7, not the later nn
; dy gives// (written/) forjj ;

tnvani and tava are both manifestly older than the forms tuniam

and tuha^ while karotha is a remarkable example of the pre-

servation of the old strong base. Old also is the preservation

of the long vowel in bhavdm. In adanddraho and the dubious

arhessi we have two variants on the rule of (JIauraseni, which has

/ as the epenthetic vowel in arA, but this merely illustrates the

uncertainty of these epentheses
;
dugtma in lieu of diuna is not

older, but a variant mode of treating dviguna, and there is no

special difficulty in holding that ddni and iddni are forms which
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were originally doublets of ddnini and idanim in Qaurasenl, and

later were superseded. From other Prakrit passages, presumably

in the same Old Qauraseni, we obtain old forms like vayam^ we,

and tiimhdkam in lieu of tumhdttam
;
edisa for erisa or Idisa

\

dissati for dlsadi
;
gahitain for gahidam

;
khtt is kept after short

vowels in lieu of being doubled
;

a long vowel is kept before

tti and such forms as mhi. The future in gamissdma is probably

old, while nikkkania and bambhana admit of this explanation

against the later nikkanta and bamhana.

In the words of the hetaera the word surada occurs, with

softening of t X.o d\ conceivably the passage might be verse, but

in all probability we are merely faced with a sporadic instance of

a change which later set in, due perhaps to a copyist’s error

;

to find in it an evidence of Maharastrl would be unwise, especially

as the very next word (yimaddd) is not in the Maharastrl form

{vimadda). In the dialect of the Dusta we have a form mak-

katako which may be genitive, as in Apabhrah5a, but is not

allowed in MagadhI; but the sense is too uncertain to permit

of any security.

The existence and literary use of these Prakrits is most

interesting in the history both of the language and the literature,

for they present archaic features which place them on the same

plane of change as Pali and the dialects of the older inscriptions.

They may be set beside the inscriptions in the Sitabenga and

Joglmara caves on the Ramgarh hill, which both show lyric

strophes. The influence of the Kavya style in Sanskrit can

be traced obviously in the later Nasik inscription in Prakrit

of the second century A.D., and even in the inscription of

Kharavela of Kalinga perhaps in the second century B.C.^ We
cannot, therefore, see any plausibility in the idea of the gradual

adaptation of Sanskrit, a sacred language, to belles lettres ; on

the contrary the dramas show that the Prakrits in literature

were already under the influence of the Sanskrit Kavya.

^ 4. The Metises

l^canty as the fragments are, they display another feature

significant of the development of the drama on the classical

^ That any date is given in the inscription *is wholly uncertain; see discussions in

lA. xlvii. 223 f.
;

xlviii. 124, 206 f.; xlix. 30, 43 (T.; JRAS. 1910, pp. 324 ff.
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lines. The metres employed are very numerous, as is natural

in a poetry in which the verse serves essentially the purpose

of displaying the skill of the writer. In addition to the Qloka

we find the Upajati (^ - w w w - w—), the ^alim ( ,

^ ^ Van^astha (w — w — — ww — Praharsini

(
^
^ Kj ^ ^ ^ ), Vasantatilaka ( ^ — w ^ w

— W VJ — V-^
), Malinl ( , _vj' — — w — ^ikharini

—
^

Harini ^ w-/ —,
,

o-ww —u—), (^ardulavikrldita ( —w-uwu—, —w— w~),

Sragdhara ( ^— ,
“owwwww--, —w— w—), and Suvadana

^ ^ , -), the last of these metres

being almost a stranger to the drama, though it appears in

Bhasa, in the Mtidrdrdksasa^ and once in Varahamihira. The

tendency to seek sound effects is clear in a Qikharini vers^

(jhat so many metres of elaborate form should be found is

of great interest, not merely as testimony of the early develop-

ment of the Kavya literature, but also because we see that

the drama as early as A^vaghosa, and doubtless long before

him, had definitely accepted the verses not as essential elements

of the dialogue as are the verses in Greek drama, but as more or

less ornamental excursioji^ In the absence of any complete

play we cannot say what proportion of ^lokas was observed by

A5vaghosa; we may suspect that it was not higher than in

Bhasa, if so high. Now the ^loka by its comparative simplicity

and brevity, and by the ease of its structure, might well have

served the same purpose in the Indian drama as did the trimeter

in that of Greece, and it is curious to speculate what might have

been the fate of the drama if it had been felt possible to write it

throughout in verse. But^vidently by A^vaghosa's age the

distinction between prose and stanzas, essentially lyric in type,

was fixed, and the elaborate structure of the stanza, normally

with four lines of equal length and identic structure, the longer

lines having also caesuras, rendered it quite unsuitable as a

medium of conversation. Thus early in the drama we find

a defect in form which was gradually to become n^ore and more

marked and to render the dialogue, that is the essential feature

of the drama, less and less the subject of the labours of the

dramatists. ^
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BHASA

I. The Authenticity of Bhdsas Dramas

Until 1910 the existence of >any drama of Bhasa’s was

unknown in Europe, and only (in 191a appeared under the

editorship of T. Ganapati gastrin, the first of a series of thirteen

dramas which their discoverer attributed to that poe^ The
fact, however, that the dramas themselves are silent as to the

authorship rendered careful research necessary to determine

their provenance, and the proofs adduced have not won entire

satisfaction.

What we knew before the publication of Bh^a was simply

his high reputation, (fkalidasa in his first work, the Mdlavi-

kagnimitrUy refers to Bhas^with Saumilla, Kaviputra, and others

as his great predecessors in the art, whose fame renders difficult

the acceptance of the work of an untried author, ^ana,^ at the

beginning of the seventh century, states that Bhasa attained fame

by his dramas^egun by the Sutradhara, with many rdles and

including epi^des, as one might by the erection of temples,

begun by the architect, with many stages, and beflagged. It

would be unwise to prove by this that Bhasa innovated in these

regards
;
what is essential to Bana is to celebrate Bhasa’s fame,

and to show his wit by the comparison in the same words with

some not very obvious object of comparison. century later

Vakpati^ declares his pleasure in Bhas^ friend of fire {jala-

namitte)^ in the author of the Raghuvaiifa, in Subandhu and

Haricandra. (jRaja9ekhara {c, A. D. 900) places him among the

classical poets, and a verse records a curious incident :
' Critics

cast on the fire, to test it, the discus composed of the dramas

of Bhasa
;

the Svapnavdsavadatta did not succumb to the

' Ilarsacarita^ intr. v. t6. ® Gaiidavahn

,

800.
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flames '.H The verse, however, contains a double entendre

strangely ignored by Professor Konow
;
*(^(it denotes of course

the sup^iority of the Si>apnavdsavadatta\ci the other dramas

of BhSsa^a fact which the published plays bear out to the

full—buf it also alludes to a reason ;jAhe play itself contains

a fire, which was feigned by the miniver to permit the possi-

bility of the king’s new marriage, and it is only appropriate

that, as that fire could not burn the queen, sp thp fire which

tried the play was unable to prevail against ii:X^ The passage

throws the necessary light on the term ‘friend of fire’ of

Vakpati, which should not be rendered meaningless by attri-

buting it to the fact that Bhasa often mentions fire in his

dmpias^

—^^ese facts are, it must at once be admitted, extremely

favourable to the authenticity of the dramas
;

taken all all

they are clearly the work of a very considerable writer ;y*n

technique they are less finished than those of Kalidasa ]^(the

Prakrit is clearly earlier than that of the works of Kalidasa or

the Mrcchakatikd\ the Svapnavdsavadattd is clearly the best,

and it explains Vakpati and Raja9ekhara’s reference^ Bana’s

statement regarding the opening of the plays by the Sutradhara

is proved by the dramas. There is also substantial evidence

to be derived from the writers on rhetoric. Bhamaha. who may
belong to the beginning of the eighth century A.D., criticizes

severely the plot of the Pratijndyaugandhardyana
\
Vamana, in

the eighth, cites from that play, the Svapnavdsavadattd^ and

the Cdrudatta\ Abhinavagupta (r. A.D. looo) twice names the

Svapnavdsavadattd^ and mentions the Cdrudatta. These refer-

ences are not in themselves conclusive, for they do not mention

Bhasa as the author of the plays, even when these are named,

and not merely cited from or discussed, but they show that the

critics knew and were prepared to cite these dramas, which

means that they accepted the view that they were by an im-

portant author^)^The ascription of the Svapnavdsavadattd to

Bhasa gives us th6 right to accept his authorship of the rest

if internal evidence supports i^^ That this is so is undeniable,

^ Cf. Chandradbar Guleri, I A. xlii. 52 ff.

• ID., p. 51, who also misses the point oi Bhdsandtakacakra by taking it to refer

to one play only. ^ Cf. Lindenau, BS., p. 48, n. i.
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even by those who suspect the attribution to Bhasa|^the

coincidences in technique, in the Prakrits, in metre, and in style

are overwhelming^ Finally, there is the evidence of the Caru-

datta
;

it is un3^iably and obviously the prototype of the

Mrcchakatikd, and it proves, therefore, that the dramas are

older than that work which was well known by Vamana, and

is certainly a good deal earlier.

The arguments ' against the authenticity are all inconclusive.

They are based on the fact that a drama, Mattavildsa, of Mahen-

dravikramavarman, of the seventh century A. D. presents the

same characteristics as regards the form of opening the drama

as the plays of Bhasa, and the suggestion that Ra^jasihha is to be

identified with a prince of the south of that name (f, A. D. 675)*

The evidence is clearly inadequate ;
Lhasa’s fame was evidently

more prevalent in the south than in^the north, for a scene from

one of his plays has survived in a mutilated form in the popular

theatre there, and it is easy to understand how a seventh-century

writer imitated him in technique;^ Moreover, the imitation is

very partial
;

the omission of the name of the author and the

play is not followed, and this is certainly a sign of a later date

for the Mattavildsa. The guess regarding the identification of

the king is without probative force, for the term seems de-

liberately vague, and is in keeping with the silence of the author

regarding his own name and that of his drama. The introduction

of immediate reality is incongruous, and, therefore, avoided.

, 2. The Date of Bhasa s Dramas ^

(yt i^ifficult to arrive at any precise determination of Bhasa’s

dMe.j^hat Kalidasa knew his fame as firmly established is

clear, and, if we may fairly safely date Kalidasa about A.D. 400,

this gives us a period of not later than A. D. 350 for Bhas^ The
fact of his priority to the Mrcchakatikd leads us to no definite

result, for the view that this play is to be placed before Kalidasa

in the third century A. D. is not at all plausible, An upper

limit is given by the fact that Bhasa is doubtlessMater than

Afvaghosa, whose Buddhacarita is probably the source of a

1 Barnett, JRAS. 1919, pp. 2330.; 1931, pp. 587 ff. Contrast G. Morgenstieme,

Gber das VerhiUtnis zwiseken^ Camdatta und Mrcchakatikd^ p. 16, n. i
; Keith, lA.

lii. 59 f.
; Thomas, JRAS. 1923, pp. 79 ff. ; Wintemitz, GIL. iii. 186, 645.
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verse in the Pratijndyaugandhardyanc^ and whose Prakrit is

assuredly and unquestionably older in characteij It is useless

to seek to estimate by the evidence of the Prakrit whether Bhasa

is more closely allied in date to Kalidasa than to A5vaghosa,

because changes in speech and the representation of them in

literature are matters which do not in the slightest degree

permit of exact valuation in terms of years. The most that can

be said is that it may be held without improbability that Bhasa

is nearer to Kalidasa's period than to Afvaghosa's.

An effort at more exact determination is made by Professor

Konow ^ on the ground that Bhasa's dramas in part deal with

the story of Udayana, of which Ujjayini was specially fond,

as we know from Kalidasa. Hence we may assume that the

home of the poet was Ujjayini, an assumption which obviously

is not legitimate in any degree. Further we may assume that he

lived^der one of the Western Ksatrapas, which again goes too

far. ^ow the usual ending of a drama is not regularly observed

in BhaSa's dramas
;
the introductory question is found only in

the Avimdrakay Pratijhdyatigandhardyana^ Bdlacarita^ and Dnta-

description of the final benediction as Bharatavakya

is omitted in the Madhyamavydyoga, where Visnu is praised
;

in the Dutaghatotkaca^ where his commands are given
;

in the

Pancardtra, where the wish is expressed that the king {rdja-

sinha) should rule the whole earth
; and in the Urtibhahga^

where the wish is that the prince should conquer his foes and

rule the earth. In the other plays a change of form of the

Bharatavakya is asserted ;
in the Karnabhdra there is the desire

for the disappearance of misfortune
;

fn the Pratimdndtaka the

wish Is that the king may fare as Rama who was reunited with

Sita and his kinsmen
;

in the Avimdraka, the Abhisekandtaka^

and the Pratijndyatigandhardyana^ that the king should, after

destroying his foes, rule the whole earth, while in the Svapna-

vdsa^dattdy Dutavdkya, and Bdlacarita^ the wish is for universal

rule3 This suggests that for a time the king reigned in peace

;

then enemies arose and disturbed his power
; finally he again

won the upper hand, and his friends could without absurdity

pray for his attaining imperial rank. This would agree with the

history of the Ksatrapa Rudrasihha, who held from i8i~8, and

^ KF. pp. 109 ff.
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again from A. D. 191-6 the high rank of Mahaksatrapa, and
whose name may be hinted at in the use of the term rdjasinha.

That the Pratijndyaugandhardyana is older than the Svapna-

vdsavadattd is held to support this suggestion, but it is clearly

without any merit save ingenuity.

Nor is there more to be said for Konow’s other suggestions of

date
;
the fact that the term Nataka is used, and that the Vidusaka

appears, cannot show that he is early, for they are used on con-

tinuously to the latest days of the drama, and the view that

Bhasa was an innovator who shortened the preliminaries, which

is given as a reason for making him early, because the Ndtya-

gdstra gives the preliminaries in detail, is abandoned st^b silentio

in the author’s later work,^ where it is candidly admitted that

we do not know whether he shortened the preliminaries at all.

Nor can we say anything regarding his relation to the Ndtya-

gastra which will aid us to a date; there is even a tradition that

he himself wrote on the theory of the drama. Nor can any

weight be attached to the view that Bhasa stands nearer Agvsi'

ghosa in technique than Kalidasa
;
these matters do not permit

of precise evaluation in time, and,^if we place Bhasa about

A.D. 300, we go as far as the evidence allows.^

3. T^e Dramas So

(xhe derivation of the drama in part from epic recitations is

peculiarly clear in Bhasa, who shows the influence of the two

great epics in its clearest form. \n^^J^iladkyamavydyx]g^ we

have a reminiscence of the tale of the love of the demon Hidirilba

for Bhima, the third of the five Pandavas, and their marriage which

has Ghatotkaca as its fruit, though the parents part^ The play

opens with preliminary rites, after which the director pronounces

a benediction on the audience, and begins to address them, but

is suddenly interrupted by a sound, which is revealed as the cry

of a Brahmin, who with his three sons and his wife is being

pursued by the demon Ghatotkaca. The demon has received

orders from his mother to bring her a victim
;
he offers, there-

^ ID. p. 25 ;
cf. Pischel, GGA. 1891, p. 361 ; below, p. 126.

* All the dramas are cd. in TSS. 1912-15 by T. Ganapati (Jastrin; this play is

trs. E. P. Janvier, Mysore, 1921; P. E. Pavolini, GSAI. xxix. i f. who points out

that the Bakavadha of the Mahdbhdraia is used.
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fore, to spare the rest of the family, if one is willing to go with

him, and the midmost, Madhyama, of the sons decides to go,

though there is a generous rivalry among the three in self-sacri-

fice. He asks, however, time to go to perform a rite of purifica-

tion, and, as he tarries, the demon in anger calls aloud for him.

Bhima responds, as the midmost of the Pandavas
;
he will go in

the boy’s place, but not by force. The demon, not knowing his

father, seeks to compel him, but, failing, accepts his offer to go

willingly. Hidimba greets her husband with joy, and reproaches

her son and bids him express regret. She explains that her

demand was made expressly to win for her a visit from Bhima,

who suggests that they should all accompany the aged Brahmin

and his family to their destination, and with a verse in praise of

Visnu the piece ends.

(^hatotkaca is again the leading figure of the Dutaghatotkacay

which may also be classed as a Vyayoga, a term indicating

primarily a military spectacl^ The Kurus are jubilant over the

defeat of Abhimanyu, Arjuna’s son, at the hands of Jayadratha,

though Dhrtarastra warns them of the dangers that overshadow

them. Ghatotkaca appears toAem and predicts their punish-

ment at the hands of Arjuna. ^f the same general type appar-

ently is the Karnabhdra which deals with Karna’s armou^he
makes himself ready for his fight with Arjuna, and tells (J^alya,

the Madra king, of the trick by which he won it from the great

Para^urama, though the latter retaliated for the deception by the

curse that the arms should fail him in the hour of his need. The
curse is fulfilled, for Indra comes in the guise of a Brahmin and

obtains from Karna his weapons and earrings. Karna and ^^a
go out to battle, and the sound of Arjuna’s chariot is heard.^n
the Urtihhanga the fight between Bhima and Duryodhana,

greatest of the Kurus, ends in the breaking of the thigh of the

latter, who falls in agon his son comes to him in his childish

way, but his father is fain to save him the sorrow of his plight.

His parents and wives surround him ; he seeks to comfort them ;

Afvatthaman swears vengeance despite his counsels of peace
;

visions of his brothers and Apsarases float before him, and he

passes away.

rrhese four plays have each but one Act
; the Pancardtra^ on

the other hand, has three, and may perhaps be classed as a
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Sainavakara, in so far at least as it is a drama in which there are

more heroes of sorts than one, and they more or less attain their

ends, which seem tfe be the chief features of that dubious kind of

play in the theory. It reflects the period when efforts are being

made to save the Kurus and the Pandavas from the fatal con-

flict, which ends in the ruin of the former and grave loss to the

latt^ Drona has undertaken a sacrifice for Duryodhana, and
seeks as the fee the grant to the Pandavas of half the realm to

which they had a just claim. Duryodhana promises on condi-

tion that they are heard of within five days. Virata, however, is

missing from those present at the offering
;
he has to mourn the

loss of a hundred ^ Kicakas. Bhisma suspects that Bhima must
be at the bottom of this illhap, and on his instigation at the end
of Act II it is decided to raid Virata’s cows, as he hopes thus to

bring the facts to light. The foray, however, fails, for the Panda-

vas are with Virata in disguise; Abhimanyu is taken prisoner

and married to Virata’s daughter. The charioteer in Act III

brings back the news, showing clearly that Arjuna and Bhima
have taken part in the contest, but none the less Duryodhana
decides to keep faith.

(The Dutavakya^ a Vyayoga in one act, is again from the

Mahdbhdratay but deals with the Krsna legen^ Bhisma is made
chief of the Kuru forces

;
the arrival of Narayana is announced,

but Duryodhana forbids that any honour be shown to him, and
seats himself before a picture, in which is depicted the indignity

shown to Draupadi, when her husband gambled her away at dice.

Krsna enters, making a deep impression on all by his majesty
;

even Duryodhana falls from his seat. The messenger demands
the half of the realm for the Pandavas

;
Duryodhana refuses and

seeks to bind the envoy. Enraged, he calls for his magic
weapons, but finally he consents to lay aside his wrath, and
receives the homage of Dhrtarastra. It is interesting to note

that the play, in describing the picture, omits any allusion to the

miracle by which in the epic Krsna himself is represented as

providing the unhappy Draupadi with fresh raiment as soon as

each garment is dragged from her in insult. But it would be

extremely unwise to assume with Professor Winternitz ^ that this

* One in the JMahabharafa^ but Bhima slays there 105 Sutas also, the original

Kicaka being of that class. * KF. pp. 301 f.

G2T»7
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fact proves that Bhasa did not know of this episode, and that it

was interpolated after his time in the epic. Obviously it would

have ruined the effect of the picture if such a fact had been

hinted at in it, apart from the difficulty of exhibiting this by the

painter's art, and Bhasa is clearly justified on artistic grounds in

allj^wing this episode to be passed oven

^f far greater importance is the Bdlacarita} which presents us

with a lively and vivid picture of the feats of Krsna, culminating

in the slaying of Kahsa, a brilliant exemplification of the value

of Patanjali's evidence as to the growth of drama,^ The director

enters, pronounces a verse of benediction asking the favour of the

god, who is Narayana, Visnu, Rama, and Krsna in the four ages

of the world
;
he announces the advent of the sage Narada and

retires. Narada explains that he has come from the heaven to

gaze on the young Krsna, born in the family of the Vrsnis as son

of DevakI and Vasudeva, who is in truth Narayana incarnate to

destroy Kansa. He sees the infant, pays homage, and departs.

DevakI and Vasudeva appear on the stage
;
they have joy in the

birth of a son, but terror, for Kansa has slain already six sons of

theirs and will slay the seventh—a deviation in number from our

other sources which make Krsna the eighth child. Vasudeva

takes the infant and decides to remove it from Kansa's reach.

He leaves the city, but the child's weight is as colossal as that of

Mount Mandara
;
the darkness is impenetrable, but a marvellous

light comes from the child, and the Yamuna makes dry a path

for him to cross. The spirit of the tree under which he rests

brings to him the cowherd Nanda, bearing a dead maiden, an

infant just borne by his wife Ya9oda, who, fallen in a faint, does

not know whether the child is a boy or a girl. Nanda gives aid

reluctantly, but in memory of past favours. He seeks first to

purify himself from contact with the dead, but a spring of water

shoots forth and renders labour needless. He takes the boy, but

his weight proves too great. Now appear in the guise of herds-

men the weapons of Krsna and his ^eed, who present themselves

each with a verse, * I am the bird, Garuda,* &c., ‘ I am the discus
',

* I the bow \
*
I the club ', ‘ I the conch and ‘ I the sword At

the request of the discus the infant consents to become light, and

Nanda bears him away. Vasudeva finds the dead child awakened

' Winternitz, ZDMG. Ixxiv. 125 ff. ; Lindenau, BS. pp. 22 ff.
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to life in his arms, and the weight of it is oppressive, but the

Yamuna once more gives dry passage, and he returns to Mathura

and Devaki. Act II opens with an entr’acte in Kahsa’s palace.

The curse pronounced on him by the seer Madhuka enters, guised

as a Candala in hateful form with a necklace of skulls
;
he and

his retinue of Candalis force their way into the heart of the

palace; the royal fortune, Raja^rl, would bar their way, but the

curse announces that it is Visnu’s will that he enter, and she

yields ; the curse seizes then hold of Kahsa. The Act then pre-

sents Kahsa uneasy and distressed by the portents of the night

;

he summons his astrologer and his domestic priests, who warn

him that the portents presage the birth of a god. Kahsa has

Vasudeva summoned, is told of the birth of a daughter, refuses to

spare the child, and hurls it against a rock. But part only of the

lifeless body falls to earth
;
the rest rises to heaven, and the

dread figure of the goddess KartyayanI appears to the king.

Her retinue come also, announcing each his advent with a verse,

and declare their purpose to destroy Kahsa. In the meantime,

in herdsmen’s guise they will go to the home of the child to

share in the sports of the herdsmen.

The entr’acte before Act III tells us in the mouths of the

herdsmen of their joys since Krsna came to live with them, and

an old man relates in a long Prakrit speech his wonderful deeds,

including the destruction of the demons, Putana, Qakata, Yamala
and Arjuna, Pralamba, Dhenuka, and Ke9in. We are told then

that Krsna or Damodara, the name won from an adventure, has

gone to the Vrnda wood for the Halll^aka dance
; the dance is

performed by Damodara, his friends, and the maidens, to the

music of the drum and to song. The advent ot the demon
Arista is announced

;
Damodara bids the maidens and herdsmen

mount a hill, and watch the struggle. It proves unequal
;
the

bull demon recognizes the superiority of his foe, and that he is

Visnu himself, and meets death with resignation. The victory

accomplished, the news is brought of a new danger, the snake

Kaliya has appeared on the Yamuna bank, menacing cows and

Brahmins. Act IV shows us the maidens seeking to restrain

Krsna from the new struggle, but he persists and overcomes the

demon, plunging into the waters to grapple with him. He brings

him out, learns that he had entered the waters in fear of Garu^a
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who slays snakes at pleasure, makes him promise to spare cows

and Brahmins, and puts on him a mark that Garuda must

respect. A herald then enters to challenge Damodara and his

brother Balarama to the festival of the boys at Mathura.

Act V shows us Kahsa plotting the overthrow of the youths.

A herald reports the arrival of Damodara, and his great feats

of strength, the mocking of the elephant let loose on him, the

making straight of a female dwarf, the breaking of the bow of

the guardsman. The king orders at once the boxing to begin ;

Krsna, however, easily overcomes Mustika and Canura, the

king*s chosen champions, and completes his victory by a sudden

onslaught which leaves the king dead. His soldiers would

avenge him, but Vasudeva announces Krsna's identity with

Visnu, and appoints Ugrasena king in Kahsa's place, freeing him

from the confinement in which his son had placed him. Narada

with Apsarases and Gandharvas appears to glorify Krsna, who

graciously permits Narada to return to heaven, and a benedic-

tion, spoken apparently by the actor, closes the play.

The precise source of the drama is unknown ;
it differs in

detail widely from the stories of Krsna in the Harivaiigay Visnu^

and Bhdgavata Puranas
^
but none of these works, as we have it,

is probably older than Bhasa. The erotic element, which is so

closely associated with Krsna in later tradition, is lacking here as

in the Harivahga and the Vismi Pnrdna^ and similarly the figure

o^adha is missing.

pne merits of the Bdlacarita are not reproduced in Bhasa*s treat-

of the other chief Avatara of Visnu. The Pratimdndtaka

shows us the death of Da^aratha, when he realizes the departure

of Rama,'deprived of his inheritance by Kaikeyi's wiles, with Sita

and Laksmana into the forest ;
his statue is added to those of his

predecessors in the statue {pratimd) halk) Bharata returns from

a visit, learns of the news, pursues Rama, but is induced to

return to rule, bearing with him Rama’s shoes as token that he

regards himself but as viceroy. Rama decides to offer the

sacrifice for the dead for his sire
;
Ravana appears under the

guise of an expert, and bids him offer a golden antelope, by this

device securing Rama’s absence when Sita is stolen by him,

slaying Jatayu who seeks to protect her. Rama goes to Kiskin-

dha, and makes alliance with Sugriva against Valin. Bharata
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learns that Kaikeyi’s ruse had been induced by the curse of an

ascetic, whose son Da5aratha had unwittingly slain, and that she

had but meant to ask for a banishment of fourteen days, but had

by a slip said years. He sends his army to aid Rama, who
ultimately defeats Ravana, and recovers Sita. He brings her

with him to Janasthana, where he is begged to resume his king-

dom ; all then go by the magic car Puspak to Ayodhya. (The

seven acts of the play are matched by the six of the Abhisekana-

taka} the drama of the consecration of Rama which follows, like

its predecessor, the Rdmdyana^ It tells of Valin’s death at the

hands of Rama
;
Hanumant’s success in reaching Lanka and in

comforting Sita and affronting Ravana. VibhTsana advises the

coercion of the ocean to attain a passage for the army
;
Ravana

vainly seeks to win Sita, showing her in appearance the heads of

Rama and Laksmana, but she repudiates his advances
;
he is

compelled to fight, and the play ends with Rama’s coronation.

The epic apparently has weighed too heavily on the author, whose

resource in incident is remarkable by its absence.

(\ far more favourable opportunity is afforded to Bhasa when

he derived his story from the Katha literature,^ as is doubtless

the case in the Avimdraka, a drama in six act£^ The daughter of

king Kuntibhoja, the young Kurahgi, is saved from an elephant

by an unknown youth, who, in reality son of the Sauvira king, is

with his father living as a member of a degraded caste for a year,

as the outcome of a curse. His low status forbids his aspiring to

the princess, but love triumphs, and the maidens of Kurang,

arrange a secret meeting to which the youth comes in the guise

of a thief. But the news leaks out and he must fly
;
in despair

of reunion he seeks death in the fire, but Agni repulses him
;
he

would have thrown himself from a rock, but a Vidyadhara dis-

suades him, giving him a ring which enables him unseen to

re-enter the palace and save Kurangi, likewise desolated, from

suicide. The way for a happy issue from the impasse is

found by the fact that Narada reveals the true history of Avima-
raka

;
he is not in fact the son of the Sauvira king

;
he is the son

of the god Agni by Sudarfana, the wife of the king of Ka9i, who

^ Trs. E. Beccarini-Crescenzi, GSAI. xxvii. i ff.

* Cf. KSS. cxii. and Kdmasutravyakhyd in ed. of J^atimdudtaka, Upodghata,

p. 29, n. * trs. GSAI. xxviii.
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gave him over on his birth to Sucetana, her sister, wife of the

Sauvira king. The marriage thus takes place with the approval

of all those connected with the pair.

Equally from the Katha literature, and in this casev/rom a

source known to us, the Brhatkathd of Gunadhya^ which, written

in Pai9aci Prakrit has vanished, but is preserved in a version from

Nepal and two from Kashmir,(j? the subject of the Pratijndyaii-

gandhardyana} styled in the prologue a Prakarana, which has

four Acts and resembles in part that form of drama as recog-

nized by the theory, though its hero is the minister of Udayana,

the Vatsa king.\ The latter goes on an elephant hunt, armed

with his lyre foTcharm his prey, but is taken prisoner by a clever

trick of his enemy, Pradyota Mahasena, of Ujjayim, a counterfeit

elephant being employed for his overthrow. Yaugandharayana

determines to revenge the king. In Ujjayim MahLsena discusses

with his wife the question of the marriage of their daughter Vasa-

vadatta, when the news of the capture of Udayana arrives. They

decide that she shall take lessons in music from the captive, and,

not unnaturally, the two fall in love. Yaugandharayana comes

to Ujjayini in disguise with his friends, and through his machina-

tions the king is enabled to escape with Vasavadatta, though the

minister is himself, after a gallant fight, captured. Mahasena,

however, appreciated the minister’s cleverness, and has the mar-

riage of the pair depicted.^

The play is criticized severely, though not by name, by

Bhamaha,^ on the score that Udayana could never have been

deceived by an artificial elephant, and if deceived his life would

not have been spared by the enemy forces. The contentions are

obviously of little value in this form
;
the essence, of course, is

that such an incident which may pass in a tale seems too

childish for a drama, but, if this troubles us, we may console

ourselves with the reflexion that the trees were thick, and Udayana

ardent in the chase. Vamana^ cites the end of verse 3 in

Act IV which occurs also in Arthagdstra^ a work which need

not be older than Bhasa, and may be a good deal later.

1 The story is referred to in the Malatimddhava^ ii. 92 ;
for the Katha, sec Lacote,

Lc Brhatkathd^ pp. 70 if. ; for the ‘ Trojan horse ^ motif, GIL. ii. 155 ;
iii. 175, n. 3.

® The work is styled a Natika in the colophon in one manuscript.

3 iv. 40 if, V. 2. 28. ® p. 366.
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f^e Svapmvdsavadattd} or the Svapnandtaka^ in six Acts

fonns in substanch the continuation of the Pratijndyaugandha’-

rayana. The minister is anxious to secure for Udayana an

extension of his power by wedding him to Padmavati, daughter

of the king of Magadha. But Udayana will not leave his

beloved Vasavadatta, so that strategy is needed. The minister

induces Vasavadatta to aid in his scheme, and, taking advantage

of a temporary separation, he spreads the rumour that the queen

and he have perished in a conflagration. The king is thus

induced to consider marriage with Padmavati, in whose care the

minister has entrusted the queen, giving out that she is his

sister. Padmavati is willing to accept the love of the king, but,

learning that he has never ceased to cherish the memory of his

beloved, she is seized by a severe headache, and the king comes

to comfort her. He does not find her, and lies down, sleep

overcoming him
;
Vasavadatta who had come to aid Padmavati

sits down beside the sleeping form which she mistakes for that of

her new mistress, but, as he begins to speak in his sleep she

rises and leaves him, but not before he has caught a glimpse

of her, in a dream as he thinks. He is summoned to the palace,

and finds the good news that his foes have been defeated, and

a messenger has come from Mahasena and his wife to console

him, bearing the picture of the nuptials of himself and Vasava-

datta. Padmavati recognizes in the lady the features of the

sister left in her care by Yaugandharayana, who arrives to

explain to the satisfaction of all the plan he has devised to

secure Udayanas end^
The fame of the work in Raja9ekhara’s time is attested, and

already before him the imaginary conflagration of the queen

had excited the imitation of Harsa in the Ratndvali ;
Vamana ^

cites from it, and Abhinavagupta ^ knew it. Nor is there any

doubt that it is the poePs masterpiece and the most mature

of his dramas. (Great promise, however, in a different vein is

shown in the Cdrndaita, of which we have only a fragment in four

* Tis. A. Baston, Paris, 1914 (corr. in GSAI. xxvii. 159 f.); A. G. Shirrcff and

Panna Lall, Allahabad, 1918. Cf. Lacote, JA. s€t , ii, xiii. 493 ff.

* iv. 3. 25, citing iv. 7. .

® Dhvanydkkalocana^ p. 152 cites probably a lost verse; comm, on N. in TSS. cd.

p. xxii. The play is cited also by Vandyaghatiya Sarvananda (a.d. ti59)*
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Acts without beginning or final verses'^ Carudatta, a merchant

whose generosity has impoverished mm, has seen a hetaera

Vasantasena at a festival, and they have fallen in love. Pursued

by the king^s brother-in-law, Sarhsthana, Vasantasena takes

refuge in Carudatta's house, and, when she goes, she leaves in

his care her gold ornaments. She generously ransoms from his

creditors a former servant of Carudatta, who then renounces the

world and becomes a monk. In the night the ornaments, which

she had deposited, are stolen by a thief Sajjalaka who breaks

into Carudatta’s house, in order to gain the means to purchase

the freedom of a slave of the hetaera with whom he is in love.

Carudatta is overcome with shame at learning of the theft of

goods deposited in his care, and his noble wife sacrifices a pearl

necklace, which she gives to the Vidusaka to hand over to

Vasantasena in lieu of her lost jewels. He takes it to the hetaera,

who has learned of the theft, but accepts it to have the excuse of

visiting the merchant once more. She therefore hands over the

slave girl to Sajjalaka, and starts out to Carudatta’s house. At
this point the play ends abruptly, but it seems as if Carudatta

were accused of theft, and that Vasantasena herself is in grave

danger of her life.

A verse of this play is cited by Vamana^ and another,'^ found

also in the Bdlacarita^ and the Mrcchakatikd,^ is quoted by
Dandin in the Kdvyddarga? We need not doubt that Bhasa

is his source, especially as there is possibly elsewhere in the

Kdvyddarga an allusion to the dream scene of the Svapnavd-

savadattd and its sequel. The Daridraedrudatta mentioned by
Abhinavagupta is most probably the same work. From it are

derived the first four Acts of the Mrcchakatikd^' The source of

the drama is not certain
;
we have the motif of the love of

a merchant and a hetaera elsewhere, but not with the special

developments given by Bhasa.

Verses attributed to Bhasa are also found which are not

contained in the extant dramas, so that, even allowing for mis-

quotation and confusion, it is probable that he may have written

^ i. % in Vamana, v. i. 3. * i. 19. ® i. 15.

^ i. 34- 233-

® G. Morijcustierne, Vber das Verhaltnis %wischm Cdrudatla und Mrahakatikd

(1921). Cf. Mchendalc, Bhandarkar Comm. Vol. pp. 369 ff.
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further plays, or he may have illustrated the book of the

dramatic art which he is credited with writing,^ by inserting

examples of his own composition. Why his plays should have

fared so badly as to disappear from popular use apparently for

centuries does not appear. The most plausible view is that

he was a poet of the south, and that his dramas suffered from

the general Mahomedan objection to everything Hindu, and

especially to the dramas of an earnest devotee of Visnu such

as Bhasa was. But this is mere conjecture.

. 4. Bhasa s Art and Technique

^he number of Bhasa’s dramas, and the variety of their

themes, indicate the activity and originality of his talent. Even

the limitations imposed.by the choice of epic subjects are often

successfully surmount^ (In the Rama dramas only is there

lacking any sign of his ability; the Abhisekanataka is a some-

what dreary summary of the corresponding books (IV-VI) of

the Rdmdyana^ nor is the Pratimdndtaka substantially superior.

The variations arc in the main few and unimportant
;
the two

struggles between Sugriva and Valin are condensed into one,

which leaves the treacherous slaying of Valin without shadow

of excuse, and casts a blemish on Rama s character which later

dramatists avoi^ The pathetic scene of the epic in which Tara,

his wife, laments Valin’s death is omitted, Valin forbidding any

woman to gaze on him in his fall. The two efforts of Ravana to

deceive Sita, first by showing her Rama’s head, and later Rama
and Laksmana bound and seemingly dead, are reduced to one,

the showing of the heads of both, and Site’s constancy is made
inhuman by denying her the comfort of a consoler. To secure

a happy ending, Agni is made to vindicate Sita by the test

of fire, and to hand her over to Rama as Laksmi and his

fit mate. The characters remain stereotyped and dull ; Ravana
is nothing more than a miles gloriosns^ if not comic, and Laksmana

c^s a very poor figure.^

r The pieces based on the Mahdbhdrata shows more invention

^ In the Pratiman^aka the poet invents the episode of Bharaia’s learning of Sita’s

abduction, of Rama’s taking over the reins of government from Bharata, and his

coronation in the hermitage. In the PaHcardtra the gift by Duryodhana of half the

realm is new.
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and interest. The Madhyamavy&yoga exploits neatly the theme

of Hidimba’s longing to see her husband of many years before,

and the obedience of a son to a mother exemplified both by

Ghatotkaca and by Madhyama
;
a mother’s bidding outweighs

even that of a father. The struggle of father against son, both

unknowing, is original, though not tragic. In the Karnabhdra

the nobility of the haughty Karna is emphasized
;

yn the epic he

surrenders his armour to Indra, but demands a~tfrice,?the lance

that never fails
;

in the play it suffices the prince that he has

conferred a boon on the god himself. There is the same martial

spirit, evoking the sentiment of heroism in the audience, in the

Dutaghatotkaca where the joy of the Kurus is contrasted effec-

tively with the doubts of Dhrtarastra, and the grave warning

which Ghatotkaca brings of the revenge to be wreaked by Arjuna

for his son’s death. (^\\^^^itavdkya is admirable in his contrast

between the character of Dufyodhemct-and the majesty of Krsna

;

the picture motif is effectively elaborated, and the deep admira-

tion of the poet for Krsna as the embodiment of the highest

of gods Visnu, of whom he was an adorer, is plainly manife^

lii the Unibkahga Duryodhana’s hauteur to the highest of gods

meets with its just punishmenf) Duryodhana is the chief subject,

but not the hero, of the piece which manifests the just ^ punish-

ment of the impious. (The death of Duryodhana is admirably

depicted^ his child who loved to sit on his knees comes to him^

but must be repulsed
;
the touch that brought joy aforetime

would now be an agony But Duryodhana(with all his demerits

as a man, remains heroic in his deatl^

QTie Bdlacaritajevt^Xs the originality of Bhasa’s genius
;
the

entr’acte to the second Act is extremely effective in its terrors,

and the poet has no hesitation in asking the audience to conceive

for themselves the strange figures of the attendants of Visnu

or the host of the goddess Kartyayani, or the bull Arista, or

the snake demon Kaliya, all of whom appear on the stage, but

doubtless in costumes which left most to the mind’s eye. The

miracles of the light emanating from the child Krsna, the crossing

of the Yamuna, and the water springing from the ground, are

innovations on the tradition, as is the apparent death and revival

of the child of Ya5oda. Kfsna is heroism incarnate, Kahsa

' Recognized by Duryodhana, v. 35. ^ v. 43.
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without merit, and his slaying just, but heroic sentiment

is blended with the erotic, and with that of wonder. As a drama,

however, the play suffers unquestionably from the wholly un-

deniable disparity between the two opponents
;
Krsna is never

in danger, and his feats are too easily achieved to produce their

full effe<^

(The ^vimaraka is a drama of love, primitive in its expression

and intensity; Bhasa’s love for rapid action is here, as always,

strongly marked, as is also his willingness to repeat incidents

and situations the hero twice seeks suicide, and the heroine

does so once. The denouement is artificial, though something

of the kind w^ necessary to secure the possibility of the marriage

of the pair. (There is a far more interesting hint of youthful

love in the amours of Udayana and Vasavadatta in the Prati-

jhayaugandhardyanay where the rapidity of action is in entire

hairmony with the skill attributed to the minister, whose adek^ss,

courage, and loyalty, make him an attractive figure.Xv^The

Svapnavdsavadatta itself reveals Udayana as a faithfto and

devoted husband, very different from the careless if courteous

gentleman of Harsa's dramas. His love for the queen he

imagines lost ennobles and elevates his character, while motives

of statecraft and the affection shown him by Padmavati easily

explain his wooing of that maiden. Vasavadatta herself is not

the jealous if high-minded wife of Harsa’s plays
;

she is the

devoted and self-sacrificing lover who is willing to postpone her

own feelings and wishes t^ the good of her husband. The king

and queen - are the finest' products of Bhasa’s characterization

of lovers. In the Cdriidatta^ however, we have clever studies in

the hetaera, the merchant and the minor figures, though the

value of the play must seem less to us than when completed

anjl elaborated in the Mrcchakatik^

(^hasa undoubtedly excels in suggesting heroism ; this cha-

racteristic is admirably depicted in Yaugandharayana, and above

all in Duryodhana, who is the Dutaghatotkaca effectively replies

to the menaces of the envoy by promising an answer in deeds

war, not in harsh words. But his power is not confined to

heroism, love, pathos, or the marvellous. ThqJ\^usaka in his

hands attains the characteristics which mark him ilTTEe later

drama, and, though much was doubtless traditional, it may
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safely be assumed that he tended by his example to stereotype

the In the Avimdraka^ he distinguishes himself by
devotion to his master

;
he is set on finding him, dead or alive,

when he is missing, and he is prepared if need be to follow him

beyond the grave. Avimaraka himself portrays the character of

his friend
;
he places first, doubtless deliberately, the amusement

he produces in social intercourse {gosthistc kdsyah), but he

describes him also as brave in battle, a wise friend, a comforter

in sorrow, a violent foe to his enemies. If in the Pratijhdyau-

gandhardyana “ he seems to abandon the idea of succouring his

master, it is only because he is convinced thst Vatsa is dead,

and that nothing can be done to save him. The other side of

his character is his devotion to the pleasures of the table and

his feeble attempts at wit and humour. Vasavadatta he re-

members fondly because she used to sec that he never lacked

sweetmeats.^ When in the Avimaraka * the heroine weeps in

love-sorrow, he would like to weep also in sympathy
;

but no

tears come, and he recalls that, even when his own father died,

he could hardly weep. When addressed as a man, he insists

that he is a woman. He is, however, a Brahmin in his prejudices

;

he will not drink brandy, a pleasure which he permits to the

Gatrasevaka, the disguise assumed by one of Yaugandharayana’s

following in the attempt to rescue Udayana. This worthy

favours us with a eulogy of drink, which is an interesting frag-

ment of the drinking songs which must have existed in ancient

Indian'

dhannd stirdhi mattd dhannd surdhi anidittd;

dhannd surdhi hnddd dhannd surdhi sanmavidd.
‘ Blessed those that are drunk with drink, blessed those that arc

soaked with drink
;
blessed those that are washed with drink,

blessed those that are choked with drink.’ Amusing also is the

figure of Yaugandharayana as an Unmattaka, devoted to eating

and dancing, and of Rumanvant in his guise of a Qramanaka.

There is genuine humour in the scene in the Pratijudyaugan-

dhardyana ® between the Gatrasevaka and the servant, when the

former makes ready the elephant Bhadravatl, which is to be

^ p. 69 and V. 21. 2 iii. p. 53.

Svapnavdsavadattd, iv. p. 43. ^ v. p. 83.

* PyatijM.yaugandhardyaHa^ P» 57 *
^

PP« 59
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the means of carrying off the king and Vasavadalta beyond the

reach of all pursuit, without raising any suspicion on the part

of the entourage of Mahasena. Quiet humour is shown in the

episode of the bringing of Bhima by Ghatotkaca to his mother

Hidimba
;

Ghatotkaca has difficulty in describing his victim,

and is much amazed to find his mother, whose curiosity is

aroused by his lack of precision, finding him to be his deity and

hers in his capacity as husband and father.^ In the same vein is

the compliment paid by Rama to Sita, when the latter accurately

predicts the action he would take when his father offered him

the throne :
‘ Thou hast guessed well

;
few pairs are there of

like character in the world {stispiu tarkitain alpmh inlya^ldni

dvandvdin srjyantc) Quite distinctly amusing is the scene at

the close of the Avimdraka,^ where the facts of the relationships

are being disclosed to the king Kuntibhoja. That sovereign may
be justly excused his difficulty in apprehending the situation

;

he is reduced to such confusion that he is dubious about his own
capital Vairantya, but finally, when assured that the hero is the

son-in-law of Kuntibhoja, asks who that worthy may be, to

be reminded politely that he himself is Kuntibhoja, father of

Kurangi, son of Duryodhana, and lord of Vairantya. This power

explains the description of Bhasa as the laughter {hdsci) of poetry

given to him by Jayadeva in Prasannardghava^ a title which

is also merited by such verses as one cited in the anthologies,^

though not found in the extant dramas

:

kapdle mdrjdrah paya iti kardnl ledhi gaginas

tarncchidraprotdn bismn iti karl samkalayati

raidnte talpasthdn harati vanitdpy angukam iti

prabhdmattag candrojagad idam aho viplavayati.

‘ When its rays fall on its cheeks the cat licks them, thinking

them milk
;
when they are caught in the cleft of a tree the

elephant deems them a lotus
;
when they rest on the couch of

lovers the maiden seizes them, saying, “ Tis my robe
;

the

moon in truth, proud of its brilliance, doth lead astray all this

world.'

ffof deeper sentiments we need expect nothing from Bhasa

;

^ Madhyafnavydyogay\^. 21.

^
vi. p. 102.

2 Abhisikanatakay i. p. 13.

^ Stibhdstidmli^ 1994.
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in this respect he sets the model for his successor^, (prom

Kalidasa he differs in being a devotee of Visnu rather than Qiva,

but he IS equally an admirer of the established Brahminical

order. In the Pancardtra} the Pratijndyaugandhardyafta^ and

in the character of Narada in the Avimdraka^ we find clearly

expressed his appreciation of the high rank of the Brahmin, and

the obligations due to him from kings and other classes/

^are in the delineation of even minor characters is normally

displayed
;
the number of these is considerable

;
sixteen each in

the Svapnavdsavadatid and the Pratijndyaugandkardyanay about

twenty in the Avimdrakay Abhisekandtaka, and Pancardtra.

twelve in the Cdrudatta^ and about thirty in the Bdlacari^

But there are traces of the anxiety of Bhasa to avoid adding

needlessly to the number of those appearing
;
in the Avimdraka

neither the king of Ka^i nor Sucetana appears on the scene

despite their part in the play. The silence ’of Sita, though at

the close of the Abhisekandtaka she appears on the stage, is

doubtless explicable by the same dramatic touch which makes

Euripides refuse to assign any words to Alkestis on her return

from the dead.

In technique Bhasa does not accord entirely with the later

rules of the theorists. The Ndtyagdstra, it is true, when it

forbids the exhibition of battle scenes contradicts itself, and

Bhasa freely permits them, as must have been the case in the

primitive drama in which Krsna slew Kansa. The maidens,

however, he bids watch the mortal combat of Arista and Krsna

from afar. Dafaratha’s death he admits
;
the bodies of Canura,

Mustika, and Kansa lie on the stage, and Valin perishes there

as well as Duryodhana, but all these are evildoers, and their

death evokes no sorrow. The same simplicity doubtless accounts

for the introduction of the mythological figures of the Bdlacarita,

whom we need not imagine to have been elaborately costumed
;

they announce their nature or are described,^ and the spectator

supplies the imagination requisite to comprehend them.

We find already in Bhasa the formal distinction of introduc-

tory scenes into Viskambhakas of two kinds, according as

Sanskrit alone or Sanskrit and Prakrit are used and Prave^akas
;

' i. 25. 2 pp, ff, 3 pp. ff,

* Cf. Duryodhana's description of Kr^a’s manifestation in the Dntavakya*
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in the former the number of interlocutors is three in two ^ cases

against one or two as usual later
;
there are other signs of his

fondness for triads.*^ The introduction normally is styled Stha-

pana,^ not as later Prastavana, and it is extremely simple
;
after

a Nandi, not preserved, has been pronounced—perhaps behind the

scene—the director enters, utters a benediction, and is about to

make an announcement when a sound is heard which leads up to

the actual drama. No mention of the poet's name or the work

is found, but these we may suggest were left to the preliminaries

which even in the Ndtyagdstra were elaborate, and which doubt-

less were performed before Bhasa's plays, as they were essentially

religious rites in honour of the gods. On the other hand, the

close, the Bharatavakya, of the later theory is varied in Bhasa.

The conventions as to the use of speech, aloud, aside to another,

or to the audience alone are well known, and effective use is

made of the voice from the air or behind the scene, as in the

Abhisekandtaka, when Ravana taunts his prisoner and asks, who
can set her free when her rescuers are dead

;
the voice replies,

‘ Rama, Rama
There are unquestionably primitive traits in Bhasa's art

; he

uses with dangerous freedom the device by which some one

departs and returns straightway, to narrate what must have

taken long to happen; thus in the Abhisekandtaka, ^ahkukarna

is bidden send a thousand men against Hanumant
;
he departs

at once, to return and tell that they have fallen. Free use is

made also, as in the epic, of magic weapons in the conflict, as in

the battle of Duryodhana and Krsna in the Dutavdkya, So

also in the Madhyamaiydyoga we find Ghatotkaca employ-

ing his magic power to produce water from a rock
; then

he binds Bhima in a magic noose, from which he is delivered

by a magic formula. In the Dutavdkya the discus of Krsna

' Abhisekandtaka

f

vi, where three Vidyadharas describe Rama and Havana's fight

;

PaHcardtraj i, where three Brahmins describe Duryodhana's sacrifice.

® In the Madhyamavydyoga there arc three sons of the Brahmin ; Dntbhanga^

where three servants describe the battle. Cf. the Trigata of the preliminaries to the

drama.
® Prastavana is given in the Kantabhdra,
* V. p. 56; cf. Avimdraka^ iii. p. 41. Compare the use of an abrupt interruption

in the FratijHdyaugandhardyanaf p. 30, where the query of the king as to a husband

is answered by the mention of Vatsaraja's capture.
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secures water from the heavenly Ganges by magic means
;

it has

the power to move the mountains of the gods, to set the ocean in

motion, and to bring down the stars to earth, ideas which are

less unintelligible when we remember the wide-spread Indian

beliefs in the powers of magicians, which we find later in

Harsa’s Ratndvali^ and which are earlier recorded of those who

have attained high degrees of intuition in both the Upanisads and

Buddhism. In the AvUndraha wc have the magic ring of the

Vidyadhara playing a decisive part in the action, since by its use

the hero can enter unseen the harem and visit his wife Kurangl

in secret. It is clear that both in the epic and in the popular

talc Bhasa found adequate precedent for the stress laid on these

means of evoking in his audience the sentiment of wonder.

The use of the dance as an ornament to the drama which is

seen in Kfilidasa is frequently resorted to in Bhasa. In Act III

of the Bdlacarita there is a performance of the Halll^aka dance,

in which both the herdsmen and the cowherdesses take full part

;

the dance is accompanied by music and song, and the maidens

are gaily attired. A similar dance is mentioned in Act II of the

Pancardtray a reflex no doubt of the ritual dance of the winter

solstice in the Mahavrata rite. It is conceivable also that the

conception in the Bdlacarita of the appearance of Visnu’s weapons

as figures on the stage in the dress of herdsmen is a reminiscence

of a cult dance in honour of Visnu, but this idea must not be

pressed unduly, for the poet there invents also the figures of the

Curse and the King’s Fortune diS personae dramatis. There is, it

is clear, a certain similarity between the personification of these

abstractions and the allegorical figures of the Buddhist drama,

which come again into being in the Prabodhacandrodaya of

Krsnami^ra. Song as an important element in the drama again

appears in the Abhisekandtaka^ where the Gandharvas and

Apsarases sing the praises of Visnu.^

There are clear traces in the dramas of the overwhelming

influence of epic tradition and of epic recitation in the tendency

1
p. 22. Apparently a dance on the occasion ol an eclipse may be meant

;

Lindenau, BS. p. 43. Cf. L. von Schroeder, Arische 114 ff.

^ The idea that prathamakafpa is a technical term of dramaturgy (DR. i. 60,

comm.) appears to be due to the frequent use of the term, apparently as a remark of

eulogy, in the manuscripts of Bhasa’s works.
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to introduce the description of battle scenes at great length in

lieu of dramatic action, while a certain lack of skill is apparent

in the attempt to transform the tale into a drama. Thus in the

Avimaraka the facts essential for a full understanding of the

story come out only in the last Act, and the adventures of

the hero are there recounted with distinct lack of propriety, as

they have formed the subject of the earlier acts of the drama.

Neither the Pratijhayangandhardyana nor the Svapnavdmva-
dattd is constructed in so clumsy a manner, but in both cases

the working out of the plot is certainly open to criticism. Thus
even in the last Act of the latter drama, which in many respects

is effective, the stage directions assume that the queen appears

on the stage with Vasavadatta as her attendant, but that the

king either does not see, or does not recognize the latter, both

obviously very improbable suppositions
;
possibly it is assumed

that the presence ofVasavadatta, though obvious to the audience,

is concealed from the king in some manner by the use of the

curtain, but this is left to be imagined,^ and it would have been
much simpler to invent some ground for securing the entry of

Vasavadatta by herself later on. On the other hand, in Act I of

the play, the facts regarding the supposed death of Vasavadatta

and the minister in a fire are effectively brought out by the

device of using a Brahmacarin, who arrives at the hermitage at

the same time as Yaugandharayana and Vasavadatta in their

disguise, and tells the tale of the disaster as explaining why he
has left that place in sorrow at the event, dilating at the same
time on the effect of the news on the unhappy king. The mode
in which Vasavadatta in Act V mistakes the king for Padmavati
is quite naturally evolved, for the place where he is resting is

poorly illuminated and she was naturally unwilling to arouse her

mistress from the slumber into which she hoped she had fallen.

In Act II of the Abhisekandtaka the conversation of Hanumant
with Sita is made possible only by the somewhat implausible

device of assuming that the Raksasis who guard her fall asleep

a^heir post.

(_A rather marked fondness is shown by Bhasa for the repeti-

tion of the same incident. Thus in the Avimaraka we have the

' The use of a transverse curtain would explain the scene, but there is no real

evidence of this. Cf. chap. xiv. $ i.

*717 n
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twice repeated attempt of the hero at suicide followed by the

attempt of the heroine in the same sense, from which he saves

her. At the close of the Pratijhdyaugandhardyana we have

again the idea of the attempted suicide of the heroine’s mother,

which is obviated by the king’s good sense in showing her that

the marriage of the runaway pair was quite proper in their rank

and in arranging for marrying them in a painting.\ The dying

Valin in the Abhisekandtaka has a vision of the GSnges and the

other great rivers. UrvafI and the Apsarases, and the chariot

drawn by a thousand swans, which bears away the dead, coming

for his spirit
;
Duryodhana in the tjrubhahga has a similar vision,

and Avimaraka, when on the point of committing suicide he sees

the Vidyadhara beside him, imagines that this is a vision such

as comes often to dying men. Again in the prologues there is

almost a monotonous adoption of the device by which the

director is interrupted in making a proposed announcement by

a voice from behind the scene, which enables him by a clever

transition to lead the audience into the dramatic action proper.

5. Bhasas Style ^

(The rapidity and directness of the action of Bhasa’s plays is

r^cted in his style. More than any other dramatist, he uses

the verse to further the progress of the play, in lieu of devoting

it to descriptions rather poetic than directly aiding the drama,

and it is characteristic that he freely employs monostichs, which

are rare later. On the other hand, he is ready to resort to mono-

logue
;
that on the third Act of the Avimaraka suggested perhaps

the monologue of Qarvilaka in the Mrcchakatikd^ whose author

must have known Bhasa’s works intimately.J

(Xhe dominating influence on Bhasa’s style was clearly that of

the epic and in special of Valmiki, whose great work inevitably

impressed itself on the minds of all his successors. The effects

are visible not merely in the dramas with epic subject-matter,

but extend throughout Bhasa’s playsy The results of this influ-

ence are all to the good ;
the necessities of the drama saved

Bhasa from the one great defect of the epic style, the lack of

measure, which permits the Rdmdyana to illustrate by twenty-

nine similes the sorrows of Sita in her captivity, while in the
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Abhi^ekandtaka the dramatist is content with one. On the other

hand he owes to it the relative simplicity of his diction, and his

freedom from the excesses of the poetic equivalent of the nominal

style, which comes to dominate later Sanskrit literatur^^ The
use of long compounds is obviously and plainly undramatic

;

carried to excess it must have rendered a Sanskrit drama unin-

telligible even to a highly cultivated audience as far as the verses

were concerned, and it is an essential dramatic merit in Bhasa

that his expression is far easier to follow than in much of later

dramatic poetry. (He possesses in fact that clearness, which is

theoretically a merit of the Kavya style, but which is signally

neglected by the average Kavya writer in his anxiety to display

the complete familiarity which he possesses with every side of

the art of poetryX As far as we can judge from the scanty frag-

ments of A9vagliosa’s dramas, that poet was more complex than

Bhasa, and certainly so in his epics, which aided powerfully in

the formation of Kalidasa’s epic and dramatic style.

Bhasa, of course, is not in the slightest degree akin to a poet

of the people ,*(Tie is an accomplished master of the art of poetry,

but one whose good sense and taste preserve him from adopting

in drama the artifices which are permitted in the court epic and

lyric which were intended to be studied at leisure. The simple

and sententious is beloved of Bhasa : thus Karna repels the

objections of ^alya to his parting with armour and earring to

the disguised Indra

giksd ksayam gacchaii kdlaparyaydt : subaddhamidd nipatanti

pddapah

jalam jalasthdnagatam ca gusyati: hiUam ca dattaiii ca

tathaiva tisthati.

' Learning decayeth with the passing of time
;
though firm their

roots, trees fall
;
the water of a lake drieth up

;
but sacrifices and

gifts endure.* When Sita is forced to undergo the ordeal by fire

Laksraana exclaims

vijndya devydg gaucam ca grutvdcdryasya gdsanam

dharmasnehdntare nyastd btuldhir doldyate mama,

‘ I know the queen’s chastity ;
I have heard the bidding of our

preceptor; like a swing, my mind doth move ’twixt duty and

Kamabhara, 22. * Abhis€kanatak<Zf vi. 21,
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love.* When Rama falls at his father’s feet on the order being

given for his coronation, he tells us

samam bdspena patatd tasyopari mamdpy adhah

pittir me kleditau pddau inamdpi kleditani girafu

‘ My father’s feet were wet with tears I let fall on them, and my
head was wet with tears he let fall over me.’ When Devaki must

yield, for the sake of saving it, her child, it is said of her: “

hrdayeneha iarangair dvidhabhuteva gacchati

yathd fiabhasi toye ca candralekhd dvidhd krtd,

' She is divided
;

her heart remaineth here, her body goeth

yonder, as in cloud and water the digit of the moon is divided.*

Ravana’s contempt for Rama as a foe is forcibly expressed :

kathani lambasatah sinho mrgena vinipdtyate

gajo vd sumahdn inattah srgdlena nihanyatcf

‘ Can the deer bring low the lion with flowing mane ? Can the

jackal slay the mighty elephant in his wrath ?
* In the Cdrndatta^

the darkness is happily described :

sulabhagaranam dgrayo bhaydndih : vanagahanam timiradi

ca tulyani eva

tibhayam api hi raksyatc '?idhakdre : jaiiayati yag ca bha-

ydni yag ca bhitaly

* Affording easy refuge, yet abodes of fear, the forest depths and

darkness are akin
;
for the shadows guard alike him who feareth

and him who causeth fear.* More ambitious is a verse given in

the Subhdsitdvali :

kathinahrdaye imiiica krodham siikhapratighdtakam

likhati divasam ydtain ydtam Yamah kila mdnim
vayasi iarune 7iaitad yuktam cale ca samdgame
bhavati kalaho ydvat tdvad varaih stibhage ratam,

‘ Hard-hearted maiden, lay aside the anger that doth impede our

joy
;
death entereth on his register every day as it goeth, dis-

dainful one
;

not meet is this in thy tender youth, for love is

fleeting ; rather spend in love the time we lose in this quarrel.’

^he simple figures of speech are freely used by Bhasa, and he

sh^s as usual a marked fondness for the accumulation of similar

sounds, as in sajalajaladhara^ saniranlrada^ or kuladayam hanti

* Pratimmnatakay i. 6. * Baiacarita, i. 13.

* Abhisekan^takaf iii. 20. * i. 20. ® v. 1619.
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fnadena ndri: kuladvayam ksubdhajald nadiva. More inter-

esting are instances,of his power, which is specially manifest in

the Svapnavdsavadattd and the PraiimMdtaka^ of expressing

strong emotion adequately and forcibl^ Thus we have the

indignant upbraiding of Kaikeyi by the angry Bharata :
^

vayam ayagasd clrendryo nrpo grhamrtyimd

pratataruditaih krtsiidyodhyd mrgaih saha Laksmanah
dayitatanaydh gokendmbdh smisddhvaparigramair

dhig iti vacasd cogrendttnd tvayd nanu yojitdhjj

‘ Hast thou not brought upon me disgrace and dishonour, on my
noble father death at the hands of his dearest, on all Ayodhya
ceaseless lamentation, exile on Laksmana, sorrow on the noble

ladies, who love their children, for the cruel journey imposed on

thy daughter-in-law, and on thyself the hateful reproach of a

shameful deed?* Equally effective is Laksmana*s protest against

Rama*s acquiescence in his exclusion from the throne

yadi na sahase rdjno moham dhanuh sprga md dayd

svajananibhrtah sarvo 'py evam mrduh paribhuyate

atha na rucitain munca nidni aham krtanigeayo

ytivatirahitafk karttim lokant yatag chalitd vayam,

' If thou wilt not endure the king*s infatuation, take thy bow,

show no pity. Hidden among his own folk every weakling is

thus overborne. Rut, if thou wilt not, leave me free at least;

my mind is intent to make this world free of that youthful one,

since cheated we have been.* (Bharata*s devotion is expressed

happily enough :

"

tatra yasydmi yatrdsaii vartate Laksmanapriyah

ndyodhyd tarn vindyodhyd sdyodhyd yatra Rdgkava/^
‘ Thither will I go where dwelleth Laksmana*s beloved

;
without

him Ayodhya is not Ayodhya; where Raghava is, there is

Ayodhya.’ A martial spirit breathes in Virata’s words

idditasya hi yodhasya gldghaniyena karmand

akdldntaritd pujd ndgayaty eva vedandm,
‘ Instant fame destroys the pangs of the warrior stricken in per-

forming a deed of valour.’ There is manly indignation and

pathos in Dhrtarastra’s mourning over Abhimanyu’s death

« ibitL, i. 18. » Ibid,, iii. 24.

® DiUaghatotkacmi 17 .

^ Pratimun&taka,\\\, 17.

* PaHcardtra, ii. 28.
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bahunam samupetdndni ekasmin nirghrndtniandm

bale putre praharatdm katham na patitd bhujdh.

‘ How could these cruel men bear to raise their arms to smite

one young boy, alone against such a concourse?’ The necessity

of toil to achieve any end is well brought out in a verse in the

Pratijndyaugandhardyana} which has a curious parallel in A^va-

ghosa

kdsthdd agnir jayate mathyaniandd : bhuinis toyam khan-

yamdnd daddti

sotsahdndm nasty asddhyaih nardndm: mdr^drabdhdh sar-

vayaindh phalantu

‘ Fire ariseth from the rubbing of timber
;
the earth when dug

giveth water
; nothing is there that men may not obtain by

effort
;
every exertion duly undertaken doth bear fruit.’ (A pro-

found truth, the rareness of gratitude, is emphasized in the

Svapnctvdsavadattd :

gnndndm vd vigdldndm satkdrdndm ca nityagah

kartdrah sulabhd loke vijhdtdras tu durlabhdlj^
* There are many to show conspicuous virtue and to do con-

stant deeds of kindness, but few are there who are grateful for

such actions.’ (The heavy burden of the duties of a king is

effectively described in the Avimdraka 'A

dharmah prdg eva cintyah sacivamatigatih preksitavyd sva-

buddhyd

pracchddyatt rdgarosau mrduparusagnnan kdlayogena kdryau

jneyaih lokdnuvrttam paracaranayanair mandalam preksi-

tavyam

raksyo yatndd ihdtmd ranagirasi pnnas so *pi ndveksitavyal^

^ First there must be consideration of the injunctions of the law,

then the train of the minister’s thought must be followed
;
desire

and anger must be concealed ; mercy and harshness must be

applied as expediency demands
;
the temper of the people must

be ascertained through the aid of spies as well as the demeanour

of neighbouring kings
;
one s life must be guarded with every

care, but in the forefront of battle heed for it must be laid aside.’

The position of a minister is no enviable one :
®

» i. i8.
3 iv. 9. ^ i. 12.

• Pratimdndtakaf p. xi.

3 Avimaraka^ i. 5.
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prasiddhau kdryandm pravadati janah pdrthivahalam

vipattau vispastam sacivam atidosam janayati

amdtyd ity uktdh grutisukham uddram nrpatibhih

susdksmam dandyante matibcdavidagdhdh kupuru§dk.

‘ If policy succeeds, the people acclaim the prince’s might
; if

disaster ensue, it condemns the incompetency of the minister;

poor fools, puffed up by their strength of intellect, they receive

from kings the noble and sweet sounding style of “ counsellor
”

only^to be punished sharply for any failure/

(chasa is fond of expressing typical feelings in simple language

which later poets would deem lacking in ornament
;

thus he

expresses a mother’s feelings regarding her daughter’s marriage

in the Pratijhdyaugandhardyana :

'

adattety dgatd lajjd datteti vyathitani manah
dharmasnekdntare nyastd duhkkitdh khalti mdtarah^

‘ Shame were it if she be not betrothed
;
yet if betrothed sorrow

is one s lot
;
between duty and love mothers are sore vexed in

heart/ /iflhe responsibility of a teacher is set out by Drona in

the Pancardtra :*

atitya bandhun avalahghya miirdny: dedryam dgacchati

gisyadosah,

bdlam hy apatyam gtirave praddtuni : naivdparddho 'sH

pitur na mdtu^
‘ A pupil’s fault passes over relatives and friends and settles on

the teacher, for it is no wrong in father or mother to hand over

a young child to a preceptor.’

(Bhasa’s power of depicting irony is specially prominent in the

Svapnavdsavadattd'^ where Vasavadatta is driven to weave the

garland for the new queen’s marriage, on the score of her skill in

this Ravana shows the heads which he represents as those

of Rama and Laksmana to Sita, only to hear the announcement

that his son is slain in the battle, by the very two whose death

he has feigned/ Effective is the contrast between Valin’s splen-

dour and his fall in his son Angada’s lament :

®

atibalasukhagdyl putvam dstr harindrak: k^ititalapari-

vartl k^lnasarvdhgacestah,

‘ Soft indeed thy couch aforetime as lord of the apes, who now

* il 7. ® i. 18.. * iii. p. 35.

* Ad/mekana(aM, v. p. 56. ® i. p. 10.
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dost lie on the ground, thy every movement stilled in death and

Duryodhana’s fall is not less effectively described^

(^ characteristic of Bhasa is his fondness for pithy proverbial

phrase^ ‘ Everything suits a handsome figure’, ‘Misfortunes

never come singly *, ‘ Good news sounds more pleasant from a

friend’s mouth fpiamvediamandni pidni piadardni kont^ ‘ Man’s

fate is as mobile as an elephant’s trunk ‘ There are many
obstacles in the road to fortune ‘ A small cause begets grave

misfortune found in the Avimdraka alon^ (An idea once

expressed fascinates Bhasa and is repeated again and again in

the same terms, a fact which incidentally helps to assure the

genuineness of the plays. For some phrases he has a special

fondness
;
md with the instrumental is normal in lieu of the

ordinary alam, which he also uses
;
aho Ui khalu to introduce a

stanza ; kim mi khalu in a question
;
dnia and bddhani to indi-

cate assent
;
sukham dryasya as a phrase of greeting. Especially

is he devoted to the term vara, sometimes before, usually after,

the noun whose quality it intensifies
;
the use occurs even twice

or thrice in a single stanzaN

(The harmony and melo'dy of Bhasa’s style, added to its purity

and perspicuity, have no better proof than the imitations of his

verses which are unquestionably to be traced in Kalidasa, who
attests thus his practical appreciation of the merits of the drama-

tist, with whose established fame his nascent genius had to

conten^^

6. The Lanzuap^e of the Plays

Qlhasa’s Sanskrit ® is in the main correct according to the rules

of the grammarian^but his dependence on the epic is revealed

by the occasional trSe of epic irregularities, almost always for the

sake of the metre, which in the epic also is the cause of many
deviations from classical grammar. We have thus the irregular

contractions putreti and Avantyddhipateh, and a number of

middle forms in lieu of 2iciwt,gamisye, garjase^draksyaie,prcchase

,

bkragyate, ruhyate, grosyate. In other cases the active replaces

the middle, dprccha, upalapsyati, parisvaja. There is confusion

between the simple and the causative verb in sravati and vljanti.

’ Orubhahga, 29.

£*ratimanataka, App. i; V. S. Siikhtankar, JAOS. xli. irS ff.
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and in vimoktukdnia. The forms rudantl and grhya have many
epic parallels. Irregular compounds are sarvardjnah in verse, and

Kagirajite in prose
; vyudhoras and tulyadharma occur in verse.

The use in one clause of both ced and yadi is found in verse and
also in prose, as in the epic. Mere blunders perhaps may be

styled pratydyati^ a haplological form of the causative with the

meaning of the simple verb, sanidg*vdsituni with causative sense,

and yiidh as a masculine noun. There are other seeming irregu-

larities, but they are either sanctioned by usage or possible of

explanation hy reference to variant interpretations of Panini’s

rules.

The Prakrits^ found in Bhasa are normally ^auraseni, which is

present in all the plays save the Dutavdkya, which has no
Prakrit

; MagadhI found in two different forms
;
and what may

be styled Ardha-Magadhi. The distinctive feature of his lan-

guage is its transitional aspect as compared with A^vaghosa on
the one hand and Kalidasa on the other. A^vaghosa never

softens—save in one instance—hard consonants, but both t and t

are changed to d and d in Bhasa. Afvaghosa never omits con-

sonants, but, though this is less often carried out than in Kali-

dasa, wc find cases of the loss of k,g, cjy /, </,/, b, v, and y when
intervocalic, y itself suffers frequent change to /, contrary to

Afvaghosa s usage. The change of n initial and medial to n is

regular, while it is unknown to A^vaghosa. The aspirates kh^gh^

th^ dh,ph^ and bh are all often reduced as later to //, but never in

Afvaghosa.

In the case of conjunct consonants we find that jn gives in

Bhasa either nn or nn^ possibly the latter by error ; A9vaghosa
has tm only, Kalidasa nn. For ny and ny Bhasa has always nn
as against A9vaghosa’s nii. The eliding of a consonant, with the

compensatory lengthening of the vowel as in dtsadiy is unknown
to A^vaghosa, where the omission of the consonant twice occurs

but without lengthening
;

it is frequent in Bhasa and regular in

Kalidasa. The analogous use of a short vowel and a double

consonant to represent a long vowel with a single consonant is

unknown to A^vaghosa, but Bhasa has it in evva, e%nmmJovvana,

’ W. Printz, Bhasa's Prakrit (1921). The evidence of retention of older forms
later in South Indian manuscripts (Barnett,- JRAS. 1921, p. 5S9) is interesting but

does not alter the importance of these forms.
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devva, ekka. On the other hand, like A9vaghosa, for ry he has

yy only in lieu of Kalidasa’s jj. For the later metta matta is

always found, and the epenthetic vowel is not f, in purusa^ and

puruva is normal.

In inflection we have, in the nominative and accusative plural

of neuter stems in dni in A^vaghosa, dni in Bhasa, while both

dni and dim are allowed later. The accusative plural masculine

has also, analogously to dni in the Ardha-Magadhi of the A^oka

inscriptions,' dni^ and the locative singular feminine is in danh

not as later de. For the later attdnaam we have attdnam. For

* we * A9vaghosa has vayam, Kalidasa amhe ;
Bhasa both and

vaanu In the genitive plural Bhasa has both amhdam and the

only form later amkdnam.vihWt A^vaghosa would doubtless have

used amhdkam, kissa is kept for later ktsa^ and kocci {kaccid)

disappears later. The root darg is represented by dass and

dans^grah hy ganhadi against the hXtv genhadi^ which, however,

is found in A9vaghosa. The older form karia and gacchta or

gantia^ are found in lieu of kadua and gadua, but the last occurs

once, md is used with the gerund in the sense of alam.

Many of these peculiarities mark also the Magadhi, which

appears in two slightly varied forms, the first in the Pratijhdyau-

gandhardyana and the Cdrudatta^ the second in the Bdlacanta

and the Pahcardtra
;
in the two latter we have s and o for the

g and e of the former. As in Ajvaghosa there is no trace ot

obedience to the rules of the grammarians which require st for

Sanskrit sth or st, gc for cch, sk or hk for ks. For ‘ I ’ we find

ahake, which is an intermediate stage between A5vaghosa’s aha-

kam and the later hage, ny becomes nn, not hn, and the use of

y to denote a dropped consonant is not carried out.

The only passages that can claim to be anything like Ardha-

Magadhi are the remarks of Indra in disguise in ihtKarnabhdra,

where the characteristic signs, the use of r, s, and e, are found ;
in

the speeches of Mustika and Canura in the Bdlacarita we have

the use of / and a locative in ammu A single- passage in the

Pahcardtra suggests Magadhi Apabhran^a, but is probably

corrupt.

^ ani in Pali, in the Ardha-Magadhi of the Jain Canon; Luders,SBAW. 1913,

pp. 999 ff.
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7. The Metres of the Dramas

It is characteristic of Bhasa’s close dependence on the epic

that his dramas should show a far more frequent use of the

^loka, 436 out of 1,09a verses. No later writer save Bhavabhuti

in his Rama dramas approaches this frequency, which, it must

be noted, is not confined to the epic plays, for the Svapnava-

savadattd has 26 ^lokas out of 57 verses. In some plays, it is

true, such as the Madkyamavydyoga or the PancardtrOy long series

of ^lokas suggest incomplete command of the dramatic art on

Bhasa’s part, but his general preference is clearly an outcome of

his desire for rapid movement and simplicity
;

it is the later love

for elaborate descriptions that encourages the use of sonorous

and complex metres. The ^lokas are remarkably regular in

construction
; the diiambus in the second Pada is insisted on

rigidly
;
the Vipulas ^ are rare, the fourth is unknown, the second

sporadic, the first twice as frequent as the third, and the prior

foot is rarely 2 - w The sparing use of the irregular forms

is doubtless due to the comparatively small number of ^lokas

used consecutively, which minimises the desire for change of

the more elaborate metres, in which each syllable has a

fixed length, the favourite is the Vasantatilaka, which occurs

179 times, while the Upajatj occurs 121 times. Next comes the

^aTfjjjla|^ikri(;^ita (92), Malini (72), Pjispitagra with the scheme

yu \j \j \j — — \j— — w — w— (^^)> Van^astha

(35 )» (2^)1 (19), and Prahar§UU (17)- Other metres

are purely sporadic
;
they include the Sragdhara, Harinl, Vaicva -

devi,^ Drutavilambita,^ Pjthvi,^ and Bhujangaprayata .^ while the

Suvadana occurs four tim^ There is one example of the Upagiti

with 12 morae in the first and third Padas, and 15 in the second

and fourth, and one of the Vaitaliya with 14 and 16 in the two

sets respectively. There is also one example of the shortest

form of Dandaka metre, with six short syllables followed by

^ Verses in which the last four syllables are not yj viz. (l) wuulsi;
-wvisd; (3) — , y; (4) -w— Sd.

Cf. Jacobi, IS. xvii. 443 f.
;
V. S. Sukhtankar, JAOS. xli. 107 ff.

^ w— —. Later only in the Mrcchakatika of classical

dramas.
4 — WW — ® WWW — W —

,
VV./W — u—

.

6 — w w . Later fir^t in the Caitanyacandrodaya.
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seven amphiniacers, while there is also one shorter metre with

six amphimacers. The rarity of the Arya is remarkable ;
beside

the one Upagiti, which is in Prakrit, there are only eleven, of

of which five are in Prakrit. Contrast the frequency of the Arya
in Kalidasa where there are 31 out of 163 in the Vikramorvagl^

and 35 out of 96 in the Mdlavikdgnimitra

,

Generally the rules of classical prosody are faithfully observed

;

there is one hiatus between Padas and once Sandhi
;
in niyati

and mauli, as in anukarsa, the lengthening is probably metrical.

The ^lokas shows a great fondness for epic tags, such as acirC'

naiva kdlena^ prasddain kartum arkasiy and kampayann iva

medinini. Especially frequent is the breaking up of a verse

between different speakers or by interruptions of one kind or

another.

8. Bhasa and Kalidasa

There is prinia facie the probability that Kalidasa should be

strongly affected by a predecessor so illustrious and of such

varied achievement, and the probability is turned into certainty

by the numerous coincidences between the two writers.’ In-

evitably, of course, with such a genius as Kalidasa s, the matter

which is borrowed is transformed and normally improved in the

change, and this fact renders strict proof of indebtedness im-

possible. But the evidence is sufficient to induce conviction to

any one accustomed to weighing literary evidence of borrowing.

In Act I of the Qahmtald the king is struck with the elegance

of the simple bark dress worn by the heroine in keeping with

her station as a maiden of the hermitage
;
khn iva hi ma-

dhurdndni mandanam ndkrtlndmy ‘ For what does not grace a

lovely figure?* he asks, and illustrates his theme.*^ The germ

of this pretty idea is found in the Pratimdndtakay Act I, where

Sita playfully decks herself in a dress of bark, evoking the

judgement of her friend : savvasohanlani snruvam ndma? The
converse relationship is here incredible; Bhasa’s imitation of

Kalidasa would be feeble and tasteless, while Kalidasa’s improve-

ment on his original is apt and skilful. The fact of borrowing

is established by the episode in the same act of the ^akuntald of

1 T. Ganapati (,:astrin, PratimamVaka

,

pji. i ff.

2 i. 17. ^ p. 7 *
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the treatment of watering the garden as an act of penance on

the maiden's part; an idea which occurs in a closely parallel

passage in Act V of the Pratimdndtaka. Bhasa treats it as

bearable, illustrating it by the adduction of an example in the

technical form of an Arthantaranyasa,^ while Kalidasa ^ is more

severe in his condemnation, using the technical figure NidarfanS,

clearly a deliberate variation of the idea. In the same Act of

the Pratimdndtaka^ we find Rama bidding Sita take farewell

of the fawns and the trees, which arc her foster-children, and

of her dear friends, the Vindhya mountain and the creepers

;

in the departure of Qakuntala from the hermitage^ the trees

and the fawns as well as the creepers share in the grief of her

departure
;
of the deer is expressly used the term ‘ foster-child

'

found in the Pratimd7tdtaka, Again in Act VII of that play

Sita is reminded of the distrust felt by the deer in Bharata,'”'

just as Qakuntala describes their distrust of Duhsanta.® There

is a parallel in the Svapiiavdsavadattd, Act I, where Vasava-

datta is received kindly by the lady of the hermitage, and thanks

her for her courteous words, to the scene at the opening of

the ^akuntald, in which the king assures Anasuya that her

speech of welcome is sufficient hospitality {bhavatindm suiirtU’

yaiva gird krtam dtithyam). The parallel is completed by the

instruction given by the chamberlain in Bhasa's play to the

servant to avoid disturbance to the hermitage with the com-

mands of the king to the commander-in-chief. Similar also is

the scene in Act II of the Svapnavdsavadattdy in which during

the play of Padmavati and Vasavadatta in disguise reference

is made to the former s approaching marriage, to the talk of

^akuntala's friends with her in Act I. We have also in the sixth

Act of either play a parallel treatment of the lute lost by

Udayana in the one case,*^ and the ring lost by Qakuntala in

the other;® the verses in which these innocent objects of censure

are attacked are similar in spirit and taste.

Other traces of Bhasa s influence are also to be found. The
motif of the curse of Durvasas which in the ^aknntald explains

the sufferings of the heroine suggests the curse of Candabhargava

in the Avimdraka which reduces the hero to a humble rank, and

5 V. 3. ® i. 16. V. II. iv. 8, n, 13.

5
p. 107. ® V. vi, I, 2. * vi, II, 13.
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in the Qakuntald the lovers are reunited at the hermitage of the

sage Marica, as in the Avintdraka they meet at the home of

Narada. There is a vague similarity also as regards many
expressions in the two poets, but it would be unwise to lay any

special stress on such testimony. But the more specific evidence

given above of dependence is undeniable, and it is surprising

to find it questioned by Professor Hillebrandt,^ especially when

we have Kalidasa's own recognition of Bhasa's fame, and Bana's

reiteration of it.

The most valid argument which might be adduced against

dependence is the fact that Kalidasa's dramas as they stand do

not seem to agree with the rule observed in those of Bhasa

regarding the beginning of the drama. In Bhasa's works the

Sutradhara appears on the stage at the close of a Nandi, the text

of which is not given, and recites a verse which obviously is not

technically a Nandi, though it is of the same type, containing

a benediction. In the works of Kalidasa the first verse is the

Nandi, and at the close of it the Sutradhara begins the play

with a dialogue. But we cannot rely on the manuscripts as

giving us the true practice of Kalidasa's date, for we know that

in the case of the Vikramorva^ old manuscripts denied to the

first verse the character of a Nandi, and therefore presented

the play in the form affected by Bhasa, and the same style is

sometimes followed in South Indian manuscripts of other plays.

It is, therefore, impossible to hold that Kalidasa rejected the

practice of Bhasa, or to base any argument on the facts.

* KdliMsay p. 103.



V
THE PRECURSORS OF KALIDASA

AND gUDRAKA

I. The Precursors of Kalidasa

Kalidasa refers in the prologue to the Mdlavikdgnimiira not

only to Bhasa but to Saumilla and Kaviputra—perhaps rather

the Kaviputras—as his predecessors in drama. Saumilla, whose

name suggests an origin in Maharastra, is mentioned by Raja-

^ekhara along with Bhasa and a third poet Ramila. Further,

the same authority tells us that Ramila and Somila composed a

Qudrakakathdy which is compared to giva under the form of

Ardhanarlfvara, in which he is united with his spouse, perhaps a

hint at the union of heroic and love sentiments in the tale. A
fine stanza is attributed to them in the ^driigadharapaddhati

savyddheh krgatd ksatasya rtidhiram dastasya Idldsrutih

kimcin naitad ilidsti tat katham asau pdfithas tapasvi mrtah f

d jndtani madhulampatair madhukarair drabdhakoldhale

nunam sdhasikena cutamukule drstih samdropitd,

‘ Had he been ill he would have been emaciated
;
wounded, he

would have bled
; bitten, have shown the venom

;
no sign of

these is here
;
how then has the unhappy traveller met his death ?

Ah ! I see. When the bees began to hum as they sought

greedily for honey, the rash one let his glance fall on the mango
bud Spring is the time for lovers* meetings

;
the traveller, far

from his beloved, lets himself think of her and dies of despair.

The Kaviputras, a pair according to the verse cited from them
in the Subhdsitdvali'^, were apparently also collaborators, a

decidedly curious parallel with Somila and Ramila, as such

collaboration seems later rare. The stanza is pretty :

bhrucdturyam kuncitdntdh katdksdh: snigdhd hdvd lajjitdntdg

ca kdsdh

lildmandani prasthitam ca'^sthitam ca: strindm etad bhusanam

dyudhavi ca.
^ cxxxiii. 40. ^ V. 2237.
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^ The play of the brows, the sidelong glances which contract the

corners of the eyes, words of love, bashful laughter, the slow

departure in sport, and the staying of the steps : these are the

ornaments and the weapons of women.’

Strange that so scanty remnants should remain of poets who
must have deserved high praise to receive Kalidasa’s recognition,

but the fame of that poet doubtless inflicted on them the fate

that all but overtook Bhasa himself.

2. The Authorship and Age of the Mrcchakatika

(ihe discovery of the Cdrudatta of Bhasa has cast an unex-

pected light on the age of the Mrcchakatika, but has still left it

dubious whether or not the author is to be placed before Kali-

das^ That this rank was due to him was the general opinion

before Professor Levi attacked the theory, and it is curious that

later he should have inclined to doubt the value of his earlier

judgement. The existence of the Cdrudatta woufej explain, of

course, the silence of Kalidasa on the Mrcchakatikd, if it existed

in his time. Explicit use of the drama by Kalidasa or the reverse

would be conclusive, but unhappily none of the parallels which

can be adduced have any effective force, and from rhetorical

quotations(wejbnly(have the fact that Qudraka was recognized as

an author by Vamana,^ for Dandin’s citation of a verse found in

the Mrcchakatika is now clearly known to be a citation from

Bhasa, in whose works the verse in question twice occu^ With

this falls the hypothesis of Pischel,^ who, after ascribing the play

to Bhasa, later fathered it upon Dandin, to make good the

number of three famous works with which he is in later tradition

crefiited.

^he play itself presents (^^udraka, a king, as its author and

gives curious details of his capacities ;
he was an expert in the

Rgveduy the Sdmaveda, mathematics, the arts regarding courte-

sans, and the science of elephants, all facts which could be con-

cluded from the knowledge shown in the play itself; he was

cured of some complaint, and after establishing his son in his

place, and performing the horse sacrifice, he entered the fire and

' Levi, TI, i. 198 : Vamana, iii. a. 4.

2 Rudrata, pp. 16 f. But see Hari Chanel, KalMm, pp. 78 f.
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died at the age of a hundred years and ten day.^ We have

a good deal more information of a sort regarding fiTspersonality

;

he was to Kalhana in the Rdjatarahginl^ a figure to be set

beside Vikramaditya
;
the Skanda Purdna^ makes him out the

first of the Andhrabhrtyas
;
the Vetdlapahcavingati knows of his

age as a hundred, and gives as his capital either Vardhamana
or (^obhavati, which is the scene of his activities according to the

Kathdsaritsdgara, which tells of the sacrifice of a Brahmin who
saves him from imminent death and secures his life of a hundred

years by killing himself. In the Kadambarl he is located at

Vidi9a, and in the Harsacarita we hear of the device by which

he got rid of his enemy Candraketu, prince of Cakora, while

Dandin in the Dagakumdracarita refers to his adventures in

several lives. The fact that Ramila and Somila wrote a Katha
on him is significant of his legendary character in their time, con-

siderably before Kalidasa. A very late tradition in the Vlra-

carita and the younger Raja^ekhara ^ brings him into connexion

with Satavahana or ^alivahana, whose minister he was and from

whom he obtained half his kingdom, including Pratisthana.^

These references seem to suggest that Qudraka was a merely

legendary person, a fact rather supported than otherwise by his

quaint name, which is absurd in a king of normal type. Never-

theless, Professor Konow treats him as historical, and finds in

him the Abhira prince, ^ivadatta, who, or whose son, Ifvarasena,

is held by Dr. Fleet to have overthrown the last of the Andhra

dynasty and to have founded the Cedi era of A.D. 248-9.^ This

remarkable result is held to be supported by the fact that(m the

play the king of Ujjayinl is Palaka, and is represented as being

overthrown by Aryaka, son of a herdsman (gepdia^ and the

Abhiras are essentially herdsmen. But this is much more than

dubious; we have in fact legendary history in the names of

Palaka, Gopala—to be taken orobably in the Mrcchakatikd as

a proper name—and Aryaka.^he pro6f is indeed overwhelming,

for Bhasa, who is the source of so much of the Mrcchakatikd^

' iii. 343. ^ Wilson, WorkSy ix. 194.

^ IS. xiv. 147 ;
JBRAS. viii. 240.

^ He is later the hero of a Parikatha, the Qudrakavadha (Rayamukuta, ZDMG.
XX viii. 117), and of a drama, Vtkrdniof&draka {Sarasvattkanthabharanay p. 378).

^ KF. pp. 107 ff. Cf. Bhandarkar, Anc. Hist, of India^ pp. 64!. ;
CHI. i. 31 1.

I1717
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mentions in his Pratijndyaugandhardyana as sons of Pradyota

of UjjayinI both Gopala and Palaka, and the Brhatkathd must

have contained the story of Gopala surrendering the kingdom

on Pradyota*s death to Palaka, and of the latter having to make
room for Aryaka, his brother s son. To make history out of

these events, which belong to the period shortly after the

Buddha's death, say 483 b. ^ and history of the third century

A. D., is really impossible, (^^udraka is really clearly mythical,

as is seen by the admission that he entered the fire, for no one

can believe that he foresaw his death-day so precisely, or that

the ceremony referred to is that performed on becoming an

ascetic, or even that the prologue was added after his deaty

if it had been, it would have doubtless been of a different type.

Still less can we imagine that he was helped in his work by

Ramila and Somila.

Windisch,^ on the other hand, attempted to prove a close

similarity between the plot of the political side of the play and

the legend of Krsna, instancing the prediction of Aryaka’s

attaining the throne, the jealousy of the king and his efforts

to destroy him, and the final overthrow of the tyrant. The

similarity, however, is really remote
;
the story is a commonplace

in legend, and nothing can be made of the comparison.

We are left, therefore, to accept the view that the author who

wrote up the Cdrudatta^ and combined with it a new play,

thought it well to conceal his identity and to pass off the work

under the appellation of a famous king. Levi's suggestion that

he chose ^udraka for this purpose because he lived after

Vikramaditya, patron of Kalidasa, and wished to give his work

the appearance of antiquity by associating it with a prince who

preceded Vikramaditya, is clearly far-fetched, and insufficient

to suggest a date. Nor can anything be deduced from the

plentiful exhibition of Prakrits, which is not, to judge from

Bhasa, a sign of very early date ;
while the use of Maharastri

Prakrit would be, if proved, conclusive that he is fairly late.

Konow's effort to support Qudraka's connexion with Pratisthana

by this use is clearly untenable.

There is more plausibility in the argument from the simple

form of the construction of the drama
;
the manner of Bhasa is

1 Berichte der Sachs. Gtsdlsch. d, lVtssenschaften;\%%^, pp. 439 f.
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closely followed
;
thus in Act IX the absurd celerity with which

the officer of the court obeys the order to bring the mother of

Vasantasena on the scene, and secures the presence of Carudatta,

is precisely on a par with Bhasa’s management of the plot in his

dramas. The scenes of violence, in which Vasantasena is appar-

ently killed and Carudatta is led to death, are reminiscent of

Bhasa’s willingness to present such scenes, but they do not

depart from the practice of the later drama as in Bhavabhuti’s

Malatlmadkava, The Qakara and Vita are indeed figures of the

early stage, but they are taken straight from Bhasa and prove

nothing. The position of the Buddhist monk is more interesting,

but here again it is borrowed, though developed, and we find

Buddhism respected in Kalidasa and Harsa. The arguments

based on the apparent similarity with the Greek New Comedy
are without value for an early date, for they apply, if they have

any value at all, to the Carudatta of Bhasa. We are left, there-

fore, with no more than impressions, and these are quite insuffi-

cient to assign any date to the clever hand which recast the

Carudatta and made one of the great plays of the Indian drama.^

3. The Mrcchakatika

The first four acts of the play are a reproduction with slight

changes of the Carudatta of Bhasa the very prologue shows the

fact ill the inexplicable transformation in the speech of the

director, who opens in Sanskrit and then changes to Prakrit,

while in the Carudatta he speaks Prakrit only as fits the part of

the Vidusaka which he is to play. The names are slightly

changed
;
the king’s brother-in-law is called Samsthanaka, and

the thief Qarvilaka. Act I carries the action up to the deposit of

the gems by Vasantasena ; Act II relates the generosity of the

hetaera to the shampooer who turns monk, and the attack made
on him as he leaves her house by a mad elephant, from which

Karnapuraka, a servant of Vasantasena’s, saves him, receiving as

reward a cloak which Vasantasena recognizes as Carudatta’s. In

Act III we learn of Qarvilaka’s success in stealing the jewels, and the

generous resolve of the wife of Carudatta to give her necklace to

^ Jacobi {Bhavisattakahay p. 83) believes in Qudraka as a king, but thinks

Kalidasa older.

* See G. Morgenstierne, t)l>er das Ferhdlinis iwischen Carudatta und Mrcchakatika

Cigai).
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replace them. In Act IV ^arvilaka gives thejewels to Vasantasena,

who, though aware of his theft, sets his love free. As he leaves

with her, he hears of the imprisonment of his friend Aryaka by

order of the king, who knows the prophecy of his attaining the

kingship, and leaving his newly-made bride, he hastens to aid his

friend who is reported to have escaped from his captivity. The

Vidusaka then comes with the necklace, which the hetaera accepts

in order to use it as a pretext to see Carudatta once more. The

visit occupies Act V, which passes in a storm forcing Vasanta-

sena to spend the night in Carudatta’s house. Act VI reveals

her next morning offering to return to Carudatta’s wife the

necklace, but her gift is refused. The child of Carudatta appears,

complaining that he has only a little earth cart [mrcchakatika),

whence the name of the play
;
Vasantasena gives him her jewels that

he may buy one of gold. She is to rejoin Carudatta in a neigh-

bouring park, the property of Samsthanaka, but by error she enters

the car of Samsthanaka, while Aryaka, who has been seeking a

hiding-place, leaps into that of Carudatta and is driven away
;

two policemen stop the cart, and one recognizes Aryaka, but

protects him from the other with whom he contrives a quarrel.

In Act VII Carudatta, who is conversing with the Vidusaka, sees

his cart drive up, discovers Aryaka, and permits him to go off in

it, while he himself leaves to find Vasantasena. In the next act

Samsthanaka, with the Vita and a slave, meets in the park the

shampooer turned monk, who has gone there to wash his robe in

the tank
;
he insults him and beats him. The cart with Vasanta-

sena then is driven up, and the angry Sarhsthanaka first tries to

win her by fair words
;
then, repulsed, orders the Vita and the

slave to slay her
;
they indignantly refuse

; he pretends to grow

calm, dismisses them, and then rains blows on Vasantasena, who
falls apparently dead

;
the Vita, who sees his action, deserts at

once his cause and passes over to Aryaka’s side. Sarhsthanaka,

after burying the body under some leaves, departs, promising

himself to put the slave in chains
;
the monk re-enters to dry his

robe, finds and restores to life Vasantasena, and takes her to the

monastery to be cared for. In Act IX Samsthanaka denounces

Carudatta as the murderer of Vasantasena to the court
;
^ her

^ Jolly {Tagore Law Lectures, pp. 68 f.) compares the procedure of the

Smftis.
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mother is summoned as a witness, but defends Carudatta, who
himself is cited

;
the police officer testifies to the escape of

Aryaka, which implicates Carudatta
;
the Vidusaka who enters

the court, while en route to return to Vasantasena the jewels she

had given the child, is so indignant with the accuser that he lets

fall the jewels
;

this fact, taken together with the evidence that

Vasantasena spent the night with Carudatta and left next morn-

ing to meet him, and the signs of struggle in the park, deceives

the judge, who condemns Carudatta to exile; Palaka converts

the sentence into one of death. Act X reveals the hero led to

death by two Candalas, who regret the duty they have to per-

form
;
the servant of Sarhsthanaka escapes and reveals the truth,

but Sarhsthanaka makes light of his words as a disgraced and

spiteful slave, and the headsmen decide to proceed with their

work. Vasantasena and the monk enter just in time to prevent

Carudatta's death, and, while the lovers rejoice at their reunion,

the news is brought that Aryaka has succeeded Palaka whom he

has slain, and that he has granted a principality to Carudatta.

The crowd shout for Sarhsthanaka's death, but Carudatta

pardons him, while the monk is rewarded by being appointed

superior over the Buddhist monasteries of the realm, and, best of

all, Vasantasena is made free of her profession, and thus can

b^me Carudatta's lawful wife.

^o the author we may ascribe the originality of combining the

political andvthe love intrigue, which give together a special value

to the play,
j
We know of no precise parallel to this combination

of motifs, tKough in the Brhatk'athd there was probably a story

recorded later ^ of the hetaera Kumudika who fell in love with a

poor Brahmin, imprisoned by the king ; she allied herself to the

fortunes of a dethroned prince Vikramasihha, aided him by her

arts to secure the throne, and was permitted by the grateful

prince to marry her beloved, now released from prison. The

idea was doubtless current in some form or another, just as for

the incidents of Bhasa's story we can trace parallels in the Katha

literature of hetaerae who love honest and poor men and desire

to abandon for their sakes their hereditary and obligatory calling,

which the law will compel them to follow.^ The conception of

the science of theft is neatly paralleled in the Dagakumdracarita^

* KSS. Iviii. 3^54. ^ Da^akumaracayila^ ii.
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where a text-book of the subject is ascribed to Karnisuta, and

the same work contains interesting accounts of gambling which

illustrate Act II. The Kathdsaritsdgara^ tells of a ruined gam-

bler, who takes refuge in an empty shrine, and describes in Sarga

xxxviii the palace of the hetaera Madanamala in terms which

may be compared with the description by the Vidusaka in Act IV

of the splendours of Vasantasena’s palace.^ The court scene con-

forms duly to the requirements of the legal Smrtis of the sixth

and seventh centuries A.D., but the conservatism of the law

renders this no sign of date.

(^ough composite in origin and in no sense a transcript from

life, the merits of the Mrcckakatikd are great and most amply

justify what else would have been an inexcusable plagiarism.

The hints given in the Cdrudatta here appear in full and har-

monious development aided and heightened by the introduction

of the intrigue, which combines the private affairs of the hero

with the fate of the city and kingdom. Carudatta’s character is

attractive in the extreme
;
considerate to his friend the Vidusaka,

honouring and respecting his wife, deeply devoted to his little

son, Rohasena, he loves Vasantasena with an affection free from

all mere passion
;
he has realized her nobility of character, her

generosity, and the depth and truth of her lo^ ^et his devo-

tion is only a part of his life
;
aware of the vanity of all human

things, he does not value life over-highly
;

his condemnation

affects him most because it strikes at his honour that he should

have murdered a woman, and he leaves thus to his child a

heritage of shame. (|^ot less attractive is Vasantasena, boundi

despite herself, to a profession which has brought her great

wealth but which offends her hearO the judge and all the others

believe her merely carried away by sensual passion
;
Carudatta

and his wife alone recognize her nobility of soul, and realize how
much it ni^ns for her to be made eligible for marriage to her

beloved. {There is an admirable contrast with the hero in the

Qakara Samsthanaka, who is described vividly and realistically^

His position as brother-in-law of the king and his wealth make

him believe that he is entitled to whatever he wants
;
Vasanta-

sena s repulse of him outrages his sense of his own importance

^ xii. 92 ;
xviii. 121. Cf. (^lokasamgraha

^
x. 60-163.
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more than anything else ;(brutal, ignorant ^ despite his associa-

tion with courtiers of breeding and refinement, and cowardly, he

has only skill in perfidy and deceit, and is mean enough to beg

piteously for the life he has forfeited, but which C&rudatta mag-

nanimously spar^ (^The Vita is an excellent foil to him in his

culture, good taste, and high breeding
;
despite his dependence

on his patron, he checks his violence to Vasantasena, strives to

prevent his effort to murder her, and when he fails in this takes

his life into his own hands and passes over to Aryaka’s side.

The Vidusaka may be fond of food and comfortable living, but

he remains faithful in adversity to his master, is prepared to die

for him, and consents to live only to care for his sort^

(The minor characters among the twenty-seven in all who
appear have each an individuality rare in Indian drama.

<farvilaka, once a Brahmin, now a professional thief)| performs his

new functions with all the precision appropriate to ^e perfor-

mance of religious rites according to the text-books. vThe sham-

pooer, turned Buddhist monkj has far too much worldly know-

ledge to seek any temporm preferment from the favour of

Aryaka. (^athura, the master gamble^ is a hardened sinner

without bowels of compassion, but the two headsmen are sympa-

thetic souls who perform reluctantly their painful duty. (The
wife of Carudatta is a noble and gentle lady worthy of her

husband, and one who in the best Indian fashion does not grudge

him a new love if worthy, while the lively maid Madanika

deserves fully her freedom and marriage with Qarvilaka. Even
characters which play so small an actual part as Aryaka are

effectively indicated. The good taste of the author is strikingly

revealed by the alteration made in the last scene by a certatin

Nilakantha,^ who holds that the omission to bring upon the stage

Carudatta's wife, his son, and the Vidusaka was due to the risk of

making the time occupied by the representation of the play too

great. He supplies the lacuna by representing all three as deter-

mined to commit suicide when Carudatta rescues them
; the

author himself would never have consented to introduce first

wife at the moment when a second is about to be take^
(The author is not merely admirable in characterization

;
he is

^ His errors in the field of mythology are appalling, e.g. Kunti for Sita, i. 21.

2 Stenzler’s ed. pp. 325 ff.
;
Wilson, i, 177.
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master of pathos, as in the parting of Carudatta from his son who

asks the headsman to kill him and let his father go, and above

all he abounds in humour and even in the last act Goha, the

headman, relieves the tension by the tale of his father who

advised him on his death-bed not to slay too quickly the

criminal on the off-chance that there might be a revolution or

something to save the wretch’s life, and, when after deliverance

comes the noble Carudatta forbids the slaying with steel of the

grovelling Samsthanaka, ^arvilaka cheerfully remarks that is all

right : he will be eaten alive by the dogs insteadX.

(These merits and the wealth of incident of the drama more

than compensate for the overluxuriance of the double intrigue,

and the lack of unity, which is unquestionable^)^ demerit in the

eyes of the writers on poetics is the absence of elaborate descrip-

tions, but the simple and clear diction of the play adds greatly

to its liveliness and dramatic effect, and the poet has perfect

command of the power of pithy and forcible expression. The
Vita effectually rebukes the arrogance and pride of family of

Samsthanaka

:

kim ktdenopadistena gilam evdtra kdranam
bhavanti sutardm sphltdh suksetre kantakidrumah, J

‘ Why talk of birth ? Character alone counts. In rich soil the

thorn trees grow fastest.’ (C^arudatta on the point of death asserts

his fearlessness

:

na bhito mardnad asmi kevalani dusitam yagah

viguddhasya hi me mrtyuh piitrajanmasamo bkavejJ
‘ I fear not death, but my honour is sullied

;
were that stain

removed, death would be as dear as the birth of a son.’ Admir-
able is his expression of belief in Vasantasena who may be

dead

:

prabhavati yadi d/iarmo dusitasydpi me 'dya
: prabalaptiru-

savdkyair bhagyadosat kathamcit

surapatibhavanasthd yatra tatra sthitd vd: vyapanayatu

kalahkam svasvabhdvena saiva.

* If righteousness prevails, though to-day I am undone by the

slanderous words of one in power through my unhappy fate, may
she, dwelling with the gods above or wherever she be, by her

true nature wipe out the blot upon me.’ Sadly he apostrophizes

his child deemed to be at play

;
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ha Rohasena na hi pafyasi me vipattim: mithyaiva nan-

dasi paravyasanena nityam.

‘ Ah ! Rohasena, since thou dost not know my plight, ever dost

thou rejoice in thy play falsely, for sorrow is in store.’

(The character of Carudatta is effectively portrayed by the

Vidusaka :

^

dindndm kalpavrksah svagtmaphalanaiak sajjandndm kntumbi

adargah giksitdndm sucaritanikasah gllaveldsamudrah

satkartd ndvamantd purusagtmanidhir daksinoddrasattvo hy

ekak gldghyah sa jivaty adhikagunatayd cocchvasanti cdny^

‘A tree of bounty to the poor, bent down by its fruits, his

virtues
;
a support for all good men

;
a mirror of the learned,

a touchstone of virtue, an ocean that never violates its boun-

daries of virtue
;

righteous, free from pride, a store-house of

human merit, the essence of courtesy and nobility
;
he gives

meaning to life by the goodness which we extol
;
other men

n^cly breathe.*

x-^The evils of poverty are forcibly depicted by Carudatta

himself^^

gunyair grhaih khabi samdh piirusdh daridrdh

kupaig ca toyarahitais tarubhig ca glrnaik

yad drstapurvajanasaihgamavisnirtdndm

cvam bhavanti viphaldh paritosakdldh^

‘ Like empty houses, in truth, are poor men, or wells without

water or blasted trees
;
for fruitless are their hours of relaxation,

since their former friends forget them.’ (^he same idea is again

expressed by the htro^

saiyahi na me vibhavandgakridsti cintd: bhdgyakramena

hi dhanani bhavanti ydnti

etat tu mdm dahati nastadkandgrayasya
:

yat satikrddd

api jandh githillbhavanti^

^ My dejection, assuredly, is not born of the mere loss of my
wealth, for with the turn of fortune’s wheel riches come and go.

Nay, what pains me is that men fail in friendship to him whose

sometime wealth has taken flight.’ The repetition of the idea

becomes, indeed, wearisome, but the ingenuity and fancy of the

author are undoubted.

^ i. 13; cl. CaruJaita^ i. 5.< i. 48. 2 V. 43,
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Love is also effectively described. The Vita is an admirer of

Vasantasena and thus addresses the fleeting lady :
^

kim tvam padair mama paddni vife^ayanti

vydliva ydsi patagendrabhaydbhibhutd ?

vegdd aham pravi^rtah pavanam nirtindhydvi

tvannigrahe tu varagdtri na me prayatnaJu
‘ Why, surpassing my speed with thine own, dost thou flee like a

snake, filled with fear of the lord of birds ? Were I to use my
speed I could outstrip the wind itself, but I would make no effort

to seize thee, O fair-limbed one.* Carudatta praises the rain :
^

dhanydni tesdm khalti jlvitdni: ye kdminludni grham
dgatdndm

drdrdni meghodaka^italdni
:
gdirdni gdtresu parisvajantL

‘ Happy the life of those whose limbs embrace the limbs of their

loved ones, come to their home, dripping wet and cold with the

w^^r of the clouds.'

^Moreover, while to later Indian critics the descriptive stanzas

of the poet are lacking in that elaboration and cleverness which

are admitted by developed taste, to us much of the poetic value of

the drama depends on the power of the poet to describe with

point and feeling in simple terms which require no effort to

appreciat^ The whole scene of the storm gains by the stanzas

in which its beauties are described, once we consent, as we must

do in appreciating any Sanskrit play, to ignore the inappropriate-

ness of these lyric effusions in the actual circumstances. In real

life a lady seeking eagerly an interview with her beloved, in

resplendent attire, would have no time to display her command
of Sanskrit poetry in description, when counsels of prudence

urged her to her destination with the least possible delay :

^

niudhe nirantarapayodharayd mayaiva: kdntah sahdbhira-

mate kim tavdtra?

mdm garjitair iti nmhitr vinivdrayantl : mdrgam rimaddki

kupiteva nigd sapatnl.

''Tf, foolish one, my beloved has joy clasped in my bosom's

embrace, what is that to thee ?" Thus night with her thunders,

seeking to stay me, blocks my path, like an angry rival.'

meghd var^antu garjantu muncantv aganim eva vd

ganayanti na glto^nam ramandbhimukhdh striyah.

^ 1. 22 ; cf. Carudatta^ i. ii, on which it improves. * v. 49, ^ v. 15.
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* Let the clouds rain, thunder, or cast down the levin bolt

;

women who speed to their loved ones reckon nothing of heat or

cold.’i

gatd ndgavt tdrd upakrtam asddhdv iva jane

viytiktdh kdntena striya iva na rdjanti kakubhah

prakdmdntastaptam tridagapatigastrasya gikhind

dravlbhiitam manye patati jalarupena gaganam.
‘ The stars disappear, like a favour bestowed on a worthless

man
;
the quarters lose their radiance, like women severed from

their beloved
;
molten by the fierce fire of Indra’s bolt, the sky,

I ween, is poured down upon us in rain.*
^

unnamati namati varsati garjati meghah karoti Hmiraugham
prathamagrir iva piirusah karoti rupdny anekdni,

‘ The cloud rises aloft, bows down, pours rain, sends thunder and

the dark
;
every show it makes of its wealth like the man newly

rich.* ^

Last we may cite the rebuke of Vasantasena to the lightning :

yadi garjati vdridharo garjatii tanndma nisthurdh piirnsdh

ayi vidynt pramadandih tvam api ca dukkkam na jdndsit
* If the cloud must thunder, then let him thunder

;
cruel were

men ever; but, O lightning, can it be that thou too dost not

know the pangs of a maiden’s love ?
’ *

'^^e merits of the play are sufficient to enable its author to

dispense with praise not deserved. For ^udraka, regarded as

the author, has been credited^ with the distinction of being

a cosmopolitan
;
however great the difference between Kalidasa,

‘ the grace of poetry ' ® and Bhavabhuti, ‘ the master of elo-

quence,’ ^ these two authors, it is said, are far more allied in spirit

than is either of them with the author of the Mrcchakatika ; the

Qakwitald and the Uitarardmacarita could have been produced

nowhere save in India, (^^akuntala is a Hindu maid, Madhava a

Hindu hero, while Sarhsthanaka, Maitreya, and Madanika are

citizens of the world. This claim, however, can hardly be

admitted ; the Mrcchakatika as a whole is a drama redolent of

Indian thought and life, and none of the three characters adduced

have any special claim to be more cosmopolitan than some of the

^ V. i6. ^
V. 25. .

* V. 26. ^ V. 32.

^ Ryder, T/ie Little Clay Cart^ p. xvi.

• Jayadeva, Prasannaraghava^ i. 22. ’ Mahdviracarita^ i. 4.
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creations of Kalidasa. The variety of the characters of the play

is unquestionably laudablybut the praise in part is due^ Bhasa,

and not to his successor, ^oythe same source alsofcnust be

attributed the comparative simplicity of the style, which certainly

contrasts with the degree of elaboration found even in Kalidasa,

and carried much further in Bhavabhuti. The variety of incident

is foreshadowed in Bhasa, but the development of the drama

must be attributed to the author, and frankly it cannot be said to

be wholly artistic
;

that the drama is unnecessarily complex

must be conceded, nor can the action be said to proceed with

complete ease and convictiojij ^The humour of the play is un-

doubted^ut here again to Bhasa must honour be given. Bhasa

again is the prototype for the neglect of the rule of the

dramaturgy which demands the presence of the hero on the

stage in each act
;
the naming of the play, in defiance of conveti-

tion, from a minor incident may justly be ascribed to the author

himself.

^he real Indian character of the drama reveals itself in the

demand for the conventional happy ending, which shows us

every person in a condition of happiness, with the solitary excep-

tion of the evil king^ Carudatta is restored to affluence and

power from the defTtfis of infamy and misery
;
Vasantasena s

virtue and fidelity are rewarded by the signal honour of restora-

tion to the rank of one whom the hero may marry
;
the monk,

who refuses worldly gain, has the pleasure of becoming charged

with spiritual oversight, with its attendant amenities—not incon-

siderable to judge from our knowledge of the wealth of Buddhist

monasteries. Even Sarhsthanaka is spared, to save us, we may
assume, the pain of seeing anything so unpleasant as a real, even

if well deserved, death on the stage, for the king perishes at a

distance from the scene. If, as Carudatta asserts at the end of

the play, fate plays with men like buckets at the well, one rising

as another falls, ^udraka is not inclined to seek realism suffi-

ciently to permit of his introducing even a tinge of sorrow into

the close of his drama.

4. The Prakrits

Ip extant play exhibits anything like the variety of Prakrits

found in the Mrcchakatika^ which seems almost as if intended to
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illustrate the precepts of the Natyagastra in this regard.^ The
commentator obligingly provides us with the names of the

dialects represented and those who speak therih^Qauraseni is

spoken by the director after his Sanskrit exordium, the come*
dienne, Vasaiitasena, Madanika, her servant, Karnapuraka, her

slave, her mother, the wife of Carudatta, the (Jresthin or guilds-

man, and the officer of the court, and Radanika, Carudattas

servant. Avantika is attributed to the two policemen Viraka

and Candanaka. The Vidusaka speaks Pracya. The sham-

pooer who turns monk, Sthavaraka, servant of the (Jakara Sams-

thanaka, Kumbhilaka, servant of Vasantasena, Vardhamanaka,

servant of Carudatta, and the little Rohasena speak MagadhL
The ^akara speaks (Jakarl, the Candalas who act as headsmen

C§.ndall, and the chief gambler Dhakkl. Sanskrit, on the other

hand, is spoken by the hero, the Vita, the royal claimant Aryaka,

and the Brahmin thief Qarvilaka. This distribution of Prakrits

agrees with that of the Ndtyagdstra as we have it in one impor-

tant aspect
;

it ignores the Maharastri, though for some not

obvious reason Konow claims that this was introduced into the

drama by ^udraka. On the other hand, it does not assign to

slaves, Rajputs, or guildsmen the Ardha-Magadhi of the Ndtya-

gdstra. In the case of Rohasena the Magadhi ascribed to him

has been largely converted into Qaurasem in the manuscripts.

The Qastra ascribes AvantI to Dhurtas, which is interpreted as

meaning gamblers
; the distinction between it and Qauraseni is

minimal
;

it is said to have s and r and be rich in proverbs by

Prthvidhara, and this accords adequately with the actual speeches

of the officers. But the second, Candanaka, expressly gives him-

self out as a southerner, and we can hardly avoid the conclusion

that the dialect is Daksinatya which the Qastra ascribes to war-

riors, police officers, and gamblers. The Pracya of the Vidusaka

is nothing more or less than (^auraseni, though it is given

separately in the (Jastra also
;

it may have been an eastern

dialect of the main language. The Dhakkl ascribed to the

gamblers should probably be named Takki, or Takki, an easy

error because of the confusion of the letters in manuscripts. Pischel

regarded it as an eastern dialect which had /, and preserved two

' Cf. Pischel, Prakrit- Grammatik^ pp. 25 ff.

2 JRAS. 1913, p. 882; 1918, p. 513. Cf. Kavyamimahsa^ p. 51.
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sibilants g and s in which s was merged
;
Sir G. Grierson finds in

it a western dialect, which seems more probable. The ^akari of

Sariisthanaka is nothing more or less than Magadhi, which is

given as the language of that person by the Ndtyagdsira^ and the

Candall is merely another variety of that Prakrit. Thus the rich

variety reduces itself in effect to ^auraseni^ and Magadhi with

Takki, of which we have too little to say precisely what it was,

5. The Metres

T^e author of the Mrcchakatikd shows considerable skill in

metrical handling
;
his favourite metre is naturally enough the

Qloka, which suits his rapid style and is adapted to further the

progress of the dialogue) It occurs 83 times, while the next

favourite, th({^retty Vasantatilak^appears 39 times, and the

Cardulavikridit^ 33 times. The only other important metres

are the(IndravajraT36), with the^an5asthaj(9), and thefUpajati

combination of bmh (5). But there occur also the[Puspitagra,

PraharsinI, MalinI, Vidyunmala,^ VaifvadevI, ^ikharini
,
Sragdhara,

and Harinijand one irregular stanza. Of the Arya there are 21

cases, including one Giti, with 30 morae in each half stanza, and

there are two instances of the Aupacchandasika. The Prakrit

metres show considerable variety ;
of the Arya type there are 33

as against 44 of other types.^

’ Used in verse even, e.g. by the Vidusaka.

2—
, In DO other classical drama is it found.

* The apparent occurrence of Maharastrl stanzas is in all probability not in accord-

ance with the original text, which knew only the Prakrits given in § 4 ;
see Hillebrandt,

GN. 1905, pp. 436 ff.



KALIDASA

I. The Date of Kalidasa

It is unfortunate, though as in the case of Shakespeare not

surprising, that we know practically nothing of the life and age

of Kalid^a save what we can infer from his works and from the

general history of Sanskrit literature. There are indeed stories ^

of his ignorance in youth, until he was given poetic power by the

grace of Kali, whence his strange style of Kalidasa, slave of Kali,

which is not one prima facie to be expected in the case of a poet

who shows throughout his work the finest flower of Brahmanical

culture. But these tales are late and worthless, and equally

without value is the fiction that he was a contemporary of King

Bhoja of Dhara in the first half of the eleventh century A.D.

As little value, however, attaches to a tale which has been

deemed of greater value, the alleged death of Kalidasa in Ceylon

when on a visit there by the hand of a courtesan, and the

discovery of his murder by his friend Kumaradasa, identified

with the king of that name of the early part of the sixth century

A.D. The tradition, as I showed in 1901, is very late, unsup-

ported by the earliest evidence, and totally without value.*

The most prevalent tradition makes Kalidasa a contemporary

of Vikramaditya, and treats him as one of the nine jewels of that

monarches entourage. Doubtless the king meant by the tradi-

tion, which is late and of uncertain provenance, is the Vikrama-

ditya whose name is associated with the era of 57 B.c. and who
is credited with a victory over the ^akas. Whatever truth there

may be in the legend, and in this regard we have nothing but

conjecture,* there is not the slightest reason to accept so early

a date for Kalidasa, and it has now no serious supporter outside

India. But, based on Fergusson’s suggestion^ that the era of

' Hillebrandt, Kalidasa (1921), pp. 7 ff.

*
“ JRAS. 1901, pp. 578 ff.

5
p. g. Konow, SBAW. 1916, pp. 8ia ff. < JRAS. xii. (1880), 268 f.
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57 B.C. was based on a real victory over Hunas in A.D. 544, the

reckoning being antedated 600 years, Max Miiller^ adopted the

view that Kalidasa flourished about that period, a suggestion

which was supported by the fact that Varahamihira, also a jewel,

certainly belongs to that century, and others of the jewels might

without great difficulty be assigned to the same period. The

theory in so far as it rested on Fergusson’s hypothesis has been

definitely demolished by conclusive proof of the existence of the

era, as that of the Malavas, before a.d. 544, but the date has

been supported on other grounds. Thus Dr. Hoernle ^ found it

most probable that the victor who was meant by Vikramaditya

in tradition was the king Yagodharman, conqueror of the Hunas,

and the same view was at one time supported by Professor

Pathak,^ who laid stress on the fact that Kalidasa in his account

of the Digvijaya, or tour of conquest of the earth, of the ancient

prince Raghu in the Raghiivanqa^ refers to the Hunas, and

apparently locates them in Kashmir, because he mentions the

saffron which grows only in Kashmir.

An earlier date, to bring Kalidasa under the Guptas, has been

favoured by other authorities, who have found that the refer-

ence to a conquest of the Hunas must be held to be allusion to a

contemporary event. This date is attained on second thoughts

by Professor Pathak,® who places the Hunas on the Oxus on this

view, and holds that Kalidasa wrote his poem shortly after

A.D. 450, the date of the first establishment of their empire in

the Oxus valley, but before their first defeat by Skandagupta,

which took place before a. d. 455, when they were still in the

Oxus valley and were considered the most invincible warriors of

the age. On the other hand, Monmohan Chakravarti,^’ who con-

verted Professor Pathak to belief in the contemporaneity of

Kalidasa with the Guptas, places the date at between A. D. 480

and 490, on the theory that the Hunas were in Kalidasa’s time

in Kashmir. The whole argument, however, appears fallacious
;

Raghu is represented as conquering the Persians, and there is no

1 India (1883), pp. 281 ff. 2 ji^AS. 1909, pp. 89 ff.

* JBRAS. xix. 39 ff.
* iv. 68,

® Meghadftia (cd. 3), pp. vii ff. In v. 67 he reads Vahkm « Oxus, for Sindhn
;

see Haranchandra Chakladar, Vatsydyana, p. 23.

« JRAS. 1903, pp. 183 f.
; 1904; PP- 158 1-
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contemporary ground for this allegation
; manifestly we have no

serious historical reminiscences, but, as is natural in a Brahmani-

cal poet, a reference of the type of the epic which knows perfectly

well the Hunas. The exact identity of the Hunas of the epic is

immaterial
;
as the name had penetrated to the western world by

the second century A. D. if not earlier, there is no conceivable

reason for assuming that it could not have reached India long

before the fifth or sixth centuries A. D.^

Other evidence is scanty. Mallinatha, as is notorious, finds in

verse 14 of the Meghaduta a reference to a poet Nicula, a friend

of Kalidasa, and an enemy Dignaga
;

the latter would be the

famous Buddhist logician, and, assuming that his date is the

fifth century A. D., we have an argument for placing Kalidasa in

the fifth or sixth century a.d. But the difficulties of this argu-

ment are insurmountable. In the first place, it is extremely

difficult to accept the alleged reference to Nicula, who is other-

wise a mere name, and to Dignaga
;
why a Buddhist logician

should have attacked a poet does not appear, especially as

every other record of the conflict is lost. Nor is the double

entendre at all in Kalidasa’s manner such efforts are little in

harmony with Kalidasa’s age, while later they are precisely what

is admitted, and are naturally seen by the commentators where

not really intended. It is significant that the allusion is not

noted by Vallabhadeva, and that it first occurs in Daksinavarta

Natha (r. A.D. \ %oo) and Mallinatha (fourteenth century), many
centuries after the latest date assignable to Kalidasa. Even,

however, if the reference were real, the date of Dignaga can no

longer be placed confidently in the fifth century A. D., or with

other authorities in the sixth century. On the contrary, there is

a good deal of evidence which suggests that A.D. 400 is as late as

he can properly be placed.^

As little can any conclusion be derived from the allusion in

Vamana to a son of Candragupta in connexion with Vasubandhu,

which has led to varied efforts at identification, based largely on

the fifth century as the date of Vasubandhu. But it is far more

^ Huth, Die Zeit des Kdliddsa, pp. 39 ff.

* Thomas’s su^^gcstion (Hillcbrandt, p. la) of a reference to the Sarasvata school

in the same passage only adds to the improbability of the refcretice.

’ Keith, Indian Logic

^

p. 28.

sill K
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probable that Vasubandhu dates from the early part of the fourth

century, and nothing can be derived hence to aid in determining

the period of Kalidasa.^

More solid evidence must be sought in the astronomical or

astrological data which are found in Kalidasa. Professor Jacobi

has seen in the equalization of the midday with the sixth Kala

in the Vikramorva^ a proof of Kalidasa’s having lived in the

period immediately subsequent to the introduction from the

west of the system of reckoning for ordinary purposes the day
by 1% Horas, Kala being evidently used as Hora. The passage

has been interpreted by Huth as referring to a sixteenfold divi-

sion, and the argument to be derived from it is not established,

but Huth, on the other hand, manifestly errs by making Kali-

dasa posterior to Aryabhata (A. D. 499) on the score that in the

Raghuvanga he refers to eclipses as caused by the shadow of the

earth, the reference being plainly to the old doctrine of the spots

on the moon. It is, however, probable that Kalidasa in the

Vikramorvagi refers to the figure of the lion in the zodiac,

borrowed from the west, and it is certain that he was familiar

with the system of judicial astrology, which India owes to the

west, for he alludes both in the Raghuvanga and the Kumdra-
sambhava to the influence of the planets, and above all uses

technical terms like ucca and even jdmitra, borrowed from Greece.

A date not probably prior to A. D. 350 is indicated by such

passages.^

Similar evidence can be derived from Kalidasa’s Prakrit, which

is plainly more advanced than that of Bhasa, while his Maha-

rastri can be placed with reasonable assurance after that of the

earlier Maharastrl lyric, which may have flourished in the third

and fourth centuries A.D. He is also earlier than the Aihole

inscription of A.D. 634, where he is celebrated, than Bana

(a.D. 62c), and above all than Vatsabhatti’s Mandasor Prafasti of

A.D. 473. It is, therefore, most probable that he flourished under

Candragupta II of Ujjayim, who ruled up to about A.D. 413 with

the style of Vikramaditya, which is perhaps alluded to in the

‘ Fathak, I A. xl. 170 f.
;

Hoernle, 264; Haraprasad, JPASB. i. (1905), 255;

JBORS. ii. 35 f.
; 39 ^

• Jacobi, ZDMG. xxx. 303 ff.
;
Monaisber^ d, kgL Preuss. Akad. d. IV,

,

1873,

pp. 354 ff.
;
Huth, at., pp. 32 ff., 49 ff.
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name VikraniorvaQi, while the Kumdrasambhavds title may
well hint a compliment on the birth of young KurnSragupta, his

son and successor.^ The Mdlavikdgnimitra with its marked

insistence on the horse sacrifice of the drama seems to suggest a

period in Kalidasa’s early activity when the memory of the first

horse sacrifice for long performed by an Indian king, that of

Samudragupta, was fresh in men’s minds. Moreover the poems
of Kalidasa are essentially those of the Gupta period, when the

Brahmanical and Indian tendencies of the dynasty were in full

strength and the menace of foreign attack was for the time

evanescent.

2. The Three Dramas of Kalidasa

The Mdlavikdgnimitra'^ is unquestionably the first dramatic

work ^ of Kalidasa
;
he seeks in the prologue to excuse his

presumption of presenting a new play when tried favourites such

as Bhasa, Saumilla, and the Kaviputras exist, and in the Vikra-

tnorvagi also he shows some diffidence, which has disappeared in

the ^akuntald. The great merits of the poet are far less clearly

exhibited here than in his other plays, but the identity of author-

ship is unquestionable, and was long ago proved by Weber against

the doubts of Wilson.

The play, performed at a spring festival, probably at UjjayinI,

is a Nataka in five Acts, and depicts a love drama^of the type

seen already in Bhasa’s plays -on the theme of Udayana. The
heroine Malavika is a Vidarbha princess, who is destined as the

bride of Agnimitra
;

her brother, Madhavasena, however, is

captured by his cousin Yajnasena; she escapes and seeks Agni-

mitra, but en route to his capital in Vidifa her escort is attacked

* Keith, JRAS. 1909, pp. 433 ff.
;
Bloch, ZDMG. Ixii. 671 fif.

; Liebich, IF. xxxi.

198 ff, ; Konow, ID., pp. 59 f.
;
Winternitz, GIL. iii. 43!.

* Ed. F. Bollensen, Leipzig, 1879; trs. A. Weber, Berlin, 1856; V. Henry, Paris,

1889; C. H. Tawney, London, 1891. The existence of a variant recension is shown

by the divergence of a citation from it in comm, on DR. iii. 18 from the manuscript

tradition.

3 That the Mtghaduta is younger is suggested, not proved, by the lesser lyric

power shown (Huth, p. 68), The Rtusamhdra^ however, is doubtless earlier;

its authenticity is demonstrated by me in JRAS. 191a, pp. 1066 ff.
; 1913, pp. 410 ff.

The relation of the Kumdrasambhava and Raghuvah^a to the two later dramas is

uncertain.
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by foresters, perhaps by order of the rival Vidarbha prince
;
she

escapes again, however, and reaches Vidi^S, where she finds

refuge in the home of the queen DharinI, who has her trained in

the art of dancing. The king happens to see a picture in which

she is depicted, and falls in love with her. To arrange an inter-

view is not easy, but Gautama, his Vidusaka, provokes a quarrel

between two masters of the dance, who have recourse to the

king to decide the issue of superiority. He in turn refers the

matter to the nun Kaufiki, who is in reality a partisan of

Malavika, who had been in her charge and that of her brother,

who was killed when the escort was dispersed. She bids the

masters produce each his best pupil
;

Ganadasa brings out

Malavika, whose singing and dancing delight all, while her

beauty ravishes the king more than ever. She is victorious.

In Act III the scene changes to the park, whither comes

MalavikS at the bidding of Dharini to make the A^oka blossom,

according to the ancient belief, by the touch of her foot. The

king hidden with the Vidusaka behind a thicket watches her, but

so also does Iravati, the younger of Agnimitra's queens, who is

suspicious and jealous of any rival in the king s love. The king

overhears Malavika’s conversation with her friend, and realizes

that his love is shared
;
he comes forth and embraces her, but

Iravati springs out of her hiding-place and insults the king.

Dharini has Malavika confined to prevent any further develop-

ment of the intrigue. The Vidusaka, however, proves equal to

the occasion with the aid of KaufikI ;
he declares himself bitten

by a snake
;
the only remedy proves to require the use of a stone

in the queen's ring, which is accorded for that purpose, but

employed for the more useful end of securing the release of

Malavika, and the meeting of the lovers, which Iravati, who has

excellent grounds for her vigilance, again disturbs. The king’s

embarrassment is fortunately mitigated by the necessity of his

going to the rescue of the little princess Vasulaksmi, whom
a monkey has frightened. Act V cuts the knot by the advent

of two unexpected pieces of news ;
envoys come bearing the

report of victory over the prince of Vidarbha and conveying

captives
;
two young girls introduced before the queen as singers

recognize both Kaufiki and their princess Malavika among the

queen's attendants, and Kau9ikl explains her silence on the
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princess’s identity by obedience to a prophecy. Further, Pusya-

mitra, Agniniitra’s father, sends tidings of victory from the

north ;
the son of Dharinl, Vasumitra, has defeated the Yavanas

on the bank of the Indus, while guarding the sacrificial horse,

which by ancient law is let loose to roam for a year unfettered

before a king can perform rightfully the horse sacrifice, which

marks him as emperor. Dharinl already owes Malavika a

guerdon for her service in causing the Afoka plant to blossom ;

delighted by the news of her son’s success, she gladly gives

Agnimitra authority to marry Malavika, Iravatl begs her pardon,

and all ends in happiness^

Pusyamitra, Agnimitra, and Vasumitra are clearly taken from

the dynasty of the (J^ungas, formed by the first through the

deposition of the last Maurya in 178 B.C.^ Contact with Yavanas

in his time is recorded and the horse sacrifice is doubtless tradi-

tional, but equally it may reflect the sacrifice of Samudragupta,

the most striking event ot the early Gupta history, since it

asserted the imperial sway of the family. The rest of the play

is based on the normal model.

The Vikramorvagi^ by many reckoned as the last work® in

drama of Kalidasa, seems rather to fall in the interval between

the youthful Mdlavikagnimitra and the mature perfection of the

(^akuntald. The theme is that of the love of Pururavas, a king,

and Urva^i, an Apsaras, or heavenly nymph. The prologue,

which has been unjustly suspected of being proof of the incom-

pleteness and therefore later date of the drama, is followed by

screams of the nymphs from whom Urva9l on her return from

Kailasa has been torn away by a demon
;
the king hastens to

her aid, recovers her, and restores her first to her friends, and

then to the Gandharva king, but not before both have fallen

desperately in love. In the entr’acte a servant of the queen

extracts cleverly from the Vidusaka the secret of the change

which has come over the king, his love for-^ Urva9l. The king

himself then appears
;

in conversation with the Vidusaka he

^ For the history, see CHI. i. 519 f.

* Ed. F. Bollensen, Leipzig, 1846; S. P. Pandit, Bombay, 1901; M. R. Kale,

Bombay, 1898; trs. E. B. Cowell, Hertford, 1851; L. Fritze, Leipzig, 1880

E. Lobedanz, Leipzig, 1861. The Bengali recension is ed. Pischcl, Mmtatsbtr

d. kgl. Freuss, Akad. d. fV. 1875, pp. 609 IT.

* Cf. Hath, og. ct/.f pp. 63 ff.
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declares his love, to meet with scant sympathy; Urva9l and a

friend appear in the air, and Urva^I drops a letter written on

birch bark breathing her love
;
the king reads it and gives it to

the Vidusaka
;
Urva^fs friend appears, and finally Urvafl herself,

but after a brief exchange of love passages Urva^i is recalled to

play a part in heaven in a drama produced by Bharata. The
message, unluckily, falls into the queen’s hands, and she refuses

to be appeased by Pururavas’s attempts to soothe her. In the

entr’acte before Act II we learn from a conversation between

two pupils of Bharata that UrvafI was so deeply in love that she

played badly her part in the piece on Laksmi’s wedding
;
asked

whom she loved, she answered Pururavas instead of Purusot-

tama, Visnu’s name, and Bharata cursed her
;
but Indra inter-

vened and gave her leave to dwell on earth with her love until

he had seen the face of her child. The Act that follows shows

the king, anxious to please the queen, engaged with her in cele-

brating the festival of the moon s union with RohinI
; Urvafi and

her friend, in disguise and unseen by the king in a fairy mist,

watch his courtesy which fills the nymph with anguish, though

her friend assures her that it is mere courtesy. To her joy she

finds that the queen has decided to be reconciled, and to permit

the king the enjoyment of his beloved
;
pressed to stay with the

king, she refuses, and Urvap joins Pururavas, her friend leaving

her, bidding Pururavas to care for her so that she may not miss

her friends in the sky.

The prelude to Act IV tells us of misfortune ;
the nymphs

who mourn by the sea her absence learn that, angry at her

husband for some trivial cause, she had entered the grove of

Kumara, forbidden to women, and been turned into a creeper*

In distraction^ the king seeks for her; he deems the cloud a

demon which has stolen her away, demands of the peacock, the

cuckoo, the flamingo, the bee, the elephant, the boar, the ante-

lope what has become of her
;
he deems her transformed into the

stream, whose waves are the movements of her eyebrows while

the rows of birds in its waters are her girdle
;
he dances, sings,

cries, faints in his madness, or deems the echo to be answering

^ The prototype here is clearly Rama’s search for SIta
;
Ramdyaua^ iii. 60. The

Smihandvaddna, cited by Gawrohski sources cie quelqtm drames indiensy

pp. 1 9, 29) draws probably from the same source.
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him, until a voice from heaven tells him of a magic stone, armed

with which he grasps a creeper which in his embrace turns into

Urvc^fl.

From this lyric height the drama declines in Act V. The
king and his beloved are back in his capital

;
the moon festival

is being celebrated, but the magic stone is stolen by a vulture,

which, however, falls pierced by the arrow of a youthful archer ;

the arrow bears the inscription, ‘the arrow of Ayus, son of

UrvajI and Pururavas*. The king had known nothing of the

child, but, while he is amazed, a woman comes from a hermitage

with a gallant boy, who, educated in the duties of his warrior

caste, has by his slaying the bird violated the rule of the hermi-

tage and is now returned to his mother. Uiva^, summoned,

admits her parentage, but, while Pururavas is glad, she weeps to

think of their severance, now inevitable, since he has seen his

son. But, while Pururavas is ready to abandon the realm to the

boy and retire to the forest in grief, Narada comes with a mes-

sage of good tidings ; a battle is raging between the gods and

the demons
;
Pururavas’s arms will be necessary, and in reward

he may have Urva9rs society for his life.

The play has come down in two recensions, one preserved in

Bengali and Devanagarl manuscripts and commented on by

Railganatha in A. D. 1656, and the other in South Indian

manuscripts, commented on by Katayavema, minister of the

Reddi prince, Kumaragiri of Kondavidu about A. D. 1400. The
most important among many differences is the fact that in

Act IV the northern manuscripts give a series of Apabhrah9a

verses, with directions as to the mode of singing and accompany-

ing them, which are ignored in the southern manuscripts. The
northern text calls the play a Trotaka, apparently from the dance

which accompanied the verses, the southern a Nataka which it in

essentials is. The arguments against the authenticity of the

verses are partly the silence of the theorists, the fact that

the existence in Kalidasa’s time of Apabhrah9a of the type found

is more than dubious,^ that there is sometimes a degree of

discrepancy between the verses and the prose of the drama, and

that in the many imitations of the scene {Mdlatlmddhava, Act IX,

Bdlardmdyana^ Act V, PrasantMrdghava^ Act VI, and Makdnd-
^ Jacobi, BhavUattakaka^ p. 58; Bloch, Vararud und Hemacandra^ pp. 15 f.
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taka. Act IV) there are no similar verses. These reasons are on

the whole conclusive, and the problematic fact that the Prakrit

of the northern recension is better is not of importance.

The Qakuntald ^ certainly represents the perfection of Kalidasa’s

art, and may justly be assumed to belong to his latest period of

work. The prologue with his usual skill leads us up to the picture

of the king in swift pursuit of an antelope entering the outskirts

of the hermitage; warned of the sacred character of the spot,

the king alights from his chariot and decides to pay his respects

to the holy man whose hermitage it is
;
he is absent, but (Jakun tala,

his foster-daughter, is there with her friends
;
pursued by a bee

she calls for help
;
they reply that Duhsanta the king should aid

as the hermitage is under his protection, and the king gallantly

comes forward to help. From the maidens he elicits the tale of

^akuntala’s birth
;
she is daughter of Vi^vamitra and Menaka,

and is being reared not for the religious life but for marriage to

some worthy one. The king loves and the maiden begins

to reciprocate his affection, when the news that a wild elephant

is menacing the hermitage takes him away. Act II reveals his

Vidusaka groaning over the toils of the king’s hunting. But the

king gives order for the hunt to end, not to please the Vidusaka

but for ^akuntala’s sake, and, while he recounts his feelings to

his unsympathetic friend, receives with keen satisfaction the

request of the young hermits to protect the hermitage against

the attacks of demons. The Vidusaka he gets rid of by sending

him back to the capital to take part in a festival there, assuring

him, in order to prevent domestic trouble, that his remarks about

^akuntala were not serious. In the entr’acte before Act III

a young Brahmin praises the deeds of Duhsanta, and we learn

that ^akuntala is unwell, and her maidens are troubled regarding

her Slate, as she is the very life breath of Kanva. The Act
itself depicts Qakuntala with her maidens

;
she is deeply in love

and writes a letter at their suggestion : the king who has over-

heard all comes on the scene and a dialogue follows, in which

both the king and the maiden express their feelings; the scene is

^ Bengal! recension, R. Pischel, Kiel, 1877; M. Williams, Hertford, 1876, and

M. H. Kale, Bombay, 1908, repiesent the Devanagari version, and so mainly S Ray,

Calcutta, 1908; C. Cappeller, Leipzig, 1909. There are South Indian cdd., Madras,

1857, 1 88a. See also Burkhard, Die Aafmfrer (^akuntala-Handschrift, Vienna,

1884.
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ended by the arrival of the nun Gautami to fetch away her

charge. The entr'acte that follows tells us from the conversation

of Priyarhvada and Anasuya, Qakuntala*s dear friends, that the

king after his marriage with ^akuntala has departed and seems

to have forgotten her
;
while Kanva is about to return and knows

nothing of the affair. A loud cry interrupts them
;
^akuntala

in her love-sickness has failed to pay due respect to the harsh

ascetic Durvasas, who has come to visit the hermitage : he curses

her, and all the entreaties of her friends succeed in no more than

mitigating the harshness of his curse
;
she will be forgotten by

her husband, not indeed for ever, but until she presents to him

the ring he gave her in token of their union. The curse is

essential
;
the whole action of the play depends on it. The Act

itself tells us that the difficulty regarding Kanva has been solved
;

a voice from the sky has informed him at the moment of his

return of the marriage and ^akuntala's approaching maternity.

He has decided to send her under escort to the king. Then

follows a scene of intense pathos ;
the aged hermit unwillingly

parts with his beloved foster-daughter, with words of advice for

her future life, and ^akuntala is desolated to leave him, her

friends, and all that she has loved at the hermitage.

Act V shows us the king in his court, overwhelmed with the

duties of office, for Kalidasa takes care to show us Duhsanta as

the great and good monarch. News is brought that hermits

with women desire an interview, while a song is heard in which

the queen Hahsavati laments the king’s faithlessness to her
;
the

king dispatches the Vidusaka to solace her, and receives in state

the hermits. They bring him his wife, but, under the malign

influence of the curse, he does not recognize her and cannot

receive her. The hermits reprove him, and insist on leaving her,

refusing her the right to go with them, since her duty is by her

husband’s side. The king’s priest is willing to give her the safety

of his house till the babe be born, but a figure of light in female

shape appears and bears ^akuntala away, leaving the king still

unrecognizing, but filled with wonder. In the entr’acte which

follows a vital element is contributed
;

policemen mishandle

a fisherman accused of theft of a royal ring found in a fish which

he has caught
;

it is Duhsanfa’s ring which Qakuntala had

dropped while bathing. The Act that follows tells us of the
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recognition by the king of the wrong unwittingly done and his

grief at the loss of his wife
; he seeks to console himself with her

portrait, when he is interrupted by a lady of the harem, and then

by the minister, who obtains from him the decision of a law case

involving the right of succession
; the episode reminds the king

of his childlessness. From his despair the king is awakened by

the screams of the Vidusaka who has been roughly handled

by Matali, Indra's charioteer, as an effective means of bringing

the king back to the realization that there are duties superior to

private feeling. The gods need his aid for battle. In Act VII

Duhsanta is revealed victorious, and travelling with Matali in a

divine car high through the air to Hemakuta, where dwells in the

place of supreme bliss the seer Marica and his wife. Here

the king sees a gallant bpy playfully pulling about a young lion

to the terror of two maidens who accompany him in the dress of

the hermitage
;
they ask the king to intervene with the child in

the cub's interest, and the king feels a pang as he thinks of his

sonlessness. To his amazement he learns that this is no hermit's

son, but his own
;
^akuntala is revealed to him in the dress of

an ascetic, and Marica crowns their happiness by making it clear

to ^akuntala that her husband was guiltless of the sorrow inflicted

upon her.

A drama so popular has naturally enough failed to come down

tb us in a single recension.^ ^ Four are normally distinguished,

Bengali, Devanagarl, Ka^mlrl, and South Indian, while a fifth

may also be traced. There are, however, in reality, two main

recensions, the Bengali, with 2,21 stanzas, as fixed by the com-

mentators ^ahkara and Candrapekhara, and the Devanagarl, with

194 stanzas, of Raghavabhatta ;
the Ka9mlrl, which supplies an

entr’acte to Act VII, is in the main an eclectic combination of

these two representatives of North Indian texts, and the South

Indian is closely akin to the Devanagarl
;
Abhirama and

Katayavema among others have commented on it. The evidence

of superior merit is conflicting
;
Pischel ^ laid stress on the more

correct Prakrit of the Bengali and the fact that some readings in

» Konow, ID., pp. 67 f.
;
Hari Chand, Kalidasa, pp. 343 ff.

;
B. K. Thakore,

The Text of the ^akuntala (1923) ;
Windisch, Sansk.Phil. pp. 344 f.

* De KAliddsae qdkuntali recensionihns (187°) J
Keccmionen der qaktiniald

(>875).
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the Devanagan are best explained as glosses on the Bengali

text, while L^vi ^ proved that Harsa and Rajafekhara knew the

BengSlI recension in some shape. On the other hand, Weber ^

contended for the priority of the Devanagari
;

certainly some

readings there are better, and some of the Bengali stanzas are

mere repetitions of others found in both texts. Unless we adopt

the not very plausible view of Bollensen that the Devanagari

version is the acting edition of the play revised for repiesentation,

we must hold that neither recension is of conclusive value : the

argument from the Prakrit is not conclusive, for it may merely

rest on the superior knowledge of the copyists from whom the

Bengali original ultimately issued.^

3. Kalidasas Dramatic Art

The order of plays here adopted is in precise harmony with

the development in a harmonious manner of Kalidasa's dramatic

art. TheMdlavikdgjiimitra is essentially a work of youthful pro-

mise and some achievement the theme is one less banal probably

in Kalidasa's time than it became later when every Natika was

based on an analogous plot, and there is some skill in the manner

in which the events are interlaced
;
the Vidusaka's strategems .to

secure his master the sight of his beloved are amusing, and,

though Agnimitra appears mainly as a love-sick hero, the reports

of battles and victories reminds us adequately of his kingly

functions and high importance. The most effective characteriza-

tion, however, is reseiwed for the two queens, DharinI and

Iravati : the grace and dignity, and finally the magnanimity of

the former, despite just cause for anger, are set off effectively

against the passionate impetuosity of the latter, which leads her

to constant eavesdropping, and to an outbreak against the king,

forgetful of his rank and rights. The heroine is herself but

faintly presented, but her friend Kau9ikl, who has been driven

by a series of misfortunes to enter the religious life, is a noble

^ TI. ii. 37. The erotic passages in Act III ia the Bengali recension must be

judged by Indian taste
;

cf. Thakore, p. 13! or a condemnation.

* IS. xiv. 35 ff., 161 ff. Cf. Buhler, Kashmir Report, pp. Ixxxvff.

* Cf. above, p. 121, n. i as to the variation in correctness in different classes

of MSS.
^ For a warm eulogy, see V. Henry, Les liitCratures de Plnde, pp. 305
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figure
;
she comforts and distracts the mind of Dharini ;

she is

an authority on the dance and on the cure for snake bite, and

alone among the women she speaks Sanskrit. The Vidusaka is

an essential element in the drama, and he plays rather the part

of a friend and confidant of the king than his jester; without his

skilled aid Agnimitra would have languished in vain for his

inamorata. But on the other hand he contributes comparatively

little to the comic side of the drama.

In the Vikramorvaft Kalid^a shows a marked advance in

infiagination. We have no precise information of the source he

followed
;
the story is old, it occurs in an obscure form in the

Rgveday and is degraded to sacrificial application in the Qatapatha

Brdhniana
;

it is also found in a number of Puranas, and in the

Matsya ^ there is a fairly close parallel to Kalidasa’s version, for

the motif of the nymph's transformation into a creeper, instead

of a swan, is already present, Pururavas's mad search for her is

known as well as his rescue of her from a demon. The passionate

and undisciplined love of Urva5i is happily displayed, but it is

somewhat too far removed from normal life to charm
;
her magic

power to watch her lover unseen and to overhear his conversation

is as unnatural as the singular lack of maternal affection which

induces her to abandon forthwith her child rather than lose her

husband
;
her love is selfish

;
she forgets her duty of respect to

the gods in her dramatic act, and her transformation is the direct

outcome of a fit of insane jealousy. The hero sinks to a diminu-

tive stature beside her, and, effective in the extreme as is his

passionate despair in Act IV, his lack of self-restraint and

manliness is obvious and distasteful. The minor characters are

handled with comparative lack of success
;

the incident of the

boy Ayus is forced, and the ending of the drama ineffective and

flat The Vidusaka, however, introduces an element of comedy

in the stupidity by which he allows himself to be cheated out of

the name of Urvafi, and the clumsiness which permits the

nymph's letter to fall into the hands of the queen. The latter,

Aufinari, is a dignified and more attractive figure than the nymph ;

» xxiv; Visnu, iv. 6 ;
Bhdgavaia/\\, 14; Pischel and Geldner, Ved, Siud, i. 243 ff.;

L. V. Schroedcr, Myiteriutn und MimtiSy pp. 242 ff. A. Gawroiiski (Zw sources de

quelques drames indienSy pp. 19 ff.) suggests a popular legend, comparing the

Sudhandvaddnay No. 30 of the Divydvaddna.
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like Agnimitra in his scene with Iravati, Pururavas cuts a sorry

figure beside her, seeing how just cause she had to be vexed at

his lack of faith and candour towards her.

In the Qakuntald Kalidasa handles again with far more perfect

art many of the incidents found in his earlier drama. He does

not hesitate to repeat himself
;
we have in the first and third

Acts the pretty idea of the king in concealment hearing the

confidential talk of the heroine and her friends
;
the same motif is

found in Act III of the Mdlavikdgnimitra. J^ike Urva9l,^akuntala,

when she leaves the king, makes a pretext—her foot pricked by

a thorn and her tunic caught by a branch—to delay her going

;

in the same way both express their love by letters
;
the snatching

by a bird of the magic stone in the Vikramorvagt is paralleled

by Matali^s seizure of the Vidusaka in Act VI ; Ayus has a

peacock to play with, as the little Bharata a lion, but in each

case the comparison is all to the good of the Qakuntald, The
safiie maturity is seen in the changes made in the narrative of

the Mahdbhdrata ^ which the poet had before him. The story

there is plain and simple
;
the king arrives at the hermitage

; the

maiden recounts to him her ancestry without false shame
;
he

proposes marriage
;
she argues, and, on being satisfied of the

legality of a secret union, agrees on the understanding that her

son shall be made heir apparent. The king goes away; the

child grows up, until at the due season the mother, accompanied

by hermits, takes him to court
;
the hermits leave her, but she is

undaunted when the king out of policy refuses to recognize her

;

she threatens him with death and taunts him with her higher

birth ; finally, a divine voice bids the king consecrate the child,

and he explains that his action was due solely in order to have it

made plain that the child was the rightful prince. This simple

tale is transformed
;
the shy heroine would not dream of telling

her birth; her maidens even are too modest to do more than

hint, and leave the experienced king to guess the rest. Qakuntala's

dawning love is depicted with perfect skill
;
her marriage and its

sequel alluded to with delicate touches. The king’s absurd

conduct is now explained
;
a curse produces it, and for that curse

(i^akuntala was not without responsibility, for she allowed her

^ i. 74. Winternitr^s denial (GIL., i. 319 f.) of priority is impossible; cf.

Gawro^ski, Zei sources de quelques drames indiens, pp. 40, 91.
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love to make her forgetful of the essential duty of hospitality

and reverence to the stranger and saint. Before the king she

utters no threat but behaves with perfect dignity, stunned as she

is by his repudiation of their love. The king is a worthy hero,

whose devotion to his public duties and heroism are insisted on,

and who deserves by reason of his unselfishness to be reunited

with his wife. His love for his son is charmingly depicted, and,

accepting as an Indian must do the validity of the curse,^ his

conduct is irreproachable; it is not that he despises the lovely

maiden that he repulses her, but as a pattern of virtue and

morality he cannot accept as his wife one of whom he knows

nothing, ^akuntala s own love for him is purified by her suffer-

ing, and, when she is finally united to him, she is no longer a

mere loving girl, but one who has suffered tribulation of spirit

and gained in depth and beauty of nature.

The other characters are models of skilful presentation.

Kalidasa here shakes himself free from the error of presenting

any other woman in competition with ^akuntala; Duhsanta is

much married, but though Hansavati deplores his faithlessness

he does not meet her, and, when Vasumati enters in Act VI, the

effect is saved by the entry of the minister to ask the king to

decide a point of law. The Vidusaka, who would have ruined

the love idyll, is cleverly dismissed on other business in Act 11,

while he serves the more useful end of introducing comic relief

;

Matali playfully terrifies him to rouse the king from his own

sorrows. Kanva is a delightful figure, the ascetic, without child,

who lavishes on his adopted daughter all the wealth of his deep

affection, and who sends her to her husband with words of tender

advice ; he is brilliantly contrasted with the fierce pride and

anger of Durvasas who curses Qakuntala for what is no more

than a girlish fault, and the solemn majesty of Marica, who, though

married, has abandoned all earthly thoughts and enjoys the

happiness of release, while yet contemplating the affairs of the

world and intervening to set them in order with purely dis-

interested zeal. The companions of the heroine are painted

with delicate taste; both are devoted body and soul to their

mistress, but Anasuya is serious and sensible
;

PriyamvadS

^ The absurd silence as to Malavika^s origin in the Malavik&gnimitra is rendered

acceptable by belief in prophecy.
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talkative and gay. There is a contrast between the two hermits

who take Qakuntala to the court
;
^arngarava shows the pride

and hauteur of his calling, and severely rebukes the king

;

Qaradvata is calm and restrained and admonishes him in lieu.

Equally successful is the delineation of the police officers, whose

unjust and overbearing conduct to the fisherman represents the

spirit of Indian police from the first appearance in history. The

supernatural, which is in excess in the Vikramorvaffy is reduced

to modest dimensions, and intervenes hardly at all in the play,

until we come to the last Act, where the theory permits and even

demands that the marvellous should be introduced, and the

celestial hermitage is a fit place for the reunion of two lovers

severed by so hard a fate. The episode of the ring whose loss

prevents the immediate recognition of the heroine is effectively

conceived and woven into the plot.

Kalidasa excels in depicting the emotions of love, from the

first suggestion in an innocent mind to the perfection of passion ;

he is hardly less expert in pathos
;

the fourth Act of the

Qakuntald is a model of tender sorrow, and the loving kindness

with which even the trees take farewell of their beloved one

contrasts with the immediate harsh reception which awaits her

at the royal court. Kalidasa here, as in the fourth Act of the

VikramorvaQl and in the garden scenes of the Mdlavikdgnimitray

displays admirably his love for nature and his power of descrip-

tion of all the stock elements of Indian scenery, the mango, the

Bimba fruit, the Afoka, the lotus, and his delicate appreciation

of the animal world of India. In the last Act of the Qakuntald

also we have the graceful picture of the appearance of the earth

viewed in perspective from the celestial car of Matali.

The humour of the Vidusaka is never coarse
;
his fondness for

food is admitted
;

cakes and sugar suggest themselves to him
when the hero admires the moon or is sick of love

;
heroics he

despises : the king is summarily compared to a thief in his dislike

for discovery; if caught, he should imitate the latter who
explains that he was learning the art of wall breaking. Or again,

he is in his contempt for the ladies of his harem like one sated of

sweet dates and desiring the bitter tamarind. MalavikS is

summarily treated
;
she is like a cuckoo caught by a cat when

DharinI places her in confinement, but he is no more respectful
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of himself, for, seized by Matali, he treats himself as a mouse in

mortal fear of a cat. Best of all is his descriptiorr in Act 1 1 of the

miseries brought on him by Duhsanta*s hunting
;
the Brahmins

were no admirers of the sport, though they had to acquiesce

in it in kings, and the Vidusaka’s picture is vivid in the extreme.

The range of Kalidasa’s technical knowledge is apparent in

his skilled use of the dance and song to set off his dramas

;

the Mdlavikdgnimitra contains an interesting exposition by the

dancing master of the theory of the art and its importance ; not

only is Malavika a dancer, but ^akuntala shows her skill in

movement in Act I. The songs of the trees and of Hahsavati in

the same play enable him to add a fresh interest to the drama,

and in the Vikramorvagi spectacular effects seem to have been

aimed at, while in the Bengali recension song is prominently

introduced in Act IV of the VikramorvagL

Admirable as is Kalidasa’s work, it would be unjust to ignore

the fact that in his dramas as in his epics he shows no interest

in the great problems of life and destiny. The admiration of

Goethe and the style of the Shakespeare of India accorded by

Sir William Jones,^ the first to translate the Qakiintald, are

deserved, but must not blind us to the narrow range imposed on

Kalidasa’s interests by his unfeigned devotion to the Brahmanical

creed of his time. Assured, as he was, that all was governed by

a just fate which man makes for himself by his own deeds, he

was incapable of viewing the world as a tragic scene, of feeling

any sympathy for the hard lot of the majority of men, or

appreciating the reign of injustice in the world. It was impossible

for him to go beyond his narrow range; we may be grateful

that, confined as he was, he accomplished a work of such enduring

merit and universal appeal as Qakuntald, which even in the

ineffective guise of translations has won general recognition as

a masterpiece.

4 . The Style

KSlidasa represents the highest pitch of elegance attained in

Sanskrit style of the elevated Kavya character
; he is master of

the Vaidarbha style, the essentials of which are the absence of

^ See S. D. and A. B. Gajendragadkar, AbhijMna^&kuntala^ pp. xxxvi ff.
;
below,

chap. xii.
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compounds or the rare use of them, and harmony of sound as

well as clearness, elevation, and force allied to beauty, such as is

conveyed to language by the use of figures of speech and

thought. He is simple, as are Bhasa and the author of the

Mrcchakatikd, but with an elegance and refinement which are

not found in these two writers
; A9vaghosa, we may be sure,

influenced his style, but the chief cause of its perfection must

have been natural taste and constant reworking of what he had

written, a fact which may easily explain the discrepancies

between the recensions of his work. But his skill in the Qakun-

tala never leads him into the defect of taste which betrayed his

successors into exhibiting their skill in the wrong place ;
skilled

as he is in description, and ready as he is to exhibit his power, in

the fifth Act he refrains from inserting any of these ornamental

stanzas which add nothing to the action, however much honour

they may do to the skill of the poet. His^language has also the

merit of suggestiveness; what Bhavabhuti, the greatest of his

successors, expresses at length, he is content to indicate by a

touch. He is admirably clear, and the propriety of his style is

no less admirable ; the language of the policeman and the fisher

is as delicately nuanced as that of the domestic priest who argues

at once in the best style of the philosophical Sutras. The
Prakrit which he ascribes to the maidens of his play has the

supreme merit that it utterly eschews elaborate constructions and

long compounds, such as Bhavabhuti places without thought of

the utter incongruity in the mouths of simple girls.

The rhetoricians^ extol the merits of Kalidasa in metaphor,

and they repeatedly cite his skill in the use of figures of speech,

sound and thought, which they divide and subdivide in endless

variety. He excels in vivid description {svabhdvokti) as when he

depicts the flight of the antelope which Duhsanta pursues to the

hermitage :

grivdbhahgdbhirdmani muhnr anupatati syandane baddhadr§tih

pagedrdhena pravistak garapatanabhaydd bhuyasd purvakdyani

darbhair ardhdvalidhaik gramavivrtamukhabhrangibhik kirna-

vartmd

pagyodagrapluiatvdd viyati bahutaram stoham tirvydni praydtu

t See Hari Chand, Kalidasa et Part pottique de I'lnde (1917), pp. 68 ff. On hii

suggestiveness, cf. Ekdvalt, p. 52.

2717 L
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‘ His glance fixed on the chariot, ever and anon he leaps up,

gracefully bending his neck
;
through fear of the arrow’s fall he

draws ever his hinder part into the front of his body
;
he strews

his path with the grass, half chewed, which drops from his mouth

opened in weariness
;

so much aloft he bounds that he runs

rather in the air than on earth.’ Inferential knowledge is illus-

trated by a brilliant stanza :
^

(dntam idam dgramapadam sphurati ca hahuk kutah phalam
ihdsya

atha vd bhavitavydndm dvdrdni bhavanti sarvatra.

‘ This is the hermitage where all desires are stilled
;
yet my arm

throbs
;
how can here be found the fruit of such a presage ? Nay,

the doors of fate are ever open.* The r61e of conscience in

human action is finely portrayed

asavtgayam kgatraparigrahaksamd
:
yad dryam asydabhildsi

me manah
satdm hi samdehapadem vdstusu: pramdnain antakkarana-

pravrttayah,

* Assuredly the maiden is meet for marriage to a warrior, since

my noble mind is set upon her
;
for with the good in matters of

doubt the final authority is the dictate of conscience.* Of the

departing ^akuntala after her rejection the king says :
^

iiah pratyddegdt svajanam anugantuih lyavasiid

muhus tisthety nccair vadati gurugisye gurusame
ptinar drstim bdspaprasarakalnsdm arpitavatl

fnayi krure yat tat savisam iva galya7n dahati mam.
* When I rejected her she sought to regain her companions, but

the disciple, in his master’s stead, loudly bade her stay
;
then she

turned on cruel me a glance dimmed by her falling tears, and
that now burns me like a poisoned arrow.* At his son’s touch

he says :
^

anena kasydpi kuldhkurena : sprstasya gdirem sukha^h

mamaivam
kdm fiirvrttim cetasi tasya kurydd: yasydyam ahgdt

kriinah prarudhah?
* When such joy is mine in the touch on my limbs of a scion of

some other house, what gladness must not be his, from whose

* (^akuntaldy i. 15.

’ Ihid.y vi. 9.

* IHd.y i. io.

^ Ibid.y vii. 19.
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loins, happy man, this child is sprung?* The punishment of the

king for his disloyalty is severe

prajdgardt khilibhutas tasydh svapne samdgamah

bdspas tu na daddty endm drastum citragatdm apt,

* My sleeplessness forbids the sight of her even in a dream
;
my

tears deny me her pictured form/ On reunion the picture is very

different

gapdd asi pratihatd smrtirodharukse : bhartary apeiatamasi

prabhntd tavaiva

chdyd na murchati malopahataprasdde : guddhe tu darpana-

tale sulabhdvakdgd.

‘ Thou wert rejected by thy husband, cruel through the curse that

robbed him of memory
;
now thy dominion is complete over

him whose darkness is dispelled
;
on the tarnished mirror no

image forms
;

let it be cleaned and it easily appears/

There is pathos in Pururavas’s reproach to UrvafI \
^

tvayi nibaddharaieh priyavddinah : pranayabhahgapardhmu-

khacetasah

kam aparddhalavam mama pagyasi: tyajasi mdnini ddsaja-

nam yatah ?

My delight was ever in thee, my words ever of love
;
what

suspicion of fault dost thou see in me that, O angry one, thou

dost abandon thy slave?* The metrical effect is here, as usual,

extremely well planned. His vain efforts to attain his beloved

are depicted forcibly :
^

samarthaye yat prathaniam priydm prati: ksanena tan me
parivartate 'nyathd

ato vinidre sahasd vilocane: karomi na spargavibhdvita-

priydh.

‘ Whatever I deem to be my beloved in a moment assumes

another aspect. I will force my eyes to be sleepless, since I have

failed to touch her whom I adore.* There are no limits to the

strength of his love :

®

tda7n tvayd rathaksobhdd angendnga^h nipi^itam

ekam krii gartre 'smin gesa^n ahgam bhuvo bharah.

^ /did,f vi. 22. 2 /dtd.f vii. 33.

* Fitiramorvafi, iv. 55. .
^ iv. 68.

® /did., iii. T I
;
for the text see Hari Chand, Kdliddsa, p. 33T.
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* In this body no member has value save that which, thanks to

the movement of the chariot, she has touched
;

all else is a mere

burden to the earth/ Hyperbole ^ is permissible.

sdmantamaulimanirahjitapadapltham : ekdtapairam avaner

na tathd prabhutvam

asydh sakhe caranayor aham adya kdntam: djndkaratvam

adhigamya yathd krtdrthah.

‘ Despite the radiance shed on my footstool by the jewelled

diadems of vassal princes, despite the subjection of the whole

earth to my sway, not so much joy did I gain from attaining

kingship as the satisfaction won from paying homage to the feet

of that lady, O my friend.' The recovery of the nymph from

her faint caused by the savage onslaught upon her is described

in a happy series of similes :
*

dvirhhuie gagini tamasd ricyamdneva rdtrir

naigasydrcir hutabhuja iva cchinnabhuyisthadhUmd

mohendntar varatanur iyam lak^yate mucyamdnd

gahgd rodhahpatanakaUisa gacchativa prasddam,

‘As the night, freed from the darkness when the moon has

appeared, as the light of a fire in the evening when the smoke
has nearly all gone, so appears this lady fair, recovering from her

faint, and winnii g back her calmness, like the Ganges after her

stream has been troubled by the falling of her banks.'

The Mdlavikdgnimitra^ it is true, has far fewer beauties of

diction than the other two dramas, but it contains many verses

which are unmistakably the work of Kalidasa, though they

present much less than the maturity of his later style. The

figui'e of discrepancy {visama) is illustrated by the description

of the god of love whose bow, so innocent in seeming, can yet

work such ill :

^

kva rujd hrdayapramdthinl : kva ca te vigvasaniyam ayudham

mrdutik§nataram yad ncyate: tad idam vianmatha drgyate

tvayi,

‘ How strange the difference between this pain that wrings the

heart, and thy bow to all seeming so harmless. That which is

^ ViJ^ramorvoff, iii. 19.

* Idid.f i. 9. The parallelism, is, of conrte, complete in Sanskrit, but inexpressible

directly in English.

® Malavikagnimitra

,

iii. 2.
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most sweet and most bitter at once is assuredly found in thee,

O God of Love.’ Agnimitra is ready enough with a pun, when
Malavika, on being bidden to show fearlessly her love towards

him, slyly reminds him that she has seen him as terrified as her-

self of the queen :
^

ddksinyain ndma bimbosthi baimbikdndni kulavratani

tan me dlrghdksi ye pranas te tvadagdnibandhandh.

Politeness, O Bimba-lipped one, is the family tradition of the

descendants of Bimbaka
;
nevertheless, what life I have depends

entirely on the hope of thy favour.’ The excellent KaU9ikI

consoles and comforts Dharini with her approval of her acts

:

praiipaksendpi patii'n sevante bhartrvatsaldk sddkvyah

anyasaritdm api jalam samiidragdh prdpayanty udadhim,

‘ Even to the extent of admitting a rival, noble ladies, who love

their spouses, honour their husbands ; the great rivers bear to the

ocean the waters of many a tributary stream.’ There is an

amusing directness and homeliness in the king’s utterance on

learning of the true quality of Malavika :

^

presyabhdve^ia ndmeyam devtgabdak^amd sail

sndniyavastrakriyayd patrorna}n vopayujyate.

‘ This lady, fit to bear the title of queen, has been treated as a

maid-servant, even as one might use a garment of woven silk for

a bathing cloth.’ But Kalidasa shows himself equal to the

expression of more manly sentiments as well
;
the nun thus tells

of her brother’s fall in the effort to save Malavika when the

foresters attack them :

*

imam parlpsnr dnrjdte pardbhibhavakdtardm

bhartrpriyah priyair bhartur dnrnyam asubkir gatak.

‘ Eager in this misfortune to protect her, terrified by the enemy’s

onslaught, he paid with his dear life his debt of affection to the

lord whom he loved.’ The kirjg’s reply is manly: bhagavati

tanutyajdm Idrgl lokaydtrd: na gocyam tatrabhavdn saphall-

krtabkartrpindak. * O lady, such is the fate of brave men ;
thou

must not mourn for him who showed himself thus worthy of his

master's salt.'

^ Ibid,, iv. 14.

* Ibid,, V. 12,

2 Ibid,, V. 19.

* Ibid., V. 1 1.
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5. The Language and the Metres

In Kalidasa we find the normal state of the Prakrits in the

later drama, ^aurasem for the prose speeches, and MahSrastri for

the verses} The police officers and the fisher in the Qakuntald

use MagadhI, but the king s brother-in-law, who is in charge of

the police and is a faint echo of the (pakara, speaks, as wc have

the drama, neither ^akarl nor Magadhi nor Daksinatya but simply

Qauraseni. By this time, of course, we may assume that Prakrit

for the drama had been stereotyped by the authority of Vara-

ruci’s Prakrit grammar, and that it differed considerably from

the spoken dialect
; there would be clear proof if the Apabhranfa

verses of the Vikramorvagi could safely be ascribed to Kalidasa.

The Maharastri unquestionably owes its vogue to the outburst of

lyric in that dialect, which has left its traces in the anthology of

Hala and later texts, and which about the period of Kalidasa

invaded the epic.^

Kalidasa’s Sanskrit is classical
;
here and there deviations from

the norm are found, but in most instances the expressions are

capable of defence on some rule or other, while in others we may
remember the fact of the epic tradition which is strong in Bhasa.

The metres of Kalidasa show in the Mdlavikdgnimitra a

restricted variety ; the Arya (35) and the Qoka (17) are the only

metres often occurring. In the Vikra^norvagl the Arya (29) and

the ^loka (30) are almost in equal favour, while the Vasanta-

tilaka (12) and the ^ardulavikridita (11) make a distinct advance

in importance. In the fakuntald the Arya (38) and Qloka (36)

preserve their relative positions, while the Vasantatilaka (3c) and

^ardulavikridita (22) advance in frequency of use, a striking

proof of Kalidasa’s growing power of using elaborate metrical

forms. The Upajati types increase to 16. The other metres

used in the drama are none of frequent occurrence
;
common to

all the dramas are Aparavaktra,^ Aupacchandasika,^ and Vaitaliya,

Drutavilambita, Puspitagra, Prthvi, Mandakranta, Malinl, Van-

9astha, ^ardulavikridita, ^ikharini, and HarinI
;
the Mdlavikdg-

* Traces of (^auraseni in verses appear in the (^akuntald. Cf. Hillebrandt, Mudrd*

rdksasa^ p. iii ; GN. 1905, p. 440.

Cf. Pravarasena’s Stiubandha, On Hala and Kalidasa, cf. Weber’s ed., p. xxiv.

3 ^ ^ ^ ^ —
• \J ^mm \J mm.

I

mm, mm. mm mmm btS,

* 16 -f 18 Wj : normal type ww — ww — w — w
j

— — vu — w — w — —

.
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niviitra and the ^akuntald share also Praharsini, Rucira/ Qalini,

and Sragdhara
;
tlje latter adds the Rathoddhata,^ the Vihramov’-

vagi a Manjubhasinl.^ The earliest play has one irregular Prakrit

verse, the second two Aryas, and 29 of varied form of the types

measured by feet or morae, and the last seven ArySs and two
Vaitallyas. The predominance of the Arya is interesting, for it

is essentially a Prakrit metre, whence it seems to have secured

admission into Sanskrit verse.

Not unnaturally, efforts ^ have been made on the score of metre

to ascertain the dates of the plays inter se, and in relation to the

rest of the acknowledged work of Kalidasa. The result achieved

by Dr. Huth would place the works in the order Raghuvanga,

Meghaduta, Mdlavikdgnimitra, ^akuntald, Kumdra$ambhava,

and Vikraniorvagl. But the criteria are quite inadequate
;
the

Meghadiita has but one metre, the Mandakranta, which occurs

so seldom in the other poems and plays that any comparison is

impossible,^ and the points relied upon by Dr. Huth are of

minimal importance
;

they assume such doctrines as that the

poem which contains the fewest abnormal caesuras is the more

metrically perfect and therefore the later, while the poem which

has the largest number of abnormal forms of the Qloka metre is

artistically the more perfect and so later. A detailed investiga-

tion of the different forms of abnormal caesuras reveals the most

perplexing counter-indications of relative date, and the essential

impression produced by the investigations is that Kalidasa was a

finished metrist, who did not seriously alter his metrical forms at

any period of his career as revealed in his poems, and that there

is no possibility of deducing any satisfactory conclusions from

metrical evidence. The fact that the evidence would place the

mature and meditative Raghiivahga,^ which bears within it

unmistakable proofs of the author’s old age, before the Megha-

duta and long before the Kumdrasambhava^ both redolent of love

and youth, is sufficient to establish its total untrustworthiness.

— -W — W — . V./—.WV/W — w — V/—

.

— . ^riulh, op* cti.f Table.

® HiUebramit {A'd/iddsat p. 157) points out the complexity of the position.

® H. A. Shah {Kautilya and Kdliddsa (1920), p. 5 1, argues that Faghuvahfa^ ix. 53

shows a more advanced view of hunting as a^ useful sport wlien regulated {Artka^dstraf

p. 329) than the (^akuntald. But the dramatic propriety of the passage of the

(gakuntald renders the contention uncertain. Whether Kalidasa knew precisely our

Arthafdsim is also uncertain.
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CANDRA, HARSA, AND
MAHENDRAVIKRAMAVARMAN

I. Candra or Candraka

Some mystery exists as to the identity and character of

Candra as a dramatist.^ We have in a Tibetan version a

Lokdnanda^ a Buddhist drama telling of a certain Manicuda,

who handed over his wife and children to a Brahmin as a sign of

supreme generosity, which is ascribed to Candragomin, the

grammarian, in whose Qisyalekhd is found a verse ascribed to

Candragopin in the Subhdsitdvali. If this is the dramatist

Candaka or Candraka, who is placed by Kalhana under Tunjina

of Kashmir, and who rivalled the author of the Mahdbhdrata in

a drama, is wholly uncertain. The grammarian must have lived

before A. D. 650, as he is cited in the Kdgikd Vrtti though not

by name
;
a more precise date it is impossible to give, for his

reference to a victory of a Jarta over the Hunas cannot be made
precise until we know what Jat prince is referred to, though

Ya9odharman has been suggested. The identification by Levi

of Candra with a person of that name mentioned by I-Tsing as

living in his time is seemingly impossible, though I-Tsing

ascribes to him the verse found in the ^isyalekhd mentioned

above; the verse is lacking in the Tibetan version and I-Tsing

may have made a slip. His contemporary seems to have been a

Candradasa, and to have dramatized the Vifvantara legend.

To Candaka is ascribed in the Siibkdsitdvali^ a fine verse of

martial tone

:

e^d hi ranagaiasya drdhd praiijhd : draksyanti yan na ripavo

jaghanam haydndm

yuddkesu bhdgyacapaksu na me praiijhd : daivahi yad icchati

jayafk ca pardjayaht ca,

^ Levi, BEFEO. iii. 38 f. ; Licbich, /?as Datum des Candragomin und Kalidasas ;

Konow, ID. pp. 73 f.
;
GIL. iii. 185, 399!. ® v. 3375.
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* I go to battle, and I swear that my foes shall never see the

backs of my steeds
;
for the rest, fate directs the destiny of the

wavering fight
;

I promise nothing, but shall take defeat or

victory as it pleases destiny.* A verse of love is :
^

prasade vartasva prakataya mudani samtyaja rusam

priye gusyanty angdny amrtani iva te sincatti vacaJt

nidhdnam saukhydndm ksanam abhimnkham sthdpaya mukhatn

na mugdhe pratyetiim bhavati gatah kdlaharinak.
^ Be gentle

;
show a little joy

;
lay aside thy anger

;
beloved,

my limbs are dried up, let thy speech pour ambrosia upon them.

Turn to me for a moment thy face, the abode of happiness

;

foolish one, time is an antelope which, gone, cannot be recalled.*

The other citations we have show skill both in tragic and erotic

sentiment.

Candraka was evidently admired by the authorities on poetics
;

we find in the commentary on the Da^arupa ^ a verse, elsewhere

ascribed to him, cited as an example where diverse sentiments

blend but where one, that of coming parting of lovers, is pre-

dominant :

ekendk^nd paritatarusd viksate vyomasamstham

bhdnor bimbam sajalalulitendparendtmakdntam

ahnag chede dayitavirakdgahkinl cakravdkl

dvau samkirnati racayati rasau nartaklva pragalbhd,

‘ With one angry eye she gazes on the orb of the sun as it tarries

on the horizon
;
with the other, dimmed by her tears, she looks

on her soul’s beloved
;
thus the mate of the Cakravaka, feeling

the approach at nightfall of separation from her dear one,

expresses two emotions, even as a clever actress.*

Curiously enough we have no less than four stanzas of benedic-

tion ascribed to him, which illustrate a formal feature of the

Sanskrit drama, the introduction of each play with one or more

stanzas involving divine favour. The verses are interesting, not

so much for the intrinsic merits of their poetry, which frankly are

not great, but because of the curious manner in which Indian

poetry treats its deities
;
the greatest of gods nevertheless in his

sportive moods is yet made the prototype of the human lover ;
^

' V. 1629.

* p. 163; SubkdsitavaHf 1916; (^drngadhara, cxvii. 14 ; text uncertain.

® Subhdsitdvalif 66.
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cyutdfH indor lekhdm ratikalahabbagiiaui ca valayam

ganair eklkrtya hasitamukhl gailatanayd

avocad yam pagyety avatu sa givah sd ca girijd

sa ca krJddcandro daganakiranapuritatanuk,
‘ Smiling, the daughter of the mountain wrought into one

a digit fallen from the moon and a bracelet broken in a love

quarrel, and said to her lord, ‘‘ Behold my work May he, ^iva,

protect you, and the lady of the mountain, and that moon of

dalliance all covered with bites and rays/

mdtar jiva kim etad anjaliptite tdtena gopdyyate

vatsa svddti phalam prayacchati na me gatvd grhdna svayani

mdtraivani prahite gtihe vighatayaty dkrsya samdhydnjalim

gambhor bkinnasamddhir uddharabhaso hdsodgdmah pdtu vah,

‘O mother.—My life.—What is it that my father guards so care-

fully in the palm of his hand ?—Dear one, it is a sweet fruit.

—

He will not give me it.—Go thyself and take it.—Thus urged

by his mother, Guha seizes the closed hands of his sire as he

adores the Twilight and drags them apart; angry at the

interruption of his devotion, stays his wrath at sight of his son

and laughs : may that laughter protect you.’ ^

2. T/te Authorship of the Dramas ascribed to Harsa

(Three dramas, as well as some miipr poetry, have come down

to us under the name of Harsa^J^nquestionably the king of

Sthanvlji^ara and Kanyakubj^who reigned from about A. D. 606

to 648,^Ghe patron of Bana who celebrates him in the Harsacarita

and of the Chinese pilgrim Hiuan-Tsang who is our most valuable

source of information on his reign. That the three plays are by

one and the same hand is macfe certain in part by the common
ascription in a verse in the prologue mentioning Harsa as an

accomplished poet, partly by the recurrence of two verses in the

Priyadargikd and the Ndgdnanda and of one in the former play

and the Ratndvali^ and above all by the absolute similarity of

style and tone in the three works, which renders any effort to

^ StibhdsUavaiit 69.

* M. tttinghausen, Harsa Vardkana, Louv-ain, 1905; S. P. Pandit, Gaudavaho,

pp. cvii ff.
; K. M. Panikkar, Sri Harsha ofKanauj^ Bombay, 1922. It is impossible

to connect the dramas with any definite incident of his reign such as the Prayaga

festival celebrated by Hiuan-Tsang.
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dissociate them wholly impossible. The question of their actual

authorship was raised in antiquity; for, while Mammata in his

Kdvyaprakdga ^ merely refers to the gift of gold to Bana— or

Dhavaka in some manuscripts—by Harsa, the commentators

explain this of the Ratndvall, which was passed off in Harsa's

name. This is, however, not in any way borne out by early

tradition; I-Tsing ^ clearly refers to the dramatization of the

subject of the Ndgdnanda by Harsa and its performance, and in

the Kuttanimata^ of Damodaragupta, who lived under Jayapida

of Kashmir (a.D. 779-813), a performance of the Ratndvali,

ascribed to a king, is mentioned. The ascription to Bana has

nothing even plausible in it, so disparate are the styles of the

dramas and the Harsacarita, and we have the option of believing

that Harsa wrote them himself with such aid as his Pandits

might give, or of accepting them as the work of some unknown

dramatist, who allowed the king to claim the credit for them.

3. The Three Dramas

The Ratndvall and the Priyadargikd are closely connected

both in subject-matter and form ;
they are Natikas, each in four

Acts
;
their common hero is Udayana, whom BhSsa already cele-

brated, and the common theme one of his numerous amourettes.

The Ratndvall^^ in special, has found favour in the text-books of

the drama, and has served to illustrate the technical rules.

The ubiquitous Yaugandharayana, insatiable in seeking his

master’s welfare, has planned marriage for him with the daughter

of the king of Ceylon, but to attain this end has been difficult

;

to avoid vexing the queen Vasavadatta, he has kept her in the

dark, and has spread a rumour which he has had conveyed by

Babhravya, the king’s chamberlain, of the death of Vasavadatta

in a fire at Lavanaka. The king of Ceylon then yields the hand

of his daughter, and dispatches her in the care of the chamber-

lain and his minister Vasubhuti to Vatsa, but, wrecked at sea, she

is rescued by a merchant of Kau5ambi, taken there, and handed

^ i. 2. Cf. Sodhala (A.D. 993) in Kdvyamimdhsd (GOS. i), p. xii.

* Trs, Takakusti, pp. 163 f, ® vv. 856 ff.

* Ed. C. Cappcilcr, BohtUngk, Sanskrit-Ckrestomathief 3rd cd., pp. 326 ft. I

trs. Wilson, ii. 255 ff.
;
L. Fritic, Scbloss ChemniU, 1878. It was performed at a

spring festival of Kama.
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over to Vasavadatta who, seeing her beauty, decides to keep

her from contact with her inconstant spouse. But fate is

adverse
;
at the spring festival which she celebrates with Vatsa,

Sagarika, as the princess is called from her rescue from the sea,

appears in the queen’s train
; hastily sent away, she lingers con-

cealed, watches the ceremony of the worship of the god Kama,

thinking Vatsa is the god in bodily presence, but is undeceived

by the eulogy of the herald announcing the advent of evening.

In Act II Sagarika is presented with her friend Susarhgata; she

has depicted the prince on a canvas, and Susarhgata in raillery

adds her beside him
;
she admits her love, but the confidence is

broken by the alarm created by the escape of a monkey from

the stables. In its mad rush it breaks the cage in Sagarika’s

keeping, and the parrot escapes. The king and the Vidusaka

enter the grove where the bird is, hear it repeat the maidens’

talk, and find the picture. The maidens returning for the picture

overhear the confidences of the king and the Vidusaka, until

Susarhgata sallies out and brings the lovers face to face. Their

meeting is cut short by the advent of the queen, who sees the

picture, realizes the position, and departs without manifesting

the deep anger which she feels and which the king vainly seeks

to assuage. In Act III the Vidusaka proves to have devised a

scheme to secure a meeting of the lovers
;
Sagarika dressed as the

queen and Susarhgata as her attendant are to meet Vatsa, but the

plot is overheard, and it is Vasavadatta herself who keeps the

rendezvous
;
she listens to Vatsa’s declarations of love, and then

bitterly reproaches him, rejecting his attempts to excuse himself.

Sagarika, who had come on the scene too late, hears the king’s

plight
;
weary, she ties a noose to her neck, when she is saved by

the advent of the Vidusaka and the king, who naturally mistakes

her for Vasavadatta whom he fears his cruelty has driven to

suicide. He joyously recognizes his error, but the queen, who,

ashamed of her anger, has returned to make friends with her

husband, finds the lovers united, and in violent anger carries oif

the maiden and the Vidusaka captive. But in Act IV we find

the Vidusaka released and forgiven, but Sagarika in some prison,

the king helpless to aid her. Good news, however, arrives
;
the

general Rumanvant has won a victory over the Kosalas and slain

the king. A magician enters and is allowed to display his art,
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but the spectacle is interrupted by the advent of Vasubhuti and

Babhravya, who also have escaped the shipwreck. They tell

their tale of disaster, when another interruption occurs
;

the

harem is on fire
;
Vasavadatta, shocked, reveals that Sagarika is

there ; Vatsa rushes to aid her, and emerges with her in chains,

for the fire has been no more than a device of the magician.

Babhravya and Vasubhuti recognize in Sagarika the princess,

and Yaugandharayana arrives to confess his management of the

whole plot and the magician s device. Vasavadatta gladly gives

the king to Ratnavali, since her husband will thus be lord of the

earth, and Ratnavali is her full cousin.

The Priyadargika ^ introduces us in a speech by his chamber-

lain, Vinayavasu, to the king Drdhavarman, whose daughter is

destined for wedlock with Vatsa despite the demand for her

hand made by the king of Kalihga, who revenges himself during

Vatsa’s imprisonment at the court of Pradyota by attacking and

driving away Di-dhavarman. The maid is carried away by the

chamberlain and is received and sheltered by Vindhyaketu, her

father’s ally, but he offends Vatsa, is attacked and killed by his

general Vijayasena, who brings back as part of the booty the

unlucky Priyadar9ika
; the king allots her to the harem as atten-

dant on Vasavadatta with the name Aranyika (Aranyaka). In

Act II we find the king, who has fallen in love with the maiden,

seeking to distract himself with his Vidusaka. Aranyika enters,

to pluck lotuses, with her friend
;
she tells her love, which the

king overhears
;
a bee attacks her when her friend leaves her, and

in her confusion she runs into the arms of the king. Vatsa

rescues her, but retires when her confidante returns. Act III

tells that the aged confidante of the queen, Sarhkrtyayanl, has

composed a play on the marriage of Vatsa and Vasavadatta

which the queen is to see performed ; the r61e of queen is to be

played by Aranyika, and Manorama is to act the part of king,

but she and the Vidusaka have arranged to let the king take the

part. The performance causes anxiety to the queen, so ardent is

the love-making, though Samkrtyayani reminds her it is but play-

making ; she leaves the hall, and finds the Vidusaka asleep

;

rudely wakened, he lets out the secret and the queen refuses to

listen to Vatsas’s lame excuses. Act IV reveals Aranyika in

^ Ed. R. V. Krishnamachariar, Srirangam, 1906; tri. G. Strehly, Paris, 1888.
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prison, the king in despair, and the queen in sorrow, as she has

learned from a letter from her mother that Drdhavarman, her

aunt's husband, is in bondage, needing Vatsa’s aid. But Vijaya-

sena brings news of the defeat of the Kalinga king and the

re-establishment of Drdhavarman, and the chamberlain of the

latter brings his thanks, his one sorrow being his daughter's loss.

Manorama enters in terror
;
Aranyika has poisoned herself, Vasa-

vadatta, filled with remorse, has her fetched, as Vatsa can cure

her
;
the chamberlain recognizes his princess, Vatsa’s magic arts

bring her back to consciousness, and Vasavadatta recognizes in

her her cousin, and grants her hand to the king.

The Ndgananda^ performed at a festival of Indra, perhaps in

the autumn, differs from these dramas in its form, for it is a

Nataka in five Acts, and in its inspiration
;
those are variants by

Harsa on the theme of Vatsa's loves, this is the dramatization of

a Buddhist legend, the self-sacrifice of Jimutavahana, which was

told in the Brhatkathd^ whence it appears in the later versions of

that text^ and in the Vetdlapancavingati? Jimutavahana is a

prince of the Vidyadharas, who hasinduced his father to resign his

kingship, and give himself up to a life of calm
;
he has made the

acquaintance of Mitravasu, the prince of the Siddhas, who has

a sister. She has had a dream in which Gauri has revealed to

her her future husband, and Jimutavahana hidden behind a thicket

overhears her confiding this dream to her friend ;
the Vidusaka

forces a meeting on the timid lovers, who shyly confess their

affection, when an ascetic from the hermitage arrives to take the

maiden away. In Act II Malayavatl is love-sick, resting on

a stone seat in the garden
;
a sound makes her move away, when

the king enters, equally oppressed, declares his love and paints

his fancy. Mitravasu comes to offer him his sister s hand ;
the

king declines it, ignorant of whom he loves ;
she deems herself

disdained and seeks to hang herself, but her friends rescue her

and call for aid. Jimutavahana appears, and proves that she is

his love by showing the picture. The two exchange vows, and

the marriage is concluded. In Act III, after a comic interlude,

we find them walking in the park in happiness
;
Jimutavahana is

* Ed. Calcutta, 1886; TSS. 1917; trs. P. Boyd, London, 1872; A. Bergaigne

Park, 1879; E. Teza, Milan, 1904.

* KSS. xxii. 16-257; xc. 3-201 ; BKM. iv. 50-108; ix. a. 776-930. * xv.
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apprised of the seizure of his kingdom, but accepts the news

gladly. But the last two Acts change the topic. While stroll-

ing with Mitravasu one day, Jimutavahana sees a heap of bones

and learns that they are the bones of serpents daily offered to

the divine bird Garuda; he resolves to save the lives of the

serpents at the cost of his own, gets rid of Mitravasu, and goes

to the place of offering. He hears the sobs of the mother of

Qankhacuda, whose son is about to be offered, consoles her by

offering himself in ransom, but is refused with admiration for

his gallantry. But, when the two have entered the temple to

pray before the offering, he gives himself to Garuda as substitute

and is borne away. The last Act opens with the anxiety of the

parents of Jimutavahana, to whom and his wife is borne a jewel

fallen from his crown
;
Qankhacuda,also, emerged from the temple,

finds the sacrifice made and reveals to Garueja his crime. It is

too late; the hero expires as his parents arrive. Garu(Ja is

ashamed, and Gaurl appears to cut the knot, revive the prince»

and re-establish him in his realm, in order to keep faith with

Malayavatl
; by a shower of ambrosia the snakes slain by Garuda

revive, and he promises to forego his cruel revenge.

4. Harsas Art and Style

Comparison with Kalidasa is doubtless the cause why Harsa

has tended to receive less praise than is due to his dramas. The
originality of his Natikas is not perhaps great, but he has

effectively devised the plot in both ; the action moves smoothly

and in either play there is ingenuity. The scene of the magi-

cian^s activity in the Ratndvall is depicted with humour and

vivacity
;
the parrot’s escape and its chatter are sketched with

piquancy, and the exchange of costumes in the RatndvaU is

natural and effective. The double comedy in the Priyadargikd

is a happy thought, the intrigue in Act IV is neatly conducted,

so as to show us Vasavadatta in the light of an affectionate niece,

and the scene with the bee is attractive. It is true that the

plays are full of reminiscences of the Mdlavikdgnimitra, such as

the escape in the RatndvaU of the monkey, and the monkey that

there frightens the little princess while Sarhkrtyayani is KauyikI

revived. But in this artificial comedy elegance is sought, not
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originality/ and Harsa is a clever borrower. The similarity of

development of both plays is perhaps more to be condemned

;

they are too obviously variations of one theme.

The dominant emotion in either is love of the type which

appertains to a noble and gay (dhlralalita) hero, who is always

courteous, whose loves, that is to say, mean very little to him,

and who does not forget to assure the old love of his devotion

while playing with the new.3 This is a different aspect of Vatsa’s

character from that displayed by Bhasa, and admittedly a much

inferior one. vVasavadatta suffers equal deterioration, for she is

no longer the wife who sacrifices herself for her husband’s

good
;

she is rather a jealous, though noble and kind-hearted

woman, whose love for her husband makes her resent too deeply

his inconstancy. The heroines are ingdnues with nothing but

good looks and willingness to be loved by the king, whom they

know, though he does not, to be destined by their fathers as

their husband. In neither case is any adequate reason^ sug-

gested for the failure to declare themselves in their true character,

unless we are to assume that they would not, in the absence

of sponsors, have been believed. Susarhgata, the friend of the

heroine in the Raindvaliy is a pleasant, merry girl who makes

excellent fun of her mistress. The Vidusaka^ in both plays

is typical in his greediness, but his figure lacks comic force

;

he is, however, a pleasant enough character, for his love for his

master is genuine
;

he is prepared to die with him in the

Ratndvaliy though he thinks his action in rushing into the fire

quixotic. The magician is an amusing and clever sketch of

great pretensions allied to some juggling skill.

The Nagananda reveals Harsa in a new light in the last two

Acts. His liking for the marvellous is exhibited indeed in the

last Acts of both the Natikas in accord with the theory, but

it has a far wider scope in the Nagananda, where the super-

natural freely appears, and, though the drama be Buddhist in

inspiration, Gauri is introduced to solve the difficulty of restoring

* Many traces of the Svapnavdsavadattd can be seen in the Ratnavali, especially

in the chaiacterization of the Vidusaka.

^ Aranyika suggests that assertion would be undignified, seeing her actual condition.

In the M&lavikdgnimitra a prophecy is made to do service as a motif.

* Cf. Schuyler, JAGS. xx. 338 ff.
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Jimutavahana. Harsa here rises to the task of depicting the

emotions of self-sacrifice, charity, magnanimity, and resolution

in the face of death
;
Jimutavahana, however bizarre his setting,

is one of the ideals of Buddhism, a man seized with the con-

viction that to sacrifice oneself for others is the highest duty,

^ankhacuda and his mother too appear as noble in character,

far superior to the savage Garud a. There is, it must be admitted,

a decided lack of harmony between the two distinct parts of

the drama, but the total effect is far from unsuccessful. Perhaps

as a counterpoise to the seriousness of the last part, Harsa has

introduced effective comedy in Act III. The Vidusaka, Atreya,

is hideous and stupid
;
as he lies sleeping, covered by a mantle

to protect him from the bees, the Vita, Qekharaka, sees him,

mistakes him for his inamorata, embraces him and fondles him.

Navamalika enters, and. indignant, the Vita makes the Vidusaka,

though a Brahmin, bow before her and drink alcohol. A little

later Navamalika makes fun of him before the newly married

couple by painting his face with Tamula juice.

Harsa is fond of descriptions in the approved manner; the

evening, midday, the park, the hermitage, the gardens, the

fountain, the marriage festival, the hour for the bath, the mountain

Malaya, the forest, the palace, are among the ordinary themes

beloved in the Kavya. In imagination and grace he is certainly

inferior to Kalidasa, but he possesses the great merit of simplicity

of expression and thought
;
his Sanskrit is classical, and precise

;

his use of figures of speech and thought restrained and in good

taste. There is fire in his description of a battle :

'

astravyastagirastragastrakasanaik krttottamdnge miihur

vyndhdsrksariti n^anatpraharanaU’ ghannodvamadvahnini

dhuydjimtikhe sa Kosalddhipatir bhagnepradhane bale

ekenaiva Rumanvaid garagatair mattadvipastho hatak,

‘ Heads were cleft by the blows of swords on helmets sore

smitten
; blood flowed in torrents, fire flashed from the ringing

strokes; when his main host had been broken, Rumanvant

challenged in the forefront of the battle the lord of Kosala,

who rode on a maddened elephant, and alone slew him with

a hundred arrows.' The matching of the sound to the sense

1717

* Kainavailf iv. 6.

M
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is admirable, while a delicate perception is evinced in the line

describing the king’s success in soothing the wounded queen :

'

savydjaih gapathaik priyena vacasd cittdnuvrttyddhikam

vailaksyena parena padapatanair vdkyaih sakhindni mvhnh

pratydsattim updgatd na hi tuthd devl rudatyd yathd

praksdlyeva tayaiva bdspasalilaih kopo panltah svayam.
‘ It was not so much by my false oaths of devotion, my loving

words, my coaxing, my depths of dejection, and falling at her

feet, or the advice of her friends, that the queen was appeased as

that her anger was wiped away by the cleansing water of her

own bitter tears.’ Pretty, if not appropriate, is the king’s

address to the fire :
^

virama virama vahne munca dhumanubandham :
pj’akatayasi

kim nccair arcisdm cakravdlam ?

virahahutabhujdhani yo na dagdhah priydydh
:
pralayadahana-

bhdsd tasya kim tvam karosif
‘ Stay, stay, fire

;
cease thy constant smoke

;
why dost thou

raise aloft thy circle of flames ? What canst thou avail against

me, whom the fire of severance from my beloved, fierce as the

flame that shall consume the universe, could not consume ?
’

There is excellent taste and propriety in Vatsa’s address to

the dead Kosala king :
^ mrtyiir api te gldghyo yasya gatravo py

evam purusakdrath varnayantu ‘ P^vcn death for thee is glorious

when even thy foes must thus depict thy manly prowess.’

Such a phrase may reveal to us the true Harsa himself, the

winner of many victories, and the hero of one great disaster.

The Nagdnanda strikes varied notes
;

there is fire and en-

thusiasm in the assurances which Mitravasu gives the prince

of the swift overthrow of his enemy, Matanga, at the hands

of his faithful Siddhas, will he but give the word

samsarpadbhih samantdt krtasakalaviyanmdrgaydnair vimdnaik

kurvdndh prdvrslva sthagitaravirucak gydmatdm vdsarasya

ete ydtdg ca sadyas iava vacanam itah prdpya yuddhdya siddhdh

siddham codvrtiagatruksayabhayavinamadrdjakani te svardjyam.

‘With their chariots, meeting together and o’erspreading the

whole surface of the sky as they speed along, darkening the day

* Ratntivali^ iv. i. * iv. 16.

3 Ibid.^ iv, 6/7. Cf. Priyadareikd, i. on Vincihyaketu’3 death.

* iii. 15.
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as when the sun’s rays are hidden in the rain, my Siddhas await

but the bidding to fare forthwith hence to the battle
;
but say

the word and thy haughty foe shall fall, and thy kingdom be

restored to thee, while the princes bow before thee in fear

of his fate/

Jimutavahana, however, has other views of his duty :

'

svagariram apipararthe yah khalu dadydm aydeitah krpayd

rdjyasya krte sa kathani prdnivadhakrauryain anumanye f

' Gladly, unasked, would I give my own life for another in com-

passion
;
how then could I consent to the cruel slaughter of men

merely to win a realm ? ’ The saying is essential to the drama,

for it leads immediately to the determination of the prince to

sacrifice himself for the Naga.

There is dignity and force in the admonition addressed by the

dying hero to the repentant Garuda who begs him to com-

mand him :

^

nityam prdndtipdtdtprativirama kuru prdkkrte cdniitdpam

yatndtpimyapravdham samupacinu digan sarvasattvesv abhitim

mag7tam yendtra nainah phalatiparimiiaprdnihihsdttam eiad

durgddhdpdravdrer lavanapalam iva ksipiam antar hradasya,

' Cease for ever from taking life
;
repent of thy past misdeeds

;

eagerly accumulate a store of merit, freeing all creatures from

fear of thee, so that, lost in the infinite stream of thy goodness,

the sin of slaying creatures, in number limited, may cease to

fructify, even as a morsel of salt cast in the unfathomable depths

of a great lake.’

Though Buddhist the drama, the benediction is enough to

show how effectively the spirit of theNatika has been introduced

into the legend :

dhydnavyajam upetya cintayasi kdm unmilya caksuh ksanam ?

pagydnahgagardtttram janavi imam irdtdpi no raksasi

mithydkdruniko *si nirghrnataras tvattah kuto *nyah pnmdn ?

sersyam Mdravadhubhir ity abhihito Buddho^jinah pdtu vah.

‘ “ Feigned is thy trance
;

of what fair one dost thou think ?

Open thine eyes for a moment and gaze on us whom love doth

^ iii. 17. “ V. 25.

* Or bodhaUf * on his enlightenment/

* i. i.
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drive mad. Protector art thou
;

save thou us. False is thy

compassion
;
could there be any man more pitiless than thou ?

Ma)^ he, whom Mara's beauties thus addressed, the Buddha, the

conqueror, protect you.’

But Harsa’s chief merit is undoubtedly shown in erotic verses

as in the description of the shyness of the new-made bride in

the Ndganaiida :
^

drstd drstivi adho dadhati kurnte ndldpani dbhdsitd

' 9^yyhiydm parivriya tisthaii baldd dlihgitd vepate

nirydniisn sakhisu vdsabhavandn nirgantum cvehate

jdtd vdmatayaiva me 'dya sntardm priiyai fiavodhd priyd,

' Looked at, she casts down her face
;
addressed, she gives no

reply
;

with head averted she lies on the couch
;

forcibly

embraced, she trembles ;
when her maidens leave her chamber,

5he seeks also to depart
;
perverse though she be, my new-wed

ove delights me more and more.’ The accuracy of the aim

T love as an archer is described in the Raindvall

:

^

manah prakrtyaiva calani durlaksyam ca tathdpi me
anangena kathavi viddha?h samaih sarva(iltm7ikhdik.

‘ Mind is naturally mobile and hard to find
;
nevertheless mine

has been pierced by love at once with all his darts.’ In entire

harmony with Indian taste Harsa dwells on the points of physical

perfection in the adored one in the Ndgdnanda :

^

kheddya stanabhdra esa kim n te madhyasya hdro paras

tdmyaty ilmiyugaj/i nitambabharatah kdneydnayd kim pimah

fakti/i padayagasya noruyngalaih vodhnvi kuto nuptiratt

svdhgair eva vibhusitdsi vahasi klegdya kim mandanam?
* The burden of thy bosom serves to weary thy waist ;

why then

add the weight of thy necklace ? Thy thighs are wearied by the

bearing of thy hips
;
why then thy girdle of bells ? Thy feet

can barely carry the load of thy thighs
; why add thine anklets ?

When in every limb thou dost possess such grace, why dost thou

wear ornaments to thy weariness?^ Harsa is also capable of

expressing a deeper side of love, as when the king in the

Ratndvali^ fancies that Vilsavadatta has been driven to suicide

by his faithlessness

:
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samdrUdhapritih pranayabahumanad mmdinam
vyaltkajh vlksyedam krtam akrtapurvam khalu niayd

priyd muncaty adya sphiitam asahand jlvitam asau

prakrstasya premnah skhalitani avisahyam hi bhavati,

' My beloved, whose love for me waxed daily because of my
affection and respect, has seen my falsity which she has never

known before, and now assuredly she seeks to lay life aside in

despair
;
for unendurable is a wrong against a noble love/

5. The Language and the Metres of Harscts Dramas

Haisa’s Sanskrit is of the usual classical type^ eschewing any

deviation from the beaten paths, and his Prakrits, mainly ^aura-

seni with Maharastri in the verses, offer nothing of special

interest, beyond evidence of his careful study of Prakrit

grammar.^

His use of metrical forms, on the other hand, marks the tendency

to reject the simplicity of the earlier dramatists, and to insist

on the use of the more elaborate metres, which in themselves

are wholly undramatic, but give a much wider range of oppor-

tunity for the exhibition of merits of description. Harsas

favourite is the ^ardulavikrldita, which occurs 23 times in the

Ratndvali, 20 times in the Priyadargikd, and 30 times in the

Nagananda
]
the Sragdhara takes second place with ii, 8, and

17 occurrences. The ^loka occurs in the Ratndvall (9), and the

Nagananda (24), the frequency in the latter being due to the more

epic character of the piece
;

its absence from the Priyadarfikd

is marked. The Arya occurs 9 times each in the Natikas,

and 16 times in the Nagananda, The Priyadargikd suggests

by its content immaturity, and its poverty in metres supports

this view
;

it has but seven in all, including Indravajra, Vasanta-

tilaka (6), MalinI, and ^ikharini. The Nagananda has also

^alini and Harini, in common with the Ratndvali, and Druta-

vilambita, while the Ratndvall adds Puspitagra, Prthvi, and

Praharsim. That play has 5 Prakrit Aryas and i Giti, the

other two 3 Aryas apiece, while the Ratndvall contains a pretty

pair of rhymed verses, each with Padas of 12 morae.

* Magadhi is found in the Nagananda spoken by the servant. On the variation of

forms in the northern and southern editions sec Barnett, JRAS. 1921, p. 589.
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6. Mahendravikramavarman

Almost a contemporary to a day of Harsa was Mahendra-

vikramavarman, son of the Pallava king Sihhavisnuvarman, and

himself a king with the styles of Avanibhajana, Gunabhara,

and Mattavilasa, all alluded to in his play,^ who ruled in Kanci,

the scene of his drama, in the first quarter of the seventh

century A.D.^ Chance rather than any special merit has pre-

served for us his Prahasana,^ which is so far the only early farce

published, and which has special interest as it comes from the

south, and, as we have seen, shows signs of the same technique

as that of Bhasa. Thus the play is opened by the director

at the close of the Nandi, which is not preserved, and the

prologue is styled Sthapana, and not, as usual, Prastavana. We
have also a reference to Karpata as the writer of a text-book

for thieves, as in the Cdrudatta of Bhasa, but there is an essential

difference in the fact that great care is taken in the prologue

to set out at length the merits of the author as well as the name
of the drama.

The director introduces the play by a dialogue in which he by

skilled flattery induces his first wife to aid him in the work,

despite her annoyance at his taking to himself of a younger bride,

and the transition to the actual drama is accomplished as in

Bhasa by his being interrupted in the midst of a verse by a cry

from behind the scene, which leads him to complete his stanza

by mentioning the appearance of the chief actor and his com-

panion. They are a ^aiva mendicant of the skull-bearing order,

a Kapalin, and his damsel, Devasoma by name. Both are in-

toxicated, and the maiden asks for her companion’s aid to prevent

her from falling ; he would hold her if he could, but his own
condition hinders aid

;
in remorse he proposes to forswear strong

drink, but the lady entreats him not for her sake thus to break

^ The Mattavilasa, ed. TSS. Iv. 1917.

® El. iv. 153; South Ind, /user. i. 39 f. ; G. Jouveau-Dubrcuil, The Fallavas,

pp. 37 ff.

^ A Sarvacarita is attributed to a Ba^ in Rajarama Q^trin’s Sucipaira, but it may
really be Vamana Bhafta Bana’s as is the Parvattpariftaya (against Ettinghausen,

Harsa Vardhana, pp. laa f.). The Mukutatdiitaka of Baijia is cited in €ai^^apala*a

comm, on the Nalacampu, p. 337.
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his penance, and he joyfully abandons the rash project, praising

instead his rule of'life :
^

peyd surd priyatamdmukham iksitavyam
:
grdhyah svabhdva^

lalito 'vikrtag ca ve^ah

yencdam Idrgam adrgyata moksavartma : dirghayiir astu

bhagavdn sa pindkapdnih,

‘ Long live the god who bears the trident and who has revealed

to men this as the way of salvation, to drink brandy, to gaze on

the face of one’s beloved, to wear beautiful and becoming

raiment.’ He is reminded by his companions that the Arhants

have a very different definition of the path of salvation, but he

has little trouble in disposing of them :

karyasya nihsanigayant dtmaketok : sarupatdm hetubhir

abhyupetya

diihkhasya kdryam stikham dinanantah : svenaiva vd*

kyena hatd vardkdh,

‘ They establish that an effect, as self-caused, is of the same

nature as its causes
;
when, therefore, they declare that pleasure

is the effect of pain, the poor fools contradict their own dogmas.’

There follows a complimentary description of Kanci, and a careful

parallel between the tavern where the pair are seeking more

charity and a scene of sacrifice ; the Kapalin also discovers that

Sura has a celestial origin ; it is none other than the form taken

by the god of love when burnt by the flame from Qiva’s eye,

a conclusion heartily accepted by his friend. The two are

successful in attaining alms, but the tragic discovery is made

that the skull, which serves as begging bowl, and which seems

indeed at first to be the raison ditre of the Kapalin, is lost,

though he consoles himself by reflecting that it was only a sign

and that his occupation is still intact. A search through Kanci

follows, and suspicion falls on a Buddhist monk, (^akyabhiksu,

who is lamenting the fact that despite the excellent fare he has

received the law forbids the enjoyment of strong drink and

women ;
he concludes that the true gospel of the Buddha con-

tained no such ridiculous restrictions, and expresses his desire to

benefit the whole community by discovering the authentic text.

* This verse is attributed to Bhasa by Somadcva in his Yofasiiiaka) Peterson,

Reports^ ii. 46.
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Naturally, when challenged, he denies that his begging bowl is

that of the Kapalin, and blesses the master for his good sense in

insisting on shaving the head, since it prevents the damsel from

succeeding in her well-meant effort to aid her companion by

pulling his hair. His arguments as to the identity of his bowl

are unconvincing to the Kapalin :

dr^tdni vastuni mahlsamudra— .* mahidharadini mahdnti

mohdt

apahnuvdnasya sutati katham tvam: alpa7h na nihnotuin

alatn kapdlam?
* Thou art the son of one who denies in his folly things that we

see, the earth, the ocean, mountains and so forth ; how then art

thou not ready to deny so small a thing as a bowl V Moreover,

when the Buddhist, politely and with commendable charity, picks

up Devasoma when her fruitless assault on his locks lands her on

the ground, he accuses him of taking her in marriage and

invokes punishment on this violator of the rights of Brahmins.

A Pa9upata, a more respectable type of ^aiva sectarian, comes

on the scene and is appealed to as an arbitrator, but finds the

task too difficult
;
both claimants proudly'assert their adherence

to a creed which forbids lying, and the Buddhist recites in addi-

tion the whole list of moral rules which makes up the Qiksapada.

The obvious arguments from colour and shape in favour of the

Buddhist are made out by his rival to be no more than signs of

his skill in changing objects at pleasure. Finally the Pa9upata

suggests that they must take the matter before a court. Eu
route^ however, a diversion is made by an Unmattaka, or mad-

man, who has rescued the skull from a dog, the real thief
; he

first appears willing to give it as a present to the Pa9upata, who
haughtily rejects the horrible object, but suggests the Kapalin as

the recipient
;
then he changes his mind, but, annoyed by the

cry of ‘ mad asks the Kapalin to hold the skull and to show
him the madman; the Kapalin, nothing loth, accepts the skull,

and misdirects the madman. All are now happy
;
the Kapalin

makes a handsome apology to the Buddhist monk, and the usual

Bharatavakya with a reference to the ruling king, the author,

concludes the work.

The author undoubtedly shows a considerable knowledge of

the tenets of the Buddhists, and the play is not unamusing,
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though the subject is much too trivial for the pains taken to deal

with it. The style is certainly appropriate to the subject-matter

;

it is like that of Harsa, simple and elegant, while many of the

verses are not without force and beauty. In the prose speeches

of the Kapalin, however, we have occasional premonitions ^ of the

unwieldy compounds of Bhavabhuti. There is, as in all the

later Prahasanas, a certain incongruity between the triviality of the

subject-matter and the elaboration of the form but the king has

the merit of avoiding the gross vulgarity which marks normally

the later works of this type.

Short as is the play, it shows a variety of Prakrits, for of the

dramatis personae only the Kapalin and the Pa9upata speak

Sanskrit, while the madman, the Buddhist, and Devasoma talk in

Prakrit. That of the Buddhist and of Devasoma is practically

(Jauraseni, but the madman uses Magadhl.^ The Prakrits show

some of the signs of antiquity which have been seen in Bhasa*s

dramas
;
thus forms of the plural in dni and iin in lieu of nn are

found, doubtless as a result of the influence of Bhasa. The
frequency of such forms as aho nn khaln and kim nu khalu is

precisely in the manner of Bhasa, and mention may be made of

the employment of md with the infinitive in Prakrit in a

prohibition.

The variety of metres is large in view of the brief extent of

the play. There are nine different stanzas employed
;
five each

of the Qloka and ^ardulavikrldita, three each of Indravajra type

and Arya, two each of Van^astha type and Vasantatilaka, the

solitary Prakrit verse being of the former kind, and one each of

Rucira, Malinl, and Sragdhara.®

' pp. 7 > 8, 9.

2 So the Unmattaka in the PratijMyaugandharayana of Bhasa.

^ Antiquity is claimed by the editors of Caturbhdnl (1922) for the Bhanas, Ubhayd-

bhisdrikd of Vararuci, Padmapnibhrtaka of ^udraka, Dhurtavitasamvada of l9Tara-

datla, Pddatd4itaka oi Arya Q'yamilaka, but no reliance can be placed on the first two

ascriptions, and none of the plays need be older than 1000 A.D. Their technique is

similar to that of the Matlavildsa,



VIII

bhavabhOti

I. The Date of Bhavabhfdi

Bhavabhuti tells us in his prologues that he belonged to

a family of Brahmins styled Udumbaras, of Padmapura, appar-

ently in Vidarbha, who were of the Ka9yapa Gotra and followed

the Taittiriya school of the Black Yajuiveda. His full name
was Qrikantha Nilakantha, son of Nilakantha and Jatukarni,

grandson of Bhatta Gopala, fifth in descent from Mahakavi,

a Vajapeya sacrificer, famed for his scholarship. He was skilled

in grammar, rhetoric, and logic, or perhaps in grammar, logic,

and Mimansa,^ if we may believe the legend that he was a pupil

of Kumarila preserved in one manuscript of the Malaiimadhava,

which complicates the matter by styling the author also Umveka-

carya, a commentator on Kumarila’s works. As he expressly

mentions his knowledge of the Vedas, the Upanisads, Samkhya

and Yoga, and gives Jnananidhi as his teacher, we may probably

discard this suggestion. The whole three of his plays were

performed for the feast of the Lord Kalapriya, who is normally

identified with Mahakala of Ujjayini, though the scene of the

Mdlatimddhava is laid in Padmavati. We may conjecture,

therefore, that he left his home and proceeded to Ujjayini or

Padmavati in search of fortune. From the silence in his dramas

on any good luck, it is strange to find that Kalhana in the

Rdjatarahginl^ expressly asserted that he was a member of the

entourage of Ya9ovarman of Kanyakubja, who was defeated by

Muktapida Lalitaditya of Kashmir, not earlier, probably, than

A.D. 736. A further indication of date is afforded by the

* Padavdkyapramdnajha ; see Belvalkar, HOS. XXI. xxxvi. ff. where the attempt to

identify Padmapura with Padmavati as Pavaya near Narvar and the shrine of

Kalapriya with Kalp on the Jumna is disproved. On his Vcdic studies, see Keith,

JRAS. 1914, pp. 739 f. He knew the Kdmasiitra\ JBRAS. xviii. 109 f.

* iv. 144. On the dates, see Stein’s Intr., § 85, and notes on iv. 136 and 134.
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reference in Vakpati’s Gaudavaha^ to Bhavabhuti*s ocean of

poetry; the poem is a prelude to a description in Prakrit of

Ya90varman’s defeat of a Gauda king, and, as it seems never to

have been finished, it presumably was interrupted by the king’s

own defeat. We must, therefore, place Bhavabhuti somewhere

about A.D. 700. The silence of Bana regarding him suggests

that he was not known to him, while it is certain that he knew
Kalidasa

;
the first writer on poetics to cite him is Vamana.^

Verses not in our extant dramas are ascribed to him, so he may
have written other works than the three dramas, two Natakas on

the Rama legend and a Prakarana, which we have. His friend-

ship with actors is a trait to which he himself refers, and efforts

have been made to trace in his works evidence of revision for

stage purposes.

2. The Three Plays

Perhaps the earliest of the works is the Mahdviracarita, but

the evidence for this is uncertain, and there is no reason to

assign it definitely to an earlier date than the Mdlatimddhava
;

both antedate, perhaps considerably, the Uttarardniacarita* The

Mdlatimddhava as a Prakarana, should have a plot invented by

the author, and this is true to the extent that the combination of

elements which make up the intrigue is clearly the poet’s, though

the main motif of the story and the chief episodes can all be

paralleled in the Katha literature even as we have it.

Bhurivasu, minister of the king of Padmavati, has asked an

old friend, now turned nun, KamandakI, to arrange a marriage

between his daughter, Malati, and Madhava, son of an old

friend Devarata, minister of the king of Vidarbha, who has sent

his son to Padmavati, mainly in the hope that Bhurivasu would

remember a compact of their student days to marry their chil-

dren to each other. The obstacle in the way is the desire of

' V. 799.
^ i. a. 12 (anonymous). That Bhavabhuti knew Bhasa may be assumed; his use of

the rare Dan^aka metre may be borrowed, and similarities between Uttararanmearitai

Act 11 and Svapnavdsavadatidj Act I, &c., exist.

® Ed. R. G. Bhandarkar, Bombay, 1876 (and cd., 1905); trs. Wilson, ii. i ff.

;

G. Strehly, Paris, 1885 ;
L. Fiitze, Leipzig, 1884. Cf. Gawrohski, Lis sources de quel-

ques drames indieus, pp..43ff.
;
Cimmini, Osservacioni sul rasa nel Mdlattmddhava ^

Naples, 1915.
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Nandana, the king’s boon companion {narmasuhrd), to wed

Malati with the king’s approval. Kamandaki, therefore, decides

to arrange the meeting of the young people and their marriage,

so as to be able to present the king with a fait accompli. Both

hero and heroine have friends, Makaranda and Madayantika,

sister of Nandana, and, after Acts I and II have made the main

lovers sufficiently enamoured, in Act III, when the lovers are

meeting in a temple of ^iva, Madayantika is in danger of death

from an escaped tiger, and is rescued by Makaranda, not without

injury. These two then are deeply in love. But Act IV shows

us the king resolved on the mating of Malati and Nandana

;

Madhava, despairing of success through Kamandakl’s aid alone,

decides to win the favour of the ghouls of the cemetery by an

offering of fresh flesh
;
this leads him in Act V to a great adven-

ture, for on his ghastly errand he hears cries from a temple near

by, and rushes in just in time to save Malati whom the priest

Aghoraghanta and his acolyte Kapalakundala were about to offer

in sacrifice to the goddess Camunda. He slays Aghoraghanta.

In Act VI Kapalakundala swears revenge, but for the moment
all goes well

; Malati is to wed Nandana, but by a clever

stratagem Makaranda takes her place at the temple where she

goes to worship before her marriage, and, while Madhava and

Malati flee, Makaranda is led home as a bride. In Act VII we
hear how poor Nandana has been repulsed by his bride; Mada-

yantika comes to rebuke her sister-in-law, finds her lover, and

elopes. But they are pursued, as they make their way to rejoin

their friends, and in Act VIII we learn that the fugitives were

succoured by Madhava and so splendidly routed their foes that

the king, learning of it, gladly forgives the runaways. But in the

tumult Malati has been stolen away by Kapalakundala, and

Act IX is devoted to Madhava’s wild search with his friend to

find her, which would have been fruitless, had not SaudaminI, a

pupil of Kamandaki, by good fortune come on Kapalakundala

and rescued her victim. A scene of lament at the beginning of

Act X is interrupted by the return of the lovers, and the king

approves the marriage.

The source of the Mahdvlracarita ^
is very different ;

it is an

* Ed. F. H. Trithen, London, 1848; NS. 1901 ; trs. J. Fickford, London, 1892.
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effort to describe the main story of the Rdmdyana by the use of

dialogue narrating the main events, but a deliberate bid for

dramatic effect is made through treating the whole story as the

feud of Ravana, and his plots to ruin Rama. The motif is intro-

duced in Act I
;
at Vi9vamitra*s hermitage Rama and Laksmana

see and love Sita and tJrmila, daughters of Janaka of Videha.

Ravana, however, sends a messenger to demand Sita’s hand in

marriage, but Rama defeats the demon Tadaka, and Vi^vamitra

gives him celestial weapons, and summons Qiva’s bow, which, if he

bends, he may have Sita. The bow is broken and Ravana’s envoy

departs in rage. In Act II Ravana's minister Malyavant plots

with his sister Qurpanakha how to make good the defeat

sustained
;
a letter from Para9urama suggests a means

;
they

incite him to avenge the breaking of Qiva's bow. Para9urama

acts on the hint in his usual haughty pride
;
he arrives at

Mithila, insults Rama and demands a conflict. In the next Act

the exchange of insults continues
;
Vasistha, Vi9vamitra, Qata-

nanda, Janaka, and Da9aratha in vain seek to avoid a struggle

between the youth and the savage Brahmin, slayer of his own
mother and exterminator of Ksatriyas, but they fail. Act IV
reveals that Para9urama has been defeated, and has saluted with

respect the victor
;
Malyavant bethinks him of a new device,

Qurpanakha will assume the dress of Manthara, servant of

Kaikeyi, Da9aratha’s favourite wife, and destroy the concord

of the royal family. That family is in excellent spirits
;
Rama

is at Mithila with his father-in-law when the supposed Manthara

appears, bearing an alleged letter from Kaikeyi asking him to

secure Da9aratha's fulfilment of two boons he had once granted

her
;
these are the selection of her son Bharata as crown prince

and Rama’s banishment for fourteen years. Meanwhile Bharata

and his uncle Yudhajit have asked Da9aratha to crown Rama
forthwith

;
he is only too willing, but Rama arrives, reports the

demands of Kaikeyi and insists on leaving for the forest, accom-

panied by Sita and Laksmana, while Bharata is bidden remain,

though he treats himself but as vicegerent. In Act V a dialogue

between the aged vultures Jatayu and Sampati informs us of

Rama’s doings in the forest and destruction of demons ; Sampati

is uneasy and bids Jatayu guard Rama well. Jatayu fares on

his duty, sees Sita stolen by Ravana, and is slain in her defence.
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We see Rama and Laksmana in mourning
;
they wander in the

forest, save, and receive tidings from, an ascetic ;
Vibhisana,

brother of Ravana, exiled from Lanka, wishes to meet them at

Rsyamukha where also are the jewels dropped by Slta in her

despair. Valin, however, on the instigation of Malyavant, seeks

to forbid their entry
;
Rama persists and slays his foe, who bids

his brother Sugriva lend his aid to Rama*s search. In Act VI

Malyavant appears desolated by the failure of his plans
;
he

hears of Hanumant’s setting Lanka on fire. Ravana appears,

doting on Sita ;
in vain Mandodari warns him of the advance of

the enemy, but his disbelief is rudely dispelled ;
Angada bears

terms of surrender of Slta and humiliation before Laksmana
;
he

refuses, and seeks to punish the envoy, who escapes. He then

goes out to battle, described at length by Indra and Citraratha,

who, as divine, can watch it from the sky; Ravana performs

feats of valour, but Hanumant revives with ambrosia Rama and

his comrades, and Ravana finally falls dead beside his gallant

son, Meghanada. In Act VII the cities Lanka and Alaka,

represented by their deities, exchange condolences ;,^it is reported

that Slta has by the fire ordeal proved her chastity. The whole

of Ramans party are now triumphant
;
an aerial journey carries

them to the north, where they are welcomed by Rama's brothers

and Da^aratha’s widows, and Vi9vamitra crowns Rama.

The Uttarardmacarita ^
is based on the last and late book of

the Rdmdyana, Janaka has departed; Slta enceinte is sad and

Rama is consoling her. News is brought from Vasistha ;
he bids

the king meet every wish of his wife, but rank first of all his duty

to his people. Laksmana reports that the painter, who has been

depicting the scenes of their wanderings, has finished
;
they enter

the gallery, and live over again their experiences, Rama consol-

ing Sita for her cruel separation from her husband and friends

;

incidentally he prays the holy Gahga to protect her and that the

magic arms he has may pass spontaneously to his sons. Sita,

wearied, falls asleep. The Brahmin Durmukha, who has been

sent to report on the feeling of the people, reveals that they

doubt Sita’s purity. Rama has already promised Sita to let her

visit again the forest, scene of her wanderings ;
he now decides

1 Ed. and trs. S, K. Belvalkar, HOS. xxi-xaiii ;
trs. C. H. Tawney, Calcutta,

1874; P. d^Alheim, Bois»Ie-Roi, 1906.
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that, when she has gone, she must not return, and the command
is obeyed. Act II shows an ascetic Atreyi in converse with the

spirit of the woods, Vasanti
;
we learn that Rama is celebrating

the horse sacrifice, and that Valmiki is bringing up two fine boys

entrusted to him by a goddess. Rama enters, sword in hand, to

lay an impious Qudra ^ambuka
;

slain, the latter, purified by

this death, appears in spirit form and leads his benefactor to

Agastya’s hermitage. In Act III two rivers Tamasa and Murala

converse
; they tell us that Sita abandoned would have killed

herself but Ganga preserved her, and entrusted her two sons,

born in her sorrow, to Valmiki to train. Then Sita in a spirit

form appears, unseen by mortals
;
she is permitted by Ganga to

revisit under Tamasa’s care the scenes of her youth. Rama also

appears. At the sight of the scene of their early love, both faint,

but Sita, recovering, touches unseen Rama who recovers only to

relapse and be revived again. Finally Sita departs, leaving Rama
fainting.

The scene changes in Act IV to the hermitage of Janaka,

retired from kingly duties ; Kaufalya, Rama’s mother, meets

him and both forget self in consoling each other. They are inter-

rupted by the merry noises of the children of the hermitage

;

one especially is pre-eminent
;
questioned, he is Lava, who has a

brother Ku^a and who knows Rama only from Valmiki’s work.

The horse from Rama’s sacrifice approaches, guarded by soldiers.

Lava joins his companions, but, unlike them, he is undaunted by
the royal claim of sovereignty and decides to oppose it. Act V
passes in an exchange of martial taunts between him and Candra-

ketu, who guards the horse for Rama, though each admires the

other. In Act VI a Vidyadhara and his wife, flying in the air,

describe the battle of the youthful heroes and the magic weapons

they use. The arrival of Rama interrupts the conflict. He
admires Lava’s bravery, which Candraketu extols ; he questions

him, but finds that the magic weapons came to him spon-

taneously. Kufa enters from Bharata’s hermitage, whither he

has carried Valmiki’s poem to be dramatized. The father

admires the two splendid youths, who are, though he knows it

not, his own sons.

In Act VII all take part in a supernatural spectacle devised

by Bharata and played by the Apsarases. Sita’s fortunes after
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her abandonment are depicted ; she weeps and casts herself in

the Bhaglrathi
;
she reappears, supported by Prthivi, the earth

goddess, and Ganga, each carrying a new-born infant. Prthivi

declaims against the harshness of Rama, Ganga excuses his acts
;

both ask Sita to care for the children until they are old enough

to hand over to Valmiki, when she can act as she pleases. Rama
is carried away, he believes the scene real, now he intervenes in

the dialogue, now he faints. Arundhati suddenly appears with

Sita, who goes to her husband and brings him back to conscious-

ness. The people acclaim the queen, and Valmiki presents to

them Rama’s sons, Ku^a and Lava.

Indian tradition asserts that of the Mahdviracarita Bhava-

bhuti wrote only up to stanza 46 of Act V, the rest being com-

pleted by Subrahmanya Kavi ; if this were to be taken as certain,

it would be a sign that that drama was never completed, and so

was the last work of the author, but the maturity ot the Utiara-

rdmacarita makes it clear that, whatever there may be of truth

in the story, the incompleteness cannot have been due to lack of

time.

3. Bhavabhuti s Dramatic Art and Style

It is difficult to doubt that Bhavabhuti must have been

induced to write his Prakarana in an effort to vie with the author

of the Mrcchakatikd. It is true that no such humour as lightens

that drama is found in the Mdlatimddhava, but that was doubt-

less due to Bhavabhati’s own temperament ; conscious that he

had no gift ^ in that direction, he omitted boldly the part of the

Vidusaka which he could clearly not have handled effectively.

But in doing so he lessened greatly his resources, and has to

select for his theme in lieu of comic relief incidents of the

terrible and horrible type blended with the supernatural. The
main love-story, with the episode of the two young lovers,

whose desires are thwarted by interposition of a powerful suitor,

and whose affairs are mixed up with those of two other lovers,

both affections ending in elopements, occurs in the Kathdsarit-

1 The deplorable effort in Act IV of the Uttarardmacariia at deliberate humonr

shows bis weakness in this regard. A certain measure of irony of situation is all that

he ever attains, e.g. in connexion with Rama’s ignorance of the identity of his sons,

cf. Uttararamacarita^ iv. 2J/3
;

vi. 19/20.
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sdgara} and in that collection as elsewhere * we find the motifs

of the sacrifice of a maiden by a magician and the offering of

flesh to the demons to obtain their aid. But the credit is due to

Bhavabhuti of combining them in an effective enough whole, and

of producing in Act V a spectacle at once horrible and exciting.

He has also improved his authorities in detail
;
the escaped tiger

replaces the more conventional elephant; and the intrigue is

more effectually welded together by making Madayantika the

sister of Nandana, the king's favourite. Further, he has intro-

duced the machinery of KamandakT and her assistants Avalokita

and Saudamini. This again is taken from the romance; Dandin,

as Brahmanical an author as Bhavabhuti himself, adopts Bud-

dhist nuns as go-betweens, and Kamandakl’s offices are perfectly

honourable
;
she merely undertakes, at the request of the parents,

to subtract Malati from marriage with one unworthy of her and

not her father's choice. The influence of Kalidasa explains

Act IX, which is a manifest effort to rival Act IV of the Vikra-

morvagl, which it excels in tragic pathos, if it is inferior to it in

grace and charm. The same Act has a flagrant imitation of the

MegJiadfita in Madhava's idea of sending a cloud message to his

lost love, and is full of verbal reminiscences of that text.

The plot, however interesting, is extremely badly knit toge-

ther
;
the action is dependent to an absurd degree on accident

;

Malati twice on the verge of death is twice saved by mere chance.

Moreover, the characters live apart from all contact with real

life
;
they are in a city like the characters of the Mrcchakatikd^

but seem to exist in a world of their own in which the escape of

tigers and the abduction of maidens with murderous intent cause

no surprise. There is little individuality in hero or heroine,

though the shy modesty of the latter contrasts with the boldness

of Madayantika, who flings herself at Makaranda s head. A
friend of Madhava, Kalahansa, is asserted later ^ to be a Vita, but

has nothing characteristic, and probably the assertion is without

ground.

The Mahdviracarita lacks the novelty of the Mdlattmddhava,

' xiii.

® KSS. xviii.
; xxv. (A9okadatta and the Raksasas) : cxxi. (Kapalika and Madana-

mafijan)
; DKC. vii. (Mantragupta and Kanakalekha),

® Kumarasvaniin, Pratdparudrtya, i. 38.

2717 N
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but Bhavabhuti^s effort to giv^e some unity to the plot is com-

mendable, though it is unsuccessful. The fatal error, of course,

is the narration of events in long speeches in lieu of action. The
conversations of Malyavant and Qurpanakha, of Jatayu and

Sampati, of Indra and Citraratha, and of Alaka and Laiika are

wholly undramatic
;

the word-painting of the places of their

adventures, as seen from the aerial car on the return home, has

not the slightest conceivable right to a place in drama. The
elaborate exchange of passionate and grandiose defiances

between Rama and Para^urama which drags through two Acts

does credit to the rhetorical powers of the dramatist, but is

wearisome and a mere hindrance to the action. On the other

hand, the scene where Rharata determines to act as vicegerent

and that between Valin and Sugriva are effective, while with

excellent taste Valin is made an enemy, who opposes Rama under

bad advice, and the treachery and fraternal strife of the Rama-
disappear for good. The characterization is feeble

;
Rama and

Sita are tediously of one pattern without shadow on their virtue,

and neither Malyavant nor Ravana surpasses mediocrity.

The Uitararamacariia reaches no higher level as a drama
;
he

has a period of twelve years to cover, as he had fourteen in the

Mahdviracarita, and to produce effective unity would be hard for

any author ; Bhavabhuti has made no serious effort to this end ;

he has contented himself with imagining a series of striking

pictures. The first Act is admirably managed
;
the tragic irony

of Sita's gazing on the pictures of a sorrow over for good just on

the verge of an even crueller fate, and of asking for a visit to see

the old scenes of her unhappiness as well as her joy, which

affords the king the means of immediately abandoning her, is

perfectly brought out. Yet excuses are made for the king
;

it is

the voice of duty that he hears
;
his counsellors who might have

stayed his rash act are away. The scene in Act III, when Sita

sees and forgives her spouse, is admirable in its delicacy of the

portrayal of her gradual but generous surrender to the proof that,

though harsh, he deeply loved her. Lava again is a fine study

in his pride, followed by submission to the great king when

approached with courtesy, but the Vidyadhara's tale of the use

of the magic weapons, doubtless an effort to vie with Bharavi’s

Kirdtdrjuniya, is ineffective. The last Act, however, reveals
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Bhavabhuti at his best ; the plain tale of the Rdmdyana makes

Ku^a and Lava recite the story of the Rdmdyana at a sacrifice

and be recognized by their father
;
here a supernatural drama

with goddesses as actors leads insensibly to a happy ending, for

Bhavabhuti again defies tradition to attain the end, without

which the drama would be defective even in our eyes. Sita and

Rama are splendidly characterized
;
the one in his greatness of

power and nobility of spirit, the other ethereal and spiritual,

removed from the gross things of earth. Janaka and Kau9alya

are effectively drawn ; their condolences have the accent of sin-

cerity, but the other characters—there are twenty-four in all

—

present nothing of note. It was not within Bhavabhuti’s narrow

range to create figures on a generous scale
; in his other dramas

they are reduced to the minimum necessary for the action.

As a poem the merits of the Uttarardmacarita are patent and

undeniable. The temper of Bhavabhuti was akin to the grand

and the inspiring in nature and life
;
the play blends the martial

fervour of Rama and his gallant son with the haunting pathos of

the fate of the deserted queen, and the forests, the mountains, the

rivers in the first three Acts afford abundant opportunity for his

great ability in depicting the rugged as well as the tender

elements of nature ;
what is awe-inspiring and magnificent in its

grandeur has an attraction for Bhavabhuti, which is not shown in

the more limited love of nature in Kalidasa. He excels Kali-

dasa also in the last Act, for the reunion of Sita and Rama has

a depth of sentiment, not evoked by the tamer picture of the

meeting of Duhsanta and (Jakuntala
;
both Rama and Sita are

creatures of more vital life and deeper experience than the king

and his woodland love.

We find, in fact, in Bhavabhuti, in a degree unknown to

Kalidasa, child of fortune, to whom life appeared as an ordered

joyous whole, the sense of the mystery of things ;
‘ what brings

things together he says, ‘ is some mysterious inward tie
;

it is

certainly not upon outward circumstances that affection rests’.^

Self-sacrifice is a reality to Bhavabhuti
;
Rama is prepared

to abandon without a pang affection, compassion, and felicity,

nay Sita herself, for the sake of his people,^ and he acts up to his

resolve. Friendship is to him sacred ;
to guard a friend*s interests

* Uttarardmacarita^ vi. 12, ^ Ibid,^ i. 12.
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at the cost of one’s own, to avoid in dealings with him all malice

and guile, and to strive for his weal as if for one’s own is the

essential mark of true friendship.^ Admirable also is his concep-

tion of love, far nobler than that normal in Indian literature
;

it

is the same in happiness and sorrow, adapted to every circum-

stance of life, in which the heart finds solace, unspoiled by age,

mellowing and becoming more valuable as in course of time

reserve dies away, a supreme blessing attained only by those that

are fortunate and after long toil.^ The child completes the

union ; it ties in a common knot of union the strands of its

parents* hearts.^ Bhavabhuti was clearly a solitary soul ; this is

attested by the prologue of the Malatlmadhava :

ye nama hecid iha nah prathayaniy avajhdm
: jananti te

kim api tdfi prati naisa yatnak

ntpatsyate 'sti mama ko pi samdnadharmd : kdlo hy ayam
anavadhir vipuld ca prthvi.

* Those that disparage me know little
;
for them my effort is not

made; there will or does exist some one with like nature to mine,

for time is boundless and the earth is wide.* Yet we may
sympathize with those who felt ^ that his art was unfit for the

stage, for Bhavabhuti’s style has many demerits in addition to

the defects of his technique.

Bhavabhuti in fact proclaims here as his own merit richness

and elevation of expression {praudhatvam nddratd ca vacasdm)

and depth of meaning, and we must admit that he has no small

grounds for his claims. The depth of thought and grandeur

which can be admitted in the case of Bhavabhuti must be

measured by Indian standards, and be understood subject to the

grave limitations which are imposed on any Brahmanical specula-

tion as to existence by the orthodoxy which is as apparent in

Bhavabhuti as it is in the lighter-hearted Kalidasa. When,

therefore, we are told ^ that * with reference to Kalidasa he holds

a position such as Aeschylus holds with reference to Euripides *,

we must not take too seriously the comparison. No poet, in fact,

suggests less readily comparison with Euripides than does Kali-

dasa. He has nothing whatever of the questioning mind of the

' Mah&Jiracarita^ v. 59. Cf. Uttarardmacaritay iv. 13, 14.

2 i. 39.
" UttarardmacaritayiiU' iS.

* Cf. ibid.y i. 5, ® Ryder, The Little Clay Carty p. xvi.
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Greek dramatist, contemporary of the Sophists, and eager

inquirer into the validity of all established conventions. In

style again he aims at a level of perfection of achievement, which

was neither sought nor attained by Euripides. Unquestionably,

if any parallel were worth making, Kalidasa would fall to be

ranked as the Sophokles of the Indian drama, for as far as any

Indian poet could, ‘ he saw life steadily and saw it whole and

was free from the vain questionings which vexed the soul of

Euripides. Bhavabhuti again cannot seriously be compared

with Aischylos, for he accepted without question the Brahmanical

conceptions of world order, unlike the great Athenian who sought

to interpret for himself the fundamental facts of existence, and

who found for them no solution in popular belief or traditional

religion. There can, moreover, be no greater contrast in style

than that between the simple strength of Aischylos, despite his

power of brilliant imagery,^ and the over-elaboration and exag-

geration of Bhavabhuti. The distinction between Kalidasa and

his successor is of a different kind. Both accepted the traditional

order, but Kalidasa, enjoying, we may feel assured, a full measure

of prosperity in the golden age of India under the Gupta empire,

viewed with a determined optimism all that passed before him in

life, in strange contrast to the bitterness of the denunciations of

existence which Buddhism, then losing ground, has set forth as

its contribution to the problems of life. Bhavabhuti, on his part,

recognized with a truer insight, sharpened perhaps by the obvious

inferiority of his fortunes and failure to enjoy substantial royal

favour, the difficulties and sorrows of life
;
his theme is not the

joys of a pleasure-loving great king or the vicissitudes of a Puru-

ravas, too distant from humanity to touch our own life, but the

bitter woes of Rama and Sita, who have for us the reality of

manhood and womanhood, as many a touch reminds us :

^

kim api kim apt mandam mandam asattiyogad : avicalitaka^

polam jalpaiog ca kramena

agithilaparirambhavydprtaikaikadosnor : aviditagataydma rd-

trir evaih vyarahsiL

‘As slowly and gently, cheek pressed against cheek, we whis-

pered soft nothings, each clasping the other with warm embrace,

the night, whose watches had sped unnoticed, came to an end.*

^ G. Norwood, Gruk Tragedy^ pp. lai ff. * i. 27.
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As regards the formal side of Bhavabhuti’s style we must

unquestionably admit his power of expression, which is displayed

equally in all three dramas. To modern taste BhavabhOti is

most attractive when he is simple and natural, as he can be when

it pleases him. Thus in Act VI of the Malatlmadhava we have

a pretty expression of Madhava’s joy at the words of love of him

uttered by Malatl when she has no idea of his presence near her

:

mldmsya jivaktisumasya vikdsandni : samtarpandni sakalen-

driyamohanani

attandandni hrdayaikarasdyandni : distyd inaydpy adhiga-

tdni vaeomrtdnL
‘ Fortune has favoured me, for I have heard the nectar of her

words that make to bloom again the faded flower of my life,

delightful, disturbing every sense, causing gladness, sole elixir for

my heart.* The deliberate rhyming effect is as appropriate as it

is uncommon in such elaboration, and it is characteristic that the

same effect is shortly afterwards repeated. Effective simplicity

and directness also characterize the speech, in Sanskrit contrary

to the usual rule, of Buddharaksita in Act VII, when she clinches

the argument in favour of the elopement of Madayantika and

Makaranda

:

preyan manorathasahasravrtah sa esah: supiapramattaja-

nam etad amdtyavegnia

pratidham iamah ktiru krtajiiatayaiva bkadratn : utksipta-

mukamaninupurani ehi ydmah.
‘ Here is thy beloved, on whom a thousand times thy hopes have

rested
;

in the minister’s palace the men are asleep or drunken
;

impenetrable is the darkness
;
be grateful and show thy favour

;

come, let us silence our jewelled anklets by laying them aside,

and depart hence.* Equally effective is the expression of the

admirable advice tendered to Madhava and Malati at the moment
when Kamandaki has succeeded in securing their union

:

preyo mitram bandhutd vd samagrd ; sarve kdmdh geva-

dhir jivitam vd

strindm bhartd dharmaddrdg ca ptmsdni: ity anyonyam

vaisayor jiidtam astti,

‘ Know, my dear children, that to a wife her husband and to

a husband his lawful wife are, each to each, the dearest of friends,

the sum total of relationships, the completeness of desire, the
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perfection of treasures, even life itself/ Pretty again are the

terms in which Kamandaki laments Malati in Act X when she

learns of her disappearance :

d janmaiiah pratinmhurtavigesaraniydny : dcestitdni tava

samprati tdni tdni

cdtuni carumadhiirdni ca samsmrtdni : deham dahanti hrda-

yani ca viddrayanti,

‘ My body is aflame and my heart torn in sunder by the memory
of thy childish movements which grew more delightful every

hour from thy birth, and of the beauty and sweetness of thy

loving words/

It is, therefore, the more to be regretted that Bhavabhuti was

not content with simplicity, but is often too fond of elaborate

and overloaded descriptions, which are fatally lacking in sim-

plicity and intelligibility and can be fully comprehended only

after careful study and examination. We must, however, it is

clear, admit that Bhavabhuti definitely improved in taste as the

years went on. The latest of his dramas, the Uttarardmacarita,

is far less obnoxious to criticism for defects of judgement than

the Malatlmddhava^ which may be set down as an adventure in

a genre unsuited to the poet’s talent. There is an admirable

touch in the scene in Act I of the play where Sita, wearied, falls

to rest on the pillow of Rama s arm, that arm which no other

woman can claim and which has ever lulled her to sleep, and he

gazes on her in fond admiration

iyauL gche laksniir iyam anirtavartir nayanayor

asdv asydk spargo vapmi 'bahidag candanarasah

ayam kanthe bdhuh gigiramasrno inauktikasarah

kim asyd ua preyo yadi param asahyas tu viraha/u

‘ She is Fortune herself in my home
;
she is a pencil of ambrosia

for the eyes
; her touch here on my body is as fragrant as sandal

juice
;
her arm round my neck is cool and soft as a necklace of

pearls
;
what in her is there that is not dear, save only the

misery of separation from her?’ Scarcely are the words said

than the attendant enters with the word, ‘ It has come *, which on

her lips is to announce the advent of the spy whose report is to

lead to Sita’s banishment, while the audience, following the words,

applies it at once to the separation which Rama was deploring,

1 i. 38,
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and which to him was the parting in the past when Ravana stole

his bride.

The spontaneous regard which springs up for each other in

the hearts of the two princes Lava and Candraketu when they

meet is admirably depicted :
’

yadrcchdsampdtah kim u gunagandndm ati^ayah

ptirdno vd janmdntaranibidabandkah paricayah

nijo vd sainbandhah kim u vidhivagdi ko 'py avidito

niamaitasmin drste hrdayani avadhdnavi racayati?

‘ Is it this chance encounter, or his wealth of splendid qualities, or

an ancient love, firm bound in a former birth, or a common tie of

blood unknown through the might of fate, which draws close my
heart to him even at first sight ?"

The rebuke which Vasanti addresses to Rama for his treat-

ment of Sita, despite the loyalty of the queen, is effectively

broken off by a faint :
^

tvani jivitam tvam asi me hrdayam dvitiyam

tvai)i katnnudt nayanayor amrtaih tvam ahge

ity ddibhih priyagatair anurudhya mtigdhdtn

tdm eva gdntam athavd kim atah parena*

'"‘Thou art my life, my second heart, thou the moonlight of

my eyes, the ambrosia for my body thou : with these and

a hundred other endearments didst thou win her simple soul, and

now alas—but what need to say more ?
'

Elsewhere we have less simplicity, but in these cases we must

distinguish carefully between those instances in which the diffi-

culty and complexity of expression serve to illustrate the

thought, and those in which the words are made to stand in lieu

of ideas. In many cases Bhavabhuti may justly claim to have

achieved substantial success, even when he is not precisely simple.

The effect of love on Madhava is effectively expressed :
^

pariccheddtUah sakalavacandndm avisayah

punarjanniany asminn amibhavapatham yo na gatavdii

vivekapradhvahsdd upacitamahdmohagahano

vikdrah ko ^py antar jadayati ca tdpani ca kuvute*

‘An emotion, evading determination, inexpressible by words,

never before experienced in this birth of mine, wholly confusing

^ V. i6. * iii. 27. * 29.
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because of the impossibility of examination, is at once numbing

me within and filling me with a torment of fire/

The poet*s command of the philosophical conceptions of his

day is shown in the verse following :

paricchedavyaktir bhavati na purahsthe 'pi visaye

bhavaty abhyaste 'pi smaranam atathdbhdvavirasam

na samtdpacchedo himasarasi vd candraniasi vd

niano nisthdgunyam bhramati ca kim apy dlikhati ca.

‘ Though an object be before one’s gaze, determination is not

easy
;
brought back, memory intervenes to introduce an element

of falsity
;
neither in the cool lake nor in the moonbeams can

passion be quenched
;
my mind, powerless to attain a fixed

result, wanders, and yet records something/

We have a further effective picture of the physical effect of love

on Madhava when he seeks to assuage his sorrows by depicting

his beloved from memory: ^

vdram vdrani tirayati dr(or udganiam bdspapuras

tatsamkalpopahitajadinia starnbhani abhycti gdtram

sadyah svidyann ayam aviratotka^npaloldhguHkah

pdnir lekhdvidhisn nitardni vartate kini karoniu

‘ Time after time the tears that stream from my eyes blind my
sight

;
my body is paralysed by the numbness born of the thought

of her ; when I seek to draw, my hand grows moist and trem-

bles incessantly
;
ah, what is there that I can do ?

’

It is, however, easy to pass into exaggeration, as in :
^

lineva pratibimbiteva likhitevotkirnarupcva ca

pratyiipteva ca vajralepaghatitevdntarnikhdteva ca

sd nag cetasi kllitcva vigikhaig cetobhuvah pancabhig

cintdsanitatitantnjdlanibidasyfiteva ca lagnd priyd,

* So have I grasped my dear one that she is as it were merged in

me, reflected in me, depicted in me, her form mingled in me, cast

into me, cemented with adamant to me, planted within me, pinned

to my soul by the five arrows of love, firmly sewn into the fabric

of my thought contimmm'

A stanza like this, whatever credit it may do to the ingenuity

of its author, hardly gives any high opinion of his literary taste,

but we are undoubtedly forced to assume that he believed

deliberately in the merits of the style he adopted, which as

^ i. 34. ^ V. 10.
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contrasted with that of Kalidasa belongs to the Gaudi type,^

which loves compounds in prose, and aims at the grandiose

rather than sweetness and grace. The adoption of such a style,

possibly under the influence of the reputation of Bana, is wholly
unjustified in drama

;
the prose, which normally in the plays moves

freely and easily, is hampered by compounds of ridiculous length

which must have been nearly as unintelligible to his audiences as

they are now without careful study. The defect, it is true,

gradually diminishes
;
the Uttarardmacarita is far freer from sins

of this type. In the verse the theory does not make such

demands for compounds, so that the poetry is often better than

the prose
; especially in his latest drama it gains clearness and

intelligibility. Sanskrit, however, was clearly in large mea-

sure an artificial language to Bhavabhuti; he employs far too

freely rare terms culled from the lexicons, honourable to his

scholarship but not to his taste, and the same lack of taste is

displayed in the excess of his exaggerations. Of the sweetness

and charm of Kalidasa he has as little as of the power of sugges-

tion displayed by his predecessor; but he excels in drawing with

a few strokes the typical features of a situation or emotion. He
seeks propriety in his characters’ utterances; Janaka shows his

philosophical training, as do the two ascetics in Act IV
;
Lava

manifests his religious pupilship under Valmiki; Tamasa as a

river goddess uses similes from the waters. Effective is the

speech of the old chamberlain who addresses the newly-crowned

Rama as ‘ Rama dear * to remember the change and fall back on

‘Your Majesty \ It may be admitted also that in many

passages Bhavabhuti does produce effective concatenations of

sounds, but only at the expense of natural expression and clear-

ness of diction. The appreciation which he has excited in India

is often due not to his real merits, but to admiration of these

linguistic tours de force

^

such as the following :

dordanddhcitacandragekharadhanurdanddvabkafigodyatas

tahkaradkvanir dryabdlacaritaprastavauddindimah

drdkparyastakapdlasampiiiamiladbrahmdndabhdndodara—
bhramyatpinditacandinid kathavi aho nddydpi vigrdmyatu

‘ The twang, emanating from the broken staff of Qiva’s bow, bent

by his staff-like arms, is the trumpet sound proclaiming to the

^ X'aniaiui, i. 2.12
;
SD. 627; KdvydJar^a^ i. 40 ff.
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world the youthful prowess of my noble brother
;

it ceases not

yet, its reverberations enhanced by its rumbling through the

interstices of the fragments of the universe rent asunder by the

dread explosion.* It may readily be admitted that the sound

effect of such a verse is admirable, but it is attained only at the

sacrifice of clearness and propriety of diction.

4, The Lafiguage and the Metres

Bhavabhuti, with his limited scope, confines himself to Qaura-

seni, and models his style on Sanskrit, so that the speakers of

Prakrit are committed to the absurdity of elaborate style in what

is supposed to be a vernacular. For him doubtless as for later

poets the production of Prakrit was a mechanical task of trans-

forming Sanskrit according to the rules of Vararuci or other

grammarians.

In metre the Mahdvlracarita shows a free use of the Qloka, as

is inevitable in an epic play
;

it is found 129 times
;
the ^ardiila-

vikridita (75), Vasantatilaka (39), Qikharini (31), and Sragdhara

(28) arc the other chief metres; the Upajati, Mandakranta, and

MalinI are not rare, but the Arya (3) and Giti (1) are almost

gone, and there are only sporadic Aupacchandasika, Puspitagra,

Prthvi, Praharsini, Rathoddhata, Van9astha, Qalini, and Harini.

The Uttarardmacarita has the same metres, save the Sragdhara,

a curious omission
;

it adds the Drutavilambita and Manjubha-

sini
;
the occurrences of the (Jloka are 89, the ^ikharini is second

(30), Vasantatilaka third (26), and (Jardulavikridita fourth (25).

The Mdlatimddhava has the same metres as the Uiiarardma-

carita plus the Narkutaka^ and a Dandaka of six short syllables

and sixteen amphimacers ; here the Vasantatilaka takes first

place (49), ^ardulavikridita (32), Qikharini (21), and Harini (12).

The Malini (21) and Mandakranta (15) take on greater impor-

tance, while the ^loka is negligible (14). The fact that there arc

only 8 Aryas reflects the changed character of Bhavabhuti*s

versification from that of Kalidasa.



IX

VigAKHADATTA AND BHATTA NARAYANA

I. The Date of Vigdhhadatta

A CURIOUS vagueness besets our knowledge of Vi^akhadatta

or Vi9akhadeva, son of the Maharaja Bhaskaradatta or the

minister Prthu, grandson of the feudatory Vate9varadatta. None

of these persons are elsewhere known, and for his date we are

reduced to conjectures. The play ends with a stanza mentioning

Candragupta as would be natural in a play of which he is hero,

but there are variants in the manuscripts, including Dantivarman,

Rantivarman, and (A)vantivarman. The last has been utilized

to fix the date, but in two different ways
;
Avantivarman might

be the Maukhari king whose son married Harsa’s daughter, or

the king of Kashmir (a.d. 855-83)
;
Jacobi * identifies the eclipse

referred to in the play as that of December 2, 860, when, he holds,

^ura, the king’s minister, had the play performed. There is no

conclusive argument for or against this clever combination.

Konow * sees in Candragupta the ruler of the Gupta line, and

would make the poet a younger contemporary of Kalidasa, but

this is fantasy. We have some evidence of imitation of Ratna-

kara by Vi9akhadatta, but it is possibly not conclusive as to date.

Still less weight attaches to the fact that in one manuscript the

Nandi is supposed to be over before the play begins, for that is

merely a habit of South Indian manuscripts, true to the Bhasa

tradition. There is nothing that prevents a date in the ninth

century, though the work may be earlier.®

' VOJ. ii. 212 ff.; contra Dhrnva, VOJ. v. 25; Charpenticr, JRAS. 1923, pp.585f.

’ ID. pp. 70 f. Cf. Antani, lA. li. 49 f. ; Wintemitz, GIL. iii. 210.

’ Keith, JRAS. 1909, pp. 145 f. ; Hertel, ZDMG. Ixx. 133 ff. It is later than the

Mrcchakatikd, the Kaghummfa (vii. 43 as compared with v. 23), and the t^i^npala-

vadha (i. 47 ns compared with the last verse).
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2. The Mtidraraksasa

(
Whatever its date, the Mtidraraksasa^ is one of the great

Sanskrit dramas, although in India itself its merits have long been

underrated, because it does not conform to the normal model
It is a drama of political intrigue, centred in the person of

Raksasa, formerly minister of the Nandas, who is now sworn to

revenge their destruction on Canakya, the Brahmin who vowed to

ruin them, and who, in pursuance of this end, secured an alliance

between Candragupta, their rival, and Parvate^a and attacked

Pataliputra. Raksasa seeing resistance vain surrendered the

city ; the last of the royal house, Sarvarthasiddhi, retired to an

ascetic life, and Raksasa left to weave plots elsewhere. His

eflfort by a poison maiden to slay Candragupta miscarried

;

instead, Pai-vate^a fell a victim through Canakya's cunning.

This so far aided Raksasa that his son Malayaketu left Candra-

gupta and is now his ally, preparing with the aid of a host of

motley origin, including princes of Kuluta, Malaya, Kashmir,

Scind, and Persia to attack the capital. Act I shows Canakya’s

schemes; in a monologue he expresses his detestation of the

Nandas and his determination to secure Raksasa as minister for

his lord, for he is convinced of Raksasa's worth and has no

desire himself to rule. Nipunaka, his spy, enters
;
he has found

a Jain Jivasiddhi hostile to the king—he is in reality Canakya^s

agent ; the scribe ^akatadasa is a real enemy, as is the

jeweller Candanadasa, in whose house are Raksasa’s wife and

child
;
by good fortune he has secured the signet ring of Raksasa,

dropped by the former in pulling indoors the child. Canakya

sees his chance ; he writes a letter, has it copied in good faith by

^akatadasa and sealed with Raksasa’s seal
;
Qakatadasa is then

arrested, but on the point of impalement is rescued by Siddhar-

thaka, another spy of the minister s, who flees to Raksasa

;

Jivasiddhi is banished in ignominy to the same destination, and

Candanadasa is flung into prison, to await death for having

harboured Raksasa s family, w^hich has escaped. Finally, it is

reported that Bhagurayana and others of the court are also fled,

» Ed. A. Ilillebrandt, Breslau, 1912; trs. Wilson, ii. 125 ff. ; L. Fritze, Leipzig,

1886; V. Henry, Paris, 1888.

* Or Parvataka. For an effort to extract history, see Cl II. i. 470 ff. It must be

regarded as very dubious.
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news received by Canakya with admirable composure, for they

are also his emissaries.

Act II shows Raksasa*s counter-plots. Viradhaka, in a serpent-

charmer’s disguise, bears him news of ill import : the scheme to

murder Candragupta, as he passed under a coronation arch, has

failed, Vairodhaka, uncle of Malayaketu, who stayed when his

nephew^ fled and had been crowned also as lord of half the realm,

being slain in lieu of Candragupta ; Abhayadatta, who offered

him poison, has been forced to drink the draught
;
Pramodaka,

the chamberlain, has flaunted the wealth sent to him to use in

bribes, and is dead in misery : the bold spirits, who were to

issue from a subterranean passage into the king’s bedchamber,

have been detected by the king through the sight of ants bearing

a recent meal, and burnt in agony in their hiding place; Jiva-

siddhi is banished, Qakatadasa condemned to the stake, Candana-

dasa to the same fate. The tale of woe is interrupted by the

advent of Qakatadasa with Siddharthaka, who restores his seal to

Raksasa, saying he had picked it up at Candanadasa’s house, and

begs permission to remain in his train. Viradhaka now gives the

one piece of good news : Candragupta is tired of Canakya. At

this moment Raksasa is asked if he will buy .some precious

jewels, and hastily bids ^akatadasa see to the price, little knowing

that they arc sent by Canakya to entrap him. Act III displays

Canakya at his ablest
;
a fine scene takes place between him and

Candragupta, on the score that he has forbidden all feasting

without telling the king; the monarch finally upbraids him, the

minister taunts him with ingratitude and insolence, resigns

office, and leaves in high dudgeon
;
none but the chief actors

know the whole is but a ruse, and Raksasa’s fortunes seem again

fair. In Act IV the bright prospect begins to darken
;
Bhagura-

yana, for the officials who have deserted to Malayaketu, explains

to that monarch that they desire to deal direct with him, not

Raksasa
; the latter, they suggest, is no real foe of Candragupta

;

if Canakya were out of the way, there would be nothing to

hinder his allying himself with Candragupta. The king is

perplexed, and his doubt increases when he overhears a conversa-

tion between Raksasa and a courier who bears the glad tidings

of the split between the king and Canakya
;
Raksasa eagerly

exclaims that Candragupta is now in the palms of his hands
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{hastatalagata)y a phrase which unhappily lends itself to the

suspicious interpretation that he meditates alliance with that

king. Malayaketu’s conversation with Raksasa, which ensues,

leaves him half-hearted for an advance, for he cannot rid him-

self of his suspicions of the minister. The Act ends with Jiva-

siddhis admission to see Raksasa, who asks him in vain for

intelligible advice as to the time for an advance, receiving in lieu

much astrological lore and what is really a presage of disaster.

This is achieved in Act V. First Jivasiddhi approaches Bhagu-

rayana, who is entrusted with the grant of permits to leave the

camp, and admits—with feigned reluctance—in order to get

a permit, that he fears Raksasa, who used him formerly when he

was arranging for the poisoning of Parvate9a, but now seeks to

slay him. The king, who overhears this, is wild with rage; he

had deemed his father slain by Canakya, and Bhagurayana has

great difficulty in persuading him that Raksasa's action might be

deemed justifiable, and that at any rate vengeance must wait.

Siddharthaka, however, now appears a prisoner, caught trying to

escape without a passport
;

beaten, he finally gives evidence

against Raksasa in the shape of the letter written in Act I by

(^akatadasa, which he asserts he was to bear from Raksasa to

Candragupta, a jewel sealed, like the letter, with Raksasa's seal

—one given by Malayaketu to Raksasa and by him to Siddhar-

thaka for rescuing (Jakatadasa, and a verbal message, stating the

terms demanded by the allied kings for their treachery, and

Raksasa's own demand, the removal of Canakya. The king con-

fronts Raksasa with the proofs, and the minister has made his

case worse from the start, for, asked the order of march proposed,

he assigns to the allied kings the proud duty of guarding the

king’s person, which Malayaketu interprets as a device to facili-

tate their treachery. Raksasa is bewildered
;
he can deny the

message, but the seal and the writing are genuine ;
can ^akata-

diisa have turned traitor through fear ? The argument against

him is clinched by the king’s seeing that he wears a fine jewel,

one of those purchased at the close of Act II
;

it was the king’s

father’s, and must, he insists, be the price of the minister’s

treachery. Incensed, the foolish king gives orders to bury alive

those allied kings who craved territory as their reward, and to

trample under elephants those who sought them as their share.
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All is confusion, and Raksasa, insolently spared, slips away to

fulfil his duty of rescuing his friend Candanadasa.

Act VI reveals Raksasa in the capital deeply soliloquizing on

the failure of all his ends, and the fate of his friend. A spy of

Candragupta’s approaches him, and passes himself off as one

seeking death, in despair for Candanadasa's fate, on which Can-

dragupta’s mind is relentlessly set. He warns Raksasa that he

may not attempt a rescue, for, when they fear one, the execu-

tioners slay the victim out of hand, and Raksasa sees that

nothing save self-sacrifice is left for him. The net is now firmly

cast
;
Act VII sees Candanadasa led out to death, his wife and

child beside him, a scene manifestly imitated from the Mrccha-

katikd ; the wife is determined to die also, but Raksasa inter-

venes
;

Canakya and Candragupta come on the scene, and

Raksasa decides to accept the office of minister pressed on him

by both, when thus alone he can save, not his own life, but that

of Candanadasa and his friends. They, indeed, are in sore case,

for Malayaketu’s massacre of the kings has broken the host into

fragments, and the apparent n^bels have taken the moment to

capture him and his court. (As minister, Raksasa is permitted

to free Malayaketu and restore his lands, Candanadasa is

rewarded, and a general amnesty approved.)

/TKe interest in the action never flags ; the characters of

CaWkya and Raksasa are excellent foils. Each in his own way

is admirable; Canakya in his undying and just hatred of the

Nandas, and Raksasa in his unsparing devotion to their cause, his

noble desire to save Candanadasa, and his fine submission, for the

sake of others, to a yoke he had purposed never to bear^ The

maxims of politics in which both delight may amuse us
;
they

are essentially the Indian views of polity and give the pla}' a

contact with reality which Professor L^vi ' wrongly denies ;(The

plots and counterplots of both ministers are the type in which

Indian polity has ever delighted. The minor figures are all

interesting ; Siddharthaka and Samiddharthaka, gentlemen who

even disguise themselves as Candalas in the last Act, so that

they may serve Canakya’s aims ; Nipunaka, whose cleverness in

finding the seal justifies the name he bears
;
the disguised

Viradhaka, the honest ^akatadasa, the noble Candanadasa and

' Tl. i. 326 f.
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his wife, the one female figure in the play. The kings Candra-
gupta and Malayaketu represent the contrast of ripe intelligence

with youthful ardour, and the weak petulance of one who does

not know men's worth, and who rashly and cruelly slays his

allies on the faith of treachery. Bhagurayana, who is the false

friend deluding Malayaketu in Candragupta’s interest, is a care-

fully drawn figure; he dislikes the work, but dismisses his repul-

sion as essentially the result of dependence which forbids a man
to i^ge between right and

m9akhadatta's diction is admirably forcible and direct
;
the

maftial character of his dramas reflects itself in the clearness and

rapidity of his styled which eschews tjie deplorable compounds
which disfigure BKavabhuti's works. An artist in essentials, he

uses images, metaphors, and similes with tasteful moderation ;

alone of the later dramatists, he realizes that he is writing a

drama, not composing sets ^ of elegant extracts^) Hence is ex-

plained the paucity of citations from him in the anthologies,

which naturally find little to their purpose in an author of a more

manly strain than is usual in the drama."‘^^ It is significant that

the Subhdsitdvali cites but two stanzas, under his name, as Vija-

khadeva, both pretty but undistinguished
;

the second is

graceful :

sc7idracdpaih grtd meghair nipatannirjhard nagdh

varnakambalasamvitd babhtir mattadvipd

‘ The mountains, with their leaping waterfalls, girt with rainbow

clouds, shone like rutting elephants clad in raiment of bright

hue/

/More characteristic is the terse and effective phraseology in

which he describes the dilemma of Malayaketu when his mind

has been poisoned against Raksasa :
^

bhaktyd Nandakuldnurdgadrdhayd Nanddnvaydlambina

khh Cdnakyanirdkrtena krtind Mauryena samdhdsyate

sthairyam bhaktigunasya vd viganayan satyasandho bhavet

ity drudkakuldlacakram iva me cetag dram bhrdmyati. %
* His loyalty was founded on his love for the family of Nanda, it

rested on a scion of that house ;
now that the cunning Maurya is

severed from Canakya, will he make terms with him? Or,

1 His ability in this regard can be seen in the jingle of Malayaketu^s lament in v. 16.

* V. 1738. ® MudrarSksasa, v. 5.

1717 O
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faithful ever in loyalty, will he keep his pact with me? Per-

plexed with these thoughts my mind revolves as on a potter’s

wheel/

There is effective gravity in the manner in which the aged

chamberlain handles the regular topic of his failing powers in old

age

rupddln vi§aydn nirUpya karanair yair dtmaldbhas tvayd

labdhas tesv api caksurddisu hatdh svdrthdvabodhakriydh

ahgdni prasabhani tyajanti patutdm djndvidheydni me
nyastam murdhni padani tavaivajarayd trsne mud/td tdmyasi.

* Sight, alas, and the other organs, wherewith aforetime I was

wont to grasp for myself the sights and objects of desire which

I beheld, have lost their power of action. My limbs obey me
not and suddenly have lost their cunning

;
thy foot is placed on

my head, old age
;
vainly, O desire, dost thou weary thyself.’

Raksasa’s name inevitably demands the usual play on its

sense of demoniac, but Malayaketu’s feeling redeems the use

from triviality :
*

mitram mamdyam iti Jiirvrtacittavrttim

vigrambhaias tvayi nivegitasarvakdryam

tdtam nipdtya saha bandkujandksitoyair

anvarthasamjna nann Rdksasa rdksaso *st f

* My father’s mind rested secure in thy friendship
;
in his con-

fidence he entrusted to thee the whole burden of his affairs;

when, then, thou didst bring him low midst the tears of all his

kin, didst thou not act, O Raksasa, like the demon whose name
thou dost bear ?

’

j^he martial spirit of Raksasa is admirably brought out in

AdtII:''

prakdrdn paritah gardsanadharaih ksipram pariksipyatdm

dvdresu dvipadaih pratidvipaghatabhedaksamaih sthiyatdm

muktvd mrtyiibhaya^n prahartnmanasah gairor bale durbale

te nirydntu mayd sahaikamanaso yesdm abhlstam yagah^j

‘ Around the ramparts be the archers set at once ;
station at the

portals the elephants, strong to overthrow the host of the foe-

man’s herd ;
lay fear aside, in eagerness to smite the host of the

foe that cannot withstand us, and issue forth with me with one

* iii. I. * V. 7. * ii. 14-
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accord, all to whom glory is dear.’ \The burden of duty is

expressed admirably:^

kuh ^e^asya bkaravyathd na vapiisi ksdm na ksipaty esa yat

kim vd ndsti parigramo dinapater dste na yan nigcalah

kirn tv ahgikrtam uisrjan kiranavac chldghyo jano lajjate

nirvyudhik pratipannavastusu satdm ekam hi gotravratainj
‘ Is it because ^esa feels not the pain of the burden of the earth

that he flings it not aside ? Is it that the sun feels no weariness

that he does not stand still in his course ? Nay, a noble man
feels shame to lay aside the duty he has taken on him, like a

meaner creature
;
for the good this is the one common law, to be

faithful to what one has undertaken.* The minister’s resolve to

save his friend is forcibly put :

^

auddsinyaih na yuktam priyasuhrdi gate matkrtdm eva ghordm

vydpatthn jhdtani asya svatannm aham inidm niskrayam kal-

paydmi,
‘ Indifference is impossible since my dear friend has fallen into

this disaster for my sake
;

I have it : my own life do I set as

ransom for his.’ There is grim humour in the command of the

infuriated Malayaketu :
‘ Those who desired my land, take and

cast into a pit and cover with dust
;
those two who sought my

army of elephants slay by an elephant,’ and in the Candala’s

remark * when he bids his friend impale Candanadasa :
‘ His

family will go off quickly enough of their own accord.’ ^he
revelation of Jivasiddhi’s treachery wrings from Raksasa^the

cry :

^
^ My very heart has been made their own by my foes

{hrdayam api me ripubhih svikrtam)! (proverbs are aptly used,

as in the same context the Sanskrit equivalent for an accumula-

tion of evils {ayam aparo gandasyopari sphota^

3 . The Language and the Meh^es of the Mudraraksasa

^The Sanskrit of the Mndrdrdksasa is classical, and the

Prakrits number three, for, in addition to the normal (Jauraseni

and Maharastri, Magadhi is used by the Jain monk, by Siddhar-

thaka and Samiddharthaka as Candalas, by a servant and an

envoy.j We may take it that Vi^akhadatta wrote from the

grarrtfhars, and this is confirmed by the fact that we find in some

' ii. 19. * vi. Ji. = p. 154 - ‘ p. 189. • p. 153-
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of the manuscripts traces of the carrying through of character-

istic MagadhI features, nn for nn for Sanskrit ny
;
hk for ks

\
gc

for cch, St for st/i^ st for si and for j///, and the usual f , /, and e. It is

possible, of course, that these are no more than restorations by

scribes, but theymay easily be morevenerable. It is also interesting

to note that there appear traces of Qauraseni verses, which is per-

fectly possible, as the theory does not necessitate all persons who

use ^auraseni in prose singing in Maharastri
;
that is given as

requisite for women only, and in this play they are men who use

these (Jauraseni verses.

fine metres most used are ^ardulavikridita (39), Sragdhara

(2^, Vasantatilaka (19), and ^ikharini (i8); the ^loka occurs

also 22 times. Other metres are sporadic, save Prakrit Aryas
;

they include Upajati, Aupacchandasika, Puspitagra, Praharsini,

Malim, Mandakranta, Rucira, Vah9astha, Suvadana (iv. 16), and

Hari^^

4. The Date of Bhatta Ndrdyana

The age of Bhatta Narayana, Mrgarajalaksman is unknown.

But he is cited by Vamana (iv. 3. 28) and Anandavardhana ^ and so

is before A. D. 800. Tradition, preserved in theTagore family, makes

him out to be a Brahmin summoned from Kanyakubja to Bengal

by Adisura, the founder of a dynasty of eleven kings, who are

supposed to have reigned before the Pala dynasty came to the

throne in the middle of the eighth century A.D. It has been

suggested^ that it was identical with the Guptas of Magadha

since Adityasena, son of Madhavagupta of Magadha, made him-

self independent of Kanyakubja
;

this would make Adisura

Adityasena, who was alive in A.D. 671. The date, however, is

clearly conjectural for the present.

5. The Vemsamhdra

(^hat^a Narayana has chosen as his topic one episode from

the great epic and has ^deavoured to make it capable of

dramatic representatiom^One of the worst of the insults heaped

on Draupadi in the gambling scene of the epic is the dragging of

her by the hair before the assembly by Duh9asana, one of the

* Ed. KM. pp. 80, 150. * Konow, ID. p. 77.

* Ed. J. Grill, Leipzig, 1871 ; Bombay, 1905; tr». S. M. Tagore, Calcutta, 1880.

Traces of different recensions exist.
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Kauravas. Draupadi vows never to braid her hair again until

the insult is avenged, as it ultimately is. 1

^ct I shows Bhim^ in conversation with Sahadevafas they

await the result of Krsna’s visit as an envo^to seek to settle the

fued between Pandavas and Kauravas
;
Bhlma(^ows his insolent

confidence in his power and his bitter anger, by declaring that he

will break with Yudhisthira if he makes peace before the insult to

Draupadi has been aveng^ Sahadeva in vain seeks to appease

him, and Draupadi adds to his bitterness by relating a fresh

insult in a careless allusion by Duryodhanas queen. Krsna

returns, nothing effected ;*)indeed he has had to use his magic

arms to escape detention in the enemies* camp. War is inevit-

able, but Draupadi, more human now, bids her husbands take

care of their lives against the enemy. fKzX, II opens with an

ominous dream of Bhanumatl, Duryodhana’s quee^ an ichneu-

mon {nakula) has slain a hundred serpents; it is a presage that

the Pandavas—of whom Nakula is one—will slay the hundred

Kauravas. (The king, overhearing but not understanding, thinks

he is betrayed
;
learning the truth, at first he inclines to fear, but

shakes off the temporary depressiq^. The queen offers oblation

to the sun to remove the evil omen
;
the king appears to comfort

her:(^ storm arises, and they seek security in a pavilion, where

they indulge in passages of lov(^ Then appears the mother of

Jayadratha of Sindhu, slayer of Abhimanyu, son of Arjuna, who
fears the revenge of the Pandavas

;
Duryodhana makes light of

her fears
;
he despises the resentment of the Pandavas, gloating

over the remembrance of the insults heaped on Draupadi.

(Finally he mounts his chariot for the battl^ <^ct III presents

an episode of horror but also of power^ a RaksasI and her

husband feed on the blood and flesh of the dead on the battle-

field
;
they have been summoned thither, for Ghatotkaca, son of

Hidimba by Bhima, is dead, and his demon mother has bidden

them attend Bhima in his revenge on the Kuru host. They see

the first-fruits in Drona*s death at the hands of Dhrstadyumna,

when he lets fall his arms, deceived by the lie of his son’s death.

They retire before ^9vatthaman^ho advances, but(^s filled with

grief when he learns of the treacherous device which cost his

father’s life.j (His uncle Krpa consoles him)^d bids him ask

Duryodhana for the command in the battik vBut in the mean-

time Karna has poisoned Duryodhana’s mind ; Drona had fought,
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only to win the imperial authority for his son, and has sacrificed

his life in disappointment at the failure of his pl^*^ Krpa and

Afvatthaman come up ;
Duryodhana condoles, Karna sneers,

Afvatthaman asks for the command, but is refused it, as Karna

has been promised it. (^(jvatthaman quarrels with Karna, and a

duel is barely prevented ;
Afvatthaman accuses Duryodhana of

partiality, and will fight no mor^ Their disputes are interrupted

by Bhima^s boast that he will now slay Duh9asana; Karna at

Afvatthaman's instigation makes ready to rescue him, Duryo-

dhana follows suit, A^vatthaman would go also, but is stayed by

a voice from heaven and can only bid Krpa lend his aid.

(in Act IV Duryodhana is brought in wounded ;
recovering, he

learns of Duhfasana’s death and a Kuru disaster j) a messenger

from Karna tells in a long Prakrit speech of the death of Karna s

§on, and gives an appeal for aid written in Karna s bloocLj

l3uryodhana makes ready for battle, but is interrupted by the

arrival of his parents, Dhrtara^ra and Gandhari with Sanjaya,

whose advent begins Act V.^ ^e aged couple and Sanjaya urge

in vain Duryodhana to peace ;
he refuses, and again, hearing of

Karna’s death, unaided, is ready to part for the field, when

Arjuna and Bhima appear
;
Bhima insists on their saluting with

insults their uncle
;
Duryodhana reproves them, but Arjuna insists

that it is just retribution f®r the acquiescence of the aged king

in Draupadi’s ill*treatment^ Duryodhana defies Bhima, who

would fight, but Arjuna forbids, and Yudhisthira’s summons takes

them away. A^vatthaman arrives, and seeks reconciliation with

Duryodhana, who receives him coldlj^ he withdraws, followed

by Sanjaya, bidden by Dhrtarastra to appease him.

(Act VI tells us from an announcement to Yudhisthira and

D'raupadi of Duryodhana’s death at Bhima’s hands. But a

Carvaka comes tells a very different stor^ Bhima and

Arjuna are dead.v^^Yudhisthira and Draupadi resolve on death,

and the Carvak^ Who is really a Raksasa, departs in When,

however, they are about to die,^ noise is heard .j/Yudhisthira,

deeming it Duryodhana, rushes^o arms, while Draupadi runs

away, and is caught by her hair by Bhima, whom Yudhisthira

seizes. ^he ludicrous error is discovered, and Draupadi binds

up at la^ her locks. Arjuna and V^eva arrive, the Carvaka

has been slain by Nakula, and all is wejj)

/The play is on the whole undramatic, for the action is choked
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by narrative, and the vast abundance of detail served up in this

form confuses and destroys interest. Yet the characterization is

good
;
Duryodhana, as in the later Indian tradition, is unlovable

;

he is proud and arrogant, self-confident, vain, and selfish
;
he

laughs at Bhanumati’s fears and has no sympathy for the

maternal anxiety of Jayadrathas mother. He is suspicious of

Drona and Afvatthaman, and thus deprives himself of their

effective aid
;
Karna, whose ^ealotts advice he accepts, he leaves

to perish. Bhima again is a bloodthirsty and boastful bully ;

Arjuna is equally valiant, but he is less an undisciplined savage,

while Krsna intervenes with wise moderation. Yudhisthira is, as

ever, grave and more concerned with the interest of his subjects

than his personal feelings. Horror and pathos are not lacking,

but the love interest is certainly not effective, and it may be that

it was forced on the author by tradition rather than any thought

of producing a real interest of itself. Bhatta Narayanans slavish

fidelity to rule brought him censure even from Indian critic^*)

^^he style of the play is clear and not lacking either in force or

dignity
:)
dismayed by the dream of Bhanumati Duryodhana

comforts himself.^ Angiras says :

g7'ahdndi)i caritam svapno iiiviittdny upaydcitavi

phalanti kdkatdliyaiii tebhyah prajnd na bibhyaiu

‘ The movements of the planets, dreams, omens, oblations, bear

fruit by accident
;
therefore wise men fear them not.* Graceful

is his address to Bhanumati if out of place r

kurti ghaftoru paddni ganaik ganair : api vwttmca gati^n

parivepinhn

patasi bdhulaicpanibandkanam : mama nipidaya gd4ham

urahsthalam,

‘ O firm-limbed one, make slow thy steps ; stay thy trembling

gait
;
thou dost fall into the shelter of my arms

;
clasp me closely

in thine embrace.* But any display of tenderness is abnormal in

Duryodhana ;
he rebukes his aged mother when she urges him to

save his life by coming to terms with the enemy :

^

mdtah kim apy asadrgam vikrtam vacas te : suksatriyd

kva bhavail kva ca dinataisd

nirvatsale sutagaiasya vipattim etdm : tvam ndnuctntayasi

rak^asi mam ayogyam.

^
ii. 41. 3 ii. 47. * V. lao.
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‘ O mother, strange and unseemly is thy bidding. Ill accord thy

noble birth and this faintness of spirit. Shame on thee, without

natural affection, in that thou dost forget the cruel fate of thy

hundred sons in seeking to save my life.*^,^n vain is Dhrta-

rastra’s manly appeal to him

dayada na yayor balena ganitds tau Dronabhlsmau hatau

Karnasydtmajam agratah gamayato bhitam jagat Phdlgundt

vatsdndm nidhanena me tvayi ripuh gesapratijho 'dhund

krodham vairisu munca vatsa pitardv andhdv imau pdlaya,

‘ Slain are Drona and Bhisma whose peers none were deemed in

might
;

all shrank in terror before Arjuna as he slew Karna’s

son before his eyes
; my dear ones slain, the foe’s whole aim is

against thee now ;
lay aside thine anger with thy foes, and guard

these thy blind parents.* Admirably expressed is Bhlnia’s wild

fury when he disdains Yudhisthira*s effort to secure peace :
*

mathndmi Kauravagatath samare na kopdd : Dnkgdsanasya

rudhira7h na pibdmy nrastah

samcurnaydmi gadayd na Stiyodhanoru : sandhim karotn

bhavatdni nrpatih paftena*

* Shall I not in anger crush the hundred Kauravas in battle
;

shall I not drink the blood from Duh9^ana s breast
;

shall I

not break with my club the thighs of Duryodhana, although

your master buy peace at a price ? ’ (Admirable also is his

description of the sacrifice of battle :

^

catvdro vayam rtvijah sa bhagavdn karniopadestd harih

samgrdmddhvaradlksito narapatih patni grhitavratd

Kauravydh pagavah priydparibhavaklegopagdntih phalam

rdjanyopanimantrandya rasati sphltam yagodundubkik,
y

‘ We are the four priests, and the blessed Hari himself mrects

the rite
;
the king has consecrated himself for the sacrament of

battle, the queen has taken on herself the vow
;
the Kauravyas

are the victims, the end to be achieved the extinction of our

loved one’s ^bitterness of shame at the insult done her; loudly

the drum of fame summons the warrior to the fray.’ Equally

effective is his summing up of his feat :
^

bhumau ksiptam gariram nihitam idam asrk candanam
Bhiniagdtre

V. 12a. i. 15. » i. 35. * vi. 197,
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7

laksmir drye nisannd caturydadhipayahslmaya sardham

urvyd

bhrtyd mitrani yodhdh Kurukulam akhilam dagdham

etadrandgnau

ndntaikam yad bravisi ksitipa tad adhund Dhdrtard^tra-

sya gesam.

‘ His body is cast upon the ground
;

his blood is smeared as

sandal paste on Bhima’s limbs ; the goddess of fortune, with the

earth bounded by the waters of the four oceans, rests on my
noble brother s lap

;
servants, friends, warriors, the whole house

of the Kurus has been burned in this fire of battle ;
the name

alone, O king, is left of Dhrtarastra's race.’ Effective is the

appeal which Dhrtarastra bids the faithful Sanjaya address to

the righteously indignant A^vatthaman ;

^

smarati na bhavdn pltam stanyam cirdya sahdmund

mama ca malinam ksaumam bdlye tvadangavivartanaih

anujanidhanasphltdc chokad atipranaydc ca tad—
vikrtavacane mdsmin krodhag dram kriyaidm tvayd,

‘ Forget not the milk which thou didst so long drink from the

same breast with him ; forget not my robe that thy childish feet

so often soiled in play
;
his grief is bitter for the death of the

younger brother whom he loved so dearly ; be not, therefore,

wroth for the unjust words he hath spoken to thee.’

(On the other hand, we find in Bhatta Narayana many of the

defect^ of Bhavabhuti,(in special the fondness for long com-

pounds both in Prakrit and in Sanskrit prose ^ and the same

straining after effect which gives such a description of the battle

as that vouchsafed to Draupadi by Bhima, when she warns him

nor to be overrash in battle :
^

anyonydsphdlabkinnadviparndhiravasdmdhsamastiskapanke

magndndm syandandnam npari krtapadanydsavikrdntapattati

spkttasrkpdnagosihirasadagivagivdturyanriyatkabandhe

samgrdmaikdrnavdntahpayasi vicaritum panditah Pdndtiputrdh*

‘ The sons of Pandu are well skilled to disport in the waters of

the ocean of the battle, wherein dance headless corpses to the

music of the unholy jackals, that yell in joy as they drink the

thick blood of the dead, and the footmen in their valour leap

over the chariots that are sunk in the mud of the blood, fat,

1 V. 157. E.g. vi, p. 87 (Sanskrit); v, p. 59 (Prakrit). f 37 *
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flesh, and brains of the elephants shattered in mutual onslaught/

The adaptation of sound to sense here is doubtless admirable,

and the picture drawn is vivid in a painful degree, but the style

is too laboured to be attractive to modern tast^

(^None the less Narayana has the merit, smred by Vi9akha-

datta, of fire and energy
; much of the fierce dialogue is brutal

and violent, but it lives with a reality and warmth which is lack-

ing in the tedious contests in boasting, which burden all the

descriptions in the Rama dramas of the meeting of Rama and
Para9uran^) Duryodhana is not behind Bhima himself in inso-

lence, though perhaps more subtle than that of the violent son of

the Wind-god :
^

krstd kegesu bhdryd tava tava ca pcigos tasya rdjnas tayor vd

pratyaksam bhupatindm manta bkuvanapater djhayd dyutaddsi

tasmin vairdmibandhe vada kim apakrtaih fair hatd ye narendra

bdkvor vlrydtibhdradravinagurumadam main ajitvaiva darpah,

* Thy wife—whether thine, O beast, or that king’s or the twins’

—

was seized by the hair, in the presence of all the princes, by my
command as lord of the earth, she won as my slave at the dice.

With this abiding cause of hatred between us, say what wrong
was wrought by the kings whom thou hast slain ? When thou

hast not conquered me, why vainly dost thou boast of the cum-
brous strength of thy huge arms ?

’

Violent as is the language, there is some excuse for it in the

extraordinarily heartless character of Bhima’s address to the

ill-fated Dhrtarastra, which almost justifies the recalling of

the disgraceful slight put on Draupadi ;

^

nihatdgesakanravyah kslbo Dnhgdsandsrjd

bhahktd Duryodhanasyorvor Bhlmo 'yam girasd natah.

‘ Bhima bows low his head before thy feet, Bhima who has slain

all the scions of Kuru, who fs drunk with the blood of Duh9a-
sana, and who shall shatter the thighs of Duryodhana.’ Effec-

tively contrasted is '^e stern, but courteous rebuke addressed by
Yudhisthira to Krsna*s elder brother :

^

jndiiprittr manasi na krtd ksatriydndih na dharmo
rudham sakhyaiu tad api ganitam ndnujasydrjiinena

tulyah kdmam bhavatn bhavaiah gisyayoh snehabandhah
ko yam panthd yad asi vimukho mandabhagye mayi tvam ?

‘ V. 146. a V. 144. * vi. 178.
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* Thou hast forgotten the love due to kindred blood, thou hast

violated the law of the warrior, thou hast ignored the deep friend-

ship between thy younger brother and Arjuna. Granted that thy

love for both thy pupils may be equal, nevertheless what is the

cause that thou dost show hostility to me in my misfortune ?
’

^"These and many other passages are cited by the writers on

poetics who find in the Venlsamhdra an inexhaustible mine of

illustration of the theory which doubtless deeply affected the

author in his composition. They do not, however, eulogize him

blindly
;
the love scene with Bhanumati is definitely treated as

out of placej^

6. The Language and the Metres of the Vemsainhara.

fie Sanskrit and the Prakrits offer no special features of

interest. The latter is mainly in Qauraseni, but the speeches

of the Raksasa and his wife at the beginning of Act III are

clearly in Magadh^they show the characteristic signs of e for

the nominative singular, both masculine and neuter, of a-sittns ;

/ for r, and d in the vocative of ^-sterns. The suggestion of

Grill- that the dialect is more precisely Ardha-Magadhi is not

necessary, for the points enumerated—the presence of s beside fs

the variation of 0 and am in the nominative for e, and the use of

ij for r)\ and not jj'—can be explained readily by the error of

the scribes or the mistakes of the author. The freedom with

which those worthies acted is seen clearly enough in the fact that

one representative of the Bengali as opposed to the Devanagari

recension of the text has systematically rewritten the Prakrit

into (^.lurasem.

^The metrical treatment is noteworthy for the almost equal use

of Vasantatilaka (39), ^ardulavikridita (32), Qikharini (35), and

Sragdhara (20). There are 53 Qlokas, and a few stanzas of

MrdinI, Puspitagra, Praharsini, and one each of Aupacchanda-

sika, Vaitaliya, Indravajra, and Drutavilambita, with 6 Aryas,

and 2 Prakrit Vaitaliyas. The versification is thus decidedly of

the later type.

* SD. 408. L^vi, however, is in error (TI. i. 35, 224) in suggesting that SD. 406

censures as inappropriate Duryodhana and Karna’s dialogue in Act III.

» pp. 139, 140.



X
MURARI, RAjAgEKHARA, THEIR PREDE-

CESSORS AND SUCCESSORS

I. The Predecessors of Murari

We know definitely of very few dramatists of the eighth and
ninth centuries. Kalhana^ mentions expressly Ya^ovarman of

Kanyakubja as a patron of literature, who, as we have seen,

patronized Bhavabhuti and Vakpati, and we learn of his drama
Ramdbhyudaya^ which is mentioned by Anandavardhana in the

Dhvanydloka^ by Dhanika and Vifvanatha, but has not yet been

found. To Kalliana ^ also we are indebted for knowledge of the

period of ^ivasvamin, who lived under Avantivarman of Kash-
mir (a. D. H55-83) and was a contemporary of the poet Ratna-

kara. He wrote many Natakas and Natikas, and also Praka-

ranas, but save an occasional verse in the anthologies his fame is

lost.

Anarlgaharsa Matraraja,^ on the other hand, is known to

Anandavardhana and Abhinavagupta, and his play Tdpasavai-

sardjacarita is a variation on the theme of the ruse of Yau-
gandharayana to secure the marriage of Vatsa and Padmavati,

in face of the deep love of the king for Vasavadatta. Vatsa in

this drama, which is of little poetic or dramatic value, becomes
an ascetic on learning of his queen's supposed fate, whence the

title of the play. Padmavati, who had become enamoured of the

king from a portrait sent by the minister, follows suit. Event-
ually Vasavadatta and Vatsa are united in Prayaga when each is

about to commit suicide in sorrow at separation, and the usual

victory is reported by Rumanvant to give a happy ending.

^ See Aufrecht, ZDMG. xxxvi. 521.
* V. 36 ; Levi, TI. ii. 87. The citations are mainly from his KapphiMbhyudaya

;

Thomas, Kavtndravacanasamuccaya^ p. iii.
* Pischel, ZDMG. xxxix. 315 ; Hultzsch, GN. 1886, pp. 234 ff.
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There seems little doubt that the author used the Ratndvali,

which gives the upper limit of his date. His father’s name is

given at Narendravardhana.

Mayuraja ^ has been less fortunate in that his Udattaraghava

is known only by reference. Raja9ekhara represents him as a

Karaculi or Kulicuri, which suggests the possibility that he was

a king of the Kalacuri dynasty, of which unhappily we know

little during the period in which he is probably to be set. He
seems to have known Bhavabhuti. Like him he eliminated

treachery from the slaying of Valin by Rama, and he represents

Laksmana as first to follow the magic gazelle, and Rama as

going later in pursuit. He is cited more than once in Dhanika’s

commentary on the Dagarupa,

No other dramatist of this period is known with any certainty;

the Pdrvatiparinaya once ascribed to Bana is now allotted to

Vamana Bhatta Bana (c. A. D. 1400), and the Mallikdmdruta^

wrongly thought to be Dandin’s, is the work of one Uddandin

of the seventeenth century.

Of these dramatists Ya9ovarman has had the honour of being

considered worthy of quotation by the writers on theory who
have preserved for us some interesting verses

:

dkranddk stanitair vilocanajaldny agrdntadhdrdmbhubhis

tvadvicehedabhtivag ca gokagikhinas tulyds tadidvibhramaih

antar 7ne dayitamiikham tava gagi vrttih sa?adpy dvayoh

tat kint mam anigani sakhe jaladhara dagdhum evodyatah.

‘ My moans are like thy thunder, the floods of my tears thy ever-

streaming showers, the flame of my sorrow at severance from my
beloved thy flickering lightning, in my mind is her face reflected,

in thee the moon
;
like is our condition

;
why then, O friend,

O cloud, dost thou ever seek to consume me with the burning

pangs of love ?
’

This is decidedly pretty, and there is elegance and beauty in

another verse :

^

yat tvannetrasamdnakdnti salile magnam tad indivaram

meghair antaritah priye tava mukhacchdydnukdrah gagi

ye ^pi tvadgamandnukdragatayas te rdjahansd gatds

tvatsddrgyavinodamatram api me daivena na k^amyate,

^ Bhattanatba Svamin, lA. xli. 139 f.; Bhandarkar, Report (1897), pp. xi, xviii

;

Peterson, Report^ ii, 59. The name is variously given as MiyQraja.

* Subhisit&vali^ 1766. ® Ibid.^ 1366.
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‘The blue lotus which rivalled thine eyes in beauty is now sunk

in the lake
;

the moon which imitated the fairness of thy face,

beloved, is hidden by the clouds
;
the royal swans which aped

thy lovely gait are departed
;
cruel fate will not grant me even

the consolation of thy similitude.’

This verse is appropriated by the Mahdndtaka, and so is the

following,^ which deals elegantly enough with the commonplace
contrast between the sad lover and the A9oka tree, whose name
is interpreted as ‘sorrowless’, and which flowers, as the poets

never weary in telling us, when touched by the foot of a fair lady

especially one young :

raktas tvam navapallavair aham apt gldghyaih priydyd gunais

tvdm dydnti (ilimukkdk smaradhmiurmuktdk sakke mdm api

kantapadataldkatis tava mude tad api mamdvayok
sarvath tulyam agoka kevalam aham dhdtrd sagokah krtah,

‘ Thou are proud in thy new shoots, I in the glorious excellences

of my beloved
;
the bees resort to thee, to me the arrows shot

from love’s bow
;

like me thou dost delight in the touch of thy

dear one’s foot
;

all is alike for us both save only that, O tree

Sorrowless, the creator hath made me a man of sorrows.’

kdmavyddkagardhatir na ganitd samjlvaiil tvam smrtd

no dagdho virahdnalena jhatiti tvatsa^hgamdgd^nrtaih

nlto 'yam divaso vicitralikhitaih samkalparupair mayd

kith vdnyad dhrdaye sthitdsi 7ianu me tatra svayam sdksinlJ^

‘ I have not recked of the wound given by love, the hunter, for

the memory of thee hath been my elixir
;
the fire of separation

hath not consumed me straightway because of the nectar of the

hope of union with thee
;

all this day hath been spent by me in

limning thy fancied form
;
nought else have I done, as thou thy-

self art witness, for dost thou not live in my heart?’ We may
regret the loss of a work which contained verses as pretty as

these, even on the outworn topic of Rama and Sita.

It might be interesting to know whether Ya^ovarman was

successful in introducing any new element into the established

plot. The play is cited in the commentary on the Dagarupa^ to

illustrate the device called deception or humiliation (chalana) and

the parallel cited is that of the treatment of Vasavadatta in the

' Ibid,^ 1364* ^ Ibid.f 1634.

* i. 4a ; SD. 390 ; N. xix. 94 ; L^vi, TI, ii. 9.
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Ratndvalt. The definitions of the theory leave this idea far

from clear
;
Vi^vanatha seems to treat it as the bearing of insult

for the sake of the end to be reached, and the allusion in the case

of Sita may be to her abandonment by Rama as an act of duty.

A much less favourable impression is left by the few fragments

of the Uddttardghava which are preserved. The poet seems to

have affected the horrible, as two of his few stanzas deal with it
;

the better is :
^

jiyante jayino 'pi sdndratimiravrdtair viyadvydpibhir

bhdsvantah sakald raver api rucah kasmdd akasmdd ami

eidg cograkabandharandhrarudhirair ddhfndyamdnodard

muncanty ananakandaranalamticas tivrd ravdh pheravdk,

‘ The victors are vanquished ;
thick darkness invades the sky

and triumphs over the brilliant rays of the sun
;
why this inex-

plicable event ? Why do these jackals, whose bellies are swollen

with the blood sucked from the wounds of bleeding corpses, and

whose gaping jaws belch flame, utter these piercing cries ?

A somewhat flat passage illustrates the conflict of thought in

Rama’s mind when appealed to by Citramaya on the score that

Laksmana is in danger from a Raksasa

:

vatsasydbhayavdridheh pratibhayam nianye kathani rdksasdt

trastag caisa munir virauti manasag cdsty eva me sambkramah

md hdslr Janakdtmajdm iti muhuh snehdd gurtir ydcate

na sthdtuih 71a ca gantmn dkulainater mudhasya me nigcayaJu

‘ The boy is an ocean of valour
;
how can I fear danger for him

from a Raksasa? Yet the sage here is terrified and calls for aid,

and my own mind is confused
;
my master too in his affection

ever begs me not to leave Janaka’s daughter alone
;
my heart is

troubled, and in my confusion I cannot resolve either to go or

to stay.’

Another Rama drama, the Chalitardma, is also referred to by

Dhanika in his comment on Dagarupa
; it may belong to this

period, or fall somewhat later
;
we have from it a picture of the

leading captive of Lava :

yendvrtya mukhdni sdma pathatdm atyantam dydsiiam

bdlye yena hrtdksasutravalayapratyarpanaih kriditam

ytismdkam krdayam sa esa vigikhair dpuritdhsasthalo

murchdghoratamaspravegavivago baddhvd Lavo nlyate.

^ DR, ii. 54 comm. • DR. iv. 26 comm. ® DR. i. 41 comm.
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‘ He who caused such trouble to the Saman reciters turning to

look at him in his childish play, who amused himself by stealing

and giving back strings of beads and bracelets, he, your hearths

joy, his shoulder pierced by arrows, powerless through entry

into the dread darkness of fainting, is being led away bound,

even Lava.*

Another stanza refers to Bharata
; Rama returning to Ayodhya

in the celestial chariot declines thus to enter the tcJwn, since it is

not his, but under the rule of Bharata
; scarcely has he descended

when he sees before him his brother :

^

ko 'pi sinhasanasyddhah sthitah padukayoh purah

jatdvdn aksamdli ca cdmart ca virdjate.

‘ There stands some one, below the lion throne, before a pair of

sandals, wearing his hair long, bearing a rosary, resplendent

beneath the chowrie.*

The same play^ contains an amusing slip by Sita where she

bids her boys go to Ayodhya and tender their respects to the

king. Lava naturally replies by asking why they should become

members of the king’s entourage, and Sita answers because the

king is their father, a slip which she explains away as well as she

can by saying that the king is father of the whole earth.

Yet another drama of which we know nothing else is revealed

to us by Dhanika, the Pandavananda, from which is cited a

stanza interesting in its series of questions and answers, a literary

form of which the dramatists are fond :

^

kd gldghyd gunindm ksamd paribhavah ko yah svakulyaih krtah

kim duhkham parasamgrayo jagati kah gldghyo ya dgriyate

ko mrtytir vyasanam gucam jahati ke yair nirjitdk gatravah

kair vijndtam idam Virdtanagare cha^inasthitaih Pdndavaih.

‘ For the good what is there praiseworthy ? Patience. What is

disgrace? That which is wrought by those of one’s own blood.

What is misery? Recourse to another’s protection. Who in

the woP ’ is enviable? He to whom one resorts for aid. What

is death r Misfortune. Who escape sorrow ? Those who con-

quer their foes. Who learned this lesson ? The Pandavas when

they dwelt in concealment in the city of Virata.*

We learn also from Dhanika of two further dramas, of un-

» DR. Hi. IS comm, » DR. iii. 17 comm. » DR. iii. la comm.
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known authorship and date
;
they are mentioned ^ as illustrating

the two kinds of Prakarana as a dramatic form, the basis of dis-

tinction being whether the heroine is the wife of the hero and

therefore a lady of good family or whether she is a courtesan.

Of the latter class we have an example in the Tarahgadatta^

and of the former in the Pnspadusitaka
;
the latter name occurs

in the slightly altered form of Puspabhusita in the Sahityadar*

pana. As an example of the Samavakara the Dagarupa ^ men-

tions the Samudramanthaiia, a title doubtless as well as the

description of the drama in question.

2. Murari
Murari tells us that he was the son of Qrlvardhamanaka pf the

Maudgalya Gotra and of Tantumati ; he claims to be a Maha-

kavi, and arrogates the style of Bala-Valmiki. His date is

uncertain
;
he is certainly later than Bhavabhuti since he cites

from the Uttarardmacarita? while we have evidence from the

anthologies that he was reckoned by some as superior to Bhava-

bhuti, apparently his predecessor. A further suggestion as to

date may be derived from the Kashmirian poet Ratnakara,^ who
in his Haravijaya makes a clear reference to Murari as a drama-

tist, for the effort of Bhattanatha Svamin to disprove the reference

must be deemed completely unsuccessful. As Ratnakara belongs

to the middle of the ninth century A. D., this gives us that period

as the latest date for Murari. Curiously enough, Professor

Konow,^ who accepts the disproof of the reference to Murari in

Ratnakara, admits that the reference to Murari in Mahkha's

^rikanthacarita^ {c. A. D. 1135) suggests that he was regarded by

that author as earlier than Raja9ekhara, a fact which accords

excellently with his priority to Ratnakara, and is far more im-

portant than the fact that he is not cited by the authors on theory

of the eleventh century A. D. A further effort to place him late

is that of Dr. Hultzsch,’’^ who infers from verse 3 of the Kaumudu
mitrananda of Ramacandra, pupil of Hemacandra, that that

' DR. iii. 38 comm.; SD. 51a.

* DR. iii. 56 f. comm.
;
SD. 516. ® vi. 30/31 is cited in i. 6/7,

^ xxxviii. 68. For his date cf. Biihler, Kashmir Ixeport, p. 42. See Bhattanatha

Svamin, lA. xli. 141 ; Ldvi, TI. i. 377.
® ID. p. 83. Dhanika (DR. ii. i) cites, anonymously as usual, iii. 21.

® XXV. 74. ZDMG. Ixxv, 63.

*717 P
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dramatist was a contemporary of Murari. But the evidence is

clearly inadequate ;
the words used are perfectly compatible with

the fact that Murari was dead, and there are grave chronological

difficulties in the way of the theory. It is practically impossible

that a contemporary of Ramacandra could have been cited by

Mahkha at the date of the Qrikanthacarita. Moreover Murari

seems to have been imitated by Jayadeva in the Prasanna-

rdghava}

Of his place of activity we know nothing definite. He men-

tions, however, Mahismati as the seat of the Kalacuris, and it has

been suggested that this indicates that he lived under the

patronage of a prince of that dynasty at Mahismati, now
Mandhata on the Narmada.

3. The Anarghardghava

/Murari declares in the prologue to the solitary drama, the

Anarghardghava^^\i\c\i has come down to us, though quota-

tions show that he wrote other worksj^hat his aim is to please

a public tired of terror, horror, violence, and marvels, by a com-

position elevated, heroic, and marvellous throughout, not merely

at the close! He defends his choice of the banal subject of

Rama
;

his character adds elevation and charm to the poet^s

work, and it would be folly to lay aside so splendid a theme.

The Anarghardghava^ however, does little to justify the poet*s

confidence in his choice of topic. The theme, treated already

at length by Bhavabhuti, offered no chance of succe.ss save for

a great poet, and Murari was not such a poet save in the esti-

mate of occasional later writers who extol his depth {gambkzratd)

without any shadow of justification

Act I shows us Dafaratha in conversation with Vamadeva.
The arrival of the sage Vifvamitra is announced

; he exchanges

with the king hyperbolic compliments of the most tedious type,

but proceeds to business by demanding the aid of Rama against

the Raksasas which are troubling his hermitage. The king

hesitates to send one so young and dear into danger. The sage

insists on his obeying the call of duty, and he hands over Rama
and Laksmana to the care of the ascetic. The herald announces

' ii. 34, as compared with vii. 83.

* Kd. KM. 1894; cf. Baumgartner, Das Riimdyana, pp. 125 ft'.
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midday, and the king mourns the loss of his son. In Act II we
have first a long-drawn-out conversation between Qunah9epha

and Pa^umedhra, two pupils of Vi^vamitra, which serves to

enlighten us on the history of Valin, Ravana, the Raksasas,

Jambavant, Hanumant, and Tadaka. The entr’acte is followed

by the appearance of Rama and Laksmana who describe the

hermitage and the doings of its occupants, and then the heat of

midday. Time, however, does not trouble the dramatist
;
though

there is no further action and no interruption in the dialogue, we

find ourselves transported to the evening
; Vifvamitra enters and

describes in converse with the boys the sunset. A cry behind

the scene announces the approach of the demoness Tadaka

;

Rama hesitates to slay a female, but finally departs for the

necessary duty
;
on his return he has to describe the rising of

the moon. Vifvamitra then suggests a visit to Janaka of Mithila,

affording an opportunity for a description of the city and its

ruler.

In Act II only do we reach the motif which Bhavabhuti with

far greater skill made the leading idea of the drama, thus giving

it effective unity, so far as the story permits. The chamberlain

of Janaka in conversation with Kalahahsika, one of Sita’s suite,

lets us know that the princess is now ripe for marriage, and

Ravana seeks her hand. In the scene that follows the king

accompanied by Qatananda receives Rama, but hesitates to put

him to the severe test involved in bending Qiva’s bow. ^aus-

kala, Ravana's envoy, arrives to demand the maiden’s hand, but

indignantly declines the request that his master should bend the

bow. He eulogizes Ravana whom Rama depreciates, Rama is

at last allowed to make the trial
;
those who remain on the stage

describe his wonderful deed in breaking the bow. He is pro-

mised Sita’s hand, while the other sons of Da^aratha are also

awarded consorts, ^auskala departs, menacing revenge. Act IV

shows us Ravana’s minister Malyavant lamenting the failure of

his scheme to win Sita. ^urpanakha arrives from Videha and

tells of the union of Rama and Sita. Malyavant recognizes that

Ravana will insist on seeking to separate the pair, and he

counsels ^urpanakha to assume the disguise of Manthara, the

maid of Kaikeyi, with the view of securing the banishment of

Rama to the forest, where he will be more vulnerable to attack.
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He is also cheered by the news given by (^urpanakha of the

approach of Para9urania to Mithila, whence some gain may
accrue to his cause. The following scene shows us Rama and

Parajurama in verbal contest
;
Rama is even more polite than

in the Mahdviracarita which is obviously imitated, while the

friends of Rama carry on a vituperative dialogue behind the

scene without actually appearing. Finally they resolve to fight,

for Rama has annoyed his rival by reminding him that the flag

of his fame won by his destruction of the Ksatriyas is worn out

and challenging him to mount a new one. The fight itself takes

place off the stage
;

Sita, we learn from a voice behind the

scenes, is apprehensive lest Rama be drawing again his bow to

win another maiden. The rivals then appear on excellent terms

;

Para^urama exchanges farewells with his former interlocutors

and disappears. Then enter Janaka and Dafaratha. The latter

is determined to resign his kingdom to Rama, but Laksmana

enters introducing Manthara who bears a fatal missive from

Kaikeyl, bidding the king grant the two boons of the banish-

ment of Rama and the coronation of Bharata. The kings faint

;

Rama sends Laksmana to tell Sita, and commends his father to

Janaka.

In Act V a conversation between Jambavant and an ascetic

lady, Qravana, tells of the doings of Rama until his advent in the

forest. Qravana goes to Sugriva to bespeak a kindly welcome

for the wayfarers, while Jambavant overhears a dialogue between

Ravana, disguised as a juggler, and Laksmana. The vulture

Jatayu then appears with the grave news that he has seen

Ravana and Marica in the forest; Jambavant goes to warn

Sugriva of the danger, while Jatayu sees the rape of Sita and

pursues the ravisher. After this entriacte Rama and Laksmana

enter, wandering in grief in vain search. They are interrupted

by a cry and see the friendly forest chief, Guha, assailed by the

headless Kabandha. Laksmana rescues him, but, in doing so,

knocks off the tree, on which it was suspended, the skeleton of

Dundubhi, to the annoyance of Valin, who appears, and after a

lengthy conversation challenges Rama to battle. The fight is

described from the stage by Laksmana and Guha ;
the enemy is

slain. Voices from behind the scenes report the coronation of

Sugriva and his determination to aid Rama in the recovery of
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Sita, and Laksmana and his friend leave the stage to rejoin their

party. In Act VI Sarana and Quka, two spies of Ravanas

describe to Malyavant the building of the bridge over the ocean

and the advent of Rama's army. Voices from behind announce

the departure of Kumbhakarna and Meghanada for battle
;
in

the same way we learn of their fall and the last exit of Ravana,

whom Malyavant decides to follow to the field. The final

struggle is described with tedious and tasteless prolixity by two

Vidyadharas, Ratnacuda and Hemahgada, and with this the Act

closes.

In Act VII we have a determined effort to vie with the close of

ihtMahdviracarita, Rama, Sita, Laksmana,Vibhisana,and Sugriva

proceed in Kubera's celestial car to Ayodhya. But the route is

diversified from the simplicity of the model, for the travellers are

taken to the celestial regions to view in all its aspects the mythi-

cal mountain Sumeru and the world of the moon ; only then

do they commence their journey in its terrestrial aspect by a

description of Sihhala, distinguished as usual from Lanka
;
the

route then passes over the Malaya mountains, the forest, the

mountain Prasravana, the Godavari, mount Malyavant, Kundinl-

pura in the Maharastra country, KancI, Ujjayini, Mahismati, the

Yamuna, the Ganges, Varanasi, Mithila and Campa
;

the car

goes then west to Prayaga, and later turns east to Ayodhya,

where the priest Vasistha waits with Rama’s brothers to crown

him king.

f The demerits of the poem are obvious
;
there is no attempt to

improve on the traditional narrative, though Valin is honourably

killed
;
the characters are as stereotyped as ever. The author,

however, delights to overload and elaborate the theme
;
hyper-

bole marks every idea
;

his mythological knowledge is adequate

to enable him to abound in conceits and plays on word^when
he does not sink, as largely in Act III, to mere commonplace.

The taste which invents the visit to the world of the moon and

Sumeru is as deplorable as that which substitutes the dull
* V

dialogue between Jambavant and Jatayu for the vigorous con-

versation of Jatayu and Sampati in the Mahdviracarita» For

dialogue in general Murari has no taste at all, and what merit his

work has lies entirely in the ability which he shows to handle

the Sanskrit language and to frame sentences of harmonious
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sound in effective metrical forms. His knowledge of the lexica

is obvious, while his love of the recondite in grammar has won

him the fame of being used to illustrate rare forms by the author

of the Siddhdntakaumudt. These linguistic merits have secured

him the preference shown for him by modern taste. Nor indeed

can his power of expression be justly denied :
^

drgyanie madhumattakokilavadhunirdhutacutdhkura—
prdgbhdraprasaratpardgasikatddurgds tatlbhuniayah

ydJi krcchrdd atilahghya liibdhakabkaydt tair cva renutkarair

dhdrdvdhibhir asti luptapadavlnihgahkam emkulam.

There are seen the towering slopes as of sand where the pollen

tilts off from the mango shoots, shaken by the female cuckoos,

maddened by the intoxication of spring
;
scarce can the ante-

lopes in their fear of the hunter leap over them, but the dust

which they raise in showers accords them security by concealing

the path of their flight.’ The idea is certainly trivial enough, but

the expression, which defies reproduction in English, is in its own
way a masterpiece of effect.

A pretty erotic verse is found in Act VII :
^

anena rambliorti bkavanmukhena : Uisdrabhdnos Udayd dkrtasya

unasya nunam pratipurandya: tdrd sphuranti pratimdna-

khanddh,

‘ When the moon is placed in the scales, fair-limbed one, against

thy face, assuredly it is found wanting, and to make good the

deficit the stars must shine as make-weights.’

Not a bad example of more elaborate, yet graceful, eulogy is

found in the following stanza :
^

gotre sdksdd ajani bhagavdn esa yat padniayonih

gayyotthdyam yad akhilam ahah prinayanti dvirephdn

ekdgrdin yad dadhati bhagavaty usnabhdnau ca bhaktint

iat prdpus tc sutanu vadananpamyam ambkorukdni.

‘ Since manifestly in their family has been born the blessed one,

sprung from the lotus ;
since all day long they delight the bees

as they rise from their bed ;
since their whole faith they devote

to the blessed lord of the .sharp rays, thus, O lovely one, the

flowers that spring from the water attain the likeness of thy face.’

* V. 6. * vii. 87. * vii. 82,
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Happy also is another erotic stanza :

'

abhimukhapataydlubhir lalata— : gramasalilair avadhuta^

pattralekhah

kathayati ptirusdyitam vadhundm : mrditahimadyutidur-

mandk kapolah^

‘ Its painted mark obliterated by the moisture which streams

from the wearied brow over the face, the cheek reveals the long-

ing of women, melancholy as the wan moon.’

udesyatpiyusadyutirucikandrdrdh gagimani—
sthallndm panthdno ghanacaranaldksdlipibhrtah

cakorair uddinair jhatiti krtagahkdh pratipadam

pardcah samcdrdn avinayavatindih vivrnate.

‘ Footprints on pavements of moonstone, marked with the lac

that dyes deep the feet, wet with drops that have the radiance of

rising cream, made with anxiety at every step as the Cakoras

fly up disturbed, mark the departure of ladies who violate

degj^rum.’ ^

( A further stanza in some manuscripts of the poem occurs in

the drama, while elsewhere it seems to be treated as a verse

about Murari :
^

devlm vdcam updsate hi bahavah sdrath tu sdrasvatam

jdnite nitardm asau guriikulaklisto Murdrih kavih

abdhir lahghita eva vdnarabhataik kim tv asyd gambhlratdm

dpdtdlanimagnapivaratanur jdndti manthdcalah, j
‘ Many serve the goddess speech, but the essence of eloquence

Murari alone knows to the f^ull, that poet who long toiled in the

house of his teacher
;
even so the monkey host leapt over the

ocean, but its depth the Mount of Churning alone knows, for its

mighty mass penetrated down even to the realms below/

4. The Date of Rdjagekhara

Raja9ekhara, with the usual prolixity of bad poets, is voluble

on his personality ;
he was of a Maharastra Ksatriya family of

the Yayavaras, who claimed descent from Rama
;
son of the

minister Durduka or Duhika, and of (Jlilavati
;
grandson of Aka-

lajalada, and descendant of Surananda, Tarala, and Kaviraja, all

* Ed. p. I, note#^ vii. 107. * vii. 90.
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poets of name. He married Avantisundari of the Cahamana

family, and was a moderate Qaiva.^

In the Karpuramanjariy probably his first play since it was

produced at the request of his wife, and not a king, he refers to

himself as the teacher of Nirbhaya or Nirbhara, who was clearly

the Pratihara king, Mahendrapala of Mahodaya or Kanyakubja,

ofwhom we have records in a.d. 893 and 907. The Bdlardmdyana

was produced at his request. But he seems then to have visited

another court, for the Viddhagdlabhanjikd was produced for the

Kalacuri king, Yuvaraja Keyuravarsa of Tripuri. But, as the

unfinished Bdlabhdrata was written for Mahipala, successor of

Mahendrapala, whose records begin in A.D. 914, we may assume

that he returned to the court of the Pratiharas and died there.

In the Bdlardmdyana he speaks of six of his works, not appar-

ently including the Viddhagdlabhanjikd and the Bdlabhdrata^ and

in fact we have many stanzas from him regarding famous authors,

though of course the proof of derivation from this Raja9ekara is

not always complete.

^The Bdlardmdyana shows to perfection Raja^ekhara’s own

estimate of himself., He traces his poetic descent from Valmiki,

through Bhartrmentha and Bhavabhuti, but it is not clear that

Bhartrmentha must be assumed to have dramatized the work,

and the little we know of this obscure person merely shows that

he wrote an epic, the Hayagrivavadha^ while his date is involved

in the problems of Vikramaditya and Matrgupta.^

5. The Dramas of Rajagekhara

(xhe Bdlardmdyana '^

is a Mahanataka, that is one in ten acts,

and the author, to add to the horror of the length, has expanded

the prologue to almost the dimensions of an act, celebrating his

non-existent merits, and has expanded each act to almost the

dimensions of a Natika. The whole has 741 stanza^ and of

these no less than 203 are in the 19-syllable ^ardulavikridita

and 89 in the Sragdhara, which has two more syllables in each

pada or 84 in a stanza. (tKc play has a certain novelty, because

* Konow, Karpuratna%jarty pp. 177 ff.; Hultzscli, IA. xxxiv. 177 ff.
;
V. S. Apte,

Kaja^ekhara, Poona, 1886. Of special virtue is his Kdvyamimahsd on rhetoric,

which is better than his dramas.

• Winternitz, GIL. iii. 47 ;
Levi, TI. i. 183 f.

® Ed. Calcutta, 1884.
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the author has made the love of Ravana the dominating feature.

He appears in person in the first act, but declines to test himself

by drawing (^ivs.'s bow, and departs, menacing evil to any

husband of Sita. In Act II he seeks the aid of Parafurama, but

is insulted instead, and a battle barely prevented by intervention

of friends. In Act III the marriage of Sita is enacted before

him to distract his amorous sorrow, but the attempt is as little

a success as it deserved to be
; he interrupts, and finally the

scene has to be broken off. In Act IV the duel of Rama and

Para9urama is disposed of, but in Act V we find another

ludicrous effort to amuse Ravan^^ dolls with parrots in their

mouths are presented to him as Sita and his foster sister
;
he is

deceived until he finds that his grasp is on wood ;^®stracted, he

demands his beloved from nature, the seasons, the streams, and

the birds, as does Pururavas in the Vikramorvagl, The arrival

of ^urpanakha, his sistery 'who has suffered severely from her

attack on Rama,(brings him to a condition of more manly rage.

A tedious Act then carries matters down to the death of the

sorrowing Da9aratha.^ (in Act VII the problem of inducing the

ocean to accept the burden of the bridge is solved J Dadhittha

and Kapitthe^ two monkeys, describe at length its construction

to Rama. \A momentary terror is caused by a stratagem of

Malyavant
;
the severed head of Sita seems to be flung on the

shore, but it sp^ks and reveals the fraud
;

it is the head of the

speaking doll. ( In Act VIII we have Ravana's impressions as

disaster after disaster is announced
;
he sends out Kumbhakarna,

but secs even him helpless, despite his magic weapons, before

Rama. In Act IX Indra himself describes the last desperate

duel of Rama and Ravana. In Act X the party of Rama makes

the usual aerial tour of India, including the world of the moon,

amending with the inevitable consecratioi^

(The Bdlabhdrata'^ is mercifully unfinished; it covers the

marriage of DraupadI, and the gambling scene with the ill usage

of DraupadI. The other two plays are really Natikas,

but the first, the Karpuramanjarl^ is classed by the theory as

a Sattaka, simply because it is in Prakrit, none of the characters

' Ed. C. Cappcllcr, Strassburg, 1885; Weber, IS. xviii. 481 ff.

* Ed. S. Konow, trs. C. R. Lanman, HOS. iv. n^oi
; J. Charpentier, Monde

oriental^ ii. 226 ff.
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speaking Sanskrit^ fjt is the old story
;
here the king is Canda-

pala, jpossibly a compliment to Mahendrapala, (^d his beloved

the'^Tkuntala princess, Karpuramahjari, who is really a cousin of

the queen^pii Act I a magician, Bhairavananda, displays the

damsel to the king and queet^ the apparition tells her tale, and

the queen decides to add her to the number of her attendants.

The king and the maiden fall at once in lovi^ (fn Act II a letter

from the maiden avows her passionj(^nd the Vidusaka and her

friend Vicaksana arrange to let the king see he^ swinging and

also producing by her touch the blossoming of the A^oka.

Between the Acts we must assume that the queen has found out

the love, and has confined the maiden, while the king has secured

the making of a subterranean passage giving access to her priso^

fn Act III by this means the princess and the king enjoy a flirta-

tion in the garden, when the queen discovers them. In Act IV

we find that the end of the passage giving on the garden has

been blocked, but another passage has been made to the sanc-

tuary of Camunda, the entrance concealed behind the statue.

Thus the prisoner can play a game of hide-and-seek with the

queen, and this enables her to carry out a clever ruse invented by

the magician to secure the queen’s blessing for the wedding.

The queen is induced to demand that the king shall marry a

princess of Lafa who will secure him imperial rank. She is still

at her home, but the magician will fetch her to the place, (^he
wedding goes on merrily, but the princess is no other than

Karpuramanjari, and the queen has unwittingly accomplished

the lovers’ desire^

ffhe same moUt is repeated in the Viddhagdlabkanjikd,^ which

is a regular Natik^ Act I tells us that Candravarman of Lata,

vassal of Vidyadnaramalla, has sent to the coVirt of his overlord

his daughter Mrgankavall in the guise of his son and heir. The
king, Vidyadharamalla, recounts a dream in the truthful hours of

the morning, in which a beautiful maid had cast a collar of pearls

round his neck; he is haunted by her, and next finds her in

sculptured form {gdlabhahjikd) in the picture gallery. He has

a further glimpse of her in the flesh but no more, before the

heralds announce midday. In Act II we learn that the queen

proposes to marry Kuvalayamala of Kuntala to the pretended

* Ed. Poona, 1886; trs. L. H. Gray, JAOS. xxvii. i ff.
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boy, while the Vidusaka has been promised by her foster-sister,

Mekhala, marriage with a lady of the seductive name of Ambara-
mala, Air Garland. Imagine his disgust when she turns out to

be a mere slave
;
the king has to calm him, and together they

watch in hiding Mrgahkavali playing in the garden, and hear her

reading a letter of love. The heralds proclaim the evening hour.

In Act III we are told that the dream of the king was reality,

devised by Bhagurayana, his minister, who knew that the hus-

band of the heroine would attain imperial rule. The Vidusaka

punishes Mekhala’s ruse by another
;
he bids a woman hide her-

self and call out a warning to Mekhala of evil to befall her

unless she crawl between a Brahmin’s limbs. The queen begs the

Vidusaka to permit this ceremony, and, it over, he avows the

plot to the great indignation of the queen. The Vidusaka

and the king then have an interview with the heroine. In Act IV

we learn of a plot of the queen to punish the king. She induces

him to agree to marry the sister of the pretended boy, meaning

that he should find that he has married a boy. The king agrees;

the marriage is completed
;
news comes from Candravarman that

a son is born, begging the queen to di^ose in marriage of his

daughter, who may resume her sex. (The queen, tricked and

deceived, makes the best of her situation ; with dignity

and hauteur she bestows on her husband both Mrgahkavali

and Kuvalayamala, while news is brought that the last rebels

are subdued and the king’s suzerainty is recognized cverywhcrc.J

There can be no doubt of the demerits of Raja9ekhara*s works
;

fie is devoid of the power to create a character : Vidyadharamalla

is stiff and uninteresting beside his model, the gay and gallant

Vatsa ;
the queen is without the love or the majesty of Vasava-

datta; Bhagurayana is a feeble Yaugandharayana, whose magi-

cian is borrowed in the Karpuramanjari and spoiled in the

borrowing. The heroines are without merit ;
the Vidusaka in

the Karpuramanjari is tedious, but Carayana in the Viddhagala-

bhanjikd has merits; he has plenty of sound common sense,

though he is simple and capable of being taken in by others.

The intrigue in both Na^ikas is poorly managed
;
the confusion

of exits and entrances in the Karpuramanjari is difficult to

follow and probably more difficult* to act, while in the Vtddhofdla-

bhanjikd the queen is induced to arrange a marriage out of a
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puerile incident affecting the Vidusaka only. The taste of giving

two brides to the king at once is deplorable, as is the failure to

explain why the king accepts the suggested marriage when
ignprant of its true import.^

I
In all his dramas, however, Raja9ekhara is merely concerned

with exercises in style. The themes he frankly tells us in the

prologue to the Karpuramahjarl are the same
;
the question is

the expression, and the language is indifferent
;
therefore Prakrit

being smooth, while Sanskrit is harsh, the language of women as

opposed to men, can be used as a medium of style by one who
boasts himself an expert in every kind of language. We have,

therefore, elaborate descriptions in equally elaborate verses, of

the dawn, midday, sunset, the pleasures of the harem, the game
of ball, the swing, a favourite enjoyment of the Indian maidens,

and in the Natakas pictures ad nauseam of battles with magic

weapons, and appalling mythical geography and topography.

His allusions to local practices and customs may be interesting

to the antiquarian, but are not poetical. More praiseworthy is

his real accomplishment in metres, especially the (Jardulavikri-

dita, his facility in which Ksemendra justly praises, the Vasanta-

tilaka, Qloka, and Sragdhara. His ability to handle elaborate

Prakrit metres is undeniable
;

in 144 stanzas in the Karpura-

manjarl he has 17 varieties. If poetry consisted merely of

harmonious sound, he must be ranked high as a poet. He is

fond of proverbs : varam takkdlovanada tittiri na una diahanta^

ridd mori^ which gives our ‘ A bird in hand is worth two in the

bush ’

; he introduces freely words from vernaculars, including

Marathi. But, despite his parade of learning, he cannot distin-

guish accurately QaurasenI and Maharastrl in his dramaj^ in the

former we find such forms as latthi for yasti, ammi in tfi?iocative

and himto in the ablative singular of ^-sterns, and esa for the

pronoun. ^Important as he is lexicographically for both Sanskrit

and Prakrit, it is undeniable that both were utterly dead languages

for him, which he had laboriously learne^ Forms like dhilla

equivalent to ^ithila in the Karpuramanjari show how far the

vernaculars had advanced beyond the Prakrits of the drama.

<[^t would, however, be quite unjust to deny to Raja5ekhara the

power of effective expression
;
like all the later dramatists he is

capable of producing elegant and attractive verses, which are
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largely spoiled in their context by their being embedded in

masses of tasteless matt^ Thus the benediction of the Viddha-

gdlabhanjikd is decidedly graceful :

kulagnrur abaldndm kelidlksdpraddne

paramastihrd anahgo rohimvallabhasya

api kusumaprsatkair devadevasya jetd

jayati suratallldndtikdsutradhdrah,

‘ Family preceptor of young maidens for the bestowal of the

sacrament of love, the bodyless one, dearest friend of Rohini's

lover, he that with his flower arrows overthrew the god of gods,

he is victorious ever, the director of the comedy of the play of

love's mysteries.'

The description of summer is also pretty if banal

:

rajaniviratnaydinesv ddigantl ratecchdm

him api kathinayantl ndrikellphaldtnbhah

api parirtamayitri rdjarambhdphaldndm

dinaparinatiramyd variate grismalaksmilu

‘ This is the glorious season of summer, delightful in the length

of the days, when the royal plantain fruits are ripened, and the

milk in the coco-nut is hardened, and the season bids us enjoy

the delight of love in the closing watches of the night.'

The signs of a maiden distracted by unfulfilled affection are

quaintly described

:

candrani candanakardamena likhiiam sd mdrsti dastddhard

bandhyam nindati yac ca manmatham asau bhanktvdgrakas-

idhgtirth

kdtnah puspagarah kileti sumanovargam bmlte ca yat

tat kdmyd subkaga tvayd varatannr vdtulatdm lambhitd,

‘ Biting her lip, she wipes out the figure of the moon sketched in

sandal paste
;
snapping her finger-tips she mocks at love as

barren; to flout his darts, the flowers she gathers she tears in

shreds; assuredly the fair one whom, thou shouldst love hath

been brought by thee to madness.'

antastdrani taralitataldh siokam utpidabhdjak

paksmdgresu grathitaprsatah kirnadhdrdh kramena

citidtankam nijagarimatah samyag dsutrayanto

nirydnty asydh kuvalayadrgo bdspavdrdm pravdhdh.
‘ Rippled on the surface of the pupil, slightly foaming, forming

drops on the tips of the lashes, then slowly issuing in streams,
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betokening by their weight her hearths sorrow, there^pour forth

from the lotus-eyed one the floods of her tears.*

^ all the plays the Karpuramanjarl is undoubtedly that

which contains the most substantial evidence that Raja9ekhara

had some real poetic talent, despite the banality and stupidity of

his conception of love in Act III. The swing scene contains

really effective lines of word-painting, in harmonious metre :

^

vicchaanto naararamantmandalassdnandim

viccholanio gaanakuharain kantijonhdjalena

pecchmitinaih hiaanihiam niddalanto a dappam

doldlildsaralataralo dlsae se mtihendu. ^
‘ Paling the face of every beauty here, making the sky*s vault to

ripple with the liquid moonlight of her loveliness, and breaking

the haughty pride in the hearts of maids that regard her,

appeareth the moon-like orb of her face as she moveth straight

to and fro in her sport on the swing.* ^IrKe effective alliteration

and paronomasia of this stanza are surpassed by the metrical

perfection of the next but one, where the Prthvi metre, with ^ its

jingling tribrachs and bell-like, chiming cretics *, is employed in

a stanza which admirably conveys by its sound the sense at

which it aims :

ranantamanineuram jhanajhanantahdracchadam

kanakkaniakihkinimuhalamehalddambaram

vilolavaladvaltjaniamanjusinjdmvam

na kassa manomohanam sasivtuhla hindolanam.J

^ With the tinkling jewelled With the sound of lovely

anklets, jingles

With the flashing jewelled From the rows of rolling

necklace, bangles,

With the show of girdles Pray whose heart is not be-

garrulous wildered

From their ringing, ringing While the moon-faced maiden

bells swings i

r Excellent also is the king's address^ to the A9oka when made
ta blossom by the touch of the foot of his young beloved, but

more characteristic in his comment,^ inspired by the Vidusaka's

^ ii. 30. The translation of this and the next verse is taken from Lanman’s version.

• ii. 47. • ii. 49-
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ungallant comparison of the fresh beauty of the maiden with the

passh comeliness of his quee^
bdldn honti kuuhalena emeya cavalacittdo

daralasiathanisu piino nivasai maaraddhaarakassam.
* Though maidens in their young zest for life are fickle of faith,

yet it is with them—their breasts just budding—that the mystery

ofjhe dolphin-bannered doth abide/

f
For technique Raja^ekhara is of interest, because he uses in

tne Karpuramanjari the old form of prologue quite openly, with

the Nandi recited doubtless by the Sutradhara, followed by the

advent of the Sthapaka who recites two verses. It is noteworthy

that the manuscripts often alter the Sthapaka to the Sutradhara

despite the clear sense of the text. The late Pdrvatiparinaya

likewise has a Nandi before the Sutradhara speaks a verse. It

is probable that the older technique long persisted in the south.

Raja^ekhara’s indebtedness to his predecessors is wholesale

;

the influence of Kalidasa, Harsa, and Bhavabhuti is obvious^nd

it is probably an indication of his contemporaneity with, or

slight posteriority to, Murari that he does not seem to have

known his writings, (^nfluence of the vernacular or of Prakrit is

to be seen in his occasional use of rhyme, such as is found in the

later Gltagovinda or the Mohamudgara)

6. Bhlmata and Ksemi(^vara

A verse attributed to Rajafekhara mentions the five dramas

of Bhimata, of which the Svapnadagdnana won him chief fame.

He is described as a Kalinjarapati, whence the suggestion has

been made that he was a connection of the Candella king Harsa

of Jejakabhukti, who, we know, was a contemporary of Mahi-

pala of Kanyakubja, patron of Rajafekhara, but we have no

ground for positive assertion/

The case is different with Ksemi9vara, who in his Candakau-

(ika wrote for Mahipala, doubtless the king of Kanyakubja,

patron of Raja^ekhara. Kseml9vara asserts his patron*s victory

over the Karnatas, which was doubtless the view taken in royal

circles of the contest against the Rastrakuta Indra III, who for

his part claims victory over Mahodaya, or Kanyakubja.^ A
* Konow, ID. p. 87 ;

Peterson, Reports^ ii. 63; Bhtndarkar, Report (1897), p. xi.
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variant of the name is Ksemendra, but he is not to be identified

with the Kashmirian poet of that name. His great-grandfather

was called Vijayakostha or Vijayaprakostha, who is designated

as both Arya and Acarya, and was, therefore, a learned man of

some sort.

Ksemi9vara has left two dramas. The Naisadkdnanda^ in

seven acts deals with the legend of Nala, famous in the epic and

later. The Candakatigika ^ reveals the stupid story of Hari9can-

dra, who, seeing as he thought the sacrifice of a damsel on the

fire rebukes the Kau9ika Vi9vamitra, and in return for his gallant

action is cursed by the irascible sage, who was merely bringing

the sciences under his control. He secures pardon by the

surrender of the earth and a thousand gold pieces
;
to secure

the latter he sells wife and child to a Brahmin, and himself to

a Candala as a cemetery keeper. One day his wife brings the

dead body of their child, but it turns out merely to be a trial of

his character
;
his son is alive and is crowned king. The plot is

as poor as the execution of the piece. He shows in metre a

special fondness for the Qikharinl, which occurs 20 times, nearly

as often as the ^ardulavikridita (23), while the Vasantatilaka

appears 27 times and the Qloka 36. His Prakrits, Qaurasenl and

a few Maharastri stanzas, are artificial.

The compilers of anthologies make little of Ksemi9vara, with

sufficient reason, for his verses do not rise above mediocrity. The

second stanza of the three-verse benediction in the Naisadka-

nanda is on a common theme, but not unhappily expressed
;

it

follows a verse in honour of Purusottama and Qrl, with the usual

impartiality of this period :

astki hy asihiphanlphanl kim aparam bhasma bhasmaiva tac

carmaiva carma kim tava jitam yenaivam uttdmyasi

naitdm dhurta panlkarosi saiaiam murdhni sthiimn Jdhnavlm

ity evam Qivayd sanarmagadito dyute Harah pdtn vah,

* A skull is but a skull, a serpent a serpent
; what more ? The

ashes and the skin also which thou dost wear are but ashes and

skin. What of thine hast thou lost that thus thou art outworn ?

Ah, rogue, it is that thou wilt not stake Jahnu's daughter that

^ Peterson, Reports^ iii. .^40 f.

* Ed. Calcutta, 1884; trs. L. Fritze, Leipzig, 1883. On the same theme is Rama-

candra's Satyahari^cfxndra (twelfth cent.); see Keith, JRAS. 1914, pp. ii04f.
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rests ever on thy crest. May Hara guard you, Hara to whom
(Jiva once spake playfully when they diced.’

This amusing play on the unwillingness of Qiva to prolong

the dicing after he has unsuccessfully staked his necklace of

skulls and serpents, and his clothing of ashes and hide, is followed

by a wearisome eulogy of the glances of the god in the Tandava

dance, alluding to the great moments in his history. Similar

bad taste is shown in the curious and unusual form of the last

verse of the drama :

yenddigya prayogam ghanapulakabhrtd ndtakasydsya harsdd

vastralainkarahemndm pratidinani akrgd rdgayah sampradatidh

tasya ksattraprasuter bhramatu jagad idam Kdrttikeyasya kh'tih

pdre kslrdmbhusindho ravikaviyagasd sardkam agresarena.

‘Through all the universe beyond the ocean of milk, heralded by

the fame of his bard, the sun, may the fame wander of that scion

of heroism, that god of war, who bade this drama be performed

and who in keen delight at the pleasure he found in it gave daily

to the poet abundant store of raiment, jewels and gold.’ Such a

mode of immortalizing himself, and his patron can hardly be

regarded as precisely dignified, and it certainly is not in harmony

with the traditions of the drama.



XI

THE DECLINE OF THE SANSKRIT DRAMA

I. The Decadence of the Drama

We have seen already in Murari and Raja^ekhara the process

which was depriving the drama of real dramatic quality. The
older poets were, indeed, under the influence of the epic

;
they

lived in the atmosphere of the poetry of the court and their

dramatic instincts had always to fight against the tendency to

introduce epic and lyric verses into their works, heedless of the

ruin thus wrought on the drama. Had the stage been a more

popular one, this defect might have been counteracted, but the

audience for whose approval a poet looked was essentially one of

men of learning, who were intent on discerning poetic beauties or

defects, and who, as the theory proves, had singularly little idea

of what a drama really means.

Other factors doubtless helped the decline of the drama. The
invasion of the Mahomedans into northern India, which began

in earnest with the opening of the eleventh century, was a slow

process, -and it could not immediately affect the progress of the

dramatic art. But gradually, by substituting Mahomedan
rulers—men who disliked and feared the influence of the

national religion, which was closely bound up with the drama—for

Hindu princes, the generous and accomplished patrons of the

dramatists, it must have exercised a depressing effect on the

cultivation of this literary form. The drama doubtless took

refuge in those parts of India where Moslem power was slowest

to extend, but even there Mahomedan potentates gained

authority, and drama can have been seldom worth performing

or composing, until the Hindu revival asserted the Indian

national spirit, and gave an encouragement to the renewal of

an ancient national glory.

Yet a further and most important consideration must have

lain in the ever-widening breach between the languages of the
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drama and those of real life. In Bhasa's days and even those of

Kalidasa we may imagine that there was not too great difficulty

in following the main features of the drama both in Sanskrit and in

Prakrit, but the gulf between the popular languages and those of

learning went on widening every year, and Raja5ekhara, as we
have seen, was, despite his boasted studies, of which we have

no reason to doubt, unable to discriminate correctly his Prakrits.

It in no wise disproves this view that the Lalitavigraharajand-

taka of Somadeva shows a close connexion with the language as

laid down in Hemacandra*s grammar, for, as that work preceded

the play in date and was produced at the court of Anhilvad,

which was in close connexion with that of Sambhar, where

Somadeva lived, we need not doubt that copies of Hemacandra's

work were available for the production of artificial Prakrit.

It was clearly a very different thing to compose in Sanskrit

and Prakrit in A.D. looo, when the vernaculars were beginning

to assume literary form, than in A.D. 400, and the difficulty of

composition in any effective manner must have rapidly increased

with the years, and the growth of the realization that it was idle

to seek fame under modern circumstances by the composition of

dramas, for which there was no popular audience and only a

limited market. What is amazing is that for centuries the

Sanskrit drama continued to be produced in very substantial

numbers, as the existence of manuscripts proves, and that so

strong was the force of tradition that the first attempt to intro-

duce the vernacular into the drama by Bidyapati Thakur in

Behar took the form of producing works in which the characters

use Sanskrit and Prakrit and the songs only are in Maithili. So

powerful has been the strength of the Sanskrit drama that it is

only ill the nineteenth century that vernacular drama has

exhibited itself in Hindi, and in general it is only very recently

that the drama has seemed proper for vernacular expression.

But the writing in artificial languages has revenged itself on the

writers
;
their works are reminiscent of modern copies of Greek

or Latin verses, which only too painfully reveal through all the

artifices suggested by careful study the impossibility of the pro-

duction of real poetry, not to mention drama, in dead languages.

It is significant in this regard that perhaps the most interesting

of later dramas is the Prabodhacandrodaya of Krsnami^ra, a
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drama of allegory on philosophical topics, which claim as their

right Sanskrit as a mode of expression. The Sanskrit of the

author thus represents the medium of his habitual use in discus-

sions and is appropriate to the matters dealt with.

This is essentially the period when the dramatic rules, strong

in their hold earlier over the minds of dramatists, attain even

greater sway. It is to this that we owe the few specimens we have

of the rarer types of drama which are not represented among the

scanty remains of the classical drama. There is no reason to sup-

pose that these types were popular among the earlier dramatists
;

they had, it seems, their vogue in the time before the Ndtya-

gdstra assumed its present form, but were rejected as unsuitable

by the classical drama. Wc have also specimens of types which

may have been regularly produced in classical times, but none

of which are represented in the extant literature. Finally, we

have specimens of new forms, the result of efforts to introduce

into Sanskrit dramatic forms which had sprung up in more

popular circles.

2. The Nataka

The Nataka remains throughout the post-classical period of

the drama the natural exponent of the higher form of the

dramatic art. No change of importance appears in its character;

it merely steadily develops those features which we have seen in

full process of production in Murari and Raja9ekhara, the

subordination of action to description, and the degeneration of the

description into a mere exercise in style and in the use of sounds.

The character of the decline is obvious enough in the Prasan-

nardghava} a Nataka in seven Acts, in which the logician Jaya-

deva {c. A. D. 1200), son of Mahadeva and Sumitra, of Kundina in

Berar, endeavours to tell again the story of the Rdmdyana.^ In

Act I a disciple of Yajnavalkya appears and repeats from the

speech of two bees heard behind the scene the news they are

discussing
;
the Asura Bana is to rival Ravana for the hand of

' Ed. Bombay, 1894; Poona, 1894; Baumgartner, ZJaj /^dmdjfam, pp. 139 fT.

* Cf. Peterson, Subkdsitdvali, pp. 38 f. ; Keith, Indian Logic

^

pp. 33 f. The verses

common to the play and the Mahdndtaka are clearly not evidence of prior date,

despite Livi, Tl. ii. 48; Konow, ID. p. 88. He is later than Murari; Hall’s

(DR. p. 360.) suggested reference to Jayadeva in comm, on DR. ii. 10 is incorrect.

He is known to R. (r. a. i>. 1330) ;
iii. 171 f., and the (^arUgadharapaddhatu
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Sita. Two heralds then appear to describe the suitors for the

maiden's hand
;
they are interrupted and insulted by a gross and

rough arrival who casts a contemptuous eye on the bow which the

suitor must bend, and would forcibly seize the prize. The heralds

soothe him, but he assumes the monstrous form of Ravana with

his ten heads. Bana then appears, tries in vain the bow, insults

Ravana and retires. In Act II we have a ludicrous scene in

which Rama watches Sita and her friend
;
both he and she describe

the beauties of the union of the VasantI creeper and the mango-

tree, an allusion to their own state to be, and confronted shyly

whisper love. In Act III we have an intolerable series of com-

pliments exchanged by all the parties, Vi9vamitra, Qatananda,

Janaka, Da^aratha, Rama, and Laksmana
;

Vifvamitra bids

Rama bend the bow of ^iva, though a message from Para9urama

deprecates such an insult. The bow is broken, there is great

joy, and the marriage is celebrated. In Act IV Para9urama

himself arrives
;
his great feats are set out in a dialogue of Rama

and Laksmana
;
he encounters them, exchanges harangues, is

dissuaded by Janaka, ^atananda, and Vi9vamitra from battle,

but an insult of his to Vi9vamitra breaks down Rama's patience
;

they fight, Rama is victor, but falls at his rival’s feet and asks his

blessing. In Act V we have a new and picturesque conception

and one wholly aloof from drama. The river goddess Yamuna
tells Gahga of her grief at Valin’s act in exiling his brother,

Sugriva. Sarayu joins them and reports the fate of Rama until

his departure for exile
;
her flamingo arrives to carry on the tale

until Rama's fatal departure in pursuit of a golden deer.

Anxious, the rivers hasten to the ocean, Sagara, to learn the

news
;
they find Godavari in converse with Sagara

;
she tells of

the rape of Sita, the death of Jatayu, the fall of Sita's jewels and

their transport to Rsyamukha. The Tungabhadra arrives with

her tale; Rama has slain Valin and made alliance with Sugriva

and Hanumant. Suddenly a great mass flies over the ocean. Is

it the Himalaya ? the Vindhya ? Sagara goes out to see and the

rivers follow. In Act VI we find that sorrow has all but driven

Rama mad ; he asks the birds, the moon, for his beloved.

Fortunately two Vidyadharas by magic art are able to show

him the events in Lanka ; Sita appears, saddened lest Rama
suspect, or be faithless to her ; Ravana seeks her love ; she
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despises him
;
angry, he reaches out his hand for his sword to

slay her, but receives in it the head of his son, Aksa, slain by

Hanumant, who it is who has leaped the ocean and attacked

Lanka. Sita is desperate
;
she seeks to burn herself on a funeral

pyre, but the coal changes to pearl, and Hanumant consoles her

by news of Rama’s fidelity. In Act VII Ravana is given by

Prahasta a picture sent by Malyavant showing the details of the

enemy’s attack and the bridge
;
he refuses to regard it as more

than a painter’s fancy ;
Mandodari, his wife, enters

;
she has

received an oracular response which terrifies her and also Pra-

hasta, but Ravana scorns it. At last, however, he realizes that

the city is attacked, sends Kumbhakarna and Meghanada to

their death, and at last himself issues forth to die ;
his fate is

described by a Vidyadhara and his mate. Then enter Rama,

Sita, Laksmana, Vibhisana, and Sugriva, who all describe in turn

the setting of the sun and the rise of the moon
;
they mount the

aerial car, describe a few points of interest in the country over

which they pass in their journey north, and then in turn solemnly

describe the rising of the sun.

The play is typical of the later drama
;

its one merit is Act V
where the spectacle of the river goddesses grouped round the

ocean affords admirable scope for an effective tableau, but it is

wholly out of harmony with dramatic action. As usual, the

author is fond of the long metres, though the Vasantatilaka is his

favourite
; then comes the ^ardulavikrldita, (^loka, (^ikharini, and

Sragdhara, while he shows decided fondness for the Svagata,

which occurs a few times in Raja5ekhara and the Mahdndtaka^

but is not employed in the earlier drama. The drama is superior

in merit to the other very popular Rama drama, the Jdnaklpari-

naya ^ by Ramabhadra Diksita, who flourished and wrote many

bad works at the end of the seventeenth century. The number

of Rama dramas already known is enormous
;
any one of merit

appears still to be unearthed. The commentary on the Dagarupa

knows a Chalitardma which would probably date before A.D. 1000,

but its preservation is problematical. The Adbhutadarpana^ of

Mahadeva, son of Krsna Suri, a contemporary of Ramabhadra

Diksita, shows Jayadeva’s influence in that it presents the events

’ Ed. Madras, 1892; trs. by L. V. Ramachandra Aiyar, Madras, 1906.

* Ed. KM. 1896.
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at Lanka as happening by means of a magic mirror. Its ten

acts cover only the period from Angada’s mission to Ravana to

the coronation of Rama, and it introduces, contrary to the rule

in Rama dramas, the figure of the Vidusaka.

The Krsna legend naturally attracted not less note
;

the

Kerala prince Ravivarman, born in A.D. 1266, is the author of

a Pradyumnabhyudaya} The minister of Husain Shah Rupa

Gosvamin wrote about A.D. 1532 the Vidagdhantddhava^ and the

Lalitamddhava^ in seven and ten Acts respectively on the theme

of the loves of Krsna and Radha, in pursuance of his eager sup-

port of the movement of Caitanya. For the son of Todar Mall,

Akbar’s minister, ^esa Krsna wrote the Kaiisavadha^ which in

seven Acts covers the ground of Bhasa’s Bdlacariia^ as well as

other plays on the Rama legend. The winning of Rukmini by

Krsna is the theme of the Rukniinlparinaya^ by Ramavarman of

Travancore (i 735-87), and Krsna s generosity to a poor friend,

though in a surprising shape, is recounted by Samaraja Diksita

in the Qriddinacarita^ written in A.D. 1681.

The number of dramas based on the Mahdbhdrata is decidedly

smaller. We have not the Citrabhdrata of the indefatigable

Ksemendra of Kashmir, who wrote in the middle of the eleventh

century. But from that century probably are the Subhadrd’-

dhanamjaya and Tapatlsafnvarana ^ of the Kerala king Kula^e-

kharavarman, and from about A.D. 1200 the Pdrthapardkraviaf

a Vyayoga, to be discussed hereafter, of Prahladanadeva, a Yiiva-

raja, brother of Dharavarsa, lord of Candravati.

Of other mythological subjects we have the Harakelindtaka'^

of the Cahamana king Visaladeva Vigraharaja, of whom we have

an inscription of A.D. 1 163, and whose work is partially preserved

on stone. The Pdrvatiparinaya of Vamana Bhatta Bana, who

wrote about A.D. 1400 under the Reddi prince Verna of Konda-

vidu, owes its fame to its being mistaken for a work of Bana.

The Haragaurivivdha^^ of Jagajjyotirmalla of Nepal (1617-33)

is interesting, because it is rather an opera than a play and the

1 Kd. TSS. 1910.
^ 1903.

^ Ed. Mur9idabatl, iSSof. Ed. KM. i88S. ® Ed. KM. 1894.

« Wilson, ii. 404, Ed. TSS. 1912 and 1911. " Ed. GOS. 1917.

" Kielhorn, Brui hstiukc mdischer Schauspide, Berlin, 1901.

Ed. R. Schmidt, Leipzig, 1917 ; trs. K. Glaser, Trieste, 18S6. Cf. GIL. iii. 248, n. 4.

** Levi, Le Nepal

^

ii. 243.
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vernacular verses are its only fixed element, but this is not likely

to be a primitive feature.

Of dramas with lesser personages of the saga as heroes we have

the Bhairavananda^ of the Nepalese poet Manika from the end

of the fourteenth century, and at least a century later the Bhar-

trharinirveda “ of Harihara, which is interesting, as it shows the

popularity of Bhartrhari
;
he is represented as desolated by his

wife’s death, through despair on a false rumour of his own death,

but, consoled by a Yogin, he attains indifference, so that, when

his wife is recalled to life, neither she nor their child has any

attraction for him.

Of historical drama we have little, and that of small value.

The Lalitavigrahardjandtaka? preserved in part in an inscrip-

tion, is a work of the latter part of the twelfth century by Soma-

deva in honour of Visaladeva Vigraharaja, the Cahamana. The

Pratdpariidrakalydna^ by Vidyanatha, inserted in his treatise

on rhetoric as an illustration of the drama, celebrates his patron,

a king of Warangal about A.D. 1300.

More interesting is the Hammlramadamardana'^ written

between A.D. 1219 and 1229 by Jayasihha Suri, the priest of the

temple of Munisuvrata at Broach. It appears that Tejahpala,

brother of Vastupala, minister of Viradhavala of Gujarat, visited

the temple, and, with the assent of his brother, complied with

the request of Jayasinha for the erection of twenty-five golden

flagstaffs for Devakulikas. As a reward Jayasihha not merely

celebrated the brothers in a panegyric, of which a copy has been

preserved along with his drama, but wrote, to please Jayantasihha,

son of Vastupala, the play for performance at the festival of the

procession of the god Bhime^vara at Cambay. He claims that

it includes all nine sentiments, in contrast to Prakaranas, exploit-

ing the sentiment of fear, with which the audience has been

surfeited.

In Act I, after the introductory dialogue between the Sutra-

dhara and an actor, Viradhavala is brought in, conversing with

Tejahpala, the theme being the extraordinary merits of Vastu-

* Haraprasad, Nepal CalaL, p. xxxvii.

* Ed. KM. 1900; trs. L. H. Gray, JAOS. xxv. 197 ff.

^ Ed, Kielhorn, op. cit. Ed. Bombay, 1891.
^ Ed. Gaekwad's Oriental Series, no. x, 1920. On the merits of Vastupala see also

Arisinha’s Sukftasamkirtana and Some9vara’8 Ktrtikaumudi.
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pala as a statesman. But times are still troublous
;
the realm is

menaced by the Turuska Hammira, by the Yadava Sinhana,^

who may hope for aid from Samgramasihha, nephew of Sihha,

lord of Lata. Vastupala enters, and extols the skill of Tejah-

pala's son Lavanyasihha, whose spies bring in valuable informa-

tion. He then with Tejahpala compliments the king, who tells

them of his proposed attack on Hammira. Vastupala warns him

against excessive valour in pursuit, and counsels him to secure

the aid of the Marvar princes. In Act II we find that the advice

has been followed with success, as related by Lavanyasinha, who
has an opportunity of repaying the compliments showered on

him by his uncle. The spy Nipunaka then enters with a tale of

success
;
he has entered Sinhana’s camp, passed himself off as a

spy on Vlradhavala’s movements, reported that that king was

making ready an attack on Hammira, and persuaded Sihhana to

wait in the forest of the Tapti a favourable opportunity to attack

Vnadhavala, after his forces have been weakened by battle with

Hammira. In the meantime Nipunaka’s brother Suvega, who

has been serving Devapala of Malava, steals the best steed of his

master and presents it to Samgramasihha, who is leading

Sihhana’s army. He then presents himself in the guise of a

Tapasa to Sihhana, but runs away when the king goes to pay

him due honour. Suspicion is thus aroused, and Suvega is

seized
;
from his matted locks is extracted a letter addressed to

Samgramasihha. It refers to the horse which it treats as a

present from Devapala to Sarhgramasihha, and advises him to

attack Sihhana when he has entered Gujarat, the Malava king

engaging to assail him at that moment. Sihhana asks Nipunaka

to ascertain the truth about the horse, and he has no difficulty

through Suvega in terrifying Samgramasihha into flight. We then

find Vastupala on the stage
;

his spy Ku9alaka reports that

Samgramasihha menaces Cambay ;
Vastupala takes precautions

for its defence, and summons Bhuvanapala, Sarhgramasihha’s

minister, with whom he arrives at an understanding, assuring

Viradhavala of that prince’s aid. In Act III Viradhavala and

Tejahpala hear from a spy Kamalaka the fate of Mewar s king

Jayatala; attacked by the Mlecchas, the people in despair flung

' Usually Siaghana or Sinhana. Cf. Bhandarkar, Report (1907)1 pp*

equates Milacchikara with Shamsu-d-din (1210-35).
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themselves into wells, burned themselves in their houses or

hanged themselves, until he had heartened them and discouraged

the foe by announcing the approach of Viradhavala, at whose

name the Turuskas fled in terror. Viradhavala extols the

cleverness of Vastupala, who has enabled him to dispose of all

his enemies save the Mlecchas, and Tejahpala assures him of

succes even against these foes. What Vastupala is doing is

shown by a conversation between two spies, Kuvalayaka and

(Jighraka, which forms the entr'acte to Act IV
;
he has induced

the Kaliph of Baghdad by a false report to instruct Kharpara

Khana to send Mllacchrlkara to him in chains, and he has won
over various Gurjara princes by promising them the lands of the

Turuskas when they are defeated. We then find Mllacchrlkara

discussing his situation with his minister Gorl Isapa
;
Kharpara

Khana, on the one hand, and Viradhavala press him hard
;
the

king declines, however, even to think of retreat, but both king

and minister flee hastily before the sound of the approach of

Viradhavala's army and the voice of the king, who is disappointed

not to capture his foes, but obeys loyally Vastupala's counsel

against rash pursuit. Act V shows us the triumphant return of

the king, his reunion with his wife JayataladevI, and exchange of

felicitations with Vastupala and Tejahpala. We learn that

Vastupala has accomplished a further feat
;
he has intercepted at

sea Radi and Kadi, Mllacchrikara's preceptors, returning from

Baghdad, and the king has been forced, in order to secure their

safety, to enter into friendly relations. Finally the king enters

^iva’s temple, where the god presents himself before him, and

grants him a boon
;

the king, however, has little that is not

formal to ask, so fortunate is he in his ministers.

Neither as history nor as poetry does the work claim any high

merit. Its chief aim is to provide unlimited eulogy for Vastu-

pala and Tejahpala, and secondarily for the king who is lucky

enough to have in his retinue these remarkable models of intelli-

gence and skill. It must be admitted, however, that the author

does not exactly convey the impression of the real success of his

objects of admiration
;
the impression is rather one of minor

successes and a good deal of rather obvious diplomacy. Style,

Prakrit, and metres are decidedly stereotyped.

A certain number of dramas of similar type has been pre-
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served.^ Gangadhara’s Gahgaddsapratdpavildsa^ ctXthtdXts the

struggle of a Campamr prince against Muhammed II, Shah of

Gujarat (a. D. 1443-52). The stream, though scanty, flows con-

tinuously to the puiisdmrdjya^ of Laksmana Suri of 1912.

The adaptation of English drama is seen in R. Krsnamachari’s

adaptation in 1892 of the Midsummer Nighfs Dream in his

Vdsantikasvapna^

3. The Allegorical Nataka

We cannot say whether Krsnami5ra's Prabodhacandrodaya^

was a revival of a form of drama, which had been practised

regularly if on a small scale since A^vaghosa or whether it was

a new creation, as may easily have been the case. At any rate,

his work can be dated with precision ;
it was produced for one

Gopala in the presence of the Candella king Kirtivarman of

Jejakabhukti, of whom we have an inscription of A.D. 1098.

Gopala had restored, we learn, Kirtivarman after his defeat by

Karna of Cedi, who was living in A.D. 1042, but we can only

guess that he was a general. The play in its six Acts is devoted

to the defence of the Advaita form of the Visnu doctrine, a com-

bination of Vedanta with Visnuism.

The supreme reality which is truly one, but is united with

illusion, has a son, Spirit, who again has two children, Discrimina-

tion (viveka) and Confusion [moha)
;
the posterity of the latter

has largely gained in strength, and the position of the former

and his offspring is menaced. This is told us at the outset of the

drama by Love in converse with Desire
;
the former is sure he

has done much to attain the result. The one danger is the old

prophecy that there will arise Knowledge [prabodha) and Judge-

ment or Science (vidyd) from the union of Discrimination and

Theology, Upanisad, but these two are long since parted, and

their reunion seems unlikely. The two, however, flee before the

approach of the king Discrimination who is talking with Reason

‘ Wc hear of a Rdjardjanataka performed annually in a temple of Qiva by order

of the Cola Rajaraja I of Tanjore in the eleventh century, but of its content we know

nothing
; H. Krishna Sastri in Ridgeway’s Dramas, &c., p. 204.

* Iftdta Office CataL, no. 4194. ® Ed. Madras, 1912.

^ Kumbhakonam, 1S92.

® Ed. Bombay, 1898; trs. J. Taylor, Bombay, 1893. Cf. J. W. Boisscvain,

Prabodhacandrodaya, Leiden, 1905.
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{mati)^ one of his wives
;
to his joy he finds that she is all in

favour of his reunion with Theology which she is fain to bring

about. In Act II we find Confusion in fear of overthrow ;
he

hastens by the use of Falsity {dambhd) to secure Benares as the

key of the world
;
Egoism, grandfather of Falsity, visits the city

and discovers to his joy his relative. Confusion enters in trium-

phant pomp his new capital
;
the Materialist Carvaka supports

him. But there is bad news
;
Duty is rising in revolt

;
Theology

meditates reunion with Discrimination ; Confusion bids his

minions cast Piety, daughter of Faith {graddha) in prison and

orders Heresy {mithyddrsti) to separate Theology and Faith.

In Act III Piety appears supported by her friend Pity; she has

lost her mother Faith and is in sad plight, even dreaming of

suicide, from which Pity dissuades her. In Digambara Jainism,

Buddhism, and Somism she searches in vain for Faith
;
each

appears with a wife claiming to be Faith, but she cannot recog-

nize her mother in these distorted forms. Buddhism and Jainism

quarrel
;
Somism enters, makes them drunk with alcohol and

pleasure, and takes them off in search of Piety, the daughter of

Faith. In Act IV Faith in great distress tells of a danger; she

and Duty have escaped from a demoness who would have

devoured them but for Trust in Visnu, who has saved them.

She brings a message to Discrimination to start the battle. He

musters his leaders, Contemplation, Patience, Contentment, and

himself goes to Benares, which he describes. In Act V the

battle is over ;
Confusion and his offspring are dead. But Spirit

is disconsolate, mourning the loss of Confusion and Activity.

The doctrine of Vyasa, the Vedanta, appears, disabuses his mind

of error, and he resolves to settle down as a hermit with the one

wife worthy of him, Inactivity. Act VI shows us the ancestor of

all Being ;
he is still under the influence of Confusion, who, before

dying, dispatched to him spirits to confuse him, and his com-

panion, Illusion, favours their efforts. But his friend Reasoning

shows him his error, and he drives them away. Peace of heart

reunites Theology and Discrimination
;
she tells of her mishaps

with Cult and Exegesis, Nyaya and Sarhkhya, and reveals to

Being that he is the Supreme Lord. This, however, is too much

for his intellect, but the difficulty is cleared away by Judgement,

which is the immediate supernatural child of the reunion of the
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spouses. The appearance of Trust (bhakti) in Visnu to applaud

the result terminates the drama.

No one can doubt the cleverness with which the strife of races

of one stock in the Mahabharata and the plot and love interest

of the usual Natika are combined, nor the ingenuity of fitting

in the Vedanta doctrine of the Absolute and the devotion of the

Vaisnava creed. Tli^ is certainly sonic comedy in the exchange

of views of Egoism and Falsity, who are perfect examples of

hypocrisy, and the scenes between Buddhism, Jainism, and

Somism are distinctly funny. None the less it would be idle to

pretend that the play has any dramatic force. Its chief merits

are its effective and stately stanzas of moral and philosophical

content. Krsnami^ra is an able master of the Qardulavikridita,

his favourite metre ; he has also effective Vasantatilakas, and

rhymed Prakrit stanzas.

Krsnami5ra s example has caused the production of numerous

dramas of the same type, but of much less value. The Samkal-

pasuryodaya ^ of Venkatanatha of the fourteenth century is exces-

sively dreary, but it is better than the famous Caitanyacandro-

daya^ of Kavikarnapura, which is an account of Caitanya’s

success, but which wholly fails to convey any suggestion of his

spiritual power. He turns out as a long-winded discourser of

a muddled theology, surrounded by obedient and unintelligent

pupils. Two Qaiva dramas are the Vidydparinayana^ and

Jivdnandana^ written at the end of the seventeenth and begin-

ning of the eighteenth century. They have no merits.

An example of a Jain allegory of comparatively early date is

afforded by the Mohardjapardjaya^^ the conquest of King Confu-

sion,. describing the conversion of the Caulukya king of Gujarat,

Kumarapala, to Jainism, his prohibition of the killing of animals,

and his cessation from the practice of confiscating the property

of persons dying without heirs in the realm, as a result of the

^ Ed. KancI, 1914; trs. K. Narayanacharya and D. Raghunathaswamy Iyengar,

vol. i. Srirangam, 1917.

Ed. KM. 1906 ;
analysed by Levi, TI. i. 237 ff. Date, c* A.D. 1550.

* Ed. KM. 1893, Another imitation is the Amrtodaya of Gokulanatha, HaraprasSd,

Report (1901), p. 17.

^ Ed. KM. 1891. For the author of the VidyapaHnayana (Vedakavi, nominally

Anandaraya) see KM. xliv. Pref. p. 9.

* Ed. GaekwatTs Oriental Series^ no. ix. 1918.
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efforts of the famous sage, Hemacandra. The author, Ya^ah-

pala, was the son of a minister Dhanadeva and Rukmini, of the

Modha Bania caste, and he served the Cakravartin Abhayadeva

or Abhayapala, who reigned after Kumarapala from A.D. 1229-

32. The play is in five Acts, and all the personages save the

king, Hemacandra, and the Vidiisaka, are personifications of

qualities, good and evil. The play was performed on the occa-

sion of the festival of the idol of Mahavira at the Kumaravihara,

or temple erected by Kumarapala, at Tharapadra, where the

author seems to have been governor or resident.

The play begins with an invocation in three stanzas of the

Tirthakaras, Rsabha, Par^va, and Mahavira, followed by the

usual dialogue of the Sutradhara and the actress, his wife. Then
are introduced Kumarapala with the Vidusaka, to whom enter

Jnanadarpana, the Mirror of Knowledge, the spy who has been

sent to report on the affairs of King Confusion. He reports the

successful siege by Confusion of the city of Man s Mind, whose

king, Vivekacandra, the Moon of Discrimination, has been forced

to flee accompanied by his bride Calm, and his daughter Krpa-

sundarl, in whom Compassion is incorporated, and of whose

escape Kumarapala learns with joy. The spy further reports

a meeting with Kirtimaftjarl, the Garland of Fame, daughter of

Good Conduct by his wife Polity, and herself wife of Kumara-
pala. She complains that the king has turned from her and her

brother, Pratapa, Valour, owing to the efforts of a Jain monk.

She has, therefore, sought the aid of Confusion and he is prepar-

ing to attack Kumarapala. The spy, however, disappoints her

by answering her inquiry as to the victory in the struggle by

insisting that it will be Confusion that must fall. The king

expresses his determination to overthrow Confusion, and the

announcement of the hour of worship by bards terminates the

Act.

An entr'acte then tells us through Punyaketu, the Banner of

Merit, minister of the king, that Discrimination has arrived at the

penance grove of Hemacandra, and has met the king, who has

looked favourably at his daughter. The Act itself shows us in

the accustomed mode the king with the jester spying on Krpa-

sundar! and Somata, Gentleness,^ her companion, and ultimately

* This is probably the nuance intended, as in saumyatd.
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speaking to them
;

as usual the queen, Rajya^rl, the Royal

Fortune, with her companion, Raudrata, Harshness, intervenes,

and the king vainly craves pardon. In Act III Punyaketu over-

comes the obstacle to the match by a clever device
;
he stations

one of his servants behind the image of the goddess to which the

queen goes to seek the boon of the disfigurement of her rival,

and thus, through apparent divine intervention, the queen is

taught that by marriage with Krpasundari alone can the king

overcome Confusion, and is induced to beg Discrimination for

the hand of his daughter. Discrimination consents, but insists

that to please his daughter the seven vices must be banished, and

the practice of confiscating the property of those dying without

heirs shall be abolished, terms to which the queen consents. The
king also agrees, and the Act ends in his action in forgoing the

property of a millionaire believed dead, who, however, oppor-

tunely turns up with a new bride in an aerial car.

In Act IV we have the fulfilment of the pledge to banish the

seven vices. It first tells of the meeting of the Fortune of the

City with that of the Country ; the former persuades the latter

to accept the tenets of Jainism. Then appears Krpasundari

who is annoyed by the noises of hunting and fishing, but con-

soled by the appearance of the police officer, who proceeds to

the business of banishing vices. Gambling, Flesh-eating, Drink-

ing, Slaughter, Theft, and Adultery must depart, despite the

plea that the king s predecessors permitted them, and that they

bring revenues to the State
;
Concubinage may remain if she

will. In Act V the king, armed by Hemacandra with his Yqga-

(dstra, which is his armour, and the Vitardgastutiy which serves

to make him invisible, inspects the strong places of Confusion,

and finally rendering himself visible does battle with the adver-

sary and wins a great victory. He restores Discrimination to

his capital, and pronounces a benediction in which praise of the

Jina and of Hemacandra blend with the desire of close union with

Krpa and Discrimination, and the hope that ‘ my fame, allied with

the moon, may prevail to dispel the darkness of Confusion

The play is certainly not without merits
;
in the main it is

written in simple Sanskrit, free from the artifices which disfigure

more pretentious plays, and it has also the merit of bringing

vividly before us the activities of Jainism in its regulation of
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Kumarapala s kingdom, casting an interesting light on what is

known from inscriptions and other sources of the history of

Gujarat. The marriage of the king with Krpasundari is recorded

by Jinamandana in his Kumarapalaprabandha as taking place in

A. B. 1 1 59. Interesting details are given of the forms of gambling,

including chess, and of the sects which approve slaughter. The

Prakrits arc, of course, deeply influenced by Hcmacandras

grammar, and include Magadhi and Jain MaharastrL

4. The Ndtika and the Sattaka

The Natika differs in no real essential from a Nataka save in

the number of Acts, but its type continues to be rigidly restricted

to that set by Harsa, The KarnastmdaiT of Bilhana belongs

to the period about a. D. 1080-90. It seems to have been written

out of compliment to Karnadeva Trailokyamalla of Anhilvad

(1064-94), and to celebrate his wedding in advanced age witli

Miyanalladevi, daughter of the Karnata king, Jayake9in. The

story runs that the Calukya king is to marry Karnasundari,

daughter of the Vidyadhara king. The minister introduces her

into the harem, and the king first sees her in a dream, then in a

picture. He falls in love, and the queen is jealous
;
she breaks

in on their meeting, and once assumes Karnasundari’s guise to

present herself to the king. Next she tries to marry the king to

a boy in Karnasundari*s clothes, but the minister adroitly sub-

stitutes the real for the feigned damsel, and the usual tidings of

triumph abroad ends the play, which is a patent jumble of

reminiscences of Kalidasa, Harsa, and Raja^ckhara.

Madana Balasarasvati, preceptor of the Paramara Arjunavar-

man of Dhara, wrote the Vijayagri ox Pdrijatamahjarl^ Natika

in four Acts, of which two are preserved on stone at Dhara.

A garland falls on the breast of Arjunavarman after his victory

over the Calukya king, Bhimadeva II, and becomes a maiden,

who is handed over to the charge of the Chamberlain. She is

the daughter of the Calukya, and the usual sequence of events

leads to her wedlock with the king. There is doubtless a

historical reference
;
the date of the play is early in the thir-

teenth century.

» Ed. KM. 1888. Cf. Keith, Samk. Lit., pp. 64 ff.

* Ed. E. Hultzsch, Leipzig, 1906; cf. GGA. 1908, pp. 98 ff.
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Rather less commonplace is Mathuradasa’s effort in the

Vrsabkdnujd ^ to make a Natika of the love of Krsna and Radha.
He was a Kayastha of Suvarna^ekhara on the Ganges and
Yamuna, and he uses the motive of the jealousy of Radha for a

portrait of a lady which Krsna has, but which turns out to be

one of herself. A philosophic play is Narasihha^s (^ivandrdyana-

bhanjamahodaya^ in honour of a prince of Keonjhor.

The Sattaka with its demand for Prakrit was too exacting for

the average poet; we have only the Anandasundarl^ of the

tedious Ghana^yama, minister of the Maratha Tukkoji and the

frngdramanjarl'^ of the Almora poet Vi9ve9vara of the

eighteenth century.

5. The Prakarana

The example of the Mrcchakatikd induced few imitations,

doubtless because would-be imitators had the sense to realize the

appalling difficulties of producing anything worthy of setting

beside that masterpiece. There is, however, a servile redaction

of the same idea as that of the Mdlatimddhava of Bhavabhuti in

the Mallikdmdruta^ of Uddandin or Uddandanatha, who has had

the quite undeserved honour of being taken for Dandin, but who
was really no more than the court poet of the Zemindar of

Kukkutakroda or Calicut in the middle of the seventeenth

century. The plot follows that of Bhavabhuti’s play almost

slavishly. The magician Mandakini is eager to arrange a mar-

riage between Mallika, daughter of the minister of the Vidya-

dhara king and Maruta, son of the minister of the king of

Kuntala. - She arranges an interview between the two, who fall

in love, but the match is disturbed by the desire of the king of

Ceylon for Mallika s hand. Maruta s friend Kalakantha is also in

love with Ramayantika. In Act III there is the usual temple

scene, and a couple of elephants are let loose to frighten the two

maidens and cause two rescues. Then Maruta is told by an

emissary of the king of Ceylon that Kalakantha is dead,

and is only saved from suicide by his friend's appearance. In

* Ed, KM. 1895. The late MrgankakkhH of Vi9vanatha son of Trimaladeva, is

summarized in Wilson, ii. 390 f.

® Hultzsch, ReportSy no. 2142. lie wrote a Nafakn, a Bhana, a Prahasana, and

the Damartika in ten Alaihkaras
;
Madras CataL xxi. 8403 ff.

” KM., Part 8, p. 51. * Ed. Calcutta, 1878.

2717 R
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Act V Maruta tries conjuring up spirits
;
he finds Mallika stolen

by a Raksasa, rescues her, but is himself stolen, and finally over-

comes the demon. But the marriage is to proceed, so that we

have the elopement of Maruta and Mallika, and the usual decep-

tion of the bridegroom, while the other couple follow the

example set and elope also. The inevitable second abduction

of Mallika takes place, with the necessary search for her, which

at last is rewarded
;

all are united under Mandakini s protection,

and the king and the parents accord their sanction.

The work is metrically interesting, because the author shows a

remarkable preference for the Vasanlatilaka (iih), and, while he

is fond of the Qardulavikridita and employs a great variety of

metres, he, unlike most later authors, uses freely the Arya in its

different forms (74).

We know also of Prakaranas written by Jain writers.’ Rama-
candra, pupil of the great Hemacandra, who perished under the

reign of Ajayapala, nephew and successor of Hemacandra's

patron, Kumarapala, between A. D. 1173 and 1176, wrote, besides

other plays, the Kaumudlmitranmida ^ in ten Acts. The work

is wholly undramatic and is really the working up in the form of

a play of a number of Katha incidents, presenting a result not

unlike the plot of a modern pantomime. We first learn of a

merchant's son, Mitrananda, who on the island of Varuna attains

as wife the daughter, KaumudI, of the head of a monastery, after

he and his friend have freed from durance the Siddha king,

cruelly nailed to a tree by Varuna. She reveals to him the fact

that the ascetics are frauds, and that the fate of her husbands is

normally to be flung into a pit under the nuptial chamber
;

in

this case, however, attracted to her husband by the love charm

he had received from Varuna, she agrees to flee with him and the

treasure collected from former spouses to Ceylon. There the

pair would have been in evil plight, since Mitrananda is taken

for a thief by the police, had he not cured from death by snake-

bite the crown prince Laksmipati with the aid of the magic spell

given to him to revive the dead by the goddess Janguli on the

occasion of his marriage. The king in gratitude entrusts the

pair to the minister, who, however, is enamoured of Kaumudi
and anxious to get rid of her husband. The opportunity is given

' Hultzsch, ZDMG. Ixxv. 6r ff. 2 £^1^ Bhavnagar, 1917.
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by a human sacrifice which a vassal of the king wishes to offer

;

Mitrananda is sent by the minister with a letter Intended to

secure his being the victim, but luckily is recognized by Maitreya,

his companion, who had won the vassaVs favour by curing him

by a magic herb. KaumudI in the meantime is expelled from

the minister’s house by his jealous wife, and wanders until she

meets Sumitra, daughter of a merchant, and her family
;

all are

captured by a prince of the aborigines Vajravarman, to whom
also is brought one Makaranda, who turns out to be a friend of

Mitrananda. A letter from Laksmipati arrives to ask for the

welfare of Mitrananda and Kaumudi, and the latter takes advan-

tage of it to induce Vajravarman to celebrate the marriage of

Makaranda and Sumitra. The three then have an adventure at

Ekacakra with a Kapalika,who induces the women to go into

a subterranean cave, while he asks Mitrananda’s aid against

a Vidyadhara, described as eager after women. He breathes

life into a corpse which takes a sword in its hand, but Mitrananda

by a magic formula induces it to strike the Kapalika, who
disappears. In Act IX Makaranda has to establish before

Laksmipati his claim to his own caravan, which a certain Nara-

datta claims
;
the dispute is settled by the appearance of Vajra-

varman and Mitrananda, while Act X disposes of the piece by

uniting husband and wife in the abode of the Siddha king. The
work is, of course, wholly without interest other than that pre-

sented by so many marvels appealing to the sentiment of wonder

in the audience. The author refers to Murari in such a way as

to suggest to Dr. Hultzsch^ his contemporaneity with him, but

this in no wise rendered necessary by the wording of the passage

cited, and, secondly, would very badly agree with the fact that

Mahkha knew and cites Murari about A.D. 1135, for it takes

some time for an author to reach the stage of being treated as an

authority.

Another Jaina composition is the Pradudd/iaraukinej'a^ of one

Ramabhadra Muni, pupil of Jayaprabha Suri, of the school of

Deva Suri, the famous writer on Nyaya, who died in A.D. 1169.

It was written for performance in a temple of Yugadideva, that

is the Tirthakara Rsabha, on the occasion of a procession

* ZDMG. Ixxv. 63. See above, chap. x. § a,

* Ed. Bhavnagar, 1917.
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festival. It is in six Acts. In Act I Rauhineya, who is a bold

bandit, steals away Madanavati, a married woman, while his

helper, a ^abara, who speaks Magadhi, keeps her lover at bay.

In the next Act he dresses up as the mother of a youth

Manoratha, and abducts him for the sake of his ornaments,

terrifying the bystanders with a snake made out of rags. The

next three Acts tell of the complaints of these robberies made

to (Jrenika of Magadha, and the efforts of his minister Abhaya-

kumara to find the guilty man, ending ultimately in the arrest of

the robber, who, however, stoutly maintains his innocence, though

he fails in succeeding in winning his discharge. In Act VI women

and musicians under the control of Bharata, a teacher of dancing,

endeavour to deceive him into the belief that he is in heaven, and

thus to win a confession of his misdeeds from him. But he sees

through the play, for he remembers a verse which he had heard

spoken by Vardhamana Svamin before his captivity, in which

the characteristics^ of the gods, freedom from perspiration,

unfaded garlands, and feet that do not touch the ground, were

set out. The miscreant thus is pronounced innocent, but,

liberated, manifests his penitence by taking the king and the

minister to the mount Vaibhara, in which are the treasures he

has stolen and the missing boy and woman. The topic is one

handled by Hemacandra in the matter illustrating his Yogagdstra,

Quite different is the character of the Mudritaktimudacandra^

of Ya9a9candra, son of Padmacandra, grandson of Dhanadeva of

the Dharkata family, who was, it seems, the minister of a prince

of Qakambhari in Sapadalaksa. The play describes the con-

troversy which took place in A. D. 1 1 24 between the Qvetambara

Jaina teacher Deva Suri, mentioned above, and the Digambara

Kumudacandra, in which the latter was silenced, whence the

title of the piece.

6 . The Prahasana and the Bhana

Popular as the Prahasana or farce must have been, we have in

this period no example preserved certainly older than the Lata-

kamelaka^ written in the earlier part of the twelfth century under

Govindacandra of Kanyakubja by Qankhadhara Kaviraja. The

' Famous from the Ah/a onwards. * Ed. Benares, Virasamvat, 3432,

* Ed. KM. 1889. R. iii. 271, &c., cites an Anandakofa,
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nature of the play is characteristic ; the action passes at the

house of the go-between Dantiira, to which come all sorts of

people anxious to buy the affection of the fascinating Madana-
mafijari. Comic relief is further provided by the arrival of doctor

Jantuketu to extract a fish-bone from the damsel’s throat. He is

perfectly incompetent and his methods absurd, but they affect

their purpose indirectly, since, through laughing at his antics, the

bone is happily dislodged. The bargaining of the lovers is

satirized, and the marriage which is actually arranged is one

between the go-between herself and a Digambara, a type

doubtless sure to raise a laugh.

Of much later date is the well-known Dhnrtasamdgama^ of

Jyotiri^vara Kavi^ekhara, son of Dhane^vara, grandson of Rame^-

vara, of the family of Dhire^vara who wrote under the Vijayana-

gara king Narasihha (A.D. 1487--1507), though a Nepalese manu-

script makes his father Dhirasihha and his patron Harasihha,

who has been identified, implausibly, with Harisinha of Simraon

(a.D. 1324). The first part of the play relates the contest of the

religious mendicant Vi9vanagara and his pupil Duracara, whose

names are significant, over the beautiful Anahgasena
;
the pupil

has every reason to complain, since it was he who saw the fair one

and confided his love to his master, who meanly seeks to secure

the damsel’s favour in lieu. She insists on the matter being referred

to arbitration, and in the second part the Brahmin Asajjati, Impure

Race, an expert at dealing with delicate matters of casuistry,

undertakes the duty, and wisely ‘decides to impound the damsel

for himself, though, while he is deliberating, his Vidusaka seeks to

secure the prize for himself. The case over, the barber Mulana-

9aka, Root Destroyer, turns up to demand payment of a debt

from Anangasena. She refers him to Asajjati, who pays him

with his pupil’s purse
;
he then demands the barber's care

;
the

latter ties him up and leaves him to be rescued by the Vidusaka.

Very popular is Jagadigvara’s Hdsydrnava,^ The king, Anaya-

sindhu, Ocean of Misrule, is devastated because all goes ill in his

realm : Candalas make shoes, not Brahmins, wives are chaste,

husbands constant, and the good respected. He asks his minister

where best he can study the character of his people, and is

* Ed. in Lassen’s Anth.Sanscr.y Bonn, 1838. Cf. Haraprasad, Nepa CalaLy p.xxxvii.

^ Ed. Calcutta, 1896. Cf. Wilson, ii. 408 f.
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advised to go to the house of the go-between, Bandhura,

who presents to him her daughter, Mrgankalekha. The court

Chaplin enters with his pupil, and are attracted to the damsel.

A comic doctor is called in for Bandhura, who feels ill; his

remedies are worse than the disease, and he has to run away.

A series of other figures are introduced. Then a barber, who
has cut a patient

;
the latter demands damages, but is nonsuited

;

then comes the chief of police, Sadhuhinsika, Terror to the

Good, the comic general Ranajambuka, the astrologer Mahaya-

trika, who indicates as the time for a journey the conjunction of

stars presaging death. The king disappears at the end of the

first Act
;
the second deals with the efforts of the chaplain and

his pupil to obtain the damsel
;
but rivals come in the form of

another man of religion and his pupil
;

finally the two older

reprobates secure the damsel, while the boys content themselves

with Bandhura, who is delighted with the turn of events. But

the celebration of these double marriages is left to another holy

man, Mahanindaka, who also desires to share the hetaera. The

date of the piece is unknown, as is that of the KatiUikasarvasva^

of Gopmatha Cakravartin, written for the autumn festival of the

Durgapuja in Bengal. It is more amusing and less vulgar than

most of these pieces
;
the king, Kalivatsala, who is licentious^

addicted to every kind of vice, and a lover of hemp juice, ill-

treats the virtuous Brahmin Satyacara, who finds that everything

is wrong in the state, even the people being valiant in oppression,

skilled in falsehood, and persevering only in contempt for the

pious. The general is valiant : he can cleave a roll of butter with

his blade, and trembles at the approach of a mosquito. Play is

made with the immoralities recounted in the Puranas
;
the objec-

tions of the Rsis to vice are put down to the fact that they

censured in otherswhat they themselves were too old to enjoy. The

king proclaims free love, but becomes himself involved in a dispute

over a hetaera. He is summoned back to the queen, which so

annoys the hetaera that every one hastens to console her, and the

king,obligingly to please her, banishes all Brahmins from the realm.

The Dhurtanariaka ^ of Samaraja Diksita is of the seventeenth

century. It deals with one Mure^vara, who, though a ^aiva

ascetic, is a devotee of a dancing girl whom he entrusts to his

* Ed. Calcutta, 1828 ; Wilson, ii. 410 f. * Wilson, ii. 407.
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pupils on having to go away. They seek to secure the favours

of the damsel and, failing in this, denounce him to the king, but

Papacara, Bad Conduct, is merely amused and allows the saint

to keep the damsel. Rather earlier is the Kautukaraindkara^

by the chaplain of Laksmana Manikyadeva of Bhuluya, which

centres in the carrying off of the queen, though the chief of

police sleeps beside her to guard her, and the adventures of the

hetaera who is to take her place at the spring festival.

The Bhana, despite its antiquity, attested by the theory, is not

represented early in the history of the drama. To Vamana

Bhatta Bana, about A.D. 1500, we owe the Qrhgdrabkusanal-

which is typical of the class. The chief Vita, Vilasa^ekhara,

comes out to pay a visit to the hetaera Anangamanjari on the

evening of the spring festival. He goes into the street of the

hetaerae, and takes part in a series of imaginary conversations,

giving the answers himself to his own questions, or pretending to

listen to some one out of sight and then repeating the answers.

He describes the hetaerae, ram-fights, cock-fights, boxing, a quarrel

between two rivals, the different stages of the day, and the plea-

sures of the festival. Much on the same lines is the Qrhgdn^

tilaka^ ox Ayydbhdna of Ramabhadra Diksita, which was written

to rival the Vasantatilaka^ or Avimdbhdna of Varadacarya or

Ammal Acarya, the Vaisnava. The play was written for per-

formance at the festival of the marriage of Mlnaksi, the deity of

Madura. Bhujanga5ekhara, the hero, is vexed at the departure

of his beloved Hemahgi, but is assured of meeting her again,

despite her return to her husband. He makes the usual pro-

menade in the hetaerae’s street, has the usual imaginary conversa-

tions and describes the ordinary sights, including snake charmers

and magic shows of gods and their mountains and so forth.

Finally he succeeds in rejoining HemangL We have similar

lengthy descriptions in the Qdraddtilaka ^ of ^ahkara, who places

the scene in the feigned city of uproar, Kolahalapura, and whose

satire extends to the Jangamas or Qaivas and the Vaisnavas.

Nalla Kavi (c. A.D. 1700) is responsible for the (^rugdrasarvasva^'

’ Cappeller, GurupujCikaiuntidi^ pp. 62 f.

2 Ed. KM. 1896. R. iii. 348 gives an unknown (^rn^dramahjan as a specimen.

See p. 185, n. 3.

3 Ed. KM. 1894.

* Wilson, ii. 384.

^ Ed. Madras, 1874.

* Ed. KM. 1902.
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which deals with Ananga^ekhara, who has to part from his

beloved Kanakalata, but he is helped to meet her by the advent

of an elephant which terrifies all the others in the street, but is

worshipped by the lover as Gane^a and Qiva’s answer to his

prayer for help. A slight variant is presented by the Rasasa-

dana^ by a Yuvaraja from Kotilinga in Kerala; the hero here is

a chief Vita who has promised his friend Mandaraka to look

after his loved one for him. He goes about with her to a temple,

and then to his house
;
wanders out into the street, talks and

describes at large, and finally, after accepting the invitation of a

lady from a neighbouring town to pay her a visit, goes back

home to find the lovers united again.

The Prahasanas and Bhanas are hopelessly coarse from any

modern Europe standpoint, but they are certainly often in a sense

artistic productions. The writers have not the slightest desire to

be simple
;

in the Prahasana their tendency to run riot is

checked, as verse is confined to erotic stanzas and descriptions,

and some action exists. In the Bhana, on the other hand, the

right to describe is paramount, and the poets give themselves

full rein. They exhibit in this comic monologue precisely the

same defects as are seen in the contemporary Nataka
;

all is

reduced to a study of stylistic effects, especially as regards

sound. They rejoice in exhibiting their large command of the

Sanskrit vocabulary, as obtained from the lexica, and the last

thing desired is simplicity or perspicuity. Nothing more clearly

indicates the close connexion of the two styles than the fact that

we find a type of mixed Bhana in the Mukunddnandd^ of Ka5i-

pati Kaviraja, who is certainly not earlier than the thirteenth

century. The adventures recounted by Bhujanga5ekhara, the

hero, allude also to the sports of Krsna and the cowherdesses,

a double allusion which explains the difficulty of the style

asserted by the author.

7. Minor Dramatic Types

The Vyayoga seems not to have been often written, despite

the example of Bhasa. The Pdrthapardkrama^ of Prahladana-

deva falls in the period between A. D. 1163 and half a century

^ Ed. KM. 1893; JRAS. 1907, p. 729. * Ibid,^ 1889.

^ Ed. in Caekwad's Oriental Series

^

no. iv. 1917.
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later, for its author was the brother of Dharavarsa, son of Ya^o-

dhavala, and lord of Candravati, whose reign ranks honourably in

the records of the Paramaras of Mount Abu. It was acted on

the occasion of the festival of the investment of Acale^vara, the

tutelary deity of Mount Abu with the sacred thread, and claims

to exhibit the sentiment of excitement (dlptarasd). The story,

taken from the Virata Parvan of the Mahdbhdrata^ is the well-

known one of the recovery by Arjuna of the cows of Virata,

raided by the Kauravas, and the defeat of the raiders. It accords,

therefore, well with the definition in the text-books, for the struggle

which it describes is not caused by a woman, the feminine interest

is restricted to the colourless figures of Draupadi and Uttara, and

the hero is neither a divine being nor a king. The poet, whose

fame as a warrior and whose princely generosity are extolled by

Some^vara, claims for his poetry the merits of smooth composi-

tion and clearness, and these may be admitted, though the play

does not rise above mediocrity. Technically the play is of some

interest, in so far as after the Nandi the Sthapaka enters, recites

a couple of stanzas, and then an actor comes on the stage who

addresses him, but is answered by the Sutradhara
;
apparently

the two terms were here synonymous to the author of the play

or the later tradition. Moreover the final benediction is allotted,

not to Arjuna, the hero of the play, but to Vasava, who appears

at the close of the play in a celestial chariot in company with the

Apsarases to bestow applause and blessing. Prahladana wrote

other works, of which some verses are preserved in the antholo-

gies, and must have been a man of considerable ability and

merit.

The Kirdtdrjumya^ is a Vyayoga based on Bharavi’s epic by

Vatsaraja, who calls himself the minister of Paramardideva of

Kalanjara, who reigned from a.d. 1163 to 1203. Vatsaraja is

interesting as a good specimen of the poet of decadence; we
have from him six plays illustrating each a different type of

drama. The Karpuracaritra is a Bhana of orthodox type ;
the

gambler Karpuraka describes in monologue his revelry, gam-

bling, and love. The Hdsyacuddmani is a farce in one act

which has as its hero an Acarya of the Bhagavata school, styled

Jnanara5i, who professes the possession of supernatural know-

* Ed., with the other five plays, GaekwOifs Oriental Strus^ no. viii. 1918.
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ledge, enabling him to trace lost articles and buried treasure, and

who carries out his professions by various tricks and fooleries.

He has an irresistible pupil, who is sadly lacking in respect for

his teacher, and delights in interpreting literally his remarks.

The Kirdtdrjunlya has no special merit, but is technically inter-

esting
;
after a Nandi celebrating ^iva’s consort, the Sutradhara

enters, immediately followed by the Sthapaka, who insists on his

reciting a further Nandi of the trident of Qiva, on the score that

the play is heroic in sentiment and should be appropriately

introduced. This play was produced later than the other five,

for it came out under Trailokyavarmadeva, successor of Para-

mardi. The other three plays, an Ihamrga, Dima, and Samava-

kara will be noticed below.

We have also a Vyayoga by Vi^vanatha, the Saugandhikdha-

rana} of about A.D. 1316, which deals with Bhima’s visit to

Kubera's lake to fetch water-lilies for Draupadi, his struggle first

with Hanumant and then with the Yaksas, and his final victory

;

the Pandavas meet at Kubera s home and Draupadi obtains her

desired flowers. Of unknown date is the Dhanamjayavijaya ^ oi

Kancana Pandita, son of Narayana, which deals with the prowess

of Arjuna in the defeat of Duryodhana and the Kauravas when

they raid the cattle of Virata, evidently a special favourite of the

dramatic authors. The description of the contest in which

Arjuna uses magic weapons is given by Indra and a couple of

his celestial entourage
;
the play ends with the giving to Arjuna’s

son Uttara, daughter of the king Virata, in marriage. A manu-

script of A.D. 1328 is extant of the Bhimavikraniavydyoga '^ oi

Moksaditya, while the Nirbhayabhiina ^ of Ramacandra belongs

to the second half of the twelfth century A.D.

Of the type Ihamrga we have a specimen by Vatsaraja in the

Rtikminiharana^ which in four Acts deals with the success of

Krsna in depriving Qi^upala of Cedi of Rukmini, his promised

bride. The play opens with a dialogue between the Sutradhara

who enters, after a Nandi in a couple of stanzas has been pro-

nounced, and the Sthapaka, which tells us that the play was

performed at moonrise during the festival of Cakrasvamin. The

action of the play is languid, and the author has had trouble to

* EiL KM. 1902. a, SD. 514.

Bcndall, Mus. CataLy p. 273.

* Kd, KM. 1885 ;
Wilson, ii. 374.

* Hultzsch, ZDMG. lxxv.62 f.
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spread it out over four Acts
;
the characters are conventional

;

Rukmini the heroine is a nonentity, and neither ^i^upala nor

Rukmin, the objects of Krsna’s enmity, has any distinct charac-

terization. Krsna goes into a state of trance on the stage in

Act IV to produce the presence of Tarksya to enable him to

complete his victory. The female character, Subuddhi, uses

Sanskrit in lieu of Prakrit.

Other dramas of this type ^ are the late Viravijaya of Krsna-

mifra, and the Sarvavinodandtaka of Krsna Avadhuta Ghatika-

^ata Mahakavi.

To Vatsaraja also we owe a specimen of the Dima, the Tripa^

raddha in four Acts, which describes the destruction of the

capital of Tripurasura by ^iva. The idea of writing such a

piece was doubtless given by the mention of a work of this name
in the NdtyaQdstra, and the play is extremely insipid

;
the

numerous figures who crowd the stage are lifeless, and the

celestial weapons which overcome the Asuras lack reality

;

the convenances are duly observed
; Kumara in the full flight of

his triumph is stayed by his father's commands, and Qukra

delightedly records this act of courtesy on the part of the god,

despite his anger with the Danavas. The play closes with the

homage paid by the gods and the seers alike to Mahe^a, who is

bashful, and the benediction is pronounced by Indra, not by the

hero of the drama.

Other Pimas are late
;
thus we have one by the ubiquitous

Ghana9yama, the Krsnavijaya of Venkatavarada, and the Man-
mathonmathana'^ of Rama, a drama of 1820.

Vatsaraja is also responsible for a Samavakara, the Samndra-

mathanay in three Acts, which again owes its existence doubtless

to the naming of a work with a kindred title in the Ndtyagdstra

as the model of a Samavakara. Here again we find after a

Nandi of two stanzas the Sutradhara and the Sthapaka engaged

in conversation. The former and his eleven brothers seek simul-

taneously to attain wealth
;
how is this possible ? The Sthapaka

suggests either homage to Paramardi or to the ocean, a statement

duly caught up by a voice behind the stage, which asserts that

from the ocean comes the fulfilment of wishes, followed by the

entry of Padmaka. The play is based on the legend of the

* Konow, ID. p. T14. * Schmidt, ZDMG. buii. 409 f, 623 f.
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churning of the ocean by the gods and demons with its sequel,

the winning by Visnu of Laksmi and the gaining of other desired

objects by the participators in the enterprise. The treatment

fails to rise above the commonplace
;
Laksmi appears in Act I

with Lajja and Dhrti, her companions, in the normal occupation

of gazing on a picture of her beloved, who later appears also on

the scene. The artificiality of the type is proved by the absence

of other dramas of this kind.

The Anka, or one-Act play, is represented by very few speci-

mens. The term is often applied to denote a play within a play,

in the Bdlardmdyana the name Preksanaka is applied generally

to such plays. The same name is also given to the Unmattard-

ghava'^ of Bhaskara Kavi, of unknown date, though the Vidya-

ranya mentioned in it may be Sayana or his contemporary. The
play is a stupid imitation of Act IV of the Vikramorvagi

;
while

Rama and Laksmana pursue the golden gazelle, Sita, by the

curse of Durvasas, is changed into a gazelle herself
;
Rama

returns and wanders miserably in search of her, but finally wins

her by the help of Agastya.

The term Preksanaka is also applied to the Krsndbhyudaya ot

Lokanatha Bhatta, written for the raintime procession of the

Lord of Hastigiri, Visnu, in Kanci. A number of modern plays,

which may be styled Ahkas, are also known, while the Qarmi.y

t/idyaydti in the Sdhityadarpana may be identical with the work

of that name by Krsna Kavi.^

Of the types of Uparupaka, other than the Natika and

Sattaka, there are very few represented, and these only ob-

viously written in accord with the text-book definitions. Thus
Rupa Gosvamin has left a Bhanika, the Ddnakelikanmndi;^

among his varied efforts to adapt the drama to the tenets of his

faith, and the Subhadrdharana^ of Madhava, son of the Manda-
le^vara Bhatta and Indumati, and brother of Harihara, styles

itself a ^rigadita. As it describes itself in terms similar to those

used in the Sdhityadarpana^ it is quite possibly posterior to that

work, and, on the other hand, there exists a manuscript of

A.D. 1610. The story of the play is the old legend of the elope-

ment of Krsna’s friend Arjuna with Subhadra, whom he meets

' Ed- KM. 1889.

^ Ed. Mur9idabid, 1S81 1.

^ Konow, ID. p. 118.

< Ed. KM. 1S88.
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by going to her father’s house as a beggar. The presence of

a narrative verse has suggested comparison with a shadow-drama,

but for this there is inadequate evidence.

8. The Shadow Play

It is extremely doubtful at what date the shadow-drama

appeared in India
;
the first play which we can be certain was

represented in this way is the Dharmahhyiidaya ^ of Meghapra-

bhacarya, which in the stage direction mentions once clearly a

puppet {piitraka) and calls itself a Chayanatyaprabandha. Un-

luckily the age of this work does not seem to be ascertainable

with any certainty.

It is natural to suggest, as did Pischel, that the Dutahgada of

Subhata, which is styled a Chayanataka, really was a shadow

play. On the other hand, Rajendralalamitra suggested that

the drama was perhaps simply intended as an entr’acte, and this

may be justified on the interpretation of the term of drama in

the form of a shadow : i.e. reduced to the minimum for repre-

sentation in such a form. The play itself unluckily contains

nothing to help us to a decision as to its real character. It was

represented in a.d. 1243 honour of the dead king Kumarapala

at the court of Tribhuvanapala, a Caulukyaof Anahilapataka,and

it has come down to us in various forms. A longer and shorter

recension may be distinguished, though not very definitely ;
in

the longer form occur epic verses, and an introduction is prefixed

in thirty-nine stanzas, partly placed in the mouths of Rama and

Hanumant, describing the finding of Sita’s hiding-place. The

story is the simple one of Angada’s mission as an ambassador to

Ravana to demand back Sita ;
Ravana endeavours to persuade

Ahgada that Sita is in love with him. Angada is not deceived,

and leaves Ravana with threats, and we learn shortly afterwards

that Ravana has met his doom. The merits of the work are

negligible.

We have no other play of which we can say with even the

slightest plausibility that it was a real shadow-drama. There

are three works by Vyasa ^riramadeva from the fifteenth

* See above, ch. ii, § 4.

2 Bikane^' Caial
^ p. 251. It is trs., Gray. JAOS. xxxii. 59 ff. The play borrows

from the Bdlaratnayana (ix. 58 f. = verses 52 f.), and the Mahdndtaka-
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century, his patrons being Kalacuri princes of Raypur, The

first, the Subhadraparinayana^ produced under Brahmadeva or

Haribrahmadeva, deals with the threadvvorn topic of the winning

of Arjuna'a bride
;

the second, the Rdmabhyndaya appeared

under the MaharSna Meru, and deals with the conquest of

Lanka, the fire ordeal of Sita, and the return to Ayodhya
;
the

third, the Pandavdbhytidaya^ written under Ranamalladeva,

describes in two Acts DraupadI s birth and marriage. But that

these were really shadow-dramas is not indicated by anything

save the title, for they resemble ordinary dramas in all other

respects. The Sdvitricarita of (^ankaralala, son of Mahegvara, calls

itself a Chayanataka, but the work, written in 1882, is an ordinary

drama, and Lliders ^ is doubtless right in recognizing that these

are not shadow dramas at all. On the other hand, he adds to

the list the Hariduta, which tells the story given in the Diita-

vdkya of Bhasa of the mission of Krsna to the Pandavas’ enemies

to seek to attain peace. This drama, however, does not describe

itself as a Chayanataka, and the argument is, accordingly, with-

out value. But what is most significant, there is no allusion to

this sort of drama in the theory which suggests that its introduc-

tion was decidedly late.

9. Dramas of Irregular Type

Professor Lliders^ adds to the almost non-existing list of

shadow dramas, the Mahdndtaka, He does this on the strength

of the fact that it is written mainly in verse, with little of prose

;

that the verse is decidedly at times of the narrative as opposed to

the dramatic type ;
there is no Prakrit

;
the number of persons

appearing is large, and there is no Vidusaka, and these character-

istics are found in the Dutdhgada, which is a Chayanataka in

name. The argument is clearly inadequate in the absence of

any real evidence, and the Mahdndtaka can be explained in other

ways.

The history of this play is curious. It is preserved in two

recensions, one in nine or ten Acts redacted by Madhusudana
and one in fourteen by Damodarami^ra. The stories given by

the commentator Mohanadasa and the Bhojaprabandha^ agree in

effect that the play was put together by order of Bhoja from

* SBAW. 1916, pp. 698 flf. * Lqc, cit.
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fragments found on rocks, which were fished out of the sea
;
the

tradition was that Hanumant himself wrote the work, which,

therefore, is called Hannmanndtaka^ but that to please Valmiki,

who recognized that it would eclipse his great epic, the generous

ape permitted his rival to cast into the sea the drama which he

had inscribed on the rocks. This certainly suggests that some
old matter was embodied in the play, and this view has been

strengthened by the fact that Anandavardhana cites three verses

out of the play, but without giving any source, as also do Raja-

9ekhara in ^\(tKdvyamhndiisd andDhanika in his Dagarupdvaloka,

so that the evidence is not of much worth, for the work, as we
have it, plagiarizes shamelessly from the dramas of Bhavabhuti,

Murari, and Raja^ekhara, and even from Jayadeva^s Prasannard-

ghava, unless we are to suppose that in the latter case the borrow-

ing is the other way. The question which is the earlier of the

two recensions is unsolved
;
the one with fewer Acts has 730 as

opposed to 58 1 verses, and of these about 300 are in common.^

There is a brief benediction, but no prologue, and narrative

follows down to the arrival of Rama at Mithila for the winning

of Sita by breaking the bow of Qiva
;
this part of the action is

given in a dialogue between Sita, Janaka, Rama, and others.

More narrative leads up to a scene with Para9urama, then narra-

tive follow to Sita’s marriage. Act II is undramatic, being a

highly flavoured description of Sita's love passages with Rama.

Act III again is mainly descriptive, carrying the story down to

the departure of Rama and Laksmana in chase of Marica in deer

shape. Act IV carries the story down to Ramans return to the

deserted hut ; in Act V Rama seeks Sita and sends Hanumant

to Lanka
;
in the next Act Hanumant consoles Sita and returns

;

in Act VII the host of apes crosses the ocean
;
in Act VIII,

which is much more dramatic than usual, we have Angada's

mission to Ravana ; and the rest of the Acts drag out the weari-

some details of the conflict, often in so imperfect a manner as to

be unintelligible without knowledge of the Rdindyana and the

earlier dramas. The two versions generally correspond, but not

with any precision in detail.

* For the slightly different legend of Madhusudana—current in Bengal—see SBAW.
1916, pp. 704 ff. The number of verses varies greatly in the manuscripts. The
apparent citation by name in DR. coram. ii. i is only in some manuscripts.
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Decline of the Sanskrit Drama

The exact purpose of such a play is not obvious, but it looks

rather like a literary tour de force

^

possibly in preparation for

some form of performance ^ at which the dialogue was plentifully

eked out by narrative by the director and the other actors. It is

incredible, however, that, as we have it, it can ever have served

any practical end, and its chief value, such as it is, is to reflect

possibly the form of drama of a period when the drama had not

yet completely emerged from the epic condition. We should

thus have the old work of the Granthikas reinforced by putting

part of the dialogue in the mouths of real actors. But it would

be dangerous in so late a production to lay any stress on the

possibility of deriving hence evidence for the growth of the early

drama. It is, however, legitimate to note that there are simi-

larities between the type and that of the performance of a Tamil

version of the ^aknntald,^ The curious number of Acts has been

suggested as indicating that the original was otherwise divided

than a normal drama, but on this it would be dangerous to lay

much stress.

The metre of the play exhibits the extraordinary fact of %53
^ardulavikridita stanzas to 109 Qloka, 83 Vasantatilaka, 77 Srag-

dhara, 59 MalinI, and 55 Indravajra type. This fact, in the

version of Madhusudana, is sufficient to show how far we are

removed from anything primitive.

The type of the Mahdnataka may be compared with the Gita-

govinda^ which, written by Jayadeva under Laksmanasena in

the twelfth century A.D., exhibits songs sung by Krsna, Radha,

and^her companion, intermingled with lyric stanzas of the poet,

describing their position, or the emotions excited, and addressing

prayer to Krsna. The work is a poem, and can be enjoyed

simply as such, but it is also capable of a quasi-dramatic present-

ment. It reveals a highly-developed outcome of the simple

Yatras of the Krsna religion.

In the Gopdlakelicandrikd^ of Ramakrsna of Gujarat, of un-

known date, but certainly later than the Mahdnataka and the

Bhdgavata Purdna, we have an irregular drama whose form has

1 Liiders’s attempt to read, in Madhusudana’s recenRiou only, saubhyah, shadow

players, is clearly absurd; ZDMG, Ixxiv. 143, n. 3.

^ L6vi, TI. i. 344; G. Deveze, (^akuntald^ Paris, 1888.

3 L<§vi, TI. i. 235 ff.
;
Keith, Sansk. Lit,, pp. 121 ff.

^ Ed. \V. Caland, Amsterdam, 1917. Cf. ZDMG. Ixxiv. 138 ff.
;
lA. xlix. 332 f.
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excited a large number of conjectures, including the inevitable

but absurd solution of a shadow play. The nearest parallel of

those suggested in this case and in that of the Mahdndtaka ^
is

the Swang of North-West India, in that the actors recite the

narrative parts as well as take part in the dialogue. There

seems no special reason to doubt that the same thing might have

taken place in this case, though it is conceivable that it was an

imitation of the type of entertainment in which a Brahmin says

the spoken parts, while his small pupils go through the action of

the drama, possibly a far-off parallel to the Qaubhikas as far as

the action is concerned. But it is quite possibly no more than a

literary exercise, and the same judgement may apply to the

Mahdndtaka. The fact that both talk as if there were action is

no sign of real representation. The modern written drama is

full of stage directions, though it may never succeed in obtaining

a performance on the stage, and we have not the slightest reason

to deny the existence of the literary drama in India.^ The piece

is highly stylized, and could only be understood, if at all, by a

cultivated audience.

The connexion of the play with the Hanumanndtaka is

expressly admitted in the prologue
; the actress, who enters with

the usual inquiry in Prakrit as to the business to be undertaken,

is informed by the Sutradhara that this is not a case for Prakrit,

but for Sanskrit, alone worthy of an audience of Visnu devotees.

The actress, not unnaturally, asks how a drama is possible with-

out Prakrit, to be comforted by the parallel of the Hanumannd-

taka, This seems a clear enough indication that the work is a

literary exercise rather than a genuine stage play representing a

living form of dramatic representation. From an ordinary play

it is distinguished by the fact that we have stanzas and prose of

merely narrative character, and we learn from one passage that

these parts are directed by the Sucaka to the spectator. The

Sucaka may be equated, on the authority of Hemacandra, with

the Sutradhara, and if we assume that the play was actually

^ The Swang, unlike the play, is metrical throughout
;
R. C. Temple, Legends of the

Panjah, I. viii, 12 1,

* In Greece, despite the great advantages of a public representation, plays to be

read only arose early; Aristotle, Rhetoric^ iii. 12.2. Most of the dramas of the last

few years seem literary.

S
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performed,^ all we need do is to assume that the director thus

intervened from time to time to help on the action of the play.

We are, in any case, very far from the primitive drama, as the

long compounds of the prose show, reminding us of the worst

eccentricities of Bhavabhuti.

The work begins with an act of religious devotion, the per-

formance of the ceremony of the waving of a lamp in honour of

Kfsna, who appears in the vesture of a herdsman, and thus

receives in person the worship of his votaries. The play is

essentially religious and mystic, despite the fact that the spcTrts

of Krsna and his comrades, and of Radha and her friends, are

duly introduced. In Act III we have from the mouth of Vrnda,

that is Laksmi, a series of verses setting out the mystic doctrine

of the identity of Krsna and Radha
;
Krsna is the highest being,

descended to earth in the guise of a herdsman, and Radha repre-

sents his Qakti. In Act IV we have the usual scene of the theft

by Krsna of the clothes of the maidens when they bathe in the

Yamuna, but the restoration is made a test of their faith
;
Krsna

demands their devotion as the price of their garments, and asserts

that faith in him is superior to the Vedas, to asceticism, and to

sacrifice as a means of securing knowledge of him. In the last

Act we find the spirits of the night of full moon and of autumn

lamenting that the maidens are not dancing the Rasa with Krsna,

who appears, and whom they remind of this duty of his. He
summons his magic power {yogamdya) and bids her proceed to

the station of the herders to summon the maidens to the dance.

Then it is narrated how he himself goes there, and with his flute

draws out the maidens to join him, while the gods come in multi-

tudes to pay him honour. Many verses from the Bhdgavata

Purdna are here borrowed. Finally the god accepts the homage
of the maidens and leads them in the dance, as is described again

in narrative, until the director breaks off the piece with the asser-

tion that it is impossible to represent adequately the greatness of

the god. We can see at once, even if we were not told, that the

author was under the influence of Ramanuja, and the fact that

his father bears the name of DevajI ^ suggests a decidedly modern

date.

’ Cf. perhaps the nineteenth-century Citrayajrta, described by Wilson, ii. 41a ff.

* Devajiti as read by the editor and Winternitz is a quaint misreading.
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A glimpse into a form of entertainment not represented by

any Sanskrit drama so far published is given by the changes

made in the fourth Act of the Vikramorvagt at an unknown date.

The Apabhrah^a stanzas introduced into that Act cannot be

assigned to the period of Kalidasa, unless we are to rewrite the

history of the language ; Apabhrah^a represents not a vernacular

but a definitely literary language in which the vocabulary is based

on Prakrit, and the inflexions on a vernacular with free use of

Prakrit forms as well. Guhasena of Valabhi, of whom we have

inscriptions of a.d. 559-69, was celebrated as a composer in

Apabhraiifa as well as in Sanskrit and Prakrit, and the new

literary form may have arisen in the sixth century A.D. as an

effort to produce something nearer the vernacular than Prakrit,

but yet literary, much as the modern dialects have evolved

literatures largely by reliance on Sanskrit. It can hardly be

doubted that the Apabhran9a stanzas represent the libretto of

a pantomime {nriya). Such pantomimes are well known as a

form of the nautch at Rajput courts
;
the dancers perform a well-

known scene, and sing verses to a musical accompaniment
; the

chief element, however, is the gestures and postures. In the case

of the pantomime based on the Vikramorvagt^ the verses placed

in the mouth of the king may have been sung by an actor, while

those regarding the forsaken elephant and the Hansas may have

been sung by singers, male or female, acting under him. There

is an introduction in Prakrit for the libretto, which very possibly

as inserted in the drama has not come down to us in full, though

in any case the libretto in such instances is of only secondary

importance and never adequate. It is a plausible suggestion

that the introduction of the libretto into the Vikramorvagt was

the outcome of the difficulty felt by the ordinary audience in

picking up the sense of the fourth Act of the play, which con-

tains in overwhelming measure Sanskrit stanzas, and, therefore,

must have been extremely difficult for the audience to follow.

The date of the change is uncertain ;
on linguistic grounds it has

been placed after Hemacandra and before the date of ihtPrakrta

Pihgala}

* Sec Jacobi, Bhavisattakaha^ p. 580. Influence by the Yatras is probable;

Windisch, Sansk. Phil, p. 407.
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THE CHARACTERISTICS AND ACHIEVE-

MENT OF THE SANSKRIT DRAMA

The Sanskrit drama may legitimately be regarded as the

highest product of Indian poetry, and as summing up in itselt

the final conception of literary art achieved by the very self-

conscious creators of Indian literature. This art was essentially

aristocratic
;
the drama was never popular in the sense in which

the Greek drama possessed that quality. From an early period

in Indian history we find the distinction of class reflected in a

distinction of language ; culture was reserved largely for the two

higher castes, the Brahmin and the Ksatriya or ruling class. It

was in this rarified atmosphere that the Sanskrit drama came

into being, and it was probably to litterati of high cultivation

that its creation from the hints present in religion and in the

epic was due. The Brahmin, in fact, much abused as he has

been in this as in dther matters, was the source of the intellectual

distinction of India. As he produced Indian philosophy, so by

another effort of his intellect he evolved the subtle and effective

form of the drama. Brahmins, it must be remembered, had long

been the inheritors of the epic tradition, and this tradition they

turned to happy use in the evolution of the drama.

The drama bears, therefore, essential traces of its connexion

with the Brahmins. They were idealist in outlook, capable of

large generalizations, but regardless of accuracy in detail, and to

create a realistic drama was wholly incompatible with their tem-

perament. The accurate delineation of facts or character was to

them nothing; they aimed at the creation in the mind of the

audience of sentiment, and what was necessary for this end was

all that was attempted. All poetry was, in the later analysis,

which is implicit in the practice of the earlier poets, essentially a

means of suggesting feeling, and this function devolved most of
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all on the drama. Nothing, therefore, Is of v'^alue save what tends

to this end, and it is the function of the true dramatist to lay aside

everything which is irrelevant for this purpose.

It follows from this principle that the plot is a secondary

element^ in the drama in its highest form, the heroic play or

Nataka. To complicate it would divert the mind from emotion

to intellectual interest, and affect injuriously the production of

sentiment. The dramatist, therefore, will normally choose a well-

known theme which in itself is apt to place the spectator in the

appropriate frame of mind to be affected by the appropriate

emotion. It is then his duty by the skill with which he handles

his theme to bring out in the fullest degree the sentiment appro-

priate to the piece. This is in essentials the task set before

themselves by the great dramatists
;

Kalidasa makes subtle

changes in the story of ^akuntala, not for the sake of improving

the plot as such, but because the alterations are necessary to

exhibit in perfection the sentiment of love, which must be evoked

in the hearts of the audience. The crudities of the epic tale left

Qakuntala a business-like young woman and Duhsanta a selfish

and calculating lover; both blemishes had to be removed in

order that the spectator might realize within himself, in ideal

form, the tenderness of a girl's first affection, and the honourable

devotion of the king, clouded only by a curse against which he

had no power.

The emotions which thus It was desired to evoke were, how-

ever, strictly limited by the Brahminical theory of life. The
actions and status of man in any existence depend on no acci-

dent; they are essentially the working out of deeds done in

a previous birth, and these again are explained by yet earlier

actions from time without beginning. Indian drama is thus

deprived of a motif which is invaluable to Greek tragedy, and

everywhere provides a deep and profound tragic element, the

intervention of forces beyond control or calculation in the affairs

of man, confronting his mind with obstacles upon which the

greatest intellect and the most determined will are shattered.

A conception of this kind would deprive the working of the law

of the act of all validity, and, however much in popular ideas the

inexorable character of the act might be obscured by notions of

‘ Contrast Aristotle’s doctrine of plot as the soul of tragedy {Poetics^ 1450 a 38).
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an age before the evolution of the belief of the inevitable opera-

tion of the act, in the deliberate form of expression in drama this

principle could not be forgotten. We lose, therefore, the spec-

tacle of the good man striving in vain against an inexorable

doom
; we lose even the wicked man whose power of intellect

and will make us admire him, even though we welcome his

defeat. The wicked man who perishes is merely, in the view of

the Sanskrit drama, a criminal undergoing punishment, for whose

sufferings we should feel no sympathy whatever
;
such a person

is not a suitable hero for any drama, and it is a mere reading of

modern sentiment into ancient literature to treat Duryodhana in

the Urubkahga as the hero of the drama.^ He justly pays the

full penalty for insolence and contempt of Visnu.

It follows, therefore, that the sentiments which are to be

evoked by a Sanskrit Nataka are essentially the heroic or the

erotic, with that of wonder as a valued subordinate element,

appropriate in the denouement. The wonderful well consorts

with the ideal characters of legend, which accepts without

incredulity or discomfort the intervention of the divine in human
affairs, and therefore follows with ready acceptance the solution

of the knot in the ^akuntald or the Vikramorvagl. Heroism

and love, of course, cannot be evoked without the aid of episodes

which menace the hero and heroine with the failure to attain

their aims
;

there must be danger and interference with the

course of true love, but the final result must see concord achieved.

Hence it is impossible to expect that any drama shall be a true

tragedy
;

in the long run the hero and the heroine must be

rewarded by perfect happiness and union. The Ndgananda of

Harsa illustrates the rule to perfection
;
the sublimity of self-

sacrifice suggests real tragedy, but this would be wholly out

of harmony with the spirit of India, and the intervention of

Gauri is invoked to secure that the self-sacrifice is crowned by a

complete and immediate reward in this life. The figure of an

Antigone might have been paralleled in Indian life
;

it would not

be acceptable to the spirit of Indian drama.

Idealist as it is, the spirit of the drama declines to permit of a

division of sentiment ;
it will not allow the enemy of the hero to

rival him in any degree ;
nothing is more striking than the

^ Sec above, pp. 38, 96, 106.
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failure to realize the possibility of a great dramatic creation

presented by the character of Ravana as the rival of Rama for

Sita’s love. Ravana varies in the hands of the dramatists, but

all tend to reduce him to the status of a boastful and rather

stupid villain, who is inferior at every point to his rival. Equally

effectively the drama banishes from the possibilities the concep-

tion of a struggle of conscience in the mind of the hero or the

heroine;^ if this were represented, it would create a similar

struggle in the mind of the audience, and destroy the unity and

purity of the sentiment, which it is the part of the drama to generate.

The style similarly is explained and justified by the end of

suggesting sentiment. The lyric stanzas, at first sight strangely

undramatic,- find their full explanation when it is remembered

how effective each is in exciting the appropriate emotion in the

mind of the audience, which, deeply versed in Sanskrit poetry, is

keen to appreciate the effect of each stanza. The simplicity or

even negligence of the prose of the drama is thus also explained

and excused. It is not necessary to excite sentiment
;

it serves

merely as the mode of communicating facts, and of enabling the

audience to follow the action, until an opportunity is afforded to

excite feeling by the melody of a verse, all the more effective

from its sudden emergence from the flatness of its environment.

The same consideration explains the importance of those ele-

ments of which we can form so faint an impression, the dance,

music, song, and the mimetic art. The elaborate code of gestures

laid down in the theory, and unquestionably bulking large in

practice, was all intended to produce in cultivated spirits the

sentiments appropriate to the play.

The ideal character of the heroic drama extends itselt even to

the Natika, where a closer approach to real life might be

expected. The dramatists, however, make no attempt at realism
;

they choose their subjects from the legend, and they cast over

the trivial amotireties of their heroes the glamour derived from

the assurance that the winning in marriage of a maiden will

^ Contrast Aristotle’s doctrine of afiapria {Poetics^ ^453 ^ ff.), as in Euripides’s

Hippolytos
\ G. Norwood, Creek Tragedy

^

pp. 209 f., 213 f.

* Greek tragedy progressively reduced the lyric element in the drama, in harmony

with the rhetorical trend of the Greek intellect, and approximated in language to

ordinary speech; Aristotle, Poetics^ 1450^ 9; Rhetoric y
iii. r and 2; Haigh, The

Tragic Drama of the Greeks^ ch. vi, § 3.
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assure them universal rule. The action of the play is thus

not suffered to degenerate into a portrayal of the domestic diffi-

culties of the harem system under polygamic conditions
;

the

dramatists do not seek realism, but are content to reproduce

a stereotyped scheme of love, jealousy, parting, and reunion, a

sequence well calculated to evoke the sentiment of love in the

mind of the audience. Even in the Prakarana, in which realism

might be expected, seeing that it condescends to heroes of less

than royal or divine status, there is no actual exception : though

the author of the Mrcchakatikd has had the power to infuse

a semblance of life and actuality into his characters, Bhavabhuti

shows us in the Mdlatlmddhava nothing but types suggesting

the erotic sentiment. PIqually ideal is the Vyayoga with its

suggestion of heroism and its deliberate selection of its subject

from the epic tradition.

Tragedy proper is denied us by these conditions of Indian

thought, and comedy in any of its higher forms is also difficult

;

it might legitimately be expected to prevail in the Natika

or the Prakarana, but it is unduly subordinated to the erotic

sentiment and, though not absent, is comparatively undeveloped.

The Prahasana and the Bhana indeed appeal to the comic senti-

ment, but only in an inferior and degraded form, a fact expressed

in the failure of the classical drama to preserve a single specimen

of either form of composition.

Limited by the nature of the intellectual movement which

produced it, the Sanskrit drama could never achieve the perfec-

tion of Greek tragedy or comedy. Kalidasa, greatest of Indian

dramatists, experiences no uneasiness at the structure of life or

the working of the world. He accepts without question or dis-

content the fabric of Indian society. When Goethe writes of

him

:

Willst du die Bliithe des friihen, die Friichte des spateren

Jahres,

Willst du, was reizt und entziickt, willst du, was sattigt

und nahrt,

Willst du den Himmel, die Erde, mit einem Namen begreifen,

Nenn' ich ^akuntala dich, und so ist alles gesagt,

the praise is doubtless just in a measure, but it may easily be

pressed further than is justifiable. For the deeper questions of
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human life Kalidasa has no message for us
;
they raised, so far

as we can see, no question in his own mind
;
the whole Brah-

manical system, as restored to glory under the Guptas, seems to

have satisfied him, and to have left him at peace with the

universe. Fascinating and exquisite as is the Qakuntald^ it

moves in a narrow world, removed far from the cruelty of real

life, and it neither seeks to answer, nor does it solve, the riddles

of life. Bhavabhuti, it is true, shows some sense of the com-

plexity and difficulty of existence, of the conflict between one

duty and another, and the sorrow thus resulting, but with him

also there prevailed the rule that all must end in harmony. Sita,

who in the older story is actually finally taken away from the

husband who allowed himself to treat her as if her purity were

sullied by her captivity in Ravana's hands, is restored to Rama
by divine favour, an ending infinitely less dramatic than final

severance after vindication. How serious a limitation in dramatic

outlook is produced by the Brahmanical theory of life, the whole

history of the Sanskrit drama shows.^ Moreover, acceptance of

the Brahmanic tradition permits the production of such a play

as the Candakaugika, where reason and humanity are revolted

beyond measure by the insane vengeance taken by the sage

Vifvamitra on the unfortunate king for an act of charity.

The drama suffered also from its close dependence on the epic,

and the failure of the poets to recognize that the epic subjects

were often as a whole undramatic. Hence frequently, as in the

vast majority of the Rama dramas and those based on the

Mahdhhdratay we have nothing but the recasting of the epic

narrative into a semi-dramatic form, without real dramatic

structure. There was nothing in the theory to hint at the error

of such a course
;
on the contrary, to the poets the subject was

one admirably suitable, since in itself it suggested the appro-

priate sentiments, and therefore left them merely the duty of

heightening the effects. This led on the high road to the out-

ward signs of the degradation of the drama, the abandoning of

any interest in anything save the production of lyric or narrative

stanzas of perfection of form, judged in accordance with a taste

which progressively declined into a rejection of simplicity and

' Contrast Greek tragedy; Butcher, Gr^ek Genius^ pp. 105 flf.; G. Norwood, Greek

Tragedy^ pp. 97 f., 114 f., 128 f., 177, 318, 334; W. Nestle, Euripides (1901).
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the search for what was recondite. To the later poets the drama

is an exercise in style, and that, as contrasted with the highest

products of Indian literature, a fantastic and degraded one.

To the Brahmin ideal individuality has no appeal
;
the law of

life has no room for deviation from type
;
the caste system is

rigid, and for each rank in life there is a definite round of duties,

whence departure is undesirable and dangerous. The drama

likewise has no desire for individual figures, but only for typical

characters. The defect from the Aristotelian as from the

modem point of view of the Rama dramas is simply that Rama
is conceived as an ideal, a man without faults, and therefore for

us lacking in the essential traits of humanity. Similarly, in the

style of the drama we are denied any differentiation of indi-

viduals as contrasted with classes. The divergence in' the use of

Sanskrit or Prakrit, and in the different kinds of Prakrit, marks the

essential distinction of men and women, and of those of high and

those of humble rank, but beyond this characterization does not

go. We are treated to an artificial court speech, which assorts

with stereotyped emotions, refined, elegant, sentimental, rich in

the compliments of court gallantry, often pathetic, marked with

a distinct strain of philosophical commonplace, and fond of sug-

gested meanings and double entendres, hinting at the events yet

to come. But the dramatists made no serious attempt to create

individual characters, and to assign to them a speech of their

own
;
they vary greatly in merit as regards characterization, but

even the best dramas paint types, not individuals.

Indifference to individuality necessarily meant indifference to

action, and therefore to plot, and this lies at the basis of the

steady progress by which the dialogue was neglected in favour of

the stanzas. The latter express the general ;
they draw highly

condensed, but also often extremely poetical, pictures of the

beauty of nature in one of its many aspects, or of the charms of

the beloved
;
or they enunciate the Brahmanical solutions of the

problems of life and conduct. In them the individual has no

place; the beloved may be described, but she is merely typical.

These stanzas appealed to the audience
;
we have no echo in

India of the criticisms which were levelled in Greece against

Euripides, for the introduction of sentiments unfitted to his

characters and the scenes involved, and we have no hint that
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Indian theory ever recognized that the drama by the tenth

century A.D. was in a state of decadence.

The peculiar and limited view of the drama was intimately

connected with its Brahmanical character. The drama of Greece

was popular
;

it appealed to all free Athenian citizens,^ an infi-

nitely wider class than that for which the dramas of India in

Sanskrit and Prakrit were composed, and it was written in a

language easily comprehended by all those who viewed the

spectacle. From the period of the earliest dramas known to us

the full comprehension of the words can have been confined to a

limited section of the audience, which, however, had sufficient

pleasure in the spectacle, in the song, the pantomimic dances,

and the music, and sufficient general comprehension of the

drama to follow it adequately enough. Such an audience, how-

ever, acted as a stimulus to refinement and elaboration; the

dramatist could neglect the prime necessity of being understood

which weighed on the Greek dramatist, and indulge in the pro-

duction of something recondite, calculated to manifest his skill

in metrical form and management of words. The fact that

Sanskrit was not a normal living language presented him with

the temptation, to which none of the later dramatists rises

superior, of the free use of the vast store of alleged synonyms

presented by the lexica,* freed from any inconvenient necessity,

such as exists in every living language, of using words only in

that precise nuance which every synonym possesses in a living

dialect.

The same tendency to artificiality was undoubtedly stimulated

by the fact that plays for their reputation must have depended

largely on being read, not witnessed, however important it may
have been for the poet to secure the honour of public perform-

ance. The popularity and number of the Kavyas which have

come down to us attests the existence of an effective public

which, if it did not read the works, at least enjoyed having them

read aloud, and the dramatist was thus encouraged, while

adhering to the dramatic form, to vie in this genre of literature

with the effects produced in the Kavya. The Kavya, however,

* For its extension and popularity outside Athens, sec Haigh, The Tragic Drama
of the Greeks

f

chap, vi, $ 4.

Gawrodski, Les sources de qmlques drames iiuiiens^ pp. i ff.
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was undergoing throughout its history a tendency to seek mere

stylistic effects, and this influence must largely have contributed

to the elaboration of style of the drama. It is significant that

the Kavyas and dramas of Kalidasa show a relative simplicity

which contrasts effectively with the complexities of Bhavabhuti

in drama, and Bharavi and Magha in the Kavya.

To understand the Indian drama we have aid from a work of

curious character and importance, the Kdmagdstra or Kama-
sutra of yatsyayana,^ which was doubtless familiar to the drama-

tists from Kalidasa onwards. The world which produced the

classical drama was one in which the pessimism of Buddhism,

with its condemnation of the value of pleasure, had given way to

the worship of the great sectarian divinities (^iva and Visnu, in

whose service the enjoyment of pleasure was legitimate and

proper. The Buddhists themselves admittedly felt the force

of the demand for a life of ease
;
we have preserved verses

satirizing their love of women, wine, soft living, and luxury, and

there is abundant evidence of the decline of austerity in the

order. The eclecticism of Harsa is sufficiently significant
;
the

policy which at the great festival at Prayaga reported by Hiuan

Tsang resulted in the dedication of a statue to the Buddha on

the first day, to the sun, the favourite deity of his father, on the

second, and to ^iva on the third, excludes any possibility of

belief in the depth of Harsa’s Buddhist beliefs. If there were

any doubt as to the strange transformation of feeling among
Buddhists, it would be removed by the benediction which opens

the Ndgdnanda^ where the Buddha is invoked as rallied on his

hardheartedness by the ladies of Mara’s train. The process of

accommodation had evidently gone very far. The philosophy of

the age shows equally the lack of serious interest in the old

tenets of Buddhism ; we have the great development of logical

studies in lieu of insistence on the truths of misery and the path

to its removal, while the chef-dmuvre of the period outside

Buddhist circles is the complicated and fantastic system of the

Samkhya philosophy, which adequately reflects the artistic spirit

of the time in its comparison of nature with a dancer who makes

her d^but, and gracefully retires from the stage when she has

satisfied her audience. The spirit of A9oka has entirely disap-

' See also Schmidt’s Beitragt zur indischtn Erotik,
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peared from the royal families of India, and the courts demanded

amusement with refinement, just as they sought for elegance in

art. The interests of this world are centred in the pleasures of

life^ the festivals which amused the court and the people by the

pomp of their celebration from time to time, and in the intervals

the amusements of the palace and the harem, sports in the water,

the game of the swing, the plucking of flowers, song, dance,

pantomime, and such other diversions as were necessary to while

away the endless leisure of princes, who left the business of their

realms to ministers and soldiers, while they spared themselves

any fatigue more serious than that of love encounters. The
manners of their princes were aped by their rich subjects, and

there was no dearth of courtiers and parasites to aid them in

their diversions. The man about town {ndgaraka) as sketched

by the Kdmasutra ^
is rich and cultivated

; devoted to the

niceties of attire and personal adornment, perfumed, pomaded,

and garlanded
;
he is a musician, and a lover of books ; cage-birds

afford him pleasure of the eyes, and diversion in teaching them
speech

;
a lovely garden with an arbour presents facilities for

amusement and repose. In the daytime the care of the toilet,

cock fights, ram fights, excursions in the neighbouring country,

fill his time
;
while at night, after a concert or ballet, there are the

joys of love, in which the Kdmasutra gives him more elaborate

instruction than the Ars Amoris ever contemplated. The luxury

of polygamy did not suffice such a man
;
he is allowed to enjoy

the society of courtesans, and in them, as in Athens, he finds the

intellectual interests which are denied to his legitimate wives.

With them and the more refined and cultured of the band of

hangers-on, high and low, with whom he is surrounded, he can

indulge in the pleasures of the discussion of literature, and appre-

ciate the fine efforts of the poets and dramatists. From such

a nature, of course, anything heroic cannot be expected, and the

poets recognize this state of affairs; but it demands refinement,

beauty, luxury, and the demand is fully met. Love is naturally

a capital theme, but the dramatists suffer from one grave diffi-

culty from the condition of the society which they depict. The

ideal of a romantic love between two persons free and indepen-

dent, masters of their own destinies, is in great measure denied

^ pp. 57 ;
Keith, Sansk. Lit, pp. 29 ft.
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to them, and they are reduced to the banality of the intrigue

between the king and the damsel who is destined to be his wife,

but who by some accident has been introduced into his harem in

a humble position.

For the dramatists the favour of a king was the chief object to

be aimed at, and kings were evidently very willing to lend their

names to dramatic and other compositions, whatever part they

actually took in their production. The persistence of the rumour

which regards Harsa as winning his fame in part at the expense

of Bana, may be unjust to the king, but at any rate it expresses

what was popular belief in the possibility of such a happening in

poetical circles, and it is indeed incredible that a king should

have been so scrupulous as to refuse any aid in his literary toils

from his court poets. Competitions in exhibitions of poetry were

in favour with monarchs, but they were not the only patrons
;

their actions excited imitation,' and even in Buddhist and Jain

circles the desire to adopt the expedient of drama in connexion

with religion was evinced. But even when applied by Brahmins,

Buddhists, or Jains to philosophy or religion, the drama bore

throughout the unmistakable stamp of its original predominance

in circles whose chief interest was gallantry : the Ndgananda

bears eloquent evidence of this for Buddhist ideas the Prabodha-

candrodaya for Brahmin philosophy, and the Mohardjapardjaya

for Jainism.

A society of this kind was certain to encourage refinement and

elegance in poetry
;

it was equally certain to lead to artificiality

and unreality. But we may be certain that true poetic taste

existed
;

it is attested not merely by the existence and fame of

such dramas as those of Kalidasa, but in the kindred sphere of

music it has an interesting exposition in the third Act of the

Mrcchakatikd, in which, following with slight changes the prece-

dent of Bhasa, Carudatta is made to express to the unresponsive

ears of Maitreya, his one faithful friend, the effect produced on

his ears by the sweet singing of Rebhila, which has come to con-

sole him in the midst of his sorrow

The notes of love, peace, sweetness, could I trace,

The note that thrills, the note of passion too,

* Mankha, Qrtkanthacarita^ xxv ; Bhqfaprabandha ; Vikramd^kadevacarita
;

K&vyafnlmahsd^ pp. 49 fT.

* The translation by Ryder.
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The note of woman’s loveliness and grace,

Ah, my poor words add nothing, nothing new.

But as the notes in sweetest cadence rang,

I thought it was my hidden love who sang.

The melody of song, the stricken strings,

In undertone that half unconscious clings.

More clearly sounding as the passions rise,

But ever sweeter as the music dies.

Words that strong passion fain would say again,

Yet checks their second utterance—in vain
;

For music sweet as this lives on until

I walk as hearing sweetest music still.

To Raja5ekhara^ we owe a full account of the studies which

went to make up the finished poet, who had the choice of

Sanskrit, Prakrit, Apabhran^a, and Pai9acl, or the speech of the

goblins {bhutabhdsd)y as his modes of composition. Knowledge

of grammar, of the dictionary, poetics, and metrics are demanded,

as well as skill in the sixty-four acts
;
purity of mind, speech,

and body are requisite, as well as most attractive surroundings.

The poet’s male attendants are to speak Apabhrarifa, the female

Magadhi, while those within the harem itself are to use Prakrit

and Sanskrit, and his friends to exercise themselves in all forms

of speech. With pardonable lack of historical truth, we are told

anecdotes of kings who forbade the use in their harems of certain

letters, and combinations of sounds, on grounds of euphony, and

the poet may imitate their usage. We also learn that Sanskrit

was affected among the people of Bengal, in Lata Prakrit, in

Marwar, and by theTakkas and Bhadanakas, Apabhran^a, while

in AvantI, Pariyatra, and Dagapura Bhutabhasa prevailed. The

people of Surastra and the Travanas are credited elsewhere,^ with

intermingling Sanskrit and Apabhran9a, while unkind comments

are made on the mode of pronouncing Sanskrit among the

excellent poets of Kashmir, and on the nasal accent of the north

as opposed to the music of that in Pancala. We learn also^ that

poets were wont to make journeys, and to utilize the knowledge

of other places thus gained in their works.

Raja9ekhara^ is also emphatic I'egarding the capacity of women:

* Kavyamimdhsa^ pp. 49 ff. * Ibid^^ p. 33.

Ibid., p. 78. IbU., p. 53.
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daughters of kings or ministers, courtesans, and wives of jesters,

were skilled as poets, the capacity which brings about the ability

to compose being a matter affecting the soul, and not, there-

fore, bound up with sex. To Rajafekhara the ability to write

poems is largely due to experiences in previous births, and he

logically denies that sex can affect this. But though verses are

cited from the poetesses in the anthologies, and not a few names

are known, and Avantisundari, Raja9ekhara*s own wife, appears

to have been an authority on poetics, it is certain that no drama

of importance has come down to us which is written by a woman.

The explanation for this would seem rather to lie in social conven-

tions, as in Greece, for there is no reason to suppose that the clever

women mentioned by Raja9ekhara, and doubtless not rare in the

courts, could not have composed plays of merit.
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THE THEORY OF THE DRAMATIC ART

I. The Treatises on Dramatic Art

Panini, whose date falls doubtless before 300 B.C., alludes in

his grammar to the Natasutras, books of rules for Natas, com-

piled by Qilalin and Kr9a9va, and Professor Hillebrandt ^ has

suggested that we should recognize in these works the earliest

text-books of the Indian drama. But we have no other sugges-

tion that Panini knew of dramatic performances, and the only

legitimate conclusion is that these rules were laid down for

the guidance of dancers or, perhaps, pantomimes, and with this

accords admirably the fact that the dramatic tradition knows

nothing of these names, and instead makes the sage Bharata the

eponymous hero of the drama. True it was Brahma, highest of

gods, himself who, at the instance of the gods, produced as a

counterpart to the four Vedas, which contain the science of reli-

gion and magic, the more mundane Natya-Veda, consecrated to

the drama, but this Veda is not current among men. Bharata,

on the other hand, whose task it was to direct the production by

the Apsarases in heaven of plays for the delight of the gods and

who thus had practical experience of the art, has set forth for

men the principles of the drama in the Ndtyagastra which, if not

inspired, has at least a measure of sanctity, and thus supplies an

authoritative basis for practice.

The legend is interesting because it precisely interprets the

spirit of India towards authority
;

Bharata occupies in the

theory of the drama a place analogous to that of Panini in

grammar, but unfortunately the Ndtyagastra has fared badly

in comparison with the Astddhyayl^ which has, through the care

of its commentators, come down to us in a form but little

changed from that it assumed in the hands of its author. The
I AID., pp. 3 ff.

;
above, p. 31.
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work, which we have under the title Bharatiya Natyagastra} is

extremely badly preserved in the manuscript tradition, a fact due

in part to the comparatively late date of any commentary upon

it. We have only a few references to an exposition of the

Ndtjagdstra by Matrgupta, a somewhat mysterious figure with a

more or less legendary connexion with Kalidasa, with whom he

has even been identified if we are to place any faith in his

contemporaneity with Kalidasa, he may date from the close of

the fourth century A.D. It is significant that tradition makes

him for a time king of Kashmir, for it is to that country we owe

the commentaries of Qafikuka, who wrote the epic Bhuvandbhyu-

daya under Ajitapida (a. n. ^13-50), and of Bhatta Nayaka, who
belongs to the period of Qankaravarman (a.D. 883-902). In the

same line of tradition is the great work of Abhinavagupta, the

Abhinavabhdratl, which has been lucky enough to come to light

after long oblivion, and which represents the erudition of the

close of the tenth century.

The treatise, as we have it, is elaborate, covering the whole

ground connected with the drama. It deals with the architecture

of the theatre, the scenery, and the dress and equipment of the

actors
; the religious ceremonial to be observed at every repre-

sentation
;
the music, the dance, the movements and gestures of

the actors, and their mode of delivery
;
the division of rdles

;
the

general characteristics of poetry
; the different classes of drama,

and the emotions and sentiments which form a vital element in

the drama. There is confusion, complexity, and repetition in the

work, but that much of it is old cannot be doubted. It appears

clearly to be based on the examination of a dramatic literature

which ha's been lost, eclipsed by the more perfect dramas of

Kalidasa and his successors. In the description of classes of

drama we seem to have hasty generalizations on insufficient

material
;

the Samavakara, for instance, is described in terms

* Eel. KM. 1894, i-xiv; by J. Grosset, Paris, 1898; xviii-xx, xxxiv in F. Hall’s

Da^arupa
; xv-xvii (xiv—xvi), in Regnaiid, Atmales du Mtisie Guimet^ i and ii; xxviii

in Grosset’s Contribution d V^tude de la musique kindouCy Paris, 1888 ; vi and vii in

Regnaud, Rhitorique sanskrite.

* Bhau Daji, JBRAS. vi. 2i8flf. Ldvi (TI. ii. 4) suggests that the (^astra is largely

made out of a versified comment on original SOtras. For various guesses as to

Matfgupta, cf. JRAS. 1903, p. 570; see Peterson, Subk&sitdvaliy p. 89. It is

probable that the (pdstra is related to an original Sutra in the same way as the

Kdmandakiya Ntti^dstra to the Arthafdstra, Cf. S. K. De, SP. i. 27ff.
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which, with the precise definition of the time to be occupied by

the acts, can be interpreted only as based on a single drama, and

the Pima seems to have a similar origin. The elaborate descrip-

tion of the preliminary scene or Purvaranga, which is practically

non-existent in the classical drama, suggests a period of a less

cultivated taste. A more definite result may be derived from

comparison of the Ndfyagdstra with the works of A9vaghosa and

of Bhasa. The Prakrits recognized by the Ndtyagdstra are clearly

later than those of A9vaghosa and more akin to those found in

Bhasa
;
again the Ndtjagdstra recognizes the use of Ardha-

Magadhi, found in these two dramatists, but not later, while,

like them, he ignores the Maharastrl of the later dramas. More-

over Bhasa expressly alludes to a Ndtyagdstra} and it is most

probable that both he and Kalidasa had knowledge of the proto-

type of the present text. That Bhasa by no means slavishly

adheres to the rules of the Ndtyagdstra^ either as regards the

formal mode of terminating his dramas or the exclusion of scenes

of death from the stage,^ merely shows that when he wrote the

^astra had not attained any binding force. There is nothing to

contradict the date thus vaguely indicated,*^ for the treatment of

poetics in general is simple and early, and it is impossible to

draw any conclusion as to date from the remarks on music, apart

altogether from the constant possibility that incidental additions

and alterations have been made in the work.

It was inevitable that the complicated and confused work of

Bharata should be superseded for many purposes by something

more accessible and easy to follow, and this need was supplied

by \)cit Ddgarupa of Dhanamjaya, son of Visnu, and protigi of the

ill-fated king Munja of Dhara (974-95). The work takes its

name from the ten primary forms of drama recognized in the

Ndtyagdstra^ which is followed closely by Dhanamjaya, his

deviations being unimportant and trivial, such as a new division

of types of heroine or of the erotic sentiment. On the other

hand, Dhanamjaya omits by far the greater part of the topics of

^ Avimdrdka^ ii. A treatise on drama is also attributed to him ; Arthadyotanihd^ 2.

* That in the i^dstra itself there is contradiction in this regard between x. 85 f. and

xviii. 19 t is shown by Lindcnan, BS., p. 34.

® Cf. Jacobi, BhavisatfakahOf pp. 83 ff., who suggests the third century; the

Pr^rit seems anterior to Maharastrl in development
;
Jacobi suggests Ujjayini as a

possible location in view of the aihnity to Maharastrl and (^aurasenl. Cf. GIL* iii. 8.
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his model
;

his four books of wooden verses treat first of the

subject-matter and plot
; then of the hero, the heroine, and other

characters, and the language of the drama
;
thirdly of the pro-

logue and the different kinds of drama; and lastly of the

emotions and sentiments, thus concentrating attention on the

essential dramatic features. The text is naturally often unintelli-

gible save in the light of the Ndtyagdstra itself and of the com-

mentary, which is ascribed to Dhanika, son of Visnu, and

minister of Utpaladeva, a term which is an alias of Mufija. The
identity of the two writers is suggested by the fact that later

writers ascribe passages of the Dagarupa itself to Dhanika, and

that without the commentary the work is in a sense incomplete.

But, on the other hand, in a few passages the commentator more

or less distinctly differs from the text, and it seems sufficient to

assume that they may have been brothers. The Avaloka must

have been completed after Munja s death, since it cites Padma-

gupta's Navasdkasdhkacarita, which was written under Sindhu-

raja, and this throws some doubt on the identification of Dhanika

with the Dhanika Pandita to whose son, Vasantacarya, a land

grant was made by Mufija in A.D. 974. Dhanika quotes stanzas

of his own in Sanskrit and Prakrit and also a treatise, Kdvya*

nirnaya^ elsewhere unknown.^

Of the fourt^ijh^ntury in all probability are three works of

unequal importance and merit. The Pratdparudrlya ^ of Vidya-

natha is a mediocre compilation from the Dagarupa and thh

Kdvyaprakdga of Mammata, covering the whole field of poetics

;

it illustrates the formal rules of the drama by the composition of

a wretched drama in honour of Prataparudra of Warangal, whose

inscriptions show dates from A.D. 1298 to 1314. Of much greater

interest is Vidyadharas Ekdvall\^ Vidyanatha, the author

celebrates in his illustrations of his text his patron, in this case

Narasinha II of Orissa, perhaps A.D. i!z8o-i3i4; as a poet his

merits are negligible, but he shows a lively interest in his subject

and intelligence in his views . Of greater popularity than either

^ Ed. F. Hall, Calcutta, 1865; trs. G. C. O. Haas, New York, 1913. Jacobi

(GGA. 1913, p. 301) presses for the identity of the writers, but the difference of the

name is fatal.

* Ed. K. F. Trivedi, Bombay, 1909.
* Ed. K. P. Trivedi, Bombay, 1903 cf. K. G, Bhandarkar, AV/or/ (1897)

pp. Ixviii f.
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is Vi^vanatha Kaviraja, the author of the Sahityadarpana} a

general treatise on poetics. His handling of the drama is based

largely on the Dagariipa and its commentary, but he introduces

a good deal of matter from the Ndtyagdstra in his sixth chapter,

including details of the characteristics and ornaments of the

drama, which the Dagarupa omits. In this Vi^vanatha indicates

his servile character, which, however, renders his work the more

valuable as an exposition of the orthodox doctrine. Of his

ancestry and his own works he makes free mention, but the

most definite evidence of his date is the existence in the library

at Jammu of a manuscript of his work whose date appears to be

A.D. 1383. The lack of order and the errors in his work are

made the basis of criticism by Rupa Gosvamin in the early part

of the sixteenth century, but his own Ndtakacandrikd shows

little improvement on the work of his predecessor, whence it

draws much of its material
;

its real purpose is to eulc^ize the

saint Caitanya, whose disciple Rupa was and in whose honour

he composed dramas of no merit. Equally dependent on Vi^va-

natha and the Dagarupa is Sundarami9ra, whose Ndtyapradlpa

was composed in a.d. 1613. Many other treatises on drama are

known by name or exist in manuscript, but none apparently of

any great importance or repute. Of the fourteenth century also

and the land l^tween the Vindhya and Qri^aila about A.D. 1530,

^^o cites VidyldHaraT^^ll^^^ '

TBF^develo'pinent of a theory of drama progressed in the

closest relation to the general theory of poetics, for the Indian

theory of poetry does not admit any distinction in essence

between the aesthetic pleasure produced by the drama and any

other form of poetry. Thus we find in Abhinavagupta in full

application to the drama the theory of suggestion, Dhvani, as

the essence of poetry, which appeared in strength about A.D. 800

and was rendered popular by Anandavardhana (a. d. 850) and by
Abhinavagupta himself in his comment on the Dhvanydloka of

the former. Attacked by Mahiman Bhatta, author of the Vyakti-

viveka (A.D. 1050), the doctrine was again developed with special

' Ed. BI. with tre., 1851-75 ; in part by P. V. Kane, Bombay, 1910.

* Ed. TSS. no. L, 1916. It freely uses the Dagarupa, Cf. Seshagiri, Ripart Jar

1896-97, pp. 7 fi. Many verses by the author are cited.
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care by the Kashmirian Mammata^ at the close of the eleventh

century. In slightly varied forms it appears in Vidyanatha,

Vidyadhara, and Vi^vanatha.

Apart from this important development, which, however, has

no special application to the drama, there is little progress in the

course of the literature. The later authorities are bound by the

authority of the Ndtjagdstra\ they repeat unintelligently its

descriptions of literary forms such as the Dima, the Samavakara,

the Ihamrga, the Vithi, and the Anka, which had ceased to be in

popular use, if indeed the definitions of the Ndtyagdstra were not

merely hasty generalizations from a single play or so in every

one of these cases. The most that they do is to omit or to vary

details, but not in independence ;
normally the changes can be

traced to variants in the text of the Qastra or to maxims current

under Bharata's name, though not included in the (^astra as we

have it. Often the authors differ in the definition of terms in

the ^astra which, as often in Sanskrit technical phrases, present

ambiguity and admit of various renderings. These divergences

are especially frequent in the long lists of characteristics and

ornaments or the different means of effecting dramatic results

;

the Indian love of meaningless subdivision here can indulge

itself to its fullest and least profitable extent. A rich variety of

such ambiguities is apparent in the verses in which the Agni

Purdna^ describes the drama, including dancing and the mimetic

art, true to its aim to constitute itself a treasure-house of all

learning, popular as well as divine. The chief value of the work

is the occasional light which it throws on the variants in the text

of the ^Jastra, and its comparative antiquity, for it is cited in the

Sdhityadarpana and is probably some centuries older.

2. The Nature and the Types of the Drama

A drama is the imitation or representation of the conditions or

situations {avasthdnnkrti)^ in which the personages who form the

subject of treatment are placed from time to time, by means of

gesture, speech, costume, and expression, and, one version of

^ For the authorship of the Kdvyapraka^a see Hari Chand, K^liddsa, pp. 103 ff*

* cc. 337-41. On Dhvaui see Keith, Sansk. Lit, ch. x.

* Bharata cited in Rucipati’s comm, on Anargharaghava, 9. Cf. DR. i. 7 >

BD. 274.
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the definition adds, the situations must be such as to produce

pleasure or pain, that is, they must be tinged with emotion. It

is the presence of these ancillaries which distinguishes the drama

from an ordinary poem ; a poem appeals to the ear only, a drama

is also a spectacle to delight the eyes ;
hence the term Rupa or

Rupaka as applied generically to the drama, for Rupa primarily

denotes the object of vision, though the Indian tradition gives

the artificial explanation that Rupaka denotes a drama because

the actors are credited with different parts.

Further light is shown on the nature of drama {natyd) by the

discrimination of it from dance {nrtia) and mimetic art {nrtya),

which united with song and speech serve to make up the drama.'

The dance is based on time and rhythm
;
the mimetic art is con-

cerned with representing the feelings or emotions {bhdva)^ while

the essence of the drama is the sentiment {rasa) which it evokes

in the spectator, a fact which places it on a higher level than

either of its handmaidens. But there may be dramas in which

these auxiliaries take first place, and on this fact is based a

distinction between the primary forms, Rupakas, in which the

poetry is the dominant element and the secondary forms, Uparu-

pakas. Of Rupakas ten are distinguished, Nataka, Prakarana,

Bhana, Prahasana, Dima, Vyayoga, Samavakara, Vithi, Anka,

and Ihamrga, which vary in regard to subject-matter {vastii)^ hero

or heroine, and sentiment.

3. The Subject-Matter and the Plot

The scene of the plot must be laid in India, and the period

must be one of the three ages succeeding the Golden Age, for

pleasure and pain, essential elements as we have seen in the

drama, cannot be experienced elsewhere than in Bharatavarsa, and

even there they do not exist in the age of happiness unalloyed.^

Otherwise the choice is free
;

the poet may take an incident

familiar from tradition {prakhydtci)^ or may invent his plot

{utpddyd) or may combine both forms {migra). But, if he follows

a current legend, it is necessary that he shall not ruin the effect

of it by incongruous invention
;
he must confine his ingenuity to

episodes, for otherwise the audience will be painfully disturbed

' Cf. Hall, DR. pp. 6 f. * N. xviii, 89; xix. i
;
AP. cccxxxvii. 18, 37.
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by departure from tradition. On the other hand, it is not merely

legitimate but also necessary that the dramatist should ennoble

his hero, if tradition assigns to him deeds incompatible with the

character which he normally exhibits.^ The epic is not encum-

bered with such considerations; it can represent Duhsanta as

merely forgetful of his vows to Qakuntala, but Kalidasa must

clear the character of the king from this seeming baseness by
attributing his loss of memory to a curse provoked by a negli-

gence of the heroine herself. The Rdmdyana admits, and seeks

to explain, if not convincingly, the death of Valin, king of the

monkeys, at the hands of the virtuous Rama
;
Mayuraja in the

Uddttardghava passes over the episode in silence, while Bhava-

bhuti, with greater boldness, in the Mahdvlracarita perverts

tradition to represent Valin as an ally of Ravana, and as slain by

Rama in legitimate self-defence, and exonerates Kaikeyi.

The subject-matter takes two forms, the principal {ddhikdrika)

and the incidental {prdsahgika) actions. The first owes its name
to the fact that it is connected with the attainment {adhikdra) of

the purpose of the hero, whether that be love, or some material

interest, or duty, or two or all of these. In the incidental action

the end achieved is not that aimed at by the hero, but it serves

as a means towards the fruition of his aims.^ The incidental

action may take the dimension of an episode (patdkd), as is the

case with the exploits of Sugriva as an ally of Rama, or it may
be a mere incident (prakart), as in Act VI of the Qakuntald the

scene in which the two attendants converse.^

An action, when developed in full, as normally it is in the

Nataka, the most perfect of forms of drama, involves of necessity

five stages of development (avastkd);^ there must be as the

beginning (drambha) the desire to attain some end, which leads

on to the determined effort {prayatna) to secure the object of

desire
;

this leads to the stage in which success is felt to be

possible {prdptydgd^ prdptisanibhava) having regard to the means

available and the obstacles in the way of achievement ;
then

arrives the certainty of success {niyaidpti), if only some specific

' DR. i. 15; iii. 20-22.

2 N. xix. 2-6, 25 f.
;
DR. i. ii, 12, 16 ;

SD. 296 f., 323.

* N. xix. 23 ; DR. i. 13 ; SD. 320-3 ;
R. iii. 13 f.

* N. xix. 7-13 ;
DR. i. i8-ao; SD. 324-9; R. iii. 22-5.
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difficulty can be surmounted ; and finally the object is attained

{phaldgamd). Thus in the Qakiintald we have the king s first

anticipation of seeing the heroine, then his eagerness to find

a device to meet her again ;
in Act IV we learn that the anger

of the sage, Durvasas, has in some measure been appeased, and

the possibility of the reunion of the king and (Jakuntala now

exists
;
in Act VI the discovery of the ring brings back to the

king remembrance, and the way for a reunion is paved, to be

attained in the following act. The Ratndvall, no less perfect an

example of the minor type, the Natika, reveals to us the aims of

the minister to secure the union of the heroine and the king
;
a

definite step to this end is taken when the heroine decides to

depict the face of Vatsa on the canvas
;
in Act II the lovers are

united for the moment, but subject to the risk of discovery by

the queen
;
then the king recognizes that his success in love

depends on winning the queen's favour, which is successfully

accomplished in the last act.

There are also five elements of the plot {arthaprakrti)} which

the theory not very accurately parallels with the five stages of

the action. The first is the germ {bija\ whence springs the

action, as in the Ratndvali from Yaugandharayana s scheme to

secure the princess for the king. The second, with change of

metaphor, is the drop (bindu\ which spreads out as oil on water

;

the course of the drama, which has seemed to be interrupted, is

again set in activity ;
thus in the Ratndvali^ when the festival of

the god of love is over, the princess gives a decisive impulse to

the motion of the drama by recognizing in him, whom she

deemed the god himself, the king for whom she was destined as

a bride. The other three elements are the episode, the incident,

and the dinouement {kdrya).

Based on these parallel sets is a third division of the junctures®

{sandhi)^ which carry each of the stages of the action to its natural

close. They are the opening (mukha)^ progression {pratimukha\

» N. xix. 19-ai; DR. i. 16 f.; SD. 317-19. The parallelism is faulty: neither

episode nor incident is necessary nor corresponds to Praptya9a and Niyatapti nor

Garbha and Viraarja ;
Dhanika, DK. i. 33j

admits this in effect
j
there is no episode

in Ratndvali^ III. Cf. R. iii. a a.

a N. xix. 16, 35 ff.; DR. i. aaff.; SD. 330 ff. Hall (DR-, p. n n.) suggests

nibarhana as correct (N. xix. 36), wrongly. Cf. R. iii. 26-74. The precise

parallelism of the Sandhis and Avasthas in the B^lardmayatta is given in R. iii. 23-5.
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development {garbha)^ pause (vimarga), and conclusion {nirva-

hana)^ corresponding clearly and closely with the stages 4^ set out

above. Thus in the Qakuntald the opening extends from Act I

to the point in Act II where the general departs
;
the progression

begins with the king’s confession to the Vidusaka of his deep

love, and extends to the close of Act III. The development

occupies Acts IV and V, up to the point where Gautami

uncovers the face of ^akuntala
; at this moment the curse

darkens the mind of the king, who, instead of rejoicing in re-

union with his wife, pauses in reflection, and this pause in the

action extends to the close of Act VI, while the conclusion is

achieved in the last Act. In the Ratndvali the opening extends

to that point in Act II, where Ratnavall decides to depict the

king as the only means of gazing on him whom she loves, but

from whom she is jealously kept by the queen
;
the progression

extends then to the close of the Act

;

the development occupies

Act III, while the pause, due to the intervention of the queen, is

brought to an end by the mock fire of the palace in Act IV, and

the remaining portion of that Act gives the conclusion.

So far there is obviously force and reason in the analysis,

which, if in needless elaboration, recognizes the essential need ot

a dramatic conflict, of obstacles to be overcome by the hero and

heroine in their efforts to secure abiding union. The classifica-

tion of elements of the plot is perhaps superfluous beside the

junctures
;

its parallelism to the other two divisions is faulty, for

it is admitted that the episode is not confined to the develop-

ment, as it should be, but may extend into the pause and even

into the conclusion.^ The episode again is credited with sub-

junctures, to be fewer in number than the junctures, and even

the incident is permitted on one view to have incomplete junc-

tures.'^ But far more complex is the insistence on the subdivi-

sion of the five junctures into 64 members (12, 13, 12, 13, and 14

respectively). The distribution, however, has no real value, for,

though Rudrata ^ asserts that the members should only be used

' Abhinavagupta {Dhvanyalokat p. 140) frankly treats the Avasthas as the Sandhis

as parts of the story, and distinguishes the Arthaprakftis. DR. is responsible for the

doctrine that each Sandhi rests on an Avastha and an Arthaprakfti, accepted in

Praidparudriya, iii. 3; GGA. 1913, pp. 306-8; R. hi. 26 f.

® SD. 32 1. ^ N. xix. 28 ;
DK. i. 33.

^ N. xix. 103 ;
SD. 406.
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in the juncture to which they are assigned, other authorities

decline to admit this view, on the score of the usage of the

dramatists, which is the supreme norm. Not all of these mem-

bers need be used; it is a fault in the Venlsamhdra that the poet

drags in the separation of Duryodhana from Bhanumati in Act II

for no better reason than to comply with the rules.^ When used,

they should be essentially subservient to the sentiment which the

piece seeks to create;- they should either treat the subject chosen,

expand the plot, increase interest, produce surprise, represent the

parties in action, or conceal what should be concealed ; the hero

or his rival should appear in them, or at any rate they should

flow from the germ and lead up to the ddnoiiement- Some must

be included in any drama, since one without any would be like a

man without limbs, and, adroitly used, they may give merit to

a mediocre subject-matter. But the definitions and the classifica-

tions are without substantial interest or value.

A distinction must be made between such things as can pro-

perly be shown on the stage, and such as must only be alluded

to.^ What is seen should essentially serve to produce the senti-

ment aimed at, and it must avoid offending the feelings of the

audience. Hence it is improper to portray on the stage such

events as a national calamity, the downfall of a king, the siege of

a town, a battle, killing, or death, all of them painful. It is

equally forbidden to depict a marriage or other ^ religious rite, or

such domestic details as eating, sleeping, bathing, or anointing

the body, amorous dalliance, scratching with nails or teeth, or

such ill-omened things as curses. But these rules are not without

exception early or late; if Bhasa does not hesitate as in the

Urubhanga to depict death on the stage, Raja9ekhara in his

Viddhagdlabhahjikd describes the marriage ceremonial in Act III,

and in the following Act shows us the wife of Carayana asleep,

while the author of the Pdrvatlparinaya does not hesitate to

choose as his theme the nuptials of (^iva and ParvatL Nor do

dramatists decline to represent death if the dead person is

restored to life, as in the Ndgdnattda.^ A long journey, or calling

^ N. xix. 50 f. ; SD. 407 .
* SD. 342, 407.

* N. xviii 16 ff. ; DR. i. 51 ;
iii. 31 f. ; SD. 278.

^ The rale is dubious
;
see Dhanika on DR. iii. 32, where he allows the performance

of essential religious rites. ® Jackson, AJF. xix. 247 ff.
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from a distance,’ is excluded from representation for obvious

reasons of practicability.

Such matters as are appropriate for presentation must be

presented in Acts, and each Act must contain only such events

as can naturally, or by skilful management, be made to occupy

the duration of a single day,^ a requisite which is obeyed by
Bhavabhuti in his Mahdviracarita and by Raja9ekhara in his

Bdlardmdyana despite the difficulties presented by the effort

thus to condense the epic. But it is essential that the events

described shall not be disconnected ;
they must flow from the

same cause, or issue naturally from one another. There should

be an effective development of the plot within the Act
;
at the

time when it comes to an end by the departure of the actors

—

three or four at most, one of whom should be the hero—at the

moment when they seemed to have attained their immediate

aims, a new motive should come into play, and a fresh impetus

be given to the movement of the drama. But it is neither neces-

sary nor usual that Act should follow Act without interval
;
on

the contrary, anything up to a year may intervene between the

action of one Act and that of the next
;

if the events as recorded

in history covered more than that time, as in the case of Rama*s

fourteen years of banishment in the forest, the poet must reduce

the period to a year or less. To reveal to the audience the

events during such intervals the theory permits a choice of five

forms of scenes of introduction {arthopaksepakd), which serve also

to narrate things, whose performance on the stage is forbidden

by the etiquette of the drama.^

Two of these are the Viskambha or Vi^kambhaka and the

Prave9aka, which are both explanatory scenes, but between

which the theory draws fine distinctions. The Viskambhaka is

performed by not more than two persons,^ never of chief rank
;

it serves to explain the past or the future, and it may be used at

the beginning of a drama where it is not desired to arouse senti-

ment at the outset. It is pure {guddha) if the performers arc of

' SD. 278, no doubt by misreading.

^ N. xviii. 14 f., 22-4; DR. iii. 27, 32-4; SD. 278 ;
R. iii. 205 ; JAOS. xx. 341 ff.

^ N. xviii. 28, 34 f.
;
xix. 109-16; DR. i. 52-6; SD. 305-13; R. iii. 178 ff.

* Bhasa has three in several cases
;
Lindenau, BS. p. 40 says Prakrit is never used

alone, as stated by Ldvi, TI. i. 59, and Konow, ID. p. 13, but see Vatsaraja’s

Tripuradaha^ II.
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middle rank and speak Sanskrit
; mixed (samhlrnd) when the

characters are of middle and inferior class and use also Prakrit.

The Prave^aka cannot be used at the beginning of a drama, and

is confined to inferior characters, who use Prakrit. Thus in the

Qakuntald Act III is introduced by a Viskambhaka, in which

a young disciple of the sage Kanva tells us in Sanskrit of the

king s stay at the hermitage, while in Act VI a Prave^aka gives

the episode of the fisherman and the police. An abbreviated

mode of producing the same result is the Culika,' in which a

voice from behind the curtain narrates some essential event, as

when in Act IV of the Mahdvlracarita we learn thus of the

defeat of Para9urama by Rama. In the Ankamukha, or antici-

patory scene, at the close of one Act a character alludes to the

subject of the following Act; thus at the end of Act II in the

Mahdvlracarita Sumantra announces the arrival of Vasistha,

Vi^vamitra, and Para9urama, and these three open Act III. A
different view is taken by Vi9vanatha, who makes it out to be a

part of an Act in which allusion is made to the subject-matter of

the following Acts and the whole plot, as is done in the dialogue

of Avalokita and Kamandaki in Act I of the Mdlatlmddhava.

This is evidently an attempt to justify the treatment of this form

of scene as revealing matters which cannot conveniently be

depicted on the stage, as well as to distinguish it from the

Ankavatara or continuation scene, in which the action is con-

tinued by the characters in the next Act without any break,

other than the technical one of the departure of the actors and

their return, as at the close of Act I of the Mdlavikdgnimitra,

Such a scene obviously in no way answers the purpose of

explanation, and its assignment to such an end is clearly

erroneous.

Various devices are recognized to help the movement of the

intrigue, five of which are classed as internal junctures (antara-

sandhi)} The first of these is the dream, as in the Venlsaikhdra

where Bhanumati is terrified by a vision in which she sees an

ichneumon (nakula) slay a hundred snakes, dread presage of the

fall of the hundred Kauravas before the attack of Nakula and his

1 R. iii. 185 f. calls an exchange of words between one on and one

off the stage at the beginning only of an act; e. g. Balaram&yana, VII.

2 Matrgnpta in Arthadyotanikd
^
20.
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brothers. The letter serves in the Qakuniala^ Act III, to allow

the heroine to express her feelings towards the king
;
she reads

it aloud and he overhears it and breaks in upon her
;
more often

it serves the important end of conveying news, leading to

dramatic action. A message serves the same end, as when in

the Qakuntald, Act VI, Matali brings to the king Indra*s mes-

sage imploring aid against the demons. A voice from behind

the scene (nepathyokti) in Act I of that play warns Duhsanta not

to kill the gazelle of the hermitage, and a voice in the air {dkdga-

bhdsiici) in Act IV makes known to Kanva on his return the

important news of ^akuntala’s marriage and approaching mother-

hood. The Ndtjagdstra ^ ignores the term internal junctures, but

has the term special junctures or divisions of junctures {sandhyan-

tara) which includes the dream, the letter, and the message,

among many other miscellaneous elements; two of these are

akin to those already mentioned. The picture is used in the

Ratndvall as the mode by which the heroine satisfies her longing

for her beloved, while Vasavadatta discovers Vatsa’s infidelity

through seeing the portrait of Sagarika, painted beside that of

the king by the mischievous Susamgata. Intoxication (madd)

may result as in the Mdlavikdgnimitray Act III, in the letting

fall of imprudent words by an important character. Other

devices might have been included in the list, such as that of

assuming a disguise on the stage, a device used by Harsa in the

Ratndvall and the Priyadargikd in order to secure the inconstant

king uninterrupted interviews with the objects of his temporary

affections. The latter play contains in Act III a good example

of the embryo Act (garbhdhka)'^ which is recognized by the

theory but not classed as a species of juncture
;

in it Vasavadatta

causes her maids of honour to perform before her a play repre-

senting her early adventures with Vatsa. So in the Uttarard^

macarita Valmiki has performed by the Apsarases before Rama
and Laksmana the adventures of Sita since her banishment, and

the events of her marriage are described in this form in the

Bdlardmdyana, Act III.

Similarly the theory recognizes as a separate element the pro-

episode {patdkdsthdnakd)^ an equivocal speech or situation which

' xix. 53-7, 105-9; 95; 79-92. * SD. 279.
® N. xix. 30-4; DR. i. 14; SD. 299-303; R. iii. I5-*I7, where N. is cited with

variant readings.
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foreshadows an event whether near at hand or distant. The

Ndfyafdstra distinguishes four kinds of equivoke. An ambiguous

situation may result in bringing about the aim of the hero ; thus

in Act III of the Ratndvali, when Vatsa hastens to save Vasava-

datta, as he thinks, from hanging herself, he finds to his equal

joy and surprise that he has rescued none other than Sagarika

herself.' Or the equivocation may lie in words, whose sense the

spectator alone grasps in its deeper application
;
thus in Act II

of the Qaknntald a voice behind the scene bids the female

Cakravaka say farewell to her spouse, a command whose applica-

tion to the case of the king and the heroine is immediately

appreciated by the audience alone. Or the equivocation may be

deliberately conveyed in the response of the actor, whose words

apply not merely to the immediate matter in hand, but allude to

the future ;
in the Venlsamharay Act II, Duryodhana is told of

the mishap of the breaking of his standard by the fierce {bhima)

wind in words which presage his own fall, his thigh broken

by Bhima’s blow. Finally we may have a double entendre which

later is destined to find a third application
;

in the Ratndvali

Vatsa playfully suggests that his earnest gaze on the creeper,

which has borne blossoms out of season, may cause jealousy in

the queen
;

his words apply equally to a maiden, and in the

sequel the queen is made furiously angry by his ardent gaze at

Sagarika. The Dagarupa contents itself with two species, equivo-

cation of situation and deliberate equivocation of phrase, but

there is general agreement that pro-episodes may be used in any

part of the play and not merely in the first four junctures.

Importance attaches to the conventions which enable the

author to surmount difficulties inseparable from the dramatic

form.^ Normally, of course, the actors speak aloud (prakdgam)^

to be heard by all those on the stage as well as by the audience,

but asides (svagatam, dtmagatam) are frequent, meant to be

heard by the audience alone. If the need arises for making

a remark to be heard by one actor only, it is made in the form

of a confidence {apavdritam^ apavdryd)^ while a private conversa-

tion (jandntikam) is arranged by the actors holding up three

^ This is differently taken by R. iii. i6 as an allusion to Vasavadatta’s anger

to come.

* DR. i. 57-61 ;
SD. 425 ;

R. iii. aoo ff.
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fingers, the thumb and ring finger being curved inwards. Or, it

is possible to avoid bringing on a person by speaking in the air

{akdfabhasita), pretending to hear the reply, and repeating it

before answering it, while a similar purpose can be served by a

voice from behind the scene.

The number of Acts which a play should contain varies

according to the nature of the drama
;
in the Nataka the number

must be at least five, and may be ten
;
in other cases one Act

suffices. Normally the Acts are simply numbered
;

in some
cases, as in that of the Mrcchakatikd, names are given, doubtless

not by the poet.

4. The Characters

The hero owes his name, Nayaka, to the fact that it is he who
leads {ni) the events to the conclusion which he has set 'before

him, in so far as such a result is permitted by human frailty and

the force of circumstances. His good qualities are innumerable^;

he must be modest as is Rama in depreciating his own prowess

in comparison with that of Para9urama whom he has vanquished ;

handsome, generous like Jimutavahana, prompt and skilled in

action, affable, beloved of his people, of high family, ready of

speech, and steadfast. He must be young, and endowed with

intelligence, energy, a good memory, skill in the arts, and just

pride
; a hero, firm, glorious, skilled in the sciences, and an

observer of law. More useful is the distinction drawn between

types of hero^; all are noble or self-controlled (Mira), a

characteristic not universally found in heroines, but they are

distinguished as light-hearted or gay {lalita), calm (gdnta)

exalted {iidatta), and haughty or vehement {uddhata).

The light-hearted hero is one free from care, a lover of the

arts, and above all a devotee of love ;
he is normally a king

whose public burdens are confided to others, and whose one

business it is to secure union with a new favourite by overcoming

the obstacles interposed by the not unnatural jealousy of his

queen or queens ; such beyond all is Vatsa in Bhasa and Harsa's

dramas. The calm hero differs primarily from the light-hearted

hero by reason of his birth, for he is a Brahmin or merchant, such

* DR. ii. I
;
SD. 64 ;

R. i. 61 ff.

* N. xxiv. (Hall, xxxiv.) 4-6; DR. ii. 3-5; SD. 67-9; R. i. 72-8.

2T17 u
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as Madhava in the Malatimadhava and Carudatta in the Dart-

dracarndatta and the Mrcchakatika ;
the hero of the Prakarana,

or comedy of manners, normally is of this class. The exalted

hero is a character of great strength and nobility, firm of purpose,

but free from vanity, forbearing, and without egotism. Of such

a type are generals, ministers and high officials, and Jimutava-

hana in the Nagananda, An instructive controversy rages round

this description of Jimutavahana ;
to be exalted, it is argued,

implies the desire of superiority, but Jimutavahana renounces

every dream of empire and is a model of calm, of boundless pity,

and freedom from passion save, indeed, as regards his love for

Malayavati, which is inconsistent with the general nature of his

character. He should really be ranked among the calm heroes,

with the Buddha himself, disregarding the meaningless conven-

tion which excludes kings from that category. Dhanika ^ effec-

tively defends the classification of Jimutavahana by insisting that

he is not without desire, namely that of saving others at the cost

of his own life
;
the desires he lays aside are wishes for personal

advantage which Kalidasa rightly censures in a king
;
his love

for Malayavati is wholly inconsistent with calmness, which, on

the contrary, is in fact as in drama a characteristic of Brahmins,

and it distinguishes him absolutely from the Buddha, who is

exempt from passion. The haughty hero is a victim of pride

and jealousy, an adept in magic arts and ruses, self-assertive,

fickle, irascible, and boastful
;

Para9urama illustrates this

character.

The chief hero in any drama must be essentially true to one

or other of those types
;
any change would spoil the unity of the

development of the drama, and, if necessary, changes must be

made in the plot, as in the case of Rama’s dealings with Valin, to

preserve the unity of character. In the case of the secondary hero

there is no need for such consistency ; he may change in different

situations, and his lack of consistency tends merely to heighten

the impression caused by the constancy of the hero. Thus Para-

(urama appears in the Mahdvlracarita ^ as exalted in his attitude

to the evil Ravana, as haughty towards the untried Rama, and as

calm when he has experienced the superior prowess of that hero.

It is obvious that there is difficulty in conceiving as a chief hero

* DR. ii. 4 * ii, lo, i6; iv. 22 .
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one of the haughty type, and the theory does not provide us with

one, for Para9urama is only a secondary hero.

As the Sanskrit drama deals usually with love, the theory has

another division of types of hero based on their attitude to

women.^ The courteous {daksina) hero is one who can find room
in his heart for more loves than one

;
he seeks another to the

deep grief of the old, but he does not cease to feel affection for

his earlier love
;
such are the heroes of the Natika, or short heroic

comedy, like Vatsa. He may not be regarded as either deceitful

(gatha), or shameless (dhrsta)^ for these two types represent heroes

who have ceased to love their former flame, and differ only in so

far as they seek to deceive her, or are indifferent to her anger and

bear open traces of the new attachment. Men like Vatsa never

allow passion to dominate them
;

if a woman spurns them they

are ready to leave her. The fourth type is the loyal (anukfda)

lover who is faithful to one woman only, as is Rama. As these

four types are applicable to each class of hero, there are sixteen

possible kinds of hero, and the theory adds the further complica-

tion that each of these may be a high class, middle class, or

inferior person, giving forty-eight types.

As if the enumeration of the general characteristics of the hero

were insufficient, a set of eight special excellencies'^ is enumerated

separately as springing from his character {sattvika). These are

brilliance {gobkd), including compassion for inferiors, emulation

with superiors, heroism, and cleverness
;
vivacity {vildsa)^ includ-

ing a firm step and glance and a laughing voice
;

grace

(rnddhirya) manifested in the display of but slight change of

demeanour in trying circumstances
;
impassivity [gdntbklrya) or

superiority to emotion
;
steadfastness {sthairya) in accomplishing

his object despite obstacles
;
the sense of honour (tejas) which

will punish insult even at the cost of life itself
;
lightheartedness

as grace of deportment
;
and nobility [auddrya) exhibited in

sacrifice for the sake of the good.

The enemy of the hero {pratindyakaY is self-controlled and

vehement {dhiroddhata)
;

but he is also avaricious, stubborn,

criminal, and vicious
;
such are Ravana and Duryodhana as con-

^ DR. ii. 6; SD. 71-5; R. i. 80-2. R. i. 79, 83-8 has a division into husbands,

adulterers {upapati)j and the connoisseur of hetaerae {vaipkd). For the courteous

lover, see p. 205.

® DR. ii. 9-13; SD. 89-95; 64? ^9 *
^ DR. ii. 8 ; SD. 159.
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trasted with Rama and Yudhisthira. On the other hand, the

hero of the episode, the companion {pithamarday of the hero, is

to possess, but in a less degree, the qualities of the hero ; he is to

be intelligent, ever in attendance on the hero, and devoted to

his interests, as are Makaranda in the Mdlaiimddhava and

Sugriva in the dramas based on the Rama legend. The term,

however, is unknown to these plays, while in the Mdlatnkdgni-

miira the nun Kau^ikl is styled a Pithamardika, and serves

as a trusted go-between. The theory here seems to have stereo-

typed a relationship commoner in an older type of drama.

The heroine, Nayika,'^ plays a part in tlic economy of the drama

similar to that of the hero, and not of less importance. The types

of heroine depend primarily on her relation to the hero
;
she may

be his wife (svd, svlyd), or belong to another {anyd, anyastri) or

be a hetaera. The hero’s wife must be upright and of good

character, but she may be inexperienced {nmgdhd), partly experi-

enced {madkyd)y or fully experienced and bold {pragalbhd). The

inexperienced wife is shy in her love and gentle in her anger

with her spouse's infidelities. The partly experienced is full of

the love of youth, and even faints in her passion
;
when angry, if

self-controlled, she chjdes her husband with double entendres \ if

but partly controlled, she allows her tears to aid her reproaches
;

if

uncontrolled, she adds harsh words. The bold wife is frantically

in love, fainting at the first embrace ;
when angry, if self-controlled,

she adopts an attitude of haughty reserve and indifference to the

pleasures of life
;

if lacking in self-control, she uses threats and

blows; if partly self-controlled, she employs the weapons of rail-

lery and equivoque. A further division is possible, for each of

these three kinds of heroine may be subdivided according as the

lady is the earlier or later of the loves of the husband.

A woman, who is in the power of another, may be the wife of

another man or a maiden. An amour with a married woman

may not form the subject of the dominant sentiment in the play,

but that for a maiden may occur as an clement in the principal

or the secondary action. Even when a parent or guardian is

willing to permit a maiden’s marriage, there may be other

obstacles, as in the case of the love of Malati and Madhava and

' DR. ii. 7 ;
SD. 76. Cf. K&masutrd^ p. 60; K. i. 89, 90.

* DR. ii. 14 f.
;
SD, 96-100; R. i. 94-120, who takes the unusual view that

Iravati in the Mdlavikagnimitra is a hetaera.
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in Vatsa’s numerous amours. The woman who is common to all

{sadharant) is a courtesan, skilled in the arts, bold, and cunning
;

she accepts as lovers the rich, the foolish, the self-willed, the

selfish, and the impotent so long as their money lasts, then she

has them turned out of doors by her mother, who acts as go-

between. If she is a heroine, she must be represented as in love,

like Vasantasena in the Mrcchakatikd^ except in a Prahasana or

farce, where she can be depicted as fleecing her lovers for comic

effect ;
she must not figure as a heroine if the hero is divine or royal.

The heroine may occupy eight different relations to her lover.^

She may be his absolute mistress {svddhlnapatikd)^ and he her

obedient slave
;
she may be awaiting him in full dress {vdsaka-

sajjd)
;

she may be distressed by his involuntary absence

{virahotkanthitd), enraged {kkanditd) at discovering him dis-

figured by the marks of her rivals teeth and nails, or be

severed from her beloved by a quarrel {kalahdntaritd) and suffer

remorse, or be deceived {vipralabdkd) by a lover who fails to meet

her at the rendezvous which she has named. Her lover may be

absent abroad {prositapriyd)^ or she may have to seek him out

or press him to come to her {abkisdrikd)^ giving as meeting-place

a ruined temple, a garden, the house of a go-between, a ceme-

tery, the bank of a stream, or in general any dark place. The

first two classes of heroine are bright and gay, the others are

wearied, tearful, changing colour, sighing, and wear no ornaments

as token of their dejection. A woman, who is subject to another,

cannot stand in all these relations to a lover
;

she may be

distressed at his absence, deceived, or driven to seek him out, but

she cannot be enraged, for she is not the mistress of her lover,

and thus the king’s courtesy to Malavika in Kalidasa’s play is

not to be treated as an effort to appease an enraged heroine.

The heroine is accorded even a more generous allowance of

excellencies than the hero.^ The first three arc physical, the

first display of emotion in a nature previously exempt {bhdva)y

the movement of eyes and brows betokening the awakening of

love {kdva), and the still more open manifestation of affection.

The next seven are inherent characteristics of the heroine ;
the

brilliance of youth and passion
;
the added touch of loveliness

* N. xxii. 197-206; DR. ii. 22-5; SD. 113-21 ;
R. i. 121-51.

N. xxii, 4-29; DR. ii. 28-39; SD. 126-55 J 190-214, with Bhoja’s views.
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given by love, sweetness, radiance, courage, dignity, and self-

control. Then come ten graces
;
the sportive imitation of the

movements or words of the beloved one, the swift change of

aspect at his arrival, tasteful arrangement of one's ornaments to

increase radiance of appearance, studied confusion of ornaments,

hysteria {kilakincita), in which anger, fear, joy, and tears mingle,

manifestations of affection {mottayita) on hearing the beloved

mentioned or seeing his portrait, pretended anger {kuttamitd) on

the lover touching hair or lip, affected indifference {bibboka), born

of excess of pride, a graceful pose {lalita), and the bashfulness

which forbids speech even when an opportunity presents itself.

To these twenty Vi^vanatha adds eight more graces
;
the pride

which is vain of youth and beauty, the ennui which besets the

maiden in her lover’s absence, the naiveti which displays itself in

pretended ignorance and innocence, the distraction evinced by

ornaments in disorder, wandering glances, and truant words,

curiosity, the meaningless laugh of youth and high spirits, the

tremors of fear causeless but common in the presence of the

lover, and the sportive play of young affection. The same source

gives us in great detail the modes in which the different types of

heroine display their affection, in maidenly modesty or in shame-

less boldness, an analysis showing keen and deep insight into all

the outward manifestations of love at an Indian court. Less

praiseworthy is the perverse ingenuity which enumerates the

different types of heroine, and educes first ia8 from the combina-

tion of the eight forms of relationship to the lover with the six-

teen kinds based on the division of wife, another’s, and hetaera.

These are then multiplied by three on the basis of the division of

all characters as high class, middle class, and low class.

The same division of classes is applied to all the other

characters {pdtra) which can appear in a play, but a much more

fundamental classification is that by sex, masculine, feminine,

and neuter. Most of the roles are such as are incidental to the

life of a palace, for the normal drama deals with the amours of

a king, and his entourage and that of the queen account for

practically all the normal characters of the drama.

The king’s confidant and devoted friend is the Vidusaka,^ a

Brahmin, ludicrous alike in dress, speech, and behaviour. He is a

* N. xii. I2t f.
;
xxi. 126; xxiv. ic6

; DR. ii. 8 ;
SD. 79 ;

R. i. 92.
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misshapen dwarf, baldheaded, with projecting teeth and red eyes,

who makes himself ridiculous by his silly chatter in Prakrit, and

his greed for food and presents of every kind. It is a regular

part of the play for the other characters to make fun of him, but

he is always by the king’s side, and the latter makes him his

confidant in all his affairs of the heart, while the Vidusaka repays

him by willing, if frequently incompetent or unlucky, attempts at

service. The theorists offer no explanation of the anomaly of

a Brahmin in such a curious position, but A9vaghosa already has

the figure, as has Bhasa, though not in his epic dramas, and later

he is established as almost an essential feature in all dramas not

derived from the epic; the chief exception is the Mdlatimd-

dhava, where, however, his place is taken by the hero’s friend in

sport {narmastihrd).

A much less common, but an interesting character is that of

the Vita,^ who resembles, though distantly, the parasite of the

Greek drama
;
he is a poet skilled in the arts, especially music,

acquainted ati fond with the ways of hetaerae, in short a perfect

man of the world with literary and artistic culture to boot. He
is an essential figure in the Bhana, or monologue, in which he

relates his own shady adventures, but in other forms of drama he

plays but a small part ; Kalidasa and Bhavabhuti ignore him,

and, while Harsa depicts him in the Ndgdnanda^ his position

there is episodic
;

in the Mrcchakatikd alone does he attain full

development in his relation to the boastful ^akara. Both these

figures appear also in the Cdriidatta^ ^udraka’s model. The

(Jakara,- brother of a royal concubine, is of low caste, easily

angered and appeased, fond of fine raiment, and proud of his

office, in which, however, he shows himself corrupt and incompe-

tent. He is found also in an episode of the Qaknntald^ but then

fades from the drama leaving, however, a clear suggestion of its

early history.

The king requires in his amours the aid of a messenger {duta) ^

as well as for more serious affairs. The holder of this rdle must

be possessed of loyalty, energy, courage, a good memory, and

adroitness ; he may be given full powers to act as seems best in

each emergency, or have limited authority, or be a mere bearer

^ N. xii. 97 ;
xxiv. 104; DR. ii. 8; SD. 78; Kdmasiiiray p. 58; Schmidt, Beitrdge

uir indischen Eroitk^ pp. 200 ff.

* N. xii. 130; xxiv. 105; DR. ii. 42; SD. 81. SD. 86 f., 158.
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of a message. Others intimately associated with the royal house-

hold are the servants (ceta),^ the mercenaries, Kiratas or Mlecchas,

the chaplain, priest, and other theologians. There are also those

employed in the government of the realm, which the king is only

too pleased to neglect.^ The minister (inantriUy afuatyd) is of

good family, of high intelligence, skilled in affairs human and

divine, and devoted to the interests of the country. The general

(stndpati) is also of high birth, incapable of weakness, skilled in

both the theory and the practice of war, and kind of speech
;

ready to note the weakness of the enemy and to direct at the

suitable moment a campaign against him. The judge {prddvi-

vdka) must be master of the laws and of judicial procedure,

absolutely impartial, devoted to his duty, free from anger or

pride, master of himself. The other officers are required to

possess high qualities of intelligence, activity, and devotion

to duty, while for less important work the king commands

the services of foresters, military officers, and soldiers. The

prince royal (ktimdra) and the friend are also mentioned in the

Ndtjagdstra^ but without detail.

Of women's roles ^ the most important in dignity is that of the

chief queen {mahddevl), the equal in age and rank of her husband,

whose lapses in affection wound her, without robbing her of her

sense of self-respect or dignity. In good fortune or evil she is

devoted to him and seeks ever his welfare. The queen {devt) is

also a daughter of a king, but she is more proud than dignified,

and, intoxicated by her youth and beauty, her mind is set on the

pleasures of love. The favourite {svdniinl) is the daughter of a

general or a minister, seductive by her beauty and intelligence,

honoured by the king and others. There are other types of

concubine {sthdyinl and bhoginl) with characteristics but little

distinctive. The harem includes also the chief attendants

{dyukta), who are charged with the supreme oversight of some

department of the court, the king's personal attendant who is

always with him {anuedrikd)^ the maid who performs his toilet

and holds over him the umbrella of state, the women—called

sometimes Yavanis, once Greek maidens—who act as his body-

guard, and those aged women who are skilled in political tradi-

* N, xxiv. 107 ;
DR. ii. 41 ;

bD. 82. * N. xxiv. 60 ff.

® N, xxiv. 15 ff. The Kamasutra^ of course, covers much the same ground.
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tions and are respected on that score. There are also the princess,

ingSnue and modest, and the duenna {mahattara)^ who among
other things sees to the punctual performance of auspicious rites,

and the more humble adepts in the dance, in song, in handicrafts,

in acting, and in the favourite amusement of swinging the ladies

of the harem. The hetaera is painted in attractive colours
;
she

is thoroughly well educated, exempt from the normal defects of

women, kind of heart, adroit, active, a born coquette, and seduc-

tive in every way. Special importance among these feminine

roles attaches to that of the heroine's messenger, the counterpart

of the hero’s agent. She may be a friend, a slave, a foster-sister,

a neighbour, a workwoman, or an artiste, or strangely enough,

a nun, usually of Buddhist connexions, a curious and interesting

sidelight on Indian views of the devotees of that faith. The

doorkeeper {pratlkari) has the function of announcing to the

king such political events as the declaration of war and the con-

clusion of peace.

The neuter roles’ are filled by men who have either taken

vows of chastity, or have been deprived of virility in order to

permit of their employment in the harem. The Snataka is a

Brahmin, who has completed his course of religious study, is

familiar with religious and social affairs
;
he resides within the

palace. The chamberlain {kanctikin) is an old Brahmin, worn out

in the service of the king, but still mentally alert and skilled in

his business of conveying the royal orders in the palace. The

eunuchs {varsadhara^ nirniunda^ iipasthdyikd) are effeminate and

cowardly but not lacking in savoir faire ; they find employment

in the king’s amours.

The nomenclature^ of the characters is in some measure regu-

lated by rule
;
the name of a hetaera should end in dattd^ send,

or siddhd, as does that of Vasantasena in the Cdrndatta
;
that of

a merchant in datia as in Carudatta ;
that of the Vidusaka from

spring or a flower, but in the Avimdraka he is styled Samtusta ;

that of a servant, male or female, should be derived from some

object, which occurs in descriptions of the seasons, &c., as in the

names Kalahansa and Mandarika in the Mdlatimddhava ;
those

of Kapalikas, a species of ascetics, should end in ghanta as in

Aghoraghanta in the same play.

* N. xxiv. 50 ff. ® SD. 436. R. iii. 323-38 gives very elaborate details.
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There is also an elaborate etiquette ^ as to the mode of

addressing the diverse personages. A king is styled thus by

ascetics, but Deva or Svamin by his courtiers ;
his charioteer

and Brahmins generally hail him as Ayusmant ‘long-lived’,

while inferiors style him Bhatta, ‘ master The crown prince is

styled Svamin, like his father ; the other princes of the blood

{bhartrddraka)y but also common people, Bhadramukha or

Saumya, preceded by he in the latter case, terms designed to

conciliate by attributing to those addressed the qualities they are

desired to show.^ The style Bhagavant, ‘ blessed is appropriate

to the gods, to great sages and saints
;
Arya, ‘ noble is appro-

priate to Brahmins, ministers, and elder brothers, while a wife

should address her husband as Aryaputra. Sages address an

ascetic as Sadhu
;
ministers are styled Amatya or Saciva

;
the

king calls his Vidusaka, and is called by him, Vayasya, ‘ friend

Sugrhitabhidha, ‘ well named one ’, is the address ^ of a pupil to

his master, a son to a father, or a younger to an elder brother,

while the latter in return uses Tata or Vatsa, both affectionate

and condescending terms, suitable also for use to a son, or any

person who owes one respect. Heretics should be given the

styles they affect, thus a Buddhist should be hailed as Bhadanta ;

^akas should be styled by such terms as Bhadradatta. The
interjection Hahho may be used between men of middle rank,

Hande between common people. The Vidusaka addresses the

queen and her ladies as Bhavati ;
otherwise the queen is styled

Bhattinl or Svamini, a wife as Arya, a princess Bhartrdarika, a

hetaera Ajjuka, a go-between or aged dame Amba
;
Hala is used

between friends of equal rank, Hahja is addressed to a servant.

5. The Sentiments

The most original and interesting part of dramatic theory is

the gradual definition of the nature of the sentiment which it is

the aim of the performance to evoke in the mind of the audience.^

* N. xvii. 73 ff. ; DR. ii, 62 6; SD. 431 flf. ; Levi, TI. i. 129, corrected JA. s^r. 9,

xix. 97 f. ;
R. iii. 306-32.

* A child may thus be addressed by persons of low rank, SD. 431 ;
cf. Mrcchakatikd^

X. p. 160.

* For another style, cf. Hdsyacuiidmani, p. 124; Upadhyayny R. iii. 309.
^ P . Regnaud, Rhitoriqut Sanskrite^ pp. 266 ff.

;
Jacobi, DMG. Ivi. 394 f.

;

M. Lindenau, BtUrdge zur aitindischen Rasalehre^ Leipzig, 1913. See N. vi. and vii.

;

DR. iv.
; SD. iii.

; R. . 398-^. 265.
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The statement of the Ndtyagdstra is simple. Sentiment is pro-

duced from the union of the determinants {vibhdva)^ the conse-

quents {anubhdva)^ dind the transitory feelings (vyabhicdrin). The
determinants fall in the later classification into two divisions, the

fundamental determinants {dlantbaua) and the excitant deter-

minants {nddtpand)\ fundamental determinants comprise such

things as the heroine or the hero, for without them there can be

no creation of sentiment in the audience
;
excitant determinants

are such conditions of place and time and circumstance as serve

to foster sentiment when it has arisen, for instance the moon, the

cry of the cuckoo, the soft breeze from Malaya, all things which

foster the erotic sentiment. The consequents are the external

manifestations of feeling, by which the actors exhibit to the

audience the minds and hearts of the persons of the drama, such

as sidelong glances, a smile, a movement of the arm, and—though

this is but slightly indicated in later texts— his words.^ A special

class is later made of those consequents, which are the involun-

tary product of sympathetic realization of the feeling of the

person portrayed, and hence are called Sattvika, as arising from

a heart which is ready to appreciate the sorrows or joys of

another {sattvd)
;

these are paralysis, fainting, horripilation,

perspiration, change of colour, trembling, weeping, and change of

voice. The transitory or evanescent feelings are given as thirty-

three
;
they are discouragement, weakness, apprehension, weari-

ness, contentment, stupor, joy, depression, cruelty, anxiety, fright,

envy, indignation, arrogance, recollection, death, intoxication,

dreaming, sleeping, awakening, shame, epilepsy, distraction, assu-

rance, indolence, agitation, deliberation, dissimulation, sickness,

insanity, despair, impatience, and inconstancy. But these factors

are not sufficient to account for sentiment, nor does the Ndtya-

gdstra intend this. It recognizes that an essential element in the

production of sentiment is the dominant emotion {sthdyibhdva)

which persists throughout the drama amid the variations of the

transitory feelings
;

it stands to the other factors in the position

of the king to his subjects or a master to his pupils, as the ^astra

says; it is, says the Dagarupa, the source of delight, and brings

into harmony with itself the transitory states of feeling.

’ Mati-gupta (Hall, DR., p. 33) subdivides sentiment as produced bywords;

mpathya^ generated by appropriate garlands, ornaments, clothes, &c. ; svdhhdvika^

produced by such natural excellencies as beauty, youth, grace, firmness, courage, &c.
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It is the dominant emotions which in some fashion determine

or become sentiments even in the view of the NMjagastra^ though

in it there is clearly difficulty in conceiving the precise significa-

tion of the process, a fact revealed in a tendency to confuse the

terms emotion and sentiment, Bhava and Rasa. In Bhatta

Lollata^ we have a determined effort to make clear the implica-

tion of the doctrine. The dominant emotion of love, for instance,

generated by a fundamental determinant such as a maiden,

inflamed by an excitant determinant such as a pleasant garden,

made cognizable by consequents such as sidelong^ glances and

embraces, and strengthened by transitory feelings such as desire,

becomes the erotic sentiment first of all in the hero of the drama,

e. g. Rama. The sentiment is subsequently attributed to the

actor who imitates the hero in form, dress, and action, and so

it becomes the source of charm to the audience. The fatal

objection to this theory is clear
;

it fails to recognize that

the sentiment must be that of the spectator himself
;

he

cannot have enjoyment of a sentiment which exists merely

in the actor as a secondary outcome of its existence in

Rama. Moreover, the actor whose chief aim is to please the

audience and earn money need not feel at all the emotions of

Rama, while, if he does so, he is then in the same position as a

spectator.

The view of Lollata, which is classed as one of the production

{utpatti) of sentiment and regarded as that of the Mimansa school,

is opposed by the doctrine of Qri9ankuka, regarded as the Naiya-

yika view, which interprets the manifestation of sentiment as a

process of inference. The emotions, love, &c., are inferred to

exist in the actor, though not really present in him, by means of

the determinants, &c., cleverly exhibited in his acting; the

emotion thus inferred, being sensed by the audience, through

its exquisite beauty, adds to itself a peculiar charm and thus

finally develops into the state of a sentiment in the spectator.

This view, however, is open to the fatal objection that it is com-

monly admitted that it is not inference, or any other derivative

mode of knowledge, which produces charm, but perception alone,

and no adequate ground exists for disregarding this general

truth in this case.

* Ekdvalif iii, pp. 86 ff.
; Kfwyapyakdfa (ed. 1889), PP‘ Ct. K., pp. 173-5.
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In Bhatta Nayaka’ we find yet a different point of view, which

denies either the production {utpatti) of sentiment, its perception

or apprehension {praiiti) or its revelation (abhivyakti). If senti-

ment is perceived as appertaining to another, then it cannot

personally affect oneself. But it cannot be perceived as present

in oneself as a result of study of a work about Rama
;
there are

no factors present in the self to produce any such result
;

it is

impossible to hold that an emotion dormant in oneself is called

to life by seeing or reading the story of Rama
;
experience shows

that one's own beloved does not come up to one’s mind to raise

love, nor could a tale of a goddess evoke the picture of a mortal

amour
;
again, such marvellous deeds as Rama’s have nothing

common to mortal efforts so as to be able to awake conceptions

of acts of our own. Thus sentiment cannot be apprehended.

Nor is it a case of production
;

if so, no one would go twice to a

play of a pathetic type, since one would experience actual misery

as the result, in lieu of a pleasant melancholy
;
again the sight of

lovers united does not in real life produce sentiment. Nor is a

case of the revelation of something existing potentially {gaktU

rupa). If this were so, then, when the potential emotions were

let loose, they would occupy their field of action in diverse

degrees—thus contradicting the nature of sentiment as one;

moreover there would be the same difficulties as in the case of

apprehension as to whether revelation applied to the hero or

oneself. The true solution, therefore, is to ascribe to a poem a

peculiar threefold potency of its own, the power of denotation

{abhidha)^ which deals with what is expressed, the power of

realization {bhdvakatva)^ which relates to the sentiment, and the

power of enjoyment {bhojakatva)^ which has regard to the

audience. If denotation were all, there would be no difference

between poetic figures and manuals, there would be absence of

the distinctions produced by divergence of literal and meta-

phorical sense, and the avoidance of harsh sounds would be

needless. As it is, we have the second function of realization of

sentiment, which causes the expressed sense to serve as the basis

of the sentiment, and confers on the determinants, &c., the

essential feature of being appropriated by the audience as

universal. From this comes the appreciation by the audience

^ See also Abhinavagupta, DhvanisaMetaj pp. 67 f,
;
Alaihkarasatvasva^ p. 9.
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of the sentiment, an appreciation consisting in a mental condition

made up entirely of the element of goodness or truth {sattva),

uninfluenced by the other elements of passion {rajas) and dullness

{tamas)^ that is, entirely free from desire, comparable with medita-

tion on the absolute. This condition is the vital element
;
the

enjoyment ranks above the aesthetic equipment ^ which renders

it possible. To this theory which is sometimes ascribed to the

Samkhya,^ and called the Bhuktivada, doctrine of the enjoy-

ment of sentiment, the objection is made that the two powers

ascribed to poetry, realization, and enjoyment, have no legitimate

foundation.

The view finally adopted by the theorists is that defended, but

not first enunciated, by Abhinavagupta, based on the general

doctrine of suggestion (vyahjana) as lying at the basis of all

poetic pleasure. The spectator's state of mind must be con-

sidered
;

it is in him that from experience of life there come into

being emotional complexes, which lie dormant, ready to be called

into activity by the reading of poems or by seeing plays per-

formed. Those whose life has left them barren of impressions of

emotions are, accordingly, incapable of relishing dramas, a fate

which awaits men whose minds are intent merely on grammar or

on the complexities of the Mimansa. The sentiment thus excited

is peculiar, in that it is essentially universal in character
;

it is

common to all other trained spectators, and it has essentially no

personal significance. A sentiment is thus something very dif-

ferent from an ordinary emotion; it is generic and disinterested,

while an emotion is individual and immediately personal. An
emotion again may be pleasant or painful, but a sentiment is

marked by that impersonal joy, characteristic of the contempla-

tion of the supreme being by the adept, a bliss which is abso-

lutely without personal feeling. There is in fact a close parallel

between the man of taste {sahrdaya) ’^ dXiA the adept {yogin)\ both

have in them the possibility of attaining this bliss, and, to make
it real, the one must investigate the determinants, &c., while the

other must apply himself to concentration on the absolute. It is

' The term is vyutpatti\ it is explained by Abhinavagupta, op. cit,^ p. 70; GGA.

mh P* 305f n. I.

* The reference to Brahman shows that we have here the same fusion of doctrine as

in Sadananda*s Ved&ntasara,

® In the same sense we have rasika and bhavaka (e.g. R., p. 170),
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this peculiar nature of sentiment which forbids it being created

as the result of denotation or indication by speech, of perception,

inference, or recollection. It cannot exist without determi-

nants, &c., but these are not in the normal sense causes
;
an

effect can exist when its causes have disappeared, but sentiment

exists only while the determinants, &c., last
;
the terms used in

this regard are one and all distinct from the normal terminology

of causation. Sentiment is something supernatural {alaukika)

;

its relations to the factors may be compared with that of a

beverage to the black pepper, candied sugar, camphor, &c., which

compose it, but of which as such no trace remains in the liquor

as produced. This characteristic enables us to understand how
it is that the list of sentiments includes that of horror or odium

{bibhatsa) and that of fear {bhaydnaka)^ as well as the pathetic

sentiment. These are awakened into life by things which cause

disgust, fear, and grief in ordinary life, and these emotions in

real life are far from pleasant in any sense of that term. l?ut,

conveyed as ideal and generic, they produce this supernatural

pleasure or happiness, which is not to be compared with normal

pleasure, just as the joy of the contemplation of the absolute is

not to be described as pleasure in the ordinary sense. Bhanu-

datta, in his Rasatarangini, a work composed before A. D. 1437,

distinguishes Rasa as natural (laukika) and supernatural or tran-

scendental
;
the former is the emotion experienced in ordinary

life—which may more conveniently be distinguished as Bhava,

—

the latter includes the emotion experienced in dream experiences,

in the building of castles in the air, and in the appreciation of

poetry, and he is careful to emphasize the totally different nature

of the natural and the transcendental emotion.

The doctrine set out in Abhinavagupta is also that of the

Dagarupa, although it is rendered more obscure there by the

brevity of its exposition. The process of transformation of an

emotion to a sentiment is formally described
;

‘ a dominant feel-

ing or emotion becomes a sentiment when it is transformed into

an object of enjoyment through the co-operation of the deter-

minants, the consequents, including the involuntary manifesta-

tions of feeling, and the transitory feelings The sense is made
^ vi. 7 ff.

;
Huizinga, De Vidusaka in het indisch tooneel^ pp. 67 ff.

“ vibhdvair anubhdvai^ ca sdttvikair vyahhicaribhih

dniyanidnah svddyatvam sthdyi bhdvo rasah smriafy, (iv. 1.) Cf. R. ii. 169.
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further precise by the assertion^ that the dominant emotion

becomes a sentiment, because it is enjoyed by the spectator of

taste, and he is actually at present in existence ;
the sentiment

is not located in the hero whose actions are represented, for he

belongs to the past, nor does it appertain to the poem, for that is

not the object of the poem—its function being to set out the

determinants, &c., through which the dominant emotion is brought

out and generates the sentiment,—nor is sentiment the apprehen-

sion by the spectator of the emotions enacted by the actor, since

in that case spectators would feel not sentiment, but an emotion

varying in the different individuals, just as in real life from

seeing a pair in union those who see them feel according to their

nature shame, envy, desire, or aversion. The position of the

spectator is compared to that of the child which, when it plays

with its clay elephants—the ancient equivalent of our tin soldiers

—experiences the sensation of its own energy as pleasant
;
the

deeds of Arjuna arouse a like feeling in the spectator's mind.

This experiencing sentiment is a manifestation of that joy which

is innate as the true nature of the self, and this manifestation

comes into being as the result of the pervasion of the mind of

the spectator with the dominant emotion and the determi-

nants, &c., in combination.

An effort is made to describe the precise nature of the mental

activity involved in the enjoyment of sentiment, and to base

upon it a division of the sentiments. The four sentiments of love,

heroism, horror, and fury are taken as primary, and brought into

connexion with mental conditions described as the unfolding

{vikdsa), expansion {vistara), agitation {ksobha)^ and movement
to and fro {viksepa) of the mind.*^ These are evidently mental

conditions, believed to be reached by introspection, and they

have the merit of giving a quasi-psychological rationale for the

doctrine of four primary and four secondary sentiments found in

the Ndtyagdstra? But there was no early agreement on this

piece of psychology
;

Abhinavagupta,* with Bhatta Nayaka,

accepts only three aspects of mental condition as involved, the

melting (druti), expansion, and unfolding, a division which is

applied also in the theory of poetics to justify the doctrine of the

^ iv. 36 ff.

2 iv.41; R., p. 175,1. I.

* vi. 39-41.
^ Dhvanisamkeia

, pp . 68
,
70

.
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existence of three qualities only of words.^ On Dhanarhjaya’s

view the sentiment of calm which he denies for drama,^ if it

exists at all, must be regarded as combining all the four mental

aspects above distinguished.

It is now possible to understand clearly the essential relation

of the spectator to the actors
;
we see on the stage, for instance,

Rama and Sita, who excites his affection, aided by suitable

circumstances of time and place
;
this affection is intimated by

speech and gesture alike, which indicate both the dominant

emotion of love and its transient shapes in the various stages of

love requited. The spectacle evokes in the mind of the spec-

tator the impressions of the emotion of love which experience

has planted there, and this ideal and generic excitation of the

emotion produces in him that sense of joy which is known as

sentiment. The fullness of the enjoyment depends essentially

on the nature and experience of the spectator, to whom it falls to

identify himself with the hero or other character, and thus to

experience in ideal form his emotions and feelings. Jie may
even succeed in his effort to the extent that he weeps real tears,

feels terror and sorrow, but the sentiment is still one of exquisite

joy. We may compare the thrill of pleasure which the most

terrifying narration excites in us, and we are all conscious of the

sweetness of sad tales.

Vi^vanatha insists very strongly on the necessity of the

identification of the spectator with the personages depicted,

a process which enables him to accept without any difficulty

such episodes of extraordinary character as Hanumant*s leap

over the ocean.^ He must not treat the emotion of love as his

own, for in that case it would never become a sentiment
;

it

would remain a feeling, and in the case of fear, for instance, it

would cause pain, not joy. Nor must he regard it as belonging

solely to the hero, for then it would remain his feeling, and in no

wise affect the spectator or become a sentiment. Similarly, the

determinants, &c., are not to be treated as pertaining to the

hero alone
;
they must be felt as generic. This generic action

{sddhdranl krti) is the essential feature, replacing the generic

power which Bhatta Nayaka attributes to poetry. We can now

^ See § 6 below. 2 jy ^3. Cf. R., p. 171.
^ SD. 4r. This possibility is denied by Bhntta Nayaka.

2717 X
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see clearly the position of the actor
;
the Ndtya^dstra^ bids him

as far as possible to assume the emotions of the person whom he

represents, and to depict them by costume, speech, movements,

and gestures as his own, but Vi^vanatha ^ is more anxious to

insist that the sentiment is not necessarily to be found in the

actor, who often merely performs mechanically his part according

to rote and rule
;

if he actually does experience the feelings he

portrays, then he becomes in so far a spectator.*^ Further, he

points out the simultaneous presence of all the factors is by no

means essential, for the existence of one will revive the others by

force of the association of ideas. He insists also on the necessity

of experience and cultivation of the power of imagination in one

who seeks to enjoy sentiment; as we are by virtue of the

doctrine of transmigration—or if we prefer to modernize, by
heredity—endowed with the germs of the capacity of apprecia-

tion, we can normally by study of poetical works develop the

capacity, but, if we devote ourselves to the study of grammar or

philosophy, we shall certainly deaden our susceptibilities. The
difficult problem, why much study of poetry leaves some still

unable to relish the sentiment, is explained by the convenient

hypothesis that demerit in a previous birth intervenes to frus-

trate present effort. He refutes at length the effort of Mahiman
Bhatta^ to destroy the whole doctrine of suggestion in poetry by

the doctrine of inference
;
doubtless by inference we could arrive

at a belief in the existence of an emotion in the heroes mind but

that inference would not produce any effect in us or arouse senti-

ment
; a logician might make the inference and draw the correct

conclusion, but would remain cold and unmoved. Suggestive-

ness, he shows, is absolutely essential as a function of words and

as the characteristic of poetry, giving it power to create senti-

ment. What is expressed may be understood by every one
;
the

man of taste alone appreciates the suggestion and enjoys the

flavour resulting.

Now sentiment is one, it is a single, ineffable, transcendental

joy, but it can be subdivided, not according to its own nature,

' xxvi. i8 f. Cf. Aristotle, Poetics, xvii. 1455 a 30.

^ SD. 50 ff. So such a great actress as Sarah Bernhardt might feel emotion in

acquiring her part, but not in the daily performance.

• Ekdvall, p. 88 ; PR. iv. 40.

VyMiviveka {Trivandrum Sansktit Series, no. v).
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but according to the emotions which evoke it. Thus the Natya-

gastra recognizes the existence of eight emotions or dominant

feelings
;
love (rati), mirth {hdsa), anger {krodhd)y sorrow (goka),

energy (utsdha), terror (Maya), disgust (jngupsd), and astonish-

ment (vismaya), and corresponding to these eight emotions we

have eight forms of sentiment. The erotic sentiment (grhgdra-

rasa) is of two kinds, the union (sambhoga) or sundering (vipra-

lambha) of two lovers, according to the Qastra and the great

mass of theorists, but the Dagarupa^ distinguishes three cases,

privation (ayoga), sundering (viprayoga), and union. Privation

denotes Ihe inability of two young hearts to secure union, because

of obstacles to their marriage
;

such love passes through ten

stages,^ longing, anxiety, recollection, enumeration of the loved

one’s merits, distress, raving, insanity, fever, stupor, and death.

Sundering may be due to absence or resentment, and this in its

turn may be caused by a quarrel between two determined lovers,

or indignation at finding out, by sight, hearing or inference, that

one’s lover is devoted to another. The hero may counteract

anger by conciliation, by winning over her friends, by gifts, by

humility, by indifference, and by distracting her attention.

Absence again may be due to business, to accident, or a curse
;

if the reason is death the love sentiment cannot, in Dhanamjaya’s

view, be present, though others allow of a pathetic variety of

this sentiment.'^ In union the lover should avoid vulgarity or

annoyance.

The heroic (vlra) sentiment corresponds to the emotion of

energy
;

it may take the three forms of courage in battle as in

Rama
;
compassion as in Jimutavahana ;

and liberality as in

Para^urama. Assurance, contentment, arrogance, and joy are

the transitory states connected with it. The sentiment of fury

(raudra) is based on anger
;

its transitory states are indignation,

intoxication, recollection, inconstancy, envy, cruelty, agitation,

and the like. The comic (hdsya) sentiment depends on mirth,

which is caused by one’s own or another’s strange appearance,

speech, or attire.^ The transitory states in connexion with it are

' iv. 47 ff. Cf. R. ii. 170 ff.

^ Cf. Haas, DR., pp. 133, 150; R. ii. 178-201, where a list of twelve, with desire

and eagerness prefixed, is rejected.

® Cf. R., pp. 189 f. ^ Cf. Aristotle, Poetics, v. 1449 « 36.
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sleeping, indolence, weariness, weakness, and stupor. The senti-

ment of wonder (adbhuta) is based on astonishment
;

the tran-

sitory states are usually joy, agitation, and contentment. The

sentiment of terror [bhaydnahci) is based on terror
;
the states

associated with it are depression, agitation, distraction, fright,

and the like. The pathetic (kartma) sentiment is based on

sorrow
;

its associated states are sleeping, epilepsy, depression,

sickness, death, indolence, agitation, despair, stupor, insanity,

anxiety, and so forth. The sentiment of horror or odium

{blbhatsa) is based on disgust
;

its associated states are agitation,

sickness, apprehension, and the like. In each case the theorists

give in full the determinants and the consequents of each emo-

tion, which becomes a sentiment, and a special colour is ascribed

to each
;

it is not surprising to find that red is associated with

fury, black with fear; whiteness may, in association with the

comic sentiment, be explained by the flashing teeth of a laughing

maiden, and the dark {gydma) colour of the erotic sentiment is a

reflex of the favoured hue of the beloved
;

grey accords with

pathos, but the connexion of yellow with wonder, dark blue

with horror, and orange with heroism is not obvious. It is also

artificial to find four primary and four secondary sentiments laid

down; the erotic, the furious, the heroic, and that of horror,

whence in order are supposed to develop the comic, the pathetic,

that of wonder and that of terror. The Ndtyagdstra recognizes

these eight only,^ but later authorities add the sentiment of calm

{(dnta) based on indifference to worldly things (nirveda)^ although

this is in the ^astra merely a transitory feeling. Those who
follow the ^astra contend that there is no such sentiment, for it

is impossible to destroy utterly love, hatred, and other feelings,

which have been operative from time without beginning
; others

admit the existence of the sentiment, as does Mammata, but not

in drama, on the ground that indifference to all worldly things is

incapable of being represented. But this also is erroneous
;
the*

actor's power of representing indifference is not in point, as it is

the spectator who is to feel the sentiment, and the fact that the

^astra places it first, in the list of transitory states, though that

would normally be an inauspicious beginning, indicates that it

was meant to serve both as an emotion and a transitory feeling,

' Save for a late reading in vi. 15.
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and it is fully recognized by Vidyadhara, Vi9vanatha, and Jagan-

natha, though Dhanarhjaya barely admits it.^ The interrela-

tions of the sentiments, their possible combinations, their

harmonies and conflicts, are detailed at length.

The sentiments may all be employed in drama, but there are

rules affecting their use. In each play there should be a domi-

nant sentiment
;

in the Nataka it should be the erotic or the

heroic
;
other sentiments are merely auxiliary, but that of wonder

is especially appropriate in the denouement
; indeed something in

the way of supernatural intervention is often convenient to extri-

cate the plot. An excess of sentiments is as bad as a defect ;
if

there are too many they destroy the unity of the whole and

detach it into a series of ill-connected fragments, while the exces-

sive use of action and of rhetorical display is equally destructive

to the merit of a piece.

The ^akuntald illustrates excellently the sentiment of love as

the ruling motive of the play
;
the heroic sentiment appears in

the verses in Act II in which the hermits extol the 1^‘ng
;
the

horrible in Act VI in the scene in which Matali menaces the

Vidusaka
;
terror is evoked by the description of the dusk at the

close of Act III
;
the whole play from the arrival of Kanva in

Act IV to the departure of ^akuntala produces the sentiment of

pathos, while that of fury is called into being by the close of

Act VI from the despairing cries of the Vidusaka to the entry

of Matali
;
finally wonder is aroused by the strange incident at

the close when the king picks up the bracelet fallen from the

arm of the child which, unknown to him, is his own son by the

wife whom he has in ignorance repudiated. The Natikas afford

excellent examples of the erotic sentiment
;
Harsa, in complete

accord with the rules of the drama, helps out his plot in both the

Ratndvall and the Priyadargikd by the use of incidents evoking

the sentiment of wonder
;
the imprisonment of Sagarika in the

former play evokes the sentiment of pathos, while terror is

excited by the description in Act II of the wild confusion caused

by the monkey’s escape from the royal mews. The sentiment

of fury is frequently evoked in the Mahdvlracarita and the

* Sec Dlianika, DR. iv. 33; SD. 2^0 \
Ekdvalii pp. 96 ff. Other sentiments aie

sometimes recognized, such as friendship, faith, and devotion ;
cf. Rasagangadhara.^

p. 45. Bhoja admits love only. An example of calm is the Prabodkacandrodaya.

Cf. Jacobi, ZDMG. Ivi. 395; R., p. lyr.
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Venlsamhdra
;
the Mdlathnddhava affords excellent illustrations

evoking horror, while the Mahdviracarita is permeated by

the sentiment of heroism. The Nagdnanda reveals heroism in

another aspect, that of the perfection of compassion and nobility,

for, as we have seen, Jimutavahana is not to be regarded as a

hero in whom calm prevails.

There is doubtless pedantry in the theory of sentiment
;
the

choice of eight emotions, the subordination to them of transitory

states, the enumeration of determinants and consequents, are

largely dominated by empiricism, and not explained or justified.

But in its essentials the theory may be admitted to be a bold and

by no means negligible attempt to indicate the essential character

of the emotional effect of drama.

6. The Dramatic Styles and Languages

Plot, characters, and sentiment are not the only constituent

elements of drama
;
the poet must be an adept in adopting the

appropriate manner^ or style {yrtti), for each action of the hero

;

the style adds to the play the indefinable element of perfection

which is present in the highest beauty of feature or dress. The
manners allowed by the Ndtyagdsira are four, the graceful

{kaigiki)y the grand {sdttvati), the violent {drabhati)^ and the

verbal (bhdratl), which owes its name to the fact that, unlike

the others, it depends for its effect on words, not action.

The graceful manner is appropriate to the erotic sentiment
;

it

employs song, dance, and lovely raiment, admits both male and

female roles, and depicts love, gallantry, coquetry, and jesting.

It admits of four varieties. The first is pleasantry {narnian)^ which

is based on what is comic in speech, dress, or movement in the

actors
;
the pleasantry may be purely comic, or be mingled with

love, or even with fear, as when Susarhgata makes fun of Sagarika

and adds that she will tell the queen of the episode of the picture.^

When love is mingled, it may serve to evince affection, or to ask

for a response, or to impute a fault on the lover's part. A comedy
of costume is seen in the Ndgdnanda where the Vita, misled by his

* N. XX. 25-63; DK. ii. 44-57; iii. 5; SD. 385. 410-21; R. i. 244-94, which

expressly denies a fifth manner composed of the four.

* Ratnavalt, ii. R. i. 275 gives pa pa pdhi hi hlti as an instance of comic fear

exhibited in speech.
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garments, mistakes the Vidusaka for a woman
;
a comedy of action

in the Mdlavikdgnimitra where Nipunika punished the Vidusaka

by dropping on him a stick which he takes, naturally enough, for

a snake. The second form is the outburst of affection {narma-

sphurjay at the first meeting of lovers, which ends in a note of

fear, as in the meeting of the king and Malavika in Act IV of the

Mdlavikdgnimitra. Thirdly, there is the manifestation of a recent

love by physical signs {narmasphota)i^ and, fourth, the develop-

ment of affection {nannagarbha), illustrated by the adoption of

a disguise by the hero to attain his end, as when Vatsa in the

Priyadargika comes on the scene in the garb of Manorama.^

The grand manner is appropriate to the sentiments of heroism,

wonder, and fury, and in a less degree to the pathetic and erotic.

Virtue, courage, self-sacrifice, compassion, and righteousness are

its subjects, not sorrow. Its divisions are the challenge {utthd-

paka)^ as in the Mahdviracarita, Act V, Valin defies Rama
;

breach of alliance (samghdtya) among one’s foes, which may be

brought about by deliberate stratagem, as in the Mudrdrdksasa^

or by fate, as in the Rama dramas Vibhisana severs himself from

Ravana
;
change of action (parivartaka) as when in the MahdvU

racarita Para9urama offers to embrace Rama, whom he came to

overthrow
;
and the dialogue {sanildpa) of warriors such as that

of Rama and Para9urama in the same play.

The violent manner accords with the sentiments of fury, horror,

and terror. It employs magic, conjuration, conflicts, rage, fury,

and underhand devices. Its elements include, first, the almost

immediate construction {saihksipti) of some object by artificial

means, such as the elephant of mats made to contain Udayana’s

men in the lost Udayanacarita
;
but others interpret this member

as a sudden change of hero, whether real, as in the substitution

of Valin for Sugriva, or merely a change of heart on the hero’s

part, as in Para9urama’s submission to Rama
;
in either case only

a secondary hero can change or be changed, else the unity of the

drama would disappear. The other elements are the creation of

an object by magic means {vastuttkdpana)
;
the angry meeting of

* Ur narmasphanja.

* All alternative is love enjoyment interrupted, as in the Ratndvaliy ii. 17 ; R. i. 278.

^ A variant ascribed to Bharata is fjiven in R. i. 279, where a hero dies and another

fills his place, e. g. Ravana replaced by Vibhisana.
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two persons who end by fighting [sampheta)^ as do Madhava and

Aghoraghanta in the Malatlmddhava
;
and a scene of tumul-

tuous disturbance {avapdta)^ such as that when the monkey
escapes in the Ratndvali or of the attack on Vindhyaketu in the

Priyadargikd^ Act I.

The verbal manner is based on sound, as the other three are on

sense. The voice only is its means of expression
;
women may

not use it, and the men must speak Sanskrit
;
these actors bear

the name Bharata, which is appropriated to this manner. It is

adapted to all the sentiments, or, according to the Ndtyagdstra^

only to those of heroism, wonder, and fury. Its elements are, in

true scholastic fashion, likewise reckoned as four
;
two of them,

the propitiation (prarocand), and the introduction {dmiikka^ pra~

stdvand), essentially belong to the prologue of the drama, and will

be considered in that connexion
;
the other two are given as the

garland {vlthl) and the farce, which are species of drama. But

the theorists agree that the elements {ahgd) of the garland ^ are

applicable in any part of the drama, especially the first juncture,

and they are evidently an essential part of the verbal manner.

The first element is the abrupt dialogue (udgkdtya), which

takes either the form of a series of questions and answers in

explanation of something not at once understood, or a mono-

logue of question and reply. The second is continuance (avala-

gitd) of one section by another in substitution, as where, when

Sita has decided to go to the forest for pleasure, Rama is

persuaded to let her go indeed, but into exile, or, according to

Dhanarhjaya alone, where there is a sudden turn in an event in

progress.^ The third is the Prapanca, which passes for a comic

dialogue, in which two actors frankly set out each other’s

demerits,^ or, according to Vi9vanatha, such a clever ruse as that

of Nipunika in the Vikramorvagi^ Act II, where she worms out

from the Vidusaka the king’s infatuation. The triple explana-

tion {irigatd), a term which is used in a different sense in the rule

regarding the prologue, seems to denote guesses made at the

cause of a sound, which in its character is ambiguous and may
be, e.g. the hum of the bees, the cry of the cuckoo, or the music

^ N. xviii. 106-16; DR. iii. 11-18; SD. 289, 293, 521-32; R. i. 164-74.

^ The first kind is illustrated by Utlararamacariia^ i ;
the second by a citation from

the Chalitardma.

® As in the Virabhadtavijrmbkana^ R* i. i68.
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made by celestial maidens^ Cheating (chald) denotes the use of

words of seeming courtesy but boding ill, as in the inquiry for

Duryodhana, their foe, by Bhima and Arjuna in the Venlsani-

hdra^ Act V. The repartee {vdkkelt) produces comic effect in a

series of questions and answers
;
but the same term is applied to

the interruption of a sentence by Dhanamjaya, and by Vigvanatha

to a single reply to many questions. Outvying {adhibala or

atibala) applies to a dialogue in which those conversing vie with

one another in violence, as in the discussion of Arjuna, Bhima,

and Duryodhana in the Venisamhdra, Act V. The abrupt

remark (ganda) is one which intervenes vitally in the tale
;
thus

in the Uttarardmacarita Rama has just declared that separation

from Sita would be unbearable, when the porteress announces

Durmukha, the spy of the king, who comes to destroy the king’s

happiness. Reinterpretation {avasyandita) is the taking up of an

expression which has escaped one in a different sense
;
thus in

the Chalitardma^ Sita carelessly tells her sons to go to Ayodhya
and greet their father, and seeks to remedy this slip by insisting

that the king is father of his people. The enigma {ndlikd) con-

ceals the sense under joking words. Incoherent talk {asatpra-

Idpa) is the speech of one just awake, drunk, asleep, or

childish
;
such are the hero’s words in Vikramorvagi^ Act IV.

In another sense, admitted by Vi9vanatha, it denotes good

advice thrown away, as in the Venisamkdra^ Act I, Gandhari’s

admonition of Duryodhana. Humorous speech (vydhdrd) is a

remark made for the sake of some one else, which provokes a

laugh, as when the Vidusaka in the Mdlavikdgniniitra^ Act II, by

his chatter makes the damsel laugh, and permits the king longer

to gaze on her charms. Mildness {mrdava) denotes the turning

of evil into good, or vice versa, as when in the ^akimtald, Act II,

the virtues of hunting, a vice in the eyes of the sacred law, are

extolled.

It is an essential defect of Indian theory in all its aspects that

it tends to divisions which are needless and confusing. Besides

the elements of the garland we find thirty-three dramatic orna-

ments {ndtydlamkdra) and thirty-six characteristics or beauties

{lakmna)^ which cannot be distinguished as two classes on any

^ Ah in the Abhi> amamghava. ® SD. 47 *""50

3

*

^ N. xvii. 6-39; SD. 435-70; 36 bhmanani^ K. hi. 97-137.
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conceivable theory,^ for both consist largely of modes of exposi-

tion and figures of thought and diction, while they also contain,

as recognized by Dhanamjaya, a number of feelings which fall

within the sphere of sentiment and its discussion. Thus we find

as ornaments the benediction, the lamentation, raillery, the use

of argument to support a view (iipapatti), the prayer, the expres-

sion of resolution, the reproach, the provocation, the adduction

of a common opinion in order to administer covertly a rebuke,

the request, the narrative, reasoning, and the telling of a story.

The beauties again include the combination of merits of style

with poetic figures
;
the grouping of letters to make up a name ;

the use of analogy and example
;
the citation of admitted facts

to refute incorrect views
; the fitting of expression to the sense

;

the explanation by reasoning of a fact which is not capable of

sense perception; the description of an object from the point

of view of place, time, or shape ; the indication of a characteris-

tic which serves to distinguish two objects otherwise alike
;
the

allusion to the truth of the literal meaning of a name ; the use of

the names of famous persons in a eulogy of some living being
;

the expression unconsciously, under the influence of passion, of

the contrary of what one means
;

the statement in succession

{nidld) of several means to attain a desired object
;
the expres-

sion of two different views, one of which in reality strengthens

the* other
;

the reproach ;
the question

;
the use of common-

places
;

eulogy
;

the employment of a comparison to convey

a sense which it is not desired directly to express
;
the indirect

expression of desire
;
the veiled compliment

;
and the address

of gratitude. Unfortunately no scientific attempt at orderly

arrangement or examination of the principles on which these

matters are based is attempted.

The Ndtyafdstra^ adds an account of four ornaments of the

drama {ndtakdlamkdra), which the Dagarupa ignores, doubtless

for the adequate reason that these matters appertain to poetics in

general, and they are treated of in vast detail by the text-books

of that science. The first is simile, defined as a comparison

based on the similarity of characteristics ill two objects; there

* The SamgitaJdmodara merges them in one (L6vi, TI. i. 104). Cf. DK. iv. 78.

^ xvii. 40 ff. The Alamkara doctrine later develops enormously
;

cf. Jacobi, GN.

1908, pp. 1 ff.
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are five kinds, the simile which extols, that which condemns, that

with an imagined thing, as when the elephant is likened to a

winged mountain, that based on similarity, and that on partial

similarity, as in ' Her face is like the full moon, her eyes like the

blue lotus’. The metaphor is an abridged comparison which

unites the two objects so as to efface their distinction, as ‘The
fisher Love casts on the ocean of this world his lure, woman *.

The illuminator (dipakd) is the figure of speech, which uses but

one verb to express the connexion between a subject series and

a string of qualifications. Of forms of alliteration {yamaka)^ the

repetition of vowels and consonants forming different words and

meanings, there are enumerated ten kinds, a striking proof of

the importance attached to these verbal jingles in early poetics.

The ^astra^ adds some vague and valueless suggestions as to

the use of these ornaments and metrical effects in connexion

with the expression of the sentiments. The erotic sentiment

demands metaphors and Dipakas, and prefers the Arya metre.

The heroic affects short syllables, similes, and metaphors
;

in

passages of lively dialogue the metres'^ Jagati, Atijagati, and

Sarhkrti
;

in scenes of battle and violence, the Utkrti. The

sentiment of fury adopts the same metres, and also favours short

syllables, similes, and metaphors. The ^akvari and Atidhrti

metres are appropriate to the pathetic sentiment ;
it prefers

long syllables, a liking shared by the sentiment of horror.

An effort is made by later writers on poetics to apply to the

doctrine of the sentiments the theory of excellencies {gtina)^

which is laid down generally in Dandin, Vamana, Bhoja, and

other writers. In Dandin ^ we find assigned to the Vaidarbha

style a miscellaneous number of qualities, ten in all, which are

defined in terms sometimes vague and unsatisfactory; these

qualities include both those of sense and sound {artha and gabda).

They include strength or majesty [ojas), elevation {uddraiva),

clearness {prasdda)^ precision of exposition (arthavyakti\ beauty

or attractiveness (kdnti)^ sweetness or elegance {mdd/mrya)^ meta-

phorical language (samadki), and in the use and combination of

sounds homogeneity {samatd)^ softness {stikumdrata)^ and a

natural flow (glesa). The chief opponent of the Vaidarbha style

is given as the Gauda
;

it is vaguely credited with the possession

^ xvii. 99 ff. * See Weber, IS. viii. 377 ff. ^ i. 41 ff.
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of features the opposite of those of its rival ; more specifically,

we find it credited with the fondness for the use of long com-

pounds both in prose and verse, while the Vaidarbha objects to

such compounds in verse at least, and with affecting alliterations.

Vamana ^ develops the doctrine by distinguishing ten qualities of

sense and ten of sound, and he ascribes all the qualities to the

Vaidarbha style
;
to the Gauda he allots reliance on force and

beauty, to the exclusion of sweetness and softness, while he recog-

nizes as a third style the Pancala, which is marked with sweetness

and softness, and therefore is rather feeble. In Mammata " and

later we find a new view of the qualities
;
those of sense are

explained away as being rather the absence of defects {dosa)^ so

that the qualities are reduced to the sphere of sound alone. In

this regard they are further reduced from ten to three, sweetness,

strength, and clearness, and these are now brought into effective

connexion with the sentiments.

Sweetness, the source of pleasure, causing as it were the melt-

ing of the heart, is appropriate in the sentiments of love in

enjoyment, pathos, love in separation, and calm; it is normal

in love in union, and rises in degree successively in the other

three forms of sentiment
;
unmixed in the others, in that of calm

it is combined with a small degree of strength, because of the

relation of the sentiment of calm to the emotion of disgust.

Strength causes the expansion of the heart
;

it rises in vehemence

in the sentiments of heroism, horror, and fury, and it is found

also in that of terror. The quality of clearness is appropriate to

all the sentiments, and is that which causes the sense to become

intelligible, pervading the mind as fire does wood or water a cloth,

as the outcome of merely hearing the words. The precise mode
in which sweetness is produced is by the use of mutes other than

cerebrals, with their appropriate nasals, r and n with short vowels,

and no compounds or short compounds; strength results from

the use of compound letters, doubled letters, conjunct consonants

of which r forms part, cerebrals other than palatal and cere-

bral sibilants, and long compounds. The older names, Vaidarbha,

Gauda, and Pancala are now given up in favour of refined {tipand^

^
iii. 1 and 2

;
of. Rcgiiaud, Rhitonque Sanskrite, oh. v.

2 Kdvyafrakdfa, pp. 542 ff.
;
Ekdvali^ pp. 147--9; Alamkaraiarvasva, pp. 20 t.

K. i. 329-43 ten Gunas and kofnalCtf kathind^ and mi(;rd as the three names.
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garikS)
,
harsh {parusd)^ and soft (komala). But Mammata reminds

us that in drama very long compounds arc undesirable, a rule

ignored largely by the later dramatists.

More important than these technical details, which are illus-

trated often enough in the verses composed by the later

dramatists, and no doubt possess considerable antiquity, is the

changed view ^ which brings the qualities in the new sense into

relation with the sentiment. Sentiment is the very soul of

poetry, and the relation of the qualities to it may be most

effectually compared with that of such virtues as heroism to

the soul of man. They serve to heighten the effect of the senti-

ment, and therefore they cannot be considered save in close

relation to that sentiment. However soft and sweet the verbal

form of a work, none the less it cannot be said to possess the

quality of sweetness, unless it has a sentiment to which sweet-

ness is appropriate. To give it the name of sweet, if the senti-

ment is incompatible with sweetness, is compared with regarding

a tall man as brave on the strength of his appearance only. The
sounds, therefore, produce the qualities only as instruments, for

the real cause is the sentiment, even as the soul is the true cause

of the heroism and other qualities of a man.

The case of figures, whether of sound or sense, is somewhat

similarly handled
;
the figures are compared with the ornaments

which, placed on a man’s body, and through this union with him,

gratify the soul
;
the figures adorn words and meanings which

are parts of poetry by their union with them, and thus serve to

heighten the sentiment, provided one exists. If there is no senti-

ment, through the defective ability of the poet, then the figures

serve merely to lend variety to the composition, and even when

sentiment exists the figures may fail to be appropriate to it.

Both figures and qualities thus are in a very intimate relation

with the sentiment, but that does not mean that the two are

identical.

From this doctrine, which makes sentiment essentially the

main element in poetry, the view of Vamana,^ who laid down

that style was the soul of poetry and that the qualities give the

essential beauty or distinction {gobhd) to a poem, while the figures

‘ Mammata, Kdvyaprakd^a

^

viii. i ff
;
Ekdvah^ v. ;

Sakityadurpana, viii
;
A/am-

kdrasarvasva, p. 7.

iii. I. 1-3.
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increase such distinction, is necessarily regarded as inadequate.

If the doctrine is interpreted to mean that it is the possession of

all the qualities which makes a poem, then all compositions in

the Gauda and Pancala styles would be denied the rank of

poetry
;

if the presence of a single quality gave the right to the

style of poem, then a perfectly prosaic verse passage containing

the quality of strength would have to be dubbed a poem, while

a stanza containing elegant figures, but no qualities, would be

denied that style, which in point of fact is regularly accorded by

usage and must be recognized as valid.

As regards language we have, as often in the theory, no

explanation of a principle which is laid down as accepted, the

divergent use of Sanskrit and Prakrit in the same play. Yet it

cannot be held that, when the theory was developed in such works

as the Dagarupa^ and very possibly in the Ndtjagastra itself, the

usage of the plays could be put down simply to the copying of

the actual practice in real life. That such was its origin we may
believe in the general way

;
the Vidusaka in the Mrcchakatikd

derides a woman using Sanskrit as resembling a young cow

with a rope through her nose
;
but there is evidence that already

in the time of the Kdinagdstra ^ the use of Prakrit was artificial.

We are there told that the cultured man about town (ndgaraka)

in social meetings {gosthi)^ should neither confine himself to

Sanskrit nor to the vernacular {degabhdsd) if he is to win repute

for good manners. We have here a sign that matters were

already, at the time of the Kdmagdstra, much in the same condi^

tion as in modern India, where the use of Sanskrit terms with

the vernacular is a regular sign of education. Now Vatsyayana

tells us clearly that those who frequent such gatherings are

hetaerae, Vitas, Vidusakas, and Pithamardas, in short the wits of

the court, and to them in the theory is assigned Qauraseni and

kindred Prakrit dialects. We are justified, therefore, in assum-

ing that at Vatsyayana s epoch in actual life, as opposed to the

conventional existence of the stage, Prakrits were definitely out

of employment. The same text includes in the requisites of the

knowledge of a hetaera the knowledge of the local speech, and,

a.s there is no doubt of the knowledge of the Andhras as kings

by Vatsyayana, it is interesting to note that in the famous passage

^ PP* 57» 6o. Cf. Jacobi, Bhavisattakaha^ pp. 68
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in which Somadeva tells of the reason why the Brhatkatha^

was written in Pai9acl he treats as the three forms of human

speech contemporaneous with Satavahana, whose name shows his

connexion with the Andhras, Sanskrit, Prakrit, and the vernacular.

The date of Vatsyayana thus becomes of interest, but unluckily

it is still undefined with any precision.^ It certainly seems, how-

ever, that Kalidasa was familiar with a text very similar to and

perhaps identical with the Kdmagdsira^ and this reasonably may
be regarded as giving A.D. 400 as the lower limit of date. That

the Kautiliya Arthagdstra has been used by Vatsyayana gives

no precise result, in view of the difficulty of dating exactly that

text. But the mention by Vatsyayana of the Abhlras^ and

Andhras certainly suggests, taken into conjunction with his

silence as to the Guptas, that he wrote before the power of the

latter had established itself in western India, and we may assign

his work to approximately A.D. 300. If so we must believe that

already in Kalidasa’s age the Prakrits of his characters were

more or less artificial, and with this well accords his introduction

of Maharastri for the verses of those to whom (^aurasenl is assigned

in prose, an obviously literary device.

Elaborate rules for the use of language ^ by the characters are

given in the Ndtyagdstra and, in much less detail, by the

Dagarupa. The use of Sanskrit is proper in the case of kings,

Brahmins, generals, ministers, and learned persons generally ; the

chief queen is assigned it, and so also ministers’ daughters, but

this rule is not in practice observed. On the other hand, it is

used by Buddhist nuns, hetaerae, artistes, and others on occasion.

It is a rule that in the description of battles, peace negotiations,

and omens Sanskrit shall be resorted to, and this is done by
Brhannala in Bhasa’s Pancardtra. The use of Sanskrit by alle-

gorical female types is also found both early and late.

The general rule for women and persons of inferior rank is

' vi. 147. Cf. Kdvyamtmansd^ pp. 48 flf.

* Jacobi, GN. 1911, pp, 96a f.
;

191a, pp 841 f.

^ Jacobi, Bhavisattakaha^ pp. 74, 76, Cf. Haranchandra Chaklardai, Fdfsydyana

* N. jtvii. 31 IT.
; DR. ii. 58-61 ; SD. 432 ;

R. iii. 299-305.
^ Including, of course, persons assuming such idles, e.g. in the Pratijiidyau*

gandhardya^ and Mudrdrdksasa, For the use of Sanskrit by women, usually in

verse, as by Vasantasena in the Mrcckakatikd^ and by inferior characters, see Pischel,

Prdkrit CrammaHk^ pp. 31 f.
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the use of Prakrit, but it may be resorted to as a means of self-

aid by persons of higher position. The types of Prakrit to be

used are described with much confusion in the Natyagdstra, and

the amount of variation contemplated is large. Thus the use of

^auraseni is permitted in the ^astra in lieu of the dialect of the

Barbara, Andhra, Kirata, and Dravida, though these may be

used. The ^astra gives seven different Prakrits as in use.

^auraseni is the speech of the land between the Yamuna and the

Gahga or Doab
; it is to be used by the ladies of the play, their

friends and servants, generally by ladies of good family and

many men of the middle class. Pracya is assigned to the Vidu-

saka, but in fact he speaks practically (jauraseni, and therefore

the term can only denote an eastern ^aurasem dialect. Avanti

is ascribed to gamblers or rogues {dhfirta), but is only an aspect ot

(^auraseni, as spoken at Ujjayini, and the Prakrit grammarian

Markandeya calls it a transition between ^auraseni and Mahara-

stri. Maharastri is unknown to the ^astra
;

it is assigned to the

verses of persons who use Qauraseni by the Dagarupa, while the

Sdhityadarpana limits it to the verses of women ;
normally, but

not absolutely, it is used in all verses/ though ^auraseni verses

occasionally occur, and possibly were more frequent original!}'.

The earlier drama of A^vaghosa and Bhiisa has no clear evidence

of Maharastri at all. Ardha-MagadhI is prescribed for slaves (cetd),

Rajaputras and guildsmen {gresthin) by the ^astra, but, save in

Afvaghosa and possibly the Karnabhdra of Bhasa, it is unknown

to our dramas. Magadhi, on the other hand, is important in

theory, and of some consequence in practice
;

it is ascribed to all

those men who live in the women s apartments, diggers of under-

ground passages, keepers of drink shops, watchers, and is used in

time of danger by the hero, and also by the Qakara, according to

the ^astra. The Dagarupa assigns it and Pai9aci to the lowest

classes, which accords with facts as regards Magadhi, but Pai^aci

is not found clearly in the dramas.

The Ndtjagdsira provides for the use of Daksinatya in the

case of soldiers {yod/ia), police officers {ndgaraka), and gamblers

{dtvyant\ and there are slight traces in the Mrcchakatikd of

the existence of this dialect. Balhika is assigned by the same

* R. iii. 300 assigns it as Prakrta lo low persons and Jains. lie assigns Apabhran^a

to Candalas, Yavanas, <fec., but admits that others give Magadhi, &c.
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authority to the Khasas and the northerners, but has not yet

been traced in any drama.

We learn also from the Qastra and from Markandeya in special

of a number of Vibhasas,' which seem to be modified forms of

the more normal Prakrits, as stereotyped for use by certain

characters in the drama. Thus the ^astra attributes ^akarl to

the ^ ikas, Qabaras, and others, while the Sdhityadarpana accords

^abari to these persons. The Qastra ascribes ^abari to charcoal-

burners, hunters, wood-workers, and partly also to forest dwellers

in general, and Abhirl is ascribed with the option of ^abari to

herdsmen, Candali to Candalas, and Dravidi to Dravidas, while

Odri, mentioned by the (j^ilstra, is left unascribed
;
presumably it

was assigned to men of Orissa. Something of this is seen in the

Mrcchakatikdy where ^akari, Candali, and a further speech

Dhakki or TakkI appear. They all have nothing very marked as

to their characteristics
;
the first two may be allied to MagadhI,

the last is more dubious.

The addition of Chayas or translations in Sanskrit to explain

the Prakrit is normal in the manuscripts of the dramas, and it is

certain that it is old, for it is alluded to by Raja9ekhara in his

Bdlardmdyana, Evidently, even so early as A. D. 900, there was

no public which cared for Prakrit without a Sanskrit explanation.

On the subject of the use of stanzas, as opposed to prose, the

text-books are curiously and unexpectedly silent.^ This indi-

cates how entirely empirical they are in these matters. The use

of Prakrits in the dramas obviously varied, and something had

to be said regarding this point, but the alternation of prose and

verse is accepted as something established, on which comment is

unnecessary. The fact is recognized, but its implications and

purpose remain unexplored. In the stanzas themselves, it is

clear, we must distinguish between those which were sung and

those which were simply recited
;
recitation must clearly have

been the normal form of use, and as sung we have normally at

any rate only some of the stanzas in Maharastrl which are placed

in the mouths of women, (^^auraseni stanzas, on the other hand,

‘ Grierson, JRAS. 1918, pp. 489 ff. Cf. R. i. 397 has seven; Qabara,

Drami|a, Andhraja, (Jakara, Abhlia, Candala, foresters.

Contrast the Aristotelian doctrine as to the use of the lyric clioruses; Foetus,

1456 rt 25 ff.
; G. Norwood, Greek Tragedy, pp. 75-80; Haigh, 7'he Tragu Drama

of the Greeks, ch. v, § 6.

87IT Y
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we may assume to have been recited, but the distinction has

practically vanished from the texts preserved.

7. The Dance, Song, and Music

Of the part played by the song, dance, and music in the drama

the theorists curiously enough tell us comparatively little of

interest, though it is certain that both were most important

elements in the production of sentiment. The types of dance

recognized in the Ndtyagdsita are two, the violent dance of men,

invented by Qiva himself, the Tandava, and the tender and

voluptuous dance of Parvati, the Lasya. The latter alone, by

reason of its special importance, is carefully analysed into ten

parts by the Qastra,^ which shows the essential union of song and

dance. The first is the song proper, which is sung by one seated,

to the accompaniment of a lute, without dancing
;
the recitation

standing (sthitapdthya) is a declamation in Prakrit by a woman
pacing rapidly under the influence of love, or it may also mean,

according to Abhinavagupta, a declamation by a woman in anger.

The recitation sitting (dsina) is performed by a woman lying

down, under the stress of sorrow, without musical accompani-

ment. In the Puspagandika various metres are used
;
Sanskrit

may be employed
;
men act as women and 7nce versa, and there

is a musical accompaniment. In the Pracchedaka a woman sings

to the lute her grief at her lover^s infidelity. The Trigudha is

the acting of a man in woman s dress, as of Makaranda in the

Mdlatimddhava, Act VI. The Saindhava is a song to a clear

accompaniment of a lady whose love has failed to keep his

tryst. The Dvigudhaka is a harmonious song, full of sentiment,

in dialogue form. The Uttamottaka is a song filled with the

bitterness of a troubled love. The Uktapratyukta is a duet, in

which one lover addresses to the other feigned reproaches. These

divisions, of course, appear to ignore their nature as parts of

a dance, but it must be remembered that the motions of the

performers are essential in the performance.

* xviii. 117-29; DR. iii. 47 f.; SD. 504-9. On gesture see the Abhinayadarpana

of Nandike9v«ara, trs, Cambridge, Mass., 1917. R. iii. 236-48 gives other details 01

the Lasya from the (^rUgdramatimrr, dialect is allowed in the Saindhava. He follows

N. in having Trimudhaka as expressing male emotions in smooth words, and has

DvimQdhaka.
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The music of the drama is not described at length in the later

theorists
;
what is clear is that each sentiment has its special

appropriate music, and each action its special accompaniment.

Thus the Dvipadikas accompanied the performance of the rdles

of persons distressed, unwell, and unhappy
;
the Dhruvas were

chosen so as to intimate at once to the audience the quality of

the new arrival on the stage.^

8. The Preliminaries and the Prologue

The Natyagdstra ^ prescribes an elaborate series of prelimi-

naries (piirvarahga) which must be performed before the actual

drama begins
;
they are intended to secure divine favour for the

performance, each act having a definite share in the result, and

doubtless they present us with a reminiscence of the early

theatre in the mingling of music, dance, and song. First there

is the beat of drum [pratydhdra) announcing the beginning of

the performance, and the carpet is spread out for the orchestra

;

the singers and the musicians then enter and take their places

(avatarana) ; then the chorus try their voices {drambha)
\
the

musicians try their instruments {dgrdvand) ;
they tune up their

wind and string instruments, and manipulate their hands to make
them ready for the work ; then an instrumental concert follows,

succeeded by the appearance and practice steps of the dancers.^

A song follows, to please the gods
;
then the Tandava is per-

formed, increasing in violence as it proceeds; then a song accom-

panies the raising by the Sutradhara of the banner {jarjara) of

Indi a
;
he scatters flowers and purifies himself with water from a

pitcher borne by an attendant, while another carries the banner
;

there follows a perambulation of the stage, the praise of the

world guardians, and homage to the banner. Then comes the

Nandi or benediction; it is followed by the recitation by the

Sutradhara of a verse in honour of the god whose festival it is.

^ Levi, Tl, ii. i8 f. For N. xxviii see J. Cirosiset, Contridution a V^tude de la

musique hindoue^ Paris, 1888. The hints as to musical accompaniment in Vikra-

mofvafi iv. and the Gitagoidnda are unfortunately largely unintelligible. Cf. also

Qivarama on Ndgdnanda, i. 15.

2 V. I ff.
;
Konow, ID., pp. 23 ff.

3 These nine acts gratify the Apsarases, Gandhaivas, Daityas, Danavas, Raksases,

Guhyakas, and Yaksas. They are performed behind the curtain according to Konovv,

but cf. L6vi, IT. i. 376.
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or the king or a Brahmin
;
then comes the Rangadvara, which is

said to mark the beginning of the dramatic action (abhinaya), the

Sutradhara reciting another verse, and bowing before the banner

of Indra. There follow steps and movements of erotic character

{cart) in honour of Uma, and more violent movements of the

same kind in honour of the Bhutas. A discussion {trigata)

between the Sutradhara, the Vidusaka, who talks nonsense, and

an attendant follows. Finally the Prarocana announces the con-

tent of the drama, and the Sutradhara and his two attendants

leave the stage, and the preliminaries are ended.

Immediately after, according to the Ndtyagdstra, another

person, similar in appearance and qualities to the Sutradhara, is

to enter and introduce the play, a function which gives him the

style of introducer, Sthapaka.^ His costume should indicate

the nature of the drama, as dealing with divine or human affairs.

An appropriate song greets his entrance, he dances a Carl, praises

the gods and Brahmins, propitiates the audience by verses

alluding to the subject of the play, mentions the name of the

author and the play, and describes some season in the verbal

manner, thereby opening the prologue {prastdvand, dinnkha,

sthdpandY of the play. The essential feature of the prologue is

an address by the director with an attendant (pdripdrgvika) or

an actress or the Vidusaka on some personal business which

indirectly hints at the drama. The mode of connexion is given

by Dhanaihjaya as threefold, as in the Ndfyagdstra
;
the words of

the director may be caught up {kathodghdta) by a character in

the drama, entering from behind the curtain, as in the Ratndvalt

Yaugandharayana catches up the consolation offered to the

actress which is applicable to his own scheme, and in the Vent-

samhdra Bhima brusquely denounces the benediction of his

adversaries. Or a person may enter (pravritaka), who has just

been mentioned by the director in a comparison with the season

of the year, as in the Priyadargikd, Excess of representation

{prayogdtigaya) is taken in the Dagarupa as applying to a case

where the director actually mentions the entry of a character of

the drama, as at the beginning of the Qakuntald^ where he

assures the actress that her song has enchanted him, as the

> N. V. 149 ff. ;
DR. iii. a ff. ;

SD. 283 ff. Cf. R. iii. 150 ff.

* An effort to discriminate Prastavana and Sthapana is made, R. iii. 1158.
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gazelle enchants Duhsanta, who just then enters. Vi^vanatha,

on the other hand, treats this form as an instance of continuance

{avalagita)y and interprets the phrase as denoting the supersession

of the director’s action ;
thus, in the lost Kundamalay about to

call on the actress to dance, he hears the word, ‘ Lady, descend

and realizes that it is a reference to Sita, who is being led into

exile. He admits also the abrupt dialogue (udgkdtya) as a means

of connexion
;
thus in- the Mudrdraksasa the director alludes to

the demon of eclipse as eager to triumph over Candra, the moon,

and Canakya behind the scenes calls out, ‘ Who then while I live

claims to triumph over Cartdragupta ? ’ and enters a moment
later. The theorist Nakhakutta is also credited with the view

that a voice behind the scenes or from the air may be used to

introduce the chief personage.

This account of the preliminaries and the prelude presents

obvious difficulties both in itself and in connexion with the actual

specimens of the Sanskrit drama. The Dagarupa and Vifvanatha

alike give no details of the preliminaries, and the Ndtyagdstra

indicates that, in addition to the complete form of Purvaranga,

there might be an abbreviated form and also an extended form

with additional ceremonials. There is an obvious overlapping

between the Purvaranga and the rest of the performance, for the

last element of the former,- the giving the content of the drama in

the Prarocana, is essentially an clement in the latter. We are

quite definitely told by Vi^vanatha that in his time there was

not a complete performance of the preliminaries
;
when, there-

fore, we find in Bhasa’s dramas that there is no mention of the

name of the author or the drama in the prologue, we may safely

assume that it was after his time that the practice grew up of

transferring from the preliminaries, which were not a matter for

the poet, the substance of the Prarocana, and embodying it in

the poet’s own work. In Vi9vanatha’s time also we are told that

the Sutradhara or director performed the whole of the work

assigned in the theory to him and the Sthapaka. But it is

extremely difficult to say how far back this goes ; the extant

dramas with occasional exceptions,^ such as Rajafekhara’s Kar-

* These are more common than formerly thought ;
the Sthapaka is found in various

connexions in the Pdrtkapardkrama of Prahladana, and Vatsaraja’s Kirdtdrjumya,

Rukminlharanay Samudf amathana. But the Rasdrnavasudhdkara ignore* him.
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puramahjari and Madhava’s Subhadraharana mention only the

Sutradhara, and Pischel ^ suggested that it was Bhasa who
banished the Sthapaka, in view of the reference in Bana to his

dramas as begun by the Sutradhara. It is uncertain, however,

what precisely the sense of this reference is. The Dagarupa

expressly provides for the activity of the Sthapaka, but then

proceeds to style him Sutradhara, and there is agreement that

he is to have the attributes of the Sutradhara, so that the use of

the name may merely be explained by this reason. This is

certainly supported by the express reference in the Sahityadar-

pana to the transfer of his functions to the Sutradhara and the

silence of the Dagarupa on this head. The point would be of

importance only if it meant that Bhasa dropped the Purvarahga

as part of the drama
;
nothing, however, even hints at this

;
as

we have seen, his omission to name himself or his play in the

prologue tells strongly in favour of the view that the old Praro-

cana was still in use.

More complex still is the question of the Nandi or benediction.

Most Sanskrit dramas open with a verse or verses of this type,

followed by the remark, ‘ At the close of the Nandi the Sutra-

dhara enters,’ but in Bhasa s dramas, in old manuscripts of the

Vikramorvagiy and now and then in South Indian manuscripts of

such plays as the Ndgdnanda, the Mudrdrdksasa^ and other

more modern dramas,^ we find the play begun with these words,

and a verse or verses following. We have also the direct testi-

mony of Vi9vanatha, who tells us that some authorities held that

the introductory verse in the Vikramorvagl which normally

passes for the Nandi was not that at all, but was the Railga-

dvara, with which, according to the Ndtyagdstra^ the play properly

begins, as in it we first find acting in the shape of a combination

of speech and action ; that verse, they argued, could not be

reconciled with the definition of the extent of the N andi given in

the Ndtyagdstra
;
others, however, on the authority of Abhinava-

gupta repelled this objection. Vi^vanatha adopts as the defini-

tion of Nandi what is recited in praise of a deity. Brahmin, king

(irivarama’s comm, on Nagananda^ i. i shows that great doubt then existed both as to

the preliminaries (p. a), and the Sotradhara, Sucaka, or Sthapaka (pp. 6, 7). Cf. p. 273.

‘ GGA. 1883, p. 1234; 1891, p. 361. Bhasa’s use of Sthapana for the prologue

suggests accord with the Dagarupa.
* E. g. Tapattsamvaram and Subhadrddhanathjaya^ where Sthapana is used.
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or the like, and is accompanied by a benediction, consisting of

twelve inflected words (with nominal or verbal endings) or eight

lines (quarter-verses)
;
this would exclude the beginning of the

Vikramorvagi^ but Abhinavagupta permits of a greater variety

of forms. In Vi9vanatha’s view the Nandi is part of the pre-

liminaries, which must be preserved, however much these are

shortened. It is clear, therefore, that gradually the benediction,

like the Prarocana with its appeal to the benevolence of the

audience,^ came to be worked into the play by the author him-

self, though the period when the custom became normal cannot

be stated with any precision, and in the south of India, at any

rate, the older practice of leaving the benediction to the Sutra-

dhara seems to have been sometimes followed. There can,

indeed, be little doubt that the extent to which the preliminaries

were retained differed from time to time
;
Vi9vanatha evidently

contemplates their almost total disappearance, but the Amrtodaya

of Gokulanatha in the sixteenth century assumes their presence

;

the authority of the Ndtyagdsira told heavily in their favour^ and

the stock phrase, ‘ Enough of this ceremony,' which occurs fre-

quently at the opening of the plays, doubtless refers to the dance,

song, and music with which the drama was prefaced.^

These facts explain the confusion^ of the notices of the

theorists as to the actor by whom the benediction is to be

recited. We find ascribed to Bharata the view that a special

actor, the Nandi, should recite it, or that duty should be

performed by the Sutradhara ; another authority permits the

Sutradhara or any other actor to recite it. The situation is com-

plicated by the rule that at the end of the preliminaries the

Sutradhara is supposed to leave the stage and the Sthapaka to

come on, while our dramas, as a rule, have the benediction

followed by the entry of the Sutradhara, or rarely, as in the

Pdrthapardkrama^ the Sthapaka. The theory, therefore, sug-

gests that the benediction is recited by the Sutradhara or

* A classification of poets on the basis of their confidence in themselves as expressed

in this place is given in R, i. 246 f.
;
Kalidasa is elevated (udatia) in the Mdlavikagni-

mitra
;
Bhavabhflii haughty {iiddhata) in the Malatlmddhava

;
self assertion {prau4hd)

is seen in the Karundkandala
;
modesty {vinita) in the Rdmdnanda^

* Konow, ID. p. 25.

3 L^vi, TI. i. 135, 379; iu 26 f., 64, 66. Cf. Harivaii^a^ ii. 93; Kuttammatay

S56 IT.
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Sthapaka (called Sutradhara by reason of similarity of function

and character) behind the curtain, and then he enters on the

stage. The matter is not cleared up by the practice followed in

the embryo dramas introduced into others : in that included in

the Balardmayana the Sutradhara recites a benediction of twelve

inflected words, and then proceeds with the prologue without

a break
;

in theJdnaklparinaya it is one of the actors who does

so, as in Ravivarman’s Pradymnndbhytcdaya, the director then

beginning the play
;

in the Caitanyacandrodaya the benediction

is recited behind the curtain, but that is stated to be because the

piece to be acted is a Bhana or Vyayoga, implying that in other

cases it normally was recited on the stage, presumably by an

actor other than the director.

The extent of the benediction was, as we have seen, disputed.^

Bharata*s rule of eight or twelve Padas does not stand alone, for

he is credited with mentioning four or sixteen as possible num-

bers, and Pada may mean inflected word, line, or proposition.

Abhinavagupta allows three, six, or twelve Padas in a benedic-

tion of three times
;

four, eight, or sixteen in one of four times
;

and definitely takes Pada as proposition
;
illustrations of eight-

and twelve-Pada benedictions of this type are given by Abhina-

vagupta and Bharata. The dramas differ
;

the ^akiintald has

one of eight propositions or four lines
;

the Ratndvali four

stanzas
;
the Mdlatlmddhava and the Mudrdrdksasa eight lines

each ;
the Uttarardniacarita twelve words.

Harmony between the benediction and the character of the

drama is naturally demanded by the theory, and is observed

largely in practice
;
thus the Prabodhacaiidrodaya, a philosophic

drama, begins with an adoration of the sole reality, the Mudrd-

rdksasa, a drama of political intrigue, with a verse as tortuous as

the diplomacy of Canakya. It is a characteristic of the deter-

mination to carry matters to extremes which distinguishes Indian

theory that attempts are made to extract from the benediction

not merely a general harmony with the theme, but also a refer-

ence both to the main characters and to the chief events. ^

' Levi, Tl. i. 132 f
. ;

ii. 24 f. ;
Hall, DR., pp. 25 f. The Vemsamhara has six

stanias. R. iii. 137 t. takes Pada as word, giving the MahdvJracarita, Abhirdmard-

ghava, and Aftargharaghdva as examples of 8, 10, and 12 Padas.

2 For a general reference see Pa^cardtra, i. i. In a Jain drama like the Mohardja^

pardjaya, the benediction is addressed to the three Tiithakaras
;
in the Ndgdnanda to

the‘Buddha.
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9 . The Types of Drama

The types of drama are distinguished by the theorists accord-

ing to the use which they make of the various dramatic elements

enumerated. The highest of the ten main forms, Rupakas, is

the Nataka or heroic comedy. The term is generic
;

it may
denote any representation whether by pictures or dumb show,

but it has also the more important specific sense of the drama

proper.

The subject of a Nataka ^ should be drawn from tradition, not

invented ; the hero should be a king, royal sage, or god, who may
appear in human form

;
the dominant sentiment must be the

heroic or the erotic, but all may be illustrated, and that of

wonder is well suited for the dhtouement^ which should be led up

to through the whole series of stages of the action and junctures.

The end must be happy
;

tragedy is forbidden, though the

prohibition is unexplained. The prose should be simple without

elaborate compounds
;
the verses clear and sweet

;
the Prakrits

should be varied
;

the whole style noble and harmonious, with

full use of all the beauties and the adventitious attractions of the

song and the dance as well as music. The number of acts should

be from five to ten
;

if a play contains every kind of episode, it is

styled a Mahanataka, if it has ten acts. The rule is generally

obeyed, but late dramas styling themselves Natakas are known

of one (Ravidasa’s Mithydjhanavidambana\ two (Vedantavagifa’s

Bhojacarita)^ three, or four acts,^ and one comparatively early

work exists in one version of fourteen acts, without any passage

in Prakrit, the Mahanataka
;
the Adbhutdrnava of a Kavibhu-

sana has twelve acts. The name of a Nataka should be derived

from the hero or the subject-matter, and this is regularly the

case. Four or five is the number of chief personages permitted.

The bourgeois comedy, Prakarana,^ is a comedy of manners

of a rank below royalty, which in the main follows the laws

of construction of the Nataka. The subject-matter is to be

framed at his good pleasure by the poet. The hero should be

* N. xviii. 10 ff.
;
DR. iii. 1-34; SD. 278, 433, 510; R. iii. 130 ff.

2 Ghana9yama’s has three acts ;
Madhusudana^s Janakiparinaya

(^A.D. 1705) has four.

^ N. xviii. 41 flf.
; DR. iii. 35-8; SD. 511 f.

;
R. iii. 214-18, who gvita Kamadatta

as the name of a hetaera drama.
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a Brahmin, minister, or merchant, who has fallen on evil days and

is seeking through difficulties to attain property, love, and the

performance of duty, in which he at last succeeds. The heroine

may be of three types, a lady of good family, as in the lost

Puspadusita {^bhUsita)] a hetaera as in the lost Tarahgadatta
\

or a lady of good family may share the honours with a hetaera,

with whom, however, she may not come in contact, as in the

Cdrudatta and the Mrcchakatikd, The drama offers an appro-

priate place for slaves, Vitas, merchant chiefs, and rogues of

various kinds. The erotic sentiment should dominate, though

Dhanamjaya allows also the heroic, and the structure should

include all five junctures. The number of acts should be as in the

Nataka, and the name be derived from the hero or heroine or both,

as in the Mdlatimddhava and the ^driputraprakarana of A^va-

ghosa. It must, however, be noted that the Prattjndyaiigandha-

rdyana has but four acts, and the Mrcchakatikdy unlike the

Cdrudatta, does not follow the rule as to name.

The supernatural drama, Samavakara,^ is described in our

sources obviously on the basis of a single play, the Amrtamau-
thana, the churning of the ocean to obtain the ambrosia, at

which all participants attained their desires. The precise dura-

tion of each of its three acts is given, at twelve, four, and two
Nadikas (of forty-eight minutes). The subject must be taken

from a tale of the gods and demons. The juncture, pause, is

omitted, and the expansion {bindu) as an element of the plot.

The number of heroes may reach twelve, each pursuing an object

which he attains. The heroic sentiment dominates. Each act

exhibits one type of cheating, tumultuous action, and love. The
graceful manner is excluded, or but faintly developed

;
the

Usnih, Kutila, and Anustubh metres are appropriate. The
description fits but loosely Bhasa’s Pancardtra, the only old

drama to which that name may plausibly be applied.

The Ihamrga,* of which no old example is known, owes its

name, according to the Dagarupdvaloka to the fact that in it

a maiden as hard to attain as a gazelle (mrga) is sought after

{i/td). The subject is one partly derived from legend and partly

' N. xviii. 57-70; xix. 43 f.
;
DK. iii. 56-61

;
SD. 515 f.; R. iii. 349-64.

N. xviii. 72-6; xix, 44 f. ;'DR. iii. 66-8; SD. 518; R. iu, 284-8 (type
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the poet’s imagination
;
in special, if the legend relates the death

of a great man, this result must be avoided. The essence of the

drama is that some one seeks to deprive the hero, who on one

view may be divine or human, on another divine only, of a

heavehly’“"maideh f the result is a conflict of wills, but actual

fighting is to be avoided by artifice. The hero and his rival

must both be of the noble and haughty type
;
the latter must do

wrong in error. Only the first two and the last junctures are

allowed, and the graceful style is excluded. There are four acts,

but Vifvanatha mentions a view which allows one act only and

makes the hero a god, or six rivals for a divine maiden s hand.

The Pima ' is also little known, though the Ndtyagdstra cites

a Tripuraddha as a specimen. Us subject is to be legendary

;

there is to be no pause juncture. The heroes are sixteen gods,

demi-gods, and demons, all of the haughty type
;
magic, sorcery,

combats, eclipses of the sun and moon are in place. The erotic

and comic sentiments are excluded, that of fury is predominant.

There are four acts without introductory scenes of any kind, but

the late Manmathoninathana of Rama has them. The graceful

manner is forbidden. It is clear that the type is described on

the basis of inadequate material
;

it may represent a popular

form of entertainment which did not attain full recognition. The
origin of the name is unknown, for no root dim, to wound, is

found in the language, though Dhanika asserts its existence.

The Vyayoga * is, as its name suggests, a military spectacle.

Its subject must be legendary, its hero a god or royal sage, but

Dhanamjaya allows a man. It is in one act, the action not

extending over a day, and it is filled with strife and battle, the

intervention of women as the cause of battle being excluded.

The first two and last junctures alone are permitted, the erotic

and comic sentiments are barred, and the graceful manner. The

type is old, for it is found in Bhasa and revives later.

The Act or Isolated Act (Ahka, Utsrstikanka)^ is a single-act

piece, whose longer style serves to discriminate it from an act ol

1 N. xviii. 78-82; xix. 43 f
. ;

DR. iii. 51-3; SD. 517 ; R. iii. 280-4 Oxpe

yirabheuiravijrmbhana)

.

* N. xviii. 83-5; xix. 44 f.
;
DR. iii. 54 f. ;

SD. 514; R. iii. 22^32 (type

Dhanamjayajaya)

.

3 N. xviii. 86-9; xix. 45 f.
;
DR. iii. 64 f

. ;
SD. 519 R. iii. 224-8 (type

Karun&kandald) who differs.
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a normal drama. Its subject is taken from legend, but may be

developed by the poet ; the first and last junctures alone are

permitted. The hero should be human, of the common folk,

according to the later theory. The sentiment should be the

pathetic, and the style the verbal. The laments of women
should accompany the description of battles and fights, but these

should not take place on the stage. Vifvanatha gives the

misthayaydti as an example, but the type is not represented by

any early play.

The farce, Prahasana,’ on the other hand, has every sign ot

popular origin and vogue. The subject is the poet^s invention
;

it deals essentially with the tricks and quarrels of low characters

of every kind. There is but one act, and only the first and last

junctures
; the comic sentiment predominates. The Dagarupa

recognizes three kinds
;

the pure is that in which heretics,

Brahmins, men- and maid-servants and parasites are represented

in appropriate costume and language
;
the modified represents

eunuchs, chamberlains, and ascetics in the garb, and with the

speech, of lovers
;
and the mixed is styled so because it contains

the elements of the Vithi, and is filled with rogues. Only the

first and last are recognized by the Ndtyagdstra, the second being

included in the third, while Vi9vanatha recognizes the possibility

of there being only one hero or several, and allows the use of two

acts in such a case, as in the Latakamelaka, The graceful and

violent manners are excluded.

The monologue, Bhana,^ has also an obviously popular

character and origin. The subject-matter is invented by the

poet ; a parasite sets forth his own or another’s adventures,

appealing to both the heroic and the erotic sentiments by

descriptions of heroism and beauty in the verbal manner. There

are only the first and last junctures, and but one act.* The actor

speaks in the air, repeating answers supposed to be received.

The elements of the Lasya are specially in place, a fact which

shows that we have here a formal version of a primitive mimetic

performance. Vi9vanatha gives as example the Ltldmadkukara ;

the Qdraddtilaka is one of the best known.

^ N. xviii. 93-8; xix. 45 f.; DR. iii. 49 f,; SD. 534-8; R. iii. 268-79 (type

Anandakofo)^
* N. xviii. 99-101 ;

xix. 45 f.
; DR. iii. 44-6; SD. 513 ; R. iii. 232-5
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The garland, Vithl,^ has a certain similarity to the Bhana in

that it includes frequent speeches in the air, and is in one act.

But it is played by one or two actors, or, according to Vi9vanatha

on one view found in the Ndtyagastray by three, one of each

station in rank. The leading sentiment is the erotic, but others

are hinted at. The graceful manner is forbidden by the Ndtya-

^astray but enjoined by the other authorities, and the elements of

the garland are available. Only the first and last junctures are

employed, but all the elements of the plot are present. The
theorists are sadly at a loss to explain the name garland

;
it is

suggested that the several sentiments are gathered into it as into

a garland, or the meaning ‘ way' or ‘road ' is accepted in lieu. The
only example given by Vi9vanatha is the Mdlavikdy which is not

the Mdlavikdgnimitra
;
the first act of the Malatimadhava is

styled Bakulavlthi, but is in no sense even taken by itself an

example of this type.

The later theory as seen in Vi9vanatha^ adds descriptions of

eighteen minor forms of drama, Uparupakas, which represent

refinements on the original scheme. Needless to say, though

omitted in the NatyagastrUy quotations are found ascribing to

Bharata the doctrine, though he mentions in them but fifteen

with several variations of name;^ the Agni Purdna^ mentions

eighteen with some variants of name, while a verse cited by

Dhanika ® names .seven forms of mimetic dramas, which it classes

in conjunction with the Bhana. The age of these divisions is,

therefore, uncertain
;
the Dagarupa condescends to mention only

the Natika, but obviously knows of the existence of others, con-

fining its scope to the main forms, as its title indicates.

The Ndtyagdstra^ mentions, in a passage suspected of inter-

polation, but without special cause, a type of dramas Natl, which

later is styled Natika, or lesser heroic comedy. The subject-

matter in this view may be either legendary or invented
;
the

later opinion requires it to be invented as in the Prakarana, which

is the model for the Natika in this regard. The hero is to be

‘ N. xviii. 102 f,
;
xix. 45 f.

;
DR. in. 62 f.

;
SD. 520. Konow (ID. p. 32) is in

error as to N. R. iii. 265-70 has Mddhavi-Vtthika.

® SD. 276. * Hall, DR., p. 6.

* cccxxxvii. 2-4. R. iii. 218-23 denies the separate character of the Natika or

Prakaranika.

» DR* i. 8. « xviii. 54-6; DR. iii. 39-43; SD. 539.
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that of the Nataka, a gay king, and the intrigue consists of his

efforts to attain marriage with the heroine, who is an ingSnne of

royal family, whom he is destined to marry, but who by some

accident or design has been introduced into the harem in an

inferior capacity. The lovers have to strive against the jealousy

of the queen, a lady of mature character and devotion to the

king, who at last is induced to sanction the nuptials. The life

of the court gives opportunity for introducing music, song, and

the dance as elements in the entertainment. The graceful

manner is appropriate, and the erotic sentiment is prescribed
;

by an excess of zeal, when the drama as usual has four acts, they

are in theory to contain each one of the four members of the

graceful style. A lesser number of acts is allowed by Dhanam-
jaya. There is certainly not much difference between such a

Nataka as the Mdlavikagnimitra and the normal Natika, save

the length, as expressed in the number of the acts, but it would

be unwise to assert that the distinction is based on this alone.

It is a fact that both in the Priyadargikd and the Raindvalt the

poet has freely enough invented his episodes, and this is a fact

justifying the discrimination.

(
The little bourgeois comedy, the Prakaranika,^ is precisely of

the same character as the Natika, save that its hero and heroine

are of the merchant class. It is clear that it is due merely to a

false desire for symmetry, as it is merely a Prakarana when

judged by the three determinants of plot, character, and senti-

ment, and Dhanika rightly rejects it as a species, though Vi9va-

natha admits it.

A variant of the Natika is the Sattaka,^ which differs from it

merely by being all in Prakrit, in having no introductory scenes

of any kind, and in having the acts called Javanikantara. As
the name denotes a form of dance, it is quite possible that it owes

its origin as a species to the use of such dances in these plays.

We have an example in Rajafekhara s Karpuramanjart.

The Trotaka^ or Totaka is merely a variant of the Nataka;

the Bengali recension of the Vikramorvagi which contains

Apabhrah^a verses and an appropriate dance of the distracted

^ SD. 654 -

* SD. 542. Cf. the Bharhut bas-relief of a dance, Sdi/ika; Hultzsch, ZDMCl. xl

66, no. 50.
3 SD. 540
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king alone gives the name. The term denotes both a dance and

confused speech, and the origin of the species need be sought only

in this peculiarity. The other manuscripts call it a Nataka.

The other species enumerated have no representatives in the

old literature, nor is this wonderful, for they show the character

rather of pantomime with song, dance, and music than of serious

drama
; the Gosthi ^ has nine or ten men and five or six women

as actors; the Halll9a‘^ is clearly a glorified dance; the Natya-

rasaka * a ballet and pantomime
; the Prasthana,^ in which hero

and heroine are slaves, is based on a mimetic dance; so also

apparently arc the Bhanika,'^ or little Bhana, and the Kavya, both

one-act pieces ; the Rasaka, of the same general type, includes

dialect in its language. The Ullapya may have one or three

acts, and its hero is of high rank, while battles form part of its

subject, as they do also in the Sarhlapaka, which may have one,

three, or four acts. The Durmallika has four acts, a hero of low

rank, and a precise time-table of duration of acts. The Vilasika

has one act, but is interesting in that the hero has, to support him,

not only the Vidusaka, but also the parasite and a friend (pltha^

marda)\ the sentiment is erotic. The Qilpaka is mysterious, for

it has four acts, allows all the manners, has a Brahmin as hero

with a man of lower rank as secondary hero, excludes the calm

and comic sentiments, and has twenty-seven most miscellaneous

constituents
;

if a pantomime, it was clearly not amusing. The
Prenkhana, or Preksana, is a piece in one act, with a hero of low

birth, full of combats and hard words
;

it has no introductory

scenes, and both the benediction and the Prarocana arc performed

behind the scenes, but none of the late works which bear approxi-

mately this title conforms to type. The Qrigadita is in a single

act, the story legendary, the hero and heroine of high rank, the

manner verbal
;
the word Qvl is often mentioned, or the goddess

is presented seated and singing some verse. The only play

known of that name is the Subhadrdharana of Madhava before

A.D. 1600, which is much like an ordinary play, but contains a

narrative verse, suggesting connexion with the shadow-drama.

It is characteristic that the theory ignores wholly this type.

' SD. 541. Cf. Hall, DR.,p. 6.

* SO. 5 .S 5 . ’ SD. 543. " SD. 544.

* 556; for the others see 546 ff. Names of plays are given, but they are lost,

and were probably late.
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lo. The Influence of Theory on Practice

Though we cannot say precisely at what date the Ndtyagdstra

obtained definite form, we can be assured that by the time of

Kalidasa it was not merely known, but its authority was already

accepted as binding on poets. The mere fact that Kalidasa s

dramas exhibit a marvellous fidelity to the rules of the (^fistra

might be explained by the theory that it drew its principles from

them rather than vice versa. But in his epics Kalidasa, in due

accord with the duty of a poet to display every form of his

erudition, has emphatically shown a far-reaching competence in

the terminology of the ^fistra. In the Knmdrasambhava^ ^iva

and Parvati watched the performance in honour of their nuptials

of a Nataka in which the different dramatic manners were com-

bined with the junctures, the modes of the music corresponded

with the sentiments, and the Apsarases displayed their grace of

form. There are similar references in the Raghuvaiiga? The
knowledge of the (^astra by later writers goes without sa)nng.

The author of the Mudrardksasa ^ depicts Raksasa as comparing

political combinations with the work of a dramatist and giving a

brief plan of the structure of the drama, and Bhavabhuti ^ and

Murari^ alike show familiarity with the terminology of the

^astra as well as with its rules. The most complete proof, how-

ever, of the domination of the theory is the absence of any

original creations in dramatic form. There must, it is certain,

have been a time when the genius of Indian poetry was active

in trying and developing the new^ instrument of drama, but with

the appearance of the Ndtyagdsira this creative epoch came to

all intents and purposes to a close, and the writers of the classical

drama accept without question the forms imposed upon them by

authority, although that authority rests on no logical or psycho-

logical basis, but represents merely generalizations, often hasty,

from a limited number of plays.

The Nataka, accordingly, remains the form of drama par excel-

lence, a pre-eminence due to its comparative freedom from narrow

^
vii. 90 f.

;
xi. 36.

* ii. 18. ® iv. 3.

* vi. 48, and see pp. 108 f.
;
L^vi, TI. ii, 38.

^ Malatinmdhova^ p. 79.
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restrictions as well as to the submissive spirit of the dramatists.

The form serves very different purposes
;
it accommodates itself

not only to the grace and charm of Kalidasa, but to the unmea-

sured and irregular genius of Bhavabhuti
;

it permits of the

political drama of Vi9akhadatta, as well as the philosophical

disquisitions of Krsnamifra and the devotional fervour of Kavi-

karnapura’s Caiianyacandrodaya,

The Prakarana is essentially similar to the Nataka save in the

social status of the hero and heroine
;
the distinction between

the Malatimadhava and a Nataka is far less important than the

similarity. The Mrcchakatikd, indeed, departs from type, but

that is not surprising now that it is known that it is based on

Bhasa’s Cdrudatta, which is not merely the work of a man of

unusual talent, but came into being before the rules of the drama

had attained the binding force they later achieved. The Natika,

however, which is likewise closely allied to the Nataka, became

stereotyped at an early stage, leaving no room for serious innova-

tion ; the charms of the song and dance appear to have prevailed,

and to have dissuaded efforts at originality of plot. The Vyayoga
is hardly more than an aspect of the Nataka

;
the spirit of such

works as those of Bhasa in this genre is reflected in many
passages of the Mahdvlracarita and the Venlsamhdra,

The farce and the monologue, of which we have many speci-

mens in the later drama, are confined to representations of the

lower and coarser side of life, but curiously enough they fail

entirely to achieve what might have seemed the legitimate aim

of a vivid portrayal of the lives and manners of contemporary

society
; tradition has proved too strong for the dramatists whose

works deal with types, not individuals. On the other hand, we

find practically no living tradition of the construction of dramas

of the other five classes of the theory, Dima, Samavakara,

Ihamrga, Vlthi, and Utsrstikanka. We may legitimately assume

that these were types erected on little foundation of fact, and

that, while the theory could restrict enterprise, it could not

induce life in forms which had no real vitality of their own. The

mere fact that later poets occasionally patronize these forms is

sufficient evidence of the strength of the authority of the Qastra.

It is amazing, however, that we find no serious effort to produce
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pure comedy
;
the farce and the monologue may hover on the

borders of that form
;
they certainly never attain it.

To the force of the tradition is presumably to be ascribed the

absence of any effort at tragedy, though its absence undoubtedly

coincides with the mental outlook of the Indian people and their

philosophy of life. Bhasa has indeed been claimed as a trage-

dian, but with complete disregard for the facts
;
there is in fact

in his dramas disregard of the rule which objects to death on the

stage, but the slain are always evil men, whose death is just

punishment; the Uruhhahga may to us be tragic, but that is

because we are not adorers of Visnu who regard with relish the

fate of the enemy of that god, the evil Duryodhana. The tragic

sentiment is nowhere recognized, for the term (raudra), which is

unhappily often so rendered, is the sentiment which is based on

anger, and has nothing truly tragic in it. The idea is, indeed,

entirely wanting in the theory as it is in the practice.

To the developed thought of India, as it existed during the

vogue of the drama, there was little possibility of a realization of

the elements of which Greek tragedy is composed. The concep-

tion of human activity striving with circumstance, endeavouring

to assert itself in the teeth of forces superhuman in power and

uncontrollable, and meeting with utter ruin, but yet maintaining

its honour, which affords the spring of tragedy in Greece, is alien

to Indian thought. Fate is nothing outside man
;
he is subject

to no alien influences
;
he is what he has made himself by acts in

past lives ;
if he suffers evil he has deserved it as just retribution,

and to sympathize with him, to feel the pathos of his plight, is

really unthinkable. Death, therefore, by violence is merely a

just punishment of crime, and it is a more refined taste than that

of Bhasa which bids us banish from the stage the spectacle of

what is no more than an execution, a scene as ill-suited to the

decorum and good taste of the serious drama * as to the rude

merriment of the farce or monologue.

' Cf. the later view b Rome, which forbids death on the stage, Horace, Ars Poedca,

183 ff., with Aristotle, Poetics^ 1453 b 10 ff., which approvcb the presentation of death

and other acts on the stage.
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ii, A ristotle and the Indian Theory of Poetics

It is natural that contemporaneously with the effort to prove

the Greek origin of the Indian drama efforts^ should have been

made to establish the indebtedness of the Natyagdstra to Aris-

totle’s theory of drama.^ There is no doubt of the many
parallels between the two theories. The unity of action is fully

recognized in the C^astra, and the rule which insists that the

events described in an Act shall not exceed in duration a day has

a certain similarity to the unity of time in Aristotle,^ and is

much more significant than such agreement as there is as to unity

of place. The doctrine that the drama is an imitation (anukrti)

does not differ from the doctrine of Mimesis, but there is an

essential distinction in what is imitated or represented
;
in the

(^astra it is a state or condition, in Aristotle it is action, a distinc-

tion absolutely in accord with the different geniuses of the two

peoples. The importance of acting is common in both schemes,

but Aristotle makes little of the dance. Both stress the plot,

which the (Jastra recognizes as the body of the drama. The

Indian division of characters as high, middle, and low has a

certain parallelism to the Aristotelian distinctions of modes of

depicting character as ideal, real, and inferior. The (^'astra, like

Aristotle, shows appreciation of the distinction between male and

female characters. To some degree we find in the (^^astra the

recognition of the necessity of conflict in drama, and of the

emotions of pity and fear in the sentiment of pathos and in the

element of the development known as Vidrava. The ^astra also

touches on the relation of the feelings aroused in the actor and

in the audiehcb as in the Poetics. Both recognize the use of

significant names, and deal with the linguistic aspects of style.

Other suggestions of Greek influence may also be adduced

;

thus we have the mention of what seems a derivative of the

Greek caryatides in the description of the theatre ;
the mono-

logue may be based on the Greek Mime, and we have the actual

* M. Lindenau, Festschrift Windisch^ pp. 38 fl.

2 Poetics^ > 449 ^ Butcher’s trs. and Bywater’s notes.

* Poetics

y

1449 b 13. For time analysis in Kalidasa, see Jackson, J.\OS. xx.

341--59; ia Harsa, xxi. 88~io8.
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mention in a passage of the^astra of Yavanas, while the descrip-

tion of the Vita suggests derivation from the Greek parasite.

But it is impossible to take these pieces of evidence as conclusive

proof of borrowing
;
we are, in fact, faced with the usual diffi-

culty that, if there were borrowing, the Indian genius has known

how to recast so cleverly and to adapt what it borrowed so

effectively that the traces which would definitely establish

indebtedness cannot be found. In all the instances enumerated

there is no doubt similarity, but there is also essential difference

such as renders independent development of the Indian doctrine

at least as probable as borrowing.
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DRAMATIC PRACTICE



XIV

THE INDIAN THEATRE

I. The Theatre

The Sanskrit drama of the theorists is, despite its complexity,

essentially intended for performance, nor is there the slightest

doubt that the early dramatists were anything but composers of

plays meant only to be read. They were connoisseurs, we may
be certain, in the merits which would accrue to their works from

the accessories of the dance, music, song, and the attractions of

acting; the Vikramorvagi must, for instance, have had much
of the attraction of an opera, and as a mere literary work loses

seriously in attraction.

On the other hand, the existence of regular theatres for the

exhibition of drama is not assumed in the theorists. A drama
was, it is clear, normally performed on an occasion of special

rejoicing and solemnity, such as a festival of a god, or a royal

marriage, or the celebration of a victory, and the place of per-

formance thus naturally came to be the temple of the god or the

palace of the king. We learn often in the drama and tales of

the existence of dancing halls and music rooms in the royal

palace where the ladies of the harem were taught these pleasing

arts, and one of these could easily be adapted for a dramatic

performance. But we have from the second century B.c. the

remains of a cave which seems to have been used, if not for the

performance of plays, at any rate for purposes of recitation of

poems or some similar end ;
it is found in the Ramgarh hill ^ in

Chota Nagpur, and, although it is quite impossible to prove that

it had anything to do with plays, it is interesting to note that

the Ndtyagdstra states that the play-house should have the form

of a mountain cave and two stories.

' Bloch, Arch, Survey of India Report^ *903“4i PP* 123
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According to the C^astra,^ the play-house as made ready for

performance may be of three types, the first for the gods, io8

hands (i8 inches) long; the second rectangular, 64 hands long

and 3a broad
;

the third triangular, 3a hands long, the second

being praised on acoustic grounds. The house falls into two

parts, the places for the audience and the stage. The auditorium

is marked off by pillars, in front a white pillar for the seats for

the Brahmins, then a red pillar for the Ksatriyas, in the north-

west a yellow pillar marks the seats for the Vaifyas, while the

(j^udras have a bluc-black pillar in the north-east. The seats are

of wood and bricks, and arranged in rows. In front beside the

stage is a veranda with four pillars, apparently also for the use

of spectators. In front of the spectators is the stage (j^aHga)^

adorned with pictures and reliefs
;

it is eight hands square in the

second form of play-house
;

its end is the head of the stage

{rahgaglrsa\ decorated by figures, and there offerings are made.'^

Behind the stage is the painted curtain {patl^ apati^tiraskaram^

pratisird)^ to which the name Yavanika (Prakrit, Javanika) is

given, denoting merely that the material is foreign, and forbidding

any conclusion as to the Greek origin of the curtain itself or the

theatre. When one enters hastily, the curtain is violently thrown

aside {apafiksepa). Behind the curtain are the actors* quarters

{nepathyagrha) or tiring rooms. Here are performed the sounds

necessary to represent uproar and confusion which cannot be

represented on the stage
;
here also are uttered the voices of gods

and other persons whose presence on the stage is impossible or

undesirable.

The colour of the curtain is given in some authorities as

necessarily in harmony with the dominant sentiment of the play,

in accordance with the classification of sentiments already given,

but others permit the use of red in every instance. Normally the

entry of any character is effected by the drawing aside of the

curtain by two maidens, whose beauty marks them out for this

• ii
;

ct. JPASB. v. 353 ff
. ;

Cilparatna (ed. TSS.), pp, 301 flf. Cf. h'dvyami-

tnamd^ p. 54.

^ For the Greek theatre, which presents certain points oF sirailtrity but many of

difference, see Dorpfeld, Das i:riechis(hc '/'heater) Ilaigh, Attic Theatre (3rd ed.)

;

a brief mmmary is given in Norwood, Grech Tragedy

^

pp. 49 ff.

^ The theory of a transverse curtain (Wilson, I. Ixviii) is not supported by evidence

ol any clear kind. Cf. p. 113, n. i.
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employment {dhrtir yavanikdydh). The term Nepathya has

suggested an erroneous deduction as to the relative elevation of

the stage and the foyer, for it is conceivable that it denotes a

descending (fii-pathd) way, and it has been concluded^ that it

was, therefore, below the level of the stage. But the regular

phrase of the entry of an actor on the stage {rahgdvatarana)

would suggest exactly the opposite, a descent from the foyer to

the stage. In the case of stages hastily put together, often for

merely very temporary aims, it would clearly be absurd to expect

any fixed practice, nor can we say what was the normal height of

the stage platform. In the case of a play within a play, in the

Bdlardmdyana of Raja9ekhara, we find that both a stage and

a tiring room are erected on the original stage, though we may
assume that these were of a very simple structure.

The number of doors leading to the tiring room from the stage

is regularly given as two,* and apparently the place of the

orchestra was between them.

2. The Actors

The normal term for actor is Nata, a term which has the

wider sense of dancer or acrobat ; terms like Bharata, or Bharata,

Carana,^ Ku^ilava, ^ailusa, or ^aubhika have interest practically

only for the history of the drama. The chief actor, whose name

Sutradhara doubtless denotes him as primarily the architect of

the theatre, the man who secures the erection of the temporary

stage, is occasionally styled ‘ troop-head of actors {natagdmaniy^

and he is essentially the instructor of the other actors in their art

(fidtydcdryci)^ so that his title Sutradhara can be used topically

as equivalent to Professor. P'or this high position his qualifica-

tions were to be numerous ;
he was supposed to be learned in all

the arts and sciences, to be acquainted with the habits and

customs of all lands, to combine the completeness of technical

knowledge with practical skill, and to be possessed of all the

* Weber, IS. xiv. 225. Cl. Levi, Tl. i. 374; ii. 62.

* The Greek number was three, later five. The Chinese stage, which resembles the

Indian in its primitive character, but has no curtain, has two doors, one for entry, one

for exit
;
Ridgeway, Dramas^ &c., pp. 274 f.

® VV. Crooke, The Tribes and CasUs of the N. IV, Provinces and Oudh, ii. ao ff.

^ Hillebrandt, AID., p. la ; cf. natagrama^ Epigr„ Ind, i. 381.
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moral qualities which an Indian genius can enumerate. To him
falls not merely the very important function of introducing the

play, but also of taking one of the chief parts ; thus he plays

Vatsa in the Ratndvali^ and in the Mdlatlmddhava Kamandaki,

the nun, who powerfully affects the current of the drama. He is

normally the husband of one of the actresses (ftait), who aids him

in the opening scene, and who is compelled, poor woman, to com-

bine the arduous life of an actress with the domestic duty of

looking after her husband’s material wants. She is represented

as devoted to him, fasting to secure reunion in another life, pre-

paring his meal and seeking to remove by her good works the

dangers which threaten him, and compelled to play her parts,

although anxious, as in the Ratndvali^ over the difficulty of

securing the marriage of her daughter to a fianc^ who has gone

overseas, or, as in the Jdnakiparinaya, over the wickedness of

another actor in seeking to take her daughter from her.

The Sthapaka, according to the theory, is to resemble in his

attributes the Sutradhara
; as we have seen, to what extent he

really in the dramas known to us was employed as distinct from

the Sutradhara, it is impossible to say ; the name suggests that

he aided him in the structure of the stage, and then in his actor’s

duties. But there is no ground to assume that he really had

disappeared as a living figure before the classical drama
;
the

occasional mention of him in actual dramas as well as in the

theory need not be artificial. We have, however, a much more

common attendant of the Sutradhara in the Pariparfvika, who
appears in the prologue of many plays, and in addition acted the

parts of persons of middle rank. He receives the orders of his

master and passes them on to the other actors, and directs the

operations of the chorus, as in the Venlsamkdra, He is

addressed by his master as Marsa, and he greets him as Bhava.

The other actors, of whom there must often have been many

in pieces with crowds introduced, arc to have the qualities of the

Sutradhara in as generous a measure as may be; they arc

divided, however, according to their qualifications into superior,

medium, and third-rate actors.^ The principal parts in any

drama are, however, few
;
the king, the Vidusaka, the parasite,

the heroine, and a companion are stock types. The division of

' xxiv. 85 f.
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rdles is seldom shown in the prologues, whence are derived most

of the details of our knowledge of actual performances. The

Sutradhara in the Ratndvali and the Priyadargika plays the

part of Vatsa, his younger brother that of Yaugandharayana in

the former play and that of Drdhavarman in the latter; the

Sutradhara and the Paripar^vika take in the Malatlniadhava the

r61cs of Kamandaki and her pupil Avalokita respectively. This

taking of women’s parts by men is not by any means the normal

practice
;
the Nap normally plays an important female part ;

‘ in

the embryo drama in the Priyadargikd we find that the heroine’s

part is played by Aranyika, and the hero’s part was to have been

performed by another girl Manorama, but Vatsa, without the

queen’s knowledge, insinuated himself into the scene in propria

persona. In the legend of Bharata’s exhibition of the Lakpnh
svaya7hvar(i the nymph Urva9l is represented as playing the chief

role, and in Damodaragupta's Kiittanhnata^ where an actual

representation of the Ratndvali is described, wc find a woman in

the role of the princess. The Ndtyagdstra
'^

expressly admits of

three modes of representation
;
the roles maybe filled by persons

of appropriate sex and age ; the roles of the old may be taken by

the young and vice versa
;
and the roles of men may be played

by women and vice versa. The taking of women’s parts by men

has, curiously enough, a very early piece of evidence, for the

Mahdbhdsya mentions the word Bhrukuiisa, which was used to

denote a man who made up as a female.^

We are, it is clear, to conceive of the troupe of actors under

the Sutradhara as ready to wander hither and thither in search

of a favourable opportunity of exhibiting their powers as inter-

preters. The performance of a drama became, it is clear, in later

times at any rate, a worthy adornment of a festive occasion such

as a religious festival, the consecration of a king, a marriage, the

taking possession of a town or a new estate, the return of a

traveller, and the birth of a son. The best patrons of the actors

might be kings, but there was evidently no lack of appreciation

of their services among men of lesser rank but of large means.

The later prologues give us details of the rivalry between

different troupes. In Mkit Anarghardghava the actor declares that

* Cf. Karpurafnatljarlf i. ii/13.

^ xxvi.
; cf. xii. 166 f, * Weber, IS. xiii. 493.
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he has come to exhibit a superior sort of drama to that played

by a rival, and asserts that the dearest desire of a player is to

satisfy the public and to win back the favour he has lost.

Raja^ekhara twice introduces the motive of a competition be-

tween actors to win the hand of an actress who has been offered

by her father in marriage to the most adept of her suitors.

Jayadeva invents a pleasing tale of an actor who won great

success and reputation, inducing a comedian of the south to

claim his name and steal his renown. The actor in revenge

went south, and, striking up a partnership with a singer, won
both repute and profit in the courts of the Deccan.

The reputation of actors and actresses was low and unsavoury;

they are reputed to live on the price of their wives* honour

{jdydjiva^ rupdjiva)^ and Manu imposes only a minor penalty on

illicit relations with the wife of an actor on the score of their

willingness to hand over their wives to others and profit by

their dishonour.^ The Mahdbhdsya gives equally clear testi-

mony of the lack of chastity among the actresses or their prede-

cessors.^ The law book of Visnu^ treats them as Ayogavas,

a mixed caste representing the fruit of alliances, improper and

undesirable, between ^udras and the daughters of the Vai9ya
;
to

be an actor or a teacher of the art is ranked as a lesser sin in

Baudhayana.^ The Ku^lava is described as a Qudra, who ought

to be banished his evidence, and indeed that of any actor, is

not to be accepted in law,^ and Brahmins may not accept food

offered by an actor,^ a fact attested by the Sutradhara in the

prologue to the Mrcchakatikd who can find no one in Ujjayini

to accept his hospitality. Actors again are classed in Manu with

wrestlers and boxers. An actress was often, if not necessarily,

one of the great army of courtesans ;
Vasantasena, the hetaera of

the Cdrudatta and Mrcchakatikd^ is herself skilled in acting, and

has in her household maidens learning to act, and Dandin in-

cludes lessons in this art in his account of the education of the

perfect courtesan in the Dagakumdracarita.

On the other hand, we have traces of a higher side of the

^ viii* 362 ; cf. Rdmayapm^ ii. 30. 8 ; h uttanlmata^ 855.

* vi. I. 13. ® xvi. 8. ^ ii. i. 2. 13.

* Kautillya^ p. 7. ® Manu, viii. 65 ;
Yajn. ii. 7c

^ Manu, iv. 215 j
Yajn, i. 161.
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profession, which doubtless can quite fairly be connected with

the gradual elevation of the drama from humble origins to the

rank of an elaborate and refined poetry. Bharata, the alleged

founder of the Ndtyagdstra, ranks as a Muni, or holy sage, and

Urvafi, a divine nymph, is treated as an actress. What is more

important is that Bana definitely enumerates in the Harsacarita

among his friends an actor and an actress
;
Bhartrhari ^ refers to

their friendship with kings, which is also attested in the legend

of Vasumitra, son of Kalidasa’s hero Agnimitra, who was slain

amidst his actors by his enemy. Kalidasa himself represents

Agnivarna, king of Ragliu’s line, as pleased to compete with

actors in their own speciality. Vatsa, in the Priyadargika, is

prepared to play a part without question, and Bhavabhuti in two

of his prefaces asserts his friendship with his actors. In truth,

men who could effectively declaim the stanzas of Bhavabhuti

must have possessed both education and culture in a high degree,

and have been very different from the acrobats and jugglers,

dancers, and others whose humble occupations account for the

censures of the law books and the Arthagdstra.

3. The Mise-eu-seme and Representation of the Drama

We have no trace in the drama of any attempt to introduce

scenery into the representation. The curtain remained as a

background throughout the entertainment, and it was in the

main left to the imagination of the spectator, aided by the

descriptions of the poet, to conceive the beauties of the situation

supposed to be presented to his eyes. We have for this conclu-

sive proof, if any were needed beyond the silence of the text-

books, in the abundant stage directions which accompany the

text of our dramas, and are found even in the fragments of

Agvaghosa. When actions such as watering a plant were

ascribed to an actress, no serious effort was made to bring in

plants and perform the ceremonial of watering ; on the contrary,

she went through a mimicry of the process, which was enough

to satisfy the audience. The king may mount a chariot, but no

effort is made to bring one for this purpose
;
he merely goes in
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elaborate pantomime through the action of getting up off the

ground, and the audience, trained and intelligent, realizes what
has happened. At the beginning of the Qakuntala the gazelle

which Duhsanta follows is not a real animal, but the Sutradhara

tells us that the king is pursuing a gazelle, and the actor, who
represents the monarch, by his eager gaze and his gestures

reveals himself as in the act of seeking to shoot the deer. To
pluck flowers is merely to imitate the movements of one who
really does so, and an actress with any skill has no difficulty in

persuading an audience by her marks of agitation that she is

escaping from the attacks of a bee.

There is thus no tedious attempt at realism, though the

dramatists vary in the care with which they avoid the absurd in

their use of conventions
;
the works of Bhasa show doubtless an

excessive tendency to allow of strain being placed on the credu-

lity of the audience. The exits and entrances of the characters

are often abrupt and unnatural, but the drama was not primarily

intended as a realistic copy of events, and doubtless was not felt

unsatisfactory by the audience. Nor, it may be remembered,

has perfection in detail in any form of ceremonial ever made
a strong appeal to Indian minds

;
in the most gorgeous celebra-

tions there will occur, without exciting surprise or comment,

strange deviations from western canons of good taste and

elegance.

To a limited extent, however, use was made of minor proper-

ties, which are classed under the generic style of model work

{pusta)} The Ndtyagdstra distinguishes three forms of such

objects; they may be made up {sandhima) from bamboos

covered with skins or cloths ; or mechanical means might be

employed (vydjima) ;
or merely clothes (vestitd) used. We hear

of the making of an elephant in the Udayanacarita ;
the Mrccha-

katikd owes its name to the toy cart which appears in it ; the

Bdlardmdyana has mechanical dolls, and doubtless there were

represented houses, caves, chariots, rocks, horses, and so on
;

monsters with animal heads and many arms could be made of

clay and bamboos, and covered with cloths ; wc arc expressly

told that weapons must not be made of hard material, but that

' N. xxi. 5 ff. Masks may have been used for animals, but not normally as in

Greece
;

cf. ZDMG. Ixxiv. 137, n. a.
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stocks of grass, bamboos, and lac may be made to serve, and

naturally gestures served in lieu of hard blows.

The dress ^ of the actors is carefully regulated, especially as

regards colour, which evidently was regarded as an important

item in matters of sentiment. Ascetics wear garments of rags

or bark; those in charge in the harem red jackets, kings gay

garments or, if there are portents described, garments without

colour. Abhira maidens wear dark blue clothes; in other cases

dirty or uncoloured garments are prescribed. Dirty clothes

indicate madness, distraction, misery, or a journey ;
uncoloured

garb, one engaged in worship or some solemn religious service,

an interesting survival of antique custom, while gods, Danavas,

Gandharvas, Uragas, Yaksas, and Raksases, as well as lovers

and kings, normally wear gay clothing.

Colour,'^ however, is by no means confined to garments
;
the

actors are expected to adorn themselves with paint of hues

appropriate to the roles they play. There are, on one theory,

four fundamental colours, white, blue-black, red, and yellow,

from which others are developed, for instance pigeon colour by

mixing the first two
; a reddish yellow {gaura) from mixing

the last two is also recorded. It or dark (fydma) is given as suited

for kings, while happiness is indicated by it. Kiratas, Barbaras,

Andhras, Dravidas, the people of Ka9i and Kosala, Pulindas, and

the people of the Deccan are to be black (asita)
;

the ikas,

Yavanas, Pahlavas, and Balhikas ^ are to be reddish yellow

;

Paficalas, ^urasenas, Mahisas, Udras, Magadhas, Angas, Vailgas,

and Kalingas are to be dark (^ydtna)^ as also Vaifyas and(^udras in

general, while Brahmins and Ksatriyas are to be reddish-yellow.

Naturally the hair'^ attracts attention; Pi9acas, madmen, and

Bhutas wear it loose ; the Vidusaka is bald
;
boys have three

tufts of hair, and so also servants if it is not cut short ; the

maidens of Avanti, and usually those of Bengal, wear ringlets, in

the case of women of the north it is worn high on the head, and

otherwise plaits are usual. The beard may be bright in hue,

dark, or bushy. There is also the same tendency to stereotype

' N. xxi.

* N. xxi. 63 ff.
;

L^vi, TI. i. 388; ii. 69. Cf. the Mahdbhdsyay hi. i. 36;

Yajnavalkya, iii. 163.

* Also read Pahravas and Bahlikas, Cf. Kdvyamimdhsd^ pp. 96 f.

* N, xxi.
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the ornaments, made out of copper, mica, or wax, and the gar-

lands carried by the various personages; Vidyadharls, Yaksis,

Apsarases and Nagis carry pearls and jewels, while the latter are

at once recognizable by the snake’s hood rising over their heads,

as are Yaksas by a large tuft of hair.

The dress and appearance of the actor thus serve in some
measure to carry out his duty of representation {abhinaya), of

presenting before our eyes the states or conkitions of the

personage for whom he stands. This is the Aharyabhinaya, the

first of the four agencies enumerated by the Ndtyagdstra. He
has also to perform the duty of representation by speech {vdcika)y

using his voice to convey the dramatist’s words, and by exhibit-

ing in propria persona the appropriate physical counterparts of

the feelings and emotions of the characters {sdttvikdbhinaya).

Finally, he has specially to concentrate on the expression by
gesture {dngikdbhinaya) of the feelings which he is supposed to

experience. In this regard most detailed rules are given, doubt-

less from the technique of a period when more importance^

attached to gestures than later seems natural. Each member of

the body is singled out for description
;
deep significance lies in

the mode in which the head is shaken, the eyes glance, the brows

move
;
cheek, nose, lip, chin, and neck can all be used to convey

subtle senses. The hands are invaluable for this purpose
;
the

different manceuvres with the fingers can convey almost any

possible combination of meanings to the person sufficiently

acquainted with the Ndtyagdstra to understand them. But

other parts of the body down to the feet are valuable
;

great

care is bestowed on their postures, and the gait is invaluable in

distinguishing classes of persons and their deeds. Darkness

need not artificially be induced
;
movements of hands and feet to

indicate groping are enough
;
one set of movements shows the

mounting of a chariot, another the climbing up to the top of

a palace
;

if the garments are pulled up, the crossing of a river is

plainly shown
;

if the motions of swimming are mimicked, clearly

the river is too deep to wade ;
a dexterous movement of the

hands shows that one is driving, and similarly one can mount an

elephant or a horse.^

* Cf. Abhinayadarpana of Nanclike9vara, trs. h}' A. Coomaraswamy and G. K.

Duggirala, Cambridge, Mass., 1917.
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It is characteristic of the nature of the Indian theory that,

while it descends into enormous detail, it leaves alone to all

intents and purposes the obvious duty of defining precisely the

relation of the varieties of representation described as Sattvika

and Angika. The true relation is that under the head of

Sattvika are described the physical states, which are deemed

appropriate to feelings and emotions, while the Angika prescribes

the precise physical movements which express most effectively

both psychic states and physical movements, which cannot be

conveniently presented on the stage. The division accordingly

is unscientific, and, acute as is the investigation of t\\tNdtyagdstra

in detail, it is far from satisfying as a whole.

The importance of such accessories to the representation as

garlands, ornaments, and appropriate garments, is emphasized

by Matrgupta, who admits a specific form of sentiment sta led

Nepathyarasa, a fact which illustrates the effect produced in the

mind of the spectator by the details of the mise-en-schie. The

same impression may be derived from the elaboration of the

stage directions in the dramas, comparable only to such as are

given, for instance, in Mr. Bernard Shaw’s productions. It is

clear that they were intended not only for the direction of the

actors in actually performing one of the pieces, but as instru-

ments to aid the reader of the drama in realizing mentally the

form of the representation and in appreciating, therefore, the

dramatic quality of what he studied. Moreover, we have inde-

pendent evidence which aids us in seeing how complete these

directions are, A fortunate chance has preserved in Damodara-

gupta*s Knttammata} written in the reign of Jayapida of Kash-

mir in the eighth century A.D., an account of the performance of

the Ratndvall of Harsa. The description is incomplete, but it is

perfectly clear that it was played exactly in accordance with the

stage directions which have come down to us, embedded in the

text of the drama as we have it.

The actual performance of the play was preceded, as we have

seen in describing the theory of the drama, by preliminaries, the

essential aim of which was the securing of the favour of the gods

for the play to be represented. Of the varied elements of the

preliminaries special importance seems to have attached to the

^ 856 ff. Cf. the accounts in the Harivahea, ii. 88-93.
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praise of the world guardians {dikpalastuti)^ and the reverence

paid to Indra’s banner. A reed with five knots is selected which

is called Jarjara; the five sections are painted white, blue-black,

yellow, red, and a mixture of hues ; banners of every colour are

tied to it, and the supplication is made to Gane9a, the god who
removes obstacles and favours literature, and to the guardians of

the quarters of the world.

A religious aspect is given also to the mingling of the

pigments, the materials employed being yellow arsenic, lamp

black, and red among others. The arsenic is formally addressed

as being created by Svayambhu for the purpose of serving as a

pigment
;
then it is placed on a board with fragments of brick,

the whole reduced to fine powder, and mingled, and then used as

pigment.^

The time of the performance is not in many cases stated, but

in a number of plays, including the Mdlatlmddhava^ Karnasun-

dariy and the embryo drama in the Priyadargikd, we find it

assumed to be the moment when the sun is just appearing.^ The
beat of drum announces the beginning of the drama, the pre-

liminaries, often reduced to little more than a vocal and instru-

mental concert of brief duration, are completed, and the

benediction pronounced, to be followed by the prologue proper

and the drama.

4. The A udience

A drama like the Sanskrit demanded the full attention of

a cultivated audience, and it is assumed or expressly asserted, as

in the dramas of Kalidasa, Harsa, and Bhavabhuti, that the

spectators are critical and experienced. The Ndtyagdstra'^

requires from the ideal spectator {preksaka) keen susceptibility

and excellent judgement, with ability to make his own the feel-

ings and emotions of the characters depicted by the actors. But

it is admitted that there are the usual degrees among the

spectators, good, medium, and indifferent ; the question of the

success of a drama depends on the judgement of the critic

' SathgUaddmodarat 39.

* Cf. Nllakantha’s reaion for the alleged abbreviation of the MfcchakcUikd (L^vi,

TI. i. a 10).

* xxvii. 51 ff.; L^vi, TX. ii. 6a ff.

2717 A a
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(prdfmka)y who is to possess every possible good quality to fit

him for the delicate task. The audience, as it is to share the

feelings of the characters, is expected to show them by the usual

outward signs
;
laughter, tears, cries, hair standing on end, jump-

ing up from their seats, clapping with the hands and other mani-

festations of pleasure, horror, fear, and other sentiments are both

proper and natural.

The rules for placing the patron at whose bidding the drama is

performed, Sabhapati, and his guests, are elaborate.^ He sits

himself on the Lion Throne, the equivalent of the royal box, with

the ladies of his harem on the left, and on the right the person-

ages of highest importance, such as the vassal princes of a great

king like Harsa. Behind the latter are the treasurer and other

officers, and near them the learned men of the court, civil and

religious, including the poets, and in their midst the astrologers

and physicians. On the left again are the ministers and other

courtiers; all around are maidens of the court. In front again of

the king are Brahmins, behind the bearers of fans, radiant in

youthful beauty. On the left in front are the reciters and

panegyrists, eloquent and wise. Guards are present to protect

the sacred person of the sovereign.

How far the dramas were viewed by the public in general we

cannot say
;
the rules regarding the play-house contemplate the

presence of ^udras, but that is a vague term, and may apply to

a very restricted class of royal hangers on. We have the general

rule ^ that barbarians, ignorant people, heretics, and those of low

class should not be admitted, but such prescriptions mean very

little. There must, it is clear, have been the utmost variation in

the character of the audience according to the place and circum-

stances of representation. At great festivals, when plays were

given in the temples, there must have been admission for as many
as could be crowded in

;
in private exhibitions the audience may

well have been more select. The fact that the dramas must

have been largely unintelligible to all save a select few of the

audience would not matter much
; a drama was essentially a

spectacle ; in many cases its subject was perfectly familiar to the

^ Safhgttaratndkaray 1327 ff.
;
Levi, Tl. i. 375 ff. Cf. Kdvyami/ndhsd, pp. 54 f.

* Tagore, I£ight Principal Rasas^ p. 61. That women as such were excluded

(Wilson, ii. 212) cannot have held good for the early stage.
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audience, and the elaborate use of conventional signs must have

been enough to aid many of the audience in following roughly

the nature of the proceedings.

When such dramatic exhibitions became rare we do not know

:

it is certain that in the eleventh century in Kashmir they were

not uncommon
;
Ksemendra advised aspirants to poetic fame to

improve their taste by the study of such representations.^

Doubtless the Mahomedan conquest seriously affected the

vogue of the classical drama, which was obnoxious to Maho-
medan fanaticism as being closely identified both with the

national religion and the national spirit of India. The kings,

who had been the main support of the actors and poets alike,

disappeared from their thrones or suffered grave reverses in

fortune. The tradition of dramatic performances gradually

vanished. Other causes contributed to this end ; the divorce

between the language of the stage and that of the people steadily

increasing with the passage of time made the Sanskrit drama
more and more remote to the public, and the Mahomedans
made it lose its position as the expression of the official and

court life of the highest circles.^

' Kavikantkdbkarana, p. 15.

* A certain revival of displays occurred in the nineteenth century
;

e. g. the

CitrayajHa of Vaidyanatha Vacaspati BhaUacarya, written for the festival of Govinda

by request of the Raja of Nadiya about a.d. 1820. The Cakkyars of Malabar still

act Qaktibhadra’s A^caryamatijarl and Kula9ekharavarman’s plays, as well as Act III

of the PratijHdyaugandhardyanay under the style of Mantrdnkandtaka^ and the

Ndgdnanda; JRAS. 1910, p. 637; Pratimdndtaka (ed. TSS.), p. xl
;
A. K. and

V, R. Pisharoti, of School ofOriental Studies, III. i. 107 ff., who maintain the

impossible view that Bhasa’s plays are compilations or adaptations of the eighth century,

or later, holding that the Cdrudatta is an adaptation of the Alt cchakatikd (contrast

p. 1 31), the Pratimdndtaka is later than Kalidasa, and the Avimaraka than Dan^in.

The genealogy of Rama in the Pratimd (iv. 9 f.) is that of Kalidasa, but is also

Puranic, and Dandin, of course, is not the inventor of the Katha. Barnett {Bulletin,

III. i. 35) accepts Pisharoti’s views, holding the Nydyafdstra of Medhatithi {Pratimd,

V. 8/9) to be the Manubhdsya (tenth century), but this is wholly against the context,

and Barnett’s view is surely incompatible with the priority of the Cdrudatta to the

Mrcchakatikd which he admits, and the absence of Maharastri. Cf. also p. 341.
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Abhayadatta, in the Mudrdrahasa^ 206.

Abhayadeva, king (a. D. 1229-32), 254.
Abhayaknmara, minister of (^renika» 260.

Abhayapala, king, 254.
Abhimanyu, son of Arjuna, 96, 97, 117,

Abhinavagupta, writer on poetics, 103,

220, 291, 294, 318, 319, 320, 338, 342,

343 , 344 *

Abhirama, commentator on the (^akun-

_
tala, 154.

Abhiras, a people, 129, 335, 337, n. i.

Abrupt dialogue {udghdtya'), 328, 341.
Abrupt remark {gat^d), 329.
Abuse, in ritual, as one source of drama,

34, 25-

Achievements of the Sanskrit drama,
276-88.

Active, for middle, and vice versa, in

Bhasa, 120.

Actors and Actresses, 360-4 ;
number

of, 66, no, 345, 346, 347; opening

dialogue of, 340; feelings aroused in,

316, 320, 321, 324, 355; see also

Granthihas, Qaubhikas, Qailiisa,

Acts, 60, 61, 301. 305, 345-51-
Address, conventional modes of, 314; as

evidence of date of dramatic origin,

. 69-71.
Adisura, of Bengal, 212.

Adityasena, of Magadha (a.d. 671), 212.

Adultery, as an allegorical character, 255.

Advaita foim of Visnu doctrine, 251, 252.

Aerial car, journeys in an, 190, 229, 233,

346. 255.
Agastya, a seer, dialogues of, in the

Rgveda, 14.

Aghoraghanfa, a priest, 188, 313, 328.

god of fire, dialogue of, with the

gods, 21 ;
saves Avimaraka, loi

;
saves

Sita, 105.

Agnimitra, a prince, hero of the Mala-
vikdgnimitra, I47-9, 165, 364.

Agnivarna, a prince, 364.
Agon, dramatic contest, essential to drama,

45 -

Aihole inscription (a.d. 634), mentions

Kalidasa, 146.

Aischylos, 75, n. 2, 196, 197.

Ajayapala, king (A.D. 1173-6), 258.

AjitapTi^a (a. d. 8 13-50), king of Kashmir,

- 291.

Ajivika, in drama, 85.

Akalajalada, grandfather of Raja^ekhara,

231-

Aksa, son of Ravana, 246.

Alaka, a city, 190, 194.
Alexander of Macedonia, his love of

drama, 59.
Alexandria, as source of Greek influence

on India, 60.

Alkestis, dramatic silence of, compared
with that of Sita, no.

Allegorical drama, Buddhist, 83, 84

;

later, 251-6.

Allegorical personages
,
in Bhasa, 112.

Alliteration, 338, 331 ;
a characteristic

of the Gau^a style, 332.
Ammal Acarya, author of the Vascmta-

tilaka, 363.

Anahilapa^aka, 269, and see Anhilva^.

Anandaraya, author of the Jivdtiandana,

. 253*

Anandavardhana, writer on poetics, 212,

220, 294.
Anangaharsa Matraraja, author of Tdpasa-

vatsar djacarita, 2 20.

Anahgamahjari, a hetaera, 263.

Ananga9ekhara, a Fita, 264.

Anangasena, a hetaera, 361.

Anasuya, friend of C^ikuntala, 153, 158.

Anayasindhu, an evil king, 261, 262.

Andhrabhftyas, dynasty, 129.

Andhraja, speech, 337, n. i.

Andhras, a people, 335, 336 ;
colour of,

366.

Angada, envoy to Ravana, 119, 190, 247,

369.

Angas, a people, colour of, 366,

Anger (kradha), as basis of sentiment, 323.

Anhilva^, literary activity at couit of,

243 ;
and see Anahilapataka.

Anticipatory scene {ankamukha), 303.

Antigone, of Sophokles, possibly known
in India, 59, n. 2.

Antigone, a character impossible in

Sanskrit drama, 278.

Apabhrah9a, 89, 12a, 151, 175, 187, 336,

n. I, 350.

Apatouria, 38.
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Apsarases, divine nymphs, 17, 40, 48, 96,

100, 1

1

3, 1 14, '365, 303, 339, n. 3,

. 35 ^. 367- .

Aranyaka or Aranyika, heroine of the

Priyadar^ikd^ 173, 174, 176, 362.

Arhants, views of, on the path of salva-

tion, 183.

Ariste, a demon killed by Kfsna, 99,
106.

Arisihha, author of the Sukrtasatfikirtanay

248, n. 7.

Aristotle, 39, 64, 279, n. i, 287, 337,
n. 2, 354, n. I, 355.

Arjuna, a demon, 99.
Arjuna, a Pandava, 48, 96, 97, 213, 214,

315, ‘218, 365, 266, 268, 320, 329.
Arjunavarman, Paramara of Dhara (A.D.

1211), 256.

Arrian, notes Indian love for song and
dance, 44, n. 2.

Ars AmoriSi of Ovid, 285.

Arsenic, used for pigments, 369.
Alt of Bhasa, 105-10; Mrcchakatikdy

1 34 ;
Kalidasa, 1 55-60 ;

Harsa, 175-7;
Mahendravikramavarman, 182, 183;
Bhavabhnti, 192-6

;
Vi9akhadatta, 208,

309 ;
Bhatta Narayan, 314, 215 ;

Ya9o-
varman, 222, 223; Murari, 229, 230;
Raja9ekhara, 335, 236; Jayadeva, 246;
Krsnami9ra, 353.

Arundhati, in the Uttarardmacarita^ 192.

Aryabhata, astronomer (a.d. 499), 146.

Aryaka, in the Mrcchakatikdy 64, 139,

130, ^ 32 , 133, 135-
i

Aryan, conquers Qudra, in the Mahavrata '

ritual, 24. I

A9okadatta, and the Raksasas, 193, n. 2.
|

A9okan dialect, compared with that of

A9vaghosa, 86, 87.

A9vaghosa, dramatist, 43, 58, 70, 73, 74,

77, 80I-90, 93, 94, 95, 158, 161, 251,

292. 336.
A9vajit and ^ariputra, 81.

Asajjati, a comic Brahmin, 361.

Ascetics, how addressed, 314; appropriate

to a Prahasana, 348.
Asides, 304.
Aspirates, reduced in Bhasa, but not in

A9vaghosa, to 121.

Astonishment {vismaya), as the basis of

the sentiment of wonder, 323.

Astrologers, where placed in the audi-

torium, 370.

Asura Maya, magic craftsman, 53.

Asuras, demons, 41, 267.

Atharvan, dialogue of, 15.

Atreya, the Vidusaka of jTmutavahana,

, 177 -

Atreyi, an ascetic, 191,

Audience, 369-7 1 ,
and see Spectators.

Auditorium, 359, 370.

Index

Aulularia, form of name, 64.

Au9lnari, wife of Pururavas, 156.

Authenticity of Bhasa’s dramas (very in-

effectively attacked in BSOS. III. i.

107 ff.), 91-3.
Avadhuta, see Kfsna.
Avalokita, pupil of Kamandaki, 193, 303,

362
Avanibhajana, epithet of Mahendravi-
kramavarman, 183.

Avanti, use of Bhutahhdsd in, 287.

Avantisundari, wife of Kaja9ekhara, 233,
288.

Avantivarman (a.d. 855-83) of Kashmir,
patron of poets, 304, 220.

Ayogavas, actors ranked as, 363.

Ayus, son of Urva9l, 62, 15 1, 156, 157.

Babhravya, chamberlain of Vatsa, 171,

173 -

Bahlika, or Balhika, a people, colour of,

366.

Bakchai^ of Euripides, 59.
Baktria, Greek rule in, 57.
Baladeva, 48.

Bala-Valmiki, sobriquet of Murari, 325.

Bali, binding of, performed in a dramatic
manner, 32, 36, n. i.

Ballet, 48, 375, 351.

Bana, the Asura, 242, 243.

Bana, writer (a.d. 625), 29, 76, 91, 171,

182, n. 3, 366.

Bana, see Vamana Bhat|a Bana.
Bardhura, a go-between, 262.

Barbaras, speech of, 336 ;
excluded from

theatres, 370.
Barygaza, Bharukaccha, as port through

which Greek influence came, 60.

Battles, in the drama, 347, 351.
Baudhayana, censures actors, 363,
Bearer of fans, where placed in the audi-

torium, 370.
Benediction, Nandi and Bharatavdkya.
Bengal, Sanskrit used in, 387.

Bengali recension, of the Vikraniorvafi,

15 1 ;
the (^akmitaldi 154, 155; the

Venisamhdra^ 219.
Bernhardt, Sarah, 322, n. 2.

Bhadanakas, use of Apabhrah9a by, 287.

Bhadravati, elephant, 108.

Bhagurayana, in the Mudrdmksasa^ 205,

235 -

Bhariavananda, a magician, 334.
Bhamaha, writer on poetics, 102.

Bhanudatta, views on sentiment, 319.

Bhanumatl, queen of Duryodhana, 213,

215, 219, 300.

Bharata, alleged author of the Ndtya-
fdstra, 12, 41, 150, 191, 343»344> 349»

362, 364.
Bhatata, brother of Rama, 189, 224.
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Bharata, son of Duhsanta, 154, 157.

Bharata tribe, 30.

Bharavi, poet, 265, 284.

Bharhiit sculptures, dance represented on,

350 >
n- 2-

Bhartfhari, poet, 366 ;
celebrated in the

Bhartrharinh'vedaj 248.
Bhartrmentha, 232.

Bhasa, dramatist, 42, 51, 66, 70, 73, 74,

87, 91-126, 147, 161, 185, 187, n. 2,

243, 270, 286, 292; 300, 3or, n. 4, 305,

3 >i. 335 , 336, 34 '. 34>> 346, 347, 353,

354 , 371, »• 2 -

Bhaskaradatta, a Maharaja, 204.

Bhaskara Kavi, author of the Ummaita^
rdghava, 268.

Bhat, reciters, 30.

Bhatfa Gopala, grandfather of Bhava-
bhuti, 186.

Bhatfa Lollata, doctrine of sentiment,

316.

Bhatta Narayana, author of the Venlsam-

hdra, 83, 212-19.

Bh.Tttariatha Svamin, on date of Murari,

225.

lihatta Nayaka, writer on poetics, 291,

317, 318, 320, 321.

Bhavabhuti, dramatist, 42, 139, 161, 186-

203, 209, 217, 215, 226, 227, 232, 239,

247. 257, 271, 281, 284, 297, 301, 31 1,

343 . n. I, 352, 353 . 364-
Bhima, a Pandava, 95, 96, 97, 109, 213,

214. 215, 216, 218, 266,304, 329, 340.
Bhimadeva II, the Calukya, 256.

Bhimata, author of Svapttada^dnana^ 239.
Bhlme9vara, procession of the god, 248.

Bhisma, preceptor of the Kauravas, 97.

Bhoja ( 1 1 th cent.),writer on poetics (JRAS.
1923, P- 545 * 43 , 325, n. 1, 331.

Bhujanga9ekhara, a 263, 264.

Bhurivasu, a minister, 187.

Bhtuas, honoured in the preliminaries of

the drama, 340.

Bhuvanapala, minister of Samgramasihha,

249.
BidyapatiThakur, Maithili dramatist, 2 43.

Bilhana, author of the Kaniasundarl,

256.

Bimbisara, king of Magadha, 43.
Bloch, Th., on the Greek origin of the

Indian theatre, 67.

Bourgeois Comedy, see Prakarana and
Prakaranikd,

Boy, suggested marriage to, as a motif,

3341 235. 356.

Brhannala, a eunuch, 335.
Brahma, as creator of the Ndtyafdstra^

12,13,41.
Brahmadeva, of Raypur, 270.

Brahmin and hetaera, dialogue of, 39, 73.

Brahminical supremacy, in Bhasa, no;

in Kalidasa, 160; in BhavabhOti, 197 ;

theory of life, a8i.

Brahmin, 81, 276, 277, 281, 28a, 283,

306 ; as the Vidiisakay 310,311; address

of, 3 14 ; as hero of the Prakarana^ 346

;

the (^ilpaka, 351 ; seats for, 359; colour
of, 366 ;

where placed in the auditorium,

3;o-

Brajbhasha, 41.

Breach of alliance {sathghdtyd)
y 327.

Buddha, the, 81, 8a, 87, 179; statues of
the, 58 ;

as a dramatic character, 306.
Buddhaiaksila, in the Mdlaflmadhavay

198.

Buddhism, disapproved, 252, 253.
Buddhist monk, 135; nun, 193, 335,
Buddhists, and the drama, 42, 4^, 174,

175, 284; addressed as Jihadanta, 314.

Cahamana, Visaladeva Vigraharaja, 248.

Caitanya, the saint, 247, 29^.

Cakkyars, or Cakyars, performance of

plays by, 371, n. i.

Cakora, Candraketu, prince of, 1 29.

Cakrasvamin, festival of, 266.

Calm, as a character, 254; hero, 305,
306.

Calm {ydnta)y sentiment, 324, 332, 351.
Cambay, 248, 249.

Camunda, the goddess. j88, 234.

Canakya, in the Mudrdrdksasay 62, 205 ff.,

34 *> 344 -

Candabhargava, curse of, 125.

Candalas, 99, 133, 336, n. i, 337.
CandMi, 99.
Candanadasa, in the Mudrdrdksiuayioi, fi.

Candanaka, Prakrit used by, 14I.

Candapala, a king, 234.

Candra, Candraka, orCandaka, dramatii^t,

168-70.

Candradasa, an author, 168.

Candragupta, in the Mudrdrdksasa^
205flf., 341.

Candragupta II, probable patron of Kali-

dasa, 146.

Candraketu, prince of Cakora, 1 29.

Candraketu, rival of Lava, 191, 200.

Candia9ekhara, commentator on the fa-
kutUaldy 154.

Candravarman, of Lata, 234, 235.

Candravatl, 247, 265.

Canura, slain by Kfsna, 48, 100, no,
Captivi, of Plautus, 64.

Cat ayana, a VidQsaka, 335, 300.

Carudatta, hero of the Cdrudattay 104,

116, 131, 132, 133, 134. 135. '36, >37-

40, 306-
Carvaka, atheist, philosopher, 214, 252.

Caryatides, possibly imitated in the Indian

theatre, 355.
Castana, a Ksatrapa, 69.
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Caste system, denounced by A9vaghosa,

8o.

Causative, and simple verbal forms, con-

fused in Bhasa, 120, 121.

Cave, mountain, similarity of theatre to,

358-

Cedi era, 129.

Cerebral sibilants, produce strength of

style, 33a.

Cerebralization of «, in A9vaghosa*s
Prakrits, 86, 87, 88, lar.

Cerebrals, other than «, produce strength

of style, 332.
Ceylon, king of, father of Ratnavali, 171.

Challenge {uithapaka), 327.

Chamberlain {ka^cukvij, 313; appro-

priate to the Prahasana^ 348.

Change of action {parivartaka')

^

327.

Character drawing, 282; in lihasa, iio;
Mrcchakatikdj 134, 135,137; Kalidasa,

155-9; Harsa, 176, 177: Bhavabhuti,

193, 194; Vi9akhadatta, 208, 209;
Bhatta Narayana, 215; Raja9ekhara,

235-

Characters in the drama, 305-14, 355.
Characteristics of the Sanskrit drama,

276-88.
Charcoal burners, speech of, 337.
Cheating {.chala)^ 329; in the Samava-

kdra, 346.
Chess, 256.

Child, mode of address of, 314, n. 2,

Chinese stage, 360, note 2.

Cistdlaria^ form of name, 64.

Citramaya (Citramayu), friend of Rama,
223,

Citraratha, associated with Indra, 190,

194-

Clay elephants, children play with, 320.

Clearness, of style, 331, 332.

Coarseness of rdxtPrahasanas and BhdnaSy

264.

Cock-fights, 263, 285.

Colour of curtain, 359 ;
dress of actors,

366; participators in dramatic per-

formances, 35, 36, 37, 366; sentiments,

324 ;
Indra’s banner, 369 ;

pillars of

the auditorium, 359.
Combats, in the Dima^ 347 ;

the Prm^
khana^ 351.

Comedy, Greek, origin of, 39, n. 2

;

influence of, on Sanskrit drama,

58-66.

Comedy, Sanskrit drama deficient in

higher forms of, 280, 354, and see

Ndtaka^ Ndtikd^ and Prakai'ana.

Comic dialogue {prapafied)^ 328.

Comic {hdsya) sentiment, 323, 324, 347,

348. 35*-
Compassion, as a character, 254.
Compensatory lengthening of a vowel,

with reduction of consonant groups, in

Bhasa, 121.

Competitions for poets, 286.

Compound letters, produce strength of

style, 332.
Compounds, 21 y, 274, 332, 333 ; irregular

forms in Bhasa, 121.

Conclusion (nirvahana) as fifth juncture

of the drama, 299.

Concubinage, as an allegorical character,

255-

Confiscation of property of persons dying
without heirs, 253.

Conflict in character, un-known to Indian

drama, 278, 279.

Confusion, as an allegorical character,

a5‘» 35a, 254, 255.
Conjunct consonants, produce strength of

style, 332.

Conscience, struggle of, unknown in

Sanskrit drama, 279.
Consequents {anubhdva)^ in dramatic

theory, 315 ff.

Construction, immediate, of an object by
aitificial means {samksjpti)^ 327.

Contemplation, as an allegorical char-

acter, 25a.

Contentment, as an allegorical character,

252.

Contest, as essential element of the drama,

45. >78.
Continuance {avalagitd), 328,
Continuation scene {ankdvaidra), 302.
Contractions, irregular, in Bhasa’s Sanskrit,

120.

Cora Indians, dramatic ritual of, 18, 19.

Corpse, revival of, as dramatic motif,

259.
Cosmopolitan character, ascribed to the

Mrcchakatikd^ 139, 140.

Courteous, hero, 307.
Courtesans, see Hetaerae.

Courtiers, where placed in the auditorium,

370-
Couits, as patrons of the drama, 285,

362.

Crassus, lason and the head of, 59.
Creation of object by magic {yastutthd-

pana\ 327.
Creeper, Urva9l transformed into a, 150,

I5». 156-

Critique of life, lacking in Sanskrit drama,

160, 195, 196, 197, 280, 281, 354.
Cult, as an allegorical character, 252.

Curse, as a dramatic motif, 125, 153,

157, i 5 «-

Curtain of theatre, 61, 67, 68, 113, n. i
;

colour of, 359 (cf. Elizabethan curtain,

with colours varying as in India ac-

cording to subject, GIL. iii. 177,

n. i).
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Dadhittha, a monkey, 235.

Daityas, propitiated in the preliminaries

of the drama, 339, n. 3.

Daksinavartanatha, commentator on the

Meghaduta, 145.

Damoclara, 99, and see Ki-sna.

Damodaragupta, author ot the Kuttanl-

mata^ 171, 362, 368,

I)amodarami9ra, redactor of the Mahd-
ndtaka, 270.

Danavas, demons, 267, 339, «. 3, 366.

Dance, 12, 15, 16, 25, 26, 42. 44, 45, 50,

57, 58, 112, 160, 291, 296, 338, 350,

351-
Dandin, author, 104, 129, 193, 221, 330,

363.
Dantivarman, dubious name of a king, 204.

Dantura, a go-between, 261.

Da^apuia, use of Bhutabhdsd in, 287.

Dayaratha, a king, 100, loi, 189, 226,

228, 232, 245.
Ua9a?ha festival, 42.

Date of Hhasa’s dramas, 93-5.
Dead, worship of, and drama, 46, 47.
Deaih on the stage, 105, no, 140, 292,

354 -

Deccan, colour of people of the, 366;
dramatic performances in the, 363.

Deceitful hero, 307.
Decline of the drama, causes of, 242-4.
Denii-godi>, as heioes of the Dima^ 347
Demons, as heroes of the Dima,

see Daityas, Danavas, Rak^sas.
Denouemcfit {Mfya), as an element of

the plot, 298 ;
wonder appropriate in

the, 325.
Desire, as a character, 251.

Determinants {yibhdvd)^ in dramatic

theory, 315 ff.

Deus ex machinal Gauri as, 175, 176.

Devaji, father of Raraakfsna, 274.
DevakI, mother of Krsna, 40, 98.

Devanagari recension, of the (^akuntald^

^ 54 » *55; Vikramorva^y 15 1 ;
the

Venlsamhara^ 219.

Devapala of Malava, 249.
Devarata, a minister, 187.

Devasoma, a damsel attached to a (y)aiva

mendicant, 182, 185.

Deva Suri, Jain sage, 259, 260.

Development {garbhd)^ third juncture of

the drama, 209.

Development of affection {narmagarbha)^

327 -

Devil, in mediaeval mystery plays, 24,

39*

Devotion, as a sentiment, 325, n. i.

Dhanadeva, father of Yayahpala, 254,

260.

Dhanamjaya, writer on poetics, 292, 321,

3 -! 5 » 328, 329, 340, 347.

Dh&namjaya, in a Buddhist drama^ 84.

Dhane9vara, father of Jyotiri9vara, 261.

Dhanika, writer on poetics, 220, 323, 271,

293, 360. 366.

T^hanika Pandita, 293.

Dharavarsa, prince of Candravati, 247,

365.

Dharinl, a queen, 148, 149, 155, 139, 163,
165.*

Dhavaka, misreading for Bhasa, 171.

Dhirasihha, father of Jyotiri9vara, 261.

Dhlre9vara, family, 26*.

Dialogue {saml&pa\ 327.
Dialogues of the Veda, alleged dramatic

character of the, 13-23.
Digambara Jainism, 352.

Diggers of underground passages, speech

of (cf. JRAS. 1923, p. 591), 88, 336.

Dignaga, alleged enemy of Kalidasa, 145.

Dionysos, Greek god, 66.

Dionysos, Indian, i.e. Qiva, 42, n. 1.

Dion) SOS Melnnaigis, 38.

Discrimination, as a character, 251, 252,

254, 355-
Disguise, of girl as boy, as motif, 234,

235.

Disguise, assumed on the stage, 303.

Disgust {jugupsd\ as the basis of the^

sentiment of horror, 323.
Dithyramb, and drama, 39.
Ldvision into acts, 60, 61.

Division of sentiment, not allowed in the

drama, 278, 379.
Doors of the stage, number of, 360.

Double consonant, with short vowel, in

place of single consonant and long
vowel, J2I.

Double entendre^ 304.
Drdhavarman, uncle of Vasavadatta, 173^

360.

Dhrstadyumna, slays Drona, 213.

Dhrtarasfra, a king, 96, 117, 214,

216, 218.

Double letters, produce strength of style,

332 -

Dramatic elements in Vedic ritual, 33-7.

Dramilas, speech of the, 337, n. i, and
see Dravi^as.

Draiipadl, wife of the Pandavas, 63, 97,
212, 213, 214, 218, 233, 265, 366, 270.

Dravidas, speech of, 336, 337 ;
colour of,

366;

Dream, as motif, 303 ; truthful in early

hours of mornii^, 234.

Dress of actors, ^66 ,

Drinking, as an allegorical character,

255 *

Drona, preceptor of the Kauravas, 97,
3 i'3 .

Drop, or expansion {btndu\ as an element

of the plot, 298.
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Duhika, variant of Durduka, 231.

Duh9asana, a 13, 214, 216.

Duhsanta (Dusyanta), a king, hero of the

^akuntald, 153-5, 397, 341, 365.

Dumb actors, 53, 273.

Dundubhi, 328.

Duracara, a pupil, 261.

Duration of acts of certain dramas, 346,

351 -

Durduka, father of Raja9ekhara, 231.

Durgapuja, festival in Bengal, 262.

Durmukha, in the Uttarardmacarita, 190,

339*
. ^

Durvasas, an ascetic, 153, 158, 268, 298.

Duryodhana, chief of the Kauravas, 38,

n. 3, 96,97,106,110,111,114,212,
314, 215, 216, 318, 266, 278, 300, 304,

309. 329 » 354 -

Duty, as superior to private interest, in

Kalidasa, 153, 154.

Eclecticism of classical age of Sanskrit

literature, 384.

Egoism, as a character, 252.

Ekbatana, Greek artistes at, 59.

Elements of the plot (arthaprakrti), 298,

299.

Elephant, artificial, to contain men, 337

;

terrifies people in the street, 264.

Elephants, escape of, as dramatic motif,

193, 257 -

Elision of consonants, not in A9vaghosa,

86; in Bhasa, lai ;
with compensatory

lengthening, 121.

Emotion {bhdva), 277, 278, 296, 316-36.

Energy {uisdha), as basis of heroic senti-

ment, 323.

Enigma {ndlikd), 329.
Epics, and the drama, 27, 28-31, 42, 45,

47, 49. 58, 63, 75, 76, j8i, 282, 297,
original form of, 21-3.

£pidicuSf of Plautus, 64.

Episode {paidkd)^ 297, 398, 299.

Equivoke, as dramatic motif, 304.

Erotic {frngdra\ sentiment, 278, 323,

324 » 346, 347 . 349 . 35©. 35 ^ J
‘«ctre

and style appropriate to, 331, 332.

Eunuchs, 313 ;
in the Prahasana^ 348.

Euripides, 59, 196, 197, 279, n. i, 282.

Exalted, Wo, 305, 306.

Excitement, sentiment of, 265.

Exegesis, as an allegorical character, 252.

Expansion {bindu)^ as element of the

plot, 398, 346.

Fainting, as a dramatic motif, 192, 224,
228.

Faith, as a character, 252 ;
as a sentiment,

325. n- I-

Faith in Vig^u, as a character, 253.

Falsity, as a character
>
252.

Farce {prahasatta), 182-5, 260-3, 280,

296, 309. 348.

Fate, I40, 277, 278.

Fear, sentiment of, 319, 324, 325.

Festivals, occasions of performance of

dramas, 362.

Fifth manner, existence of, denied, 328,

n. I.

Fifth Veda, nature of the, 12, 13

Fighting {sampheta)^ 328.

Figures of speech, 116, 117, an, 330,

33 D 333 . 334 -

Fire, imaginary, as a dramatic motif, 103,

173-

Fleet, Dr. J. F., theory of origin of Cedi

era, 129.

Flesh-eating, as an allegorical character,

255-
Flcsh-ofiering, to the ghouls of the ceme-

tery, 188.

Forest dwellers, speech of, 347.

Fortune of the City, as an allegorical

character, 255.

French borrowings from the classics, 68.

Friendship, in Bhavabhuti, 195, 196;

sentiment of, 325, n. i.

Frog hymn (RV. vii. 103), 19.

Funeral games, and the origin of drama,

Fury, sentiment of, 320, 323, 324, 347

;

metre and style appropriate to, 331,

332-

Gamblers {dJvyatit^^ language of, 141,

336.

Gambler’s hymn (KV. x. 24), 19.

Gambling, as an allegorical character,

255 -

Ganadasa, a dancing-master, 148.

Gandhara, art of, relation to Greek art,

58-

Gandharl, wife of Dhrtarastra, 214.

Gandharvas, 17, 23, 40, 100, 112, 339,

n. 3 ;
dress of, 366.

Gane9a, propitiated in the preliminaries

of the Wma, 369.

Ganga, rivei -goddess, 190, 191, 192, 245.

Gangadhara, author of the Gahgadisa-

pratdpavildsa^ 251.

Garland, see FUkU
Garland ofFame, an allegorical character,

254 -

Garuda, 79, 100, 175, 179.

Gatrasevaka, in the PratijMyaugandha-
rdyana^ 108.

Gauda, or GaudT, style, 202, 331, 335.

Gauri, the goddess, 174, 175, 176, 278.

Gautama, the Vidusaka of Agnimitra,

148, 155-

Gay, hero, 305.
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Gazelle, magic, in the Rama legend, 221.

Gedrosians, knew Greek drama, 59.
Geldner, Prof. K., theory of dialogue

hymns in Veda, 22, 23.

General {sendpati)^ exalted hero, 306,

3”-
Gentleness, as an allegorical character,

254-

Germ (%a), as an element of the plot,

298.

Gesture, 279, 338, n. i, 364, 365* 367*
Ghana9yama, author of the Ananda-

maHjart, 257.
Ghatika9ata, see Kfsna.
Ghatotkaca, son of Bhima and Hi^imba,

95, 106, 109, III, 213.

Gobarh®, a character, 85 ;
Prakrit used

by, 86, 87.

Godavari, river goddess, as a character,

245-
Gods, as heroes of the Dtma^ 347 ;

in the

Samavakdra^ 346 ;
dress of, 366 ;

char-

acteristics of, 260.

Goethe, views of, on Kalidasa, 160, 280.

Goha, in the Mrcchakatikd, 136.

Gokulanatha, author of the Amrtodayay

253, n* 3, 343-
Good Conduct, as an allegorical char-

acter, 254.

Gopala, father of Aryaka, 129.

Gopala, patron of Kfsnami9ra, 251.

Gopinatha Cakravartin, author of the

Kautukasai'vasvay 262.

Gopis, cowherdesses, loved by Kfsna, 40,

Gori^sapa, a Mahomedan, 250.

Graceful \^kaifikt) manner, 326, 327, 346,

347» 349t 350-

Graces, of the heroine, 310.

Grammarians, evidence of, as to drama,
31-6.

Grammatical, peculiarities, in Sanskrit,

85, 86; in Prakrit, 86-9, 121, 122.

Grandeur, 195, 196.

Great Dionysia, plays produced at, 66.

Greece, absence in the main of female

dramatists, 288.

Greek astrology, known to Kalidasa, 146.

Greek drama, compared with Indian, 276,

277, 279, n. 2, 280, 281, 311 ;
origin of,

37-39 ; stage for, 360.

Greek influence on the Sanskrit drama,

57-^8, 35j, 356.

Guards, present in the auditorium, 370.

Guha, a forest chief, 228.

Gulia, son of (Jiva, 170.

Guhasena, of Valabhi, 275.

Guhyakas, propitiated in the preliminaries,

3397 n- 3-

Guildsmen, or rich merchants {^resthin\

language of, 87, 141, 336.

Gimabhara, epithet of Mahendravikrama-
varman, 182.

Gunacjhya, author of the Brhatkathdf 52,
loa.

Guptas, dynasty, 60, 144, 281, 334; of

Magadha, 212.

Hair, how worn on the stage, 366, 367.
Hala, or Satav&hana, 74, 76; refers to

drama, 45, n, i.

Hamartia, Aristotelian doctrine of, 279,
n. I.

Hammira, a Mahomedan invader, 248,

249, 250.

Hahsavatl, a queen of Duhsanta, 158,
160.

Hanumant, 63, in, 113, 190, 227, 245,

246, 266, 269.

Happy ending, necessary in drama, 38,
n. 2, 140, 278, 354.

Hara, the god, 240, 241.

Haradatta, on Mahdbkd^a, 34.
Harem life, effect on drama, 65, 280.

Haribrahmadeva, of Kaypur, 270.

Haricandra, a poet, 91.

Harihara, author of the Bhartrhari-
nirveda^ 248.

Harihara, brother of Madhava, 268.

Hari9candra, tale of, 240.

Harisihha, ofSimraon, 261.

Harlequin, origin of the character of the,

39-

Harsa, dramatist, of Kanyakubja (a.d.

606-48), 42, 85, 103, 155, 170-81, 204,

239» 256, 278, 284, 303, 305, 311, 325,

355, n. 3, 368.
Harsa, Candella, king of Jej^abhukti,

239-

Harshness, as an allegorical character,

255-

Hastigiri, lord of, 268,

Haughty, hero, 305, 306, 307, 347 ;

enemy of the hero, 307, 308.

Hemacandra, Jain author, 225, 243, 254,

255» 258, 260, 273, 275.

Hemakuta, place of abode of Maiica,

154 -

Hemangada, a Vidyadhara, 229.

Hemangi, a heroine, 263.

Herakleidai^ of Euripides, known in

India, 59.
Heresy, as a character, 25 J.

Heretics, parodied in the Frahasana^ 348;
excluded from spectacles, 370.

Hero, in Sanskrit drama, 305-7, 323 ;

should be on stage during each Act,

140, 301 ;
appropriate to several types

of drama, 345-51.
Heroic comedy, see Ndtaka and Nd^ikd.

Heroic {ylm) sentiment, 320, 323, 346;
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metre and style appropriate to, 331,

332.
Heroine, in New Comedy, 62 ; in Sanskrit

drama, 308-10; in different types of

play, 346-8, 350, 351.
Heroism, 165, 168, 177, 195, 211, 278.

Hertel, Prof. J., theory of the origin of

the drama, 16-18.

Metaera drama, Buddhist, 84, 85.

Hetaerae, 62, 133, 313, 334, 335, 346;
form of names of, 313.

Hidimba, wife of Bhima, 95, 96, 106, 109,

213,

Hillebrandt, Prof. A., view of origin of

drama, 25, 35, 36, n. i, 39, 49, 50, 51,

52. 53-
Hindi, vernacular drama in, 243.

Hindu revival under the Guptas, 60.

Hippolytos, of Euripidis, 279, n. i.

Historical drama, 248-51.
Hiuen Tsang, 170, 284.

Hoernle, Dr. A. F. R., theory as to identity

of Vikramaditya, 144.

Holi festival, 41.

Horrible, descriptions ot the, 192, 223.

Horror, sentiment of, 319, 320, 324, 325;
metre and style appropriate to, 331,

332.
Horse sacrifice, ritual abuse in, 25 ;

of

Agnimitra and Samudragupta, 149.

Hultzsch, Prof. E., on date of Murari,

225, 259.

Human sacrifice, as motif, 259.
Humoious speech {vydhdrd)^ 329.
Humour, 136, 159, 160, 177, 192, 21 1.

Hunas, 144, 145, 168.

Hunters, speech of, 347.
Hunting, miseries of, 15a, 160.

Huth, G., views on date of Kalidasa, 145,
n. I

; on order of his poems, 167.

lason, actor, 59.

Idealism of Sanskrit drama, 276.

Illuminator {ctipaka)j a figure of speech,

33 '.

Imitation, of A9vaghosa (^Buddhacarita^

xiii. 60). by Bhasa, 118.

of Bhasa, by Kalidasa, 1 24-6 ; by
Bhavabhuti, 187, n. 2 ;

in the Mrccka-
katikd, 1 31, 140.

of Kalidasa, by Harsa, 175, 176 ;
by

Bhavabhuti, 193.

of the Mrcchakatikd (wrongly ques-

tioned in JRAS., 1923, p. 592), by
Vi9akhadatta, 208.

Incident {prakari), 297, 298, 299.
Incoherent talk {asatpraldpa)^ 329.
Indian philosophy, the product of the

Brahmins, 276.

Individuality, of characterization, not
aimed at in Sanskrit drama, 282, 353.

Indra, dialogues introducing, 14. 15, 19;
monologue of drunken, 18, 19; referred

to, 267, 303.

Indra’s banner, origin of drama in festival

of, 41, 369.

Indra III, Rastrakuta, 239.

Infinitive, form of, in A9vaghosa, 87.

Internal junctures, see Antarasandhi.

Interval of time, between Acts, 301.

Intoxication {mada)y as a dramatic motif,

303.
Introduction (amukha), 328.

Invention of the poet, when allowed, 277,

296, 297. 346. 348, 349 -

Ionian, equivalent to Greek, and also used

more widely, 61.

Iravati, a queen, in the Mdlavikagni-

mitray 148, 149, 155, 157.

Irony, in Bhasa, 119; in Bhavabhuti,

192, n. I, 194.

Irregularities of Sanskrit, in A9vaghosa,

85, 86; in Bhasa, 120, 121.

i9varasena, an Abhlra prince, 129.

1-Tsing, 168, 1 71.

Jagadi9vara, author of the Hdsydrnavay

261, 262.

Jagajjyotirmalla, Haragautdvivaha by,

76, n. 2, 247, 248.

Jagannatha, writer on poetics, 325.

Jain Maharasfri, 256.

Jaina allegorical drama, 253-6.

Jainism, 352, 253-6.

Jains, and drama, 45, 46, 253-6, 286.

Jambavant, a bear, 327, 228, 229.

Janaka, of Videha, 189, 190, 202, 223,

237, 228, 345, 271.

Jangamas, criticism ot the, 263.

Jantuketu, a doctor, 261.

Jarta, victory of, over Hunas, 168.

Jafayu, a vulture, 100, 189, 194, 228, 239,

345 *

Jatukarni, mother of Bhavabhuti, 186.

Javan drama, 57.

Jayadeva, author of the Gltagovinda, 40,
272.

jayatieva, author of \\\tPrasannardghavay

226, 342, 244-6, 271, 363.
Jayadratha, of Sindhu, 96, 213, 215.

Jayake9in, the Karnata, 256.

Jayantasihha, son of Vastupala, 248.

Jayaprabha SOri, teacher of Ramabhadra
Muni, 259.

Jayasihha Suri, author of the HammXra-
madamardanay 248-50.

Jayatala, king of Mewar, 249.
JayataladevT, wife of Viradhavala, 250.

Jayapfda (a.d. 779-813), of Kashmir,

171. 368.

Jester, see Vidmaka.
Jhamkis, of Bombay and Mathura, 33.
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Jimutavabana, hero of the Nagananda^

.
174) 175) 177) ^79) 305) 3o6, 333) 326.

Jinaman^ana, author of the Kumdra-
pdlaprabandha^ 256.

J vasiddhi, in the Aludrdrdksasa, 205,

207.

Jnananidhi, teacher of BhavabhOti, 186.

Jnanara9i, a Bhagavata, 263.

Jogimara cave, 54, 86, 89.

Jones, Sir William, 160.

Judgement, as a character, 251, 252.

Juncture {sandhi), 298-300, 346-51.
Jyotirl^vara Kavi^ekhara, author of the

Dhurlasamdgama^ 261.

Kabandha, headless demon, 228.

Kadi, or Kadi, MTlacchrikara’s preceptor,

250.

Kaikeyi, wife of Da^aratha, 100, loi,

189, 227, 228.

Kaiyata, on the Mahdbhdsya 33.

Kalacuris, a royal house, 226, 232.

Kalahahsa, in the Mdlaflmddhava, 193,

313.

Kalakan^ha, friend of Maruta, 257.

Kalapriya, probably Mahakala, the deity

of Ujjayini, 186.

Kalhana, historian, 129, 168, 220.

Kalidasa, dramatist, 42, 58, 65, 76, 91,

93, 115, 120, 124-6, 127, 139, 139,

143-67, 196, 197, 239, 243, 256, 375,

280, 281, 284, 291, 292, 297, 309, 31 1,

334) 343 ,
n. i, 35 ^, 353 ) 355 »

n. 3 ) 364*

Kalinga, king, enemy of Vatsa, 173, 174.

Kalingas, colour of, 366.

Kalifijarapati, Bhimata described as, 239.

Kaliph of Baghdad, 250.

Kalivatsala, a licentious king, 263.

Kaliya, a demon foe of Krsna, 99, 106.

Kama, worship of, 173.

Kamandaki, in the Mdlatimadhava, 187,

188, 193, 302, 361, 362.

Kanakalata, a heroine, 264.

Kanakalekha, a princess saved by Man-
tragupta, 193, n. 2.

Kanarese words, found in a Greek
comedy, 60, n. 3.

Kahcana Pan^ita, author of the Dhanam-
jayavijaya^ 366.

Kanci, described in iht Mattavildsa, 183.

Kaniska, king, 58, 70, 73.

Kahsa, uncle of Krsna, 33, 33, 34, 35, 36,

37 ) 38 , 40) 45 ) 48 » 73 , 98, 99) 1 16.

Kanva, foster-father of (Jakuntala, 152,

153, 302, 303 ) 325*

Kapalakundala, a sorceress, 188.

Kapalika, in the Mitrdnanda^ 259; en-

deavours to sacrifice Madanamahiaf^t

193. n. 2.

Kapalikas, 313.
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Kapftlin, in the A/a//avi/dsa, 182, 184.

Kapittha, a monkey, 333.
Karna, ally of the Kauravas, 96, 106,

II5) 213, 214, 215.
Karna, king of Cedi, 251.

Karnadeva Trailokyamalla, of Anhilvad,

^
256.

KarnapDraka, slave of Vasantasena, 141.

Karnasundari, a princess, 356.

Karnisnta, text-book by, on gambling,

134.

Karpata, an authority on thieves’ prac-

tice, 182.

Karpuramanjari, a princess, 234, 235.

KartyayanJ, a deity, 99.
Ka9i, colour of people of, 366.

K&gipati Kaviraja, author of the Muktm-
dananda, 264.

Ka^miri, recension of the Qakimtald^ 154.
Kashmir, dramatic exhibitions in, 371 ;

pronunciation of Sanskrit in, 287

;

Hunas in, 144.

Kafayavema, commentator on Krdidasa,

15I) 154-
Katyayana, the grammarian, 31.

Kaumiid!, heroine of the Kaumudimi-
trdnanda, 358, 259.

Kaundinya, in the Qdriputraprakarana^
83'.

‘

Kauravas, 365, 302.

Kau^alya, mother of Rama, 191, 195.
Kaugambi, scene of the RatndvatS^ 171.

Kau^ikl, in the Mdlavikdgnimitra^ 148,

155) ^56, 162, 165, 308.

KavikarnapQra, author of the Caitanya-
candrodaya, 84,85, 353.

Kaviputra, or Kaviputrau, dramatists, 91,

127, 128, 147.

Kaviraja, an ancestor of Raja9ekhara,

331.

Kavya, Sanskrit, 71, 75, 76; style, 115,

283, 284.

Keepers of drink shops, speech of, 88,

336.

Ke9ava, 48.

Ke9in, a demon foe of Krsna, 99.

Keyuravarsa, Yuvaraja, of Tripurl, 232.

Khlrav.ela of Kalinga, 89.

Kharpara Khana, a Mahomedan, 250.

Khasas, a people, speech of, 337.

KIcaka, death of, 63, 97.

Killing of animals forbidden by Kumara-
pala, 353.

Kings, as patrons of literature, 286; of

actors, 363 ;
as heroes of the drama,

345 * 347 ) 35®) 3^6 .

Kiratas, 312;* colour of, 366; speech of,

336.
Kirtivarman, king of Jejakabbukti, 351.

Kolihalapura, city of uproar, 263.

Komudagandha, a Vidmaka^ 84.
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Konow, Professor Sten, theory of origin

of drama, 25, 49, 54 ;
various views of,

66, 81, 92, ^4, 95, 129, 130, 141, 204,

225.

Kordax, 42, n. i.

Korybantcs, 20.

Kosala, king, enemy of Vatsa, 172, 177,

178.

Kosalas, a people, colour of, 366.

Kotilinga, Yuvaraja of, 264.

Kouretes, ao.

Krpa, ally of the Kauravas, 213, 214.

Kfpasundarl, a princess, 254, 255.

Kr^a^vins, followers of Kf5a9va, 31.

Krsna,i7, 26, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 42,

45» 48, 49. 50, 73» 83, 97) 98-100, 106,

107, no, 130, 213, 215, 247, 257. 264,

266, 367, 270, 272, 274, and see Vasu-

deva and Visnu.

Krsna Avadhuta GhatilcaQata Mahakavi,
author of the Sarvavinodandtaka, 267.

Krsiia Kavi, author of the Carmisthdya-

ydtiy 268.

Krsnamachari, R., author of the I'dsan^

tikasvapna^ 251.

Krsnami9ra, author of the Prabodhacan-
"drodaya, 84, 85, 112, 251-3, 353.

Krsnami9ra, author of the PJravtjaya,

267.

Krsna Suri, father of Mahadeva, 246.

Krakucchanda, a Buddha, 43.

Ksatriya, 66, 81, 276; colour of, 366;
seats for, 359.

Ksemendra, of Kashmir, 236, 340, 247,
‘371*

Ksemi9vara, or K^mendra, dramatist,

‘23^-41.

Kula9ekharavarman, author of the Tapa-
tlsafhvarana andSubhadrddhanamjaya^

247) 37G n. 2.

Knmara, the god, 267 ;
grove of, 150.

Knmaradasa of Ceylon, alleged connexion
with Kalidasa, 143.

Kumaragiri, king of Kondavidu, 151.

Kumirapala, Caulukya, king of Gujarat,

253) 254) 258.

Kumaravihara, at Tharapadra, 254.

Kumarila, alleged to be a teacher of

Bhavabhuti, 186.

Kumbhakarna, son of Havana, 238, 333,

246.

Kumbhilaka, servant of Vasantasena, 141.

Kumudacandra, a Digambara teacher,

260.

Kumudika, a hetaera, 133.

Kuntibhoja, a king, 101, 109.

Kurangf, a princess, 101, 109.

Kurus, 96, 97, 106.

Kuya, son of Rama, 30, 31, 191, 192.

Kn9alaka, a spy, 249.
Kusana, Kusa^a, dynasty, 59.

Kuvalaya, an actress, 43.

Kuvala) amala, princess of Kuntala, 234,

235-
'

Ladies, of the harem, where placed in the

auditorium, 370; see also Heroines and
Hetaerae.

Lngidai, rule of, in Alexandria, 60.

Laksmana, brother of Rama, 43, too,

105, 115, IIQ, 189, 190, 223, 226, 327,

228, 229, 245, 246, 369, 271, 303.

Laksmana Manikyadeva, patron of,

author of the Kautukaratndkara^ 363.

Laksmana Suri, author of the DilUsdm-
rajya, 251.

Laksmi, the goddess, 268, 274.
Laksmlpati, a prince, 258, 359.

Laments, of women, permitted in the

ATikay 348.
Language, of AQvaghosa, 85-9 ;

Bhasa,

120-2; Mrcckakatikd, 140-2; Kali-

dasa, 166; Harsa, 181; Mahendravi-
kramavarman, 185; Bhavabhuti, 203;
Vi9akhadatta, 21 1, 212

;
Bhatta Nara-

yana, 319; Raja9ekhara, 236.

Lanka, mythical home of Havana, not

Ceylon, 190, 194.
Lata, use of Prakrit in, 287.

Lava, son of Rama, 31, 191, 192, 194,

195* 323, 224.

Lavanyasihha, son of Tejahpala, 349.
Legendary origin of the dramatic art, 12,

13 ;
of the theory of drama, 290.

Legends, altere<l in the drama, 297, 346,
348.

Letter, as a dramatic motif, 63, 303.
L^vi, Prof. S., Thddtre indien of, 5;

theory of origin of the drama, 1 5

;

views on the origin of the Vidusaka^

66; the Q!akas and the drama, 69-72 ;

other references to, 128, 208.

Life, lack of criticism on, 160, 195, 196,

197, 280, 281, 354.
Light-hearted, hero, 305.
Lion throne, royal box, 370.
Literary antecedents of, and influences on,

the Sanskrit drama, 75-7.
Literary drama, 56, 273.
Lokanatha Bhatta, author of the Krsna-

bhyudaya, 268.

Lopamudra, legend of, 14, 19.

LoiS of memory, as a dramatic motif,

153 ) 297 -

Love, as a character, 151.

Love, as a dramatic motif, 278, 385, 386,

310; as basis of sentiment, 333, 334;
in Bhasa, 107; Mrcchaka(ikd, 130,

138; Kalidisa, 159; Candaka, 169;
Harsa, 180; BhavabhQti, 196, 198, 199;
Bhafta Narayana, 219; Raja9ekhara,

338.
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Lovers, kinds of men, and women, 307--9.

Low moral character of actors, 55, 363.

Loyal, hero, 307.

Liiders, Prof. Heinrich, theory of origin

of the drama, 33, 34, 35, 53, 273,0.1.
Lyric choruses, Aristotle’s view as to,

.^37> n- 2 .

Lyric stanzas, in the drama, 279, 281, 282,

and see Verse.

Madana Balasarasvati, author of the P&ri-

jdtamafijarif 356.

Madanamala, a hetaera, 134.

Madanamanjari, and a Kapalika, 193,
n. 2 ;

a hetaera, 261.

Madanavati, a female character, 260.

Madanika, in the Mrcchakatikd, 135.

Madayantika, in the Mdiadmddhava, 188,

193.

Madhava, author of the Subhadrdharana^

268, 342, 357.
Madhava, hero of the Mdlatlmddhova^

63, 139, 187 ff., 306, 308.

Madhavasena, a prince, 147.

Madhuka, a seer, 99.
Madhusudana, redactor of the Mahdnd-

taka, 270, 271, n. i, 273.

Madhya ma, in the Madhyamavydyoga,

96.

Madness, of Pururavas, as a dramatic

motif, 150,

Magadhavatl, a hetaera, 84.

Magha, poet (date, Jacobi, SBAW., 1933,

p. 214), 284.

Magic, III, 334.

Magic arts, in the Ratndvatiy 172, 173;
in the Priyadar^ikd, 174 ;

in the Ndgd-
nanday 175.

Magic gazelle, in the Rama legend, 221.

Magic ring, conferring invisibility, loi,

112.

Magicians, tricks of, 112, 172, 173, 176,

234.

Mahadeva, author of the Adbhuiadarpanay

346, 247.
MahMeva, father of Jayadeva, 244.

Mahakala, deity of Ujjayini, 186.

Mahakavi, ancestor of Bhavabhuti, 186.

Mahanindaka, a holy man, 262.

Maharaja Bhaskaradatta, father of Vi9a-

khadatta, 204.

Maharana Meru, of Raypur, 270.

Maharastrl lyric, 146.

Mahasena, Pradyota, loa, 130.

Mahavira, speech of, 87 ; idol of, 254.

Mahavrata rite, relation of, to drama, 21,

37. 39. 45. 5>. 73. m-
Mahiyana school, 8o

;
Greek influence on

the, 58.

Mahayatrika, a comic astrologer, 263.

Mahcndrapala, of Mahodaya, 232.

Mahendravikramavarman, an author, 03,
183-5.

Mahe9vara, father of Q'ankaralala, 270.
Mahiman Bhafta, writer on poetics, 394,

322.

Mahipala, of Mahodaya, 232.
Mahisas, colour of, 366.

Mahismntl, capital of the Kalacuris, 226.

Mahomedan influence on decadence of
Hindu drama, 343, 371.

Maitreya, a character in the Kaumudl-
mitrdnanday 359.

Maitreya, Carudatta's Vidusakay 139.
Makaranda, in the MdlatXmddhavay 188,

193. 308, 338.
Makaranda, friend of Mitrananda, 259.
Malatl, in the M&lanmddhavay 187 fT.,

308.

Malava era, 144.
Malavika, heroine of the Mdlavikdgni-

viitray 62, 63, 148, 149, 158, n. i, 159,

165, 309-

Malayaketu, in the Mudrdrdksasay 205 f.

Malayavatl, heroine of the Ndgdnanda.

174, 306-

Mallika, heroine of the Mallikdmdnitay

2.^7, 258.

Mallinatha, commentator on Kalidasa,^

145 -

Malyavant, minister of Ravana, 189, 190,

194, 227, 228, 329, 233, 246.

Mammata, writer on poetics, 171, 295,

323. 324-
Man about town, 285.

Man of taste, 318, 368, 370.
Mandakini, a magician, 357, 258.

Mandale9vara Bhatfa, father of Madhava,
268.

Mandara, Mount, 98.

Mandarika, a friend of a Vitay 264.

Mandarika, a servant, 313.

Mandasor Pra9asti (a. 1>. 473\ imitates

Kalidasa, 146.

MandodarT, wife of Ravana, 190, 246.

Manicuda, legend of, 168.

Manifestation of affection (narmaspha/a),

327-
Manika, author of the Bhairavdnanday

348.

Mankha, poet, 75, n. 3, 225, 359.

Manners or styles {vrttis^y I3, 331, 332;
in relation to types of dramas, 346-51.

Manorama, an attendant in the Priyadar-

fikd, 174, 36 j.

Manovati, acts part of Rambha, 49.

Manthara, a slave woman, 189, 227, 228.

Mantragupta, and Kanakalekha, 193, n. 2.

Manu, censures actors, 363.

Mara, enemy of the Buddha, 180, 284.

Marica, in the Caknntaldy 126, 154, 158 ;

in the Rama legend, 371.
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Markan^eya, Prakrit grammarian, 336.
Marriage, celebrated by painting scene of

it, 103
, 203.

Maruta, hero of the Mallikdmdrutaf 257,
258.

Maruts and Indra, dialogne of, 14, 19, 30.

Marwar, use of Apabhrah^a in, 287.
Masks, possible use of, 365, n. i.

Matali, charioteer of Indra, 154, 157, 160,

303» 335-
Matanga, enemy of Jimutavahana, 178.
Mathura, in the Mrcchakatikd^ 135.
Mathura, as home of drama, 41, 70, 74.
Mathuradasa, author of the Vrsabhdnujdy

257 *

Matrgupta, a poet, 291, n. 2, 332, 315,
n. I, 360.

Matraraja, see Anangaharsa.
Matronay of Greco-Roman drama, 65.
Mattavilasa, epithet of Mahendravikrama-
vaiman, 182.

Matters unfit for stage representation, 300,

301-

Maudgalyayana, a disciple of the Ruddha,
81, 84*

Maukhari king, Avantivarman, 204.

Max Miiller, theory of origin of the drama,

15*

May-day merriment, in England, 41.

Mayuraja, author of Uddttardghavay 221

,

323, 297.
Mayuraja, variant of Mayura^ja, 221, n. i.

Megasthenes, refers to the Kordax, 42,

n. I.

Meghanada, son of Ravana, 190, 229,

246.

Meghaprabhacarya, dramatist, 55, 269.

Mekhala, a maidservant, 235.

Melanthos, legend of, 37, 38.

Men, play women’s parts, 36, 362.

Menaka, mother of (Jakuntala, 152.

Menander, comedy of, 60.

Menander, king, conquests of, 59, 60.

Mercenary soldiers, reflected in figure of

(^akara, 66 .

Merchants, or guildsmen, speecli of, 87,

I41, 336; form of narfies, 313; as

heroes of the PrakaranOy 346 ;
the Pra-

karanikdy 348.

Meru, Maharana of Raypiir, 270.

Message, as dramatic device, 303.

Messenger, of hero, 311,312; oi heroine,

313-
Metre, influence of lyrics on, 77 ; of

A^vaghosa, 89, 90; Bhasa, 123, 124;
Mrcchakatikdy 142 ;

Kalidasa, 167, 168;

Harsa, 181; Mahendravikramavarman,

185 *; Bhavabhuti, 203; Vi^akhadatta,

313
;

Bhatfa Narayan, 319; Raja^c-

khara, 334, 336, 338;„Kseml9vara, 240;

Jayadeva, 346; Kfsnami9ra, 353;

Uddandin, 358; use of, in accord with
sentiments, 331 ;

in the Samavakdray
346-

Mewar, defeat of Jayatala of, by the

Mahomedans, 249, 350.

Middle, for active, in Bhasa, I 30.

Midsummer Night's Dreamy Sanskrit

version of, 251.

Milacchrlkara, a Mahomedan, 350.

Mildness {mrJavd)^ 339.
Miles gloriosusy of Greco-Roman drama,

65; Ravana as a, 105.

Military spectacle, see Vydyoga.

Mimansa view of sentiment, 316.
Mime, Greek, alleged influence of, on

Indian drama, 67, 68.

Mimes, in India, 49, 57.

Mimesis, Aristotelian doctrine of, 355.
Mimetic art, 12, 296.

Mind, movements of, as related to the

sentiments, 320.

Minister, appropriate hero for a Pra-
karatiUy 306, 346 ;

how addressed, 314;
where placed in the auditorium, 370.

Mirror of knowledge, an allegorical char-

acter, 254.

Mirth {hd&cC), as the basis of the comic
sentiment, 323.

Mise-en-scene, 364-9.
Mitrananda, hero of the Kaummilmitrd-

nafida, 258, 259.
Mitiavasu, prince of the Siddhas, 174,

175, 178.

MiyannlladevI, a princess, 356.

Mlecchas, 349, 312.

Mohanadasa, commentator on the Mahd-
ndtakay 270.

M6kos, compared with Vidusaka, 67.

Moks&ditya, author of the Bhlmavikra-
mavydyogUy 266.

Monkey, escape of, as a dramatic motif,

175-
Monmohan Chakravarti, on date of Kali-

dasa, 144.

Monologue, see Bhdna.
Moon of Discrimination, an allegorical

character, 254.

Mrgankalekha, a hetaera, 262.

Mrgankavall, a jirincess, 234, 335.

Mrgarajalaksman, 212.

Mudgala hymn (RV. x. 103), 18.

Muhammad II, of Gujarat, 251.

M uktapida Lalitaditya, ofKashmir, defeats

Ya9ovarman of Kanyakubja, 186.

Mulana9aka, a barber, 261.

Munisuvrata, temple of, 248.

Munja (a.d. 974-95), a king, of Dhara,

292, 293.

Murala, a river, 191.

Murari, author of the Anarghardghava,

235-3!, 342, 244, 259, 371, 353.
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Mure^vara, a Qaiva ascetic, 363, 363.

Mustika, slain by Kfsna, 100, no.
Music, 16, 25, 44, 49, 50, 291, 293. 339,

350. 35i» 352.
Mystery of things, in Bhavabhuti, 195.

Nagas, pair of kings, 43 ;
destroyed by

Garii^a, 174, 175, 179.
Nagis, how shown on the stage, 367.
Nahapana, a Western Ksatrapa, 69.
Naiyayika view of sentiment, 316.

Nakhakutta, a theorist, 341.
Nakula, a Pandava, 214.

Nala and Damayanti, 63, 240.

NalakObara, 49
Nalla Kavi, author of the (^rngarasar-

vasva^ 263, 264.

Names of the Acts of a drama, 305 ;
the

drama, 345, 346; the characters, 85,

313, 355-
Nanda, the cowherd, 98.
Nandana, in the Mdlatlmadhava^ 188,

193-

Nandas, a dynasty, 205.

Nandikefvara, Abhinayadarpana by, 338,

367, n. I.

Narada, a snge, 48, 98, 100, loi, 110,

136, 151.

Narasihha, of Vijayanagara, 261.

Narasihha IT, of Orissa, 293.

Narasihha, author of the (^ivandrayana^

bhaftjamahodaya
, 357,

Narayana, father of Kancana Pandita,

266.

Narayana, 97, 98, and see Ki'sna and
Visnu.

Narendravardhana, father of Anangaharsa
Matraraja, 220.

Narration, in lieu of action dialogue, 194.

Narrative verses, 270, 271, 273, 351.

Nature, described in the drama, Mrccha-
katikd^ 138, 139 ;

Kalidasa, 159 ;
Bha-

vabhQti, 195.

Navamalika, in the Ndgdnanda, 177.
Nema Bhargava, a seer, 14.

Neuter plural of a-nouns, in A9vaghosa’s
and Bhasa’s Piakrit, 87, 122.

Neuter rbles, 313.

New Comedy, alleged influence on Indian

drama, 60-7.

Nicula, alleged friend of Kalidasa, 145.

Nllnkanfha, alters the last scene of the

MfcchakaUka, 135, 369, n. a.

Nllakantha, on the shadow play, 55, 56.

Nipunaka, in the Mudrdrdksasa^ 205,

208 ;
in the Hammtramadamardana,

349-
Nipunika, 328.
Nirbhaya, or Nirbhara, pupil of Raja-

9ckharn, 333.

Noble, hero as always, 305.

385

Nominative singular, of «-stems, in e and
Oy in Afvaghosa, 86, 87, 88 ; in Bhatfa
Narayana, 219.

Northern Thrace, dramatic performance
in, 38.

Number, of Acts in a drama, 305, 345-
51 ; actors, 66, 87, no, 345, 346,*347»

351-

Officers, of the Court, 313 ;
where placed

in the auditorium, 370.
Officials, high, as exalted heroes, 306.

Oldenberg, Prof. H
,
theory of Akbydna,

21-3.

Omission of consonants in Piakrit, 86, 87,
88,121.

Opcn'm^ (mubAd), asajuncluie, 398, 399.
Opera, Haragaurtvivdha^ 76, n. 2.

Ornaments, worn by the actors, 367.
Orodes of Parthia, Greek drama at Court

of. 59 -

Outburst of affection {narmasphaHj'a),

327.

Outvying (a/i-, or adhi-bala^, 339.
Oxus, Hunas on the, 144.

Padmacandra, father of Ya9a9candra, 260.

Padmagupta, cited by Dhanika, 393. ^

Padmavatl, a heroine, 103, 107, 113, 125,

220.

Padmavatl, place, 186.

Pahlavas, colour of, 366.
Painting, of actors’ faces, 37, 366.
Palaka, king of Ujjaymi, 129, 133.
Palatal sibilants, produce strength of

style, 333.
Pali, 87, 89.

Pahcala, music of speech of, 287.

PancMa style, 332, 335.
PahcMas, colour of, 366
Pandavas, 95, 96, 97, 266, 370.

Panegyrists, where pla9ed in the audi-

torium, 370.
Panini, the drama in, 31 ;

his position in

grammatical literature. 290.

Pa^is and Sarama, dialogue of, 14, 19, 3i.

Pantomime, 58, 358, 375, 351, and see

A^ata.

Papacara, a bad king, 363.

Paramardideva, of Kalanjara, 265,

Para9urama, 96, 189, 194, 238, 233, 245,

30^ 3»9» 323» 327
Parasite, in Greco Roman drama, 65 ;

in

Indian drama, see P^ita.

Pariyatra, use of Bhutabhdsd in, 387,

Paronomasia, 238.

Par9va, a Tirthakara, 354.

Parthians, invaders of India, 60, and see

Pahlava.

Partnership, of actor and singer, 363.

Parvatc9a, a king, 205 f.

B b8717
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Parvati, the goddess, 300, 338, 352 ;
and

the Lasya dance, 12.

Payumedhra, a student, 227.

Pa9upata, a monk in the Mattavildsa^

184.

Pa9npatas, a (^aiva sect, 42.
Patanjali (B.C. 150), the grammarian,

3J-S. S>. 7 >. 73. 77. 98.
Pathak, Prof. K. B., on date of Kftlidasa,

144.
Pathos, in Mrcchakattka, 136; in Kali-

dasa, 159, 161
;

in Bhavabhuti, 193,

195; as a sentiment, 319, 323, 324,

325, 348 ;
metre and style appropriate

lo, 33*’ 332.
Patience, as an allegorical character, 252.

Pause {vimarfa)^ the fourth juncture of

the drama, 299.

Persians, alleged to have knowledge of

Greek tragedy, 59,
Phallic dances, as sources of drama, 16.

Phallic deities, 16, 21.

Phallic orgies, 41.

Philostratos, life of Apollonios of Tyana,

59-

Physicians, where placed in the audi-

torium, 370.

Picture, as dramatic motive, see Portrait.

Piety, as an allegorical figure, 252.

Pigments, mingling of, 369.

Pillars, as marking off places in the

auditorium, 359.
Pi9acas, demons, hair of, 366.

Pischel, Prof. Richard, theory of Itihdsa^

21 ;
suggestion as to origin of the

drama in the puppet play, 52-6 ; on the

authorship of the Mrcchakaiikd, 1 28 ;

on Bhasa and the Sth&paka, 342.

Pity, as a character, 252.

Plautus, 64.

Play within a play, 303; in the Priya-

darfikdf 173 ;
the Uttararimacarita,

19 1, 192 ;
the Bdlar&mdyana^ 233.

Pleasantry {narman), as part of the gi ace-

ful manner, 326.

Pleasure, as connected with the primitive

drama, 50; as a characteristic of the
j

classical period of the Sanskrit drama,

284 ;
supeinatural character of aesthetic,

318, 319, 320, 321.

Plot, 277, 296-305, 355.
Plutarch, on drama in Parthia, 59.

Poetics, 169 and Part III.

Poets, when placed in the auditorium,

370*
Police officials {ftdgaraka)^ speech of,

> 4 ‘. 336-
Polity, as an allegorical character, 254.

Portraits, as dramatic device, 154, 174,

257i 303» 326.
I

Poverty, evils of, 137. I

Pfthu, father of Viyakhadatta, 204.

Pfthvidhara, on Prakrits of the Mrccha-
katjkdj 14 1.

Practice of drama, influenced by theory,

352-4-
Pradyota Mahasena, 102, 130.

Pradyumna, 48, 49.
Prahasta, ally of Ravana, 246.

Prahladanadeva, author of the Pdrtha-
pat dkrama^ 83, n. i, 247, 264, 265,

34*. n- 1-

Prakrits, 40, 46, 50, 58, 243, 273, 275,

287, 301, 302, 311, 333, 336-8; evi-

dence of, as to origin of drama, 72-5 ;

of A9vaghosa, 86-9; Bhasa, 121, 122,

Mrichakatikdy 140-2; Kalidasa, 161,

166; liarsa, 181 ;
Mahendravikrama-

varman, 185; Bhavabhuti, 203; Vi9a-

khadatta, 211, 212; Bhatta Narayana,

219; Raja9ekhara, 236; Ksemi9vara,

240; Ya9ahpala, 256.

Prakrit drama. 65, 66,69-72, 236, 257;
translation of Prakiit passages into

Sanskrit, 337.
Prakrit Kavya, later than Sanskrit Kavya,

7*, 77-
Prakrit stanzas, 253.
Pralamba, a demon, 48, 99.
Prainodaka, in the Mudrdrdksasa^ 206.

Prataparudra, of Warangal, 293.
Pratisthana, 129.

Preliminaries, of the drama, 51, 66, iii,

339-44. 368, 369.
Previous birth, influence on ability to

write poems, 288.

Piivation, as an aspect of love, 323.
Priyadar9ika. a heroine, 173, 174.
Priyamvada, friend of Qakuntala, 153,

159-

Problems of life, ignored in Sanskrit
i drama, 160, 195, 196, 197, 280, 281,

I

3,M-
Progression {pratimukha\ as the second

juncture, 298, 299.
Prologue, 66, 1 1 1 ,

1 14, 239, 339-44, 369.
Pronominal forms, in A9vaghosa’i and

Bhasa’s Prakrits, 87, 122.

Propitiation {prarocand)^ 328.
Prose, 23, 50, 51, 58, 73, 76, 202, 337;

narrative style, 273; simple in the
Ndtaka, 345.

Protagonist, compared to Sittradhara, 66.

Pioverbial phrases, affected by Bh&sa,
120.

Proverbs, an, 236.

Public, dramas and, the, 370, 371.
Pulindas, a people, colour of, 366.

Punyaketu, a character, 254, 255.

Puppet play, relation to drama, 52, 53.
Pururavas, a hero, 14, 22, 6a, 149, 151,

>56, 157, 233.
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Purusamedha, 25.

Purnsottama, name confused with that of

Pururavas, 150; celebrated, 240.

Puspaka, car, loi.

Piisyagupta, described as a Rastriya, 69,

Pusyamtia, a king, 149.
Putana, demoness killed by Krsna, 99.

Qualities, of words, theory of, 321, 332,

333. 334-
Queen, character of the, 312.

^sabha, a Tirthakara, 254, 259.
Rsis, hypocritical objections of, to vice,

262.

Rsyayrnga, tale of, 48.

Radanika, servant of Carudatta, 141,

Radha, beloved of Krsna, 40, 100, 247,
a57» 272,274.

Radi, Milacchrlkara’s preceptor, 250.

Raghavabhatta, commentator on the

^akuntala, 154.

Raghu, JHgiiijaya of, 144.

Kajacala, 294.

Rajaraja I, of 'fanjore, 251, n. i.

Raja^ekhara, dramatist and critic, 52, 91,

103, 155, 225, 231-9, 242, 243, 244,

246, 256, 271, 287, 288, 300, 301, 337,

34^ 35O) 360, 3<^3 -

Raja9ekhara, the younger, 1 29.

Rajasihha, 93.

Rajendralalamitra, referred to, 269.

Rajputs, Rajaputras, language of, 87,

i4'.33<5-

Raksasa, hero of the Mtidrdraksasa, 02,

205 ff., 352.

Raksasas, or Raksases, demons, 48, 223,

25*8
;

dress of, 366.

Rama, 30, 42, 47, 63, 100, loi, 105, iii,

116, 119, 189, 190, 191, 192, 194, 195,

197, 199, 223, 224, 227, 228, 229, 233,

245, 246, 247, 269, 271, 279, 281, 282,

297, 303. 3<>5> 307. 30^. 3^6, 317, 323,

327, 338, 329*
Rama, author of the Manmathonma-

thana, 267, 347.
Ramabhadra DIksita, author of the Jdna^

ktparinaya^ 246 ;
the ^rngdratilaka^

263.

Ramabhadra Muni, author of the Prabu-
ddharauhineya, 259, 260.

Ramacandra, dramatist, 225, 258, 259.

Ramakrsna, author of the Gopdlakelu

candrikdy 272-4.

Ramanuja, philosopher, 274.

Ramavarman, author of the Rukmhi%-
parinaya. 247. ^

Rambha, a nymph, 49.

Rame^vara, grandfather of Jyotirl^vara,

361.

Ramila, dramatist, 127, 129.

Ram-fights, 263, 285.

Ram-Lila festival, 43.

Ranajambuka, a comic general, 262.

Ranamalladeva, of Kaypur, 270.

Ranganatha, commentator on the Vikra-
morva^X^ 151.

Rantivarman, v, /., for Avantivarmuu,
204.

RatnacOda, a Vid)adhara, 229.

Ratnakara, a poet, 220, 235; perhaps
imitated by Vifakhadatta, 304.

Ratnavali, princess of Ceylon, 63, 298,

299, and set Sagarika.

Rauhineya, hero of the Pralmddharau-
hincya^ 260.

Ravana, 49, 52, 100, loi, 105, iil, 116,

189, 190, 194, 227, 233, 242, 245, 246,

247, 269, 271, 279, 297, 306, 307, 327.
Pavidasa (before a.d. 1812), Mithyd-
j^dnavidambanay 345.

Ravivarman (born A.D. 1266), Pradyuni-
ndbhyudaya, 344.

Reason, a character, 251, 252.

Recensions of xht Aldiavikdgnimitra

^

147,
n. 2 ;

of the Cakunta/d, 154, 155 ;'\of

the Vtkramoj'vafty 151 ;
of the Veni-

samhdra^ 212, n. 3.

Recitation, as opposed to singing, 12, 20,

27. .337. 338.
Reciters, where placed in the auditorium,

370-
Recognition, in Greek and Indian drama,

62, 63.

Reed, banner of Indra, 369.
Reich, Prof. E., theory of mime, 67, 68.

Reinterpretation {avasyandita^
^ 329.

Religion and the drama, 36-49, 339, 340,

369.

Repartee {vdkkelT), 329.

Representation, of the drama, 364-9.
Revata, 48.

Rhyme, 239.

Ridgeway, Prof. Sir William, theory of

origin of drama, 46, 47.

Ring, motif of lost, in the (^akuntald,

62, 153; magic, loi, 112.

Ritual cathartic cursing, and Greek
comedy, 39, n. 2.

Rogue, peculiarly appropriate to the

Prakarana, 346; the Prahasana^ 348.

Rohasena, son of Carudatta, 132, 137,

141.

Rohini, beloved of the Moon, 237.

Roman borrowing from Greece, 68

;

drama, 60, 64.

Royal Fortune, as an allegorical char-

acter, 99, 112, 255.
Pudens, of Plautus, 63.
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Rudra, the god, 17, and see Qiva.

Kudradiman (a. D. 151), use of Sanskrit

in inscriptions of, 69.
Rudrasena, use of word Bhadramukha by,

69, 71.

Rudrasinha, a Ksatrapa, 94, 95.
Rudrafa, writer on poetics, 299.
Rnkmin, enemy of Ki*sna, 267.

Rnkminl, bride of Krsna, 247, 266, 267.
Rukmini, mother of Va9ahpala, 254.
Rumaigivant, a general, 108, 172, 177,
X20.

RQpa Gosramin, author of the Ddnakeli-
kaumudtf 268 ;

of the Vidngdhamd-
dhava^ and the Lalitamddhava^ 247,

294.

Qabaras, speech of, 337.
ailalins, followers of (^ilaiin, 31.

aiva dramas, 253.

aivas, criticism of, 263.

(^akambharl, in Sapadalaksa, 260.

<^akas, and Sanskrit drama, 60, 69-72 ;

defeated by a Vikramaditya, 143;
mode of address in the drama, 314 ;

speech of, 337 ;
colour of, 366,

^akafa, a demon, 99.
^akatadasa, in the Mudrdrdksasa, 205 f.

takti, female energy of Civa, 42.

<i)akuntala, an Apsaras, 152-5, 193, 297,

398, 399, 303.
Qakyabhiksu, in the Mattavildsa^ 183.

^alivahana, 129, and see Satavahana.

(^alya, king of the Madras, ally of the

Kauravas, 96, 1
1
5.

<,|!ambhuka, a (^udra, 191.

(^ankara, author of the (^draddiilaka,

263,

C^ankara, commentator on the (^akuntald,

154 *

<^ankaralala, author of the SdvUrJcarttay

270.

(,^ahkaravannan (A.D. 883-902), of

Kashmir, 291.

(^ahkhacC^a, a snake, 175, 177.

(^ankhadhara Kaviraja, author of the

Latakamelaka^ 260, 261.

C^aokuka, a writer on poetics, 291, 316.

Cankukarna, in the Abhisekandtaka^ iii.

(^anta, and R^ya9niga, 48.

<^’aradvata, a hermit, 1 59.

Cariputra, 81, 82, 84.

(jarngarava, a hermit, 159,

(^arvilaka, a thief in the Mrcehakatikd^

64, 114, 131, 132, 135 *

(^atakaiDis, use of Prakrit by the, 69.

(^atananda, friend of Janaka, 189, 227,

245-
(^aunaka, views as to character of certain

Vcdic hymns, 15.

(^au^ala, envoy of Ravana, 227.

Index

(Jekharaka, the Vita of JimQtav5hana,
* 77 -

Qesakfsna, author of the Kahsavadha,

247*
Qlghraka, a spy, 250.

QTlavati, mother of Raja9ekhara, 231.

(Jinga Bhupala, author of the Rasasu-
dhdrnava^ 294.

Qicupala, of Cedi, 266, 267.

giva, 12, 17, 26, 41, 42, 47, 66, 183. 189,

327, 233, 241, 250, 267, 271, 284, 300,

338, 352.

giva, wife of giva, 241.

givadatta, an Abhira prince, 129.

givasvamin, dramatist and poet, 220.

gobhavati, capital of gudraka, 43, 129.

gramana, in the (^driputraprakarana, 82.

gramanaka, guise adopted by Ruman*
vant, 108.

ravana, an ascetic, 228.

renika, of Magadha, 260.

gii, celebrated, 240.

grlkantha Nllakantha, or BhavabhGti, 186.

griramadeva, Vyasa, dramatist, 269, 370.

grivardham^aka, father of MurSri, 325.
gudra, a seller of Soma, 34; struggle

with Aryan in the Mahavrata, 34.

gudraka, alleged author of the Mrccha-
kaiikdy 42 , 51, 1 29-42.

godras, Natya9astra shared by, 1

3

; colour

of, 366; seats for, 359, 370; referred

to, 37 , 73, 9S, 99 . 363-
guka, a spy, 339.

gukra, in the Tripuraddha^ 267,

gunah9epa, tale of, 23
;
a student, 227.

gunga dynasty, 149.

gura, minister of Avantivarman, 204.

gorasenas, colour of, 366.

gorpanakha, enemy of Rama, 189, 194,

227, 233.

Sadananda, Veddntasdra, syncretism in,

318, n. a.

Sadhnhihsika, a chief of police, 262.

Saffron, in Kashmir, 144.

Sagara, and the rivers, 245, 346.

Sagarika, aiias of Ratnavali, 172, 173,

303> 304» 325. 336.

Sahadeva, a Pin^ava, 213.

Sajjalaka, a thief, 104.

Salii, 20.

Samaraja DIksita, author of the DhUrta-
nartaka^ 262, 263; of the (jrXddnia-

cariiay 247.

Samba, 48, 49.
Samgramasihha, a prince, 349.

Samiddharthaka, in the Mudrdrdksasa

y

208.

Samk|-tyayanl, confidante of Vasavadatta,

i73» 175-
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Sampati, 189, 194.

Samsthana, in the Cdrudatia, 104.

Samsthanaka, in the Mrcchakatikdy 131,

132, 133» 134. 136, 140*

Samtus^a, a Vtdusaka, 313.
Samudragupta, Gupta Emperor, horse

sacrifice of, 149.

Sanchi, Kathakas on relief at, 30.

Safijaya, in the Venlsamhdra^ 214,

317.

Sanskrit, (^akas and, 69-72 ;
of Afva*

ghosa, 85, 86; Kalidasa, 166; Har^,
18

1 ;
Krsnami9ra, 343, 244; Ya9ah-

pala, 355;* and Prakrit, 343, 344, 255,

>73. >8>. >83. >87, 333. 335. 33«-
Sarama and the Panis, legend of, 14,

19, 31.

Sarana, a spy, 229.

Sarasvata school of grammarians, 145,
n. 2.

Sartyu, river, 345.

Satavahana, 139, 333, and set Hala.

Satyabhami, in the Kf^a legend, 48.

Satyacara, a Brahmin, 262.

Saudamini, pupil of Kamandaki, 62, 188,

193-

Saumilla, Somila, a dramatist, 91, 127,

129,147.
Sauvira, king, loi, 102.

Sayana, commentator on the Rgveda^ 15,

36i
Scenes of introduction {arthopaksepakd)^

301, 302.

Schroeder, Prof. L. von, theory of origins

of drama, 16-21.

Secular origin of the drama, 49-57.
Self-sacrifice in Harsa, 177, 278; in

Bhavabhuti, 195.

Sinexy of Greco-Roman comedy, 65.

Sense, figures of {arthdlamkdra\ 331.
Sentiment, produced by drama, i3, 296,

314-26, 334f 335» 366, 368; in relation

to types of drama, 346-51 ;
in con-

nexion with the qualities of style, 332 ;

blending of, 169.

Servants speech of, 87, 141, 336;
kind of names of, 313.

Servus currens^ of Greco-Roman drama,

65.
Seven vices, banished, 355.
Shadow plays, and dramatic origins, 53-7

;

269, 370, 351.
Shakespeare of India, KSlidasa as, 160.

Shameless, hero, 307.
Shamsu-d-din, probable original of

Hammira, 349, n. i.

Shaw, Bernard, stage directions in plays
of, 366.

Sibilants, treatment of, in A9vaghosa, 86,

87, 88 ;
in Bhasa, 122 ;

in BhattaNara-
y«na, 219.

Siddharthaka, in the Mudrdrdksasa^ 305,
208.

Siddhas, 178, 179.
Similes, 330, 331.
.Simple, and causative verbal forms, con-

fused, in Bhasa, I30, lai.

Simplicity of Indian theatrical apparatus,

50, 358-60.
Sihha, lord of Lata, 249.
Sihhana (Singhana, Sihhana), the Yadava,

249.
Sihhavisnuvarman, a Pallava king, 182.

Siparium^ in Roman mime, 67.

Siia, wife of Rama, 30, 43, 5a, 63, 100,

101, 105, no, 115, 119, 189, 190, 191,

192, 194, 195, 197, 199, 318, 319,334,
227, 228, 229, 233, 243, 344, 370, 271,

379, 281, 303, 328, 339.
Sitabcnga cave, 54, 67, 89.

Skandagupta, Emperor, 144.
Slaughter, as an allegorical character,

^5,5-

Sla\es iceta)y speech of, 87, 141,336; in

the Prakarana, 346 ; as hero and
heroine in the Prasthdnay 351.

Softening of hard letters, in Prakrit, 86, 87,

88, 89, I a I.

Soma rite, 30, 51.

Somadatta, a Ndyaka^ 84.

Somadeva, author of the LalitcEvigraha-

rdjandtaka^ 243, 348.

Soma^arman, in Cambodia, 39.

Some9vara, Ktrtikaumudl^ 248, n. 7.

Somila, see Saumilla.

Somism, 252, 353.

Song, in relation to the drama, 13, 16, 20,

>S. 44. 49. 5°. 160, 338, 350. 35>-
Sophokles, 59, 197.

Sorrow {foka)f as the basis of the pathetic

sentiment, 323.

Sound, figures of {fabddlamJkdras)^ 331.

Sound effects, in BhavabhQti, 303, 203 ;

Bhatta Narayana, 218; Murari, 230;
Raja^ekhara, 236.

South Indian recension, of the Vikra-

ffiorvaf^y 151 ;
the (^kuntald, 154, 155.

Spectators, 35-7, 369-71; relation to

actors, 316, 317, 318, 330, 331, 323.

Spirit, as an allegorical character, 351.

Stage, 359 ;
matters excluded from repre-

sentation on, 300, 301.

Stage directions, 86, 113, 364, 366.

Stage properties, 365, 366,

Stages of the development of the action

{avastAd), 297-9.

Stanzas, see Lyric Stanzas.

Sthavaraka, servant of Samsthanaka, 141.

Strength {o/as), of style, 331.

Struggle of conscience, unknown in the

Sanskrit drama, 379.

.Style, of Bhasa, 114-20; A/reckaAaftAd,
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136-9; Kalidasa, 160-5; Harsa, 177-

81; Mahendravikramavarman, 185;

Bhavabhuti, 196-203 ;
Vipakhadatta,

209-11; Bhatta Narayana, 215-19;

Yapovarman, 221-3; Murari, 230,

231 ;
Kajapekhara, 236-9 ;

Ksemipvap,

240 ;
theoretical views of qualities

of, 331-3, 334; sec also Gauda style,

Vaidarbha style.

Styles, dramatic (vrtti)^ doctrine of the,

326-9.
Subandhu, author, 76, 91.

Subhadra, taken away by Arjuna, 268.

Subhata, dramatist, 55, 269.

Subjunctures, in the episode, 299.

Subrahmanya Kavi, author of part of the

Mah&viracarita^ 192.

Subterranean passages, referred to, 206,

334-

Sudarpana, wife of the king of Kapi, 10 1,

110.

Sudesna, wife of Virata, 63.

Suggestion, in poetry, 276, 277, 318, 322 ;

in Kalidasa as opposed to Bhavabhuti,

161.

Sugriva, brother of Valin, 100, 105, 190,

194, 228, 229, 245, 246, 297, 308,

337.
Suicide, motif, 107.

Sumeru, description of, 229.

Sumitra, mother of Jayadeva, 242.

Sundaramipra, author of the Ndtyapra-

dtpa^ 294.
Sundering of lovers, 323.

Supernatural, 159, 192, and see Wonder.

Surananda, an ancestor of Rajapekhara,

231.

Surastra, speeches used in, 287.

Susa, people of, know Greek dramas, 59.

Susamgata, confidante ot RatnavalT, 172,

176, 303. 325, 326.

Sotas, slain by Bhima, 97, n. i.

Suvar^akhi, mother of Apvaghosa, 80.

Suvarnapekhara, on the Ganges, 257.

Suvega, a spy, 249.

Svayambhu, creator of the pigments,

369.
Swang of North-West India, 273.

Sweetness of style, 331, 332.

Swinging, 313 ;
description of, 234, 238.

Synonyms, free use of, 283,

Tadaka, a demoness, 227.

Taickas, use of Apabhrahpa by, 287.

Tales, close connexion of, with the drama,

76, 258, and see Kathasarits&gara.

Tamasa, river, goddess, as a dramatic

character, 19 1, 202.

Tantras, 42.

Tantumati, mother of MurSri, 225.

Tara, wife of Valin, 105.

Tarala, an ancestor of Rajaptkhaia,

231.

Tarksya, 267.

Tears, of the auditor, 321, 368.

Technique, of Apvaghosa, 82-5 ;
Bhasa,

110-14; Kalidasa, 126, 160; Yapo-
varman, 222, 223; Rajapekhara, 239;
Prahladanadeva, 265 ; certain irregular

dramas, 270-5 ;
according to the writers

on theory, 296-305.
Tejahpala, brother of Vastupala, 248,

^
249, 250.

Ten qualities of style, 331, 332.
Pen stages of love, 323.

Ten types of drama, 345-9.
Terror {bhaya)^ as the basis of the senti-

ment of terror, 323.
Terror, sentiment of, 192, 278, 324, 325,

Tharapadra, 254.

I'heatre, buildings, 67, 358-60.
Theft, as an allegorical character, 255.

Theories of the Secular Origin of the

Drama, 49-57.
Theory of the drama, 290-351 ;

infiuence

of, on dramatic practice, 352-4 ;
pos-

sible influence of Aristotle on, 355,

356-
Tibet, drama in, 44.
Tiger, escape of, as dramatic motif, i88,

193
Time, of performance of plays, 369 ;

unity

of. 64. 65, 301.355-
I irthakaras, invocation of the, 254.

Todar Mall, Akbar’s minister, 247.
Tradition, as the fifth Veda, 12, 13.

Traditional account of the origin of

Sanskrit drama, 12, 13; of dramatic
theory, 290.

Tragedy, 38, n. 2, 278, 280, 345, 354.
'I'railokyavarmadeva, of Kalafijara, 266.

Tiansitory {zyahhicdrifi), feelings, 315.

Transmigration, as explaining sensibility

to poetry, 322.

Transverse, curtain, 113, n. i, 359.
Travanas, speech of people of, 287.

Triads, Bhasa’s fondness for, iii.

Tribhuvanapala, of Anahilapataka, 269.

Triple explanation {trigatd)^ 328.
Tukkoji, 257.

Tumultuous action or disturbance {ava-

pdta\ 328, 346.
Tungabhadra, river, as a dramatic

character, 245.
Tuhjina, of Kashmir, patron of Can-

draka, 168.

Turfan, fragments of Buddhist dramas,

80.

Twelve stages of love, 333, n. 2.

Types of diaina, 345-51.
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Typical, not individual, characteis, fount!

in Sanskrit drama, 282, 353.

Udayana, 94, 102, 103, 107, 108, 125,

327, and see Vatsa.

Uddaiidanatha or Uddandin, author of the

Mallikamdruta, 221, 257, 258.

Udras, a people, colour of, 366.

Udumbaras, family of Bhavabhuti, 186.

Ugrasena, king, 100.

UjjayinT, importance of, in Indian history,

60; for Sanskrit drama, 70, 71, 74,

94 ;
speech used in, 70, 336.

Uma, dance in honour of, 340.

Umvekacarya, alleged identity of, with

Bhavabhuti, 186.

Union of lovers, 323.

Unities, dramatic, of subject, 297-300;
of time, 64, 65, 301, 355; of place,

355-
Uragas, snakes, clothing ot, 366.

Urmila, daughter of Janaka, 189.
|

Urva?!, a nymph, 14, 114, 149-51, 156. i

362, 364. i

Usavadata (a.d. 124), 69.

Utpaladeva, a/ias Munja, 293. I

Uttara, a princess, 265, 266. 1

Vaibhara, mount, 260.

Vaidarbha style, 16 1, 331, 332-

Vairantya, capital of Kuntibhoja, 109,

Vairodhaka, in the Mudraraksasa^ 206.

Vai9ya, 37, 38, 73, 363 ;
colour of, 366;

seats of, 359; in the Mahavrata rite,

24.

Vaisnavas, 263.

Vajranabha, in the Krsna legend, 48, 49.

Vajravarman, an aboriginal prince, 239.

Vakpati, author of the Gandavaha^ 91,

92, 187.

Valin, a monkey king, 100, 105, 110, 114,

1
1 9, 189, 190, 194, 228, 229, 245, 297,

306, 327.

Vallabhadeva, commentator on iheA/e^ka-

dfda, 145.
Valmiki, author of the Rdfitdyana, 114,

191, 192, 232, 303.

Valour, as an allegorical character, 254
VSmadeva, a seer, 14, 226.

Vamana, a writer on poetics, 92, 102,

103, 104, 145, 330. 33a,

Vamana Bhafta Baiia, author of the

Pdrvatlparinaya^ 221, 247, 263, 264.

Vangas, a people, colour of, 366.

Varadacarya, author of the Vasantatilaka^

363.

Varahamihira, date of, 144.

Vardhamana, capital of ^udraka, 129.

Vardhamanaka, servant of Carudatta, 141.

Vardhamana Svamin, 260.

i

1

i

i

Vanina and liidra, dialogue of, 15, 21.

Vasantacarya, son of Dhanika Pan^ita,

293*

Vasantasena, heroine of the Mrcchaka-
tm, 104, 131, 131, 133, 134, 135, 136,

139. 309. 313. 335. n- 3. .363-

VasantT, in the Uttara? Amacartia^ 191,

200.

Vasava, 83, n. i, 265, and see Indra.

Vasavadatta, queen of Udayana, 102, 107,

108, 109, 113, 119, 125, 171-4, 170,

220, 235, 303, 304.

Vasistha, a sage, 189, 239, 303 ;
dialogue

of, in the Kgveda, 14, 17.

Vassal princes, where placed in the audi-

torium, 370.
V'abubandhu, the Buddhist philosopher,

145, 146.

Vasubhuti, a minister, 171, 173.

Vasudeva, 40, 98, 99, 314, 264.

Vasudeva, 32, 34, and see Krsna.

Vasukra, dialogue with Indra, 14.

Vasulaksmi, a princess, in the Mdlavikd-

gnhnitray 148,

Vasumati, a queen of Duhsanta, 158.

Vasumitra, of the Qunga dynasty, defeats

the Yavanas, 149; favours actors,

364
Vastupala, minister of Viradhavala of

Gujarat, 248, 249, 250.

Vate^varadatta, the feudatory {sdmanta)^

grandfather of Vi^akhadatta, 304.

Vatsa, or Udayana, 102, 108, i7i'--4, 17^1

220, 235, 298, 303, 304, 305, 307, 309,

327, 361, 362,364-
\ atsabhatti, imitates Kalidasa, 146.

Vatsaraja, dramatist, 265, 266, 301.

Vatsyayana, author of the Kdtm^dstra,

332, 335-
Veda, the fifth, 12, 13.

Vedakavi, author of the Vidydparinayana,

253» n* 4-

Vedanta, in the Prabodhacandrodaya^

VedantavagKa, Bhojacartta^ 345.

Vedic ritual, dramatic elements in the,

Vegetation ritual, and drama, 45,

Verna, prince of Kon^avli^u, 347,

Venkatanatha, author of the Sarhkalpa-

suryodaya, 253.

Venkatavarada, author of the Krumvu
jayat 267.

Verbal {bhdrati) manner, 336, 338, 329,

344 ;
in the Bhdnat 348.

Vernaculars, use of, 243, 334.

Vernacular drama, 243.

Verse, in drama, 33, 56, 58, 73, 76, 90,

279, 281, 282, 337.

VibMsana, brother of Ravana, 190, 229,

246’, .327.
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Vidi9a, 147.

Vidyadhara, writer on poetics, 293, 294,

a95» 3*5‘
Vidyadharamalla, hero of the Viddha^ala-

bhanjtka, 234, 235.

Vidyadharas, iii, n. 3, 174, 191, 245,

256.

VidyadharTs, wear jewels on the stage,

367-
Vidyanatha, author ofthe Prataparudriya,

348. 393, 295.
Vidyaranya, perhaps Sayana, 268.

Vigraharaja, see Visaladeva.

Vjjavakosfha, or Vijayaprakostha, ancestor

of Ksemi^vara, 240.

Vijayasena, general of Vatsa, 173.

Vijhanavada school, 8a
Vikramaditya, 130, 143.

Vikramasihha, a prince, 133.

Vilasa9ekhara, a Vita, 263.

Vinayavasu, a chamberlain of D^dha-
varman, 173.

Vindhyakctu, a prince, 173.

Violent {&rabhati) manner, 326, 327, 328.

VirSdhaka, in the Mudrdrdksasa, 206,

208.

Viradhavala, king of Gujarat, 248, 249,

J56.

Viraka, a policeman, 141.

Virata, a king, 97, 265, 266.

Vi9akhadatta, dramatist (date as a younger
contemporary of Kalidasa supported,

but inconclusively, by J. Charpcntier,

JRAS., 1923, pp. 585 ff.), 204-12,218,

353 -

Vi9vamitra, a sage, 189, 190, 226, 227,

240, 245, 281, 302; father of Qakun-
tala, 152 ;

dialogue of, with the rivers

in the Rgveda, 14, 17, 20.

Vi9vanagara, a mendicant, 261.

Vi9vanaiha, author of the Mrgdnkalekhd,

357. n. I-

Vi9vanitha, author of the Sdhttyadar-

pana, 220, 223, 294, 295, 302, 310,

331, 333, 335, 338, 339, 341. 343, 343»

347. 348, 349> 350-
Vi9vanatha, author of the Saugandhi-
kdharana (not, as VVinternitz, GIL.
iii. 248, suggests, the writer on poetics,

who does not cite the work as his),

266.

Vi9vantara, legend of, 168.

Vi9ve9vara, author of the Qrngdramafi-
jar%, 257.

Visnu, 12, 17, 26, 98, 105, 106, 112, 268,

384, 354-
Visnu, censure of actors, 363.
Vi^nu, father of Dhanamjaya and Dha-

nika, 29a, 293.
Visaladeva Vigraharaja, 248; author of

the //arake/ift:~fak(t, 247.

Visions of the dying, 114.

Vocative of a stems in a, in Bhalfa Nara-
yana, 219 ;

r stems in d, in A9vaghosa,
88

.'

Voice in the air, 303 ; in the Bhdna, 348.
Vrnda, or Laksmi, 274.

Vrnda, wood, 99.
Vrsakapi, comparison of, with the Vidu~

saka, 51, n. 1.

Vfsakapi, hymn, 14, i8.

Vrsnis, Kfsna bom in the family of the,

'98.

Vyasa, Qriramadeva, dramatist, 269, 270.

Warriors {yodha), speech of, 141, 336.
Watchers, speech of, 88, 336.
Weber, Prof. Albrecht, as to origin of

drama, 32, 33, 57.
Western K^trapas, alleged influence of,

on drama, 69-72.
Wife, characteristics of a, 308, 309.
Windisch, Prof. £., theory of epic, 21 ;

on Greek origin of the drama, 57-64

;

on the plot ofthe Mrcchakatikd, 1 30.

Winternitz, Prof. M., 33, n. i.

Woman, disguised as a boy, 234, 235,

2 56 ; using Sanskrit as comic, 334 ;

may use it in various cases, 335.
Women, as poets, 287, 288 ; as spectators,

of the drama, 370.
Women^s apartments, speech of those

living in, 88, 336.
Women’s roles, played sometimes by

men, 362.

Wonder, sentiment of, 278, 324.
Wood-workers, speech of, 337.
Words, qualities of, 321, 332, 333, 334.
Worship of the dead, alleged ori^n of
drama in the, 46, 47,

Xanthos, legend of, 37, 38.

Yadavas, drama among the, 48, 49.
Yajfiascna, a prince, 147.
Yak^s, 266, 339, n. 3; dress of, 366;

hair of, 367.
Yaksis, carry jewels, 367.
Varna and Yarn!, dialogue of, 13, 14, 29,

30.

Yamala and Arjuna, demons, 99.
Yamuna, 345.
Ya9ahpala, author of the Mohardjapard-

354-^-
Ya9a9candra, author of the Mudritaku-

mudacandra^ 360.

Ya9oda, wife of Nanda, 98.
Ya9odharman, conqueror of the HQnas,

144.

Ya90varman, of Kanyakuhja, as a drama-
tist, 186, 187, 230, 221, 222.
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Yaska, 15.

Yatras, 16, 17, 40, 51, 273.

Yaugandharayana, 102, 103, 107, 108,

173, 330
, 335, 340, 262.

Yavanas, 356, 366; defeated by Vasu-
mitra, 149 ;

Apabhran^a assigned to,

336, n. I
; see also Yavandnl,

Yavanis, in king’s harem, 61, 63.

Yayavara family, 231.

393

Yudhijit, uncle of Bharata, 189.

Yudhisfhira, oldest of the Pan^avas, 83,
3 I 4

,‘ 215, 308.

Yugadideva, the Tirthakara l^^bha,

259*

Zclotypos, compared with (^kdra^ 67.
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A^^ni Ihirdna, 295. 349.
Anka^ act, 301.

ATika^ one act play, 268, 295, 296, 347,
348.

ATikamukka, anticipatory scene, 302.

Ankdva/draf continuation scene, 302.

Ajjtikd, style of a hetaera, 3
1
4.

Atijagatl^ metre, appropriate to lively

dialogue, 331.

Atidhrti^ metre, appropriate to the pathetic

sentiment, 331.

Atibala^ outvying, 329.

Att&nam^ in Bhasa for attdnaam^ 122.

Atharvaveda^ 12, 15.

Adanddrakot in Afvaghosa, 88.

Adbhutay wonder, as a sentiment, 324.
Adbhutadarpana, by Mahadeva, 246,

247.

Adbhutdrnava, by Kavibhusana, 345.
Adhikdra^ attainment of hero’s purpose,

297.

Adhibala^ outvying, 329.
Anarghardghava by Murari, 226-31,

344, n. I, 362.

Anukti/a, loyal (hero), 307.

Anukrtiy mimesis, 355, and see Avasthd^
fiukrii,

Anticdrikd^ king’s attendant, 312.

AftubhdvaSj consequents of sentiments,

315-

Anufdsana Parvan, allusion to drama in,

28.

Anustubh, metre, 346.
Antarasandhiy nature of, 302, 303.
Anyd^ anyastrl^ heroine as wife of another,

308.

Apatiy curtain, 61, 359.
Aparavaktra^ metre, 166.

Apavdritam^ confidentially, 304.

Abhijfidnat recognition, as motif, 62.

Abhi/tidnapakuntala, (drama) of ^akun-
tala (recognized) by a token of re-

cognition, see (^akuntald,

Abhidhdf power of denotation, 317.

Abhinayadarpanay by Nandikefvara, 338,

n. I, 367, n I.

Abhinavabhdratif by Abhinavagupta, 291.

Abhirdmardghava, 329, n. i, 344, n. i.

Abhivyaktiy revelation of sentiment, 317.

Ahhisekandtaka^ by Bhasa, 94, 101, 105,

no, III, 1 1 3, 114, 115.

AbhUdrikd^ type of heioine, 309.

Amatya, minister, 312.

Amrtodaya, by Gokulanatha, 253, n. 3,

34.T
Ambdy style of a go-between, 3 14.

Ammdbhdna^ by Varadacarya, 263.

Aw/idam, genitive plural in Bhasa, 122.

Affihe, in Kalidasa, 122.

Ayoj^a^ privation, as form of the erotic

bcntiment, 323.
AyydbkdMa, by Kamabhadra Diksita, 263.
.Irt/iaprakrti, elements of the plot, 298,

299.

Afthavyaktiy precision of exposition, 331.
Arthacdstra^ A'auttltya, 102, 291, n. 2,

334, 364 ;
whether known by Kalidasa,

167, n. 6.

Arthdntaranydsay a figure, 125.

Artkopaksepaka^ scenes of introduction,

301 » 302-

Ardka-Magadhl, a Prakrit, 74, 87, 122,

336-
Arky epenthetic vowel in Prakrit of Ayva-

ghosa, 88.

Alamkdras, poetic figures, 330, 331 ; see

also Ndtakdlamkdra and Ndtydlam-
kdra.

Alaukika, sentiment as supernatural, 319.

Avataranay entry of performers, 339, and
see Rangdvatarana.

Avaddna^aiakay 43.
Avantikdy a Prakrit, 141.

Avapdta, disturbance, 328, 346.

Avalagita, continuance, 328.

Avaloka, Dhanika’s commentary on the

Da^arupa, 293.

Avastkd, stage of development c>f the

action of the drama, 297-9.
Avasthdmikrtiy as nature of drama, 295.

Avasyanditay re-interpretation, 329.

Avimdrakay by Bhasa, 94, loi, 102, 107,

108, 109, 112, 113, 125, 313.

A^okay tree, 159, 222, 234, 238.

Afvatthay tree, 96, 213, 214, 215, 217.

Astddhydyiy careful preservation of the,

290.

Asatpraldpay incoherent talk, 329.

Ahakaniy ahake, in A9vaghosa, 86 ; ahaki

in Bhasa, 122.

Jkdfabhdsitay a voice in the air, 303,

.348.

Akkydna, theory of certain Vedic hymns,

3 i-3*
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Akhydyika^ romance, 76.

ATigikabhinaya^ expression by gesture,

, 367, 368.

Aniy dniy and d in neuter plural of a-

stems, 87, 122.

Atmagataniy aside, 304.

Adhikdrika, principal (action 1, 297.

Anandakofa^ a farce, 260, n. 3, 348, n. i.

Anandamahjarf, by Ghana9yama, 257.

Ajbkiri, speech, 337.
Ama^ in assertions in Bhasa, i -^o.

Amukha, introduction, 328, 340.

Aydramga Suita

^

44, n. 2.

Ayukta, attendants, 312.

Aj/usmanty as style of the king, 314.

Arabhatjf violent (manner), 326, 327,

328.

.Arambha^ voice testing by chorus, 339.
Arambha^ first stage of development in

drama, 297.

Aritha^ in A9vaghoba for a/tha^ 85.

Aryaputra \^ajjautta'), style of a husband,

_3i4-

Aiyd {cijjd)y style of a wife, 314.

Aryd, metre, 124, 142, 167, i8i, 185,

203, 2 1 2, 258 ;
appropriate to the erotic

sentiment, 331.

AlambanUy fundamental determinants of

sentiment, 315.

Avanit, a Prakrit, 141, 333.
Afcaryamafh'an, by (Jaktibhadra (BSOS.

III. i. 1 16 f.
, 371, n. 2.

Aerdvandy trying of instruments, 339.

AsmUy a kind of recitation, 338.

Ahiy as instrumental in Ayvaghosa’s

Prakrit, 87.

Itihdsay 1 2 ;
Prof. PischePs theory of the,

21.

Imiravajrd, metre, 142, 181, 185, 272.

lyathy in Ayvaghosa, 88.

fhdmrgay 266, 267, 295, 296, 346, 347,

353 -

UktapratyuktUy a duet, 338.

UccUy used by Kalidasa, 146.

Utkfiiy metre, appropriate to scenes of

violence, 331.
Uttamottakay a kind of song, 338.
Uttarardmacaritay by Bhavabhuti, 66,

139, 190^2, 194, 196, 199, 202, 203,

325. 303, 329. 344.
Uithdpaka, challenge, 327.

Utpattiy production of sentiment, 317.

Utpddyay invented (plot), 296.

Utsdha, energy, as basis of sentiment,

333‘
UtsrsHkdnkay a kind of drama, 347, 348,

363.
Udayancuaritay 327, 365.

Uddtia, exalted (liero), 305, 306.

Uddtiardghavay by Mayuraja, 221, 223,

207.

Uddratd claimed by BhavabhGti,

196.

Uddratva^ elevation of style, 331.

Udghdtya, abrupt dialogue, 328; in the

prologue, 341.

Uddlpanay excitant determinants, 315.

Uddhata, haughty (hero), 305, 3^, and
see Dhlroddhatta.

Unmattakay disguise of, adopted by
Yaugandharayana, 108, 184, 185.

Ufifnattaraghavay by Bhaskara Kavi, 368.

Upagitiy metre, 133.

Upajdii
y
mtixty 123, 143, 166, 203, a 12.

Upanagarikdy style, 333, 333.
Upanisady Theology, 351, 252.

Upapatiy adulterer, 307, n. r.

Upapatti, use of argument, 330.
Uparupakay minor dramatic forms, 368,

269, ,349-51*

LpaAhdyika, eunuch, 313.
Ummadantijdtakay alleged dramatic

character of, 43, n. i.

Vlldpyay a form of drama, 351.

Ihmhy metre, 346.

Orubhangay by Bhasa, 38, 94, 96, 106,

114, 278, 300, 354.

Rgveday 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 30, 31, 22, 23,

36.

Kiusathhdray by Kalidasa, 1471 n* 3*

Ey as masculine nominative of stems, m
A9vaghosa, 86, 87.

Ekdvall, by Vidyadhara, 293.
EkkiXy in bliasa’s Prakrit, 122.

EdisUy ill A9vaghosa’s Prakrit, 89.

Evva, evvarhy in Bhasa’s Prakrit, 121.

Ai, interjection, in A9vaghosa*s Prakrit,

88 .

Ailareya Brdhmanay 77 ;
tale of (^uuah-

yepa, 22.

Aindrajdlikay juggler, 55.

OjaSy strength, 331

.

04rly speech, 337.

Auddryay nobility, as a (juality of the

hero, 307.
Anpacchandasikay metre, 142, 166, 203,

212, 319.

Kuy suffix, lengthening of vowel before,

87.

Kahsavadkay 37, 38.

Kahsavadhay by (Jesakf^, 247.

Kacciy in Bhasa's Prakrit, 123.

Katicukifiy chamberlain, 313.
Katjiindy style, 333, n. 2.
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Kathakas^ recitcis, 29, 30.

KcUhdy talc, 76, 258.

KcUhdsaHtsagaray by Somadeva, 52, 129,

«34. *92, 193
Kathodgh&tay foim of prologue, 340.
KaduOy not in Bhasa, 122.

Kapphindbhyudayay poem by (^ivasvamin,

22c, n. 2.

Kariya, gerund of kr in A9vaghosa, 88.

Karunay pathos, as a sentiment, 323, 325.
Karundkandalay 343, n. 1.

Karothay anomalous strong form in

Ayvaghosa, 88.

Karnabhdray by Bhasa, 87, 96, 106, 122,

336.

Kaniasundarl

^

by Bilhana, 256, 369.
Karpuracaritray by Vatsaraja, 263.

KarpuramaHjart^ by Raja9ekhara, 232,

,233» 234> ?35» 239» 342, 350-
Kaiahdntaritdy type of heroine, 309.
KaUtiy in A9vaghosa, 87.

Kddambariy by Bana, 129.

Kdniiy beauty of style, 331.
KdmanJaktya Nitifastray 291, n. 2.

Kdmofdsiray by Vatsyayana, 284, 285,

334» 335'
Kdryay denouement, 298.

Kdla, equivalent to Nora. 146.

Kdlandy in A9vaghosa, 86.

Kdvyay as influencing drama, 283, 284.

Kdvyay a type of drama, 351.

Kdvyanirmyay by Dhanika, 293
Kdvyaprakd^ay by Mammata, 171, 295,

n. I.

Kdvyamtmdhsdy by Raja9ekhara, 232,

271, 287, 288.

Kdvyddarfay by Dandin, 104.

Kd^ikd Vrttiy cites Candra’s grammar,
16S.

Kd^irdjnCy irregular compounds in Bhasa,

121.

KirdtdrjunXyay by Bharavi, 194.

Kiratdrjufdyay by Vatsaraja, 265.

KilakiHiita, hysteria, 310

KiffOy in A9vagho&a, 86.

Kissdy in Bhasa, 122.

ICtrtiy fame, 84.

Ktrtikaumudiy by Some9vara, 248, n. 7.

Kirtimadjariy an allegorical character,

254.

Kutthy metre, 346.

Kuttanimatay by Da modaragupta, 171.

Kuttamitay pretended anger, 310.

Kundamdldy 341.

Kumdray prince royal, 312.

Kumdrasambhavay by Kalidasa, 75 , 14b,

147, 167, 284, 285, 312, 352.
Ku^llavay actor, 31, 360, 363.
hrsnavijayay by Veakafavaradap 267.

Kfsndbhyudayay by Lokanatha Bhaltatf

268.

Kai^iki (‘of the Kai9ikas *, L^vi, TI, i.

333), graceful (manner), 326, 327.
Kotnaldy style, 333.
Komudagandhay 86.

Kautillya Artkafastray 102, 291, n. 2,

334. 364-
Kautukaratndkaray written under Laks-
mana M^iikyadeva, 263.

Kautukasarvasvay by Gopinatha Cakra-
vartin, 262.

Kaumtidtmiirdnanday by Kamacandra,
258, 259’

Krimiy Buddhist irregularity for krmi.
86 .

Krodkay anger, as basis of sentiment, 323.
Asy treatment of, in various Prakrits, 86,

88, 122, 212.

Ksobha, agitation of mind, 320.
Kkandaculikdy nature of, 302 ,

n. i

.

Khanipitiy enraged (heroine), 309.
Khuy after vowels in place of kkhuy in

A9vagho^, 89.

Gaiiditvaka, by Vakpati, 187.

Gangaddsapratdpavildsay by Gahga-
dhara, 251.

Gacckia, and gadtia in Bhasa, 123.

GapUy obscure term, 35.

Canpa, abrupt remark, 329.

Ganhadi, in Bhasa for genhadi in A9va-
ghosa, 122.

GavibhXratdy depth, 226.

Garbha, third juncture, 299.

Garbhdhkay embryo act, 303.

Gahitaniy in A9vaghosa, 89.

Gdmbhiryay impassivity, as quality of the

hero, 307.
Gitagovinday by Jayadeva, 17, 40, 239,

272 , .3.39. n. I.

Gitiy metre, 142, 203.

Guna, excellencies, theory of, 331, 333,

3’33» 334*
Grhya, irregular form in Bhasa, 121.

Gai, sing, used of Sdtnaveda, 30.

Gopdlakelicandrikdy by Ramakjsna, 273-4.

Gosfhiy a type of drama, 351.
GranthikaSy reciters, 32-5, 38, 39, 45,

272.

Granthtn, owner of a book, 35, n. 3.

Cakravdka, grief at separation from his

mate, 169.

Canpakau^ikay by Kscmi9vara, 239, 240,

381.

Candakinnarajdtakay alleged dramatic

character of^ 43, n. i.

Cdnpdliy a Prakrit, 141, 142, 337.

Cdrafm, actor, 360.

Cdriy a dance, 340.
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Cdrudatta^ by Bhisa, 64, 65, 67, 85. 9a,

93» 103, I04» 122, 128, 130,

182, 31 1, 313, 34^» 363-

Citrahhdrata^ by K^mendra, 247.

Citrayajha^ by Vaidyanatha Vacaspati

Bhattacarya, 274, n. i, 371, n. a.

Culikdj nature of, 302.

Cita, Servants, 312 ;
speech of, 336.

Caitanyacandrodaya^ by Kavikarnapura,

133. n. 6, 253, 344, 353.

Cchy ill Magadhi as fr, laa, 212.

Cha44i in A9vaghosa, 88.

Chaddantajdtakaj alleged dramatic char-

acter ol, 43, n. I.

Chala^ cheating, 329.

Ckalana, deception, 222.

Chalitardma, 223, 224, 246, 329,

Chdydy Sanskrit version of Prakrit, 337.

Chdydndiakay shadow drama, 55-7, 269,

276.

Chdydndtya^ shadow drama, 55, 269.

Jagatij metre, appropriate to lively dia-

logue, 331.

Jandniikam^ in private conversation, 304.

Jarjara, banner (of Indra), 41, 369.

Javanikdy ^tt Yavanikd,

Javanikdntara, name of acts in the Sat-

taka, 350.
Jdtakas, 22, 23, n. i.

Jdnaki^rinaya, by Ramabhadra Diksita,

2^6, 344, 361.

Jamitra, diameter, used by Kalld^, 146.

Jdydjiva, one who lives on (the beauty)

of his wife, 55.

Jivdnaudana, by Anandaraya, 253.

Jugupsd, disgust, as basis of sentiment,

323-

Jowana, in Bhasa’s Prakrit, 1 2 1

.

Jti, treatment of, in PraKrit, 88, 121.

Jfldnadarpana, mirror of knowledge, as a

character, 254.

Takkl or Tdkkt, a Prakrit, 141, 337.

Damaruka, by Ghana9yama, 257, n. a.

iJim^ alleged root, 347,
Uima, 266, 267, 292, 295, 296, 347, 353.
Diltisdmrdjya, by Laksmai^ Suri, 251.

hkakki, a Prakrit, 141, 337.

N, and n in the Prakrits, 86, 87, 88, lai

;

as affecting the quality of style, 332.

J^evacchat see Nevaccha.

ify, altered to fifi or nn in Bhasa, 121.

T normally retained in Afvaghosa’s

Prakrits, 89.

Tapatisafhvarana, by Kula9ekharavar-

man, 247,34*2,0. 2,

m
Tamas, element of dullness, 318.

larangadatta, a Prakarana, 225, 346.

Tava, in Ayvaghosa, 88.

Tdfidava, dance, 12, 42, 241, 338, 339.
Tdfa, as style of address, 314.

Tdpasavatsardjacarita, by Anangaharsa
Matraiaja, 2^0.

TiraskaranX or TiraskarinX, curtain, 359.
Tumhdkam, in A9vaghosa, 89.

Tulyadhartnay irregular compound in

Bhasa, 121.

Tuvam, in A9vaghosa, 88.

Tejas, honour as a quality of the hero,

307 ‘

Totaka, see Trotaka.

Trigata, various senses of, 1 1 1, n, a, 328,

340-

Trigudha, a kind of song, 338.
Tripuraddha, by Vatsaraja, 267, 347.
Trimudhaka, a kind of song, 338.

Trotaka, a type of drama, 15 1, 350, 351.

Theragdthd (866 flf.), alleged dramatic

character of, 43, n. i.

Therigdthd, 43, n. i
, 54.

Daksina, courteous (hero), 307.

Dandaka, metre, 123, 187, n. a, 203.

Dambha, falsity, as a character, 252.

Daridraedrudatta, 104, 306, and see

Cdrudatta.

Dar^, in Bhasa’s Prakrit, laa.

Da^akumdracarita, by Dandin, 55, 129,

13.3,36.^-

Da^arupa, by Dandin, 71, 169, 221, 223,

292, 293, 294, 304, 315, 319, 320, 330,

334» 335» 336, 341 » 342, 348, 349-
Dofarupdvaloka, by Dhanamjaya, 346.
Ddksindtyd, a Prakrit, 141, 166, 336.
Ddnakelikaumudi

,

by RCpa Gosvamin,
268.

Ddni, ddfti, Prakrit forms, 88, 89.

Dikpdlastuti, praise of the world
guardians, 369.

Digvijaya, conquest of the earth, of

Raghu, 144.

Dissadi, in A9vaghosa, 89; dtsadi, in

Bhasa, lai.

Dtpaka, a figure of speech, 331.
Diptarasa, sentiment of excitement, 265.

Divyant, gamblers, speech of, xai, 336.
Dugunn, irregular form in A9vaghosa, 88.

Durmallikd, a form of drama, 35 t.

Dusta, a character in Buddhist drama, 74.

84 ; Prakrit of, 86.

Duhitrkd, puppet. 53.
Duta, messenger, 311, 313.

Dutaghatotkaca, by Bhata, 94, 97, 98, 106,

107.

DHtavdkya, by Bhisa, 73, 94, 106, 11 1,

370.
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Dntdngada^ by Phanamjayn, 55, 56, 269,

27a
Deva^ as style of the king, 314.
Devi queen, 312.

Devva, in Bhasa’s Prakrit, 122.

De^ahhdsd^ vernacular, when used, 334.
Dosa^ defects of style, 332.

Dyy represented in A9vaghosa by^^, 88.

Drdvidi, speech, 337.
Drutavilambita^ metre, 123, 160, 181,

203, 219.

Druti^ melting, as a mental condition,

320.

Dvigudhaka^ harmonious song, 338.

Jhnpadds, music, 339.
Dvimudhaka^ a kind of song, 33.S.

Dhafiamjayajaya, 347, n. 2.

Dhanamjayavijaya^ by Kaficana Pandita,

266.

Dharma^armabhytidaya^ by Haricandra,

75 »
n- .3.

Dharmabhyudaya^hy Meghaprabhacar) a,

55. 269.
DhdrakaSy expounders of epic, 29.

Dhira^ noble, as characteristic of heroes,

305 so**-

Dhiralalitay type of hero, 305, 306.

Dhira^iinta, type of hero, 305, 306.

Dhiroddttay type of hero, 305, 306.

Dhh'oddhata, type of hero, 305, 306,

307 » 347 ;
of enemy of hero, 307, 308.

Dhurtanartaka, by Samaraja Diksita,

262, 263.

DhurtaSy gamblers or rogues, speech of,

141. 336
Dhurtasamdgamay by Jyotiriyvara Kaviye-

khara, 261.

Dhrtiy firmness, as an allegorical cha-

racter, 84, 268.

Dhrtiryavanikdydh, the holding apart of

the curtain, 360.

Dhrsta, shameless (hero), 307.

DhruvdSy in music, 339.
Dhvajamahay banner festival (of Indra),

4 *-

Dhvanydlokay by Anandavardhana, 294.

iVand n in the Prakrits, 86, 87, 88, 121.

Naccay 43.
Natay actor, 25, 28, 31, 36, 45» 49» 5^^

52, 67.

NatasiitraSy in Panini, 31, 290.

Natty actress, 51, 66, 361.

Narkutaka, metre, 203.

Nartakay dances, 28, 29, 50.

N^armagarbha, development of affection,

327.

Aun’mauy pleasantry. 326.

Afarmasuhfdy boon companion, 188, 31 1.

Niirmaspha%jay outburst of affection, 327

I

Narmasphoia, manifestation of affection,

!

327-
1 Navagrahacaritay by Ghana9yama, 345,

n. 2.

NavasdhasdJikacaritay by Padmagupta,
293.

Ndgaraka, character of, 285 ; speech of,

334-
Ndgdnanday by Ilarsa, 62, 85, 170, 174,

175, 180, 278, 284', 286, 300, 305, 311,

326, 3.39. «. 342. 344. 1- 2, 37'. n. 2.

A^d/aka, a type of drama, 28, 29, 95, 244-

56, 278, 279, 296, 297, 345, 352, 353.
NdtakaiandrikRy by Rupa Gosvamin,

294.

A^dtakdlamkdray dramatic ornament

330, 331.
Adtikdy a type of drama, 62, 63, 71, 233,

234, 256, 257, 279, 280, 298, 305, 32s
349. 350 j 3 .‘^ 3 -

Natty a type of drama, 349.
Ndtyay drama, 296.

Ndtyapradipay by Sundarami9ra, 294.
Ndtya 7'dsaka, a ballet, 351.
Ndtja^dstray 12, 36, 42, 51, 65, 69, 75,

n. I, 81, 84, 95, no, 141, 244, 267,

289-92, 293, 294, 295, 304>3I2, 315,

320, 323, 324, 326, 328, 330, 331, 334j

335» 33^, 340, Uh 343, 347» 34^, 349^

352, 3557 358, 362, 364, 3677 369-
Ndtydcdryay professor, 360.

Ndtydlamkdray dramatic ornaments, 329,

330.
Ndndty benediction at beginning of play,

85, III, 126, 182, 204, 239, 265, 266,

267, 339» 342, 343> 369; pronounced
behind the scenes in the BhanUy the

Vydyogay 344 ;
the Prenkhatm or

Preksafia, 35 k,

A^dyakUy hero, 84, 85, 305-7.
Ndyikd, heroine, 308-10.
Ndlikdy enigma, 329.
Nikkhantay in Ayvaghosa, 89.

Nidar^andy a figure, 125.

Nxyaidptiy fourth stage of development in

drama, 297.
Nitussasathy in A^vaghosa, 88.

Nirbhayabhimay by Ramacandra, 266.

Nirmunefay eunuch, 313.
Nifvahanay conclusion, as last juncture,

399-
Ntrveday indifference, as basis of senti-

ment, 324.
Nrty dance, origin of Natay 57.

NrtUy dancer, 25, n. 7.

Nrttay dance, 25, n. 7, 296.

Nrtya, pantomime, 275, 296.

Nepatkya, as form of sentiment, 315, n. l,

368.

Nepathyagrhay tiring room, 54, 359,

360.
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Nepathyokti^ a voice from behind the

scene, 303.

Nevaccka {Nevacchd)^ Prakrit equivalent

of Nepatkya^ 54.

Naipdthya^ alleged origin of Nepathya^

54-

*

Naisadhananda, by Kseml^vara, 240, 241.

altered to in A9vaghosa’s Prakrit,

to Hti or fpt in Bhasa
;
to nn in Kali-

dasa, 88, 12 1 ;
to fifi in the Mudrardk-

sasa, 212.

PaHcardtra (cd., with trans. by W. G.

Urdhwareshe, Indore, 1920), by Bhasa,

94, no, 112, 119, 122, 123, 335» 344>

n. 2, 346.
Patij curtain, 61, 389.

Pataka, episode, 297; subjunctures of,

390.

Patakasihdnaka, pro-episode, 303, 304.

Padas, number of, in prologue, 344.

Padhdnasutta, alleged dramatic character

of, 43, n. I.

Pabbajjasuttay alleged dramatic character

of, 43, n. i

.

Parivartaka, change of action, 327.

Parusd, style, 333.
Palinata, in A9vaghosa for parhiata, 87.

Pdiicdll, (puppet) from Pancala, 53.

Pathakas, repeaters of epic passages, 29.

Pdndavdnanda, 224.

Pandavdbhyudaya, byVyasaQrlramadeva,
2 •JO.

Pdtra, character, 310.

Pddavakyapramdnajfia, sense of, 186.

Pdripdrfvika, attendant, 85, 340.

Pdrthapardkrama, by Prahladana, 83,
n. 1, 247, 364, 265, 341, n. I.

ParvatTparinaya, by Vamana Bhafta

Bana, 221, 239, 247, 300.
' Ptthamarda, companion of the hero, 308,

334. 351*

PUhamardtkdy confidante of the heroine,

308,

Puttally Putialikdy puppet, 53.
Putraka, puppet, 269.

Putrikdy puppet, 53.
Pupphd, in A9vaghosa, 87.

Puruva, in Bhasa for purva, 122.

Purusa, in Bhasa, 122.

Puspagandikdy a kind of song, 338.
Puspadusitaka, a Prakarana, 225, 346.
Piispabhusita, a Prakarana, 225, 346.

Puspitdgrdy 133, 142, 166, 203, 212, 219.

Pusta, stage properties, 365.
Pnrvaranga, preliminaries of drama, 392,

34G 342.
Prthivi, in the Uttarardmacarita^ 192.

Prthviy metre, 123, 167, 181, 203, 238.

Pekkhdy spectacle, 43.

Patfdcf, a Prakrit, 102, 387, 335, 336.

I

Prakarana, a type of drama, 82, loa, 187,

225, 748, 357-61, 264, 280, 396,306,

345. 346, 353-
Prakaranikd, a type of drama, 349, n. 4,

350 *

Prakart, incident, 297.

Prakhydta, traditional (plot), 296.

Pragalbhd, bold (heroine), 308.

Pracandapanijavay see Bdlabhdrata.

Pracchedaka, a kind of song, 338,

Pratdpa, valour, as a character, 254,
Pratdparudrakalyana, by Vidyinatha,

248.

Praidparudrtya, by Vidyanatha, 293.

PratijHdyaugandhardyana, by Bhasa,

92. 94. 95. no', 113, 114, 118,

119, Mi, 130, 185, n. a, 335, n. 3,

371 , n. 2.

Praiindyaka, the enemy of the hero, 307,

308.

Pratimdndfaka, by Bhasa, 94, lOO, loi,

105, 117; I 24»
125.

j

Prathnukha, second juncture, 398, 299.

I

Pratisird, curtain, 359.
Praiigrhita, irregular form in A9vaghosa,

86.
‘

Pratlti, apprehension of sentiment, 317.

Pratihdri, door-keeper, 313.

Pratydyati, irregular form in Bhasa, I3i.

Prathamakalpa, misunderstood term, 1 1 2^

n. 2.

Praiydhdra, beat of drum to begin per-

formance, 339.
Pradyutnndbkyudaya, by Ravivarman,

247. 344-
Pradvesam, Buddhist irregularity for

pradomm, 86.

PrapaHca, comic dialogue, 328.

: Prabuddharauhineya, by Ramabhadra

i

Muni, 259, 260.

j

Prabodha, knowledge, as a character,

251.

j

Prabodhacandrodaya, by KfS9ami9ra,

55, 84, 1 1 2, 243, 251-3, 286, 325, n. I,

.H4-
Prayatna, second stage of development

of drama, 297.

Prcyogdttfoya, form of prologue, 340.

Pratvcand, part of preliminaries, 328,

340, 341, 343 ;
pronounced behind the

scenes, 351.

Pravrttaka, form of prologue, 340.

Pravefaka, introductory scene, 110,301,

302.

Prasannardghava, by Jayadeva, 109,

I

151, 226, 244-6, 271.

Prasdda, clearness, 331.

Prastdvand, prologue, iii, 328, 340.

,

Prasthdna, a form of drama, 351.

Praharsini, metre, 167, 181, 203, 212,

219.
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Prahasana, farce, 182-5, 260-3, 280, 296,

309. 348.
Pracydy a Prakrit, 88, 141, 336.

Prddvivdka, judge, 312.

Prdptydfd, third stage of development of

drama, 297.

Prdfnika^ critic, 370.

Prdsatipka, incidental (action), 297.

Priyadarpkdf by Harsa, 170, 17 1, 173,

174, 175, 303, 325, 328, 340, 350, 362,

364* 3<>9 *

Preksakay spectator, 369, 370.
Preksana, a form of drama, 351.

Preksanakay a form of drama, 268.

PrenkhanOy a form of drama, 351.

Pt^osUapriyd^ type of heroine, 309.
Prau4hatvay of style, claimed by Bhava-

bhuti, 196.

Phaldgamay attainment of end in drama,

298.

Bakulavithiy 349.
Batnbhanay in A^vaghosa, 86.

Bddham^ indicating assent, in Bhasa,

120.

Bdlacarita (ed. and trs. by H. Weller,

Leipzig, 1922), by Bhasa, 38, 94, 98-
100, 104, 106, 1 12, 122, 247.

Bdlabhdratay or Pracaf^apdn4avay by
Kaja9ckhara, 232, 233.

Bdlardmdyana, by Raja9ekhara, 52, 15 1,

232, 268, 269, n 2, 303, 337, 360, 365.
Bdlhtkd {^Bdhlikd')y speech of Khasas,

337 -

Bindu, seepnd element of the plot, 298.

Bibboka, affected indifference, 310,

Bija, first element of the plot, 298.

Btbhatsa, horror, as a sentiment, 319, 324.
Buddhacaritay by A^vaghosa, 80, 81, 82.

Buddhiy wisdom, 84.

Brhatkathdy by Gunadhya, 52, 102, 133,

174 ;
why written in PaifdcJy 335.

Bhakliy trust (in Visnu), as a character,

252,253.
Bhagavanty as style of address, 314.
Bhagavdfhy Buddhist irregularity for

bhagavdfty 86.

BhaUa, as style of the king, 314.
Bhattdy vocative of bhartr in A9vaghosa,

8SV

Bhattiddlakay style of princes of the
blood, 84, and see Bhartrddraka,

Bhattiniy style of the queen, 314.
Bhatiy conjugated in the 9th class, 88.

Bhadradattay as style of L'akas, 314.
Bhadramukhay title in dramas, 69, 71,

514.
Bhayuy terror, as basis of sentiment, 323.
Bhaydnaka, fear, as a sentiment. 319, 324.
Bharatavdkyay at close of the drama, 8a,

83, in, 265.

Bhartrddrahtty style of princes of the

blood, 314, and see Bhattiddlaka.

Bhartrddrikdy style of a princess, 314.

Bhartrhatinirveday by Harihara, 248.

Bhavati (IVakrit, bhodi)y as style of the

quten and her ladies, 314.
Bhavdfhy as nominative in A9vaghosa, 88,

Bhdgavata Ptirdna, 100, 272, 274.

BhanOy monologue, 263, 264, 280, 296,

311, 344, 348.
Bhdnikdy 268, 351.
Bhdratay a rhapsode or comedian, 29, 30.

Bhdratty verbal (manner), 326, 328, 329,

344; in the Bhdna, 348.
Bharatiya A^dtyafdstray see Ndtyafdstra.

Bhdva, emotion, 296, 309, 316, 319.

Bkdvay mode of address, 361.

Bhavaka, man of taste, 318, n. 3.

Bhdvakatvay j)0wer of realization, 317.
Bhdsandtakacakray 92, n. 2.

Bhikkhiinlsamyuttay alleged dramatic

character of, 43, n. i.

Bhlmavikramavydyogay by Moksaditya,
266.

Bhuktivdday doctrine of the enjoyment of

sentiment, 318.
BhujaJigapraydtay metre, 1 23.

Bhurtijitayty in A9vaghosa, 87.

Bhuvandbhyudayay by (J^ankuka, 291,

Bhutabhdsdy use of, 287.

Bhairavdnanday by Manika, 248.

Bhoginty concubine, 312.

Bhojakatvay power of enjoyment, 317.
Bhojacaritay by Vedantavagl9a, 345.
Bhrukuhsay man playing female part, 36,

362.

MakkatahOy dubious form in A9vaghosa,

89.

•

Matty reason, as a character, 251, 252.

Mattay in Bhasa, later mettUy 122.

Mattavildsay by Mabendravikramavar-
man, 93, 182-5.

Matsya Purdnay 156.

Maday intoxication, as an internal junc-

ture, 303.
Maddy in Apvaghosa, 88, 89.

Madhyamavydyogay by Bhas.!, 94, 106,

III, 123.

Madhya

y

partly experienced (heroine),

308.

Mantrdnkandtakay Act III of the Pratt-

jndyaugandhardyanay 371, n. 2,

Mantrirty minister. 312.

Manddkrimtd^ metre, 166, 203, 212.

A/anmathonmathana, by Rama, 267, 347.
Mallikdmdrutay by Uddandin or Ud-

danijanatha, 221, 257, 258.

Mahattard
y
diwtnnay 313.

Mahdjanakajdtakay alleged dramatic char-

acter of, 43, n. I.
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Mahndevi^ chief queen, 312.

Mahdndiakat type of drama, 232, 345.
Mahdndtaka or I/amwianndtaka, 56,151,

244, n. 2, 246, 270-2, 273; 345.
Mahilhhdrata, 52, 54, 95, n. 2, 97, 105,

*57» 247, 253, 265, 281.

Mahdbhasya, 28, 36, 45, 48, 49, 53, 56,

57> 5^> 7^ 362, 363 ;
evidence of, as to

existence of the drama, 31--3.

Mahdydnat^raddhotpada^ by A9va[»hosa,

80.

Alahdvansa^ 44.
Afahdviracarita^hy RhavabhOti, 187,188,

192, 193, 194, 203, 228, 229, 297, 302,

306, 325, 326, 327i.344» n- h 353-
A/d, with the gerund, in bhasa, 122.

Aldgadhly a Prakrit, 70, 74, 86, 87, 88,

122, 141, 142, 166, 185, 211, 212, 219,

2561 287, 336.
Alddhurya^ grace as a quality of the hero,

307.
Alddhnrya^ sweetness of style, 331.
MdydkuraTigikd^ a specimen of the Ihd-

346, n. 2.

AJdrasamyuita, alleged dramatic character

of, 43, n. I.

Mdr^a^ as mode of address, 361.
Mdlatlmddhava^ by Bhavabhuti, 62, 66,

82, 131, 151, 186, 187, 188, 192, 193,

199, 203, 257, 280, 302, 306, 308, 311,

313, 326, 338, 343, n. I, 344, 349, 353,
36 369-

Mdlavikd^ a specimen of the fW/f, 349.
Mdlavikdgnimitray by Kalidasa, 42, 124,

127, 147-9, i55» 156, i59» 164.

167, i75» 302, 303, 327* 329, 343. n-

349> 350.
Afdid, statement in succession, 330.

Aldlinly metre, 123, 142, 166, 181, 185,

203, 212, 219, 272.

Aldhdrdstri, a Prakrit, 70, 73, 89, 130,

141, 146, 166, 181, 21 1, 212, 236, 340,

256, 335, 336. 337-
AIithydjndnavi4amhana y

by Ravidasa,

345-
Mitkyddrstif heresy, as a character, 253.

Milindapanha^ 54.

A/ifray combined (plot), 296.

Mifrdy style, 332, n. 2.

Afukutatdditaka, by Bana, 182, n. 3.

Aluktmdananday by Ka9lpati Kaviraja,

264.

Adukhay first juncture of the plot, 298.

Mugd/idy inexperienced (heroine), 308.

Mudrdrdksasay (the drama of) Raksasa
and his seal-ring, by Vi9akhadatta, 62,

66, 205-13, 337, 335, n. 3, 341, 342,

344. 352-
, , ,

Aludritakumtidacandray (the drama of)

Kumudacandra put to silence, by Ya-
9a9candra, 260.

401

MrgdTikalekhdy by Vi9vanatha, son of
Trimaladeva, 257, n. i.

Mrcchakatikd (for an implausible con-
jecture as to date (7th or 8th cent.)

and author, see J. Carpentier, JRAS.,
1923. pp- 597 ff-). 62. 63,64.65. 66,67,

69, 70. 74, 77, 82, 84, 92, 93, 104, 107,

133, n. 3, 128-42, 153, 161, 192, 193,

280, 286, 305, 309, 31 1, 314, n. 2, 335,
n. 3. 336, 337. 346. 363. 365, 369, "• 2.

AlrdavUj turning of evil into good, 329.
Aieghadutay by Kalidasa, 76, 145, 167 ;

imitated by Bhavabhuti, 193.

Mottdyitay manifestations of affection, 3 10.

Aloha

y

confusion, as a character, 251,

252.

Mo/iatmtdgaray 239.
Alohardjapardjaya^ by Ya9ahpala, 84,

n- I, 253-6, 344, n. 2.

}' retained in Afvaghosa’s Prakrits, 88

;

altered toy in Bhasa, 121.

Yajurveday 12, 25, 26.

Yamakay alliteration, 331,

Yavanikd (Prakrit, /avanikd^y refers to

material of curtain, 61, 68, 359, 360.

Yudhy as a masculine noun, in Bhasa,

Yuvardjay style of, in drama, 71*

Yevay in A9vaghosa’s Prakrit, after long

vowels, 87,

Yogamdydy as a character, 274.

Yogofdstra^ by Hemacandra, 255.

Yogitty adept, 316.

Yodhay soldier, sj^ech of, 141, 336.

R and / in the Prakrits, 86, 87, 88, 122,

212, 219; as affecting the quality of

style, 332.

Raghuvahfay by Kalidasa, 75, 144, 162,

35a*

Rangadvdray part of preliminaries, 340,

342-
RangavataranUy appearing on the stage,

55-

RaJaSy element of passion, 318.

Rady love, as basis of sentiment, 323.

Ratndva/ly by Harsa, 55, 62, 103, 170,

I7*» *73, 175. *8o, 221, 298, 299, 304,

325, 328, 340, 350, 361, 362, 368.

Raihoddhaidy metre, 167, 203.

RasUy sentiment, 296, 314-26.

Rasaia?'angimy by Bhanudatta, 319.

Rasdrnavasudhdkaray by ^inga Bhupala,

294.
Rasikay men of taste, 318, n. 3.

RdjaputraSy speech of, 87, 1 41, 336.

Rdjaprafniyay 44, n. 2.

Rdjardjandtakay 251, n. 1.

Rdjofriy the kingly fortune, personified

99 »
“2.

C C2717
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Rajya^ri^ the royal fortune, 255.

Rdmananda^ 343, n. i.

Ramabhytidaya^ by Vyasa Qriramadeva,

270.

Rdmnyana^ by Valimki, 28, 29, 30, 42,

48, 5oi 63, 76, loi, 105, 1 14, i5o,n. r.

Rdsinya, as title in dramas, 69, 71.

Rdsa^ a dance, 274.
Rdsarnafyialaj 40.

Rukmimparinaya^ by Ramavarman, 247.

Rukmintharana^ by Vatsaraja, 266, 267.

Rasasadana, a Bhdna^ 264.

Rucirdy metre, 166, 185, 212.

Rudafiit, irregular form in Bhasa, 121.

Rupay in A9oka*s edict, 54; object of

vision, source of Rupakay 296.

Rilpakuy generic name of the drama as

a spectacle, 296, 345.
Rupadakkhay meaning of, 54.

Rupdjiva, epithet of actors, 363.
Rupopajivanay sense of, 54.
Rupopajlvifty one who lives on the beauty

(of his wife), 55.
Rattdray fury as a sentiment, 323, 354.
Rat*dratdy harshness, as a character, 255.

Ry becomes yy in A9vaghosa and Bhasa,

Jj in Kalidasa, 122; but jj in A9va-
ghosa’s Mdgadhly 86 ;

in Bhatta Nara-
yana, 219.

L and r in the Prakrits, 86, 87, 88, 122,

212, 219.

Laksanay beauties of the drama, 329, 330.

Lajjdy allegorical character, 268.

Latakamelakay by (Jankhadhara, 5 ;
Kavi-

raja, 260, 261, 348.
Lalitay light-hearted (hero), 305.
Lalitamddhavay by Rupa Gosvamin,

247 -

Lahtavigrahardjandtakay by Somadeva,

243, 248.

Lalitavutaray allusion to the drama in,

43.
Ldsya, dance, I2, 42, 338, 348.

LtldmadhukarUy a Bhdnay 348.
Lupadakkhay meaning of, 54.
Laukikay sentiment as natural, 319.

Vaaihy vayam, * we \ in A9vaghosa's and
Bhasa’s Prakrits, 89, 12a.

Vanfasthd, metre,! 23, 142, 166, 185, 203,

212.

Vahksuy Oxus, 144, n. 5.

Vajrasudy by A9vaghosa, 80.

Vaty nominative of stems in, 87.

Vattay as style of address, 314.

Vanmkdhi, in A9vaghosa, 87.

Vayasya, as style of address, 314.
Varoy frequent use of, in Bhasa, i2o.

Varndnyaivay change of colour or differ-

ence of colour, 35.

VarsadharOy eunuch, 313.

Vasantaiilakay metre, 123, 142, 166, i8r,

185, 203, 212, 219, 236, 240, 246, 253,

258, 272.

Vasantatilakay by Varadacarya, 263.

VasiUy plot, 296-305.
Vasiutthdpanay creation of an object, 327.
Vdeika (sentiment), produced by words,

315, n. I.

Vdcikdbhinayay expression by words,

367-
Vdsakasajjd (heroine), in full dress, 309.
Vdsantikasvapnay by R. Krsnamachari,

251.

Vdsavadattdy by Subandhu, 76.

Vikamy expansion of the mind, 320.

Vikramorvad

y

by Kalidasa, 62, 66, 124,

126, 146, 147, 149-52, 156, 157, 159,
160, 167, 193, 233, 268, 275, 278, 328,

3 »9 . 339 ,
n- 34*, 343 . 35°-

Vikrdntapidrakay a drama, 129, n. 4.

Viksepuy movement to and fro of the mind
as connected with sentiment, 320.

Vtjaya^rly by Madana Balasarasvati, 256.

Vitay parasite, 65, 132, 135, 136, 177,
'93 , *63, 3”, 3*6, 334 , 346, 356 .

VidagdhamSdhava, by Rripa-Ciosvamin,

*47 -

Vtdusaia, jester, 28, 39, 40, 50, 51, 52,

53,' 56, 62, 65, 66, 67, 73, 81, 82, 84,

107, 108, 133, 141, 156, 158, 159, 160,

176, 177, * 34 ,
*35 , 237, *54, *63, *64,

*70, *99, 3 'o, 3”, 31.3, 314, 3 *6, 3 *8,

334. .340, 35 ', 36'.

Vidydy as a character, 251, 253.

Vidydpartnayana, by Vedakavi, 253.

VidyunnidlCiy metre, 142,

Viddkofd/ab/taHjikdy by Raja9ekhara, 333 ,

2347 235 » 300.

Viprayogay sundering, as form of the

erotic sentiment, 323.

Vipraiabdhdy deceived (heroine), 309.
Vipralambhay sundering, as form of erotic

sentiment, 323.

Vibhdvay deteiminants of sentiment, 315.

VibhdsdSy conventional dialects used in

drama, 337.
Vimadday in A9vaghosa for vimatduy 89.

Vimar^ay fourth juncture of the plot, 299.

Vimokttikdmay irregular form in Bhasa,

121.

Viyay in A9vaghosa, 88.

Virahoikantjiitdy type of heroine, 309.

Vildsay vivacity as quality of the hero,

307-
Vildstkd, a form of drama, 351.

Vivekay discrimination, 251, 252.

Vivekacandray as allegorical character,

254-

Viskambha or Viskambhakay introductory

scene, 110, 301, 302,
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Visnu Purdnay 100.

Visukadassanay spectacle, 43.
Vistartty expansion of the mind, 320.

Vismaya, astonishment, as basis of senti-

ment, 323.
Vijantiy irregular form in Khasa, 1 20.

VltardgasttUiy by Hemacandra, 255.
VUhly ‘ garland ’, 295, 296, 338, 329, 348,

349 » 353 -

Vlray heroism as a sentiment, 323.
Vlrahhadravijrmbhafiay 328, n. 3.

Vlravijayay by Krsnami9ra, 267.

VrttiSy dramatic styles, 326-9.
Vrddhiy sense of, 36, n. i.

Vrsabhdnujdy by Mathuradasa, 257.
Vetusamhdray by Bhatta Narayana, 83,

212-9, 300, 304, 326, 328, 346, 344,
n. 1,353, 361.

Vetdlapa^caviii^atiy 129, 174.
Veddntasdray by Sadananda, 318, n. 2.

Vestitay stage costumes, 365.
Vaitdl'iyay metre, 123, 167.

Vai^ikay connoisseur of hetaerae, 307, n.i.

Vaifvok/eviy metre, 123,142.
Vyakiivivekay by Mahiman Bhatta, 294.
Vyaiijandy the doctrine of suggestion,

318-
VyabhtcdrtHy transitory (feelings), 315.
Vydjimay kind of stage properties, 365.

Vydmifrakay possible reference to plays,

29.

Vydyogay a type of drama, 95, 96, 247,
264-6, 296, 344, 347, 353.

Vyutpattiy aesthetic equipment, 318.

VyudhoraSy irregular compound in Bhasa,

121.

for s in Mdgadhly 86, 122, 212.

(^ahSy recite, used of Rgveday 20.

gakdrUy miles gloriostiSy 65, 69, 134, 166,

31^336.
gakuntaldy by Kalidasa, 62, 66, 70, 124,

i 39 »
i 52-5 »

* 57
-
9 » *60, 161, 167,

272, 278. 281, 297, 298, 299, 302, 303,

304 » 325 » 329 » 340. 344 »

gakvariyimitty appropriate to the pathetic

sentiment, 331.

gathay deceitful (hero), 307.

gataf^tha Brdhmanay tale of Purfiravas

in, 22.

garmisthayaydtiy by Krsna Kavi, 268.

gdkdrly a Prakrit, 141, 142, 166, 337.
gdntay calm (hero), 305, 306; sentiment,

334-
gdnti Farvatiy allusion to drama in, 28.

gdbarty a Prakrit, 337.

gdraddtilaka, by ^^ankara, 263, 348.

gdradvatlputraprakarana or (^driputra-

prakaranay by Ayvnghosa, 80, 83, 85,

346.
gdrdfdavikridday metre, 123, 142, 166,

I

181, 185, 203, 212, 319, 232, 236, 240,

I

253, 258, 272.

!
gdlabhanjikdy statue, 234.
gdlinty metre, 123, 168, 181, 203.

:
giksdpada, moral rules of the Buddhists,

I

1*84.

1

gikharinty metre, 123, 142, 166, i8f, 203,

! 212, 219, 240, 246.

i

gilpaka, a form of drama, 351.
givandrdyanabhanjamahodayay by Nara-

sihha, 257.
gisjtalekhdy by Candra, 168.

guddhay type of Viskambhaka, 301.
gfidrakavadhay a Parikathdy 1 29, n. 4.

grngdray love as a sentiment, 323.
grngdraiilakay by Ramabhadra Diksita,

263.

gnigdrabhusanay by Vamana- Bhatta
Bkna, 263.

grn^dramaHjari a Bhdnay 263, n. 2.

grJigdramafijariy a Sattakay by Vi9ve9-

vara, 257.
grtigdramanjarly cited in the Pasdrnava-

sudhdkara, 338, n. i.

grTigdrasarvasvay by Nalla Kavi, 263, 264.
grnvatfty in A9vaghosa for ^pivan {yrn-

vam)y 86.

gaildli Brdhmanay 3 1

.

gailusay actor, 25, 360. ^

gokay sorrow, as basis of sentiment, 323.
gobhanikaSy actors, 32-5.
gobhdy brilliance as quality of the hero,

307*
gobhdy distinction of poem, 334,
gaubhikasy kind of actors, 32-5, 45, 53,

55, 273. 360.

gaurasenly a Prakrit, 41, 70, 73, 74, 88,

89, 141, 166, 181, 185, 203, 211, 212,

219, 236, 240, 335, 336, 367.
gydmay dark colour of the erotic senti-

ment, 324.
graddhdy faith, as a character, 252.

grXkanthacariiay by Mankha, 75, n. 3,

225V
gr^gadita, a type of drama, 268, 351.
griddmacaritay by Samaraja Diksita, 247.
gresthiuy guildsmen, or rich merchants,

speech of, 87, 141, 336.
giesay flow of style, 331.
giokdy metre. 123, 142, 166, 181, 185,

203, 212, 219, 236, 240, 246, 272.

St and stjiy treatment of, in Prakrit, 86,

122, 212.

Sy alone preserved in certain Prakrits, 87,

88, 122.

Samidpay dialogue, 327.
Samldpakay a form of drama, 351.
Samkalpasuryodayay by Venkatanatha,

253-
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Samktrna, mixed furm of Viskambhaka^

302.

Samkrti^ metre, appropriate to lively

dialogue, 331.

Samksipti^ construction of object, 327.

Samgamamaniy stone of reunion, 62,

Samgltadamodaray unites ornaments and

beauties, 330, n. 1

.

Samghdtyay breach of alliance, 327.

Saciva^ as style of a minister, 314.

Sattakuy a type of drama, 233, 350.

Saitvay element of goodness or truth,

318.

Saddharmapundarikay dramatic form of

the, 43.
Sandhi

y

junctures of the plot, 298-300.
Saftdhimay kind of stage properties, 365.

Sandhyantaray divisions of junctures, 303.

Sabhdpatiy patron of the drama, 370.

Samajja or Samdjay form of entertain-

ment, 43, 85.

Samatdy homogeneity of style, 331.
Samavakdray a type of drama, 97, 225,

266, 267, 268, 291, 346, 353.
Samdjay 85, and see Samajja.

Samddhiy metaphorical language, 331.

SamdfvdsitufHy irregular form in Bhasa,

121.

Samudramathana, by Vatsaraja, 267, 268.

Samudramanthanay a Samavakdray 225.

Sampheta, fighting, 328.

Sambkoga, union, as part of erotic senti-

ment, 323.
Sarvacaritay by Bana, 182, n. 3.

SarvardjHahy irregular compound in

Bhasa, 121.

Sarvavinodandtaka, by Krsna Avadhuta
Ghatikavata Mahakavi, 267.

Sassirtkafht for sofrikatHy in A9vaghosa,

88.

Sakrdayay man of taste, 318.

Sdttvatiy correctly Sdtvatly grand (manner),

326. 3>7-
Sdttvika, of excellencies of hero, 307.
SdttvikUy class of consequents, 315.

Sdttvikdbhinayay nature of, 367, 368.

Sd4ikay dance, 350, n. 2.

Sdtvati (* of the Satvants \ cf. Levi, TI.

b 332), grand (manner), 326, 327.
Sadharanly courtesan, 309.
Sddhdrani krtiy generic power of poetry,

321.

Sddhuy style of address, 314,
Sdmaveday 12, 15, 20, 26.

Sdvitruaritay by (^ankaralala, 270.

Sdhityadarpamy by Vi^vanatha, 71,225,
a68, 394, 295, 336, 342.

Siddhdntakaumudty cites Kajayekhara for

grammar, 230.

Sukumdrat&y softness oi style, 331.
Sukrtasathklrtanay by Arisinha, 248, n. 7.

Sugrhitandmany as title in dramas, 69,

7*-

Sugrhltdbhidhay as style of address, 7'»

314-

Sudhandvaddnay 150, n. 1, 156, n. i.

Suparnddhydyay character of thf, 17, 21.

Subuddhiy a female character, 267.

Subhadrddhanathjaya

y

by Kulayckhara-

varman, 247, 342, n. 2.

Subhadrdparinayanay by Vyasa (^riraraa-

deva, 270.

Subhadrdharanay by Madhava, 268, 342,

35«*
Subhdsitdvali, 168, 209.

Suraday for suratay an isolated form, in

Ayvaghosa, 89.

Surdy origin of, 183.

Suvadandy metre, 123, 212.

Sucakuy part undertaken by the, 273, 274.

Sutradhdray 51, 52, 56, 65, 66, 91, 92,

126, 232, 248, 254, 265, 266, 267, 273,

3.39. MO, 341. ,343. 343. 344. 3^0, 361,

362, 363, 365.
Sutrdlamkdray by Ayvaghosa, 80, 81.

Sendpatiy general, 306, 312.

Saindhavay a kind of song, 338.

Sobhiyay Prakrit for (jaubkikay 55.

Somatdy gentleness, as a character, 254.

Saugandhikdharam, by Viyvanatha, 266.

Saundarananday by Ayvaghosa, 80, 8 1

.

Saubhyay misreading for Saiimyay 272,
n. I.

Saumya, as style of address, 314.

Skanda Purdnay 129.

Sthdpakay 36, n. i, 52, 56, 126, 239, 265,

266, 267, 340, 341, 342, 343.344. 361.

Sthdpandy prologue, in, 112, 182, 340,

342, n. I.

Sthayinly concubine, 312.

Sthdyibhdva, dominant emotion, 315,
320.

SthitapathyUy standing recitation, 338.
Sthairyay steadfastness as a quality of the

hero, 307.

Sndiakay as a character, 313.

Sragdhardy metre, 123, 142, 167, 18 1,

*85, 203, 212, 219, 232, 236,246, 272.

Sravatiy irregular form in Bhasa, 1 20.

Svagataniy aside, 304.
Svapnada^dftanay by Bhimata, 239.
SvapnavdsavadcUtdy by Bhasa, 9 1, 92, 94,

95. 103. 107, 113, 117, 118, 119, 123,

125, 187, n. 2.

Svabhdvokiiy vivid description, 161.

Svdj svydy heroine as wife, 308.

Svadhlnapatikd
y
absolute mistress, 309.

Svdbhdvikay natural (sentiment), 315, n. i.

SvamtHy as style of the Crown IVince, 69,

7G 314*
Svdminty style of the queen, 314,

Svdminiy favourite, 312.
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HahhOf as term of address, 314.

Ilake^ hago^ in A^vaghosa, 86.

Hanghoy in A^vagho^, 86.

Ilafijd (voc., Haflje)^ as term of address,

.^» 4 -

Hande^ as term of address, 3
1
4.

Jlaftumanna!aka

y

see Mahdndtakay 271.

Ilammtramadnmat'danay by Jayasinha
SOri, 248-50.

Hayagnvavadhay epic by Bhartrmentha,

232.

liarakelindtaka

y

by Visaladeva Vigraha-

raja, 247.
Ilaragaurtvivahay by Jagajjyotirmalla,

76, n. 3, 247, 248. I

; Index 405

Harin'iy metre, 123, 143, 166, 181, 203,
212.

Haridutay 56, 270.

Ilarivahfa, 28, 47, 48, 100.

Harsacaritay by Bana, 76, 1 39, 1 70, 364.
Haldy as term of address, 314.
Hallway a type of drama, 351.
Hallifokay dance, 99.
Hdvay awakening of love, 309.
Hdsay mirth, as basis of sentiment, 323.
Hdsyay the comic sentiment, 333.
Hdsyacu4dmaniy by Vatsaraja, 265.

Hdsydrnavay by Jagadi^vara, 261, 262,

314, n. 3.

1
Ilordy or Kaldy 146.
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